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ALJANA'IZ

FUNERALS
The word jana'iz is the plural of janazah (funeral). It is also spelt jinazah which is more
eloquent. It means the corpse on the bier.
Some people say that janazah (funeral) is the corps while jinazah is the bier or the stretcher
(on which the corpse is placed before burial). However, some other people say the opposite
of this janazah (funeral) is the bier and jinazah the corpse.

CHAPTER- I
:I

..

:I
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SICK VISIT AND REWARD FOR SICKNESS
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SECTION I
MUST VISIT THE SICK
J J
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1523.Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~.1s'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1si.)..P
said ''Feed the (compelled) hungry, visit the sick and emancipate the captives
(from prison)."t
COMMENTARY: These three things are wajib Kifayah (adequate expedient) which means that
if any single person fulfils a duty then the rest are exonerated from doing it. Nevertheless,
it is a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) for all people and fetches reward. If none of them
fulfils the duty then all are guilty of the sin of disobedience.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi .1!1~J wrote that if a hungry person is not distressed than it is
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to feed him, for he is not likely to die because of hunger.
But, if he is in distress and liable to die of hunger then it is fard (compulsory) to feed him. All
the people who are rich are bound to feed him and if one of them does it then the rest are
absolved of the Jard (compulsory).
If anyone is sick and there are people to look after him then to visit the sick is a sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet). If a sick person has no one to look after him, then it is wajib
(expedient) to visit him.
MUTUAL RIGHTS OF MUSLIMS

~~U..Hi; J!.~ ~I~ ~I~ ~j~ilil ~;LI JJ-!.5 jti jtii~;.'Cfl &s-j

(' OYi.)
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1524. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~:.~IJ...P
said, ''The right of a Musli n on another Muslim are five. He muat respond t:o the
1

Bukhari # 5649, Darimi # 2465, Musnad Ahmad 4.394.
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salaam, visit the sick follow funerals, accept an invitation and pray for the sneezer
(when he say al-hamdulillah)."t
COMMENTARY: These five things are fard (compulsory) Kifayah. To give salutation is a
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) and among the duties imposed by Islam, but it is a better
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) then fard (compulsory) it grows a sense of humility and is a
reason for a wajib (expedient).
Visiting a sick and following funerals are duties that a Muslim may not give to innovators,
like the rawa.fid.
To accept an invitation is to respond to another's appeal for help. Some authorities say that
it means an invitation to a meal a function (like wedding, etc.) provided it does not involve
a sinful activity. Imam Ghazali 2»1~J said that if someone invites out of boast or show off
then his invitation must not be accepted.
If the sneezer says al hamdu lillah on sneezing then the response must be (l»1~.r-) (may
Allah have mercy on you).
It is ·stated in Sharh us -Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) that these duties are towards all
Muslims whether pious of evil, but not the bid' ati (innovators). However, it is necessary to
observe that meeting cheerfully and shaking hands applies only to pious Muslims. If a
Muslim is a hardened sinner who commits sin brazen facedly, then it is not necessary to
meet him cheerfully and to shake hands with him.
.,
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1525. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lia~
said, 11 A Muslim has six obligations towards another Muslim." He was asked,
"And what are they, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, "When you meet him, offer
the salaam. When he invites you, accept his invitation. When he expects your
advice and good wishes, offer him sincere advice. When he sneezes and says alhumdulillah, say yarhamakAllah (may Allah have mercy on you). When he is
sick, pay him a sick visit. And, when he dies, follow him (for the funeral salah
(prayer) and burial)."2
COMMENTARY: When anyone is ill, he must be visited and his condition should be asked,
at least once. There is no truth in what some people say that in some cases a sick person
should not be visited. This idea is absolutely wrong.
As for the number of rights, the ahadith do not limit them to five or six. They are very
many and the ahadith enumerate them gradually, one by one perhaps, the Prophet 4#-l»1~
~J was told of them little by little.

1
2

Bukhari # 1240, Muslim # 4-2162, Abu Dawud # 5030, Ibn Majah # 1435.
Muslim# 5.2162, Nasa'i # 1938, Ibn Majah # 1433.
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4;,$. i11 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~ J ~ i11 ~
commanded them to observe seven things and abstain from seven things. Thus,
he commanded them to visit the sick, to follow the funerals to pray for the
sneezer, to respond to the salaam to accept the invitation, to help one who swears
fulfil his oath, to support the wronged one. And he prohibited them to use gold
rings, silk, thick brocade, embroidered silk, red padding on saddle, garment of
qassyi, vessels of silver.
According to one version: (he forbade) drinking from silk vessels, for, if anyone
drinks from silk vessels in this world he will not get to drink from silk vessels in
the hereafter. 1
COMMENTARY: If anyone swears about something and you are able to help him fulfil his
promise and that is not sinful then you must fulfil his promise.
It is wajib (expedient) to help the wronged one both a Muslim and a dhimimi. This help can
be verbal or by action.
The padded saddle is used out of arrogance. If it is silken then it is forbidden whatever its
colour. Other then silk, a red saddle is makn.th (unbecoming). If it is not red, then it is allowed.
Qassyi is a garment made of silk and flax. It is ascribed to Qass in Egypt.
Like silver vessels, golden vessels are forbidden too. In fact, it is more sinful to use golden
vessels than silver.
The things forbidden in this hadith are disallowed to men, not to women, except vessels of
gold and silver that are forbidden to both men and women.
Anyone who uses vessels of silver is this world will not be given these vessels in the
next world till his punishment is served by him. Or, he will not be allowed these
vessels during the standing and the reckoning. Or, even after admittance to paradise,
he will not be allowed to use them for some time. The same logic applies to men who
wear silk in this world and, according to a hadith, will not be allowed silk in the next
world. Again, the hadith about wine being disallowed in the next world may be
interpreted to mean for a length of time.
REWARD FOR SICK VISIT

1526. Sayyiduna al-Bara ibn Aazib

~~~l&lil :i~ IJ!~l :~!ll-...i..J!.kJ~dJI~,iJIJj-!5 jli jli~~_p~j ('oYV)
1527. Sayyiduna Thawban 4;,S.ii1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#ill~ said,

"A Muslim who pays a sick visit to his (sick) brother Muslim continues to draw
from (Allah's mercy) the fruit of paradise till he returns (from the sick visit).2
COMMENTARY: As long as a Muslim stays with his sick brother, he is covered with

Allah's mercy and blessings, Thus he becomes eligible for paradise and its fruit.

1

Bukhari # 1239, Muslim 3-2266, Tirmidhi # 2818, Nasa'i # 1939.
41-256S, Tirmidhi # 969, Ibn Majah # 1442, Musnad Ahmad 5-279.

2 Muslim#
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IMPORTANCE OF SICK VISIT

1528. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.:So~'..r' J narrated that Allah's MessengeJ" .~JAJs.iJllj...P
said that Allah, the exalted will say on the day of resurrecti~n. "0 son of Aadam, I
was ill but you did not visit me." He will ask, 11 0 my Lord, how could I visit you
when you are the Lord of the worlds?" Allah will say, '"Where you not aware that
My certain slave was ill but you did not visit him? Were you no.t aware that had y~u
visit him you would surely have found Me with him? 0 son ()f A..a.d.ant, I asked y9u
for food, but you did not feed Me." He will say 110 my Lord, how could I feed you
when you are the Lord of the \\·orlds?" Allah will say, ''Were you not aware that My
certain slave asked you for food but you did not feed him? Were you not aware that
had you fed him, you would have found that with Me? 0 son of Aadam, I asked
you for drink, but you did not give me to drink." He will ask, 0 my Lord, how
could I give you to drink when you are the Lord of the worlds?" Allah will say, "My
certain slave asked you for drink but you did not give him to drink. Were you not
aware that had you given him to drink, you would have found that with me?"t
COMMENTARY: Allah will say about a sick visit 'you would have found me with him.'
But about the other two things. 'you would have found the reward with me.' This shows
that a sick-visit is better than feeding and giving drink to the hungry and thirsty.
SICK VISIT TO JUNIOR
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1529. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.:So..lii~J narrated that the Prophet ~""J"~.iillj...P paid a sick
visit to a villager. It was his habit that when he visited a sick man, he would say,
11
Do not fear. It will purify you (of sins) if Allah will." So he said to the villager too,
"Do not fear, It will purify you, if Allah will." But, the viUager said, 11Rather, no! It
is a fever that boils in an old man. It will take him to the grave." The Prophet iJI1j...P
11
~J"~ said, ln that case, yes!"2
1
2

Muslim# 43-5569.
Bukhari # 5662, Musnad Ahmad # 3-350.
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COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~.1l1~ taught the ummah that they should visit a sick
junior too. The villager was foolish and found his condition unbearable.

PROPHET'S ~J..P.~~ PRAYER FOR THE SICK
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1530. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&l.$PJ narrated that when anyone of them had an illness,
Allah's Messenger ~J..P..i»'~ stroked him with his right hand and prayed:
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'Take away the harm, 0 Lord of mankind and heal. You are the Healer. There is no
cure but from you- a cure that will leave no sickness."1

~ &)J1 J~ r~jl h_;i ~ ~l~jl ~ dJI-.J..;l::J)ll $:.£115!~~ ~ ~ i!.ftt (.,£j ('or')
1531. Sayyiduna Ayshah narrated that if anyone complained of a pain or if he had a
sore or a wound, the prophet~ J4#..1ll~ pointed his finger (at it) and prayed, 1 ln the
name of Allah, the dust of our earth with the saliva of one of us so that our sick one
may cured by the permission of our Lord." 2
COMMENTARY: It is said that the prophet ~J~~~ used to put his spittle on his finger
and put the finger on dust. Then he placed the dusty finger on the affected or painful
portion of the body and stroked it while making the supplication (l»1~) (In the name of
Allah ..... to the end).
While curing sores and wounds, this method and supplication were a sign of the Divine
signs that only the Prophet ~J~.&l~ knew. Our intelligence is not capable of grasping it.
However, Qadi Baydawi .1.~ J said that saliva and dust of the native land are very effective
in retaining one's temperament to normal. Also, when one travel, one must carry with him
dust of one's native land and some water in which a little dust must be put. During the
journey, he must drink from it. This will preserve him from change in his temperament.
Other explanation are given but the correct is that our intelligence is unable to fathom it.
Ashrarf ..1!1~J has said that the validity of ruqyah (charm, talisman) is established through
this hadith provided works of disbelief are not incorporated in the incantation, like sorcery,
expression of disbelief and polytheism. The correct verdict is whatever the language of the
incantation, even Arabic, it is not correct to read it until its meaning is known.- However, a
hadith gives an incantation (4,;}~..11'~) for the sting of a scorpion though its meaning is
unknown. It is allowed to recite these words of the hadith never these.
RECITING VERSES AND BLOWING ON PATIENT
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Bukhari # 5675, Muslim # 46-2191, Abu Dawud # 3890, Tirmidhi # 973, Ibn Majah # 1619, Musnad
Ahmad 1-76.
2 Bukhari # 5745, Muslim# 54-2194m Abu Dawud # 3895, Ibn Majah # 3521, Musnad Ahmad 6/93
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1532. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that when the Prophet ~-J 4:1~ ~~ .j..P was
unwell, he blow on himself after reciting the mu' awwidhat (last two surahs of the
Quran) and stroked himself with his hand when he was sick with the illness before
his death, she would recite the mu'awwidhat and blow on him as he had been
accustomed to do. She would take the Prophet's ~J ~ ~'..}-P hand and stroke him
lightly with it.
Another version says: 'Whenever anyone of his family fell ill, he recited the
mu' awwidhat and blow on him."1
COMMENTARY: The mu'awwidhat are the surah al-falaq and an-Naas. The plural is used
(instead of the dual) because of the verses. Or, they mean three surahs including surah alIkhlas. Some people include the surah al-Kafirun too.
The second version does not mention the stroking with the hand, but blowing on someone
(or on oneself) includes wiping over with the hand. Or, sometimes the Prophet ~ J4#~1..}-P
merely blew on the patient without wiping over with the hand, though the correct position
is that blowing is inclusive of stroking with the hand.
It is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet), according to this hadith, that verses of the Quran may
be recited and blown over the patient.
PRAYER FOR RE;LIEF FROM PAIN
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1533. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Abu al-Aas ~~~.J narrated that when he complained
to the Prophet ~J~~'..}-P of a pain he experienced in his body, he instructed him to
put his hand where it ached on his body and recite (~'("""l) (In the name of Allah)
three times, and:
J
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"I seek refuge in the might of Allah and His power fro the evil of what I am going
through and fear (last it increase)."
He said that he followed the instructions and Allah removed what he was
experiencing. 2
JIBRIL'S ~"J.•.••h~ PRAYER ON PROPHET~J4#~1..}-P ILLNESS
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Bukhari # 5735, Muslim# 54-2194, Abu Dawud # 3895, Ibn Majah # 3521, Musnad Ahmad 6/93
Muslim# 67-2202, Abu Dawud # 3891, Tirmidhi # 2887, Ibn Majah # 3522, Musnad Ahmad 6-390
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1534. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~t:S- lilt~; narrated that (Sayyiduna) Jibril ~
11
~")\...JI came to the Prophet ~J ~ kt ~ and asked, 0 Muhammad, do you have a
complaint?" He said, 11Yes!" He said, ''In the name of Allah, I apply a charm to you
from whatever harms you, from the evil Qf every soul, and the eye of t he envious
one. May Allah cure you. In the name of Allah I apply a charm to you."t

REFUGE IN ALLAH FROM EVIL AND CALAMITY
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1535. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~t:S-lilt~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lilt~
prayed to Allah for protection of (Sayyidunas) Hasan and Husayn (in these words:)
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1 seek refuge for you both in the perfect words of Allah from every devil and
reptile and from every evil eye."
And he would say, 11Your father, Ibrahim ~".)l..J1~, prayed from Allah's protection of
Isma'il ~".)l..Jt~ and Ishaq ~".)l..Jt~, with them."2
Most texts of al-Masabih have with them (meaning these words) in the dual.
COMMENTARY: The words of Allah could be His knowledge, or His pure attribute, or His
Books.The evil of every devil is the evil of every transgressing one whether of mankind or
jinn, or of animals.
The reptile is ey.ery poisonous creature whose sting causes death, Sometimes insects of
the earth are also called hummah (a...tA) while sammah (a...t....) are those whose sting does
not cause death.
The word (~) (with them) towards the conclusion of the hadith are (~) (with both) in most
texts of ai-Masabih referring to 'the evil of every devil' and 'every evil eye.' But, Allamah
Teebi lilt~; blames it to the scribes error.
H..''..RPSHIP IS ALLAH'S MERCY
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1536. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lilt~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»>~
said, 'If Allah decided good for anyone then he is involved in some hardship."3
COMMENTARY: Hardship is severy such thing that the heart does not accPpt. It can be a
difficulty, an illness, a tragedy or sorrow. It does not imply Allah's wrath but eve!\ if Allah
decides to show favour and mercy to a person then He afflicts him with trial so that his sn1s
are erased and, having endured the,:; severity, his heart and mind become receptive to good
1

Muslim# 40.2186, Ibn Majah # 3527, Musnad Ahmad 6-120.
Bukhari # 3371, Tirmidhi # 2067, Ibn Majah # 3525, Musnad Ahmad 1-270.
3 Bukhari #-5645.
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and its radiance if anyone bears patiently hardship and remains pleased then it shows that
the hardship will bring him Allah's pleasure and mercy.
However, if anyone does not show patience but displays violent emotion and
restlessness then the hardship is punishment to him from Allah.
SORROW REMOVES SINS
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1537. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J and Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed narrated that
the Prophet ~J~~~ said, "when a Musli~ faces a difficulty, pain, anxiety,
sorrow hardship or worry, or is pierced by a thorn, Allah makes that an
atonement for his sins."l
COMMENTARY: The words used in the hadith are nearly synonymous, except that (~)
applies to an anxiety that might strike. On the other hand (~) (gumn1) is a sorrow that has

struck already.
So any kind of sorrow or harm that a Muslim endures erases his minor sins.
PROPHET'S DIFFICULTY AND.ILLNESS
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1538. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud <1$i»I~J narrated that he visited the Prophet
~J ~ i»l ~ when he had fever. He touched him with his hand and said, "0
Messenger of Allah, you have high fever." He said, "Yes, I get fever twice as much
as any of you." Ibn Mas'ud <l$i»>~J said, "That is because you will get reward twice
over." He said, ''Yes!" and added, "If a Muslim is afflicted by d~ficulty through
illness or otherwise then Allah causes his sins to be cast away because of that just ~.s
a tree casts down its leaves."2
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1539. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ i»> ~J narrated that she never fou~J anyone suffering a
pain more severe than Allah's Messenger ~J~i»t~
PANGS OF DEATH ARE SYMBOL OF EXALTED RANKS

Bukhari # 5641, Muslim # 52-2573, Tirmidhi # 968.
# 5648, Muslim# 45-2571, Darimi # 2771, Musnad Ahmad 1-381.
3 Bukhari # 5646, Muslim# 44-2570, Ibn Majah # 1622, Musnad Ahmad 6-173.
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1540. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&,~;narrated that tlie Prophet ~J":i~.&~~ di;d between
her breast and her coller bone. She said, "I shall never feel repulsed about anyone
experiencing terrible pangs of death after I saw the prophet~J~~~ suffer. 1
COMMENTARY: The pangs of death are not against sins and not a sign of evil death.
Rather, they are symbols of exalted ranks.
Also, an easy death and soft pangs of death do not mean higher merits or excellence of
rank, for, if that was so then the Prophet ~J4~)»,~ was the most excellent of all.
EXAMPLE OF BELIEVER OF HYPOCRITE
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1541. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Maalik narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA~iil~~ said,
''The example of the believer is like the soft plant stirred by the winds - now
banding down, now standing erect. And, thus his time comes. And, the example of
the hypocrite is like the cedar tree that stands unmoved. It is not influenced by
anything (not even the winds) till it is uprooted once for all (suddenly)."2
COMMENTARY: The believer is like a soft tree. He endures difficulties but remains steadfast
on his place till he dies, like the soft tree that away with the wind but keeps its place.
The hypocrite is like a cedar tree, stiff and unyielding. But, it is uprooted suddenly for no
apparent reason.
Both the believer and the hypocrite go through the ups and downs of life. The former
shows patience and is rewarded in the hereafter with paradise. The latter seems to be
happy but, when beset with problems, he cannot endure. He is failure in the hereafter.
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1542. Sayyiduna Abu ii:JTayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J.y&..1!1~
said, "The believer is like a field with which the wind continues to play, so he too is
ceaselessly faced with trials. The hypocrite is like a pine tree that is motionless till
it is uprooted."3
COMMENTARY: The hypocrite lives an easy life in this world but will face punishment in
the next. The believer's life is hard in this world but he will find it comfortable in the next.
DO NOT CURSE ILLNESS

1

Bukhari # 5643, Muslim# 59-2810, Darimi # 2749, Musnad Ahmad 3-454.
Bukhari # 5643, Muslim # 59-2810.
3 Bukhari # 5644, Muslim# 58-2819, Tirmidhi # 2875, Musnad Ahmad # 7195.
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1543. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.:S ~' ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ visited
Sayyidah Umm Sa'ib ~ ..l!l ~.J and asked, "What is wrong? Why do you tremble?"
She complained, I have) fever. May Allah not bless it!" He said, 11 DO not curse it. It
erases sins of the sons(offspring) of Aadam in the same way as bellows get rid of
the dross of iron."t
COMMENTARY: According to one tradition: Allah, the Exalted, removes the sins of a
believer because of the sickness of one night. Another tradition of Abu Dawud says that the
sickness of one night removes sins of one year.
REWARD ACCRUES FOR PIETY MISSED DURING SICKNESS
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1544. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"when a person is ill or on a journey (and misses his optional pious actions), that
which he used to do during residence and sound health is recorded for him (in his
record of deeds)."2

DEATH DURING PLAGUE
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1545. Sayyiduna Anas 4:S ~' ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ,&, ~ said,
"plague is martyrdom of every Muslim (who dies of it)."3
COMMENTARY: When plague spreads in a place, the Muslim who endure the hardship
and do not flee from that place but stay put relying on Allah and die there of plague, they
get the reward of martyrs.
REWARD OF MARTYRS
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1546. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ·~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 1""-'J~.&l~

said "Martyrs are of five kinds: who dies of plague, who dies of sto~tach trouble, who
drowns, who is crushed under falling structure and who is martyred in Allah's path."4
COMMENTARY: One who drawn gets the reward of the 1nartyrs provided he does not
drown intentionally.
The martyr in the real sense of the word is he who gives his life in Allah's path. The other
Muslim # 53-4575.
2 Bukhari # 2996.
3 Bukhari # 5732, Muslim# 166-1916.
4 Bukhari # 5734.
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three kinds of martyrs are hypothetical. In fact, there are many more kinds of hypothetical
martyrs mentioned in some other well-known ahadith. Some of the ulama (Scholars) like
Suyuti .1!1 ~J have put them together and some of them are they who die: of dhat ul janb
(pleurisy), of burning, during pregnancy. During virginity, before her child is weaned, of
tuberculosis, during a journey, on falling down from riding beast during a journey, while
guarding the Islamic frontiers, after falling into a pit, being devoured by wild beasts, while
defending or protecting own property, family, religion, life or right; through natural death
during jihad; and of natural death after longing for a martyr's death without getting an
opportunity for it.
Sayyiduna Ali ~.111~J said that if a person is oppressed and imprisoned by the·ruler and
dies of torture then he is a martyr. H any one is cruelly beaten and dies of it then he is a
martyr. If anyqne dies while upholding tawhid (unity of Allah) then he is a martyr.
Sayyiduna Anas ~..111~J narrated that (death from) fever is martyrdom.
Sayyiduna Abu Ubayday ibn Al-Jarrah ~.au~J narrated that he asked, 0 Messenger of
Allah, which kind of martyr is the most excellent in Allah's eyes?" He said, He who
confronts a tyrant and enjoins him with piety and forbids evil but the tyrant kills him.'
Sayyiduna Abu Musa "~..1!1~J narrated (the tradition) that the person on whom a horse or camel
treads and crushes and he dies, or whom a poisonous animal stings and he dies, is a martyr.
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..111~J narrated that if a man is in love (with a women) and he remains
chaste and righteous and keeps his love undisclosed till he dies then he is a martyr.
The Prophet ~J4Js..i»>c).P said that while anyone who is sailing in a boat becomes sick and
vomits, he will earn the rank of a shahid (martyrs).
Sayyidah Ayshah lp.i»I~J narrated in a marfu from that if anyone makes this supplication
twenty-five times a day:
11

11

(0 Allah, bless me in death and in what will follow after death),
and dies a natural death, then Allah will grant him reward of the death of a martyr.
Sayyiduna Ibn Umar -'$.i»>~J narrated in a marfu form, H anyone offers the salah (prayer) of
. duha (which is ishraq and chaast) and fasts for three days in a month and never misses the salah
(prayer) of witr, neither at home nor <luring a joUf!ley, then he w11get the reward of a martyr."
Similarly, when there is a general straying of the inasses in belief and deeds and someone
sticks to sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) and seeks knowledge and dies in that condition
then he is a martyr. One who seeks to learn is he who is occupied in acquiring knowledge
and teaching and le~~~1g or writing and editing books, or he simply joins a circle of
·
learning. He who spends his life in hospitality to people and serving them is a martyr.
Anyone who is wounded on the battlefield but dies after acquiring some benefit from
something of the world (he) is martyr.
If anyone consigns cereal or grain to the Muslims and if anyone earns a living for his family
and slaves, then they both are martyrs.
The sexuallv defileJ man who is slain by an infidel on the battlefield is a martyr. So is he
who dies when water chokes his throat.
According to a hadith if a sick Muslim makes the supplication of prophet Yunus r'}I...J'4Js.
forty times:
11
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"and dies of that illness then he will get the reward of a martyr. And, if he recovers
from that illness then he regains health while he is forgiven.
The hadith also places a truthful, trustworthy merchant with the martyrs on the day of
resurrection.
He who dies on the night of Friday is a martyr.
According to a hadith, the mu'adhdhin who calls the adhan, without demanding a
remuneration, only for Allah's pleasure is like a martyr who is drenched in his blood and
trembles when he dies, his grave is without worms.
The Prophet ~J ~ .1u jJ said, "If anyone invokes blessing on me once. Allah showers on
him His mercy ten times. If anyone invokes blessing on me ten times, then Allah showers
His mercy on him one hundred times. If anyone invokes blessing on me one hundred
times, then Allah inscribes bara' ah between his two eyes. Bara' ah (freedom, exoneration) is
deliverance frmn hypocrisy and the Fire and Allah will place him with the martyrs on the
day of resurrection."
If anyone recites, in the morning, three times: (~jJt~~~~~~~'i»4~j-~ followed by the
last three verses of surah al-Hashr, then Allah appoint seventy thousand angels who seek
forgiveness for him till evening. If he dies during that day then his death is the death of a
martyr. If anyone recites them in a evening, then he too qualifies for the same reward.
The Prophet ~J~.lil1~ advised a man, "when you go to your bed in the night, recite
the concluding verses of surah al-Hashr. If you die (in the night), you will earn .the
death of a martyr."
If anyone dies of epilepsy, then he is a martyr. He who dies during the pilgrimage of Hajj
(pilgrimage) or umrah is a martyr. He who dies while his ablution is intact is a martyr.
Also, one who dies in the month of Ramadan, or in the cities Bayt ul Maqdis, Makkah or
Madinah is a martyr. He who dies of consumption is a martyr.
If anyone recites every morning and evening {eJ'ifJ~'J~tj.W.Jt-4flit) (39:63)
then he will be regarded a martyr. A hadith speaks of its merit. (The verse means: .{to Him
.belong the keys of the heavens and the earth .... } to the end)
The martyrs also. include:
One who dies a~ . the age of ninety
One who dies while possessed by an evil spirit.
One whose parents are pleased with him during his lifetime.
A wife whose husband is pleased with her as long as she was alive.
The Muslim who is kindly to a weak old Muslim or helps him is also a martyr.
WHEN PLAGUE STRIKES

.. .. , ..
... ,,..f .. ~
.. ...J
'"1 ~-- ..
..
(L5Jl>..:Jioi.JJ)~~I~:J....,uB' ~!A.lll.ll~u ~!1.~!,5 ~A;IJ\'1~1.~~
1547. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.lii'~J narrated that she asked Allah's Messenger "~.liltjJ
~J about plague. He said, "It is a punishment that Allah send upon whomsoever he
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wills. But, surely, Allah has made it a mercy for the believers whoever stays put in
his town when plague sbikes it, patiently seek reward from Allah and knowing
that only what Allah has decreed for him shall happen to him will earn a reward
similar to that of a martyr."t
CLEAR GUIDANCE CONCERNING PLAGUE-HIT AREA

... tl', ~!i~JJro!,
(~·~)~IJ~I
.. ~""
j_, ~_,--'-6,.

1548. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~lD~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lil~~
said, "Plague is a punishment that has been sent down upon some of the Banu Isra'il
or upon. those who had existed before you (the sub-narrator was unsure which words
were spoken). So, when you learn about it (having spread) in a land, do not go to it.
And, when it strikes the land where you are, do not leave it fleeing from it."2
COMMENTARY: These people of Banu Isra'il were they whom Allah had commanded to

enter the gate prostrating. But, they were disobedient and obstinate so Allah sent down on
them a scourge from heaven. (surah al-Baqarah verses 58, 59) As a result, twenty-four
thousand of their old people died instantly.
The two instructions given in this hadith are applied always. One must not go were an
epidemic has spread and not run away from the place if he is already there. If anyone flees
then he would commit a grave sin and be a spumed one. Apart from an epidemic, one may
seek refuge elsewhere if other kinds of trouble are likely, including after earthquake, fire or
possibility of a building ~mbling down.
COPING WITH BLINDNESS

1549. Sayyiduna Anas ~li!1~J narrated that he heard the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ say that
Allah subhanahu wa ta'ala (Glorious and Exalted) say, 11When I afflict a slave of
Mine in his two dear ones he braves if calmly, I shall atone for it with paradise."3
The Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ referred to two eyes when he quoted Allah's saying 'two
dear ones.'
COMMENTARY: A person who is deprived of his eyesight must not complain and be
depressed. Rather, he must be patient and grateful to Allah. His blindness is not because of

Allah's displeasure but to remove his sins and to raise his ranks. A saintly man was
deprived of his eyesight in old age. He used to say, "The solitude that I craved for is now
available to me."

Bukhari # 5734.
2 Bukhari # 6974, Muslim# 92-2218, Musnad Ahmad 1-182.
3 Bukhari # 5653, Musnad Ahmad 3-144.
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SECfiON II
SICK VISIT & REWARD FOR IT
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1550. Sayyiduna Ali 4:$ .&t ~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&t ~
say. "If a Muslim pays a visit to a sick Muslim in the morning then seventy
t;housand angels call blessing on him till the evening. If he pays the sick visit in the
evening then seventy thousand angels invoke blessing on him till morning. A
garden is set aside for him a paradise."t
SICK VISIT TO ONE WITH EYE TROUBLE ·

,,_;b~l., ~~ ol.,.)>&i'; ~~ ~J ~ ~J ~ili 1~ t~l ~s~ jli.;]JI c;f.~J (.;-J <' oo')
1551. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Arqam 4:$ ,&, ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~· ~ ~
visited him when his eyes had ached. 2
COMMENTAR~: It is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to visit a person who has pain in his
eyes or suffers from .some other eye ailment. However, according to a tradition in }ami
Saghir patients of three kinds of illnesses must not be visited. They are:
(i)
pain in eyes,
(ii)
toothache, and
(iii)
abases of boils.
Reading the two traditions together, it means that only those people may visit these three
patients whose visit will not cause inconvenience to these patients.
This hadith (# 1551) may be said to call for the sick visit at the last stage and the hadith of
}ami Saghir applies at the first stage.
SUNNAH (PRACTICE OF HOLY PROPHET) OF MA.KE ABLUTION BEFORE PAYING
SICK VISIT

1552. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&t~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, "If
anyone performs ablution and makes it a perfect ablution and pays a sick visit to
his brother Muslim aiming for a reward then he is put away from hell a distance
of sixty years."3
·
·
COMMENTARY: The wisdom behind making ablution is that a sick visit is a worship and
with the ablution it becomes perfect.
The ulama (Scholars) say that this condition is conducive to supplication being accepted.
Abu Dawud # 3098, Tirmidhi # 971, Ibn Majah # 1442, Musnad Ahmed 1-91.
Dawud # 3102, Musnad Ahmad 4-375.
3 Abu Dawud 3097.

1

2 Abu
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PRAYER FOR SICK
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1553. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
''If a Muslim visits another sick Muslim and. prays seven times:

"I ask Allah, the Mighty, Lord of mighty throne, to cure you, then he will be cured
unless his term is over."t
PRAYER FOR FEVER AND PAIN
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1554. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ used to
teach them to pray when afflicted -.vith fever and pain.
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'In the name of Allah, the Great (I begin to blow). I seek refuge I Allah, the Mighty,
from the evil of every bursting vein and from the evil of the heat of the Fire.'2
COMMENTARY: The bursting vein is a 'rush of blood in the veins. When this happens it
causes much restlessness through fever and other diseases,
PRAYER IN ILLNESS
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1555. Sayyiduna Abu Ad-Darda narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
~J say, "If any of you is ill, or a brother of his is ill, let him pray:
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Abu Dawud # 3106, Tirmidhi # 2081, Musnad Ahmad 1-239.
Tirmidhi # 2080, Ibn Majah # 3526.
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'0 Lord who are in heaven, your name is sacred. Your command prevails in the
heaven and the earth just as your mercy is in the heaven. So cause your mercy to
prevail on earth. Forgive us our sins, minor and major. You are the Lo:;d of the
pious. Send down from your mercy and from your healing on this pain, so that it
shall be cured."1
COMMENTARY: In the heaven, Allah's mercy is on every single one, but on earth, it is on
some specifically but not on all. It is only on the believers. Though everyone benefits from
his general mercy, as he says:

,..
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{My mercy embraces all thingsJ (7: 156)
The pious are the believers who are free of polytheism. Or the righteous Muslim who
abstain from evil deeds and words.
PRAYER DURING SICK VISIT

1556. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#~'J.P
r-L-J said, 1'When a man pays a visit to a sick person, let him pray:

1

0 Allah, heal your slave so that he may tackle on enemy effectively for your sake
or walk to a funeral for your pleasure."2
EXPIATION OF SINS

-~~jll&lj5-~1~;:£'i11~1f.~~~J~f.J!.-41:dl-..iJ!j&l61~~i
1557. Sayyiduna ali ibn Zayd ~~~J narrated that Sayyiduna Umayyah ~~~J reported
that he asked Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~J about the words of Allah, Blessed and
Exalted:
~
1---. J J , , .. J J .. •
1 1
WI4U
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~
.J x.s. .....__,_,
{Whether you disclose whatsoever is in you mind or conceal it. Allah will call you
to account for itI (2:284)
and:
1
2

Abu Dawud # 3892, Musnad Ahmad 6-21.
Abu Dawud # 3107, Musnad Ahmad 2-172.
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{He who does evil shall be recompensed for it} (4:123)
She said, "No one has asked me about them since I had asked Allah's Messenger
~J~~~. He had said, 'This is how Allah afflicts His slaves in difficulties, like
fever and misfortune, even loss of something that he places in his shirt pocket and
grieves for it. Thus the slave emerges out of his sins as though pure gold is drawn
from the bellows."t
COMMENTARY: The sahabah (companions) were worried that they would have to

account for what thoughts they got in their hearts and they would be punished for their
deeds minor or major, Sayyidah Ayshah lf~ 1»1 ~J explained that Allah would not punish
them for their thoughts and every kind of sin. Rather, Allah punishes the believers in this
world for ttteir sins through illness or grief and sorrow. These things atone for their sins. It
is like a friend being displeased because of the wrong attitude of his friend, but of heart he
continues to love him.
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1558. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ ii11 ~ J narrated that the prophet ~J "-#- 1»1 ~ said, "A
person does not suffer a hardship, severe or soft, but for a sin. However, that which
Allah forgives is more then that." Then, he recited:
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{And whatever of misfortune befalls you, it is for what your own hands have earned
and He pardons much} (43:30)2
COMMENTARY: They addresses the sinners. They should cease and mend their ways.
Others who do not sin are tried by misfortune or hardship and their ranks are raised
thereby. But even these pious people blame their trial to their sins. For instance, a rat cut off
the shoes of a pious man and he lamented that it was a punishment for his sins.
DURING INCAPABILITY PIETY CONTINUES TO BE CREDITED
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1559: Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~iil1~
~J said, ''If a slave (of Allah) who has been pursuing the pious path of worship
falls ill (and is unable to continue worship), the angel who is deputed over him is
told to continue to record for him deeds like what he had been doing when he was

1

2

Tinnidhi # 3002, Musnad Ahmad 6-218.
Tirmidhi # 3263, Musnad Ahmad 6-167. (See Tirmidhi for comments of Sayyiduna Bilal ~iii~~J).
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healthy till 1 I (Allah) relieve him from illness or take him to me."1
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1560: Sayyiduna Anas ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..11~~ said, 1'If a
Muslim is physically handicapped, Allah instructs the angel to record for him his
good deeds that he had been doing. If Allah curses him, He washes and purifies
him (from sins). If he takes him away, He forgives him and shows mercy to him."2
KIND OF MARTYRDOM
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1561. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Atik ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iillj..p
said that there are seven kinds of martyrdom apart from the one in Allah's path.
(i)
Death in plague is martyrdom.
(ii)
Death by drowning is martyrdom.
(iii)
Death of pleurisy is martyrdom.
(iv)
Death of internal malady is martyrdom.
(v)
Death by burning is martyrdom.
(vi)
Death by being buried under crumbling debris is martyrdom And,
(vii)
Death of a woman during pregnancy is martyrdom.3
COMMENTARY: The true martyr is he who gives his life in Allah's path. Those are many
hypothetical martyrs (see hadith # 1546). Dhat ul janb is pleurisy or inflammation of the
pleurae, causing pain in breathing.
INVOLVED IN DISTRESS MOST OF ALL

~\11 JS ~t;/~1 Jli ~~ i!.r (,ftd.\1 tsr ~j ~ ili1 ~ ~' J;.!, Jli ;' ~ &&-J <'o"'n

1562: Sayyiduna Sa'd ~ .f»t ~ J narrated that someone asked the prophet 4# ..1!1 ~
11
~ J Which kind of people faced trial most?" He said, "The prophet, then their

1

Darimi # 2770, Musnad Ahmad 2-203, Shorh Sunnah.

2

Musnad ahmd 3-148, Sharh Sunnah.

3

Abu Dawud # 3111, Nasa'i # 1846, Ibn Majah # 2803, Muwatta Maalik 166.12-36.
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likes, A man is tried according to his religion. If he is firm in observing his
religion, then his trial is severe. But if he slack in observing his religion then it
is soft on him. The trial is not removed (from him) till he walks on the earth
having no sin (against him)."t .
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ faced trials and difficulties most of all because
they went through them as easily as the common men enjoy blessings and comfort. These
who are like them, meaning the awliya and the righteous also suffer trials. Their affliction
is not as severe as of the Prophet ~"J-J~~. After them those who are below them in degree
suffer somewhat lesser affliction. They all gain a very large reward because of that.
SEVENTY OF DEATH SPELLS EASE HEREAFTER

(~WJI_,LS~_;UI oi_,J) -~J~AlJI
1563: Sayyidah Ayshah tp ~ ~J narrated that having seen severity of the death of
Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~, she did not envy anyone an easy death. (or, she did
not pray· for an easy death of anyone.)2
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah tpliii~J realized that ease and comfort in the hereafter
does not depend on an easy death but depended on the seventy death.
THE PROPHET ~J~i»~~ THROUGH PANGS OF DEATH
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1564. Sayyidah Ayshah ~i»~~J narrated that she observed the Prophet ~J~i»~~
when he was facing death. There was by him a bowl containing water. He put his
hand into the bowl and wiped his face repeatedly and prayed:
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''0 Allah, help me through the severity of death, or, (he said,) 11pangs of death."3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4~1il~~ wiped his face with water to cool down the heat
of the pangs of death.
The ulama (Scholars) give many reasons for the severity of death of prophet ~J~~~.
One of these is that his ummah might known that even he suffered the pangs of death and
they might not be worried abut themselves.
BETTER TO BE PUNISHED IN THIS WORLD
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1565. Sayyiduna Anas narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 11When Allah
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Tirmidhi # 2606, Ibn Majah # 4023, Musnad Ahmad 1-172, 174, 180, 185.
# 981.
3 Tirmidhi # 980. Ibn Majah # 1623.
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decides that his slave should have good, He hastens for him the punishment in this
world, but when he decided to let him (continue) in (his) evil, he puts off the
punishment from him till, on the day of resurrection, he awards him the full
punishment."1
COMMENTARY: Those who are pious are given their punishment in this world for any sin
that they commit because it is better to be punished here then in the hereafter the
punishment in this world being lighter and shorter. Those who are habitually sinful do not
get their punishment in this world but are given rope (that they might end in disaster) and
are punished in the hereafter.
SUFFER AFFLICTION GLADLY
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1566. Sayyiduna Anas ~.1!1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iil'~ said, "The
size of reward is associated with the size of affliction. Indeed, when Allah loves a
people, He afflicts them in trial. Thus, he who goes through it gladly, for him is
(His) pleasure but he who is displeased for him is (His) displeasure."2
COMMENTARY: The sahabah (companions) ~ ~ ~.J has the criteria that if a man is
pleased with Allah then that is a sign that Allah is pleased with him and (the other way
too) if a person is not happy with ~Allah that means that Allah is not happy with him.
FAITHFULALWAYSINTROUBLE
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1567. Sayyiduna Abu Hurahrah ~~ ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J •P .111 ~
said, "Trial do not cease to afflict the believing men and believing women in their
person their property and their children till they meet Allah and on them is no sin."3
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1568. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Khalid as Sulami narrated from his father from
his grandfather that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said, "If Allah decrees a rank
(in paradise) for his slave which he fails to attain through his deeds, then Allah
tries him (with affliction) in his body, or in his property, or in his children and
causes him to be patient till he brings him to the rank that had been decreed for
1

Tirmidhi # 2406, Musnad Ahmad 4-87.
# 2404 (2nd portion), Ibn Majah # 4031.
# 2407, Musnad Ahmad # 8918, Muwatta Maalik.

2 Tirmidhi
3 Tirmidhi
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him by Allah earlier."t
COMMENTARY: Patience in the face of trial enables one to attain the station that deeds

cannot take one to.
POISON OR FREEDOM

1569. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Shikhkhir 4;$ .&1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger
11
~J4#.iil1~ said, The son of Aadam ~':>\..JI"~ was created with ninety nine trials at his
side. If trials do not afflict him then he lands in infirm old age, till he dies."2
COMMENTARY: When a human being comes into existence, a net of trials entangles him.
He cannot come out of it and if anyone manages to shake it off, then he is snared in frail,
old age which is cureless and unlimited.
The gist of it is that world is a prison for the believer but freedom for the infidels. Hence, a
Muslim must show patience when facing difficulties and be pleased with whatever Allah
has decreed, for, this ensures success in the hereafter.
According to a hadith Qudsi, Allah says; If anyone does not face trials that I have sent
patiently, does not show gratitude for my blessings and is not pleased with my decree,
then let him find a Lord other then 1."
Imagine how much displeased Allah is with such an impatient, ungrateful and disobedient one.
0 Allah preserve us from it and enable us to be patient, grateful and pleased.
LONGING OF THE COMFORTABLE
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1570. Sayyiduna Jabir 4;$.iii1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said,
11
0n the day of resurrection, when those who had faced trials are given their
rewards, the people who were safe will with that their skins had been cut off
wish scissors in this world." 3
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1571. Sayyiduna Aamir ur Raam 4;$.fil1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.iill~
spoke of illness, saying, 1When a believer falls ill and Allah, Mighty and Glorious,
1

Abu Dawud # 3090, Musnad Ahmad 5-272.
Tirmidhi # 2157.
3 Tirmidhi # 2410.
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cures him of it, that (illness) atones for his past sins and checks him for the future.
(So he keeps away from sin), when a hypocrite falls ill and then recovers, he
resembles a camel that had been bound and then let loose by its owner, the camel
not knowing why he had bound it and why he let it free." A man asked. ''0
Messenger of Allah, what is illness? By Allah, I have never been ill. He said, 11Get
up! And away! You are not one of us." 1
COMMENTARY: A believer takes heed after illness. He repents his past sins and resolves
to refrain from sins in future. A hypocrite, on the other hands, takes no heed and does not
repent or resolve. He is worse than cattle.
CHEER UP THE SICK
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1572. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed 4:S 1»1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1d ~
said, '~en you visit a patient, cheer him up that he will live long. That will not
put off anything (of the decree) but will raise his sprits."2
COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) say that when one is dying, he should use the
siwak. It is hoped that it softens the pangs of death. It is also mustahab (desirable) to apply
perfume and to put on clean garments and have a bath.
SAFE FROM PUNISHMENT IN THE GRAVE
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1573. Sayyiduna Sulayman ibn Surad ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4~.&1J..P
11
~J said. Person who dies of a stomach ailment will not be punished in the grave."3
COMMENTARY: He dies a martyr all whose sins are forgiven except depts. (meclning,
rights of fellow men).

SECTION III
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1574. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&,~;narrated a Jew boy who served the Prophet ~""J4~,&,~
for ill. The Prophet ~J ~ 1»1 ~ visited him and sat down by his head and said,
11
Embrace Islam." The boy looked at his father who was beside him. He said,
11
0bey Abu al Qasim." So he embraced Islam and the Prophet ~J4#.&1~ went out,

Abu Dawud # 3089.
Tirmidhi # 2094, Ibn Majah # 1438.
3 Tirmidhi # 1068, Musnad Ahmad 4-262.
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saying. "Praise belongs to Allah who saved him from the Fire. "1
COMMENTARY: It is mustahab (desirable) to sit near the head of the patient. Also, it is
allowed to employ an infidel dhimmi as a servant and to visit him when he is ill.
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whatever it is allowed to pay a sick visit to a Majusi
(Magian) and a sinner. However, the correct thing is that it is permitted to. visit a sinner. A
.minor may embrace Islam. The Jew boy was Abdul Quddus.
BETI'ER TO WALK TO PAY SICK VISIT
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1575. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iil~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~
said, '~en someone visits a sick person, a crier calls from the heaven. "May you
be happy. May your walk be good. May you get a high station in paradise."2
COMMENTARY: It is better to visit the sick walking.
REPORTING CONDITION OF SICK
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1576. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&'~.J narrated that as Sayyiduna Ali ~.11'~.J came out
after visiting the Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~ when he suffered the illness that led to his
death, the people asked "0 Abu Hasan, how is Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1lt~ this
morning?" He said, "Praise belongs to Allah, he is better this moming."3
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna ~.1!1~.J AliJs reply meant that he hoped that the Prophet .&1~
~J4# would improve, or he realized the sev:erity of the illness and gave this answer.
The ulama (Scholar5) suggest that this kind of a reply must be given even if the patient's
condition is serious.
TREATMENT NOT CONTRARY TO TAWAKKAL
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1577. Sayyi~uan Ata ibn Abu Ribah ~~~~.J narrated that Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~.J
~ asked him "Shall I not show to you a women who will be dweller of p~tadise?"
He said, "Of course! Ibn Abbas ~ ..lit ~.J said, "This black woman come to the

Bukhari # 1354, Abu Dawud # 3095, Musnad Ahmad 3-227.
Tirmidhi # 2015, Ibn Majah # 1443, Musnad Ahmad 2-354.
3 Bukhari # 6266, Musnad Ahmad 1-325.
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Prophet ~J~..ll1~ and said, '0 Messenger of Allah, I suffer epilepsy and become
uncovered. So, pray to Allah for me! He said, If you wish show patience and be
rewarded with paradise, or, if you like. I shall pray to Allah to cure you She said, 'I
shall observe patience,' but also said, 'Since I fear that I may bare myself, do make
supplication to Allah that I may not become bare. Then he prayed for her."1
COMMENTARY: This woman's name was Su'rayrah or Suqayrah or Saykrah. She is also
said to have been employed by the mother of the believers Sayyidah Khadijah al Kubra ~ J
tp..ll1 and used to comb her hair.
This hadith says that if one observes patience and submission in the face of calamity,
medication and supplication may be given up. Rather, to be patient and resigned to fate for
always endure illness (without medicine) is better than being healthy and safe. However,
this applies too one whose sickness will not hamper the good of Allah's creatures. While it
is better to abandon treatment, according to a hadith of Abu Dawud, it is sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet) to take medicine and undergo treatment when the sahabah (companions) ~J
~..111 asked the Prophet ~""J4#..ll1~, "should we take medicine (when ill)?" He said, "Yes
take medicine because Allah has not created any sickness for which he has not created a
medicine, except old age." So, the ulama (Scholars) say that medicine and treatment do not
defeat tawakkal (reliance on Allah) because they are no more then a mean. This is why the
prophet ~J 4# li1 ~ also took medicine and underwent treatment though he had placed
reliance Allah more than anyone else did. In spite of this, one may observe tawakkal to
such an extent that treatment and medicine must be given up just as Sayyiduna Abu Bakr
~..111~J has done and this is a means to excellence and higher ranks.
BEITER TO DIE AFTER SICKNESS
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1578. Sayyiduna Yahya ibn Sa'eed ~ ..ll1 ~J narrated that a man died (suddenly)
during the time of Allah's Messenger ~J 4# 1»1 ~· Another man remarked
"Congratulations to him! He died but was not tried by illness." So, Allah'~
Messenger ~J4#lill~ said, "Woe to you! You know not! Had Allah tried him will
illness I would have atoned for his sins."2
PATIENCE DURING ILLNESS
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Bukhari # 5652, Muslim # 54-2576, Musnad Ahmad 1-346.
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1579. Sayyiduna Shaddad ibn Aws ~~~~J and as-Sunabihi ~~~~J are reported to
have visited a sick man. They asked him, "How are you today?" He said, "I am well
this morning." So Shahddad ~~~~J said to him, "Have tidings that your sins are
removed and your wrong erased, for I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ say
that Allah, Mighty and Glorious, say, when I try one of my slaves who is a believer
(with illness or anxiety) and he praises Me for the trial with which I try him then he
will get up from that bed of his without sins as he was on the day his mother had
delivered him." The Lord, Blessed and Exalted, says (to the angels),"I restricted and
tried My slave. So continue to record for him (in his record of deeds what you had
been recording of the pious deeds) when he was healthy. 1
SORROW ATONE FOR SINS

(.M.> Ioi_,.J )~ l-'_;.;~~ft~ ful &~I ~I~ l-'_;.;~u
1580. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&t~ said, ''If
anyone's sins are very many and he has no good deeds with which they may be
offset then Allah afflicts him with sorrow to erase them from him.2
COMMENTARY: According to a tradition of Tabarani ~~~J and Haakim .:.,~J, "Allah
befriends every sorrowful heart."
GREATNESS OF VISITOR TO SICK

~ .W,jl1 ~JI=~,;j ~.;A S~&A ~j ~ili1 ~JJ1 j_;.!j j~ j~~4-~J ('OA')
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1581. Sayyi4Uita Jabir ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4~ .\1 ~··said,
''when anyone· pays a sick visifto a person, he does not· cease to be within the ambit
of mercy till be sits and when he is seated, he is deep down into it."3
FEVER&CURE
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1582. Sayyiduna Thawban ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lil~~ said,
''If one of you has fever, the fever is a piece of hell, then extinguish it with water.
Let him get down into a river and face the flow of it, saying.

(In the name of Allah, 0 Allah cure your slave and thus confirm your Messenger).
(Do this) after the salah (prayer) of fajr and before sunrise. Let him plunge into it
three times for three days. If he is not cured in three days, then for five days, and if
he is not cured in five days t hen let him do it for seven days. If he is not cured in
seven days then nine days, for it will not exceed nine days with the leave of Allah,
Mighty and Glorious."l
COMMENTARY: The Arabic words may mean; 'Let him dive into the river for three
days (meaning, once every day). They could also mean; 'Let him dive three times every
day for three days.
This treatment is proper for a certain kind of illness (fever) common in Arabia and must be
follow~d only on the advice of a qualified physician. In certain cases, it might prove disastrous.
Khattabi has :written about a man who did not consult a physician and plunged into water
as suggested in this hadith. The result was that his condition worsened and he was on the
point of death. However, he recovered somehow only to blame the hadith and speak ill of
it. So, it is better to follow a physician's instructions.
DO NOT REVILE FEVER
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1S83. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ li!1 ~J narrated that fever was mentioned in the
presence of Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ and a man reviled it. The Prophet ~lil~~
~J said, "Do not revile· it. It removes sins as fire removes the dress of iron."2
COMMENTARY: The religious scholars write what during illness and affliction one must
show gratitude to Allah as one does in sound health and happiness. There is wisdom in the
affliction that Allah sends down on someone.
WHY FEVER
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1584. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenge~ ~J4~~~ ·
visited a sick man and said, "Greetings to you! Allah, the Exalted says, 'It is My fire
1
2

Tirmidhi # 2091, Musnad Ahmad 5-281.
Ibn Majah # 3469.
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that I empower over My believing slave in this world so that, on the day of
resurrection, it will serve as a portion of hell for him. (meaning a relie£)."1
COMMENTARY:
The Quran says:

fThere is not one of you but shall come to it .... } (19:71)
Hence, the believer suffers fever instead of coming to the fire and going into it. He is thus
safe from the punishment. The sirat will be placed over hell and everyone will have to go
over it. Therefore, the 'believer in the hadith means a 'perfect believer.' Because some
sinners among the believers will be consigned to hell to serve their term (before being
discharged).
POVERTY & ILLNESS SECURE FORGIVENESS
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1585. Sayyiduna Anas 4:.S- .fii1.$P; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ . 1!1 ~ said
that the Lord, Glorious and Exalted says, 11 By My Might and Glory. I shall never
take away from the world anyone whom I decide to forgive till I get from him
retaliation for every sin that is on his neck by illness in his body and cutting
down of his provision."2
AN INCIDENT IN THE LIFE OF IBN MAS'UD .,;;.fill~;
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1586. Sayyiduna Shaqiq ..1!1~; narrated that when he visited Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud
4;$..1!1~; who was ill, he began to weep. So, he was cautioned over that. He said, 111 do
not weep because of th~ illness, for I had heard Allah's Messenger ~J 1.# .&1.)-.P say
that' illness expiates sins rather, I weep that illness has come to me when I am
feeble, why did it not.come when I was strong (and young)? When a slave of Allah
is ill, all that is recorded for him as was recorded for him before he fell ill and his
illness hampered him from doing deeds (of a pious natural)."3
COMMENTARY: During young age a great many good deeds are performed. So if anyone
falls ill during that p!:'riod, numerous deeds would be credited to him. In contrast, in. old

1

Tirmidhi # 2095 (Varied), Ibn Majah # 3470, Musnad Ahmad 2,440.
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age, one cannot hope for an appreciable number of deeds to be credited because the normal
performance is not much. This is why Sayyiduna Ibn Masud .u&o.i»I~J lamented that he did
not fall ill in his youth.
WHEN MUST ONE PAY THE SICK VISIT
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1587. Sayyiduna Anas .u&-All~J narrated that the Prophet rL-J4:)s.lJJijJ did not visit the
sick until after three days.t
COMMENTARY: 'Phis means that a visit must be paid three days after anyone falls ill. The
ulama (Scholars) maintain that a sick visit can be made at any time, before or after three
days. Hence, some people say that this hadith is weak, or rather invented.
REQUEST PATIENT TO PRAY FOR YOU
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1588. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~!JJ~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~jJ
rL-J"# said, "when you visit a sick person, request him to pray for you, because his
prayer is like the prayer for the angels."2
COMMENTARY: The sick person resembles the angels in many ways. Uke the angels, the
sick person is innocent of sins, constantly occupied in remembrance of Allah and in making
supplication to Him.
BE NOT NOISY BEFORE THE SICK
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1589. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~A~~~J narrated that it is from the sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet) to stay a short time and not make a noise when visiting a sick person.
He also narrated that when the sahabah (companions) ~AI~~J became noisy and
argued much with each other, Allah's Messenger said, "Go away from me."3
COMMENTARY: The visitor must sit with the patient only for a short time enough to
enquire after his health and general condition. It is not proper to stay too long with him
and it is makruh (unbecoming) to make a noise there.
·
According to tradition in Bukhari and Muslim, when the Prophet rl-J4:)s.~ljJ was very ill,
very many sahabah (companions) ~~~J were around him. He asked for writing material
to write some advice. Sayyiduna Umar 4o&-ilii~J said (to the gathering), "Perhaps, he goes
through a severe condition and we already have the Quran and it is enough for you." Then

1

Ibn Majah # 1437, Bayhaqi Sha'b ul Eeman # 9216.
# 1441.

2 Ibn Majah
2· Ra 7..in.
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everyone began to speak his mind out and it become noisy. So, the Prophet ~J~.1!1~ said,
"All of you leave me alone."
The rawafid contend that Sayyiduna Umar ~.JS. ~ ~ J blocked the last instructions of the
Prophet ~J"'~.11~~ from being recorded (like the naming of Sayyiduna Ali ~.JS.~~~J as the
Prophet's ~J~~~~ first Khalifah (caliph)).
Ibn Hajr rejects the contention of the rawaftd saying that when the people began to argue
the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ J..P thought that it was wise· not to write a piece of advice on
instructions. He also gave up the idea of writing it down later. If he had decided to write it
down, then how would Umar 4:.&. .&!~J and others dared to prevent him. He was alive for
three days thereafter and Umar 4;S.~~~J and the other sahabah (companions) ~~~~J were
not always present with him but the people of his house, like Sayyiduna Ali 4;S.~~J and
Abbas cr; ~~ ~ J and others were present near him. If he had intended to write down .
instruction for a Khalifah (caliph), he would certainly have written that. Rather, he had.
made known his decision in that regard clearly by appointing Abu Bakr 4;S.~'~J as imam in
his absence. This is why Ali 4:$ ~~ ~J addressed the people in this regard, saying, 'The
Prophet ~J~iJ..,~ appointed Abu Bakr 4:S-~~~J as our imam for our religion. Shall we not
nominate him for our world as Khalifah (caliph)? I was there when the Prophet ~J~~~
sent for Abu Bakr ~..:S-~1~ J to name him as imam, but fhe Prophet ~J"'#~~ did not appoint
me. Allah has said a~ut people like Abu Bakr 4:S-.1u~ J:

{Fearing not the reproach of any reprpacher ... } (5:54)"
Abu Sufyan ibn Harb said to Sayyiduna Ali ~..:S-~1~J, III£ you wish I will bring my horses and
footmen all over Madinah to combat Abu Bakr." This message angered Sayyiduna ~.JS.~~~J
Ali and he reprimanded Abu Sufyan so that he and others may know that Abu Bakr 4:$~~~J
as Khalifah (caliph) was according to the Prophet's ~J"',.l"~'~ wishes there was no doubt
at all about it.
·
Thus, it is clear that the Prophet ~J4#~~ had no intention to appoint Sayyiduna A:li .1!1~J
~.:s;. as Khalifah (caliph) and even Ali ~.:s;.~l~ J had no such thing on his mind. The Prophet ~
~J~~ made no indication of the Khalifah (caliph) going to Sayyiduna Ali ~~~J Rather
he indicated the nomination of Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~..:S-~1~J by appointing him as imam for
the salah (prayer).
SHORT VISIT

(~~J'ii~J~Ioi.J.;~~IU..)-!§st:,ii~I~.;J.> :"!il
1590. Sayyiduna Anas 4:S-.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~.1!1 ~ said, "A
visit should be a:J short as the time between two milking of a she camel."1
Another versio11:
1591. Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Al-Musayyib 4:$~'~J narrated in the mursal form, "The

- - --· - · - - - - - - 1

Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul Eeman # 9222.
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ideal sick visit is that the visitor arises very quickly (to go)."1
COMMENTARY: The two milkings are that after the first the she camels youngs are
allowed to touch the udders ~o that milk flow abundantly. The second milking starts at
that. The interval is very short and the visitor is advised to sit only this much when he
pays a sick visit.
When people visited Sari Saqati .fb,~J during his illness and stayed very long and asked
him to pray for them, he prayed, "0 Allah, teach them the manners of a sick visit."
However, if a visitor is a close friend or relative and the patient wishes him to sit longer, or
he serves the patient, then he must not curtail his visit.
FEED THE SICK WHAT THE WISHES TO EAT

(4l.o ~I o!.J.J )~ ~, L!~\ ~ l!4£ _;1~1 ~.;A Ji.!!
1592. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~iii~~J narrated that the Prophet ~ J~.fb,~ paid a sick
visit to a man and (during the visit) asked him ''What would you like to e~t?" He
said, ''I wish for some wheaten bread." The Prophet ~J~.i»~~ said, ''If anyone has
any wheat en bread, do sent it to his brother." He also said. 11If one of you is ill and
demands something to eat does feed it to him." 2
'
COMMENTARY: This refers to the patient's true demand and this is a sign that he had
recovered. What he desires is not harmful in some cases and the fe~ding should be within
limits. It should not be something that is most ,likely to harm the pi1tient. The instruction in
the hadith to 'feed him' is not an outright and universal command but should be carried
O\It according to the patient's condition. The physician should be consulted beforehand.
Allamah Teebi 2ilt~J said that the command applies to a patient who has no chances of
survival. He shuuld be given what he wishes to eat.

DEATH WHILE ON A JOURNEY

<4Lo ~ 1., c}Llll o ~_,.) >t4.' J ~}reba~ &J!,~J.A ~ JJ ~
1593. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.&'~J narrated that a man died in Madinah
where he had been born too. The Prophet led his funeral salah (prayer), and said,
11
How I wish he had died elsewhere. than his birth· place!" The sahabah
(companions) l"~i»'~J asked, ''Why that, 0 Messenger of Allah? He said, 11 If anyone
dies in a place other than his native land, the space between his birth place and the
place of his death is me~~ured for him in paradise."3
1

Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul Eeman # 9221.
Jbn Majah # 1439.
3 Na~a'i # 1.832, Ibn Majah # 1614.
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COMMENTARY: The correct thing seems to be a journey in obedience to Allah, like jihad,

religious education and such others.
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1594. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 11 Death in
an aJien land is martyrdom. "t

tl! cVJ 1~:..~ 6~ ~.;-' 6~ ~ ~J ~ilit ~~~ jj.!J Jli Jli 6~;.' 0>{ 0£J <' o~o >
7

..

(~l.J~I~J~1.,4l.a~loi.J.J)~I~~J.;t~~..;J~~j_J.j)l
1595. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~1»1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1 ~..1!1~
said, 11 He who dies of an illness dies a martyr. He is preserved from the trial in the
gr4ave and will be served provision morning and evening from paradise."2
COMMENTARY: Though this word is (~r) in the correct copies of Mishkat, sunan Ibn

. •Majah itself has (~'r) (guarding the frontiers).
(This is as in the Urdu text but the translation of Ibn Majah published by Kazi Publications
has (~r) (sick) with comments that it could be (~'r)- guarding frontiers).
DEATH IN PLAGUE

(~l..lll_,~l oi.,.J)~ \~ • z

., .,
~ ,
',!-!...,(
&: ".\,_,.i9' ~I~ IJ19
_; ,,$j.J..J,.~ !~19 ~~I fi..J.t ~~~

1596. Sayyiduna Al-Arbad ibn Sarfyah ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..1!1~
11
~ J ~ said. The martyrs and those who had died on their beds will argue before
our Lord, Mighty and Glorious, to get judgement about those who had died of
plague. The martyrs will plead, 'Our brothers were killed as we were killed.' But
those who died (on their beds) will plead, 'Our brothers who died on their beds just
as we died.' So, our Lord will judge. 'Look at their wounds. If their wounds
resembled the wounds of those who were slain they are among them and will be
with them. Behold, their wounds resemble the wound of their (martyrs)."3
COMMENTARY: The word for plague is (.;,~\b) (Ta'un) derived from (~) (ta'n) which

mean 'to strike spears.' Those who die of plague feel as if they are being struck by spears.
Thus, the jinns hit them with spears and give them the wounds.
The hadith classifies death of plague as martyrdom. On the day of resurrection, these
people will be with the martyrs.
t Ibn Majah # 1613,
2Jbn Majah # 1615, Bayhaqi in Shah ul Eeman # 9897.
3 Nasa'i # 3164, Musnad Ahmad 4-128.
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DO NOT FLEE FROM PLAGUE INFESTED AREA
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(J..o>loi.JJ)):~.fi.IAJ~!Jtl.illj
1597. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.iii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~.iil~~ said, He
who flees from plague (when it strikes the land where he resides) is like one who
flees from battle (meaning, jihad) but one who shows patience during plague will
earn the reward of a martyr."t
COMMENTARY: Teebi .iiii44.?-J said that the comparison is for the major or grave sin that
both earn. If anyone runs away from plague with the conviction that he would remain safe
if he flees otherwise he would die, then it is disbelief.
One who faces plague patiently will earn a martyr's reward even if he does not die of it.
11

CHAPTER-II

,

,

~

WISHING FOR DEATH &REMEMBERING IT
t~S'~jyj:O.JI~:o.5yl~
It is makruh (unbecoming) to pray for death when one suffers physical pain or is in distress
through sickness, hardship or any kind of trial, anxiety, etc. This i~ so because it implies
impatience and displeasure with Divine decree.
However when one is anxious to see the Lord, get relief from this ephemeral world, and
anxious to go to the eternal world, then to long for death is a sign of faith and perfect faith.
Even if one longs for death to be safe from religious harm t hen it is not makruh
(unbecoming) to do so.
To remember death is to fear Allah and to seek His pleasure and to obey Him. It is also to
love Allah's Messenger ~J4#.iill~ and to abide by His Shariah (divine law). It is also to
seek forgiveness and to repent to be careful to avoid loss in the hereafter even if that entails
loss in this world.
If one just has death in remembrance but leads a wayward life then it is of no use. Rather, it
makes and hard hearted. It is like remembering Allah neglectfully, which is of no
consequence. (aJl.II~Jw) We ask Allah for safety.

jj'itj.;ain

SECTION I

DO NOT WISH FOR DEATH
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1598. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~~ ~ said,
11
Let no one of you wish for death, for, if he is pious, perhaps he may add to his
piety, and if he is evil, perhaps he may (repent and) look for Allah's pleasure." 2
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Musnad Ahmad 3-324.
# 5637, Nasa'i # 1818, Darimi # 2758, Musnad Ahmed 2-263.
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1599. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~
said, "Let no one of you wish (in heart) or pray (with the tongue) for death before it
comes to him. When a person dies, it cuts off his hop,es, and the believer's life does
not prolong without bringing him more good."t ·
COMMENTARY: Once a person dies, the· ways to do good and bed are cut off.
J
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1600. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:}s..iill~ said, "Let
no one of you wish for death because of suffering (of any kind). But, if he ~ust do
it, then he must pray:

Jl~slijll~~ll!;.FJJijlSl:il~i~tA~\~1
0 Allah, keep me alive as long as life is better for me and take me away when
death is better for me."2
COMMENTARY: Nawawi .&1~J has given the verdict that it is not makruh (unbecoming) to wish
for death when apprehending mischief or trial in the religious field. Rather, It is mustahab
(desirable) to do so Imam Shafi'I .&~J and Umar ibn Abdul Aziz .&14~Jhad done so.
It is also maustahab to hope for martyrdom in Allah's path. Umar ibn Khattab 4.:$~'~J
and others had done it and Mu'adh ~.&~~J is known to have prayed for death in the
plague, Ta'uwn Amawas. So, it is mustahab (desirable) to pray for martyrdom even
through plague, etc.
.
According to a hadith in Muslim, if any one sincerely prays for martyrdom, then he get
reward for it (even if he is not martyred).
It is mustahab (desirable) to pray for death in Madinah. According to a hadith in Bukhari.
Umar ~.1!1~J had prayed for it:
11

"0 Allah grant me martyrdom in your path and cause me to die in the city of Your
·
Messenger. ~ J4:}s..&i~
The concluding portion of the hadith means that life is better than death as long as god
deeds surpass sin and life is without trials for a religious nature. When it is the converse, it
is better to die.
MEETING THE GREATER

~IJJ19li\.!...sJ,!~ ~.J;t'..
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Muslim # 13-2682.
Bukhari # 5671, Muslim # 10-2680, Abu Dawud # 3108, Tirmidhi # 971, Nasa'i # 1812, Ibn Majah #
4265, Musnad Ahmed 3.101.
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1601. Sayyiduna Ubadan ibn as Samit ~.ii1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .&1~
~J .ys. said, ''He who loves to meet Allah, Allah loves to meet him. But, he who
dislikes to meet Allah, Allah too dislikes to meet him." So, Sayyidah Ayshah .&1~J
~asked, or one of his other wives submitted, ''We dislike death." He said, "That is
not the same thing. But, when death comes to the believer, he receives glad tidings
of Allah's pleasure and mercy. So, nothing is dearer to him than what is in front of
him. He loves to meet Allah and Allah loves to meet him. But, as for the disbeliever,
when death comes to him, he is given tidings to punishment and retribution of
Allah so, nothing is more detestable to him than what is in front of him. He dislikes
to meet Allah and Allah does not wish to meet him."t
1602. Sayyidah Ayshah 's ~.&1~J hadith has: 'death comes before the meeting
with Allah.2
COMMENTARY: While it is presumed commonly that meeting Allah is death, yet the
correct thing is that the meeting with "Allah is to be mindful of the hereafter, to seek
Allah's mercy forgiveness and pleasure and not to be inclined to the world. He who
abandons the world loves to meet Allah. But he who chooses the world and loves its things
really detests to meet Allah. This is why he who loves the meeting with Allah, loves death
because it is the means to the meeting with Allah.
The Prophet ~J"~.&1~ answer to Sayyidah Ayshah ~.ii1~J meant that death should be·
held dear as a means to the love of Allah and the meeting with him.
The version of Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&1~J means that the sight of All.::th is possible only after
death. The meeting with Allah is not the some things as death. Both have different meanings.
TO BELIEVER DEATH IS RELIEF BUT A SINNER'S DEATH IS RELIEF TO OTHERS
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1603. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah "~~~J narrated this hadith often. A funeral was brought
past Allah's Messenger ~""J":·h:..&1~.P. He said, "Either he is relived or others are relived of
him." The sahabah (companions) l"f:~.&'~J asked, ''Who is relieved and who is the one
from whom others are relieved?" He said, "The believing slave is delivered from the
sorrows and harm of the world and goes to the mercy of Allah. But, the creatures, the
country, the trees and the beasts are delivered from the sinful person."3
1

Bukhari # 6507, Muslim# 15-2684, Tirmidhi # 2316, Nasa'i # 1838, Darimi # 2756, Muwatta Maalik
50 Oana'iz), Musnad Ahmad 3-107.
2 Muslim # 16.2684.
3 Bukhari # 6512, Muslim# 61-950, Nasa'i # 1930, Muwatta Maalik # 504 Oana'iz) Musnad Ahmad 5-296.
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COMMENTARY: With his death, the believer is delivered from the deeds, ecc. of the world
and the effort to perform them. He is also delivered of the hardship and anxiety of the
world and the harm and trouble caused by its people. Masruq ~~..>said that he did not
envy anyone as he envied the believer who is placed in his grave because he is safe from
punishment and at rest from this world. Abu Daud .11144>-. > said, III like death because of my
desire to go before my Lord. I like sickness as an atonement for my sins. And, I like poverty
as a means to be humble and submissive before my Lord."
When a sinner dies, other people are free for him because when they reproached him, he
quarreled with them. If they said nothing to him, they here delinquent in thier religion. Hi~
sins create corruption in the world and hurt people, cities, trees, etc. Religious acts and
duties are interrupted. Allah is angry with the sinner, so earth and all that is on earth
suffer. Allah prevents rain from pouring down. When sinner die, the clouds burst and it is
green everywhere.
LIVE LIKE A TRAVELER

1604. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~
took him by his shoulders and said, "Live in the world as though you are a stranger,
or one passing through the road."
Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~. > used to say, 1'When you are in the evening, do not wait
for the morning. And where you are in the morning, do not wait for the evening.
Regard your health as a blessing against your sickness and your live against you
~eath." (Derive something from the first for the other.p

COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (~}") (stranger) is a traveller, so do not be inclined to
the world because it is your path of journey to the hereafter. Live as a stranger uninterested
in worldly things bec~use you will separate from them. Do not perceive your survival here.
Intend to go home.
One who passes through the roads is stranger than a traveler too because he stops no
where and does not break journey at all.
No one knows when he will die. So, not build tall hopes but be quick to do good deeds,
without delaying them. When you are healthy do the most you can lest sickness afflicts you
and you become unable to do pious work.
Seize .the opportunity of your life to amass deeds upon deeds. Thus, when you die, these
deeds will fetch your reward.
Though it seems that the concluding words were spoken by Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 2»1~ . >
4:,S. and are mawquf at him, yet Ahya al Ul?om presents them as marfu saying of the
prophet ~J~.1t'~·
1

Bukhari # 6414, Tirmdhi # 2333, Ibn Majah # 4114, Musnad Ahm~d 2-24.
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PLACE GOOD HOPE IN ALLAH
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1605. Sayyiduna Jabir ~iii'~; narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~J~lilljJ
say three days before his death, "Let not anyone of you die without placL"lg good
hopes in Allah."t
COMMENTARY: Every Muslim should expect Allah's favour and forgiveness and be
confident of receiving it. If anyone despairs of His mercy then he makes himself eligible for
Hiswrath.
·
The mama (Scholars) say that the sign of a good hereafter is to be fearful all through life
and, when death approaches, hopes for mercy and forgiveness should dominate.
To have good expectation from Allah is to do pious deeds throughout life and t hen hope
for Allah's favours at the time of death. If any one lives a life of rrusdeeds and disobedience
to Allah then he will not have good hopes from Allah. He will remember his evil life when
death approaches and expect evil repercussions.
·
Expectation is to perform deeds and expect. False hope without deeds and expect. False
hope without doing anything heads to sins and is obstinacy.
Hasan Busri .111~ .J said, ulf any one (who does no deeds) claims to have good expectations
from Allah then he is laying. If he did have good expectations from his Lord then he would
have done good deeds."
·
~tiltj.4iil

SECTION IT

THE FIRST QUESTION ON THE DAY OF RESURRECTION
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· 1606. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~lii'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~AlljJ
11
~J said, 1£ you wish, I will tell you the first question that Allah will ask the
believers on the day of resurrection and the first thing that they would say to him."
They said, 11Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah." He said that Allah will ask the believers.
11
Did you crave to meet Me?" They will submit, ~~es our Lord." He will ask.
1
'Why?" They will say. 1"We hopes for your pardon and your forgiveness." He. will
say. Indeed, My forgiveness for you has become obligatory."2
COMMENTARY: The meeting could mean the abode of the hereafter.' It could also mean:

'the vision of Allah.'
.1
2

Muslim# 81-2877, Abu Dawud # 3113, Ibn Majah # 4l67, Musnad Ahmad 3-293.
Musnad Ahmad 5-238, Sha us sunnah, Hilyah.
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REMEMBER DEATH OFfEN
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1607. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "Remember often the c~tter of the tastes (of the world)- which death is!"t
COMMENTARY: Remembering death often replaces negligence which hampers pious
deeds. It also keeps one away from indulgence in worldly pursuits and brings one into the
orbit of obedience and worship.
Nasai has more words which imply that remembrance of death causes the rich to be
disinterested in wealth and the poor to be content with little.
MODESTY BEFORE ALLAH
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1608. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~~~J narrated that one day, the Prophet ~~~
~J said to his sahabah (companions), ~~~~J observe modesty before Allah in
keeping with its rights." They said, 11 0 Prophet of Allah we do observe modesty
before Allah, praise belongs to Allah." He said, "That is not it. But, he who
observes modesty before Allah as is due, preserves the head and whatever
(memory) it holds, and preserves the belly and whatever it contains, and
remembers death and the decomposition. And, he who aims at the next world,
abandons adornment of the world. Hence, whoever does that has indeed shown
modesty before Allah as is due."2
COMMENTARY: Allah has placed the head in an honourable position. It should not be
used for anyone else, should not bow before man made idols or before fellowman and it
should not offer salah (prayer) to impress other people and to show off. It should be lowered
only for Allah and it should not be raised high in arrogance.
Whatever (memory) it holds include the tongue, eyes and the ears. To preserve them is to
keep them away from sin, like backbiting, falsehood, ogling at stranger women, listening to
backbiting and lies.
The belly should be preserved from forbidden food etc. whatever the belly contains mean
the limbs of the body. They should not be used to commit sin, or to go to such place, or to
beat or harass son1eone.
The human body will decay. Howsoever beautiful and honourable, it will not with its flesh
and bones. All that will be dust.
Finally, a norm is outlines that he who knows that this world is ephemeral gives up its
1
2

Tirmidhi # 2307, Nasa' i # 1824, Ibn Majah # 4258, Musnad Ahmad 2-293.
Tirmidhi # 2457, Musnad Ahmad 1-387.
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pleasures. No one, not even saintly people, can hold both this world and hope for the next.
It is very good to publicise this hadith as much as possible. Nawawi li!1 o\4?'J said that is

mustahab (desirable) to narrate this hadith most frequently.
DEATH IS THE GIFf OF A BELIEVER
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1609. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amir ~..3!·~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~...1!1~
~J said, 11The gift for a believer is death." 1
COMMENTARY: Death is a gift for the believer because through it he comes to the
hereafter and receives reward and high ranks.
DEATH WITH PERSPIRATION ON FOREHEAD

(4lo 6-! l_j ~LiJ l_j
1610. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~li!,~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!'~ said,
''The belie~~r dies while he perspires on the forehead."2
COMMENTARY: Some people say that perspiration on forehead at the time of death
implies very severe pangs of death. Because_ of this, the sins of the dying person are
forgiven and his ranks are raised in the hereafter.
Some others say that it implies striving for the lawful till the end to earn livelihood and
to worship.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that the perspiration on the forehead at the time of death augurs
well for the next world.
Some other ulama (Scholars) maintain that repo~t from the perspiration, death is not
difficult at all for a believer.
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1611. Sayyiduna Ubaydullah ibn Khalid ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~
~y.~.1!1 said, 11 Sudden death is the seizing in anger."3
Another version adds: "The seizing in anger for the disbeliever and mercy for
the believer."4
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) go by the concluding portion and say that it is good
for believers to die suddenly.

Bayhaqi # 9884.
Tirmidhi # 982, Nasa'i # 1829, Ibn Majah # 1452, Musnad Ahmad 5-357.
3 Abu Dawud 3 # 3110, Musnad Ahmad 3-424.
4 Bayhaqi in sha'b ul Eeman and Razin in his book.
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1612. Sayyiduna Anas ~lii~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J•,U.l»l~ visited a young
man who was dying. He asked. ''How do you find yourself?" He said, 110
Messenger of Allah, I h~v.e hope in Allah, but I fear for my sins. Allah's Messenger
~J~l»~~ said, 11These two things do not combine in the heart of a person at such a
time without Allah granting him that which he hopes for end protecting him from
that which he fears."t
·
COMMENTARY: At such a time' means the time when pangs of death are experienced
and such other difficult times, like during battle, ~etaliation etc.
SECTION III
~l\illj..4ill
1

LONG LIFE IDEAL TO PERFORM MORE PIOUS DEEDS
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1613. Sayyiduna Jabir ~lii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J•:sl~l»~~ said, 11 Do
not wish for death, for the fear of the pangs of death is very strong. It is fortunate
that a man's life should be prolonged and Allah,.Mighty and Glorious, should lead
him to obedience."2
COMMENTARY: The word (~1) al-muttala is an elevated place from where one looks
down. Here, this JNOrd means the pangs of death and the accompanying severity. Man falls
into its grip before dying.
· It is disallowed to ask for death because of grief of su~h things. One may however, ask for
it craving the sight of Allah.
The hadith also says that one must not long for death because with death which is bound to
come all opportunity of doing good deeds will cease. So one must accumulate deeds as
much as one can. The world is the cultivating field of the hereafter. Good deeds done here
will be useful there.
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Tirmidhi # 985, Ibn Majah # 4261.
Musnad Ahmad 3-332.
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1614. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~~~~J narrated that they were seated with Allah's
Messenger ~J~.1,,~ (listening to him) with rapt attention. He admonished them
and their hearts were moved greatly. (Sayyiduna) Sa' d ibn Abu Waqqas ~./at~J
wept much and lamented, "How I wish I had died (in childhood)! Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ asked, '~0 Sa'd, will you wish for death while I am here."
Repeating these words three times. Then, he added, "0 Sa'd, if you are created for
paradise, then your life will not be prolonged without that being better for you
with the more good deeds that you do.1
C~MMENTARY: The prophet ~J~~~ asked Sayyiduna Sa' d if there could be a reason
to ask for death while he was alive, for his life was a blessing for them. The mere sight of
him was great for the believers and life was better than death.
The hadith seems to say tacitly at the end 'and if you are created for hell then too it was not
good to ask for death and a hastening of it.'
·
THE EXAMPLE OF KHABBAB ~.1!1~;
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1615. Sayyiduna Harithah ibn Mudarrab ~ ~; narrated that that he visited
(Sayyiduna) Khabbbab ~.&~~J (who was ill and) who had been cauterised seven
times. He said that had he not heard Allah's Messenger ~J~.iisl~ say, "None of
you must wish for death," he would have wished for it. Then he said; 11lndeed, I
remember myself with Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ whi1e I did not possess a
single dirham, but now there are in .the corner of my house forty thousart~
dirhams." Then, his shroud was brought. When he looked at it, he wept, ~;aying, ·
11
But, Hamzah! ~ .&t ~; No shraud could be found for him except a s~~pes white
garment that could not cover his feet if his head was covered and 1c:ft his lead bare
if his feed were covered by it. So, finally, it was put over his head down and idhkar
(grass) was put on his feet."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Khabbab ibn Arat ~..111~1 was a great sahabi. He was among
the first people to embrace Islam. Indeed, he was ilie brave man who made bold to declare
his Islam among a host of the cruel and oppressive disbelievers. He participated in the
Battle of Badr and other battle and died in 43AH. May Allah be pleased with him!
In those days, one of the forms of treatment was cauterization. At one place, it is
1

2

Musnad Ahmad 5-267.
Musnad Ahmad 5-111.
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disallowed but some ulama (Scholars) say that the prohibition is only when people believe
that only this things cures. If they are convinced that cure lies only in Allah's hands then it
is not wrong to resort to it. Also, when there is no need for it, even then it is disallowed.
Sayyiduna Khabbab 4;$- ~' ~J wished for death because of the unbearable nature of his
illness. It could also be because he had become affluent and was afraid that he would have
to suffer punishment for misuse of wealth.
Sayyiduna Hamzah ibn Abdul Muttalibn 4;$- .1n ~J was the Prophet's ~J ~ .&1 jJ paternal
uncle. He was martyred in the Battle of Uhud. He is known as Sayyid ush Shuhada (chief
of the martyrs).
Idhkar (.r~') is sweet rush Quncuos adoratus). It is a sweet smelling grass. It is spread on the
planks of the ceiling and it has many other uses.
According to this hadith, a poor hard-pressed person who is patient is better than a rich
person who is grateful. Sayyiduna Khabbab 4;$-.&I~J, the great glorious sahabi who was rich
·and there is no doubt that he was grateful, felt sorry for his affluent condition.

CHAPTER - III
THAT WHICH IS RECITED BEFORE ONE
WHO IS DYING
He who is dying is the patient on whom the signs of death are apparent. The ulama
(Scholars) describe these signs as numbness of the feet that will not stand up, the nostril
;
; _
bend, the temple sinks and the skin of the testicles hangs.
That which is recited in front of the dying is the kalimah tayyibah {~lj_;.:.,j~:iil,ivk~), surah
Yasin and the istarja (~..R'.J~:h~u~~l). Supplication is made seeking forgiveness, and so on.
SECTION I

··

PROMPT TO THE DYING
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1616. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed 4;$-~~~J and Sayyiduna Abu H urayrah 4;$-1»1~J narrated
that Allah's Messe&ger ~J~~~~ said, "Recite to the dying among you
{There is no God but Allah)."l

COMMENTARY: The dying person will listen· to the recitation and recite it himself.
But, he should not be instructed to recite lest he refuse to do so because of his unsteady
condition and poor presence of mind. The ulama (Scholars) say that this prompting is
mustahab (desirable).
ONLY PIOUS WORDS
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Muslim# 1-916, Abu Dawud # 3117, Tirmidhi # 976, Nasa'i # 1826, Ibn Majah # 1445, Musnad
Ahmad3-3.
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1617. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~..l!~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
said, 11When you visit a sick or a dying person speak only good words, for the
angels say 'aameen' to whatever you say."1
COMMENTARY: The good words are prayer for one's own good, for the recovery of the
sick and for the forgiveness of the dead.
PATIENCE & SUBMISSION
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1618. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~
said, 111£ any Muslim faces an affliction and says what Allah had commanded him:
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"We belong to Allah and to Him is our return. 0 Allah, reward me for my affliction
and let me have what is better then this, in place of this.'2
Surely, Allah will grant him what is better in replacement." When (Sayyiduna) Abu
Salamah ~...1!1~ J died, she thought, 11What Muslim could be better than Abu Sulama
(Scholars)n 4:$- .111 ..rPJ who and his family were the first to emigrate to Allah's
Messenger~JA.:)s.i»1~?" Then she repeated the (foregoing Messenger in his place. 3
(They were married to one another.)
COMMENTARY: The words 'to Allah we belong and to Him is our return' imply: whatever
is. ascribed to us truly belongs to Allah and is created by Him. To him we shall return. All
of these things are with us for use. Our beginning is from Allah and our end is to Him.
This thing must be comprehended completely and patience must be observed at every trial. ·
If this is done, every difficulty will become easy. If this verse is given only lip service
coupled with complaint and restlessness, then that is meaningless.
The mere reference to the merit of this verse is enough to presume that it is a cop:-.1nand to
recite these verses.
Sayyiduna Abu Salamah ~iil'..rPJ was the first emigrant and also the l?Iophet's ~J~iil~~
cousin and faster brother.
THE PROPHET'S ~""J4:isf»'~ PRAYER F.O.R THE DEAD

1

Muslim # 6-919, Abu Dawud # 4115, Tirmidhi # 977, Nasa'i # 1825, Ibn Majah # 1447, Musnad
Ahmad 6-306.
2 Muslim# 3.918, Abu Dawud # 3119.
3 Muslim# 3-918, Abu Dawud # 3119.
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1619. Sayyidah Umm Salamah .u~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..\1~
visited Abu Salamah ~~~~J .whose eye were open and fixed. He closed them, saying,
11
As the soul is extracted, the sight follows it." So, some people of his family wept and
wailed. He said, "Do not pray for yourselves anything other than good, because the
angels say aameen to what you pray." Then he prayed, "0 Allah, forgive Abu
Salamah, raise him in rank among the guided ones and mind those who survive
among his descendants. Forgive us and forgive him, 0 Lord of the worlds. Do make
his grave spacious for him and make it bright with radiance for him."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~""J~.&~~ meant that with the taking away of the soul, the
sight too is lost. So, there is no point in leaving the eyes open.
SHROUD OF THE PROPHET ~ J4:)s..&1~
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1620. Sayyidah Ayshah l~".&'~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~
died, a stripped Yemen garment was placed over his body. 2
SECfiON II
KALIMAH AS LAST WORDS
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1621. Sayyiduna Mu'dh ibn Jab~l ~.&,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~"" J4,1~.&~~ ·
said, "He whose last words are (~~\4h~) - 'There is no God but Allah.
Will enter paradise."3
COMMENTARY: This means that if anyone recites, just before Ius death, the entire kalimah
I

J
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,

;lliJJ.!J.ll ~!WI 'i!al! 'i
'There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is Allah's Messenger.'
he will enter paradise directly, or after serving his punishment. But, the first possibility is
more likely. In this way the believers who die with the kalimah tayyibah on their lips are
distinguished from whose who die without reciting it.
RECITING SURAH YASIN

Muslim# 7-920, Abu Dawud # 3118, Ibn Majah # 1454.
Bukhari # 1241, Muslim# 48.942, Abu Dawud # 3120, Musnad Ahmad 6-153.
3 Abu Dawud # 3116.
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1622. Sayyiduna Ma' qil ibn Yasar ~.(b~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:)s..1il1~
said, 'Recite surah Yasin before your dead" (meaning, the dying). 1
COMMENTARY: Here, the dead' means those who are about to die. The subjects of surah
Yasin are such as may interest those are on the point of death.
If the word 'dead' really means the dead, the surah Yasin may be recited over the dead
before burial in the house or after burial at the grave.
If surah Yasin is recited near the head of the dying or the dead then Allah makes the
reckoning easy for him. (Ibn Harduways)
Ibn Adi .1ii1~J reported the hadith that if anyone goes to the graves of his parents, or the
grave of one of them, and recites surah Yasin there, then the grave-dweller (s) is forgiven to
the extent of the number of letters of surah Yasin. The ulama (Scholars) say that it could
mean the day, Friday. Specifically, or the entire week (for jumuah is used in both senses).
ALLOWED TO KISS A MUSLIM'S CORPSE
I
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1623. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.(b~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger:~J~.(b~~ kissed
(Sayyiduna) uthman ibn Maz'un when he died. He wept till his tears flowed over
Uthman' s ~iii~~ J face. 2
COMMENTARY: Of the muhajirs, Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Maz'un ~lii~~J was the first to
die in Madinah. Thus he was the first of them to be buried in al-Baqi. After that al-Baqi was
turned into a graveyard. The Prophet ~J4s-1Jl1~ himself picked up a stone and placed it at
his grave as an identification mark. 4:Soli!l~ J

<4lA~I_,~.l.ofillol_,.))t!.;oJlj~j~ful~&lHJ;i-154~T-.._L>!~lii![~~j('\Y0
1624. Sayyidah Ayshah ~lii~~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr 4:Soli!I~J kissed
the Prophet ~J4s-.1il1~ when he had died.3
BURIAL SHOULD BE HASTENED

(.:~JI.:~y.l oi.J.J)~l Jl~
1625. Sayyiduna Husayn ibn Wahwah ~iii~~J narrated that Talhah ibn al-Bara lilt~J
~ was sick. The Prophet ~J "~ li!1 ~ visited him and said, ''I think that Talha is
about to die. Tell me when that happens and then make haste in preparing him for
the burial, because, it is not proper that a Muslim corpse should remain
1

Abu Dawud # 3121, Ibn Majah # 1428, Musnad Ahmad 5-26.
Dawud # 3163, Tirmidhi # 989, Ibn Majah # 1456, Musnad Ahmad 6-43.
3 Bukhari # 1242, Tirmidhi # 489, Nasa'i # 1840, Ibn Majah # 1457, Musnad Ahmad 6-55.
2 Abu
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(unattended) among his family."t
COMMENTARY: If preparation for burial are delayed then the decaying process might

began with the corpse.
~!\ihj.aill

SECTION III

RECITE BEFORE THE DYING
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1626. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Ja'far ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.1!1~
said, 'Recite to those of you who are dying.
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'There is no God but Allah, the element the compassionate. Without blemish is
Allah Lord of the mighty Those. Praise belongs to Allah. Lord of the worlds might
throne, Praise belongs to the Lord of the worlds'
The sahabah (companions) ~ 1»1 ~J asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, how is this
(expression) for the living?" He said, ''Very good! Very good!" 2
COMMENTARY: Ibn Asakir li1~J reported that Sayyiduna ~li~~J Ali narrated. ''I have
learnt some words from Allah's Messenger ~J4#li1~ which if a dying person recites, he
will be admitted to p(}l'adise." These word are:
1.
(~fh~;J,~dv.id) three times
2.
(~lii1.,;;:J~.i.o.;j~ three times
3.
(Y-~~~Js. jAJ~J~~Iq*t£>~1Jjt;~ three time
SOULS OF BELIEVERS & INFIDELS

.....::J~ ll~i i~~' ~;J;J. .e ;jl ~J ~ AiJ, ~ JJ, JJ-!5 Jli Jli s~J.'C?~ ~J <'''(V)
r;JJ.t L5-.t*lJ S-r:,> G--.J-1\ .:, ;~H ~~ J ~~ 5:~I u' ~~,, ~~ ~.J-1\ 1_;j G~~ ~j.ll
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Abu Dawud # 3159.
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1627. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .uj:.Jis,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J"#.iill~~
said, 1'When anyone is on the point of death, the angels come to him. If he is a good,
pious man, the angels (of mercy) say (to his soul), 'Come out, righteous soul that had
been in a pious body! Come out, praised (before Allah and the creatures), Glad tiding
to you of (perpetual) rest and peace and provision (of paradise) and of (a meeting
with) a Lord who is not angry.' This does not cease to be repeated till it comes out.
Then it is taken up to the heaven and the gate is opened for it. It is asked, 'who is he?'
They say, 'so and so.' Then it is said, 'welcome righteous soul that had been in a pious
body. Enter, praised with tidings of rest and provision, and a Lord who· is not angry!'
It is repeated to it till it end up at the heaven where Allah is.
If he an evil person, the angel say, 'come out, 0 you wicked soul that had been in a
wicked body! Come out, blamed, and know of boiling water, puss and other
(punishment) like these of various kinds.' (surah Saad, 38:57-58) It does not cease to
be repeated to it till it comes out. Then it is taken up to the heaven and the gate is
opened for it and it is asked, 'who is he?' It I said, I so and so.' It is said, 'The wicked
soul that was in a wicked body is not welcome. Return, blamed. The gates of
heaven will not be opened for you.' So, it will be sent back from heaven and it will
come to the grave."l
COMMENTARY: The angels of mercy and of punishment come to the dying. The former
do their work if he is good person otherwise the latter accomplish their task.
As for the good, pious soul, it could mean a believer generally, or the pious one who is
careful of rights of Allah and of follow men.
The hadith is silent about the habitual sinner. This is the procedure with the Book and the
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) that they maintain silence about the sinner. They keep hin~
between fear aitd hope.
The souls of the believers and the infidels are distinguished in that the latter are cast down
to the lowest of low while the former are free to fly in the heavens and the earth and to eat
the light under the throne. They also retain their relationship with their bodies in the
graves. The corpse recites the Quran, offers the salah (prayer) and rests and sleeps soundly,
seeing t he place for it in paradise.
The affairs of the soul and the situation in the barzakh are exceptions to the cause and
effect process. We cannot comprehend them in our wurld, but we must not entertain any
kind of doubt about these things.
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1628. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said,
"When the soul of the believer comes out, two angels meet it and take it up (to
heaven)." Hammad .1!1 ~;) (a sub-narrated of this hadith) said that then he
mentioned its sweet smell and also mentioned its musk (that it emitted the
fragrance of musk). Then he (The prophet ~1 ~.1!1~) said that dwellers o{ heaven
wiil say, 11 A pure soul comes from the earth. May Allah bless you and 'the body in
which you lived." Then, it will be taken to its Lord who will command them, 11Take
it away till the end of the term."
He also said, "When the soul of an infidel comes out." Hammad .au~; said that he
mentioned its stench and also mentioned the cure. ''The dwellers of heaven will
say. ''An evil soul comes from the earth." They will be commanded to take it away
till the end of t he term.
(Sayyiduna) Abu Hurayrah 4:$-.111~; narrated further that Allah's Messenger ~ill~~
~ J then put the edge of his cloak the was wearing over his nose in this way. 1
. ' -COMMENTARY: The word 'term' in the hadith means the time period of barzakh. It will end
with the day of resurrection. Barzakh is the intervening period between death and the Last Day.
As for the end of the garment on his nose, Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:$-.111~; put his own
garment on his nose to indicate how the Prophet ~J~i»1~ had done it. The Prophet 1»1~
~J~ had been enabled to perceive the odour of the infidel's soul.

~Jjl i~~ ~~ ~j.!ll;.~ l:iL~J~ful ~;!J1 Jj-!5 Jli Jlis~;.'rji~J ('"'"~)

(~WJI.J ~~ oi.J..))

1629. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:$-.i»l~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»~~
said, '~en a believer's death approaches, the angels of mercy come with white
silk and say, 'come out ~leased (with Allah and He) pleased with you to Allah's
t
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mercy, favour and provision, to Allah who is not angry with you.' The soul emerges
with fragrance like that of the sweetest musk. They take him one after another till
they bring him to the gates of heaven, saying, 'what a sweet smell that is here to you
from earth!' Then they take him to the souls of the believers who are overjoyed on
seeing him, more than one ·of you can be on the return of someone who has been
away. They ask him about different people, how they are. Then they say, 'Let him
alone a while, for, he has come from the grief of the world.' But the says of one of t
hem. 'He has died. Is he not here with you' They say, '(so) he has been taken to his
destination, hell!'
When a disbeliever is on the point of death, the angels of punishment bring him a
hairy (rough) bay and say. 'Emerge to the punishment of Allah, l\1ighty and
glorious, while He is displeased with you and angry at you and you are (cursed and)
displeased.' The soul emerges with the horrible stench of a (decayed) corpse. They
take it to the gate of earth (into heaven) where the angels say, 'what a terrible
odour!' They take hi to the souls of the disbelievers. t
COMMENTARY: The souls of the believers enquire from the now-coming soul about their
known ones whom they had left behind in the world.
The gate of earth is really the gate of the lowest heaven as Allamah Teebi ~~~J said, Or, the
gate of the earth means the earth itself. In this case it would mean that the infidel's soul
would be cast to the lowest of low Mulla Ali Qari prefers this explanation.
The souls of disbelievers to whom the soul is taken are in sijjin. It is a place in the depths of hell.
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1630. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib narrated that they went with the Prophet ~J4.}.s-iJJ1}J
to the funeral of an ansar man. They came to the grave but it had not been dug. So,
Allah's Messenger ~J 4.).s. .1!1..).-P sat down and they sat down around him as though
birds were perched on their heads. He had a stick in his hand and he etched lines
with it on the ground. Then, raising his head, he said, ''Seek refuge in Allah frJm
the punishment in the grave." Twice or thrice. He then said, ''As a believer is on he
point of departing from this world and entering the next, angels with faces as white
as the sun come down from heaven to him with a shroud of paradise and some of
its perfume. They sit as far away from him as a sight can behold. The angel of death
comes and sits at his head and says, '0 pious soul, emerge to forgiveness and
pleasure of Allah.' So, it emerges as through a drop of water flow from a water-skin:
He takes it but the other angels do not let him hold it for an instant. They take it
quickly and put it in that shroud and that perfume. So that it emits a fragrance
similar to the sweetest musk found on the surface of the earth. Then, they carry it
up and whichever group of angels they pass, enquire, 'who is this pious soul?' They
identify it by name and parentage with the best of its names by which the
earthlings had called him. They come with it to the lowest heaven and call for the
gate to be opened for it. The gate is opened and (from then on) at every heaven, its
chief angels lead it to the next heaven and so to the seventh. Allah, Mighty and
Glorious, say, 'place the record of my slave in 'Illiyun, Take it back to earth, since I
have created mankind from it and I shall return them to it and I s;hall raise them
again from it.' His soul is restored to his body and two angels come to him, make
him sit up and ask him, 'who is your Lord?' He says, 'My Lord is Allah.' They ask,
'what is your religion?' He says, 'Islam is my religion. They ask 'who is this man
who was sent to you?' He says, 'Allah's Messenger!' They ask, 'How do you know?
He say, 'I read Allah's Book, believed in it and confirmed it as true.' A crier from
heaven calls, 'My slave has spoken the truth. Spread out for him carpets from
paradise, clothe him from paradise and open a gate for him into paradise.' Its breeze
and sweet smell come to him. His grave is widened for him as for as the eye can see.
Then a man with a beautiful face, beautiful dress and sweet smell comes to him and
says, 'Be happy as you wish for this is your day that has been promised to you.' He
asks, 'who are you with such a beautiful face and good tidings?' He says, 'I am your
good deeds.' He then prays, 'My Lord, let the last Hour come! My Lord, let the last
Hour come that I may return to my people and my property.'
He then said, 11 As a disbeliever is about to depart from this world and enter the
next world, black faced angels come down to him from heaven with hairy cloth
and sit as far away from him as the sight can perceive. The angel of death comes
and sit at his head and calls, '0 evil soul emerge to Allah's wrath.' It scatters in
his body (unwilling to emerge, but he extracts it as spit is down out from
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moistened wool. He seizes it but the other angels do not let him hold it for an
instant. They snatch it quickly and place it in the hairy cloth from which it gives a
nasty stench similar to the most unbearable stench of a corpse found on the
surface of the earth. Then, they carry it up and whichever group of angels they
pass, enquire, 'who is this evil soul' they identify it by name and parentage with
the ugliest of its names by which the earthlings had called him. They come with it
to the lowest heaven and ask for the gate to be opened for it, but it is not opened."
Then Allah's Messenger ~J4:).s-1Jllj...P recited.
,
,
"-\-:
,r;;,
J.'t
" ,,1~
"'J!ii-"J "
.kbll
.. "''\• J\"d\(.~,~.c:~\.-:
,_\:...1.:;
x~;L~.!.H~I,\
.. .;-:~
~ .., ~<-a~
, .. t.....:'
•
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Allah Mighty and Glorious, say 'place his record in sijjin in the lowest earth,' His ·
soul is thrown down." Then he recited:
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(And whosoever associates anything with Allah, it is as through he had fallen from
heaven and the birds snatch him away. Or the wind sweeps him to a remote placeJ (22:31)
His soul is restored to his body and two angels come to him and make him sit up.
They ask him, 'who is your Lord?" but, he is unable to answer. They ask him about
his religion, but he cannot answer. They ask him about the man sent to them, but he
cannot say anything. So, a crier calls from the heaven, 'He lies. Stretch a carpet from
hell for him and open for him a gate to hell.' So, the heat of hell and hot air come to
him and his grave is narrowed over him till his ribs are pressed on one another. A
man of an ugly appearance and ugly dress with a repulsive odour appears before
him and say, 'Grieve with that which hurts you! This is the day of your that was
promises to you.' He asks, 'who are you? Your face is the ugliest and brings evil.'
He says, 'I am your evil deeds.' He prays, 'My Lord, put off the Last Hour.'
According to another version that is very much like it and has this much more;
When a believer's soul comes out (of his body), every angel between heaven and
earth and every angel in heaven prays for mercy on him. The gates of heaven are
opened for him and the keeper of every gate to Allah that his soul may be taken up
from front of t hem.
The soul of the disbeliever is extracted with his reins. All the angels between
heaven and earth and all the angels in heaven curse him. The gates of heaven are
locked on him and all the keepers of the gates pray to Allah that his soul should not
be taken up past them."l
COMMENTARY: According to another tradition, even a believer undergoes severe pangs
to death while this hadith say that his soul comes out as easily as a drop of water comes out
of a water skin. The fact is that he does suffer pangs of death but then his soul comes out it
is very easy on him.
A believer's soul is taken up to the seventh heaven and some ahadith say that it is taken
up to the throne. Thus, some believers may be taken up to the throne and some to the
seventh heaven.
Illiyun is a place on the seventh heaven where the pious people's records are stored.
1

Abu Dawud # 4753, Musnad Ahmad 4-287.
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The question about the prophet ~J ~ iilt J.-P to the grave-dweller is as in this hadith, or,
"Who is your Prophet ~J4#1JltJ.-P to the grave-dweller is as in this hadith, or, 'Who is your
prophet?" This is according to another hadith.
The believer's words; 'till I return to my people and my property,' refer to the maidens of
paradise and servants and to the castle and garden of paradise and other kinds of
belongings. Or, his folk and relatives and palaces and maidens of paradise.
Sijjin is a place in the depths of hell under the seventh earth. Records of deeds of inmates of
hell are stored there.
While the grave narrows down on the rebellious people, it will also constrict for the saintly.
However, that will be like an embrace of a mother who taken her child within herself in love.
BELIEVER IN BARZAKH
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1631. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Ka'b iilt ~ J narrated on the authority of his
father that when death approached (Sayyiduna) Ka'b ~iilt~J (Sayyidah) Umm Bishr
~iii~~J hint Bara ibn Ma'rur ~iii~~J comE' to him and said,"O Abn Abdur Rahman,
if you meet so and so, convey to him my salaam." He said, "May Allah forgive you,
0 Umm Bishr, I shall be too occupied from that." She said, "0 Abu Abdur Rahman
did you not hear Allah's Messenger ~J~~J.-P say, 'The souls of the believers are in
green birds that perch on trees of paradise and feed on them?" He said,'1 0f course!"
She said, "That is it!' (She hoped he would attain that place.)I
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman !JJ1~J was among prominent tabi'un iilt~J and
his father ka'b ~!JJ1~J was among great sahabah (companions) ~!JJ~~J· Bara ibn Ma'rur ~J
~..1il was a sahabi and an ansar. Sayyidah Umm Bishr ~iii~~J was his daughter.
It seems that 'convey salaam to so-and-so' are words of a sub-narrator while Sayyidah
Umm Bishr ~ fJJt ~ J may have named Bara ~ ii11 ~J or Bishr ~ iilt ~J· Ka'b ~ ii11 ~J was
surprised at her request, so said 'May Allah forgive you!' He said that there they would be
too occupied to engage in any such work and to look out for someone.
Sayyiduna Umm Bishr ~iii~~J gave him glad tidings of ease in paradise. He would have
Allah's mercy and favour.
Another tradition is more explicit the soul of believers in the body of green animals will
graze there and be under the throne at the radiant lights.

IJbn Majah # 1449.
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1632. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn ,&,~J Ka'b narrated from his father who used
to say that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said, 11The soul of the believer is in the
form of a bird feeding on the trees of paradise till Allah will return it to its body on
the day He will resurrect it."1
COMMENTARY: If a human being's soul is clothed in a birds form, it is not degraded
because that is not a real change in which it is controlled by the body. It is like preserving a
gem in a chest.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that the hadith speaks of the soul of a martyr only Other say
that it refers to all believers.

"'

'

"'

(~Lo~\o\_j.J)~~\~j~illl~
1633. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn al-Munkadir· .&1 ~ J narrated that he visited
Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Abdullah 4:.&- .111 ~J when he was on the point of death. So, he
said (to him) 11 Convey (my) salaam to Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~."2

CHAPTER- IV
WASHING (BATHING) AND SHROUDING
THE DEAD
Ahadith in this chapter give the rules and etiquettes about giving bath and shrouding the
corpse. To bathe the dead is Jard Kifayah(adequate obligation) so that if some people give him
the bath then all others will be absolved of the duty, but if no one gives him the bath, then
all will have committed sin.
Ibn Hammam .&1~ J said that it is a prerequisite to form an intention before giving a bath to
the dead. Some ulama (Scholars) say that it is not necessary to form an intention.
SECTION I
jj'i1J..atrt
WASHING THE DEAD

(~~) _l.~\;. l.A,(~~ti

1634. Sayyidah Umm Atiyah narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ came to
them lvhen they were giving bath to his daughter. He instructed them to bathe her
with water and lotus leaves three or five times or more if they deemed it necessary.
They were to put camphor - or some of it - in the final bath. Then, they should let
1

2

Nasa'i # 2074, Ibn Majah # 4271, Musnad Ahmad 3-455, Muwatta Maalik # 49 Oana'iz)
Ibn Majah # 1450.
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him know. So, they informed him on finishing the bath. The threw in to them his
lower garment and asked them to put it on her body.
According to another version: He instructed them to bath her an odd number of times,
three, five or seven and to begin with the right side, from the limbs of ablution. She
said, 'We braided her hair in three plaits and placed them behind her back."1
COMMENTARY: to bathe three or five or more times -or three, five or seven (odd number
of) times is a sequence not an option. If one bath suffices to gain purity then it is mustahab
(desirable) to bathe three times. If two or three baths are necessary to obtain purity, then it
is mustahab (desirable) to bathe five times. The maximum number is seven times. It is
makruh (unbecoming) to exceed these number.
LOTUS LEAVES AND CAMPHOR
According to Hidayah bath should be given with water and lotus leaves two times. The
third time water with camphor should be used.
WATER OR PERFUME
Ibn Hammam and most ulama (Scholars) maintain that camphor may be mixed in water
with which the dead is given bath. However, the Kufis say that camphor should be mixed
in hanut, the perfume, which is applied to the dead. It should be applied on the body after
the bath and drying. If camphor cannot be had, then musk may be used instead.
PROPERTIES OF LOTUS LEAVES AND CAMPHOR
The dirt on the body is cleaned out with lotus leaves and the body does not decompose
soon. Use of lotus leaves and camphor also keep away harmful animals.
GARMENT OF A RIGHTEOUS PERSON
The Prophet ~J~.1,,~ gave his waist-wrapper to be placed under the shroud (1) of his
daughter to let blessings come to her. So, it is mustahab (desirable) to use a garment of a
righteous man to obtain blessings. It may be used as part of the shroud but the pieces of the
shroud should not be exceeded. 2
Bath should commence with right hands, right side and right legs. The limbs of ablution
should be washed first but, according to the hanafis, it is not legal to rinse the mouth and
snuff up water. It is mustahab (desirable) for one who gives the bath to wrap his fingers
with a cloth and rub the fingers with a cloth and rub and dead persons teeth and mouth
and nostrils.
The head should be wiped and the feet should be washed alongwith other limbs, not after
the bath. The hands should not be washed first, but both must commence with washing the
face. A sexually defiled person begins bath by first washing his hands to purify them
before applying them to other limbs. The dead, on the other hand, is bathed by hands of
other people so his hands are not washed first.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J holds that after bath, a woman's hair should be left flowing. They
should not be braided.

1 Bukhari # 1253, Muslim# 36.939, Abu Dawud # 3642, Tirmidhi # 992, Nasa'i # 1881, Ibn majah #
1458, Muwatta Maalik # 2 Oana'iz) Musnad Ahmad 5-84.
2 The urdu translation of the hadith says explicitly 'put under the shroud.
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1635. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .rll1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .rll1 .}J was
shrouded in three garments of cotton of white yeman material from sahul. There
was neither a (stitched) shirt nor a turban.1
COMMENTARY: Some people interpret the hadith to mean that the shirt and turban were
not part of a three pieces of the Prophet's ~JJ.#.rll'~ shroud, but were apart from them.
This would mean that he had a shroud of five pieces, but it is established that his shroud
was made up of three pieces, so this interpretation is incorrect. His shroud did not have a
shirt and a turban but only three pieces.
Accordingly, Imam Maalik ~~~J Imam Shafi'I .rli1~J and Imam Ahmad .rli1~J maintain that
the shroud had three wrappers (meaning, only three sheets of cloth of wrap the dead in
them) and they have no shirt or turban.
The Hanafis say that the shroud had three garments:
(i)
The izar (or lower wrapper).
(ii)
The shirt (or the shroud).
(iii)
Lafafah (or the pack).
The Hanafis say that the hadith speaks of a stitched shirt. Sahul is a place in Yemen.
SHROUD SHOULD BE OF GOOD QUALITY
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1636. Sayyduna Jabir ~.rll~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JJ.#.rli'.)J said, ~en
any of you shrouds his brother, let him give him a shroud of good quality."2
COMMENTARY: Ibn Adi ~~~ J said that a good quality shroud should be used for the dead
because the dead people meet each other in their graves.
The shroud must be a complete one and without squandering money it should Le find and
pure, washed or absolutely new.
A good quality shroud does not mean that superb and expensive cloth that some
ostentatious people use .
. Allamah Toorpushti said that this kind of expensive shroud is disallowed.
THE SHROUD OF THE MUHRIM
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1637. Sayy"duna Abdullah ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that a man who was in the
state of ihram (on the way to perform Hajj (pilgrimage)) alongwith the Prophet~~
~JJ.# was thrown by his she-camel. He broke his neck and died. Allah's Messenger
~ J4,.\~.rli'.)J said, 11 Give him a bath with water and lotus leaves and shroud him :n his
1

Bukhari # 1264, Muslim# 45-941, Abu Dawud # 3151, Tirmidhi # 996, Nasa'i # 1898, Ibn Majah #
1469, Muwatta Maalik # 5 Qana'iz), Musnad Ahmad 6-Y::s.
2 Muslim# 49-943, Abu Dawud # 3148, Tirmidhi # 995, Ibn Majah # 1474, Nasa'i # 1895, Musnad
Ahmad 3-295.
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two garments. Do not apply any perfume on him and do not cover his head, for, he
will be resurrected on the day of resurrection reciting the talbiyah."1
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi iilu~J and Imam Ahmad Jill~; rule according to the hadith
that a muhrim should be buried in his ihram. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J and Imam Maalik
.iil1~J hold that the shrouding of a muhrim and non-muhrimis the same.
The Prophet's ~ J ~ .iil1 J-" directive was for that particular man because he had no other
garment and since it was not enough, the head had to left uncovered.
l

I

J

JWilll~l!,~!~~~~~Y~cl~~<
,~&J;!y~~~JS'bj
,
,
ttJ
ttJ
(As for the hadith of Khabbab ~~~~;beginning "Mus'ab ibn Umayr was killed .... " We
shall present it in the chapter of manaqib (merits excellences), insha Allah. (Hadith # 6205)
SECTION. II
~\i11j..;airt
WHITE SHROUD

__;!uJ.A J!4lA ~I LSJ5j &~iJij
1638. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~...1!'~; narrated that that Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!~~
said, Wear your white garments, for they are of the best of your garments. And
enshroud your dead in them. The best kind of collyrium you use is ithmid
. (antimony) It grows hair and brightens the sight."2
COMMENTARY: Ibn Hammam said that white shroud is best. If it is not available than
striped cotton cloth for men and yellow or red silk for women for their shroud is
proper. Whatever cloth is allowed to men and women during their lifetime is also
allowed for their shroud.
The collyrium ithmid is best applied before going to sleep in emulation of the
Prophet ~J~~~~.
NOT EXPENSIVE SHROUD
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1639. Sayyiduna Ali .u~lb'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ said that an
expensive shroud should not be used, for, it is taken away very quickly.3
COMMENTARY: 'The shroud is taken away quickly' means it will decay in a short time.
The hadith disallows extravagance in shrouding. It is mustahab (desirable) to use shroud of
an average quality.
HOW WILL THE DEAD BE RESURRECTED
1

Bukhari # 1267, Muslim# 93-1206, Tirmidhi # 953, Nasa'i # 1904, Ibn Majah # 3084, Darimi # 1852,
Musnad Ahmad 1-215.
2 Abu Dawud # 4061, Tirmidhi # 994, Nasa'i # 1896, Ibn Majah # 1472, Musnad Ahmad 1-247.
3 Abu Dawud # 3154.
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1640. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri 4:$ ~' ~J called for new garments when he
was on the point of death and wore them. Then, he narrated that he had heard
Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ say, 11The dead person will be resurrected wearing
those very garments in which he had died.''t
COMMENTARY: It has been confirmed through sahih hadith that on the day of

resurrection, people will be raised bare-footed and naked (without clothes on them).
So, the ulama (Scholars) explain this hadith that clothes mean deeds with which life had
ended. The Arabs use the word (~\,t) (thi' ab clothes) sometimes to mean deeds. Like
garment deeds too stick to the body. Hence, the words of the Quran:

~i~l;j
...
. .....
(And your garments do purify) (74:4)
Some exegetes have interpreted the words to mean 'make your deeds correct.
The hadith could also mean that a man would be resurrected in those garments in which he
died but he will be made in the ground of reckoning.
THE BEST SHROUD
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1641. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit 4:S-.1li~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
~J said, 'The best shroud is al-hullah and the best sacrifice is a homed ram."2
(Hullah is made up of a waist wrapper and an overall cloak).
164Z. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~~~~J narrated this hadith.3

COMMENTARY: The shroud should not be just one cloth. The least number of pieces
should be two as the minimum to suffice. If there are three then it is the perfect degree and
. sunnah (Prar.tice of Holy Prophet) and they consist of the cloak, waist wrapper and shirt.
The horned ram is best because it is often fat-bodied and expensive.
SHROUD OF THE MARTYRS
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1643. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:$ .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~~ ~
commanded them to remove the iron (weapons and armour) and the leii•her or fur
(coats) from the martyrs of (the battle of) Uhud and to bury them in their (!;l~:)d

Abu Dawud # 3114.
Abu Dawud # 3156.
3 Tirmidhi # 1572, Ibn Majah # 1473.
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soaked) garments and blood.1
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi .1!1 ~ J contends that a martyr is not given a bath and his

funeral salah (prayer) is not observed However, Imam Abu Hanifah ..1!1 ~ J contends that
while bath is not given to a martyr, yet the funeral salah (prayer) is offered.
SECTION III
~!Gitj.A[JI
THE SHROUD OF MUSAB 4$.lil~ J & HAMZAH 4$..111~ J
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1644. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Ibrahim narrated that from his father that (Sayyiduna)
Abdur Rahman ibn Awf 4$.1li~J was brought food when he was fasting. He said,
''Mus'ab ibn Umayr was better than I am. He was martyred and enshrouded in a
cloak such that if his head was covered, his feet were bare. If his feet were covered,
his head was bare."
Sa'd said that he thought that he also said, "And Hamzah was martyred and he was
better th~ I am. Then, the world was spread out for us as it is spread (and made
available to us). We are afraid that the reward for our piety is given to us promptly
(in this world)." Then, he wept and did not touch the food.2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~.ii!'~J was a great sahabi and
one of the ashrah mubashshirah, meaning the ten who were given glad tidings of
admittance to paradise.
Sayyiduna Musab ibn Umayr ~.11~~J too was one of the great and prominent sahabah
(companions) ~ .1!1 ~J· He participated in the battles of badr and Uhud but was
martyred in the latter.
Before embracing Islam, Sayyiduna Mas' ab ibn Umayr 4:~..11~~ J was a very rich man. When
he became a Muslim and joined the slaves of the Messenger ~J~.li1~, he took over the
life of poverty and asceticism. Once the came to the Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ with a belt tied
round his belly The prophet ~J4#.111~ said to his sahabah (companions)~~~) th:.~ ne
had seen him in Makkah with his parents eating the best of food and wearing garment~
worth two hundred dirhams. But, he brought himself to a very bad shape because of his
love of Allah and His Messenger. ~J4~..11~~
Sayyiduna Hamzah ibn Abdul Muttalib ~ .li1 ~J was the paternal uncle of Allah's
Messenger ~J~.li1~. He participated in the battles of Badr and Uhud and was martyred
in the letter. The prophet ~J~.l!~~ called him SayyiJ ush-shuada (chief of the martyrs).
Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ~ .1!1 ~ 1 expressed fear ~hat they were given reward for
goodness prompty in this world. He wondered lest they be the ones described in this verse:
1

2

Abu Dawud # 3134, Ibn Majah # 1515.
Bukhari # 4045.
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{Whosoever desires this hasty world, we hasten to him there in whatsoever we will
unto whomsoever we intend, then we appoint for him hell; he will enter it
despised, rejected) (17:18)
Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~ .&1 ~ J was very fearful of Allah, so he feared lest he fell in the
purview of this verse tluough it clearly applies to those who cherish this world and its
pleasures and noting else. He was not among them.
His fear and righteousness made him shun food even when he had been fasting and in
need of food.
This hadith is evidence that in times of need any kind of sluoud that is available is sunnalz
(Practice of Holy Prophet).
PROPHET'S TREATMENT OF THE CHIEF OF HYPOCRITES

1645. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger rl-J~.&1~ came to
Abdullah ibn Ubayy when he had been lowered in his grave. So, he ordered (that
he should be taken out) and he was brought out. He placed him on his knees and
blew some of saliva into him and put his shirt on him. Jabir ~ ~ ~J said that
Abdullah ibn Ubayy had previously clothed Abbas ~~~ J with his shirt.t
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ~J 4# .&1 ~ emigrated to Madinah from Makkah at
Allah's command, three different group emerged. The first was the fortunate and
honourable group of people who responded positively to the Prophet's r1-J ~ .&1 ~ call
sincerely. They believed in the unity of Allah and the Prophet's ~ J~.&1~ messenger ship.
They were blessed with 'the companionship of the Prophet r1-J ~ .&1 ~ as his sahabah
(companions) ~.&~~ J·
The second group was exactly its opposite. They opposed Allah's Messenger rl-J~.&~~
openly. As a result, they were the most debased and v ~etched of the human race as
disbelievers and polytheists.
The third group comprised of the selfish, self centred people. They professed 'Islam
outwardly and moved with the Muslim but inwardly and secretly they worked to harm
Islam and hurt the ~:!uo:;lim. They had hypocrisy ingrained in them. In Islamic history they
came to be known as munafiq (hypocrites). Abdullah ibn Ubayy was the chief of this group.
Sayyiduna Abbas ~.&~~J was the Prophet's rl-J~.&~~ paternal uncle. He had embraced
Islam much before the Battle of Badr, but had not disclosed his faith for some reason. In the
Battle of Badr, he was compelled to fight on the side of the disbelievers against Islam.
However, the Prophet rl-J~ii~~~ had known that he was a Muslim, so he had instructed
the MusliM not to touch him.
When the Mus~'"Il emerged victorious and took a large number of infidels as captives,
Sayyiduna Abbas ~~~J was one of them. When he was brought to Madinah, he had no

1

Bukhari # 5795, Muslim# 2-2773, Nasa'i # 1901, Musnad Ahmad 3-381.
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clothes on him. He was very tall, so it was not easy to find a suitable shirt for him.
However, Abdullah ibn Ubayy was also tall and he presented his shirt for Sayyiduna
Abbas~~~~_,. It was accepted out of necessity. So, when Ibn Ubayy died, the Prophet~~~
~ J~ presented his shirt so that a hypocrites favour did not remain against him. However
the Quran says:
., •
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(And pray you never over any one of them that may die, nor stand over his grave)
(9:84)
Then why did the prophet ~J~~'.}-P go to the grave of Abdullah ibn Ubayy? The ulama
(Scholars) say that this happened before the foregoing verse was revealed. The Prophet~
~ J 4,.lt- .1!1 only meant to return his favour. Also, the son of Abdullah ibn Ubayy was a
sincere, true Muslim, so the Prophet ~ J~i»'.}-P had to comfort him.
CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER- SOME RULES ABOUT BATH & SHROUDING OF
THE DEAD & THE LAST MOMENTS
It is appropriate that while concluding this chapter, we outline some of the commands and
rulings about the moments prior to death, bath and shroud of the dead..
·
When the signs of death are very apparent on anyone, he must be oriented towards the
qiblah. This may be done by making him lie on his back with his feet towards the qiblah
and his head high in pillows so that it faces the qiblah. He should be prompted by reciting
audibly before him:
~

J

,~'',,...Ill

;i\IJ.J-!5 I ~;;._~~ljllil ':1!~! ':1 ~I 4::.1

(I bear witness the there is no God but Alah and I bear witness that Muhammad is
.
Allah's Messenger~J~.iil,~)
So that he is encourage to recite it. However, he should not be asked to recite it because he is
going through a difficult time and may utter something wrong. When the soul departs, all his
limbs must be put in order and cloth should be tied from under and cloth should be tied from
under his chin with the knot on his head to keep his mouth closed. His eyes should be shut
and the big toes should be brought together and tied so that his feet do not spread.
As for as possible, the bathing, shrouding and burial should be done quickly. A plank, or
large floorboard should be fumigated with aloes or some other such thing, three, five or
seven times from all round. Then, the body should he placed on it and its garments
removed. A piece of cloth 1.5 cubit by 2 cubits should be placed from his navel to thighs to
conceal his satr. (It is the portion of a male that must not be bared before anyone else. The
satr of female is her whole body).
METHOD OF BATH
One who is giving the bath should wrap some cloth on his own hand and, without looking
at it, he should put his h and inside the cloth that is placed on the navel down on the body,
and wash the private parts. Then he should go through the body's ablution without rinsing
his mouth and snuffing up water. Also hands should not be washed up to the wrists, but
the face should be washed and forearms should be washed up to and including, the
elbows. Then the head should be wiped. Then both feet should be washed. It is allowed to
moisten some cotton wool and sub it over his teeth and gums and into his nostrils three
hrnt:·s. If thP dP:o~d person was in need of a purifying bath or had menses or lochia before
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death, then it is obligatory to insert water in the mouth and nostrils in this manner.
Cotton wool must be put in the dead person nostrils, mouth and ears so that water does not
enter them during ablution and bath.
After the ablution ,marsh mellow must be applied to the head and beard; or something else
like soap 1nust be applied to them and they should be washed. Then the body should be
turned on its right side and water with lotus leaves, slightly warm, should be poured from
head to feet three times so that the water reaches the other side that lies on the plank. Then
the body should be turned on the left side and the process should be repeated till water
reaches the side that rests on the plank..
Then the body must be made to sit resting on the person giving bath and its belly should be
massaged slowly and pressed slightly. If there is an excretion, that should be wiped off and
washed. However, it is not necessary to go through ablution or bath again.
Then the body should be turned on its right side and water treated with camphor should
·
be poured from head to feet three times.
If lotus leaves and camphor, etc. are not available then ordinary warm water should be
enough. It shou)d be poured over him three times.
After bath, the entire body should be wiped with a piece of cloth. Perfume should be
applied to his head and beard. Camphor sho·uld be rubbed on the head, nose, palms, knees
and feet. The hair should not be combed. Nails should not be pared and heir should not be
cut. If he is not circumcised, then that should not be done.
Afterwards, the body should be enshrouded.
THE MASNUN SHROUD
It is sunnah (Practice ofHoly Prophet) to use three pieces of garments for ~e shroud of a male.
(i)
Shirt that hangs from shoulder down to the feet.
(ii)
Izar or the waist wrapper.
(iii)
Over all wrapper or cloak.
The izar (or waist wrapper) extends from head to feet and the cloak is larger than it by one
cubit. This is the masnun sh~oud for men and the bare minimum is of two garments,
namely, izar and overall wrapper.
It is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to use five pieces of garments for woman.
.(i)
The shirt.
(ii)
White scarf.
(iii)
Izar.
(iv)
Overall wrapper.
(v)
Chest CC'Jt:ring or blouse.
The scarf should be three cubits long. The chest covering should be from armpits to knees
in length and enough in breadth to be fixed easily. The other three garments should be of
identical size as for men.
It is wrong to increase or decrease this masnun shroud.
The bare minimum shroud for women is three garment:
(i)
Izar.
(ii)
Scarf
(iii)
Overall wrapper.
When it is necessary and cannot be helped then one garment is enough. However, only on~
garment shouid not be used when not necessary.
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THE METHOD OF SHROUDING
Before shrouding the dead, the shroud should be performed three, five or seven times with
incense If the dead is a man, the overall wrapper should be placed. The izar and the shirt
must be placed on it in this order. Then the body is put on it and the shirt is put on him and
his two hands should be placed on each side, not on the chest. Then the izar is wrapped
round him from left side and then the right side. Then the overall wrapper is wrapped, first
on the left side, then the right side.
As for shrouding a woman, the overall wrapper is placed first, then the izar. The shirt is
then placed on it. The body is brought and the shirt is put on. The hair on the head must be
parted in two and put on the shirt at t he chest to the right side and the left side. The scarf is
then put on the head and hair, but neither should it be tied in the knot nor rolled. Then the
izar should be put on. Thereafter, the overall wrapper is wrapped in the same sequence,
meaning first from the left side and then on the right side.
Then, on top of all the chest covering must be wrapped round.
After the garments are wrapped, the shroud must be fastened with some string on the side
of the feet and on the side of the head. A belt should also be fastened near the back to
prevent it from opening while on the way.

CHAPTER-V
GOING ALONGWITH THE FUNERAL &
THE FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER)

,

....

,

~j~J ly ljJJd=~~.o.J li ~ l~~~ l~

BETTER TO WALK
While it is allowed both to walk and to ride at the funeral, it is better to walk at it. If anyone
rides along, then he walks, then it is allowed to him to walk ahead of it or behind it, but
better to keep behind.
FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER) IS FARD KIFAYAH(ADEQUATE OBLIGATION)
If a few people offer the funeral salah (prayer), all the others are absolved of the obligation.
If no one offer it then all will have sinned.
PREREQUISITE OF SOUNDNESS OF FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER)
There are three conditions for a funeral salah (prayer) to be correct. They are:
(i)
The dead is a Muslim.
(ii)
Bath has been given to the dead.
(iii)
The bier should have been placed in front of the congregation.
This means that it is not allowed to offer a funeral salah (prayer) in the absence of the funeral
(ghaibanah). It. is also disallowed to offer it when the funeral is placed on the shoulders of
men, or behind the congregation.
If a body is buried without having been giVen a bath and cannot be brought out without
digging the grave, then the condition of purity (bath) is waived. Its funeral salah (prayer)
may be offered at its grave without bathing it. It is possible to bring it out, then the body
should be brought out and given a bath and then the funeral salalz (prayer) may be offered.
If a dead person's funeral salah (prayer) has been offered without giving him a bath through
forgetfulness or mistake and he is brought out without digging the grave and given a bath,
ten his funeral salah (prayer) will be offered again.
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SECTION I
WALKING QUICKLY
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1646. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:$-~'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~'.}J
said, "Be quick with the funeral. If it is of a pious person, you are taking him to a
good place. If it is other than that, then it is an evil that you are put ting down from
your shoulders."t
COMMENTARY: To be quick is not to run, but to take quick short steps, faster than a
·
normal walk.
In this way, pious man will be quickly to his reward and Allah's mercy. On the other hand,
those who carry on evil man will rid themselves of a burden quickly if their walk is brisk.
FUNERAL OF PIOUS & OF WICKED
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1647. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed 4:$-~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said
that when the funeral is ready and men carry it on their shoulder and if it belongs
to a righteous man, the soul says, "Take me quickly. (to my destination)." If it
belong to one who was not righteous, the soul say to those carrying it. "Woe to it!
Where do you take it?" Its voice is heart by everything but not mankind. Were
anyone of them to hear it, he would faint (and collapse). 2
COMMENTARY: The righteous man in the hadith is the believer.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the dead truly speaks though his soul has been extracted.
The only difference is that man does not hear him out other creatures do perceive his
voice. Allah is able to do it. The dead person's speech is like his being revived in his
grave for the reckoning.
STAND UP ON SEEING A FUNERAL
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1648. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed 4:$- ~' ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ .}J
said, 'when you observe a funeral stand up. Those who follow it must not sit down
till the funeral is placed down (on the ground or the corpse in the grave)."3
COMMENTARY: On seeing a funeral, one must be restless and stand up. One most also
1
2

3

Bukhari # 1315, Muslim# 50-944, Tirmidhi # 1015, Ibn Majah # 1477, Musnad Ahmad 2-240
Bukhari # 1314, Nasa'i # 1909, Musnad Ahmad 3-41.
Bukhari # 131o, Muslim# 77-969, Abu Dawud # 3173, Tirmidhi # 1043, Ibn Majah # 1572.
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accompany it to carry it for some steps.
Some Hanafi scholars say that if one does not intend to accompany it then one must not
stand up and they call it makruh (unbecoming). Others say that it is up to one to stand up or
remain seated, and some say that it is mustahab (desirable) either way.
Most of the ulama (Scholars) hold that this hadith and the one following are both abrogated
by the hadith of Sayyiduna Ali~~~.J (# 1682)
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1649. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that a funeral passed by and Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ stood up. They too stood up alongwith him. Then, they
pointed out, "0 Messenger of Allah, this (funeral) was of a Jew." He said, 11Death is
.
something fearful. So when you see funeral, stand up/'t
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1650. Sayyiduna Ali ~.1!1~J narrated, "We saw Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ stand
up. So, we stood up too, And, he sat down, so we sat down. That was on seeing a
funera1."2 According to another version: 11 He stood up for the funeral and then sat
down afterwards."3
COMMENTARY: The first version could mean that the prophet ~J~.1!1~ and the others
get up on seeing funeral and sat down when it had gone away. ·
It could also mean that this continued to be his practice for some period of time and he
stood up, but later on he did not stand up on seeing a funeral; rather remained seated.
The second version too can have two meanings. The second meaning is more correct.
REWARD FOR PARTICIPATION
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1651. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1!~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J'~~.1!1~
said, 11 1£ anyone follows the funeral of a Muslim as a believer expecting reward
and remains with it till the salah (prayer) is offered over him and ends up with
the burial, then he returns with a reward of two qirat, each qirat being equal to
(Mount) Uhud. And if any one offers the salah (prayer) over him and returns
before the salah over him and returns before the burial is over then he comes
back with (a reward of) one qirat." 4
COMMENTARY: One qirat is a carat or four grains, or 1/24 rnithkal or dinar (Wartabret,
1

Bukhari # 1311, Muslim# 78-960, Abu Dawud # 3174, Nasa'i # 1922, Ibn Majah # 1543, Musnad
Ahmad 3-319.
2 Muslim# 84.962.
3 Abu Dawud # 3175, Tirmidhi # 1044, Ibn Majah # 1544, Muwatta Maalik # 33 Gana'iz).
4 Bukhari # 1325, Muslim# 52-445, Abu Dawud # 3168, Nasa'i # 1940, Musnad Ahmad 2-2.
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Arabic English Dictionary). Here, it means a 'mighty portion' or a very large mound. It is
compared to Mount Ulrud.
FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER) OF THE NEGUS IN ABSENTIA
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1652 Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 1»1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J •# 1»1 ~
conveyed to the people news of the death of the Negus on the day on which he
died. He went out with them to the place of salah (pray~r) (of eed). He got them to
form the rows and called four takbirs (for the funeral salah (prayer)).1
COMMENTARY: Negus or Najashi was the title of the emperor of Ethiopia. The name of
this particular Negus was Ashamah. He had been a Christian who then confirmed the
. messenger ship of Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ 1»1 ~· When the idolaters of Makkah
persecuted the Muslims, the Prophet ~ J~i»~~ instructed them to emigrate fron1 Makkah
and they went to Ethiopia where this Negus Ashamah ruled. He received the saltabalz
(companions) ~1»1~ J warmly and was delighted at their arrival.
When h~ died, the Prophet ~ J~i»I,)..P was grieved heavily and took his shabah ·~k~~ J for
the funeral salah (prayer) overt he Negus (in absentia).
FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER) IN THE MOSQUE
It is stated in the Hidayah that the funeral salah (prayer) should not be offered in a mosque
where five times salah (prayer) are offered. The Prophet ~J~i»1~. said. "If anyone offers
the funeral salah (prayer) in a mosque, then he will get no reward for it."
Ibn Hammam ~1»1~ J said that it is written in the Khulasah that it is makruh (unbecoming) to
offer the funeral salah (prayer) in a mosque whether both the funeral and the worshippers
and within the mosque or the funeral is in the mosque and all, or some, worshippers
outside the mosque. Some scholars say that it is not makruh (unbecoming) if the funeral is
placed outside the mosque.
As for the classification of makruh (unbecoming), some say that it is makruh tahrimi
(disapproved to forbidden) while other say that it is makruh (unbecoming) tanzihi(unbecoming
·for purigation).
DEDUCTION OF THE SHAFI'IS
The Shafi'is ..bi~J cite this hadith to assert that funeral salah (prayer) in absentia is permitted.
The Hanafis say that it is not allowed. They say that perhaps the funeral of the Negus was
placed in front of the Prophet ~J ~ 1»1 ~ and he might be seeing it as Allah is able to
remove the intervening geographical features or barriers (for anyone to see directly). So,
this was exclusive for the Prophet ~J~l»'j..P and it is not allowed to anyone else to offer
the funeral salah (prayer) in absentia.
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~i»1~J is reported to have said, but the line of transmission for the
report is not given. The funeral of the Negus was uncovered and the Prophet ~J"#l»lj..P.
sa'v him and offered the funeral salalz (prayer) over him.
11

11

1 Bukhari # 3204, Muslim # 62.951, Abu Dawud # 3204, Tirmidhi # 1022, Nasa'i # 1980, Ibn Majah #
l534, r,·luwatta Maalik # 14 Gana'iz) Musnad Ahmad 2-281.
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THETAKBIRS
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1653. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Layla 1»1 ~J reported that (Sayyiduna)
Zayd ibn Arqam ~ 1»1 ~J used to call four takbirs in their funeral (salah (prayer)).
11
Once, he called five, so they asked him about it and he said, Allah's Messenger J-P
~ J~i»1 had called them."t
COMMENTARY: Perhaps the Prophet ~J"~i»'~ called five takbirs in the early days, or he
did that off and on.
The ulama (Scholars) agree that only four takbirs are called in the funeral salah (prayer)
though the Prophet ~J~.1d~ and the sahabah (companions) ~i»>~J are known to have
called more than four takbirs too. However, the ulama (Scholars) absert that finally only four.
takbirs are known from the Prophet ~J4#i»'~· Hence, the traditions that mention more
than four takbirs are abrogated. If Sayyiduna Zayd ~ .1»1 ~J does not agree that these
traditions are abrogated then that does not dater from the unanimous decision.
THE QUESTION OF RECITING SURAH ALMFATIHAH

(<.S..;~I oi.J..;)lliliTT.,;.!1,~1Jlii
1654. Sayyiduna Talhah ibn Abdullah ibn Awf 1»1 ~J narrated that-he offered
salah (prayer) of funeral behind (Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas~i»'~J· He recited surah
al-Fatihah and said, "that you may know it is a sunnah (PractictJ oflf.oly Prophet
~J~..l!l~)."2

COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah 1»1~J said that it is not wajib (expedient) to recite Surah
alMFatihah in the funeral salah (prayer). If after the first takbir, surah alMFatihah is recited

instead of the thana(~'~) then it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~i»,~). It
replaces the thana.
Ibn Hammam i»1 ~J said that surah al-Fatihah must not be recited in the funeral salah
(prayer) but it may be recited as thana (praise of Allah). It is not known that the Prophet ,_}...P
~J4#.1!1 ever recited surah al-Fatihah in the funeral salah (prayer). It is stated in Muwatta
that Ibn Umar ~~~J did not recite al-Fatihah in the funeral salah (prayer).
PRAYER FOR THE DEAD

1

Muslm # 72-957, Abu Dawud # 3197, Tirmidhi # 1023, Nasa'i # 1982 Ibn Majah # 1505, Musnad
Ahmad 4-367.
2 Bukhari # 1335, Abu Dawud # 3198, Tirmidhi # 1026, Nasa'i # 1988, Ibn Majah # 1495.
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1655. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
led a funeral salah (prayer) and he memorized the Prophet's ~J ~ ~~ ~ prayer in
that salah (prayer). He had prayed:
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"0 Allah, forgive him and have mercy on hin1. Grant him security and forgiveness.
Provide him a bountiful provision and a wide room (in his grave). Wash him with
water, show and ice. Cleanse him of sins as white garment is cleansed of dirt. Let
him have a better abode than his house (in this world). Better servants than his
(present) servants and a better wife than his wife (in this world). Admit him a
paradise (directly without punishment. And, preserve him from the punishment in
the grave and punishment in the fire." Another version from him is; "And preserve
him from the trial in the grave and punishment in the fire."
On that Awf ~~~~J said, "So that I yearned that I should be that dead man."t
COMMENTARY: Better wife is the maiden of paradise as also the woman of this world.
The pious women of this world will be superior to the maidens of paradise in paradise.
The fiqh says that it is mustahub to make this supplication silently. The Prophet ~J~~~~
made it aloud to enable others to listen to it and memorise it. Bukhari has termed this
supplication eh most sound of all prayers for the dead as handed down through traditions.
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1656. Sayyiduna Abu Salamah ibn Abdur Rahman .1!1 ~ J narrated that when
(Sayyiduna) Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~~~~J died, (Sayyidah) Ayshah ~.1!1~J said,
"Bring the funeral into the mosque so that I too may offer the (funeral) salah
(prayer) over him." But, this was rejected to her (that funeral salah (prayer) cannot
be offered in the mosque). So, she said, 11 By Allah, indeed, Allah's Messenger .1!1~
~J 4# had offered the (funeral) salah (prayer) over the two sons of Bayda, Suhayl
and his brother, in the mosque."2
COMMENTARY: Suhayl's brother was sahl. Their mother was Bayda.
1

2

Muslim# 15.953, Nasa'i # 1983, Ibn Majah # 1500.
Muslim# 101-973, Abu Dawud # 3190.
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Imam Shafi'I ~ ~~ ~J relies on this hadith to say that the funeral salalt (prayer) may be
offered in the mosque. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J says that it is makruh (unbecoming) to offer
the funeral salah (prayer) in t he mosque. He also cites this very hadith that the sahabah
(companions) ~~~~J rejected the idea of Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J and the saying of the
Prophet ~""J•~~~~ (in the commentary of hadith #1652) that if anyone offers the funeral
salah (prayer) in a mosque then he will get no reward. Rather, a separate place was set aside
near the mosque for the funeral salah (prayer).
As for the funeral salah (prayer) of fhe two brothers in the mosque, that had been done for
some reason. Either it was raining or the Prophet :-LJ~~'.).P was observing the I'takaf
(seclusion). This is corroborated in a hadith.
IMAM'S PLACE
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1657. Sayyiduna Sumurah ibn Jundub ••~.1~~~J said, "I offered the funeral salah (prayer)
behind Allah's Messenger ~""J•:l~~~,;~ over a woman who had died of post childbirth
bleeding. He stood against the .centre of the funeral (or, against her waist)."t
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'i's ~~J view is that the imam stands opposite a woman's
hips when leading her funeral salah (prayer) and a man's head for his funeral salah (prayer).
Imam Abu Hanifah' s ~~~J contention is that the imam must stand opposite to the chest of
the dead person whether man or woman.
Ibn Hammam ~' ~J said that this hadith does not reject the imam's standing against the
chest of the dead person because of the limbs of a human being, his chest itself is the centre,
for, above it are the head and the h ands. Below it are the belly and very near to one
another, so the narrator may have seen him opposite to the waist.
However, Thamim ~~~ J has said that Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~~J and Imam Abu Yusuf ~J
.1!1 also said that the imam stands opposite to the woman's hips when offering her funeral
salah (prayer). Allah knows best.
FUNERAL SALAH {PRAYER) AFTER BURIAL
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1658. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.11'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~,)..P come
by a grave in which the dead person was buried at night. He asked, "when·was this
one buried?" the sahabah (companions) ~.l!s~J said, "Last night." He said, "Why
did you not inform me?" they said, 1'We buried him late in the night and disliked to
awaken you." So, he stood and they formed a row behind him and he led the
1 Bukhari # 1331, Muslim # 87-964, Abu Dawud # 3195, Tirmidhi # 1035, Nasa'i # 1976, Ibn Majah #
1493, Musnad Ahmad 5.14.
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funeral salah (prayer) over him.t
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1659. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that a black woman or a young man used a
sweep the mosque. Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 J...P did not find her. So he asked
about her, or him. They said, 11 He (or she) has died." He asked, 1'Why did you not
inform me?" They seemed to have thought of her (or him) as of no consequence. So,
he said, 11Take met his grave." There, he offered the (funeral) salah (prayer) over
her. Then he. said, 11 Surely, these graves are packed with darkness over their graves
for them because of ~y salah (prayer) over them."2
COMMENTARY: Only those graves are full of darkness for their inmates on which it was
possible for the Prophet ~J~~'J...P to offer the funeral salah (prayer).
The majority of the ulama (Scholars) hold that if is legal to offer the funeral salah (prayer) at
anyone's grave whether the inmate's funeral salah (prayer) was offered previously or not.
However, Ibrahim Nakha'I .&1~J Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~J and Imam Maalik hold that if a
funeral salah (prayer) had been offered over a person then it is not proper to offer another
funeral salah (prayer) at-his grave, otherwise it is allowed to offer it at his grave. But, Imam
Abu Hanifah .&1 ~J has laid the proviso that the dead body should not have burst in the
grave. If the body has burst then the funeral salah (prayer) is not allowed. In terms of days, a
body is likely to burst open in three days. If three days have not passed after burial then it
will be presumed that the body is intact. If three days and more have passed then the body
will be said to have burst open.
Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~J said that it was exclusive for the Prophet ~.J~~1~ to offer salah
(prayer) of the fun~ral over a grave to make it bright and. illuminated. It is absolutely
disallowed to anyone else to do it.
FORTY MEN IN FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER)
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1660. Sayyiduna Kirayb .1!1 ~J the freedman of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .1!1 ~J
narrated about Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abbas 4$.&1~; that his son died in Qudayd
1

2

Bukhari # 1247, Muslim# 69-954, Ibn Majah # 1530.
Bukhari # 1337, Muslim# 31-956, Ibn Majah # 1533, Musnad Ahmad 2-388.
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or Usfan. He commanded him to go and find out how many people had assembled
for the funeral salah (prayer). So, he went out and found that people were there and
reported to Ibn Abbas ~~~~J of that. He asked him if he thought that there were
forty. He said, 11Yes!" He said, ''Bring him out, I had heard Allah's Messenger ~~j-P
~J~ say. 11 lf a Muslim man dies and forty men who do not associate anything with
Allah stand for his funeral salah (prayer), then Allah will approve their intercession
for the dead person. "t
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1661. Sayyiduna ayshah ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ said, 11If for a
dead person, a section of the Muslims whose number reaches one hundred
intercede -everyone of them, then their intercession is approve:~." 2
(He will be forgiven)
COMMENTARY: The second hadith may have declared first the merit of one hundred
men. Later the same merit may have been attributed to forty men. Or, these number merely
denote a large gathering and do not mean an exact count.
WITNESSES ON EARTH
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1662. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~~ ~J narrated that the sahabah (companions) ~ J», ~J
passed a funeral and praise him (as a pious one). The Prophet ~J~~~j-P said, 11 lt
becomes liable." They passed another and described him as evil. The Prophet ~'j.J
11
~J~ said, 11 lt becomes liable." Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~J reminded (them). You
praised one highly, so paradise becomes certain for him. You described the other as
evil, so hell is certain for him. You are the witnesses of Allah in the earth." Another
version has; 11The believers are the witnesses of Allah in the earth.
COMMENTARY: This is not a universal command if anyone is praised paradise becomes
certain for him. Rather, these are high hopes of his being admitted to it. Similarly, if anyone
is described as wicked, he might indeed be consigned to hell. As for the Prophet's ~~~j.J
~J edict, Allah had disclosed to him the fate of each of the two men.
Zayn said that mentioning anyone as praiseworthy or blameworthy does not entitle him to
paradise or hell, but becomes a mere sign of either of the two places.
Moreover, the testimony ought to come from reliable and God-fearing people voluntarily
1
2

Muslim# 59-948, Ibn Majah # 1489, Musnad Ahmad 1-277.
Bukhari # 1367, Muslim# 60-949, Tirmidhi # 1059, Nasa'i # 1932, Musnad Ahmad 3-281.
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without compulsion. If a man of the world praises or criticizes anyone that will not be
deemed to be reliable He may have personal motives in praising or blaming someone.
The Prophet's ~J~~~ words, 'You are witnesses of Allah' concerns most people. This
means that often Allah causes His creatures to describe someone as he really is.
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1663. Sayyiduna Umar ~.a,,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~'""J~.a,,~ said, "If
four people testify to the piety of a Muslim. Allah will admit him to paradise."
They asked. 11 And if three?" He confirmed, 11 And, three!" They asked, "And, if two
(testify)?" He confirmed, 'And two." They did not ask him about one.l
DO NOT REVILE THE DEAD
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1664. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»'.)J said,
"Do not vilify the dead, for, they have come to that which they have forwarded
ahead of them. "2
BURIAL OF MARTYRS OF UHUD
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1665. Sayyiduna Jabir ~i»'~J narrated that of the martyrs of Uhud, the Prophet ...1!1~
~J4# had two man enshrouded together in one garment. Then he asked, "Which of
them knew more of the Quran?" When one of them was pointed out of him, he had
him pl~.;:pt{ first in the side of the grave, saying, "I will be a witness over them on
the day of resilC'"Qction." He commanded that they should be buried with their
blood (stains). And he iii€1 not offer the funeral salah (prayer) over them and they
were not given a bath.3
RETURNING ON CONVEYANCE

0J-o o I_,.J) lJ~ ,:FJ !.foj r.:IJ.:. .U I~ I§J l!.?1666. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurrah ~ . .1!1 ~J narrated that a horse without saddle
was brought for the Prophet ~J4#i»'~· He rode it while departing after the funeral
1

Bukhari # 1368, Nasa'i # 1934, Musnad Ahmad 1-22.
Bukhari # 1393, Nasa'i # 1936, Darimi:~ 2511, Musnad Ahmad 6-180.
3 Bukhari # 1347, Tirmidhi # 1036, Nasa'i # 1955, Ibn Ma:ah # 10~6
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of Ibn ad-Dahdah ~~~~J and they walked out around him.t
~&~~

SECTION II

·HOW TO WALK WITH THE FUNERAL
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1667. Sayyiduna Mughirah ibn Shu'bah ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~
said,· ''The rider should keep behind the funeral. Those walking on foot should
keep behind it, in front of it, to its right and to its left but should remain nearer to
it. Funeral salah (prayer) should be offered over an aborted child and invocation for
forgiveness and mercy should to made for its parents."2
Another version has: The rider should keep behind the funeral and those on foot
should walk wherever they like around it. Funeral salah (prayer) should be offered
over an infant.3
ABOUT WALKING IN FRONT
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1668. Zuhri reported that Soalim ..1!1 ~ J narrated from his father that he observed
Allah's Messenger ~J~iil1~, Abu Bakr ~..1!1~J and Umar ~~~~J walk in front of
the funeral.4 Tirmidhi said that the scholars of hadith regard it as mursal.
BEITER TO WALK BEHIND

_j.*--~~JCs~IJ.ll~lA~tJ&~_iJij~4lA(Aij:iJI:i~tj&~_iJI:IJJ-~ii3~~'
1669. Sayyiduna~Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messeng~ 41~
~J~ said, "The funeral is followed but does not follow. They who gC' ahead of it
are not accompanying it.''S
CARRYING THE FUNERAL IS TO GIVE IT ITS RIGHT

1

Muslim# 89-965, Abu Dawud # 3178, Tirmidhi # 1013.
Abu Dawud # 3180.
Tirmidhi # 1031, Nasa'i # 1442, Ibn Majah # 1481, Musnad Ahmad 4-247.
4 Abu Dawud # 3179. Tirmidhi # 1007, Nasa'i # 1944, Ibn Majah # 1482, Muwatta Maalik # 8 Oar .uZ)
Musnad Ahmad 2-8.
5 Abu Dawud # 3184, Tirmidhi # 1011, Ibn Majah # 1484, Musnad Ahmad 1-415.
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1670. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:&-.i»I~.J narrated that Allah~s Messenger 4sli11~
~J said, "One who follows the funeral and carries it three times gives it its
right 4ue on him."l
.
1671. The Sharh us S1;1nah has: ."The Prophet ~ J ~ )», ,)J carried the funeral of
(Sayyiduna) Sa'd ibn Mu~adh 4.:&-.1i1~.J between the two pillars."2
RIDER ACCOMPANYING FUNERAL ADMONISHED
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1672. Sayyiduna Thawban 4.:&- 1»1 ~ .J narrated that they were out with the Prophet
~J4si»>~ following a funeral when he observed some people riding. He said,
11
Do you not hesitate?" Allah's angels are on their feet while you ride on the
backs of animals.3
RECITING SURAH AL-FATIHAH
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1673. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~1»1~.J narrated that that the Prophet ~ J~l»>.)-P recited
surah al-Fatihah on the dead (or the bier).4
SUPPLICATE SINCERELY
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1674. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:toiii1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4s~'~ ·
11
~J said, When you offer salah (prayer) over the dead, make your supplication
for him sincere.''S
SUPPLICATION IN. THE FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER)

(-:;~J#.I~l jGjj~l ~j...o l:i!~J~~ilil ~JJijj-!5--.._U~ jGlli.j ('"\V.,.-,"\VO)
Tirmidhi # 1041.
Abu Dawud # 3177, Tirmidhi # 1012, Ibn Metjah # 14ou.
3 Abu Dawud # 3177, Tirmidhi # 1012, Ibn Majah # 1480.
4 Tirmidhi # 1026, Ibn Majah # 1495.
5 Abu Dawud # 3199, Ibn Maiah # 1497.
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1675. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»1~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger .i»1~
~J~ offered salah (prayer) over a funeral, he prayed:
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0 Allah, forgive the living among us and those of us who have died, those of us
who are present and those of us who are absent, those of us who are young and
those of us who are old, and the males among us and the females among us. 0
Allah, to whomsoever of us you give life, cause him to live as an adherent of Islam.
And whomsoever of us you cause to die, make him die as a believer. 0 Allah,
deprive us not of his reward and put us not to trial after him."t
1676. Abu Ibrahim al-Ash-hahi .1!1~J narrated from his father this hadith concluding
at'and the females among us.'
The version of Abu Dawud has:
11
•••••• cause him to live as a believer and make him die as an adherent of Islam." It
concludes with the words: 'and do not cause us to stray after him.'2

PROPHET'S ~J~.i»~~ PRAYER FOR A DEAD PERSON
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1677. Sayyiduna Wathilah ibn Asqa ~.lii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.&1~
~J led them in a funeral salah (prayer) over a Mu~lim man. He heard him pray:
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"0 ...t\llah so-and-so son of so-and-so is in your protection and safe-keeping.
1

2

Tirmidhi # 1024, Ibn majah # 1498, Musnad Ahmad 2-368.
Abu Dawud # 3201, Tirmidhi # 1986.
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guard him from the trial in the grave and punishment in hell. You are who reimburses and you are the true. 0 Allah, do forgive him and have mercy on him.
Surely, you are the forgiving the Merciful."t
COMMENTARY: Mulla Ali Qari ~~~J has suggested many meaning of the word(~). He
concludes with what he says to be the best meaning: 'He was attached to the Qur'an and
had grasped it firmly. Hence(~) refer to the Quran as in he Qural itself:
l

~

1-=~~I~IJ.! ~'llj

{And hold you fast, all of you together, to the cord (Quran) of Allah ....) (3:103)
The word (lr.) mean protection. So, this sentence implies: 'He had grasped the Quran firmly
which is an assurance of protection, peace, faith, Islam and awareness, and means to them...
DO NOT RECALL BAD THINGS OF THE DEAD

(15.l.o.;t\ 1__, Jj I.,Y. I oI.J.J) - ~..3l:J
1678. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, "Recall the good attributes of your dead people but abstain from referring
to their bad side."2
COMMENTARY: When pious work and goodness of anyone who is dead are recalled,
Allah's mercy descends.
The command to mention their good qualities is of the nature of mustahab (desirable) while
the command to abstain from remembering their weak side is of the kind of wajib
·(obligatory). Hujjatul Islam has written that backbiting the dead is worse than backbiting the
living. The ulama (Scholars) say that for one who gives bath to the dead, person, it is
mustahab (desirable) to tell the people of any good sign he sees in the dead, like bright face,
sweet smell, etc. But, he must not disclose to anyone any defect or deformation he sees in
him, for that is haraam (forbidden).
IMAM'S PLACE IN THE FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER)
J
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1679. Sayyiduna Nafi Abu Ghalib ~~~J narrated that he offered the funeral salah
(prayer) of a man with (Sayyiduna) Anas ibn Maalik ~ ~ tSP J• (The m an was
Abdullah ibn Umar ~~'tSPJ· He stood opposite his head. Then they came with the
funeral of a Qurayshi woman and requested, 'Abu Hamzah, do offer her funeral
salah (prayer)." He stood opposite to the centre of the bier. Al-ala ibn Ziyad asked
1
2

Abu Dawud # 3202, Ibn Majah # 1499.
Abu Dawud # 4900, Tirmidhi # 1019.
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him, ''Did you see Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ Al1 .)-P stand at the place as you did
against the bier 'for the woman, and at the place as you did against bier for the
man?" He said, "Yes!"
,According to the version in· Abu Dawud the addition is; 'He stood against the hips
of ~he woman."t
·.
COMMENTARY: The question where the imam must sta:nd while le_ading the funeral salah
(praye~) has been discussed threadbare in section I (hadith # 1657). The difference of
opinion and the verdicts of the imam have been mentioned in the commentary there.
Sayyiduna Nafi' s Al1~.J kunyah was Abu Ghalib and of Sayyiduna Anas 4~~~.J Abu Hamzah.
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SECTION III

ABOUT STAND UP ON SEEING THE FUNERAL
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1680. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Layla k1~.J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Sahl
ibn Hunayf .&t~.J and (Sayyiduna) Qays ibn Sa'd ~~~.J were sitting (somewhere)
in Qadsiyah. A funeral passed by them and they stood up. They were told, "He was
one of the ahlulard (resident of the land) or dhimmi and he cited Allah's
Messenger's ~J~-&1~ standing when a bier come along. When he was told that it
belonged to a Jew the Prophet~J~~~ asked them, "Is that not a soul?" 2
COMMENTARY: Qpdsiyah is fifteen leagues from Kufah.
The dhimmis are called ahlulard either because they belonged to the lower strata in society
or because the Muslim had allotted to them land for cultivation against kharaj.
The Prophet ~J~.1»~ had asked if that was not a soul, meaning, ''Should we not take a
lesson? Does one not feel fearful on seeing a funeral?"
Perhaps both these sahabah (companions) ~.&~~.J had not. known that the command to stand
on seeing a funeral was abrogated. (see hadith # 1650 and 1682)
PROPHET'S ~J~.&~~ PRACTICE & ITS ABROGATION

-~;J ~ ~ ls~ ljJ I~ t'! 15 (A
?4_f
1681. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit 4:$Ait~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#..1!1~
~J walked behind a funeral and did not sit down till the corpse was lowered in the

J.itJ

1
2

Abu Dawtid # 3194, Tirmidhi # 1034, Ibn majah # 1494.
Bukhari # 1312, Muslim # 81-961.
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grave. Once, a Jew scholar·was presented to him and he said, "This is how we do it,
0 Muhammad." So, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ sat down and said, "Be different
from them."t
Tirmidhi ~lassifies it as a weak tradition and questions the standing of a sub
narrator Bishr ibn Rafi.'
DO NOT STAND UP

1682. Sayyiduna Ail ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ used to
command them to s~and up on seeing a funeral. Later, however, he sat and
commanded them to remain seated. 2
COMMENTARY: It is obvious from this hadith that the first command to stand up on
seeing a funeral is rescinded. On lookers may not now stand up for a funeral.
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(<}LlJ Io I..JJ )u.. \ ?1683. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Sirin ~~ ~.J narrated that a funeral passed by.
Sayyiduna Hasan ibn Ali ~~~~.J and Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J· Hasan ~.an~J
stood up but not Ibn Abbas ~~~~J· So, Hasan ~~~~.J asked, ''Had not Allah's
Messenger ~J4~~~~ stood up for the funeral of a Jew?" He said, 11Yes, but after
that he (always) remained seated."3
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J enlightened Sayyiduna Hasan ~~~~.J th~t
the practice of standing up for the funeral was withdrawn by the Prophet ~J~.&'~·
The ulama (Scholars) say that perhaps Sayyiduna Hasan ~ ~~ ~.J had not learnt of the
Prophet's ~J4#.&'~ command to remain seated.

WHY HAD THE PROPHET ~J~~~~ STOOD FOR THE JEW'S FUNERAL
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(<}LUI oi.JJ)~Ui !f~~Sj~~lj j.W .....ul -o-r JL!J.41684. Sayyi~una Ja'far ibn Muhammad ~~~ .J (who was Ja'far Sadiq) narrated on the
authority of his father (Muhammad Baqir) ~~ ~J that Hasan ibn Ali ~ ~ ~.J was
sitting (somewhere) when a funeral was carried past him. ·The people (around)
1

Abu Dawud # 3176, Tirmidhi # 1020, Ibn Majah # 1545.
Musnad Ahmad 1-82.
3 Nasa'i # 1924.
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stood ~p till it had passed them (Sayyiduna) Hasan ~ ..1!1 ~J said to them, 111n fact,
when a Jew's funeral was being carried, Allah's Messenger ~J"·:i~ ..1!1 ~ was sitting
along its route and he did not like that a Jew's bier should be higher than his head,
so he stood up."t
COMMENTARY: The hadith (# 1683) preceding this conceme~ an early period of time and
this hadith is of a later time when Sayyiduna Hasan ~.&~~ J had learnt of the abrogation of
the practice to stand up for the funeral.
There are many reasons apart from the one suggested in this hadith for standing on
observing a funeral; for fear and taking warning, to honour the angels accompanying a
funeral, and so on.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi ,&,~J has said that this haditn is manqata (cut off)
because Imam Baqi iii'~ J had not found the times of Sayyiduna Hasan ~iii~~ J·
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1685. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~..l!'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~ said,
"Stand up for the coffin of a Jew, a Christian or a Muslim as it passes you. You will
not be standing for it, but you will only stand for the angels who accompany it."2
COMMENTARY: As stated previously, there could be many reasons for standing on seeing
the funeral. Moreover, this command to stand is withdrawn.
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~il
1686. Sayyiduna Anas ~..11~~J narrated that a funeral (passed by Allah's Messenger
~J4~..l!~~ so he stood up. He was told that the funeral was of a Jew and he said, "I
stood up only for the angels."3
THREE ROWS NECESSARY FOR THE FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER)
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1687. Sayyiduna Maalik ibn Hubayrah 4~ ..1!1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~,&,~ say, 11When a Muslim dies and three rows of Muslims offer
1
2
3

Nasa'i # 1927.
Musnad Ahmad 4-391.
Nasa'i 1028.
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salah (prayer) over him, he is assured of admittance (to paradise)." Hence, when

Maalik A,;S. lilt~.J considered those who had accompanied the funeral to be few, he
divided them into three rows in the light of this hadith.
The version in Tirmidhi is:
Marthad ibn Abdullah lilt~.J narrated that when Maalik ibn Hub.ayrah A.;S.lilt~.J led a
funeral salah (prayer) and there were few people, he arranged them into three rows.
He said that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»>~ had said,''He over whom three rows (of
Muslims) offer the fu~eralsalalt (prayer), is assured (of paradise)."t
COMMENTARY: It is very clear that we must believe firmly that nothing is wajib (expedient)
or binding on Allah. This hadith says that it is wajib (expedient) on Allah or the man is
assured of admittance to paradise. This is according to Allah's promise and His favour. His
promise is never defaulted and He makes it binding on Himself without any compulsion.
In a funeral salah (prayer), the most excellent row is the last one as against the regular salah
(prayer) in which the front rows are the most excellent.
·
The ulama (Scholars) say that after the funeral salah (prayer), prayers should not be made for
the dead person because that might suggest an extension of the funeral salah (prayer).
THE PROPHET'S PRAYER IN THE FUNERAl SALAH (PRAYER)

(JjiJ~I ol_j.)}AJ;¥-li
1688. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah A,;S.i»>~ .J narrated that the Prophet~J~.ikt~ prayed
during the funeralsalah (prayer):
'
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"0 Allah, you are its Lord. You created it. You guided it to Islam and you have
taken its soul. You are more aware of its secrets and its apparent (conduct). We have
come as intercessors, so do forgive him."2
ABU HURAYRAH'S A.;S.lilt~.J PRAYER OVER A CHILD
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1689. Sayyiduna Sa' eed ibn al Musayyab lilt ~ .J narrated that he offered salah
(prayer) over a child, who had never done any wrong, behind (Sayyiduna) Abu
Hurayrah A,;S. lilt ~.J· He heard him pray, "0 Allah, protect him from the
punishment in the grave."3
Abu Dawud # 3166, Tirmidhi # 1028,1bn Majah # 1490.
Dawud # 3200, Musnad Ahmad 2-458.
3 Muwatta Maalik # 18Gana'iz).
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COMMENTARY: This prayer does not mean chastisement and questioning in the grave.
Rather, it is a plea to Allah to save the child from sorrow and terror in the grave and the
squeezing which will afflict everyone minor or adult.
WILL CHILDREN BE QUESTIONED: Though the ulama (Sclzolars) differ on this question,
the correct thing is that children will not be subjected to reckoning. It is against the
principles of Shri' ah that a non-responsible person should be punished.

PRAYER OVER A CHILD
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1690. Imam Bukhari iil1 ~ J has reported as part of caption of a chapter that ~ ~ J
when he offered salah (prayer) over a child, Hasan Busri ~~~J recited (after the first
takbir) surah al-Fatihah and prayed:

t~U 1;i3J u:;i31!1 --lti ~\. fi.U1 ''
11

0 Allah let him be for. us a forerunner, an augury, a store and a reward."t
The prayer means ~let this child be a means to our advantage, goodness
and profit on the day of resurrection, so that it intercedes for us before our Lord!
NO FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER) OVER INFANT
~OMMENTARY:

J
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1691. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.11~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~lb~~ said, 11Funeral
salah (prayer) should not be offered over an infant who has uttered no sound (or
cried at the time of birth), neither does he inheritance)." (meaning that he leaves on
inheritance)(He is one on whom no sign of life is apparent,)2
Ibn Majah does not mention 'nor is he inherited.'
IMAM SHOULD NOT STAND ON A RAISED PLACE
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1692. Sayyiduna Abu Mas" ud Ansari ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.11~~
~J forbade that the imam should stand above something and the people behind
him, meaning on a level lower than him.J
COMMENTARY: In the funeral salah (prayer), it is disallowed that the imam should stand
on a raised place and his followers on a lower level. This means that the converse would be
more disallowed; the imam lower than his followers. This applies to every salah (prayer),
1

Bukhari chapter heading: recitation of al-Fatihah, Book of Funerals.
# 1049, Ibn Majah # 1508.
3 Abu Dawud # 597, Daraqutni # I nth chapter Prophet ~ J4#iil1~ forbade the imam standing on a
raised place (above followers).

2 Tirmidhi
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not merely the funeral salah (prayer). This is why the words of hadith do not specify the
salah (prayer), but the compiler of Mishkat presumed this hadith to pertain to the funeral
salah (prayer) so put it down in this chapter, so it is clear that this hadith belongs here too.
Moreover, people may have been doing this thing. Hence, they were forbidden to do this.

CHAPTER- VI
BURYING THE DEAD

SECTION I

jj11j..AMT
MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO BUILD G~VE WITH NICHE
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1693. Sayyiduna Aamir ibn Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ..1!1~.J narratt;~ that (Sayyiduna)
Sa'd jbn Abu Waqqas ~..11~~.J Said, during his illness that led to his 4eath, ''Make.
for me a lahd (lateral niche) in my grave and place over me unbaked bricks as was
done for Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~."t
COMMENTARY: Lahd is the riche within the grave oriented to the qiblah in which the
corpse is lowered. It is mustahab (desirable) to make this kind of grave.
Ibn Hammam, however, said that it is sumzah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J 4# . 1!1 ~) unless
·
·
one cannot do it, like the soil might be soft.
Sayyiduna Sa'd ~..11~~.J instructed that unbaked bricks must be placed over him, meaning
the grave should be covered with them.
The ulama (Sclwlars) say that the Prophet's 1"1-"J":l'-~'J-" grave's lahd was covered with nine bricks.

PLACING CLOTH IN THE GRAVE
(_p.L..o ol_j.) )li~ ~ ;:kai ~j ~ili1 ~ ;iJ1 Jj-!5 }.l d~ J~ ~~~~if'j (\ "\C\ l)
1694~

Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..11~~J narrated that a piece of red cloth was put in the
grave of Allah's Messenger ~J4#li:1~. 2
COMMENTARY: Sha'ran ~..11~~.J (u'P) was a servant of the Prophet ~J4#..1!1~. He had
placed this red cloth in the Prophet's ~J 4~ li11 ~ grave on his own without askiltg
permission of the sahabah (companions) I"P..11'~J· He explained his doing that he did not like
· anyone else to make use of a sheet of cloth that the Prophet ~J4#l»>~ had used.· 3
.
Some ulama (Scholars) hold that placing cloth or anything like it in a grave was exclusive
to the Prophet ~J4#.1!1~ (and no one else is allowed it). The sahabah (companions) ~.&l~J
were not agreeable to the cloth being placed in the Prophet's ~J4#..ld~ grave. Sayyiduna
Ali ~~~J and Sayyiduna Abbas ~..3d~J reprimanded Sha' ran ~.aa~~.J for doing it. Rather,
Ibn Abdul Bar ..1!1~.J has written in Isti" ab that the piece of red cloth' was removed from the
grave before it was closed.

a

1

Muslim# 90.966, Nasa'i # 2007, Ibn Majah # 1556.
Muslim# 91-967, Tirrnidhi # 1048, Nasa'i # 2012, Musnad Ahmad 1-355.
3 Ibn Kathir gives the name a shaqran. See life of Prophet ~J4#.1!'~ (P 722) Darul Isha' at, Karachi.
2
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The ulama (Scholars) hold that it is makruh (unbecoming) to place a piece of cloth it is makruh
(unbecoming) to place a piece of cloth in the grave because it is a waste of money.
LIKE CAMEL'S HUMP

(lSJli...:ll oi.JJ)I :~' &~j~rl_H~~Ij..ilSI'JAll.;l!!JI~t:&
'.~j ('"\4\o)
.
,
1695. Sayyiduna Sufyan al-Tammar ~ .1n ~J narrated that he saw the grave of the
Prophet ~J~.i»>~ humped (like camel's hump). t
COMMENTARY: Imam Maalik i»>~J Imam Ahmad ~~~J and ln1am Abu Hanifah ~~~J go
by this hadith. They say that it is mustahab (desirable) to have the grave humped. Imam
Shafi'I ~~~J said that the grave should be levelled with the surface.
GRAVE SHOULD NOT BE RAISED
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1696. Sayyiduna Abu Al-Hayyaj Al-Asadi .iit1 ~ .J said that (Sayyiduna) Ali ~ Jil1 ~J
said to him, "Indeed, I send you to accomplish what Allah's Messenger ~J~..lt~~
had sent me to do. Do not leave a picture without obliterating it, and a raised grave
without levelling it."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that it is forbidden to keep a picture and wajib
(expedient) to erase it. It is disallowed to sit before it. If a grave is very high then it must be
levelled to near the surface of the ground, leaving only its indication which is about a span
because only this much is mansun, or mustahab (desirable)~ More than that is makruh
(unbecoming). If a grave is more than one span high then it is mustalzab (desirable) to
demolish the portion above one span.
FORBIDDEN THINGS
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1697. Sayyiduna Jabir ~..1:1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ forbade
that graves should be plastered with cement, that a structure should be built over it
and that anyone should sit on it.3
·_COMMENTARY: The disallowance to plaster the graves is of the kind of makruh
(unbecoming) whatever way it is done.
_l.t is not proper to erect any kind of a structure over a grave, like a dome, etc. If it is raised
then it must be demolished, this being wajib (expedient) even if it is a mosque. Erecting a
structure on a grave is forbidden whether it is built with stones and bricks, or a mere
'canopy is raised. This is disallowed because it resembles the infidels who put up a shade
over graves for ten days.
Sittiitg on graves is disallowed because it belittles a believer and stains his honour and
Bukhari # 1390.
2 Muslim# 93-969, Abu Dawud # 3218, Tirmidhi # 1051, Musnad Ahmad 1-96.
3 Muslim# 94-970, Tirmidhi # 1054, Nasa'i # 2027, Ibn Majah # 1562, Musnad Ahmad 6-299.
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nobility. Sitting on graves degrades the grave dweller.
Some people say that it is not allowed to sit on graves if anyone sit to express sorrow and
grief and continues to sit because some people abandon the world and retreat to a grave of
their well wisher or relative.
SOME RULES ABOUT GRAVES

o.jj ~I~ IJ.'l?f o.j ~j~ili1 ~,iJ1 JJ-!5 jli jli lj._;-:;}1 y~YA Cfl6£j (\\4\A~
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1698. Sayyiduna Abu Marthad al-Ghanawi ~.i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger
~J~.i»~~ said, 11 Do not sit on graves and do not offer salah (prayer) facing them."t
COMMENTARY: Ibn Hammam said that it is makruh (unbecoming) to sit on graves and to
walk over them. However, it is becomes necessary to step on graves in order to be able to
dig a grave or Cary a bier up to it or bury a dead, then one may walk on them.
It is mustahab (desirable) td walk bare fasted in a graveyard but makruh (unbecoming) to sleep
near a grave or to sleep by reclining on it. It is extremely disliked to relieve oneself near
graves. Besides everything is makruh (unbecoming) at a graveyard that is not established by
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.i»l~). The only thing know from sunnalt (Practice of
Holy Prophet ~J"#J»,~) is to go to the graves and tnake supplication while standing there.
The Prophet ~J~J»,~ visited the graveyard Jannatul Baqi and said there;

'Peace be on you, 0 you t he believing people! And, we - if Allah wills - shall meet
you. I pray to Allah, for safety for myself and for you."
This should not cause anyone to doubt that the Quran cannot be recited there because
recitation of the Quran is part of supplication. So, it is not makruh (unbecoming) to recite the
Quran at the graveyard.
The ulama (Scholars) say that if anyone offers salah (prayer) in the direction of a grave
intending thereby to respect the grave or honour its dwefler then it is clearly an act of
disbelief. Even if he has no such intention in offering salah (prayer) in the direction of a
grave, it is makruh tahrimi (disapproved to forbidden). It is satne if a bier is placed in front of
one who offer salah (prayer). Rather, the dislike in this case is more accentuated.
No one may have a grave or a bier in front of him when he offers a salah (prayer).

J.;J.i ~ ~ JJ ~~ u: 1~ ~..; ~J ~ ili1 ~ ,iJ 1JJ!J Jli Jli s~J.' Cfl &f.J <' \4\4\ >
{>1.-o oi.J.J);i~~~~ ~~~~)\ z- <..ll~::j~~
11

1699. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~J»,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""'J4#.i»1~
said, 11That one of you should sit on burning coals and scorch his clothing and
warm his skin is better than that he should sit on a grave."2
COMMENTARY: Live coals will not cause as much harm as sitting on graves would.
1
2

Muslim# 97-972, Abu Dawud # 3229, Tirmidhi # 1052, Nasa'i # 760.
Muslim # 96-971, Abu Dawud # 3228, Nasai # 2044, Ibn Majah # 1566.
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SECTION II

SPLIT GRAVE TOO
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1700. Sayyiduna Urwah ibn Zubayr narrated that there were in Madinah two men,
one of whom dug graves with niches and the other did not dig riches (in graves but
dug split graves). So, the sahabah (companions) ~..1!1~; decided that whichever of
them came first would carry out work that he had been doing. So, he who made
riches come and dug (the grave with) a riche for Allah's Messenger~ J~.as~~. t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Ubaydah ibn al-Jarrah ~~~ J was a great sahabi. He was

one of the ten who were given glad tidings of paradise by the Prophet ~J"#i»l~. He used
to dig split graves and though the riche was better, the split was permitted too. Sayyiduna
Abu Tahah ~..1:~~J Ansari used to make niche in the grave he dug.
EXCELLENCE OF NICHE IN THE GRAVE
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1701. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.as~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J",l~i»~~""' said.
"The lahd (niche) is for us and shaqq (split) is for others than us."2
1702. Sayyiduna Jarir ibn Abdullah ~..1:~~ J narrated it too.3
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) give several meanings of this hadith. The most

correct is that the grave with the lateral niche is for the Prophets. r".>l-J' ~ The grave with
split or excavation in the middle is for other than the Prophet ~J~.as,~.
WIDE, DEEP & BEAUTIFUL GRAVES
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1703. Sayyiduna Hisham ibn Aamir ~.as'~; narrated that on the day of Uhud, the
Prophet~J~..1!1~ said, "Dig (graves) and make them spacious, deep and beautiful.
And, bury two or three together in one grave. Put him first who knew the Quran
most of others."4
COMMENTARY: To dig a grave deep is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#i»l~). The
c.orpse is safe in a deep grave from animals. It should be so deep that if a man stand inside
1

Baygawi in Sharh us Sunnah # 1510.
Dawud # 3208, Tirmidhi # 1045, Nasa'I # 2009, Ibn Majah # 1554.
3 Ibn Majah # 1555, Musnad Ahmad 4-357.
4 Abu Dawud # 321, Tirmidhi # 1713.
2 Abu
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and raises aloft his hands, the tip of his fingers would touch the edge of the grave.
It is allowed to bury two or three men in a grave at times of necessity but when there is no

compulsion, it is not allowed.
A practicing scholar is honoured in this world. So, he is honoured too after death by
putting the most learned in the Quran in the, front (towards the qiblah) in the grave when
more than one are buried inside.
ONE FUNERAL SALAH (PRAYER) FOR MORE THEN ONE DEAD PERSON
It is allowed to offer a single funeral salah (prayer) over more than one dead p_erson when
more than one funeral are brought together. But, it is also allowed to offer a separate
funeral salah (prayer) for each of them. The biers may be placed one behind the other
towards the qiblah, or in a straight line lengthwise. The imam, in the latter case, must stand
against the most superior of them.
SHIFTING THE DEAD TO ANOTHER PLACE

tJ1 ~j.!J 13~l!J lS.H.::i U-dw dA::i l:J,~~ ~~ ~~ ~j_;~~g\~ jli-r:!4-6£j (' v• 0

1704. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~J narrated that on the day of Ulmd his paternal aunt
brought his father (her brother) to bury him in their graveyard. However, a crier
from Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~ called out, 11 Return the martyrs to the places
where they fell (in martyrdom)."t
COMMENTARY: The father of Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~ J was among the martyrs of the Battle
of Uhud. His paternal aunt took her brother to the Baqir graveyard for burial However, the
Prophet's ~ J~lil~~ message was conveyed to her that the martyrs were to buried where
they had died.
The ruling is deduced by some scholars that a person must be buried in the city in which he
dies. His body must not be shifted to another city.
The correct thing is that this hadith concerns the martyrs. Moreover, once a body is buried
then it must not be taken out to move to another City without a valid reason. If there is a
sound reason then the body may be moved to another place.
Ibn Hammam .1!1~J said that before burial and preparation of the grave, there is no harm in
moving the body to up to two leagues because graveyards can be at such distances. But, it
is mustahab (desirable) to bury distances. But, it is mustalzab (desirable) to bury the body in the
same city where the person had died. The brother of Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .&1 ~J, Abdur
Rahman ibn Abu Bakr ~.il~J died away from Makkah at the distance of one manzil. The
people brought him to Makkah arid buried him. When she visited his grave later, she said,
"If I was there when you died, I would not have brought you here but buried you where
you had died."
RE-DIGGING AFTER BURIAL
It is not allowed to dig a. grave after burying the dead and closing the grave (for any reason
1

Abu Dawud # 3165, Tirmidhi # 1717, Nasa'i # 2004, Ibn Majah # 1516, Darimi # 45, Musnad Ahmad

3-297.
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whatsoever), even if only a little time has elapsed after burial, or if very much time has
passed. However, it is allowed if there is a valid, sound reason, like the land of burial was
usurped from someone, or someone having exercised his right has transferred the land to
his name, and demands that the grave must be evacuated.
The ulama (Scholars) write that otherwise many sahabah are buried in cities of the infidels.
They have not been moved from their graves.
The owner of the land where the grave lies has a right to level his land and use it for
cultivation. Another reason for re-digging a grave is that someone may have left his
property of any kind in the grave. He may dig it and recover his belonging.
Ibn Hammam .1!1-w- J said that if a woman's son dies somewhere and is buried there, it is not
allowed to move his body his native land where the mother resides even if she becomes
restless for him. Some later day ulama (Scholars) have allowed the transfer of the body in
this case, but their ruling is not valid the compiler of the Hidayah has written in one of his
other books, "If anyone dies in an alien city, it is makruh (unbecoming) to move his body
because it is a meaningless and useless exercise. It is a waste of time, too. Also, it causes a
delay in burying the dead.
Moreover, the ulama (Scholars) have given a unanimous verdict that even if a body is buried
without offering the funeral salah (prayer), it is not allowed to bring it out of its grave.
No one should be buried in the house where he used to reside. This is the privilege only of
the Prophet ~J4,)s..iii1.)-P.lt is not permitted to anyone else to do so.
LOWERING THE BODY IN THE GRAVE

(~9L!Jioi.J.J)-~jj~~~j~ilil~;illj_;..!J~Jliu:~~llfj(\V•O)
1705. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil1~ was
lowered into the grave from the side of his head. 1
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I .iii1~J has followed this hadith and his prescribed that the
corpse must be lowered into the grave head first.
The Hanafi place the corpse by the side of the grave towards the qiblah and pick it up
and lower it into the grave. This is how the Prophet ~ J4#iii1.)-P used to do as clear from
the next hadith.
As for this hadith, the room of the Prophet ~....J~ii11~ was not very spacious and the side
of the grave was along the wall of the room.
Moreover, another hadith (in Abu Dawud) contradicts this hadith saying that the Prophet
~J ~ .1!1 ,)-P was lowered from the side of the qiblah. (Ibn Majah too has transmitted a
similar hadith).
In the light of the contradiction, both these traditions are dropped.
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1706. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~.&~~ entered a
grave (to lower a corpse) in the night. A lamp was lit for him and he faced the
qiblah, (He lowered the corpse and) he said, 11 May Allah have mercy on you. You
1

Bayhaqi in sunan, Shafi'I in Musnad p 360.
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wept much (for fear of Allah) and you recited the Quran very often. (Because of
these two things you deserve mercy of Allah.)"t
COMMENTARY: Tirmidhi rates this hadith as hasan sahih. Jabir ~.&'~J and Yazid ibn
Thabit ~.&1~; also narrated ahadith in this chapter.
This hadith asserts that it is not makruh (unbecoming) to bury the dead in the night as some
ulama (Scholars) say. The Hanafis follow this hadith and lower the body from the direction
of the qiblah, as a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~ J4#iil1~).
RECITATION WHILE LOWERING THE BODY
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1707. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~1»1~; narrated that the Prophet ~J4#iilt~ recited when
he lowered the dead person in the grave:
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"In the name of Allah, at His command and on the Shari'ah (divine law) of Allah's
Messenger ~J•#iill~"
According to another version, he recited:
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1708. Sayyiduna }afar ibn Muhammad narrated in a mursal form from his father
(Imam Baqir) that the Prophet ~J 4# .1!1 ~ scattered three handfuls of earth on the
dead (on his grave) wi~h both hands, and that he sprinkled water on his son
Ibrahim's grave and (to mark it) he put some pebbles on it. 3
COMMENTARY: Imam Ahmad .iil,..,..J has rep.orted it with a·weak line of transmission that
the Prophet ~J 4# .iilt ~ threw the first handful of earth and said: (~ ~) (from it we
created you). At the second, he said: (,.r~l#J) (And into it we shall restore you). When he
scattered the third handful, he said. (1S,;;iajti~.rhf4J) (and from ·it we shall bring you forth).
(Surah Taha, 20:55)
Ibn Maalik ~~ ~; said that those people who go with the funeral procession, it is sunnah
1

Tirmidhi #1059, Baghawi Sharh as Sunnah # 1514.
# 1048, Abu Dawud # 3213 (2nd versioin), Ibn Majah # 1550, Musnad Ahmad 2-27.
3 Baghawi # 1515.
2 Tirmidhi
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(Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~~) for them to cast dust into the grave by the handful
when the lahd or Shiqq is closed. When it is full and levelled, it is sunnalz (Practice of Holy
Prophet ~J4#~1~) for them to sprinkle water over it.
A DIDACTIC EXAMPLE
Some dreamt that a man who had died related that when his deeds were weighed, his evil
deeds outweighed the pious landed in the pan of pieties and outweighed the evil deeds. He
learnt that it had the handful of earth that he had cast on a Muslim's grave.
NO INSCRIPTION ON GRAVES & NO TRAMPLING

li'~~~ ~~j J~l u4~~~~j~ful ~~I j_;.!j~ Jli-~t~~j ('V•(\)
(LS.l.A_;UI oiJ.;)
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1709.Sayyiduna Jabir 4;S. ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .a,,~
forbade them that graves should be plastered with cement, have inscriptions on
them or be trampled.l
COMMENTARY: If graves are plastered that is a kind of adornment and an unnecessary
effort. Some people, however, allow that wet mud should be smeared over a grave.
It i~ makruh (unbecoming) to write on graves the name of Allah or His Messenger ~J~~~~ or
verses of the Quran lest they come under feet of pedestrians or animals pass urine over them.
Some Hanafi ulama (Scholars) hold that it is also forbidden to inscribe the sacred name of
Allah and of His Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ and verses of the Quran. It is also maknlh
(unbecoming) to write down the name epithet, etc. of the dead person on a tablet or a
gravestone. Some ulama (Scholars), however, maintain that it is allowed to mount an
epitaph on the grave with he name of the dead, particularly the righteous men, so that their
graves may be recognized even after passage of time.
WATER WAS SPRINKLED ON PROPHET'S ~J~.a,,~ GRAVE
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1710. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.a,,~J narrated that water was sprinkled at the Prophet's ~
~J 4# ~~ grave. It was (Sayyiduna) Bilal ibn Rabah ~ .&t ~ J who had sprinkled the
water on his grave from a waterskin, having begun from the side of the head to end
it up at his feet.2
SLAB ON GRAVE
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Tirmidhi # 1054.
Bayhaqi in Datil Nabuwah.
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1711. Sayyiduna AI-Muttalib ibn Abu Wada'ah ~.i»l~; narrated that when Uthman
ibn Ma'zun ~..111~; died, his funeral was brought and he was buried. The Prophet
~J 4# .&1 ~ instructed a man to fetch a stone, but he was unable to carry it. So,
Allah's Messenger ~J ~~ .iit1 ~ stood up, went up to it and rolled his sleeves. AI
Muttalib interjected that he who narrated to him this hadith about Allah's
Messenger ~'""J~~..11~~ said, "It is as though I still see whiteness of the forearms of
Allah's Messenger ~...,J4#..1!1~ as he had rolled up his sleeves." Then, he carried the
stone and placed it at the head of the grave, and said, "In this way, I post a marking
at my brother's grave. Now, I shall bury near him those of my family who die."l
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Muttalib in Abu Wada'ah .t:~ .iil1 ~; was a sahabi (Prophet's

companion) who embraced Islam on the day of the conquest of Makkah. He had narrated
this hadith from another sahabi ".a:-.&1~J because he was not himself present on this occasion.
Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Maz'un ~..111~J was the Prophet's ~'""J4#lb1~ foster brother. He had
embraced Islam in its earliest stage and only thirteen people had preceded him in Islam. He
had participated in the Battle of Badr and was t he first of the muhajirs (emigrants) to die in
Madinah. The firsfto be buried near his grave was Ibrahim, ~lb1~J the Prophet's ~Jill~
~J infant son.
It is mustahab (desirable) to place a marking o~ the grave to be able to recognize it. It is also
mustahab (desirable) to bury one's family members and relatives at one place.
GRAVE OF THE PROPHET~ ...J":lj::o.i»IJ.P SAYYIDUNA ABN BAKR 4:~.&~'-'~J AND UMAR •:~As~~J
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1712. Sayyiduna at-Qasim ibn Muhammad Jii1~J narrated that he went to Sayyidah
Ayshah ~l»>~.J and requested her to let him see the graves of the Prophet ~J"~Jil1~
and his two companions, ~.111~; addressing her as mother. She let him see the three
graves. They were neither high 1\~r level with the ground (but about one span
higher than the surface of the earth). Red pebbles of the open spaces around were
laid on them.2
COMMENTARY: These graves were in the room· of Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&'u-PJ· As long as
the door was open a curtain was hung on it. Anyone who wished to visit the graves could

go in by raising the curtain.
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1713. Sayyiduna Al-Bara ibn Aazib 4:&-.i»'~J narrated that they went out with Allah's
Messenger ~J4#.&1~ to the funeral of a man of the Ansar. The lahd was being
prepared, so the Prophet ~J 4# ,&, ~ sat down facing the qiblah and they too sat
around him. 1
COMMENTARY: This hadith has been narrated that in detail previously. See hadith # 1630.
MUTILATING THE DEAD
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1714. Sayyidah Ayshah 4:&-,&,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~ said, "To
break the bones of a dead person is like breaking his bones when he was alive."2
COMMENTARY: Just as it is disallowed to disgrace a living person, so too it is disallowed
to disgrace a dead person.
SECTION III
~!t;l,jJatli

TEARS ON DEATH OF PROPHET'S ~J~,&,~ DAUGHTER

(LS.Jl>..:JI oi..J.J)~fl.~j.)ti ~ji~j)li jli u\.1>.\..b~~
1715. Sayyiduna Anas ~~ .&1 ~J narrated that he was present when the daughter of
Allah's Messenger ~....J•:!~~'jJ was being buried. He was sitting beside the grave and
Anas 4ot-.&1~J could see that his eyes shed tears. He said, "Is there antong you one who
has not had sexual intercourse in the night (gone by)?" Abu Tahah •ot-.i»I~J said, "1",
So, he said, "Get down ino her grave." Thus he went down into her grave.'3
COMMENTARY: While it is not disallowed to have sexual intercourse with one's wife, yet
abstaining frorn it gives a resemblance to the angels. So, he wished that such a man should
lower his daughter, Sayyidah Umm Kulthum 4ot-.&1~ J wife of Sayyiduna Uthman 4:&-,&,~J·
Abu Talhah 4:&-~'~J was not her mahram. So, we might say that the Prophet ~J~~~~
asked him as an exclusive case. Or he wished others to know that it was permissible.
MEN WILL LOWER WOMEN
Ibn Hamman .&1~J said that only men will lower a dead women in her grave, or take her
out. In lif~, it is allowed to a stranger man to touch a woman during exigencies provided a
piece of cloth or something Ii~s in between. Similarly when necessary a stranger man may
1

Abq Dawud # 3212, Nasa'i # 2001, Ibn Majah # 1549, Musnad Ahmad 40287.
Abu Dawud # 3207, Ibn Majah # 1616, Muwatta Maalik # 40 Oana'iz), Musnad Ahmad 6-168.
3 Bukhari # 1285, Musnad Ahmad 3-126.
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touch a dead woman. So, when a woman dies and she has no mahramn to place her in the
grave, her pious and righteous neighbours may do it. If her mahram are there, then they
will undertake the task whether they are blood-relations or relatives through marriage.
As for her husband and mahram being the best people to lower Sayyidah Umm Kulthum
~~~.J in the grave, both of them, Sayyiduna Uthman ~.a,~.J and the Prophet ~J~~~'
may have been precluded from doing so for some reason. Tht is why the Prophet ~~~
~ J, her father, and Sayyiduna Uthrnan, ~.&~~ .J her husband, did not get down the. grave to
do lower her.
THE WILL OF SAYYIDUNA AMR IBN AL-AAS ~..l!~~;
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1716. Sayyiduna Amr ibn al-Aas ~i»~~.J is reported to have instructed his son while
he was grappling with death, 11When I die, do not let any wailing woman or fire
accompany me. When you have buried me scatter earth gently over me. Then (after
burial) stand around my grave (making supplication) for the time it takes to
sacrifice an animal and to distribute its flesh that I might sense your presence and
know what answers to give to the messengers of my Lord."1
COMMENTARY: During the Jahiliyah (ignorance period), it was a symbol of greatness and
a matter of pride to carry fire with the funeral. They used it to bum fragrance and for other
purposes. Islam forbade this thing. Hence. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Aas ~.111~.J told his son not
to carry fire or allow wailing women with his funeral. Thus it is also disallowed to carry
aloe stick or the fire of the hookah (a tobacco pipe with tube).
According to a hadith in Abu Dawud the Prophet ~J ~ ~ j-P used to stand at the grave
after burial and say (to the sahabah) ~.&~~.J, "More istighfar and prayer for your brother to
be steadfast because the reckoning is on."
HASTEN WITH BURIAL PREPARATIONS

"
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-~ J J.9J.A .U I(~ lj ~loj)' I

1717. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.11~~.J narrated that he heard the Prophet i»1~
~J~ say. ''When any one among you dies, do not detain him but-take him to his
grave quickly. And (at the grave) recite at his head the initial verses of surah al
Baqarah and, at his feet, the concluding verses of al-Baqarah."2
(The initial five verses and the concluding two verses.)
COMMENTARY: Do not detain the dead means do not delay burial for no reason at all. It is
t
2

Muslm # 192-121.
Bayhaqi In Shah' ul Eeman # 9294. The hadith in Mawquf.
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mustahab (desirable) to hasten with burial preparations. It is also a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet
~-J4:1~li'J..P) to walk rapidly when carrying the funeral, which is neither running nor too slow.

MERIT OF CONSIGNING REWARD
Imran Ahmad ibn Hanbal .&1 ~; said that at the graveyard one should recite surah alFatihah. Surah al-Ikhlas, al-Falaq and an-Naas and consign the reward thereof to the
inmates of the graveyard. It is accepted aitd consigned.
Visited the graveyard .has two. Fold benefits. The grave-dwellers earn the reward and the
visitpr takes head.
Sayyiduna Ali ~.&1~; narrated that in a marfu manner. "If anyone visits the graveyard and
recites surah al-Ikhlas eleven times and consigns its reward to the dwellers of the graves,
then he earns a reward equivalent to the number of those buried there.
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4;S. .1il1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4:)s. ~ j..P said, "If
anyone goes to the graveyard arid recites ·surah al-Fatihah, al-Ikhlas and at-Takathur and
prays to Allah, 'Do consign the reward of whatever I have recited from your Quan to the
believing men and women buried in this graveyard,' then those who are buried there
become intercessors for him."
Hammad Makki .111~; related an experience of his. He went to a graveyard one night and
putting his head on a grave went to sleep. He dreamt that the dead buried there sat around
in small groups. He wondered if the day of resurrection had come because the head were
out of their graves They explained, "No! Rather, someone among our brothers had recited
al-Ikhlas and consigned its reward to us. So, we are distributing that reward ~ong
ourselves for the past one year."
Sayyiduna Anas ~.1ii1~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~..lilj..P said, 'If anyone visits the
graveyard and recites surah Yasin, Allah reduces or softens the punishment on the grave
dwellers and rewards this man with pieties equivalent to the number of those buried in
the graveyard."
IMAM SHAFI'I'S .111~J OPINION
Suyuti ..111 ~; who was a follower of Imam Shafi'I .1il1 ~; wrote in Sharh Sudur that it is a
disputed proposition that reward consigned after reciting the Quran is conveyed or not to
the dead. "The predecessors including the sahabah (companions) ~..lit~; and the tabi'un ~J
.&! and the earlier ulama (Scholars) as well as the three imams confirmed that the reward is
consigned to the dead but our Imam Shafi'I .&1~ J disagreed with them."
Then Sujuti ..lit~; has given rejoinder to the arguments of Imam Shafi' .1ilt~ J and confirmed
that whatever reward anyone consigned of one's worship or deeds t hen the reward is
received by the dead person.
(See Sharh us-Sudur and Mirqat.)
. SAYYIDAH AYSHAH ~.1ilt~J AT HER BROTHER'S GRAVE

1~ J! ~i ~;A .J-'J o::4- ~ -154 c;l (}. ~53 14 d,JS l!i Jli iS::U c;l ~ 1ifJ <' v' A)
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1718. Sayyiduna Ibn Abu Malaykah ..li1 "'~; narrated that when (Sayyiduna) Abdur
Rahman ibn Abu Bakr .u.:..ib1~J died in al-Hubshiy, which is a place, he was brought
to Makkah and buried there. When (Sayyidah) Ayshah ~.11~~ J came (to Makkah to
perform the pilgrimage), she visited the grave of (her brother) Abdur Rahman ibn
Abu Bakr ~~~~ J and recited (the couplets)

~ii:J.·~
..

'{ ,, ~~IJ ~r!t

,~~,.,.'ill'~

liJ,Lo ....~~
c; !~~ l!ij13 (.$

"The two of us were like friends of Judhaymah together for an age, so that it was
thought that we were inseparable.
When we are apart, though we had been together for a long time, it seems that we
had never been together."
.
Then she said, 'By Allah, were I there, I would have buried you not save where you had
died. And had I seen you (before your death), I would not have visited you (to day)."t
COMMENTARY: Hubshiy2 is a place one stage of journey away from Makkah.
The couplet that Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J recited at her brother's grave were recited by
Tamirn ibn Nuwayrah as part of an elegy he composed on his brother's (Maalik's) death
when Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Walid ~ .1!1 ~J had killed him in the time of Sayyiduna Abu
. Bakr. ~.&~~;

Tamim has compared himself and his brother Maalik to the two companions of
Judhaymah. The story goes back in time to Iraq when a king Judhayman ruled over it. He
empire extended to the Arabian peninsula He had two companions, both brother, Maalik
and Aqil (or Uqayl). Their companionship with the king extended over forty years. Both of
them were killed by N u' man. The story of their killing is also amazing. It is recounted in .
full in Muqamat Hurayri
Tamim composed the elegy and lamented the death of his brother Maalik. "The
companionship," he lamented, "was broken in a few moments as though it was a dream."
(In the Arabic, Sayyidah Ayshah t~ .1!1 ~J reproduced the original words of Tamim 'it
seemed I and Maalik, in spite of being together for a long time, had never been together."
The translation follows the Urdu rendering and drops the word Maalik).
Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&!~J also said that if she had met her brother at the time of his death,
she would not have visited his grave. She had in mind the Prophet's words in which he
cursed women who go to the graves. So, she hoped that her visit would stand for their
farewell meeting. (Elsewhere Judhaymah is Jadhimah and Tamim is Mutammim.)
LOWERING FROM SIDE OF' HEAD

(4Lo~l ol_j.;)tlo ~fl
, ~J.J.j I~, ..,_;.Lj~itJI ~;ill j_;.!.J ~ jli *~15 ()l ~j (' V' ~)
~

1
2

Tirmidhi # 1057. In the original it is Maalik and I, see commentary.
Mu'jan Bldan says a mountain (ous area) six mile from Makkah.
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1719. SaJ'Yiduna Abu Rafi narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..l~~~ brought Sa'd
o~.:S-.&i~ J out of the funeral from the head (and lowered him head first) and sprinkled
water on his grave. 1
COMMENTARY: Please use the commentary against hadith # 1705. This hadith is evidence
of the verdict of Imam Shafi'I ..1!1"4?J

COST DUST FROM THE SIDE OF HEAD

~

""""

~

~

(~Lo ~I o!.,.; ) -U~ ~15 ~
1720. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ . 1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ..1!1 ~
offered the (funeral) salalt (prayer) over a dead person. Then, he came to the grave
and scattered three handfuls of earth from the side of the head of the buried person.2
LEANING ON GRAVES

l.ll~Wa~Jl~ jliifl~ l!~_kj~ilil ~~I Ql'j jli_...>~.J:.?-i;.J (\VY\)
~

(~I oI.J-') -~~F ~Jl~I
1721. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Hazm ~ ..1!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet ~J ...~ ..1!1 ~ saw
him leaning on a grave. So, he said (to him). 11 Do not torment the dweller of tbis
grave." Or, he said, "Do not torment him (or, it)."3
COMMENTARY: Perhaps tormenting the grave dweller means that reclining on the grave
to lie down or to sit might displease the spirit of the grave dweller. It beli~les the soul.

CHAPTER - VII

, , .... .,.
WEEPING FOR THE DEAD
·: ~~~~&.~l~~~~l~
It is natural to feel grieved over the permanent loss of a dear one. The grief is commensurate
with the relationship of the dead person, the nearer he was the greater the grief. It is farfetched to expect anyone not to grieve over the death of a relative or friend, to expect the eyes
not to shed tears, to expect the face not to reflect sorrow and then the other side of this
affliction is the expression of the sorrow. Tears do express the heart's sentiments.
Islam has guided Muslim in every department of life to observe moderation and the
Messenger ~J ~ . 1!1 ~ has maintained the standard of human dignity both in happiness
and in sorrow. So, it is impossible that guidance should have been neglected in this
emotional and delicate phase of life.
The Prophet's ~ J~..l!~~ teaching on this department of life are carried in the ahadith in
this ella pter.
COMMANDS & RULINGS ·
It is not makrulz (unbecoming) to weep on someone's death without wailing and shrieking.
However, it is makrulz (unbecoming) to shriek and wail and to eulogize the dead in an
~

Ibn Majah # 1551.
Majah # 1565.
3 Musnad Ahmad (The hadith could not be traced in the Musnad).
t

2 Ibn
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exaggerated way as was done in the pre-Islamic days. But, it is not makruh (unbecoming) to
mention the true and correct praiseworthy attributes of the dead person.
It is mustahab (desirable) to condole with the aggrieved when someone dies. They must be
encourages to observe patience and they n1ust be comforted. Condolence must be offered
only once. It is a bid' ah and is forbidden to assemble at the house of the dead person on the
third day of his death. This is not recognized by Shari'ah (divine law) and it is absolutely
disallowed to spend from the wealth of a d~ad person without his (or her) permission and
deprive the orphans and the hairs of their share.
The writer of the Qamus, Majd ud-din k1~J has written in safar us Sa'adah that formerly
people assembled only for the funeral salah (prayer). Now-a-day, it has become a custom
which is uncessary and merely ceremonious that days and nights are determined for
reciting the Quran and other rituals and together at graves or any other place. It is abid' ah
(or an innovations).
It is allowed to sit in the house or mosque to receive condolences. When Sayyiduna ]afar
~~~~J· Sayyiduna Zayd ~..li1~J and Sayyiduna Ibn Rawwahah ~..11~~J were martyred in
succession in the Battle of Mutah, the Prophet ~-'"~..11~~ was very grieved. He sat in the
Masjid Nabawi where people came to hitn and condoled with him. The latter day custon:t
to appoint days or dates to offer condolences was not known earlier.
Many ulama (Scholars) of later days hold that it is makruh (unbecoming) to gather at the house
of t he dead person to condole. And, it is more emphatically maknth (unbecoming) that the
family members of the person sit at the doors of their house only that visitors might come
and offer condolences because it smacks of the Jahiliyah (ignorance period). The correct
procedure is for people to disburse after burial to attend to their individual work and the
family of the dead must also occupy themselves in their duties.
It is also makruh (unbecoming) to gather round the grave and recite the Quran.
Condolences may be offered within three days after death. It is makruh (unbecoming) to offer
condolence after three days However, if either of the two is not present then it is not wrong
to condole when they meet.
It is better to condole after burial. If the aggrieved are likely to go to extremes in mourning
after burial, then it is batter to condole before burial.
It is msutahab to condole with all relatives of the dead person, young and old, men and
women. If a woman is youthful then condolence must not be offered to her. Her mahrom,
however, may condole with her.
WORDS OF CONDOLENCE
It is mustahab (desirable) to condole with the family of the dead in words like these; "May
Allah forgive and have mercy on the dead! May He overlook his lapses! May he cause you
all to endure the severe tragedy patiently and may He reward you all against this grief and
affliction." The best words of condolence are that which the Prophet~_,~~~ spoke:
J

"'

I

-J..d~~~~~Jj~llAAljliilA;l.J.-.i.J!
fJ

r;f

"To Allah belongs what He has takan away and that which He has given is also His.
And for everything a time is determined with him."
If a non-Muslim dies and his relative is a Muslhn, then this is how condolence may be
made with him; 'May Allah grant you much reward and enable you to endure patiently
and in peace."
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If the dead person was a Muslim but the relatives are non-Muslims then one may say.
"May Allah forgive the dead and give you patience."
If both the dead and the relatives are non-Muslims, then these like words are spoken, "May
Allah recompense you and may He not reduce your family."
Though it is allowed to stay home and abstain from one's occupation for three days
because of the grief, yet it is better not to do so. It is forbidden to men to display grief be
donning black garments, tearing their clothes ripping their clothes the collar. Woman may ·
wear black garments.
When any one dies, it is very wrong and sinful, smacking of the pre-Islamic customs, to
exaggerate mourning by creating a scene, beating oneself, upsetting one's hair, throwing
dust on oneself, beating one's chest and burning fire at the graves.
There is nothing wrong in sending meal to the house where anyone has died but it is
extremely wrong to borrow money for it and to suppose that it is very necessary. Similarly.
It is very bad and wasteful to invite people to a meal on the third day.
Those people who indulge in excessively meaningless deeds are very much misguided.
They invite people as if to a wedding party. They must refrain from such things.
Those men who apply perfume on the third day, imitate women because it is women who
end their mourning on the third day and apply perfume. So, this too must be avoided·. It is
not forbidden because of the perfume but because it amounts to resemblance to women.
Shari' ah (divine law) has disallowed any kind of resemblance to women.
The etiquette of condolence is to offer salaam to the members of the house when one goes
there to condole. He must shake hands and speak very humbly and mildly. He must
refrain from fruitless and too much conversation. He must only comfort them, call upon
them to be patient and peaceful. He must not-laugh or smile.
SECTION I

jJ~t~ili

THE PROPHET'S SORROW ON SON'S DEATH
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1722. Sayyiduna Anas .w:.~l~ .J narrated that they went with Allah's Messenger and
visited Abu Say£, the smith, who was the husband of the wet-nurse of Ibrahim
(the son of the Prophet ~J~iil,~) Allah's Messenger ~J~ii11~ took Ibrahim,
kissed him and smelt him. Again, later they went in to visit him when Ibrahim
was dying. The eyes of Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# iil1 ,)..P shed tears. So, Abdur
Rahman ibn Awf 4:&-il!I~J asked, 11 And you, too, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said,
1
' 0 Ibn Awf, it is mercy." His eyes shed more tear and he said, ''The eye weeps
and the heart grieves. We speak only what pleases our Lord. And, we are grieved
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at partying with you, 0 lbrahim."t
COMMENTARY: The name of Abu Say£ was Bara. His wife was Khawlah Mundhir. She
was from the Ansar, and the wet nurse of the Prophet's ~ J4#..111~ son, Ibrahim. He was a
smith by profession. Ibrahim ~~~~.J died when he was sixteen or seventeen months old.
The Prophet ~J4#.\1~ had gone to the house of Ibrahim's wet nurse, took him in his lap
and kissed him. The Prophet ~J4#i»l~ wept when he was dying and said that he was not
weeping because of impatience bt,lt out of mercy for the child who was suffering.
Anyone who has a heart will feel sympathy at such times.
DEATH OF GRANDSON
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1723. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~~~~.J narrated that the Prophet's ~J4#..1u~.
daughter (Sayyidah Zaynab ~~~~.J sent message to him that her son was dying and
he must come to her. He sent his salaam to her, saying. "What All~ takes belongs
to him and what He gives belongs to Him and there is with Him a time appointed
for everything. So, be patient and seek reward from Allah." Again, she sent for him
adjuring him to come to her. So; he got up and with him were Sa'd ibn Ubadah .111~J
~ Mu'adh ibn Jamal ~~~~.J· Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~~~~J Zayd ibn Thabit ~~~.J and
some others. The child was lifted up to Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»1~, being on the
point of death and panting. His eyes became moist with tears. So Sa'd ~ i»1 ~.J
submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, why this?" He said, "This is mercy that Allah
has placed in the hearts of His slaves. Indeed, Allah has mercy only on those of His
slaves who are merciful."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Sa' d ~ ~~ ~.J had presumed that weeping is disallowed in
every form. He thought that the Prophet ~J 4# i»1 ~ had forgotten and wept. The
Messenger ~J4#~~ of Allah enlightened him that his weeping was from compassion for
the child. It was different from wailing and beating oneself.
CRYING LOUDLY

&~~~j~ili~~~I&Uli~~_,..QJ:sL:L~ {!.- ~ljli~~;ill~~j(\VYt)

1

2

Bukhari # 1303, Muslim# 26-2315, Abu Dawud # 3126, Ibn Majah # 1589, Musnad Ahmad 3-194.
Bukhari # 1284, Muslim# 11-923, Abu Dawud # 3125, Nasa'i # 1868, Musnad Ahmad 5-204.
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1724. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar .w:. .ll1 ~ J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Sa'd ibn .
Ubadah .w:. . 1!1 ~J complained of sickness. So, the Prophet ~J ~ . 1!1 j..J' visited him
alongwith Abdur Rahman ibn Awf. Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas .w:...ln~_, and Abdullah ibn
Mas'ud .w:-~1~J when they come to him he was unconscious. The Prophet~J~.lllj-P
asked. Has he died?" they said, 11 No 0 Messenger of Allah." He wept (on seeing his
condition).The other also wept on seeing him weep. He said, ''Pay heed! Allah does
not punish for the tear that the eye sheds and the grief that the heart harbours. But,
he punishes for this" and he pointed to his tongue. 11 0r, He has mercy. Indeed the
dead is punished for the weeping of his family over him."l
COMMENTARY: The concluding words of the hadith imply that if the dead person's
family wail over him and shriek, the dead person is punished.
This question will be discussed in the section Ill, In-sha-Ailah.
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1725. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud .w:..ll1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..1!1~
11
~J ~ said, He is not one of us who beats the cheeks, tears the garments at the
front and shrieks as the shriek of the Jahiliyah (ignorance period)."2
COMMENTARY: The same warning applies to those who throw away their turban and cap
or pull hair on their head or beard.

Jtil Ji ~Jt ~ ;iJI#Ji ii;AI ': 1~jti CJ.rJ'll uJ-_;.& ~~ ~ cJ.i jli S:i~ ~~ ~j
"'

(\VY\)
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~j ~ &!; &.;. Ul jli ~j ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 jj.!J ~~ ~.}:4 ~~j ~1.:~ .;.11 jlii
0-l-J~.J~~)J;ij
1726. Sayyiduna Abu Burdah .w:-~1~; narrated that (once) Abu Musa al-Ash'ari ~~;
.w:. fell unconscious. So, his wife (Sayyidah) Umm Abdullah ~~~ J began to shriek
in a terrifying voice. When he regained consciousness, he asked her, 11 do you not
know?" And he narrated to her that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ had said, "I am
absolved of anyone and rips clothing."3
COMMENTARY: Muslims must desist from doing such things as were customs of the
jihiliyah. Allah's Messenger ~J·~~~~ has said that he had nothing to do with people who
perpetrate such things.
WAILING IS BAD

~l$-I.;AI~~~ dNJI~J~Alll ~,illj_;.!.J jli Jli~:?-r£"-il ~~C?LY-J (\VYV)
Bukhari # 1304, Muslim # 12-924.
Bukhari # 1294, Muslim# 165-103, Tirmidhi # 999, Nasa'i # 1862, Ibn Majah # 1584, Ibn Majah #
1584, Musnad Ahmad 1-432.
3 Bukhari # 1296, Muslim# 167-104, Nasa'i # 1863, Ibn Majah # 1586.
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1727. Sayyiduna Abu Maalik al-Ash'ary """.&'~;narrated that Allah's Messenger~
~J ~ ~~ said, 11 Four things in my ummah are from the traits of the Jahiliyah
(ignorance period) and they will not give them up. They are: boasting on singular
trait, insulting others on their genealogy, seeking rain with the stars (astrology) and
wailing." He added. 11 If a wailing woman does not repent before her death, then she
will be made to· stand on the day of resurrection having on herself clothing of pitch
and a chemise of (itching) menage."1
COMMENTARY: The first is such a characteristic in a person as makes him regard himself
to be superior, like bravery or courage or eloquence. The second is to find defects in
another person's ancestors. There is no harm in bath of them if Islam is at the base of them.
A Muslim may boast because of his Islam and another's disbelief.
To seek rain with the stars is to subscribe to the belief that stars have an influence on
weather and rain. It is forbidden to believe that stars in different houses in a horoscope
spell rain and showers. Rather, when it rains, we must say that Allah has sent down rain
as His favour.
Wailing is to cry loudly and describe the dead with superb and imagined good qualities.
This clothing of pitch will be like coulter arid will emit a bad odour. A woman who wails
and does not repent before death will have itching on the day of resurrection and that will
be augmented with the chemise of mange.
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1728. Sayyiduna Anas ~..1l1~.J narrated that the Prophet~J~..:.~~ came by a woman
weeping at a grave. He said. 11 Fear Allah (and do not wail). Show patience." She
retorted, "Go away from mef You are not beset with my affliction," for, she did not
know him. Then she was told. 11 He is the prophet ~".>l.Jt ~!" {That was enough for
her!) she went to ·his door but there was no doorkeeper. She said, 'I had not
recognized you." He said, 11Patience is (correct) only at the first strike."2
COMMENTARY: How true it is that one must heed what is spoken! It is not nece~sary to
see who is speaking. The woman should have weighed in the words without considering
who is speaker was. She would not have had to repent.
The preferred patience which earns reward is one that is shown at the time of affliction.
Later, a person learns to endure, after all and it makes no difference then.
FORBIDDEN TO WAIL
The forgoing ahadith make it amply clear that it is forbidden to wail, describe lofty
Muslim # 29, 434, Musnad Ahmad 5-342.
Bukhari # 1283, Muslim # 15.926, Abu Dawud # 3124, Nasa'i # 1869, Tirmidhi # 987, Ibn Majah #
1596, Musnad Ahmad 3-140.
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attributes of the dead while wailing shrieking the while, beating the cheeks, ripping the
clothing from the front, pulling the hair, shaving them, blackening the face, pouring dust
over the head and doing all such things as are signs of lack of endurance.
DEATH OF THREE CHILDREN OF MUSLIM

1729. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:~1»~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger l"l""J":l~i»'~ said,.
11

A Muslim whose three children die will not go to hell except to expiate the oath."t
COMMENTARY: The expiation of the oath refers to the Quran:
: ,. ·

~'VI l&!.JIJ~l,jJij_;.~~lJ
{And there is not one of you, but shall come to it .... } (19:71)
It is as though the words 'By Allah' are understood in the verse: 'there is no one who shall
not enter hell,' though he may go in for a moment like lightening or breeze. The fact is that
a bridge, called sirat, will be raised over hell. Everyone - Muslim or otherwise - will go
over it. He may be pious or evil. The only difference is that the pious will pass over it
smoothly into paradise but the evil will suffer harm and fall down into hell.
The Muslim who loses three children will enter hell for only this moment to expiate the
oath. Actually, he will not go into hell but go over the sirat which is the bridge over hell.
He will not suffer any kind of punishment.
This kind of expiation of oath is often heard in the conversation of the linguists.
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1730. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~
said to some women of the Ansars, 11If three children of anyone of you die and she
hopes for reward from Allah then she will enter paradise." So, one of them
submitted, 110r two, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He agreed, ''Or two."
According to another version: 11There who had not attained puberty."2
COMMENTARY: The woman who loses three children does not wail but endures her loss,
saying:
.. ~

J,

'

....u~IJ~!UJJ,llG!

(To Allah we belong and to Him is our return). She will enter paradise.
She may go to paradise directly, or, after the intercession of her children.
When a woman enquired about death of two children, The prophet ~ J~.i»1~ received a
1 Bukhar~ ~

6656, Muslim # 150-2632, Tirmidhi # 1060, Nasa'i # 1856, Ibn Majah # 1603, Muwatta
Maalik # 38 Oana'iz) Musnad Ahmad 2-239.
·2 Bukhari # 1381, Muslim.# 151-2632, Tirmidhi # 1059, Nasa'i # 1873, Ibn Majah # 1604, Muwatta:
Maalik # 39, Oanai' z), Musnad Ahmad 2-510.
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Diving revelation that accepted the woman's plea. Or, he prayed to Allah for that and his
prayer was granted.
The stipulation that the children should be minor respects a woman's love for her young
children more than for the grown ups.
REWARD FOR PATIENCE
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1731. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .ur..i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~
said that Allah says, 11When I take away from My believing slave his dear friend
from among the worldly people and he hopes for reward from me, then I have for
him nothing better than paradise as a reward." 1
COMMENTARY: The dear friend could be children, parents, or such others.
The hadith is about worldly people. If anyone devoted to the hereafter dies and this person
shows patience then he earns much good fortune and honour. Allah will be please with
him and Allah's pleasure is a great blessing.
SECTION II
~t~llj.;aiil
CURSE ON ONE WHO WAILS & WHO LISTEN TO IT
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1732. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al Khudri ~i»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 1»1~
~J~ cursed the woman who wai'ls and who listen to her.2
COMMENTARY: The wailing woman is one who describes the good qualities of the dead
while crying aloud. Or, she is one who cries over the dead shrieking.
The woman who listens to her is one who lends on ear to the wailing woman and likes her act.
BELIEVER IS PATIENT AND GRATEFUL AT ALL TIMES

(~~.!':li~J~IoJ.,.;)-~J..&IJJ!~i~
1733. Sayyiduna.Sa'd ibn Abu waqqas ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~
~J~ said, ''It is amazing with the believer. When good comes his way, he praises
Allah and thanks Him. When distress afflicts him, he praises Allah and bears it
patiently. So, the believer is rewarded in each of his affairs, even for the morsel that
he raises to his wife's mouth."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith brings out the merit of the believer and his distinction which
is a pride.
He is ever grateful to Allah whatever overtakes him. And, he always praises Allah. Hence,
Bukhari # 6422, Nasa'i # 1871, Musnad Ahmad 2-417.
2 Abu Dawud # 3128, Musnad Ahmad 3-165.
3 Musnad Ahmad 10182, Bayahqi Shah ul-Eeeman # 9951.
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Allah rewards him for all his acts that are permissible. Of course, the things that he does
must be dictated with honest and good intentions and hope to earn reward. For instance,
the morsel he feeds his wife must be prompted with an intention to give her the right for
which Allah has made him responsible and he desires to please Allah is this way. This
seemingly simple permissible act will fetch him a mighty reward and blessing.
EARTH & HEAVEN WEEP WHEN A BELIEVER DIES
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1734. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J 4~ .1!1 ~ said,
11
There is not a believer but there are two gates for him. By one his deeds ascend
and by the other his provision descends. When he dies, both (the gates) weep for
him. That is according to the words of Allah, the Exalted;
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{So the heaven and the earth wept not for them, nor were they respitedJ (44:29)
COMMENTARY: None of the two weeps for the disbeliever. But, heaven and earth, both,

weep for the believer.
TREASURE OF THE HEREAFTER
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1735. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.i»,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ said,
11
1£ anyone of my ummah has two children who precede him (in death) then Allah
will admit him to paradise because of them." Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .1!1 ~J asked,
"What, if one of your ummah have one child who precedes him?' He said, 11And, he
whose one child precedes him, 0 Muwaffaqah (fortunate one)!" She asked. 1What
of one who has no child precedes him?" He said, 111 am the farat of my ummah who
have never been afflicted by a loss to compare with (suffering) less of me."t
COMMENTARY: Farat is the man who precedes the caravan to their destination and makes
arrangement for the members of the caravan for their provision, etc. In this hadith farat is
the child who dies before attaining puberty. This child is called farat because he (or she)
precedes its parents to paradise and arranges for them the bounties of paradise. It will
intercede with Allah for its parents and take them to paradise. However. The farat in the
concluding sentence of the hadith 'I am farat.' Does not refer to their minor child.

1

Tirmidhi # 1064, Musnad Ahmad # 3098.
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The Prophet ~J "~ . 1!1 j..P described Sayyidah Ayshah (rO as 'muwaffaqah' for her
exceptional relationship, qualities and merits. It embraces all excellences for Allah caused
her to ask about the good things.
He said of himself that he was the intercessor for his ummah whom he would take to
paradise. Reward is in proportion to affliction and hardship. The Prophet's ~J ~ . 1!1 j..P
departure from this world is an incomparable hardship and affliction. Every member of his
ummah is hurt by his departure and this loss is enough treasure for them in the hereafter.
REWARD FOR PATIENCE ON LOSS OF CHILDREN
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1736. Sayyiduna Abu Musa Al-Ash'ary 4.\t-.i»I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .i»>~
~J~ said, "When someone' s child dies, Allah asks the angels, 'Did you take away
the child of My slave?' They answer. 'Yes.' He asks, 'Did you taka away the fruit of
his heart?' They say, 'Yes' He ask 'what did My slave say? 'They say, 'He praised
you and said (~p.IJ 4,11u1J ill u1) (we belong to Allah and to Him is our return). Then
Allah say, 'Build for My slave a house in paradise and name it Bayt ul Hamd.'l
COMMENTARY: Bayt ul Hamd (House of Praise) is the name given because the man
displayed exemplary servitude and even in times of tragedy, he showed patience and
expressed gratitude.
COMFORTING THE DISTRESSED
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1737. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ;..:t..i»I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..1!1~
~ J ~ said, "He who comforts one who is distressed will get a reward like the
reward of the distressed."2
COMMENTARY: Here, the word 'distressed' covers affliction of different kinds through
death, etc. Anyone who comforts such a distressed person is a means to get sting him to be
patient and earning reward. So, he too gets that reward. For (Arabic) (one who guides to
what is good is as the doer). This hadith is backed by:
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"If any believer exhorts his brother to be patient against, then Allah, the Glorious,
1
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Tirmidhi # 1023, Musnad Ahmad 4-415.
Tirmidhi # 1078, Ibn Majah # 1602.
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will attire him with a garment of excellence." (Ibn Majah # 1601)
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1738. Sayyiduna Abu Barzah ~J»,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~)»,~
said, 110ne who comforts a woman who has lost a child will be given to wear a
·' striped cloak in paradise. "t
ARRANGING MEAL FOR THE BEREAVED

(4l.o&!I.J .,j!J~I__, 1.5.i.ofill o\__,.;)J t1; 11U~l31.illlJ~
1739. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Ja'far ~i»~~J narrated that when news of death of
(Sayyiduna) Ja'far ~i»~~J arrived, the Prophet ~J~i»1~ said, (to the people of the
house), 11Prepare food for the family of Jafar, ·for, there has come to them what keeps
them occupied."2
COMMENTARY: It is mustahab (desirable) for the relatives and neighbours to send to the
bereaved family meal enough for all of them for one day and one night to satiating point.
Sm.~e authorities say th~t they must send the meal for three days.
MAY OTHER PEOPLE EAT
The ulama (Scholars) differ on this question. Some say that others at their home must not eat,
but some others say that there is no harm if any visitor shares the meal with the bereaved.
The ulama (Scholars) also say that those who send the meal must ensure that the family of the
dead have eaten the food. In their occupation, they might overlook the meal or not like to eat.
It is makruh (unbecoming) to prepare food for the wailing women, Sayyiduna Jabir 4:s.i»l~;
said, "·We regard this (serving food to wailing women) as a kind of wailing." Thus, it is
clearly forbidden to prepare food for the wailing woman.
Imam Ghazali 1»1~ J said that it is makruh (unbecoming) to join in preparing the meal for this
purpose for the bereaved.
Mulla Ali Qari i»1~J said that this thing is maknlh (unbecoming) if the meal is not prepared
from the property of the orphans. or of anyone who is away. But, if it is prepared from the
property of any one of them then it is forbidden.
SECTION III
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THE DEAD IS PUNISHED IF ANYONE WAILS OVER HIM
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1740. Sayyiduna Al-Mughirah ibn Shu'bah ~i»~~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~)»,~ say. 11 He over whom any one wails will be punished on the

1
2

Tirmidhi # 1078.
Abu Dawud # 3132, Tirmidhi # 998, Ibn Majah # 1610, Musnad Ah~ad # 1751.
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day of resurrection for the waling over him."1
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1741. Sayyidah Amrah bint Abdur Rahman narrated that she heard (Sayyidah)
Ayshah ~.1!1~J say when told that Abdullah ibn Umar ~.11~~J said that the dead
is punished for the weeping of the living over them, 11 May Allah forgive Abu
Abdur Rahman. Indeed, he does not lie, but has forgotten, or is mistaken. Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ had merely passed by (the grave of) a Jewess and saw
people weeping over her. So, he said, 'They weep over her while she is being
punished in her grave."2

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~./»1~ said that those people were unaware that the
woman was· being. Punished in the grave. They wept for her love. He did not say that she
was punished because of their weeping. Rather, she was being chastised as all infidels are.
The ulama (Scholars) say that Sayyidah Ayshah's ~ .&1 ~J objection was based on her
deduction. She would have been correct if the Prophet ~J ~ 1»1 ~ saying was limited to
only this occasion, but, in fact, his saying of this nature is narrated by many sahabah .&1~J·
This question will be discussed against the next hadith
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Bukhari # 1291, Muslim# 28.933, Tirmidhi # 1000, Musnad Ahmad 2-61.
Bukhari # 1289, Muslim # 27.932, Abu Dawud # 3129, Tirmidhi # 1006, Nasa'i # 1056, Ibn Majah #
1595, Muwatta Maalik # 37, Oana'iz), Musnad Ahmad 2-38."
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1742. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Mulaykah ~.&~~.J narrated that a daughter of
(Sayyiduna) Uthinan ibn Mfan ~.&~~.J died in Makkah. They went to participate
in the funeral and Ibn Umar ~.&~~.J and Ibn Abbas ~.&~~.J were also th~re. He sat
~between them. Abdullah ibn Umar ~.111~.J asked Amr ibn Uthman ~iii~J who
was facing him to prevent them (his folk) from weeping, because Allah's
Messenger ~ J~li1~ had disclosed that the dead is punished for the weeping of
people over him. Ibn Abbas ~li1~.J said that Umar lbi~.J used to say something
like that and he related an experience during his journey from Makkah with
Umar ~.&1~J when they saw some riders standing in the shade of a gum-acacia
three at al-Bayda. Umar ~.&1~.J asked him to go and find out who the riders were.
He found Suhayb ~iit~.J among them and reported his finding to Umar ~.&1~J
who instructed him to fetch him. He went back to Suhayb ~iil1..,-P.J and asked him
to come and meet the amir ul mumineen.
Later, when Umar ~ii11~.J was wounded (in Madinah), Suayb ~.111...,-P.J came weeping
and lamented, "0 brother, 0 chief! (what has happened!)" Umar ~.&~~J reproached
him (even in his wounded condition), "0 Suhayb, do you weep over me while
Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ did say, indeed, that the dead will surely be punished
for some of weeping of his family over him."
(Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~.&1...,-PJ added that when Umar ~.&1~J died, he mentioned
that to (Sayyidah) Ayshah ~.111~J· She exclaimed, "May Allah have mercy on Umar!
No, by Allah, never did Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»l~ say that the dead will surely
be chastised for the weeping of his family over him. But, (he did say) that Allah
does increase the chastisement to the disbeliever because of the weeping of his
family .river him." Then (Sayyidah) Ayshah ~ .&1 ~J said, "The (verdict of the )
Quran should suffice you:
, J
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{And no bearer of burden shall bear the burden of another} (6:164, 17:15,35:18, 39:7)
(Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~.&1~J said, after that, (Indeed) Allah is He who makes one
to laugh and to weep." (A reference to 53:43, He meant to say that the implication of
that verse was like what he said.)
Then, (Sayyiduna) Ibn Abu Mulaykah ~.&1~J concluded his narration, "Ibn Umar
~lii~J said nothing (on hearing this)."l
COMMENTARY: 2 At the time of the salah (prayer) of fajr on Wednesday 26th Dhul Hijjah 23
AH, as Sayyiduna Umar ~.&1~J stood in the mihrab and commenced the salah (prayer).
1
2

Bukhari # 1286, Muslim# 23-927.
See also hadith # 1724,1742.
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suddenly the slave· of Sayyiduna Mughirah ibn Shu'bah 4:&- .1!1 ~J, Abu Luluah who was
lying in wait behind him pounced on him with a large dual edged knife. He struck on his
ribs and hit him six times in all. Sayyiduna Umar .ut-~~~J fell down and was carried home.
News of his killing spread all over Madinah like wild fire and people thronged at his
house. Sayyiduna Suhayb 4:&-~~~J was one of them. He saw Sayyiduna Umar 4.:&-~~~J in a
pool of blood and was stunned and cried involuntarily, saying. "0 brother, 0 chief!" But,
he did not wail He neither shrieked nor was his. voice sing song. Sayyiduna Umar 4:&-.1!1~J
nevertheless, asked him to desi~t lest he transgress and violate the Shari' ah (divine law).
Sayyidah Ayshah ~..l!l~J did not deny the hadith but rejected the deduction of Sayyiduna
Umar 4:&-li!l ~ J from the hadith. The hadith itself is sahih and there is no doubt about it.
Sayyiduna Umar 4:&-liii~J and Abdullah deduced that the dead person is punished for the
weeping of his people over him whether he is a believer or an un believer.
Sayyidah Ayshah l~l»'~J said that these words of the Prophet Muhammad ~....J~)»,~ are
about disbelievers. A disbeliever is punished anyway whether his folk weep over him or
not. Of course, if they weep then his punishment is augmented because he feels pleased
when they weep. So much so that some of the disbelievers left dying instruction that
mourning should be observed on their death.
Sayyidah Ayshah ~iii~~J relied for her opinion on the verse (6:164)
,,

,
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{No bearer of burdens can bear the burden of another}
The sin of anyone cannot be recorded against another person and, hence, no one else can be
punished for the sin of a sinner himself. If the folk of the dead weep or wail, it is their deed,
why should their doing be recorded against the dead person?" why should he be punished
for their sins.
Then, Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:&- lilt~ J too upheld the verdict of Sayyidah Ayshah 4:&- ..l!l ~J,
saying that a person's laughing and weeping, his pleasure and displeasure are all from
Allah who alone has created them. Hence, how is weeping liable to be punished?
However, this suggestion of Ibn Abbas 4.:&-iat~J is untenable, for every deed of the creatures
is created by Allah. A person only does it and reward or punishment follows on it. For
instance, if anyone laughs on seeing another Muslim out of happiness then he earns
reward, but if he laughs to ridicule him then he commits a sin. In the same manner are
other things, like happiness and sorrow, for they may got reward or punishment. Hence,
the suggestion of Ibn Abbas ~ ,&, ~J can be worthy if 'laughing and weeping' are
involuntary, but if laughing or weeping is at the person's discretion then reward or
punishment will follow.
Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:&-~~~J said nothing on hearing Ibn Abbas 4.:&-~'~J not because he
conceded to the opinion of Ibn Abbas ~.i»l~ J, but because he decided to end the discussion
in the fashion of the learned.
DO NOT WEEP OVER THE DEAD
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1743. Sayyidah Ayshah lf~ ~~ ~J narrated that when the Prophet ~""J ~ ~~ ,).P was
informed of the martyrdom of (Sayyiduna) Ibn Harithah ~$~~~Jr Ja'far ~$~~~J and
Ibn Rawahah l$iiii~J (in the battle of Mu~ah) he sat down, grief apparent on him.
She looked at him from the crevice of the door. A man came to him and ~poke of the
weeping of the women of Ja'far I$~~~J· So, he instructed the man to forbid them
from weeping and he went but came a second time for they did not obey. He again
sent him to prevent them (from weeping). He came a third time, saying, "By Allah, ·
they have got the better of us, 0 Messenger of Allah's (Sayyidah) Ayshah ~ .1!1 ~J
thought that he said, 11 pour dust in their mouths. She exclaimed thereupon (to the~
man), 11May Allah humble you! You could not do what Allah's Messenger 4,.\~iill,)..p
~J commanded you to do and you also did not cease to irk him."t
COMMENTARY: The words 'pour dust in their mouths' perhaps are a figurative speech to
say, 'Leave them alone. They are in a state of shock when advice will have no effect on them.'
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1744. Sayyidah Umm Salamah I$~'~J narrated that when Sayyiudna Abu Salamah
1$.1!1~ J died, she thought that he was a stranger in an alien land so she would weep
for him such a weeping ~s would be exemplary. Thus, she prepared for the weeping
over him, when, behold! A woman arrive with intention to join and help her. But,
Allah's Messenger ~JI·.#~'~ confronted her (before she came in) and asked, "Is it
your aim to bring the devil into a house from which Allah has thrown him out
twice?" She, therefore, refrained from weeping and wept not (as Shari'ah (divine
law) has disallowed). 2
COMMENTARY: Perhaps Sayyidah Umm Salamah 1$-&I~J did not know till then that it
was disallowed to weep aloud and to wail otherwise she would not have done that which
Shri' ah had forbidden.
The devil was cast out from the house when Abu Salamah ~$~~~J had thrown out disbelief
and polytheism to embrace Islam. The second time the devil was cast when Abu Salamah
.u~~~~ J departed from the dark, ignorant world with faith and Islam.
1

2

Bukhari # 1299, Muslim# 30.935, Nasa'i # 1847, Musnad Ahmad 6.59.
Muslim # 10.922.
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WAILING NOT ALLOWED
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1745. Sayyiduna an-Numan ibn Bashir •:'-.ill'~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Abdullah ibn
Rawahah (fell ill so much that he) fainted. His sister, Amrah, wept (profusely) and
shrieked, "0 mountain how sad! 0 this and that how sad! 0 this and that how sad! 0
such and such how Sad!" She recounted his goodness. When he regained
consciousness, he said, 'You did not say anything but I was asked, "Are you like that?"
Another version also has: when he died, she did not weep over him. t
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1746. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~.iii~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger •#.ill'~
~ J say, "If anyone dies and anyone mourning for him says, '0 the mountains! 0
the chief!' or something like that, then Allah appoint over him two angels who beat
him on the chest and ask him, 'where you like that?'2
COMMENTARY: The dead, in the hadith, could also mean the dying.
Previously, this question has been discussed against the hadith # 1742 and # 1724. More
discussion follows here.
Allahmah (leaned Scholar) Suyuti .iil1~ J has said in sharh us Sudur about he hadith (# '742);
'The dead is punished for the keeping of his people over him, that different opinions are
expressed about it. He has enumerated the various versions in sequence.
{1)
This hadith means what is apparent from its words and is absolute,
irrespective of whether or not there is a will about it, or the dead is a
disbeliever or not. If anyone wails over the dead then the dead is punished.
This is Suyyiduna Umar ~.iii~~ J and Ibn Urnar ~.iil1~J interpreted it.
(2)
The dead person is no it subjected at all, to punishment for the weeping of
his folk.
(3)
Punishment depends on the situation. The dead person already undergoes
when his folk are weeping over him, but the punishment is not because of
their weeping. Rather it is because of his sins and evil deeds.
(4)
This hadith is specifically about the disbelievers.
Both the foregoing interpretations belong to Sayidah Ayshah ~.ill~~ J·
(5)
This hadith and the warning are particularly about the person whose
people are used to wailing. This is the contention of Imam Bukhari.
(6)
This hadith is about one who instructs his folks and heirs to wail over him
1 Bukhari # 4267.
2 Tirmidhi # 1005,

Ibn Majah # 1594, Musnad Ahmad# 19737.
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after his death.
This hadith concerns one who does not instruct his folk not to wail over
him knowing that they are liable to observe wailing after his death. it is
wajib (expedient) for such people to forbid their folk to wail after them.
(8)
The dead is punished when his folk wail over him and say about him such
thing as are evil in the eyes of Shari'ah (divine law), as people during the
Jahiliyah (ignorance period) said about their dead, '0 you who have
rendered women widows.' '0 who have orphaned children.' '0 who have
ruined the house.'
(9)
Punishment is the wrath of the angels because of describing the dead in the
mentioned manner while weeping.
(10)
When the family of the dead wail, the dead is subjected to punishment in
his grave.
Some people say that punishment means the weeping of bereaved in a wrong way not
valid in Shari'ah (divine law). Then the dead experienced a severe spiritual pain and he is
grieved. It is like when a soul goes from the world to the barzakh, the souls that are already
there ask the new comer about their people in the world. If one of them gets an adverse
report of its relatives committing sin then it feels grieved and sad If the report discloses that
·
they are pious then the concerned soul it elated.
In short, if the dead person is himself responsible for the wailing, in any way, then the
punishment mentioned in the hadith will be deemed to be in its real meaning, If they wail,
he will be punished.
If the dead is not responsible in any way and does not like such things, then punishment will
mean that he will be grieved. He might be grieved when he is on the point of death, or after
' death and he might be a disbeliever or a Muslim. In this regard, all are equally effected.
In this way, the verse of t he Quran (6:164) and the absolute ahadith on this subject are
reconciled.
WEEPING WITHOUT SHRIEKING

(7)
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1747. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ l»1 ~; narrated that someone of the family of
Allah's Messenger died. The women gathered and wept for the dead. Sayyiduna
Umar ~l»1~; stood up and forbade them (the relatives) and drove away others (the
strangers). Allah's Messenger ~J~l»1~ said, 11Leave them alone, 0 Umar, for the
eyes weep, the heart aches and affliction is recent."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umar ~ l»1 ~; stopped the woman because he thought they

might exceed and begin to shriek. The Prophet ~""'J"#Jil'~ advised him to let women vent
their natural feelings and not curb their innate emotions.
1

Nasa'i # 1859, Ibn Majah # 1587, Musnad Ahmad 2-444.
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1748. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..111~; nanated that when (Sayyidah) Zaynab ~..111~;
daughter of Allah's Messenger ~""J 4# .&1 jJ died, the women wept. But (Sayiduna)
Umar ~.&~~J beat them with his whip. Allah's Messenger ~J~lil~~ put him back
with his hands, saying, "Be mild, 0 Omar." To the woman, he said, "Beware of the
shrieking of the devil." Then, he said, "That which is from the eye and from the
heart is from Allah's Mighty and Glorious, and represents mercy. But, that which is
from the hand and the tongue is from the devil."t
COMMENTARY: The hand is instrumental in beating oneself, slapping, tearing clothing,
etc. The tongue wails, shrieks and utter that Allah does not like.
ONE YEAR'S VIGIL OVER GRAVE
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1749. Imam Bukhari ~~~J nanated in a ta'liq from (without a line of transmission)
that when Sayyiduna Hasan .i»>~J. son of (Sayyiduna) Hasan ibn Ali ~.&~~J died, his ·
.wife pitched a tent over his grave for one year when she dismantled it. (At that) she
heard a voice shout, "Did they find what they had last?" Another (voice) replied,
1
'Rather they are dejected, and have departed!2
COMMENTARY: The son of Sayyiduna Hasan ibn Ali ~.&~~;was also named Hasan .&1~J·
When he died, his wife erected a tent and lived in it over the grave for one year. She
refreshed his memory every day.
Perhaps, she did it to have his friends, etc assemble there for praying for him.
A CUSTOM OF JAHILIYAH (IGNORANCE PERIOD)
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1750. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~ J», ~J and Sayyiduna Abu Barzah ~ .&1 ~ J
nanated that they accompanied Allah's Messenger ~J4#.i»ljJ to a funeral. He saw
1
2

Musnad Ahmad 1-335.
Bukhari Book of Funerals Chapter # 61, heading.
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there some people who had removed their cloaks and were walking in (their) shirts.
Allah's Messenger ~""J4#.ibl~ asked, 'Will you stick to the doings of the Jahiliyah
(ignorance period)?" Or "will you resemble the people of the jahiliyah(ignorance
period) in what they did? I had resolved to pray against you that you return (home)
in an appearance different from yours" They took their cloaks and did never return
to that (practice).t
COMMENTARY: In ancient times people wore a cloak over their shirts. The pre-Islamic
people removed in to show their state of grief.
Teebi .1!1~ J pointed out that this seemingly minor neglect invited a serious warning, so we
can imagine the fate of those who follow more complex and prohibited customs.
WHEN SHARI'AH (DIVINE LAW) IS VIOLATED DO NOT ACCOMPANY THE FUNERAL
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1751. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~
forbade going with a funeral that had a wailing woman with it.2
COMMENTARY: While it is sunnalt (as per prophet's teaching) to walk with the sunnah (as
per prophet's practice), yet this sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J 4# J, ~) may be
abandoned when anything contrary to sumzah (Prophet's teaching) is perpetrated.
NEW BORN WILL TAKE PARENTS TO PARADISE
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1752. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4~ ~~ ~ J narrated that a man said to him that his
(young) son had died and he was sorrowful over that. He asked, "Have you heard
anything from your friend, may Allah's blessing and peace be on him, that may
comfort us concerning our dead." He said, "Yes. I heard him, may Allah's blessing
and peace be on him say that their young children will be like (~' ~ ~,) Jl@'JI)
da'amis of paradise. When one of them meet his (or her) father, he will grasp the
edge of his garment and not let go will he is admitted to paradise."3
COMMENTARY: Da' amis is the plural of .Da' am us. (At the end of this commentary. We
reproduce the relative paragraph from lane's lexicon against the word)
The dead child is compared to da'mus·because it will roam about in paradise. There will be
no restriction in paradise in children's movement just as there is no bar on children in the
world. They can enter any house, any place and will not be stopped.
This hadith mentions only father perhaps because the subject concerned a father.
However, the child will also get its mother admitted to paradise. Indeed, some ahadith
Ibn Majah # 1458.
Ibn Majah # 1583.
3 Muslim # 154-2635, Musnad Ahmad 2-488.
1

2
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mention both the parents.
(The fopowing paragraph is extracted from Lane's Lexican Book I part 3 p 883 - Translation:)
(~ J4S~) A certain animalcule (~u~) that dives in water or a certain black animalcule that
scrims upon water: or a certain worm (bJ~), that is in pools left by torrents when their water
sinks into the earth; or a certain worm (bJ~) having two heads, seen in water when .it
becomes little in quantity;(~~~) and (~b~~) [Hence app .. ] One who much into affair; who
is a frequent visitor of kings. And hence, (~~~~~JlA»~1) meaning [Infants will be] roomers
in Paradise; they will not be debarred from any dwelling; a trad.; but the words occurring
in a trad of Abo-Hurayrah are.(~~~~~~JVt..P) [Your little children]
REWARD WHEN CHILDREN DIE
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1753. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed 4:$ ~~ ~J narrated that a woman come to Allah's
Messenger ~Y·~~~~ and submitted, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, the men do benefit
from your sayings. So, do set us aside a day with yourself that we may come to you
on it and you may teach us from what Allah has taught you." He said, 11 Assemble all
of you on such and such a day at such and such a place." Accordingly, they did
assembled there and he came to them and imparted to them some of the knowledge
that Allah had taught him. Thereafter, he said, "If three children of a woman among
you die before her then they will be a before her then they will be a barrier from
hell for her." A woman amoJ;tg them asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, or two?" She
asked that twice. He said, 11Also two, two, two!"t
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1754. Sayyiduan Mu'adh ibn Jabal 4;$~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~
~J said, 'If three (children) of a Muslim couple die then Allah will admit them to
paradise because of His exclusive mercy on them" The sahabah (companions) ~~~J
11
~asked, 0 Messenger of Allah, or two?" He agreed, "Or two!" They again asked,
"Or one?" Then he continued, "By Him in whose hand is my soul, surely the foetus
1

Ibn Majah # 1605, Musnad Ahmad 5-241.
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(or the abortion) will pull its mother to paradise by its umbilical cord when she
regards (the loss as) a mean of reward (and observes patience)."t
COMMENTARY: The mother had not yet established a motherly relationship ·with the
adoration. In spite of that, their relationship is said to be joined by the umbilical cord.
Imagine the reward that will accrue to the mother when her infant, whom she has given
her love, dies.

1755. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~
~J 4# said, 'He who is predeceased by three minor children will find them as a
strong fortress for him against the fire." (Sayyiduna) Abu Dharr ~~~~J said, "I have
been predeceased by two." He said, "And, two!" Then, Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b
(whose kunyah was) Abu Mundhir, the chief, of the reciters of the Quran, said, ''I
have lost one child ahead of me.' He said, "And, one also!"2
(Tirmidhi also has; "But that is only if patience is shown at the first shock.
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1756. Sayyiduna Qurrah al-Muzani ~ .ii1 ~ J narrated that a man used to visit the
Prophet ~J4#.1ii_,LP along with one of his sons. The Prophet ~J4#.1!1~ asked him,
"Do you love him (so much that you keep him with you always)?" He said, "0
Messenger of Allah, may Allah love you as 'I love him." Then, the Prophet 4#..1!1~
~J missed him and asked (people) what had happened to the man's son. They said,
"0 Messenger of Allah, he has died." So, Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~ asked (the
man when they met), "would you not love to meet him at whichever the gates of
paradise you come (on the day of resurrection)?" Someone asked, "0 Messenger of
Allah, does this apply to him alone or to all of us?" He said, "Rather, to all of you."3
ABORTION WILL TAKE ITS PARENTS TO PARADISE

1

Ibn Majah # 1604, Musnad Ahmad 5-241.
Tirmidhi # 1063, Ibn Majah # 1606, Musnad Ahmad# 4077, (Adopted from Tirmidhi, Darul Isha'at
Karachi).
3 Musnad Ahmad 5-35.
2
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1757. Sayyiduna Ali """i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J"#i»l~ said that the
aborted child will argue with its Lord when He sends its parents to hell. It will be
told, "0 the aborted child who argues with its Lord, take your parents to paradise."
So, it will pull them with its umbilical cord and bring them into paradise.t
PATIENCE IS REWARDED WITH PARADISE
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1758. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~1»1~ J narrated that the Prophet~J4#i»1~ said that
Allah, Blessed and Exalted, says, "0 son of Aadam, if you exercise patience and
seek reward at the first shock, I shall not be pleased for you with a reward lesser
than paradise. "2

MERIT OF ISTIRJA
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1759. Sayyiduna Husayn ibn Ali ~1»1~ J narrated that the Prophet ~ J4#i»l~ said, 'H
a Muslim man or woman suffers a hardship and recalls it, even after a long period
of time and says:
I

.....!..)~15~!~1J~lll
(We belong to Allah and to Him is our return).
Allah, Blessed and Exalted, renews a reward whenever it is said like the reward for it on
the day he was afflicted."3

1760. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»l~
said, "When the thong of someone's sandal breaks, let him say;

-....!.,)~15~! llJj~~!
(To Allah we belong and to him is our return)
because this too is one of the afflictions."4
COMMENTARY: This means that even if one faces a simple, ordinary difficulty, he must
Ibn Majah # 1597.
Ibn Majah # 1608.
3 Musnad Ahmad 1-201,
4 Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul Eeman # 9693.
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ecite the istirja. Once, a lantern blow off, so the Prophet ~ J4#lJJI.)J recited this verse of the
~uran (.;,.R'J~:htiu~tii)- (2:156)

GREAT DISTINCTION OF THIS UMMAH
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1761. Sayyiduna Umm Darda ~ .ll1 ~; narrated that she heard Sayyiduna Abu asDarda ~.11~~; say that he heard Abu al-Qasim ~ J4#ill'~~ say that Allah, Blessed and
Exalted, said, "0 Easa, I shall send after you an ummah who will praise Allah when
what pleases them takes place with them, and who will seek their reward from
Allah and exercise patience when that which displeases them afflicts them, though
they will not possess forbearance and intelligence." So, he asked, "My Lord, how
will it be without having forbearance and intelligence?" He said, 111 shall grant
them some portion of My forbearance and knowledge."1
COMMENTARY: Here, ummah means the obedient and righteous followers of the Prophet
~JI.:)s.irJ~. That they will not possess intelligence and forbearance means that they will
lose these things because of distress. Yet they will show endurance and seek reward. In the
absence of these two traits a person cannot endure yet they will be enabled to do so. Allah
will cause them to have the two traits without efforts, as His own grant.

CHAPTER - VIII
,:~

VISITING GRAVES
~j~AJijjlJ~~l~
The ahadith in this chapter, as well as the aathar, speak of the merit and etiquette of
visiting graves. The relative rules and issues are also given place here. The purpose of
visiting graves and what is achieved on going there will be brought out, too.
SECTION I
jj~1j.Jais\
MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO VISIT GRAVES
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1762. Sayyiduna Buraydah "*" il11 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~
said, "I had forbidden you to visit graves, but you may (now) visit them. I had
forbidden you to (store and) eat flesh of sacrificial animals beyond three days, but
you may (now) store that as long as you please. I had forbidden you nabidh except
1

Bukhari in Sha'b ul Eeman # 9953.
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(to drink) in a waterskin so you, may drink in all kinds (of vessels), but not drink
what intoxicates."t
COMMENTARY: In early Islam, the Prophet ~ J 4# ~' ~ had forbidden visit to graves
because the Jahiliyah (ignorance period) was recent and not totally out of minds. It was
pos;ible that visitors to graves might perpetrate what disbelievers and associators did.
Later, when Islam had set in, he permitted visit to graves. The ulama (Scholars) agree that it
is mustahab (desirable) to visit graves. The heart softens and one remembers death.
Moreover, it is sunnah (as per teaching of Holy Prophet ~Jot#~'~) to pray for mercy and
forgiveness of the dead in the graveyard. The Prophet ~""' J4~iil'~ used to visit graves of the
Baqi and offer salaam to t he dead and pray for them.
WOMEN VISITING GRAVES
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether women may visit graves or the initial command
forbidding visit to graves continues to be applied to them. The correct ruling is that women
are allowed to visit the grave of the Prophet ~ J~~~~ only, but it is not proper for them
to visit g raves of other people.
This question has been discussed in the commentary against the hadith # 740 in the chapter
on mosques, etc. The juristic traditions are also cited there.
KINDS OF VISITS
With regard to purpose, there are many reasons for visiting grave.
{i)
Only to think of death and the hereafter. To achieve this, it is enough to see
the graves without worrying about who the dweller is and how he
behaved in life.
(ii)
To make supplication, seek forgiveness and consign reward and so on.
This is ma~nun for every Mpslim.
(iii)
To receive blessing. To achieve this, graves of saintly men and spiritual
leaders should be visited because there are many blessings from them
while they are in the barzakh.
(iv)
To give rights of the relatives and friends, like parents and so on. According
to hadith Abu Nu' aym, "If anyone visits the graves of his parents or one of
them on Friday, then this act will be like performing hajj."
(v)
To promote or respect religious fraternity and love. According to hadith,
"If anyone comes to the grave of any believing brother and offers him
salaam and prays for him, then the dead person recognizes him and
responds to his salaam (greetings)."
MANNERANDCOMMAND
(i)
If anyone goes to a grave to pray for his forgiveness and to consign reward
to him, he must stand opposite to the face of the grave-dweller with his
face towards the grave and back towards the qiblah.
(ii)
At the grave, he must first offer salaam to the grave-dweller.
{iii)
He must not touch the grave.
(iv)
He must not kiss the grave.
(v)
He must not bow in respect opposite the grave, nor must he prostrate to it.
(vi)
He must not wipe the dust of the grave on his face as the Christians do.
1

Muslim# 106.977, Abu Dawud # 3698, Nasa'i # 2032, Musnad Ahmad 1-145.
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It is extremely misguided and wrong to do anything that has no sanction in Shari' ah

(divine law).
It is not makrult (unbecoming) to recite the Quran near the grave.
It is mustaltab (desirable), if any one dies, to recite there surah al-Ikhlas seven times and

consign its reward to the grave-dweller.
It is more meritorious to visit graves on Friday particularly in the early part of the day. This

is what people with the two sacred cities of Makkah and Madinah. They visited al-Thalla
and al-Baqi early on Friday.
It is also stated that the dead is granted more knowledge and perception on Friday than on
any other day so that the grave-dweller recognizes the visitors to his grave on Friday better
than on any other day.
As stated previously, graves should not be trodden on unnecessarily.
It is mustahab (desirable) that some charity should be given in Allah's name for seven days
after death of someone on behalf of the dead.
The meat of the sacrificial animal was not allowed to be stored beyond three days in early
Islam because of extreme poverty. Everyone could not make a sacrifice. People were
encouraged to share to flesh of sacrificial animals with the poor. When Allah brought the
Muslims out of poverty into affluency, this order was rescinded.
Nabidh is a kind of wine. Dates or grapes are soaked in water for some days. The result is
an intoxicating drink. Nabidh is a permitted drink for as long as it does not tum into an
intoxicant. In early Islam, the Prophet ~J4:)s.lil~ had advised that nabidh should be kept
in waterskins because a waterskin is thin and nabidh does not tum into an intoxicant in it
rapidly. He disallowed that nabidh should be kept in any other vessel because it ferments
very quickly in them and becomes an intoxicating drink. Since wine had been forbidden
recently, it was feared that people would turn to nabidh for intoxication. When people had
adjusted themselves to teetotalism, the Prophet ~J 4#- .&1 ~ allowed that nabidh may be
drunk in any vessel but he made it clear that it is allowed only till it does not intoxicate.
The prohibition does not concern a vessel but only intoxication.
PROPHET ~J4:)s..i»l~ AT HIS MOTHER'S GRAVE
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1763. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~J narrated that the Prophet ~1 4:)s.iJJ~ visited
his mother's grave. He wept and caused those around him to weep. He said, 111
sought permission of my Lord that I might make istighfar for my mother but
permission was not given to me. And I sought His permission that I might visit her
grave, and it was granted to me. So, visit graves. That reminds one of death.''t
COMMENTARY: The name of the Prophet's ~..,J4:)s.lil~"" mother was Aamnah. When he was
six years old, she took him to Madinah to meet her parents. When she was returning to
Makkah, she died at Abwa a place on the way. She was buried there. Once the Prophet li1~
1

Muslim# 108, 976, Abu Dawud # 3234, Nasa'i # 2032, Ibn Majah # 1572, Musnad Ahmad 2.441.
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went to her grave but was overtaken by grief to such an extent that he cried very
much. Those people who were with him were overwhelmed too and began to cry with him.
THE PROPHET'S ~JA#~~~ PARENTS
We learn from this hadith that the Prophet's ~JA#~~~ parents died as disbelievers. This is
what the earlier scholars say. However, later day scholars have proved that they were
Muslims. They have suggested three possibilities of their Islam.
(i)
They foil owed the religion of Prophet ~J"#iill~ Ibrahim ~"j...,JIA#.
(ii)
They never received the message of Islam and died during the days of
fatrah (the period when there was no Prophet, between prophet Easa A#
~"j...,J1 and Prophet Muhammad ~JA#~'~·
(iii)
Allah received them on the prayer of the Prophet ~J"#~'~ (as a miracle)
for so much time that they could express belief (in Islam and) the Prophet's
messengership. However, the hadith about this is itself da'if (weak) but it
is made correct and hasan through a number of lines of transmission.
This thing was unknown to the earlier scholars but Allah disclosed it to the later day
scholars. Suyuti .1!1 ~.J has sat at rest doubts of the dissenters in this regard with sound
arguments in his writings.
Since this issue is very delicate, the ulama (Scholars) decide that silence should be observed
about it. Allah alone knows the correct thing.
WHATTOSAYATGRAVEYARD
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1764. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J A# .1!1 ~
taught them to SClY when they went to the graveyards:
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"Peace be on you, 0 the occupiers of the dwellings, among the believers and t he
Muslims. And, we, insha Allah, shall join you. We pray to Allah for security for
ourselves and for you."t
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1765. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.cb1~.J narrated that the Prophet ~JA#Jiii.}-P passed by
some graves in Madinah. He faced them and said:

1

Muslim # 104-957, Ibn Majah # 1547, Musnad Ahmad 5-353.
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"Peace be on you, 0 dwellers of the graves! May Allah forgive us and you! You
have preceded us while we shaH follow." 1
COMMENTARY: It is mustahab (desirable) for anyone to turn his face towards the face of the
deaO. person before conveying salaam to him. He must continue to do it while praying and
reciting surah al-FAtihah. The ulama (Scholars) are one about it, except Ibn Hajar ..1lt~.J who
says that while making supplication and reciting surah al-Fatihah it is mustahab (desirable)
to face the qiblah.
Mazhar ~~.J said that visiting a dead person is like meeting him while he was alive. Hence,
when visiting a dead or his grave, one should face his body or his grave just as one did face
him in his life. Also, the same manners and methods must be observed as were done during
his lifetime. For example, if during his lifetime, one respected him and did not sit very dose
to him then the same thing· must be done at his grave and one should stand or sit at a
distance. If one was very dose in life then at the grave too one must stand or sit very close.
At the grave one must recite surah al-Fatihah (once) and surah al-Ikhlas three times and
convey the reward to the dead and make supplication for him. But, he must not touch the
grave or kiss it because this is what the Christian do. Also, one must not prostrate oneself at
the grave, nor how, to more round it is very sinful, and contrary to the precession of Islam;

SECTION III
~!lillj..afli
THE PROPHET~-J~..11~~ WENT TO THE GRAVEYARD TOWARDS THE END OF
THE NIGHT
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1766. Sayyidah Ayshah ~..11~~.J narrated that every such night when it was her turn
with Allah's Messenger ~J~..11~~ he went toward the last portion of the night to
al-Baqi these he would say:
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Peace be on you, the house of the believing people. That which was promised to
you will come to you tomorrow. Respite is given to you. And, we shall, insha Allah,
join you. 0 Allah, forgive the dwellers of Baqi al-gitarqad."2
COMMENTARY: Al-Baqi is where are the graves of the people of Madinah. This graveyard
is also called Janat ul Baqi. There are many trees of Gharqad here. This is why it is called in
this supplication Baqi ul Gharqad. (Gharqad is a species of h·ee, large and perhaps Thorny).

1
2

Tirmidhi # 1053.
Muslim# 102,974, Nasa'i # 2039.
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1767. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that she asked, 11 0 Messenger of Allah.
What may I say, meaning, during visits to the graves?" He said, say:
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(Peace be on the dwellers of house of the believers and the Muslims. May Allah
have mercy on the predecessors among us and the deferred one. We shall join you.
Surely, insha Allah.)"t
COMMENTARY: According to a hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~J,.,the Prophet f».1.)J
~J~ said. "If anyone goes to the grave of a believing brother whom he knew in the world
and offers salaam to him, then the grave-dweller recognizes him and gives a response to
his salaam."
VISITING GRAVES OF PARENTS
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1768. Sayyidua Muhammad ibn Nu'man f».1 ~J narrated that hadith in a marfu
manner that the Prophet ~J4.}s-f».l~ said, 111£ anyone visits the grave or his parents,
or the grave of one of them, on every Friday (or on any day of the week), then he is
forgiven and is recorded as being good to his parents."2
·
PERMISSION TO VISIT GRAVES & THE REASON FOR IT
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1769. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~f».'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, 11I had forbidden you to visit graves, but (now) visit them. In this world, they
help you to be abstinent, and they serve as a reminder of the hereafter."3
COMMENTARY: The hadith mentions why one may visit the graves. These visits cause
one to be disinterested with the world and the worldly things. If, after all, that is the end,

then why should one incline to the world and boast about one's life. Great people were
born in this world. Some of them took advantage of their kingdom and authority to claim
divinity. Some were intoxicated with their power and wealth to demonstrate their
Muslim# 103-974, Nasa'i # 2038.
in Sha'b ul Eeman # 7901.
3 Ibn Majah # 1571.
1
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superiority. Some took shelter behind science and inventions to challenges nature. Some
used their status and office to throw peace into disorder and umest resulting in rampant
bloodshed. But, what was the end?
Alas! when they were buried under earth, there was no one to remember them. When they
were cast into the seas, the very first wave thrust the frame of arrogance into the mouth of a
sea animal and annihilation. When their bodies were entrusted of flames of fire,
helplessness smiled at them.
The second reason for visiting graves is that it serves as a reminder of the next world. At
the graveyard, one realizes that there is another world where one will go. On going there,
one will have to account for each of one's deeds in this world.
It is the thought of death above that unveils the falsehood of the tastes of this world. It
keeps one away from sin.
WOMEN DISALLOWED TO VISIT GRAVES
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1770. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:&-.iil'.rPJ narrated that Allah's Messenger I"L..J~,i»,~
cursed women who visited graves frequently. 1
Tirmidhi said that some ulama (Scholars) hold that this command was given before
visit to graves was permitted. When the permission was given, it included both men
and women. However some ulama (Scholars) insist that women are disallowed to
visit graves because they lack enough patience and tend to become restless.
TREATMENT AFTER DEATH LIKE BEFORE DEATH
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1771. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.iii'~J narrated, "When I went into my room in which
Allah's Messenger ~J~,i»,~ (and Abu Bakr ~iii'~J were buried), I put off my
garment (meaning the overall sheet like scarf), saying to myself that only my
husband and my father lay there. Later, when Umar ~iil'.rPJ was also buried (in
the room) nex~ to them by Allah, I did not enter it without wrapping an overall
garment (abovE:. my clothing) out of modesty in the presence of Umar ~ .iil1 ~ J
(because he was not a mahram)."2
·
1
2

Tirmidhi # 1058, Ibn Majah # 1576, Musnad Ahmad 3-442, Nasa'i # 2043.
Musnad Ahmad 6-202.
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COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that the same decorum be observed before the
dead and the grave as was observed during his life time. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir 1»1~J
4:$. used to say;
"If I had to walk on fire or stand on sharp·sword till my feet burned (or cut off), that is
preferable in my sight to walking on someone' s grave. And I think that there is no
difference in passing water at the graves and in the presence· of people in market places."
In the same way, Ibn Abu ad-Dunya ~~J wrote about Sulaym ibn Ghafir ..li1~J that while
he was in a graveyard, he had a ·strong urge to urinate. (seeing his condition) other people
advised to alight from the riding beast and pass water. He said, "By Allah, I observe
modesty before the dead as I do before the living."
Praise belongs ~o Allah, the Book of as-Salah (prayer) and the Book of al-Janaiz (Funerals)
are over.

\
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BOOK-VI

ZAKAT

S_/y,yW"

CHAPTER-I
MEANING:
The literal meaning of zakah (Annual due charity) is: 'purity, blessing
"increase." In the terminology of Shriah it is: 'to make a deserving person owner of so
much portion of one's own property as is specified by Shari'ah."
If the literal meaning and the terminology of Shari'ah are read together, it becomes clear t
hat paying to the deserving the designated portion purifies the wealth remaining in the
hands of the payer of zakah (Annual due charity), Allah puts blessing into it and not only
does it increase in this world but also there is (a blessing and) an increase in the reward
in the hereafter from Allah. It purifies the owner of property of prayer of zakah (A_nnual
due charity), of sins and evil traits like stinginess. This is why this deed is called zakah
(Annual due charity).
•
Zakah (Annual due charity) is also called sadaqah (charity) because this deed is evidence of
the soundness and truth of the claim to faith (and belief) of the person who pays out a
portion of his wealth and property. (Truthful fullness is sidq and sadaqa while s~daqah
(charity) is charity)
WHEN DID ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) BECOME FARD: Sadaqat ul fitr was .
made wajib (obligatory) in 2nd Hijri. As for zakah (Annual due charity), while the ulama
(Scholars) disagree on when it was made fard (compulsory), the correct opinion is that the
command making zakah (Annual due charity) fard (compulsory) was enacted in Makkah
before the hijrah but it was levied in Madinah on first Ramadan in the second hijri. In other
words, zakah (Annual due charity) was declaredfard (compulsory) on 1st Ramadan 2AH and
the promulgation was made.
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) WAS FARD (COMPULSORY) ON ALL UMMAHS:
The general ruling is that zakah (Annual due charity) was never fard (compulsory) or wajib
(obligatory) on the noble Prophets ~"j...J' ~- However, just as salah (prayer) was fard
(compulsory) for the previous ummahs, so too zakah (Annual due charity) was fard
(compulsory) on every ummah preceding the ummah of Muhammad ~J4#~~, though
there was difference in the rate and limit of property. It is confirmed, too, that the rules for
zakah (Annual due charity) are very easy in the Islamic Shariah while they were not as easy
in the legislations of the earlier Prophets. ~"j...Jt~
SIGNIFICANCE & EMPHASIS OF ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY): In the Quran,
zakah (Annual due charity) is mentioned thirty two times with salah (prayer). This not only
shows that these two things are complementary but also expresses the merit and emphasis
of zakah (Annual due charity). Then, zakah (Annual due charity) is also mentioned in the Quran
by itself at many places. Allah has assured the prayers of zakah (Annual due charity) of
mighty reward in both the worlds. At the same time, those who will not it have been
warned so severely that hearts tremble at the thought of it. How wretched are they who
refrain from discharging this important duty and are prepared to endure the punishment.
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0/Je seek refuge in Allah)
Zakah (Annual due charity) is a major part of Islam. Its obligation is absolute. So, anyone
who rejects it i~ a disbeliever. He who does not pay it is a great sinner and impious. Rather,
the ulama (Scholars) say that one who does not pay zakah (Annual due charity) is liable to be
killed. (Muhit ul Sarkhusi)
When wealth or property is in anyone's possession.for one year and he is a sahib nisab then
zakah (Annual due charity) becomes payable promptly, this being wajib (obligatory). Any kind
of delay in its payment is sinful. However, some people say t hat at the end of the year, it
does not become wajib (obligatory)" promptly,_ but the wajib (obligatory) nature is deferred and
if unpaid till death then it is sinful. (Nisab is the amount, or value of property on which it is
liable to the zakah (Annual due charity), Sahib un Nisab is the owner of the minimum wealth
or property on which zakah (Annual due charity) is payable).
ON WHOM IS ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) FARD (COMPULSORY): Zakah
(Annual due charity) is fard (compulsory) on every Muslim who is free, sane and adult,
provided he possesses the nisab and that has remained in his possession for one entire
year. Besides, that should be free of debt and beyond his real needs. It should be nami
(meaning, productive or which can increase), in numbers and value or in merely value
intrinsically. Also, his ownership should be complete and perfect.
Zakah (Annual due charity) is not wajib (obligatory) on a disbeliever, slave, insanet
and minor. It is not wajib (obligatory) on a sahib nisab who has not possessed nisab for a full
year. However, if anyone possesses the nisab at the beginning of the year and at the end of
it but not during the year then he will have to pay the zakah (Annual due charity) because
this attracts the command of the year.
Zakah (Annual due charity) is notfard (compulsory) on a debtor to the extent of his debt. It is
wajib (obligatory) on the property in excess of debt if it is to the limit of the nisab. It must be
understood that the debt absolves one of zakah (Annual due charihj) only when it is payable
to fellowmen. The demands concerning vows, expiation, fitrah and such like as concern the
Being of Allah, and no human being has a right to make a demand for them, do not absolve
one from the payment of zakah (Annual due charity). However, such demand as though they .
concern Allah yet human beings have a right to receive them, like zakah (Annual due
charity), ushr, kharaj (homage revenue), etc. and the imam (ruler) of the times can demand
them behalf of Allah, absolve one from payment of zakah (Annual due charity), but the imam
of the times may demand payment from the visible wealth, like livestock, trade
merchandise that is brought into the city or takan out of it, and cash. As fort he property
whose trading is done within the city limits, the ruler cannot demand it. If a wife demands
her dower then zakah (Annual due charity) is not wajib (obligatory) to the extent of the dower
on his property.
It is stated in Bahr ur Raqa' iq that the reliable verdict is that debt is a deterrent to zakah
(Annual due charity) and sadaqatul fitr (charity after Ramadan). Debt is a determent
. whatever kind, prompt or deferred even the dowry deferred to any future time like divorce
or death. But, some people assert that a deferred dowry is not a determent to payment of
1 Provided insanity is for a year; if, after he becomes Sahib nisab, his insanity disappears to some
extent, in the beginning of the year or end, zakah (Annual due charity) will be payable. If insanity
comes over him once or twice a year then zakah (Annual due charity) is not Jard (compulsory) on him.
When it disappears, that will be deemed as the beginning of the year.
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zakah (A.1nual due charity) because generally it is not'demanded, as against prompt dowry
which is demanded. Again, some ulama (Scholars) have said that if a husband intends to
pay the dower then the deferred dowry is a deterrent to the obligation of zakah (Annual due
charity), otherwise not because it is not counted as a debt.
There is a difference of opinion among Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J and His two companions,
Imam Abu Yusuf .&l~J and Imam Muhamamad .&l~J on the question; if a husband is rich
then will his wife be deemed to be a ghaniyaht
because of the answer (that is payable by her husband)? The two companions hold that she
will be regarded to be a ghaniyah and will not be eligible to receive zakah (Annual due
charity). Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J gave his final verdict that she is not ghaniyah. It must be
borne in mind that this difference pertains merely to the prompt dower. As for as the
deferred dower is concerned, all the three of them agree that such a woman shall not be
considered a ghaniyah.
REAL NEEDS: These are:
Residential house, clothings, household utensils, conveyance like cycle~ etc., Servants
(slaves) weapons, books for scholars, professional tools for skilled workers'.
If any one bought a house with intention to trade and that house is not for his residence
then zakah (Annual due charity) will be wajib (obligatory) on him. In this way, other things
may be surmised to. If the house, servants etc are in excess of the need but they are not
trade merchandise then zakah (Annual due charity) is not wajib (obligatory). on them.
PERFECT OWNERSHIP: It is has stated in the foregoing lines that his ownership--should
. be perfect and complete for zakah (Annual due chprity) to be wajib (obiigatory). This means
that he should be the real owner of the property and it should be in his possession and at
his discretion.
Zakah (Annual due charity) is notfard (compulsory) if property is not owned and not in control,
or it is owned but not in hand, or it is in hand but not owned. Hence, there is no zakah (Annual
due charity) on the property earned by a mukatab not on him as well as on the mukatab,
because that property is not owned by the mukatab though it is in his hands. So, too, it is not
in the hands of the mawla though he owns it. (Mukatab is a slave who rarisoms himself with
his owner's consent. Mawla is a freedman a slave, a protector, or a helper, or a master.)
Zakah (Annual due charity) is not wajib (obligatory) even on property of which one is not
certain, because though it is in one's ownership yet not in possession or hands. This kind of
property is beyond one's control. There are many types of it:
(i)
The property that diminishes or is lost.
(ii)
It may have been buried in a desert but that place cannot be traced.
(iii)
The property that is sunk in the seas.
(iv)
The property _someone snatches but there is no witness to testify to it.
(v)
The property that an oppressor confiscates cruelly.
(vi)
The property that a debtor takes but denies the debt and there is no evidence or
witness.
If this kind of property is recovered then zakah (Annual due charity) is not wajib (obligatory)
for the past period. However, if some property is buried in the home, not in the desert, and
after forgetting the place where it was buried, it is recovered, then zakah (Annual due charity)
1

ghaniyah is a woman to whom zakah (Annual due charity) may not be paid.
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is wajib (obligatory) fort he past day~ too.
Zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) also on the debt when the debtor does not
de.ny the debt whether he is affluent or a pauper. It is wajib (obligatory) even if he denies the
debt but there is a witness or the judge himself knows of the debt, but it will be wajib
(obligatory) in this way:
. (i)
If the debt i$ a trading debt, then as soon as recovery is to ~e tune of one-fifty of
the nisab, he must pay the--outstanc;Iing zakah (Annual due charity) (of the past).
(ii)
If the debt is not a trading debt, but against sale of pe_rsonal clothing, slaves or
residential house, and ·sale proceeds are receivable, then zak(lh fAnnual due
charity) of the past will become wajtb (obligatory) when he recovers as much as
the value of nisab.
If the debt pertains to intangibles like payment of dowry, will, value of khula,
(iii)
and so on, zakah (Annual due charity) will become wajib (obligatory) when recovery
eqtfals the value of nisab and full year has lapsed possessing it. This means that
past zakah (Annual due charity) will not be wajib (obligatory). Only current year's
zakah (Annual due charity) will be wajib (obligatory) during which he possessed the
property. However, this ruling applies one who was not sahib nisab beforehand
otherwise this recovered wealth will be deemed to be productive or an increase
in wealth and zakah (Annual due charity) will be calculate ed with the wealth and
property already in his possession. The condition of one year will not be applied.
NIYAH (FORMING INTENTION): It is binding that the person who pays the zakah
(Annual due charity) must form an intention in his mind at the time of paying it that he pays
zakah (Annual due charity). He must say to himself, 'Whatever was fard (compulsory) on me to
pay. I am paying ~to seek Allah's pleasure." Or, whenever he takes out the portion of zakah
(Annual due charity) from his wealth, he may from an intention at that time, "I apportion so
much as is payable towards zakah (Annual due charity)."
If anyone gives away all his wealth in the name of Allah without forming an intention to pay
zakah (Annual due charity) then he is absolved of having to pay zakah (Annual due charity).
There will be no demand to him towatds zakah (Annual due charity) provided he has not given
away his wealth with an intention to discharge another wajib (obligatory) over him.
If any one gives away not all his wealth but some of it, without forming an intention to pay
zakah (Annual due charity), in Allah's path as charity then:
Imam Muhammad .&1 ~J contends that zakah (Annual due charity) is considered to
have been paid.
Imam Abu Yusuf .1!1~ J contends that zakah (Annual due charity) remains payable.
Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J holds the same opinion.
So, the verdict or edict is given on this contention (of Imam RH).
EVADING ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY): It is makruh (unbecoming) to evade or bypass zakah (Annual due charity). Fir instance, if anyone decides to avoid payment of zakah
(Annual due charity) and before the year is about to end, he makes a gift to his property to
someone else giving him the possession of it too, then though he will have saved himself
from the payment of zakah (Annual due charity) yet this is not good deed.
If anyone buys a slave as a trade merchandise but decides to use him to serve him, then the
slave is no longer for trading purposes. He will be a household servant and zakah (Annual
due charity) is not w'ajib (obligatory) on this account. And, if he buys a slave to serve him but
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the intends to treat him as a trade merchandise, the slave will not attract the command of
trading till he sells him. Therefore, the sale proceeds will be property on which zakah
(Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory).
DEFINITION OF NISAB: Nisab of zakah (Annual due charity) is that specific limit of
property and wealth on which Shari'ah has made it compulsory to pay (annual due
charity). If the wealth and property is below that limit, then zakah (Annual due charity) is not
fard (compulsory). For example, for camels it is five, twenty-five, etc. for sheep it is forty and
one twenty-one etc. so for silver it is twenty mithqal. (The portion about camels is
explained in a chart at the end of this discourse).
KIND OF NISAB: Thre are two kinds of nisab. Naami which appreciates in value and
ghayr naami which does not grow in value. Further, naami is also of two kinds: haqiqi and
taqdiri. The former portions to trade merchandise and animals that appreciate in value and
also multiply in number. The later applies to gold and silver that do grow in value
intrinsically.
The ghayr naami nisab pertains to immovable properties like homes, household items that
are in excess of real needs.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NISAB NAAMI & .GHAYR NAAMI: The owner of nisab
naami has payment of zakah (Annual due charity) fard (compulsory) on him and it is not
proper for him to receive other people's zakah (Annual due charity), payment against vows
and wajib sadaqah (obligatonJ charity). And it is wajib (obligatory) for him to pay the sadaqat ul
fitr and make the sacrifice.
·
Zakah (Annual due charity) is not Jard (compulsory) on the owner of nisab ghayr naami. He
too should not receive other people's payments of zakah (Annual due charity), against vows
and wajib (obligatonJ) sadaqah (charity). And, it is wajib (obligatory) on him, too, to pay the
sadaqatul fitr (charity after Ramadan) and male the sacrifice.
The following is extracted from 'Heavenly Ornaments' Mawlana Ahmad Ali Thanwi
(Bahisti Zewar) p 241 (Darul Ish' at). Read against definition of Nisab.

ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY)

NUMBER
5-9
10-14
15-10
20-24
25-35
36-45
46-60
61-75
76-90
92-120
125-129
130-134
135-139
140-144

1 Year old
1 goat
2 goats
3 goats
4 goats
1 camel

2 Years old

3 Years old

4 Year old

1 camel
1 camel
1 camel
2 camels
1 goat plus
2 goats plus
3 goats plus
4 goats plus

2 camels
2camels
2camels
2 camels
2 camels
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145-149
2camels
1 camel plus
150-154
3 camels
155-159
l_goat_plus
3 camels
160-164
2_g_oatsplus
3 camels
165-169
3_goats plus
3camels
4 _g_oats _plus __
170-174
3 c~mels
175-185
3 camels
1camel plus
170-174
4 goats phis
3 camels
175-185
1 camel plus
3 camels
186-195
1 camel
3 camels
196-200
4 camels
If the number of camels is more than 200, the same method of calculation as has been
followed from 150 onwards should be continued.
If a person possesses camels and gives a camel as zakah (Annual du_e charity), then this camel
which he is giving as zakah (Annual due charity) will have to be a female camel. However, if
a male camel is of the same value as that of a female camel, it will be permissible to give a
male camel.
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1772. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:$-l»l~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~ sent
(Sayyiduna) Mu'adh 4:$-.\ii~J to Yemen (as the ruler or a judge). He instructed him
that he would come to a section of the people of the Book (Jews or Christians). He
should first invite them to bear witness that there is no God but Allah and that
Muhammad ~J~li11~ is His Messenger. If they submitted to it, then he should tell
them that Allah has prescribed for them salah (prayer) five times during day and
night. If they obeyed then he was to tell them that Allah has made fard (compulsory)
on them sadaqah (charity) (zakah (Annual due charity) on their wealth) to be taken
from their rich people and disbursed among their poor. If they obeyed that then he
should refrain from seeking the best portion of their property(but take the average
type of it and beware of hurting them). And, he should fear the supplication of the
wronged one, for, there is no veil between it and Allah.t
1

Bukhari # 740, Muslim # 29-19, Tirmidhi # 625, Abu Dawud # 1584, Nasa'i # 2522, Ibn Majah #
1783, Musnad Ahmad 1-233, Darimi # 1614.
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COMMENTARY: Though there were in Yemen polytheists and dhimmi disbelievers yet the
people of the Book formed a majority.
Ibn Maalik li!1 ~J said that before declaring war against the disbelievers, it is wajib
(obligatory) to invite them to Islam, provided the invitation has not been conveyed to them
already. If the call to Islam has been conveyed to them then it is not wajib (obligatory) to
invite them again. It is now only mustahab (desirable) to do so.
PUNISHMENT TO THEM WHO REFUSE TO PAY ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARI'IY)
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1773. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.a,,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~
said, "If anyone who owns gold and silver (to the value of the nisab) and does not
pay what is due (of zakah (Annual due charity)) on it, then on the day of
resurrection, plates of fire will be beaten out for him (out of over-beaten gold and
silver). They will be heated in the fire of hell and his side, forehead and back will
be scorched with them. Then they will be taken and again heated in the fire (when
they cool down somewhat) and brought back to him. The extent of that day (when
this goes on) will be fifty thousand years until reckoning of the mankind is over
and he will search his path whether it leads to paradise or to hell." The sahabah
(Prophet's companions) l"~.a,,~J asked him, ''0 Messenger of Allah, (this was about
precious metals) what about (those who do not pay zakah (Annual due charity) on)
camel?" He said, "If an own~r of camels withholds (zakah (Annual due charity)) that
which is due on them like, for one, to milk them on the day they come down to the
water, on the day of resurrection, a soft plan padded with sand will be spread out
for them the widest one can imagine. He will observe that not even one of his
young camel is missing (and will be made to lie face down and the camels will be
as fat as can be). They will trample him with their hoovs and bite him with their
mouths. Every time one of them batches pass over him, another will follow. The
extent of that day will be fifty thousand years until reckoning of mankind is over
and he searches his path whether to paradise or to hell." Then, the sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~""''~J asked him, "0 Messenger of Allah, what about (the
owner of) cattle and sheep?" He said, ''If an owner of cattle and sheep fails to pay
what is due (of zakah (Annual due charity)) on him, then on the day of resurrection,
a soft plain padded with sand will be stretch~d out for them. He will not find any of
them missing and none will have a twisted horn a missing hom or a broken hom.
(He will be made to lie there face down.) They will gave him with their horns and
trample him with their hooves. As every batch passes over him, the next will
follow. (This will go on over) the day as long as fifty thousand years until the
reckoning of mankind is over and he looks for his path either to paradise or to hell
next, the sahabah (Prophet's companions)~"""~) asked about the houses. He said,
"The horses are of three kinds. For a man they can be a burden, to another a screen
and to another a reward. He for whom they are a burden is the man who fetters
them to show off and to boast and in animosity to (Muslims) the adherents of Islam.
So they (the horses) are a burden over them. They are a screen for him who ties
them in the path of Allah and does not forget the right of Allah regarding their
backs and necks. ·Thus they are a screen for him. As for him for whom they are a
reward, he is a man who fetters them in Allah's path, for the adherents of Islam, in a
meadow and field. Whatever they eat that will be recorded for him as good deeds,
as.! too the amount of dung and wine (they excrete). If they break their halter and
leap one or two courses. Allah will record the number of their hoof marks (during
that) and the dung (excreted in the course) for him as good deeds. Also, when their
owner takes them near a river and they drink from it, although he had no intention
to take them to drink, Allah will record whatever water they drink for him as good
deeds." The sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~.a,,~ J asked, "0 Me~senger of Allah,
what about donkeys?" He said, "Nothing has been revealed to me about donkeys
but this one verse which is of wide meaning:
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{So who so ever has done an Atom's weight of good, shall see it. And whosoever
has done an atom's weight of evil, shall see it.} (99:78)
(For example, if anyone lends his donkey to someone to go to do something good,
he will earn a reward. If he lands it to do evil, he will commit a sin).
COMMENTARY: The day of resurrection will be as long as fifty thousand years, but this
will be for the infidels. They will think of it to be so long. Other sinner will seem to feel its
length in relation to their sins.
However, the perfect believers will see the entire day to be only as long as is enough entire
day to be only as long as is enough to offer two raka'at salah (prayer)
If the non-payer of zakah (Annual due charity) has no other sin against him then when he has
undergone his punishment, he will go to paradise. It he has more sins or still has to
undergo punishment for non-payment of zakah (Annual due charity), then he will go to hell.
This is what looking for his path implies.
The hadith says that while the other crea~es will be subjected to reckoning, and have
gone through it, the non payers of zakah (Annual due charity) will continue to be punished
for their dereliction.
As milking the camels as a right of the camels, the Arabs took them to the river for drinking
ever four of five days. Many people assembled there. So while the camels drank water, the
cameleers milked them and served milk to the throng of people gathering there. While
zakas is the wajid right on them, among rights, the mustahab (desirable) right is give their
milk to the poor. Though it is mustahab (desirable), yet as a gesture of gratitude it is like wajib
(obligatory). That is why it is mentioned with such emphasis. The words of hadith imply
that non-fulfillment of this right will invite punishment.
While taking the horses to the river, the owner may not nlean to take them to drink, yet he
gets all that reward. Imagine how much reward he would get if he truly resolves to take
them to quench their thirst. The Prophet's ~J ~ Asl ~ style in enlightening the sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~As'~ J about horses was different from his earlier teachings. This is
the 'style of the wise while answering.' He told the sahal"ah (Prophet's companions) more then.
what they asked and informed them of the reward and piety of the horse owners. He also
informed them of the other side of the case.
He described horses of three kinds for their owners.
(i)
Horses that lead their masters to sin. They are the ones whose owners keep them
to be ostentatious and arrogant. Other people are deceived into thinking of the
owners as warriors though they are not so. And, they give themselves airs as
though others were inferior to them.
(ii)
Horses that are kept by their owners to be of use in Allah's path. This does not
mean jihad but their good and pious purposes of kindred types, all to be
obedient to Allah. For, the third kind is the horses used in Allah's path (for jihad)
IS ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) PAYABLE ON HORSES
Imam Abu Hanifah Asl~J said that zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on horses
that graze in the desert. The owner has option to pay one dinar as zakah (Annual due charity)
against every horse, or determine their value and pay zakah (Annual due charity) o£ five
dirhams against every two hundred dirhams, as per the rate of zakah (Annual due charity).
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Imam Shafi'I ..l!1~.J and the two companions Imam Muhammad ..l!1~.J and Imam Abu
Yusuf ..111~ .J said that zakah (Annual due charity) on horses is not wajib (obligatory). They
cite the Prophet's ~J~lil~~ saying Sadaqah (charity) (zakah (Annual due charity)) it not
incumbent on the Muslims for their horses and slaves." Imam Abu Hanifah li!1~.J cites
the saying of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~..l!1~. "Against every horse that grazes in
the desert is one dinar."
As for paying zakah (Annual due charity) on determined value, this is reported from
Sayyiduna Umar ~ ..1!1 ~.J· As for the hadith cited by Imam Shaf'I ..1!1 ~ .J and others, Imam
Abu Hanifah li!1~.J said that it is about the horses of the warriors and about slaves who are
kept for service.
(iii)
Horses that their· owner sets aside for jihad. The owner will lend them to
·
other Muslim for riding in jihad.
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1774. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..1!1~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#~1~
said, "He whom Allah has given property yet he does not pay the zakah (Annual due
charihj) due on it will see his property on the day of resurrection as though a large
bald snake with black spots over its eyes. It will be curled round his neck on the
day of resurrection and it will seize his jaws (or cheeks), saying, "I am your wealth!
I am your treasure!"
Ute Prophet Muhammad ~J"-:)s.li!lj-P then recited:
.,

.:L')/\.
-: ~"-;.-:.3lli.~~~Va
..
... .....,....., u.-.. ..;
~

(And as for those who are niggardly ...... } (1) (the verse 3:180)1
COMMENTARY: Baldness of a snake is a sign that it is very poisonous and old. The

Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.i»1~ recited the verse to show that Allah says the same thing as
is apparent from the entire verse:

., ,.,
., •., ...,o_,:
{And let not those who covetously withhold of the gifts which Allah has given them
of His Grace, think that it is good for them; nay, it will be the worse for them; soon
shall the things which they covetously withheld be tied to their necks like a twist~d
collar on the day of resurrection.}
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Bukhari #1403, Nasa'i # 2484 (or 2481), Muwatta Maalik # 2710-22, Musnad Ahmad 2-355.
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1775. SayYiduna Abu Dharrr ~~~~J reported that from the Prophet Muhammad j..P
~J~i»1 that he said, 11 For every man who has camels or cattle or sheep but does not
pay and due on them (of zakah (Annual due charihj)), they will appear to him on the
day of resurrection as large and as plump as can be. They will trample him with
their hooves and gore him with their horns. Every time the last of them finishes
with him, the first of them will appear to him again (all of them returning to
trample him and this will go on) until judgment is pronounced among mankind."t
LET THE COLLECTOR BE PLEASED
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1776. Sayyiduna Jarir ibn Abdullah ~~'.r' J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~
11
~J said, When the collector of zakah (Annual due charity) comes to you (from the
ruler and he is called saa'l or aamil), let him return from you after collecting zakah
(A.nnual due charity) pleased with you."2
COMMENTARY: The collectors should be received with respect and honour. Zakah (Annual
due charity) should be paid to them in full.
PROPHET'S PRAYER FOR THE PAYERS
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1777. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa 4;; i»1 ~ J narrated that then the people
brought to him their sadaqah (charity) (zakah), the Prophet Muhammad ~All~
11
~J prayed (for them), 0 Allah, bless (have mercy on) the family of so and so."
He narrated further that his father brought to him his sadaqah (charity), the
Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ i»1 ~ prayed, 11 0 Allah, bless (have mercy on) the
family of Abu Awfa."
According to another version: When man brought his sadaqah (charity) to the
Prophet Muhammad ~J4:ls-Ail~, he prayed, 11 0 Allah have mercy on him."3
COMMENTARY: It is not proper to pay for anyone with the word (oj.P) (salah (prayer),
bless) exclusively. It is only the prerogative of the Prophet's ~'j._j~~ that the word (o_,L.p)
(salah (prayer)) is used for them. However, we can use this word for any person if he is
named with the Prophet ~'j._j1~.
As for the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&lj..P, he used the word (o;..,:.) (salah (prayer)) for those
1

Bukhari # 1460, Muslim# 30.990, Nasa'i # 2456, Ibn Maiah # 1785, Musnad Ahmad 3-321.
Muslim# 29-989, Tirmidhi # 647, Ibn Majah # 1802, Darimi # 1670, Musnad Ahmad 4-365.
3 Bukhari # 1497, Muslim# 176:1078, Abu Dawud # 1590, Nasa'i # 2459, Ibn Majah # 1796, Musnad
Ahmad 4-355.
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who brought the zakah (Annual due c/u,;-ity) to mean 'have mercy' and this is seen as
exclusively a prayer of the Prophet Muhammad ~JI·~.l~li!'~· No one else is allowed to use
these words.
(Salah (prayer) is used for the regular 'prescribed prayer' as well as for 'supplication' and to
mean 'mercy' and 'bless'·as an invocation of blessing on the Prophet) ~J~iil'~·
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1778. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
appointed (Sayyiduna) Umar ~.111~; to collect the zakah (Annual due charity). It
was said that Ibn Jamil ~ ~~ ~;, Khalid ibn Walid ~ li!1 ._rp.J and Abbas ~ ..1Jt ._rp;
refused (to pay zakah (Annual due charity)). Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ said,
11
lbn Jainil does not comply because he had been poor and Allah and his
Messenger enriched him. As for Khalid, you do wrong him, for , he has retained
his coats of mail and weapons to use in Allah's path (and he is not liable to pay
any zakah (Annual due charity) but you regard his property as trade merchandise.
This is incorrect). As for Abbas, that is on me and as much more with it (not only
now but in future too)." He also said, "0 Umar, do you not realize that a man's
paternal uncle is like his father (so you people should consider him to be like my
father and respect him and not cause him grie£)." 1
COMMENTARY: Ibn Jamil ~.11~~.J was a hypocrite, but he turned over a new leaf as a good
Muslim. He was very poor and destitute and requested the Prophet Muhammad "~.111~
~J· "Pray for me to be enriched. I shall show gratitude for Allah's blessings." The Prophet
MUhammad~J~iil~~ prayed for him and he became wealthy, but he showed ingratitude
to the extent that he refused to pay zakah (Annual due charity) too. This is why the Prophet
Muhammad ~ J~iil1~ rebuked him as we see in the hadith.
The Prophet Muhammad 1"1""'J•.:l~iill;"" about that Allah and His Messenger ~J"~lilt~ eruiched
him. He included :qis own name because he had prayed to Allah to improve his condition.
Sayyiduna Abbas .u~iil~~; was the respected uncle of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~iil1~.
The Prophet Muhammad ~ J~i»>~ undertook to pay his zakah (Annuai due charity) for the
year and for the year following because he had paid him zakah (Annual due charity) of two
years in advance.
COLLECTOR SHOULD ACCEPT NO GIFTS.

1

Bukhari # 1468, Muslam # 11-983, Abu Dawud # 1623, Nasa'i # 2464, Musnad Ahmed 2-322.
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1779. Sayyiduna Abu Humaydi as Sa'idi ~)»,~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~
~J ~ ~' appointed a man of Azd, Ibn al-Lutbiyah, to collect zakah (Annual due
charity), when he came back, he said, 11This belogs to you and this was presented to
me." On that, the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#i»1~ delivered a sermon in which he
praised and glorified Allah and said, 11To proceed, I appoint some of your men over
certain affairs that Allah has charged me with. Now, one of them returns to say,
11
This belongs to you and this was presented to me.' Let him sit in the house of his
father or mother and wait whether it is presented to him or not. By Him in whose
hand is my soul, if anyone takes from it, he will bring it surely on the day of
resurrection carrying it on his neck, a rumbling camel, a bellowing ox or a bleating
sheep." Then he raised his arms till they could see the whiteness under his armpits
and said, 11 0 Allah, I have conveyed your Message! I have conveyed your Message!"
Khattabi ~~~;said that the Prophet's ~J~.f»,~ saying 11 Let him sit in the house
of his father or mother and wait whether it is presented to him or not is evidence
what whatever is taken as means to do the forbidden is taken as means to do the
forbidden is in itself forbidden. Also, if an agreement is made against another, it
should be examined whether there are diverse commands for them that are
similar to their common command if they are combined. If so, then it is correct,
otherwise it is not correct.I
COMMENTARY: The man is not given gifts for anything good in himself but because of
the office he holds. If he was not a collector of zakah (Annual due charity) then he would not
receive any gift.
A gift will be proper for an office holder if that has been a regular presentation even
without the office.
Ibn Maalik i»l~;, however, said that an officer or a ruler must never a accept a gift because
it is always presenb:d with an ulterior motive. So; it is not allowed absolutely.
Khattabi 1»1~; derives two deductions from this hadith. If something permissible is used to
acquired what is forbidden then the thing that is otherwise permitted will also became
forbidden. For example, lending money is a permissible thing but if any one lends it to
1

Bukhari # 2597, Muslim# 26.1832, Abu Dawud # 2946, Musnad Ahmad 5-423, I<hattabi's portion:
·.
Shurh us sunnah.
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acquire interest which is forbidden then giving a loan too is forbidden.
His second deduction is that if two different affairs are put together and they are permitted
individually then they will continue to be permitted together too. But if they are disallowed
separately then they will continue to be disallowed together too. For instance, someone
sells something worth rupees ten for one hundred rupees to another person to lend rupees
one thousand and acquire the profit (interest) on the loan in the ·shape of the price of this
thing. In this case, the lender earns rupees ninety as his profit (interest). This dealing is not
allowed because if he sold worth is Rs. 10/- for Rs.lOO/ -, the buyer would never have
bought it were it not for the loan available to him.
Where two things are permissible when each is distinct from the other then they will be
correct when they are taken together. For example, in this case if that which is worth
rupees ten is sold for rupees ten, and the loan of rupees one thousand is given too, since
they are allowed as separate transactions, they would be correct even if undertaken
together, of the two deductions of Khattabi ~~~.J the first is accepted unanimously by all.
All the imams agree that the means and resources are of the same nature as aims, so the
means to piety will also be pious and the means to evil will be evil.
However, the second deduction is debatable. Imam Maalik ~~~.J and Imam Ahmad ~~~.J
hold that it is acceptable because they regard every ploy whereby prohibition of interest,
etc. is circumvented as forbidden. But, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~.J and Imam Shafi'I ~~ ~.J
disagree with the second deduction of I<hattabi ~~ ~.J because they hold that a ploy is
permissible. However, though Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~ .J does not accept the second
deduction, yet he agrees with Khattabi i»1 ~J that the example that he has cited is
disallowed according to another deduction. Moreover, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~ J holds (not
all but) some kinds of ploys as permissible.
COLLECTOR SHOULD NOT ACT TREACHEROUSLY
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1780. Sayyiduna Adi ibn Amirah ~2»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J~~~~
said, 11 He among you whom we appoint to discharge something conceals from us a
needle or what is lesser or more than that, acts treacherously. He will bring it on the
day of resurrection (disgraced.)I
SECTION II

QURAN'S WARNING TO DENIERS OF ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARI'IY)

1

Muslim# 30.1833, Abu Dawud # 2943, Musnad Ahmad 4-192.
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1781. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~i»'..s-P J narrated that when this verse revealed;
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(And those who hoard up gold and silver .... } (9:34),
it proved very hard for the Muslims. Sayyiduna Umar ~i»'..s-P; assured them that he
would remover their anxiety. So, he went and said, "0 Prophet of Allah, this verse
proves hard on your sahabah (Prophet's companions)." He said, "Allah has not
made zakah (Annual due charity) fard (compulsory) but only that it would purity
your remaining properties. And He has made inheritances, fard (compulsory)." (and
Ibn Abbas ~i»'..s-P; did not catch) a word he mentioned, "that they might go to those
who survive you." Ibn Abbas ~ 1»1 ..s-P; narrated further that Umar ~ .1!'..s-P; (was
pleased at t he removal of the anxiety and) extolled Allah, "Allahu Akbar." Then,
Allah Messenger ~J~)»,~ asked him. "Shall I not inform you of the best thing a
man keeps? It is a pious wife who pleases him when he casts a look at her, obeys
him when he commands her (to do something) and preserves his children (and
property for hin1) when he is away."t
COMMENTARY: The complete verse of the Quran (of surah al-Tawbah,34) is:
All..-)1~
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(And those who hoard up gold and silver and expend it not in the way of Allah - so
give them the tidings of a painful chastisement}
ThoSE; people whom Allah has given wealth but they do not pay zakah (Annual due charity) and
spend J;lot where Allah has commanded them to spend would be punished. Their property
would be heated and with it they would be cauterized with that (see hadith # 1773, 1774).
The saltabah (Proplrel's companions) ~ i»'..s-P; presumed that t his verse condemned storing
wealth in any sort of way whatsoever and were deeply upset at their fate. So, on Utnar's
~.1!'~; asking, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»~~ enlightened them that the purpose of
zakalz (Annual due charity) was exactly to purify the rest of the wealth which they could
store with them. The warning in the verse applies to hoarding without paying zakah
(Annual due charity).
In the course of the narration, Ibn Abbas ~ ..li1 ..s-PJ could not recollect an expression the
Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ 1»1 ~ had spoken. So, he interrupted his narration and said,
And he mentioned a word."
Then, the Prophet Muhammad ~ J ~ 1»1 ~ turned to inheritances as passing on to heirs.
Thus, he indicated that if it was disallowed absolutely to collect wealth then neither would
zakah (Annual due charity) be fard (compulsonj) not inheritance be obligatory. It is not wrong
to collect wealth in legal ways. But, it is necessary that what is due on the wealth must be
given (like zakah (Annual due charity) and charity).
Thereafter, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»~~ drew t];le attention of his sahabalz (Prophet's
II

1

Abu Dawud # 1664.
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companions) t'T"~~~ J to something better than wealth at any time, a woman. He described
an ideal wife. Money cannot last for ever. It has to be spent to get one's needs. A wife, 011
the other hand, is a life partner and a means of solace. She begets children for her husband
who gains strength from them and in them he survives down generations. They keep the
family name alive.
Moreover, a wife preserves her husband from many evils and sins. According to a marfu
hadith, "The man who married fortifies two thirds of his religion."
KEEP THE COLLECTORS HAPPY
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1782. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Atik ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~

said, "To you will come some un welcome riders (the zakah (Annual due charity)
collectors whom people naturally dislike because they have a demand on their
wealth). So, when they came to you welcome them. Do not hinder them from what
they demand. If they are just (in collecting zakah (Annual due charity)), they will do
it to their own good but if they are unjust then they will invite punishment. (or
your part,) please them. Full payment of zakah (Annual due charity) by you will
earn their pleasure. They must pray for you."t
COMMENTARY: The payer is advised that even if he fears that the collector wrongs him
he must do what he can to please him. This is because generally a payer always has a
wrong idea of the collector. He must make: a full payment of zakah (Annual due charity) and
not conceal anything.
With the payment of zakah (Annual due charity), the obligation is discharged, yet to please
the collector is an essential element of the payment.
It is mutahab for the collector to pray for mercy and blessing on the payer.
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1783. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Abdullah ~.iii'~J narrated that some people, meaning the

desert Arabs, came to Allah's Messenger ~""'J"~.fil,~ and complained that collectors
of zakall (Annual due cltaritlj) came to them and harassed them. He said that they
should please the collectors of zakalt (Annual due charity) and they asked even if
they acted unjustly. He said, "Please the collectors of sadaqah (charihj) (zakah
(Annual due cltaritlj)) even if you are wronged."2
COMMENTARY: It is a psychological fact that when a person has to make a payment, he
feels bad about at to some extent. So, the payers of zakah (Annual due charity) regarded the
t
2

Abu Dawud # 1588.
Muslim # 29.989, Abu Dawud # 1589, Nasa'i # 2460, Musnad Ahmad 4.162.
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collectors as unjust. That is why the Prophet Muhammad ~""J 4# ~~ ~ advised the de~~rt
Arabs to please the collectors, nevertheless.
CONCEALING OR WITHHOLDING SOMETHING
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1784. Sayyiduna Bashir ibn al Khasasiyah narrated that the collectors of sadaqah
(charihj) committed excess on them (and collected more than the payable zakah
(Annual due charihj)). So, could they conceal so much of their properties as they
exceeded in collecting? But he (the Prophet) ~""J4:Js.i»l~ said, 11 No."t
COMMENTARY: Those people wrongly imagined that the collectors of zakah (Annual due
charity) wronged them but that was not so.
·
THE COLLECTOR'S REWARD
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1785. Sayyiduna Rafi' ibn Khadij 4$~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger~JIJs.'i»l~·
said, 11The collector of zakah (Annual due charity) who collects zakah (Annual due
charihj) equitably is like a ghazi (warrior) in Allah's path till he returns home."2
A GUIDELINE .
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1786. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb i»1 ~.J reported from his father from his
grandfather that the Prophet Muhammad ~J IJs. ~ ~ said, 1The collector of zakah
(Annual due charity) must not ask for the animals to be brought to him, nor must
the owner take his animals far away. Their sadaqah (charity) (zakah (Annual due
charity)) must be collected in their homes." 3
COMMENTARY: Neither must put the other to inconvenience by having him to travel to a
long distance. The collector must come to the neighborhood and visit the houses one by
one to collect their dues.
THE EARNED PROPERTY
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1787. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~'l»1~ said,
"He who gains some property is not required to pay zakah (Annual due charity) on
1

Abu Dawud # 1586.

2 Tirmidhi # 645, Abu Dawud # 2936, Ibn Majah
3 Abu Dawud # 1591, Musnad Ahmad 2-215.

# 1809, Musnad Ahmad 4-143.
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it till a year passes (with it in his hands)."t
Tirmidhi stated that a section of scholars said that the hadith is mawquf at Ibn
Umar .u&o..lil~.J (This property is called mustafad).
COMMENTARY: Someone has eighty sheep but he has not had them for a full year. Again,
he received forty one more sheep adding up his stock to one hundred and twenty one. The
forty one acquired during the year are mustafad. Thus, it is defined as identical property
received during the year.
Ibn Maalik ..li1~.J said that if a payer of zakah (Annual due charity) acquired more property of
the same kind as he holds during the year, then zakah (Annual due charity) on the additional
proper,ty will not be payable till he has had it for one complete year - when zakah (Annual
due charity) will be wajib (obl{gatory).
Imam Shafi'I ...111~.J holds the same opinion.
However, Imam Abu Hanifah holds that it is enough that a year should pass with the
property already in a person's hand. As for every subsequently acquired property, whether
a year posses holding it or not, zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on the total
assets (at the end of the year period) of the original property).
While Imam Ahamd ...111~.J holds the same opinion as Imam Shafi'I ...111~.J Imam Maalik ..l!l~.J
agrees with Imam Abu Hanifah ~ ~.J agrees with Imam Abu Hanifah ..l!l ~.J that the
subsequently acquired property will be governed with the original property.
As for the meaning of the hadith, the Hanafi Ulama (Scholars) ..li1~.J say that it does not
mean what Iman1 Shafi'I ..li1~.J interprets. Rather, it means that when a person receives
property for the first time, zakah (Annual due charity) will be wajib (obligatory) on him only
when he has held the property for one year. The· hadith does not refer to mustafad or
freshly acquired wealth.
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) BEFORE YEAR IS OUT
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1788. Sayyiduna Ali ~...111~.J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Abbas .u&o~~.J asked Allah's
Messenger ~J ":lr- ..li1 j-P about paying his sadaqall (charity) (zakah (Annual due
charity)) before the end of the year. He grave his permission to him to do that 2
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON WEALTH OF A MINOR
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1789. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb .iil1 ~.J narrated that from his father from his
grandfather (Abdullah) .u&o.iiii~.J that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.iillj._p addressed

t
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the people and said Beware 0 guardian of an orphan who possesses property! He
must invest it in trading and not leave it (unused) so that the (yearly) zakalt (Annual
due charity) devours it."
·
Tirmidhi said that the sub narrator al-Muthanna ibn as-Sabbah was weak so the
line of transmission is questioned.
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I .&~~ J, Imam Maalik a,~ J are Imam Ahmad ~~~ J contend
that zakah (Annual due charity) is fard (compulsory) on the wealth of a minor too. Imam Abu
Hanifah ~~~J said that zakalz (Annual due charity) is notfard (compulsory) on the wealth of a
minor whether he is an orphan or not because according another hadith, the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~.&l~ said, "Three people are not made responsible. One who sleeps till
he is asleep. One who is a minor till he attains adulthood. And, one who is insane till he
regains sanity." This hadith is transmitted by Abu Dawud, Nasai'l and Haakim. And,
Haakim has classified it as Sahih.

SECTION III
ABU BAKAR'S 4.:'-~'IS""J STEP AGAINST REJECTERS.OF ZAKAH
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1790. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:'- ~~ ~ J narrated that that when the Prophet
Muhammad ~J 4# ~~ ~ died and (Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr 4:.S- ~~ ~ J was made his
Khalifah (Caliph) (caliph), some Arabs turned to disbelief (by refusing to pay
zkah and Abu Bakr 4:.S-~I~J resolved to wage war against them). So, (Sayyiduna)
Umar ibn al-Khattab 4$~'1S"" J asked Abu Bakr 4:.S-~~~J, 11 How will you fight with the
people while Allah's Messenger ~J"-#~'~ had said, 'I have been commanded to
fight with the people till they affirm that there is no God but Allah, so whosoever
affirms that there is no God but Allah, has protected his property and his self
from me except for what is due from him and his reckoning is upon Allah." Abu
Bakr 4:.S- ~'IS"" J said, 'By Allah, I shall certainly fight with those who differentiate
between salalt (prayer) and zakah (Annual due cltarihj), for, (just as salalr (prayer)
is a due on the person so) zakah (Annual due charity) is a due on property. By
Allah, if they refuse to give me a kid that they used to give to Allah's Messenger
~J'~~~~, I shall certainly fight with them because of their refusal." Umar ~~~J
tt'

'

,
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commented, 11 By Allah, it is not but that Allah. has opened the heart of Abu
Bakr 4:$~~~ .J to fight. So, I know that it is the truth."t

4:$

COMMENTARY: After the Prophet's ~J ~ .lsi .)..P death, Sayyiduna Abu Bakr

4:$

~~ ~ .J

became the first Khalifah (Caliph). Some mischief surfaced. The trials and. mischiefs include
the fitnah of apostasy. He put it down with danng and sound judgement.
The hadith mentions another fitnah.' Some tribes of the Arabs lik~ the Ghatafan, Banu
Sulaym and others, refused to pay zakah (Annual due charity), an important· and a basic
obligation of Islam. If anyone neglects a fard (compulsory), that is one thing, but if he rejects
it altogether that has a deeper meaning. Hence, the word (;C) (they became disbelievers) is
used in its real sense because they rejected zakah (Annual due charity) whose obligatory
nature is absolute and undeniable. Or, they are called (Kafara) (;C) (denied) because they
refused to pay zakah (Annual due charity). So, their severe crime is looked down upon as
disbelief through utter anger and extreme strictness.
However, it is seen, the crime was very serious. Abu Bakr 4:$ ~~ ~.J decided to wage war
~gainst them. Umar ~ ~~ ~.J tried to dissuade him at first, but then understood the
'reasoning of Abu Bakr ~~~~.J and agreed with him.
Some versions say that other Sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~~~~.J, and even Sayyiduna Ali
~~~~.J tried to dissuade Abu Bakr 4:~~~~.J· They advised him to defer his action lest in the
early stages after the Prophet's ~J ~ ~~ ,)..P death, an uprising inight damage Islam.
However, Abu Bakt ~~~~.J was unyielding and was prepared to go ahead all alone. This
shows how daring and resolute he was.
The Prophet's ~J"~~~~ saying about .one who has declared that there is no God but Allah
means the complete kalimah tawhid, "There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is
Allah's Messenger." To embrace Islam, both declarations should be made of Allah's unity
and Prophet Muhammad's ~ J"~~~~ messenger ship.
The person who recites the Kalimah tawhid is protected, save for what is due from him.
This means diyat or blood money, retaliation or qisas and so on, for which things he will
have to pay or be killed according to the crime.
This person's reality is known only to Allah. If he only makes an outward show of Islam
and does not believe inwardly than Allah will reckon with him.
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~.J said about a kid against zakah (Annual due charity) only by way
of example, for neither is a year old kid received against zakah (Annual due charity) nor is
zakah (Annual due charity) wajib (obligatory) on such kids. It has been stated previously what
is paid in zakah (Annual due charihj) from sheep and other animals.
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr 4:S-~~.J said that he would fight with them. This is explained in the
same way as their disbelief is explained in the foregoing lines. If they reject the obligatory
nature of zakah (Annual due charity) then he would fight with them for their disbelief and
apostasy. If they do not reject it but will not pay it then he would fight with them to protect
the symbols of Islam and to eliminate the mischief. 2
1

Bukhari # 1399, Muslim# 32-20, Abu Dawud # 1556, Nasa'i 3091 Musnad Ahmad 1-19.
For more information on rejecters, of zakah (Annual due charity) see Ibn Kathir's. 'The lives of the
Noble Caliphs' (English translation) pp 30f, Darul Isha'at, Karachi (part of al-Bidayah wa an Nihayah!
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TREASURE ON WHICH ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) IS NOT PAID
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1791. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~
said, "On the day of resurrection, the treasure of any of you will be a huge bald
snake. He will flee from it but it will chase him till he offers it his fingers to eat."
Or, 11The snake will make a morsel of his fingers." 1
COMMENTARY: The treasure is the wealth on which zakah (Ann~al due charity) is not paid.
It is also the wealth that is acquired unlawfully.
The last sentence of the hadith accepts two meanings. The first is when the person tries to
save himself and puts forward his fingers. But, the second meaning is more correct that the
snake itself devours his fingers.
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1792. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ..1!1~.J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~ J4#~1~
said, "If anyone does not pay the zakah (Annual due charihj) on his property, then,
on the day of resurrection, Allah will put a huge snake round his neck." Then, the
Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~1~ recit~d from Allah's Book the confirmation of this:
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{And as for those who are niggardly is expending that which Allah has granted t
hem out of His bounty .... } (3:180, the verse)2
(see also hadith # 1774)
THE FORBIDDEN WILL DESTROY THE LAWFUL
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1793. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~.J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger~~~~
~J say, "If zakah (Annual due charity) is mingled with any (wealth and) property,
it destr~y it."
1 Musnad Ahmad 2-530.
2 Tirmidhi lt 3012, Nasa'i

# 2441, Ibn Majah # 1784.
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Al-Humaydi ~~~J added that Bukhari ~~~J said, 11When zakalt. (Annual due charity)
is Wajib (obligatory) on you and you fail to pay it, so (it mingles with your property
and) that which is forbidden will destroy that which is lawful."t
Those who say that zakah (Annual due clt.arihj) is connected with concerned
property directly, nor with responsibility, cite this hadith (alongwith Bukhari's
aforemented explanation). - Muntaqa. Ahmad ~~~ J said that 'mingled' means that
it mingles with a rich man's property when he accepts another's zakah (Annual due
charity) though it is only for the poor.
· COMMENTARY: Bukhari ~~ ~ J and Imcpn Ahmad ~~ ~.J have both· given their different
interpretations of the hadith. Both mean that unlawful wealth ruins lawful wealth when it
is brought together with it. With the adulteration, all the lawful wealth is somehow lost or
wasted, or blessing is removed from it.
CONNECTED WITH PROPERTY ITSELF OR RESPONSIBILITY
There is a difference of opinion on whether zakah (Annual due charity) should be paid from
the same property on which it is paid, or it is a responsibility on the payer who may pay
the value in kind or cash from his other resources.
Imam Shafi'I ~~~.J and others, except Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~.J, hold that zakah (Annual due
charity) must be paid from that very property on which it is payable. Imam Abu Hanifah
.iju~.J said that the payer must pay from his resources, the value of payable zakah (Annual
due charity) and it is not necessary for him to pay from the same property on which he pays
it. His responsibility will cease in either case.
This question is discusses at length by Mulla Ali Qari Jis1~.J in Mirqat and Shaykh Abdul
Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi ~~~.J in Ash' ah ullama' at. The students and scholars may peruse
it in these books.

CHAPTER- II
PROPERTY ON WHICH ZAKAH (ANNUAL
DUE CHARITY) IS WAJIB (OBLIGATORY)
Shari'ah has made zakah (Annual due charity) fard (compulsory) on four kinds of properties:
(i)
Grazing animals, kept at pasture.
(ii)
Gold and Silver.
(iii)
Trade merchandise of whatever kind.
(iv)
Produce of fields and trees.
The jurists do not use the word zakah (Annual due charity) for the fourth kind, but call it ushr.
The imams agree that zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on quadrupeds like
camels, cows, sheep, ram, goats and buffaloes. They may be male or female. Zakah (Annual
due charity) is not wjib on other animals.
However, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~.J holds that zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory)
on horses too. This will be explained in the pages following.
The Imams also agree that zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on gold and silver
and trade merchandise.
Those things that are perishable an do not remain for one year, zakah (Annual due cluzrity) is not

1

Bayhaqi in Sha'b ul Eeman, Shafi'I in his musnad p 99, Bukhari in his Tarikh.
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wajib (obligatory) on them according to other imams, like cucumber, melon and other vegetables
etc. Zakah (Annual due dlllrity) is wajib (obligatory) on dates and raisin when their holding is five
w~. If they are less then five wasq, zakah (Annual due charity) is not payable on them.
Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1 ~J holds that ushr (one-tenth) is payable as wajib (obligatory) on
produce of land whether produce is less or more, but ushr is not wajib (obligatory) on
bamboos, wood and grass. He relies· on he Prophet's ~ J~.11~~ words:

"It is wajib (obligatory) to pay one tenth on everything that grows from the land."
For ushr to be wajib (obligatory) on the produce of land there is no stipulation of a measure
or quantity. There also is no stipulation of time like the passing of a year. Rather, whatever
and whenever the produce, it will be wajib (obligatonJ) to pay one-tenth. This is contrary to
other properties on whom zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) only when they
amount to the nisab and are held for one year.

SECTION I
NISAB

<~~>li~~y~~
1794. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al Khudri ~.11~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .11'~
~J~ said, "Zakah (Annual due charihj) is not payable on less than five wasq (or
camel-load) of dates. And,zakah (Annual due charihJ) is not payable on less than
five ooqiyas (ounces) of silver. And, zakah (Annual due charity) is not payable on
less than five heads of camels."l
·
COMMENTARY: One wasq is equal to sixty sa' or approximately 135 kg, more or less. As
for dates, one-tenth will be wajib (obligatory) as ushr on produce of five wasq. No zakah
(Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on less than five wasq (dates.) this is opinion of
IJ:nam Shafi'I ~~;, Imam Abu Yusuf .1!1~J and Imam Muhammad .1!1~;. On his part, Imam
Abu Hanifah ~ ~; said that no nisab applies on the produce of land, and it is wajib
(obligatory) to pay zakah (Annual due charity) on tenth of the produce whatever it be. Even if
it ~s the least possible production, one tenth of it is wajib (obligatory) to bE:! paid. The Hanafis
follow the verdict of Imam Abu Hanifah .&!~ J·
As for this hadith, the Hanafis say that it refers to dates for trading because at that time
they were brought and sold by the wasq measure. Each wasq of date was priced at
forty dirhams. The value of five wasq at this rate was two hundred dirhams and it is
the nisab for trading.
Awaq is the plural of ooqiyah. Each ooqiyah is forty dirhams or 122.47 grammes. Five
ooqiyah will be two hundred dirhams which is the nisab of silver for zakah (Annual due
1

Bukhari # 1459, Muslim# 1-979, Abu Dawud # 1558, Tirmidhi # 626, Nasa'i # 2445, Ibn Majah #
1793, Darimi # 1633, Muwatta Maalik # 2 (Zakalt (Annual due clrarihj)). Musnad Ahmad 3-60.
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charity) which comes to five dirhams. Zakah (Annual due charihj) is not wajib (obligatory) on
silver less than the value of two hundred dirhams (or 216.5 grammes).
This was the nisab of dirham silver (aims). If silver is in some other form, like jewellery,
then the same principle is applied. Zakah (Annual due charity) will be paid in the same way.l
The nisab is the minimum that attracts zakah (Annual due charity). If anyone possesses more
than the nisab, then the clear way to calculate is to pay at 2.5 percent, meaning that the
zakah (Annual due charity) for every rupees one hundred is rupees two and a half.
The hadith makes no mention of gold. The nisab of gold is twenty mithqal. Zakalt (Annual
due charity) is not wajib (obligatory) on less than that. If anyone has the nisab or more of gold,
'
then one fortieth of the amount or its value must be paid as zakah (Annual due charity).
If gold and silver together add up to the nisab, zakah (Annual due charity) will be wajib
(obligatory). Similarly, if anyone's possession of silver and trade merchandise add up to the
nisab he is liable to pay zakah (Annual due charity). And again, if anyone has trade
merchandise and cash adding up to the nisab then he will have to pay zakah (Annual due
charity). It is wajib (obligatonJ) in all these cases.
Gold and silver may be in any form whatsoever, even untensils, zakah (Annual due charity)
is wajib (obligatonJ) on them. Silver on borders and laces should also be calculated if this
comes to the nisab zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory). Pearls, rubies and other
stones do not have zakah (Annual due charity) wajib (obligatory) on them even if anyone
possessions millions of rupees worth of them. If _they are trade merchandise, then zakah
(Annual due charity) is payable on them.
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON SLAVES & HORSES
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1795. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$~1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "No sadaqah (charity) (zakah (Annual due charity)) is (wajib (obligatory)) on a
Muslim on his slave and on his horse."
According to another version: He said, 11 No sadaqah (charity) (zakah (Annual due
charity)) is (wajib (obligatory)) onhim on that slave, except hat the sadaqat ul
fitr is due."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith refers to the slave and horse not stocked for trading. Imam
Shafi'I ~~J, Imam Abu Yusuf ~1~J and Imam Muhammad (H) follow this hadith. Imam
Abu Hanifah ~1~ J contends that if the horses and mares together graze in the open fields
for most of the year then zakah (Annual due charihj) is wajib (obligatory) on them. The nisab 'is . . ,
calculated at one dinar per head and on the total zakah (Annual due charity) is paid at onefortieth (2.5% of value).
It is stated in fatawa Qadi Khan, Durr Mukhrtar and Fatawa Alamgiri that the Hanafis
follow Imam Abu Yusuf .1!1~J and Imam Muhammad .iit~J that zakah (Annual due charity)
1

In ancient times, silver coins were in circulation and it was necessary to go by that and Mazahir Haq
(urdu) had these examples, otherwise the simple method is one fortieth of silver, or its value is zakah
(Annual due charity). (That is 2.5%)
2 Bukhari # 1464, Muslim 3 8-982, Abu Dawud # 1595, Tirmidhi # 628, Nasa'i # 2467, Ibn Majah #
1812, DArimi # 1632, Muwatta # 37 (ZnJ...ah (Annual due charity)), Musnad Ahmad 2-2420
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1796. It is reported about Sayyiduna Anas """~'~J that when Sayyiduna Abu Bakr
"""~'~ J (the amir ul muminin) sent him to Bahrayn (a place near Busrah), he wrote a
letter (of guidance) to him;
In the name of Allah, the compassionate, the Merciful. This is about the fard
(compulsory) (sadaqah (clzarihj)) that Allah's Messenger ~J~iil1~ imposed on the
Muslims on the command of Allah to impose it. Those Muslims on whom a just
demand is made (for zakah (Annual due charihj)) must pay it, but those on whom a
demand is made for an amount in excess (of the Shari'ah prescribed) must nbt pay
(the excess demand).
(The nisab of zakah (Annual due charity) is:) On camels twenty four or less in
number a sheep is payable for every five. (There is no zakah (Annual due charity) on
less than five camels. Between five and nine, one sheep; ten and fourteen, two;
fifteen and nineteen, three sheep and twenty and twenty four, four sheep) when
they the camels) are twenty five to thirty five, a she camel in her second year (hint
makhad) is payable. When they are thirty six to forty five, a she camel in her·third
year (hint labun) is to be paid, who they are forty six to sixty, a she camel in her
fourth year that is ready to respond to a stallion(hiqqah). When they are sixty one to
seventy five a she camel in her fifth year (jadh'ah) is when they are seventy six to
ninety, two she camels in their third year are payable. When they are ninety one to
one hundred and twenty, two she camels in their fourth year that are ready to oblige
a stallion are payable. When they ate more than one hundred and twenty, one shecamel in her third year is payable for every forty and a she camel in her fourth year
for every fifty. If anyone has only four camels, sadaqah (charihj) (zakah (Atmual due
charihj)) is not wajib (obligatonJ) on them unless their owner wishes (to pay an
optional charity as much as he wishes). When they are five (camels), one sheep is
payable on them.
If anyone whose camels are the number on which a she camel in her fifth year is
payable (as zakah (Antmal due charihj)) and he does not have it but has a she-camel
in her fourth year, then that will be acceptable from him alongwith two sheep if he
can pay them easily, otherwise (he should pay) twenty dirhams.
If anyone whose camels are so many that on them a she camel in her fourth year
is payable and he does not have it but has a she camel in her fifth year, then that
will be acceptable from him and the collector will have to give him twenty
dirhams or two sheep.
If anyone whose camels are the number on which a she camel in her fourt~year is
payable and he has none but one in her third year, then that will be acceptable from
him alongwith two sheep or twenty dirhams.
If anyone whose camels are so many that on them a she camel in her third year is
payable and he has one in her fourth year, then that is acceptable from him and the
collector must give him twenty dirhams or two sheep.
If anyone whose camels are the number on which a she camel in her third year is
payable and he does not have it but has one-iit her second year, then that will be
acceptable from him and he will have to pay alongwith it twenty dirhams or two sheep.
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If anyone whose camels are the number on which a she camel in second year is
payable and he does not have it but has one in her third year than that will be
acceptable from him and the collector will reimburse him with twenty dirhams or
two sheep. However, if he does not have a she camel in her second year as payable
and has a male camel in its third year, then that will be acceptable from him
without any further demand alongwith it (on him, nor will the collector pay
anything to him).
As for the sadaqalt (cltarihJ) (zakalt (Auuual due charihj)) on sheep that are
pasturing: when they are from forty to one hundred and twenty, a sheep is payable.
Above one hundred and twenty to two hundred, two sheep are payable. From over
two hundred to three hundred, three sheep are payable. When they are more than
three hundred, one sheep is payable for every hundred.
If anyone has pasturing sheep even one less than forty. No sadaqalz (charihj) is
payable on the unless their owner wishes (to pay an optional charity).
An old sheep, one with a defect in the eye, or a male goat may not be presented as
sadaqalz (charihj) unless the collector is willing.
Those that are in different flocks should not be put together and those that are in
one flock should not be separated for fear of zakah (Annual due charihj).
If two people are partners in one nisab, then they must apportion with fairness the
due of each.
On dirhams, a fortieth is payable. If anyone has only one hundred and ninety
(which is less than the nisab) then nothing is payable unless their owner pays
voluntarily (of his own record). t
COMMENTARY: Previously, we read a hadith calling upon the payers of zakah (Annual due
charity) to please the zakah (Annual due charity) collector even if he acts unjustly towards
them (Hadith # 1782). Another (# 1783) recounts how some people complained to the
Prophet Muhammad ~J4Js.~.)..P of the harsh attitude of the collectors and their demand for
excess. They asked if they could conceal some of their properties from them. He did not
allow them to do any such thing.
In this hadith, those who are asked to pay more are instructed not to pay. The fact is that in
those times, the collectors were the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~li11~; who could not be
_expected to wrong .anyone or demand more than the due. It was the payers who had a
wrong impression about them. In this case, Sayyiduna Abu Bakr 4:.$- ii1 ~; spoke of the
collectors who were not the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~ ii1 ~;but they were other
people. They were liable to commit excess so, he gave instructions that excess demand
should not be met.
When the number exceeds one hundred one twenty, Qadi ~ ~; said that the calculation
must not begin afresh for zakah (Annual due charity). Rather, at an increase of every forty a
she-camel in her third year, and at an increase of every fifty a she camel in her fourth year
should be paid towards zakah (Annual due charity). Most imams observe this verdict, but
Imam Abu Hanifah iii~; said that the calculation must begin all over again. Hence, when
the number of camels exceed one hundred and twenty, two hiqqah (or she camels in their
fourth year) and one sheep will be (wajib (obligatory)) payable.
In this way till the number of twenty four, one sheep will be wajib (obligatory) on
1

Bukhari (in part) # 1454, 1453, 1448, 1455, 1450.
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every five and so on.
At twenty five and more than twenty five one hint makhad (a she camel in her second year)
will be payable (as wajib (obligatory)).
In this way calculation will be made till the end according to the earlier order.
Ima1n Nakha'I ~~~J and Imam Thawri ~~"'~J held the same opinion. They cite the words of
the Prophet 1\1uhammad .,.l....J 4~ ~~ jJ "When the number of the camels exceeds one
hundred, the calculation must begin afresh."
The same opinion is attributed to Sayyiduna Ali ~~'.r'J·
The zakah (Annual due charity) of the camels is payable (as wajib (obligatory)) though the
female camels, or their value. The zakah (Annual due charity) of the cows and sheep may be
paid, without distinction, through male or female animal. Zakah (Annual due charity) may be
paid towards them through male animals or their value, or female or their value.
As for the words that if the payer does not possess a she camel in her second year worthy
of payment Ibn Maalik ~~4~ J has said that it could have three meanings:
(i)
He simply does not have a she camel one year old, in her second year.
(ii)
He has it, but it is not of sound health and as good as not possessing it.
(iii)
He has it, but it is very previous. (Zakalz (Annual due charity) is to be paid by
property of average or moderate value)
In such a case when he does not have a she camel in her second year, he may pay a male
camel in its third year as zakah (Annual due charity). Noting else is either payable receivable.
Against this, if a female camel is paid of higher value or a lower value, then the collector
returns two sheep or twenty dirhams or, in the latter case, the payer gives an additional
payment of two sheep or twenty dirhams. This shows that a female compensates difference
in age (of the animal).
The hadith speaks of posturing sheep only, but this condition applies to every animals
sheep or camel or cow. That will be necessary when paying zakah (Annual due charity). They
ought to have postured for most of the year, meaning more then half year. If an animal is
given lay to gra~e at home for most of the year then zakah (Annual due charity) is not wajib
(obligatory) on it.~
The nisab of seep is forty. If they are less then forty, then zakah (Annual due charity) on them
is not wajib (obligatory). At forty, it will be wajib (obligatory) to pay one sheep as zakah
(Annual due charity) and up to one hundred and twenty only one sheep is wajib (obligatonJ)
zakah (Annual due charihj). The hadith gives the calculation up to three hundred. After that,
one sheep is payable for every one hundred sheep. This means that if one has four hund_red
sheep, he will pay four as zakah (Annual due charity). Most ulama (Scholars) and imams
agree with this opinion, but Hasan ibn Salih )»,~ J said that even if he has one sheep above
three hundred, he will pay four sheep as wajib (obligatonJ) zakah (Annual due charity).
Defective animals should not be paid to the collectors of zakah (Annual due charity) if all
one's property or most of it is free from defect. However, if all of the property is defective,
then a selection should be made for the average.
It is disallowed to take a he goat against zakah (Annual due charity), because people keep the
male goat with the female to breed them. If the male goat is taken away, the owner will
suffer. Or, the reason is that its flesh is bad smelling and of poor taste.
The separate flocks must not be brdught together. The background is the question. Is zakah
(Annual due charity) calculated on the total number of sheep or against the word of the
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owner. Imam Shafi'I ..l!1~J said that zakalz (Annual due charity) is paid on the basis of the
total in the flocks and he does not trust the owner for that Imam Abu Hanifah ..1!1~ J said
that number in the flocks are not the basis but the owner's word is trusted. Thus, if anyone
has eighty sheep in who separate flocks. According to itnam Shafi'I .i»1 ~ J the basis is the
number of flocks. So two sheep will be collected towards zakalz (Annual due clzarihj) from the
two flocks. Imam Abu Hanifah ..l!1~J will have only one sheep from both flocks together,
for though they are eighty sheep divided in two flocks, yet there only is one owner and
they fall in the slab of forty to one hundred and twenty and only one sheep is wajib
(obligatory) zakah (Annual due charity). Only one sheep will be collected from this man.
The second example is of eighty sheep all in a single flock belonging two people. According
to Imam Shafi'I .i»1 ~J, only one sheep will be collected from this flock. But, Imam Abu
Hanifah ..l!l ~J will have two sheep collected from this flock because, though they are
together in one flock, yet they have two different owner each possessing forty sheep each
making one sheep wajib (obligatory) as zakall (Annual due charity) on his property.
Keeping this in mind, the words of the hadith not to bring different flocks together are
interpreted by Imam Shafi'I iii1~J to refer to the owner. If one person has forty sheep and
another has forty, they must not being them together to escape zakah (Annual due charity),
and pay on eighty in the slab and thus pay only one sheep instead of two, so they must not
combine them into one.
In the some may, he must not separate the animals from the single flock. This prohibition
also refers to the owner. Suppose he has twenty sheep that are together with someone elses
in his flock. So, he must not separate his sheep from that person's flock to escape payment
of zakah (Annual due charity) on the lot, for, if they are outside the flock, he will not have to
pay zakah (Annual due charity) on them.
Imam Abu Hanifah .i»1~J interpreted these words to refer to the collector of zakalz (Annual due
charity). H~ must not bring together sheep in diverse flocks into one to be able to collect zakah
(Annual due charity). In separate flocks they may be out of the nisab, so he puts them together
to make them liable to zakah (Annual due charity). So it is not allowed to him to do so.
The second prohibition, too applies to the zakah (Annual due charity) collector. He must not
separate animals that belong to one slab. If a person has eighty sheep, forty at one place
and as many at another place, the collector must not treat them as two separate properties
to collect two sheep from him. Rather, he must have them counted together in one slab and
collect only one sheep as per the rule, because they are under one ownership and only one
sheep is wajib (obligaton;) zakah (Annual due charity) on eighty sheep.
As for two different people being partners in one nisab, the collector will collect according
to procedure but they will settle their accounts themselves. For example, if they have two
hundred sheep. One partner owns forty of those and the other one hundred and sixty. On
the total wajib (obligatory) zakah (Annual due charity) is two sheep. The collector will collect
one sheep from each of them because he cannot divide a sheep. In this way, the first person
will suffer a loss because he owns only forty but pays the same zakalz (Annual due charity) as
t he owner of one hundred and sixty sheep. After the collector takes the sheep, these two
men must settle their account. The owner of the forty sheep will get from the other three
fifths of the value of his sheep. So, his payment of zakah (Annual due charity) will be two
fifths (value of sheep). The rest will be the payment of the other person. This is the
implication of 'they will apportion with fairness.'
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USHR ON PRODUCE OF LAND
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1797. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad
~ J ~ ~~ ,).P said, "That which is watered by the heaven (rain) and springs, or is
athari (p) meaning stumbles on water by accident like trees on banks of rivers, or
undergrounds moisture), one tenth is payable on that. That for which water is
drawn by animals (like camels) on its produce, the wajib (obligatonJ) zakah (Annual
due charity) is on twentieth."t
COMMENTARY: Athri is the land irrigated by the ditch or canals dug in earth to channel
water to fields, etc. Or, it is the land near water and always remains moist and green.
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON BURIED TREASURE
_.
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1798. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, ''Blood wit or retaliation is not liable for wound caused by an animal, for
death (or wound), while having a well dug or while having a mine excavated One
fifth is payable as zakah (Annual due charity) or rikaz."2
COMMENTARY: If an animal like a horse, ox, buffalo, wounds someone or destroys
something or kills someone and no human being is with the animal and it is day time, then
that is forgiven to the owner (or keeper) of the animal. No retaliation or fine is imposed on
him. However, if someone is riding the animal or leading it along when this happens, then
blood wit, retaliation or penalty is wajib (obligatory) on the owner, because there is an
element of carelessness and negligence on his part. Similarly, if an animal escapes in the
night and hurts someone or wrecks something, then its owner will be liable to damages
and to make compensation, because animals are shackled in the night and he was careless
in not doing so. These comments are made in the light of other ahadith and evidences.
If anyone hires labourers to dig a well or a mine and, as a result of an accident, any of them
dies, then no blood wit or compensation is wajib (obligatory) on the employer. The same
applies whether he is having a well dug in his own premises or on a utility land whose
owner is unknown and some human being or animal dies in it. However, if any one has a
well dug on the highway or on someone else's land without his permission and someone or
an animal falls and dies the damages or bloodwit will be wajib (obligatory) on the 'qiblah of
the person digging the well. The same command applies to one who has some portion of
land excavated for gold, silver, turquoise blue or sand.
WHO IS AAQILAH: It is a juristic term. It means the companions or friends of the person
who is responsible for the death of someone accidentally, like, in this hadith, falling into
Bukhari # 1483, Abu Dawud # 1596, Tirmidhi # 640, Nasa'i # 2488, Ibn Majah # 1816, Muwatta
Maalik # 33 (Zakall (Annual due charity))
2 Bukhari # 1499, Muslim# 45-1210, Abu Dawud # 4592, Tirmidhi # 643, Nasa'i # 2495, Ibn Majah #
2673, Darimi # 1168, Muwatta Maalik # 12 (Zakah (Annual due charity)), Musnad Ahmad 2-228.
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the well. He who has the well dug is the one whose aaqilah will be liable to damages. His
friends or companions, where he works are the aaqilah, but if he has none then his tribe or
family are his aaqilah.
WHY MUST AAQILAH PAY: Though this person has committed the crime
unintentionally, yet he may continue to be careless. Someone has to guarantee his conduct.
So, the aaqilah are made responsible to watch over him.
WHAT IS RIKAZ: Imam Abu Hanifah .ln~J said that the rikaz in this hadith means mine.
But, the people of the Hijaz say that rikaz is the treasure of the jahiliyah (ignorance era)
buried in the earth. As for as this hadith is concerned, the meaning suggested by Imam
Abu Hanifah .1!1~J is more appropriate. Indeed, a sayhtg of the Prophet Muhammad .11t,)J
~J~ also brings out this meaning of rikaz. He was asked about it and he said that rikaz is
the gold and silver that Allah placed in the earth when he created it.
KIND OF THINGS EXCAVATED FROM EARTH: There are three kinds of excavated
things from mines.
(i)
Solid things that melt when put in fire and can be moulded or minted as
coins. Examples are gold~ silver, iron, pewter, tin, etc.
(ii)
Non solids like water, oil, pitch, sulpher etc.
(iii)
Non combustibles that will be melt in fire and cannot be moulded, like
stone, lime, sulphurate of arsenic.
Of these three kinds, zakah (Annual due charity) is levied only on the first kind. Khums or
one-fifth is wajib (obligatory) and the condition of the passage of one year does not apply.
According to Imam Shafi'I .1!1 ~J of the minerals, zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib
(obligatory) only on gold and silver. It is not wajib (obligatory) on other excavations from
mines, like iron, pewter, etc.
~\il1j.JaMI

SECTION II

ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON COWS & OXEN
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1799. Sayyiduna Ali ~li11~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.111,)J said, 11 I have
exempted horses and slaves (from zakah (Annual due charihj), provided the slave is
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not part of trade merchandise and the different opinion about horses have been
discussed previously, e.g. hadith 1795) You must pay zakah (Annual due charihj) on
silver at one dirham for every forty (when its holding is equal to the nisab of two
hundred dirhams because) nothing is payable on one hundred and ninety. When
silver is to the total of two hundred dirhams, five dirhams are wajib (obligatonJ)
towards zakah (Annual due charity)."
According to the version of Abu Dawud from al-Harith al-Awar ~~ ~; from
Sayyiduna Ali .&! ~;, from the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# .a,, ~' Zuhayr ~~ ~;
presumed that he said, 11Pay every year) one dirhams out of forty dirhams (which is
one fortieth). Nothing is wajib (obligatonJ) on you till you have full two hundred
dirhams. When you have two hundred dirhams, five dirhams are wajib (obligatory)
(as zakah (A~tnual due charihj)). When that is more than two hundred dirhams
zakah (Annual due charity) will be wajib (obligatory) in the some proportion.
As for sheep, one sheep is wajib (obligatory) (as zakah (Annual due charity)) for
every forty sheep up to one hundred and twenty. If there is one more, then up to
two hundred sheep two sheep are wajib (obligatory). If there are more than three
hundred, one sheep is wajib (obligatory) for every one hundred. However, if you
have only thirty nine, nothing is wajib (obligatonJ) on them.
As for cattle, the nisab is a year-old male calf for every thirty an a cow in its third
year for every forty, as wajib (obligatory) zakalt (Ammal due charity). Nothing is
wajib (obligatory) (as zakah (Annual due charihj)) on animals used for work."t
COMMENTARY: Imam Abu_Yusuf ..1!1~; and Imam Muhammad ~.a,,~; abide by the
hadith and say that zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) in the same proportion
who one's holding exceeds two hundred dirhams, one-fortieth will be paid as zakah
(Annual due charity). Imam Abu Hanifah .a,,~;, however, said that zakah (Annual due
charihj) will be wajib (obligatory) on the amount exceeding two hundred dirhams only
when that is forty dirhams. If it is less than forty, then no zakah (Annual due charity) is
wajib (obligatory) on it, but will be paid only for two hundred dirhams. His deduction is
based on other ahadith too.
A male calf is to be given as zakah (Annual due charity) for cows. Hence it is the same whether
the male is paid or t he female. 1bis is more clear in a following tradition. It is not ne~essary
when paying zakah (Annual due charity) against cows and shenp to give only the female. In
this case, it is different from the camels whose zakalz (Annual due charity) is always a female.
There is no such restriction for cows and sheep. (But see commentary on hadith # 1796).
Allamah Ibn Hajr ..1!1~; said that if cows or bulls are more than forty, zakah (Annual due
charity) will not be paici ~:i1 the excess till the number rises on sixty. When they are sixty in
number, two male or two female one year old calves will be wajib (obligatory). Thereafter, at
every forty a two year old bull or cow will be wajib (obligatory). At every thirty, a one year
old bull or cow will be payable. For example, at seventy, one each two year old and one
year old will be given. At eighty, two two year olds, at ninety, three one year olds and at
one hundred, two one year olds and one two year old will be wajib (obligatory). So, too, at
every thirty one onc.-year old and at every forty one two year old will be paid towards
zakah (Annual uue charity).
Abu Dawud # 1574, Tirmidhi # 620, Nasa'i # 2477, Ibn Majah # 1790, Darimi # 1629, Musl':td
Ahmact ft l-92, (The second version) Abu Dawud # 1572.
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While Imam Abu Yusuf ~~~J and Imam Muhammad ~~~J agree with Ibn Hajar ~~~Jon
his verdict that no zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on cows or bulls in excess
of forty till their number reaches sixty, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J said that zakah (Annual
due charity)·will be calculated and paid for the number above forty till it reaches sixty. At
sixty, two one years old will be wajib (obligatory) and rest of the payment will be
according to the foregoing outline. Thus, if the number is even one above forty one
fortieth of a two year old or one thirtieth of a one year old - meaning the value of these
(in cash) - will have to be paid. For any number above it, calculation shall be made in this
manner. The writer of the Hadiyah and his followers opine that this contention of Imam
Abu Hanifah ..111~J is the only reliable.t
As for nothing being wajib (obligatory) on animals being put to work, any ~f the animals that
are used for need, like bull or ox to draw water or carry load then, even if their number
reaches the nisab, zakah (Annual due charity) on them is not wajib (ob!igatory). The same
command applies to camels, etc. while Imam Abu Hanifah ]»,~J. Imam Shafi'I ~~~J and
Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbali»'~J abide by this hadith, Imam Maalik .1u~J says that zakah
(Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on these animals too.
·

(t.J.JI ..l.H_, ~LUI_, lS-iA_pi_, Jjb.-':II oi.J.J}~~ ~ l ~JI

J &,j j -:~1.,;1 l~~1~~

1800. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ~~~~ J narrated that when the Prophet Muhammad 4_#~1~
~r!
~J sent him to Yemen, he instructed· him to take (as zakah (Annual due charity)) a
one year old male or female calf for every thirty cows, and a cow in its third year for
every forty cows.2
SINFUL TO COLLECT MORE ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) THAN DUE
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1801. Sayyiduna Anas ~l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~)»,~ said, "He
who exceeds in collecting zakah (Annual due charity), more than due is like one
who does not pay zakah (Annual due charihj)."3
(It is as much a sin to collect more as it is to fail to pay the due)
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1802. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~)»,~ J narrted that the Prophet Muhammad
~J~,i»,~ said, 11 No sadaqah (charity) (zakah (Annual due charity)) is payable on
grain and dates till they are five awsaq (or five camel load in quantity).4
1

An animal one year old is de!:'"tibed as in its second year a two year old as in its third year, and so
on.
2 Abu Dawud # 1578, Tiimidhi # 623, Nasa'i # 450, Ibn Majah # 1803, Darirni # 1624.
3 Abu Dawud # 1585, Tirmidhi # 646, Ibn Majah # 1808.
4 Muslim# 5-979, Nasa'i # 2485, Musnad Ahmad 3-502.
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COMMENTARY: Zakah (Annual due charity) payable on these two items is mentioned in

hadith # 1794. The wasq is defined there.

(.t:..J 1-r_r. J o!_,.; )~_;..& ~lj.:. :;JJIJ ~lj ~ L;!

JI~ .ti.l.iJ Ill.~ -....ul ~;AI .

1~03.

Sayyiduna Musa ibn Talhah ~ ~J narrated that they had the letter of
(Sayyiduna) Mu'adh ibn Jabal.111~J from the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1!1~. He
said that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~j-P had instructed him to collect sadaqah
(charity) on wheat, barley, raisins and dates.l
This hadith is mursal. It is transmitted by sharh us Sunnah.
COMMENTARY: This does not mean that zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on
only these four produce of land. Rather, according to Imam Shafi'I ~~~J zakah (Annual due
charity) is levied on every produce of land that can be food for a human being and
according to the Hanafis, zakah (Annual due charity) is payable on every produce of the land
whether it is food or not for life. This hadith refers to only four things as a particular case
because they were available in that area.

ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON GRAPES
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1804. Sayyiduna Attab ibn Usayd ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~j-P
~J~ said about zakah (Annual due charity) on (vines or) grapes that they should
be estimated as dates are estimated. Then zakah (Annual due charity) on them
should be paid when they dry (as raisins) just as zakah (Annual due charity) is paid
on dates when they are dry.2
COMMENTARY: When grapes and dates become sweet, an expert can estimate their

quantity because they are dry.
Imam Abn Hanifah .1!1~ J said that when they are dry, one tenth of their quantity whatever
it is should be paid towards zakah (Annual due charity).
However, Imam Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad, the two companions of Imam Abu
Hanifah .1!1~J, and Imam Shafi'I .1!1~J said that zakah (Annual due charity) at one-tenth will
be paid when they reach tpP.limit of nisab which is five wasq.
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1805. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Abu Hathmah ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~
~J~~ US\;~ to say, "When you have estimated (the zakah (Annual due charitlj) on
1
2

Musnad Ahmad 5-228, Daraqutni # 8.
Abu Dawuu 111603, Tirmidhi # 644, Nasa'i # 2618, Ibn Majah # 1819.
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grapes and dates), take away (two thirds of them) and leave one-third, but if you
will not spare one third then leave one-fourth (at least)."1
COMMENTARY: This address is to the collectors of zakah (Annual due charity). They were
instructed to first determine the zakah (Annual due charity) payable and then take two thirds
of it and spare one third so that the owner may feed his neighbours and travellers. Imam
Abu Hanifah .1!1 ~ J and Imam Maalik i»t ~ J give their verdict on this basis and though
Imam Shafi'I .1!1~J had originally subscribed to this view yet later he S?id that the amount
of zakalz (Annual due charihj) is wajib (obligatory) and nothing should be spared from it.
He said that this hadith concerns the Jews of Khaybar. The Prophet Muhammad~J~i»I.).P
had agreed with· them share-cropping at half the produce of dates for them and half for
him. Hence, he gave this command to the men deputed to estimate the produce of dates
there. They were to leave for the Jews as a gesture of good will one third or one fourth of
the dates and then divide the rest half and half. They were to hand over one half to the
Jews and send the other to the Prophet's ~J~i»~~ court.
ESTIMATE OF DATE

(Jj IJy.l o b.J )~ ~~ ,_ul J;i, ~ :~1 ~ jiJJ I

1806. Sayyidah Ayshah l~ .1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~""J "~ .1!1 ~
used to send (Sayyiduna) Abdullah ibn Rawahah ~~.11~~J to the Jews. He would
make an estimate of the dates when they were ready (and sweet) but before they
were eaten at all.2
·
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON HONEY
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1807.Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»t~
said about honey that on every ten skins, one skin is paid towards zakah
(Annual due charihj).3
Tirmidhi said that the isnad of the hadith is not sound. Moreover, most of the
ahadith on this subject are weak.
COMMENTARY: The imams differ on this subject. Imam Shafi'I .1!1~J said that there is no
zakah (Annual due charihj) on honey. Imam Abu Hanifah l»t~J said that zakah (Annual due
charity) is payable on honey irrespective of its quantity provided it is from ushri land. He
cites the hadith: 'The ushr is wajib (obligatory) on every produce of land.' He maintained
that it is also wajib (obligatonJ) to pay one-tenth on the honey collected from mountains.
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON JEWELLERY
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Abu Dawud # 1605, Tirmidhi # 643, Nasa'i # 2491, Darimi # 3619, Musnad Ahmad 3-448.
Abu Dawud # 1606, Ibn Majah # 1820, Muwatta Maalik #1 (Muqaqah) Musnad Ahmed 2.24.
3 Tirmidhi # 269.
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1808. Sayyidah Zaynab ~ ~~ ~.J wife of Sayyiduna Abdullah (Ibn Mas'ud)~ 1»1 ~.J
narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4:# ~~ .)..P addressed them, saying. "0 you
company of women, pay zakah (Annual due charihj) (on your property) even if it is
from your jewellery because you will from the majority of the inmates of hell, on
the day of resurrection."t
COMMENTARY: Women are generally more devoted to the world and· its~ things
because of which they do not pay ·zakah (Annual due charity) and are not motivated to
spend in Alla.h's path. So they are advised to be content with what Allah has given
them and pay zakah (Annual due charity) and give charity to earn the mercy of Allah on
the day of resurrection.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~4~.J said that zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on jewellary
when its value is as much as the nisab. The ancient opinion of Imam Shafi'I .i»14~.J was identical.
Imam Maalik .i»1~.J and Imam Ahmad .i»1~.J said that zakah (Annual due charity) is not
wajib (obligatory) on that jewellery of women whose use is permissible, but is wajib
(dbligatory) on the jewellery whose use is forbidden. The final opinion of Imam Shafi'I
.il~.J was the same as theirs.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~.J relied on this hadith that establishes zakah (Annual due charity) as
wajib (obligatory) on jewellery without distinction.
About the jewellery that is permissible or forbidden, recourse may be had to muharrir and
other books of the Shafi'I school of thought.
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1809. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb .i»1 ~.J narrated from his ·father from his grand
father that two women came to Allah's Messenger ~J4#~1.).-P. They had two bracelets
on their hands. He asked them if they had both paid zakah (Annual due charity) on
them and they said that they had not paid it. So, he asked them, "would you prefer
that Allah should make you wear bracelets of fire (on the day of resurrection)?" They
said. "No!" He said, "Pay zakah (Annual due charihj) on them."2
Tirmidhi said a similar hadith is transmitted through another line of narrators but
nothing sound is reported on this subject.
COMMENTARY: This hadith is explicit that zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory)
on jewellery. In spite of Imam Tirmidhi's .i»1~.J saying that there is nothing sound on this
subject, other books qf hadith carry ahadith on this topic which Mulla Ali Qari ~~.J has
1

2

Bukhari # 1466, Tirmidhi # 635, Nasa'i # 2583, Darimi # 1654, Musnad Ahmad 3-502.
Tirmidhi # 637, Abu Dawud # 1563, Musnad Ahmad 2-178, Nasa'i # 2479.
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1810. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~ ..lit ~; narrated that she was wearing gold
ornaments (wadah). (Once) she asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, is it (classified as)
treasure?" He said, 'when anything is to the value (of nisab) that attracts zakah
(Annual due charihj) and zakah (Annual due charity) is paid on that then it is not
treasure (or what is hoarded)."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umm Salamah ~l»t~; had in mind the verse (34) of surah
at-Tawbah:
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lAnd those who hoard up gold and silver ....}
The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ l»t ~ assured her that she did not come under the
purview of the verse if she had paid zakah (Annual due charity) on her property of it was
of the value of the nisab.
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON TRADE MERCHANDISE
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1811. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~.&t~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .1!1~
~J~ used to command them to pay zakah (Annual due charity) onthat which they
prepared for trade.2

ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON MINES

(Jjby.l ol_j.;~j:ll

1812. Sayyiduna Rab'iah ibn Abdur Rahman lit ~; narrated on the authority of
many sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~lilt~; that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .111 ~
entrusted to (Sayyiduna) Bilal ibn Harith Muzari ~lilt~; the mines of al-Qubaliyah
to manage them. This is in the neighbourhood of fur,' Till the present day only
zakah (Annual due charity) is received from them. 3 ·
COMMENTARY: Fur is a place between Makkah and Madinah. The Prophet Muhammad
~J~l»t~ had granted the mines to Sayyiduna ibn Harith ~.&'c.r'; so that he might sustain
1

Abu Dawud # 1563, Muwatta Maalik 8 (Zakah (Annual due charity)), Daraqutni # 1 (Chapter of this
heading (Arabic)
2 Abu Dawud # 3061.
3 Abu Dawud # 3061.
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himself from it.
On the basis of this hadith. Imam Maalik .&1~J held that one-fortieth is levied on mines, not
one fifth. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J held that one fifth is wajib (obligatory) on mines. Imam
Shafi'I ~~~J gave verdict in favour of both, and also a third that if excavation requires toil a
third that if excavation requires one-fifth.
Perhaps some ruler n{ay have ruled at some time that one-fortieth should be levied on
these mines. Mulla Ali Qari ,&,~J has spoken at length on this in his Mirqat.
SECTION III
NO ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON VEGETABLES & TREES LOANED

J ~1-i i:i(;iill jli !i.:LQ ~ 4:1-1 J ~j !i~ ~1_,.)1 J~J !i~ ~_;\ ~-- ~ ~ J;Tij~j ·
(~.;I..UI oi.JJ)- {::.,llj ju.)1
1813. Sayyiduna Ali ~.&'~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ said,
11
Zakah (Annual due charihj) is not payable on vegetables, not on trees gives on
loan, not on less than five camel load (wasq), not on working animals, not on aljabhah." As Saqr said that al-jabhah means horses, mules and slaves.1
COMMENTARY: In the beginning of the chapter, we have spoken in detail on zakah
(Annual due charity) on vegetables.
Trees given on loan are araya. The owner of a palm tree loans it to a needy person making
the year's produce of dates his property.
Comments on other things have been made previously.
ABOUT ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) ON WIQS ANIMALS
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1814. Sayyiduna Tawus ~~ ~J narrated that a wiqs of cattle was brought to
(Sayyiduna) Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~ .&1 ~J (that he might receive zakah (Annual due
charihj) on them). He explained that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ J..,P had not
commanded him to receive anything on them.2
(The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.ldJ..,P had not defined a wajib zakah (an obligatory
charity) on that.)
COMMENTARY: Wiqs is the number of animals below the nisab level. It could be in the
beginning or between two nisabs.
Suppose that there are less than thirty cattle. Zakah (Annual due charity) is not wajib
(obligatory) on them and this is the number that did not reach the nisab from the beginning.
It will be called wiqs.
When it is between two nisabs, zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on thirty cattle.
1
2

Daraqutni # 1 (chapter; No Zakat on vegetables).
Daraqutni # 21 (ibid)
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When it is from thirty-one to thirty-nine, nothing is payable towards zakah (Annual due
charity). At forty, the mount of zakah (Annual due charity) increases, so between thirty one
and thirty nine, the count is wiqs. Similarly, forty, zakah (Annual due charity) increases at
sixty, so the number between these two limits is wiqs because zakah (Annual due charity) is
not wajib (obligatory) at these numbers. After sixty, the amount of zakah (Annual due charil:tj)
will increase at seventy and the inte:rvening numbers will be wiqs, because zakah (Annual
due charity) is not wajib (obligatory) on these number. This will keep changing between every
ten's the numbers of cattle between every two tens will be called wigs and zakah (Annual
due charity) is waived on them.
The wiqs mentioned in the hadith was the initial wiqs because their number was less than
thirty. The cows that were brought to Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~.1!~~_, were less than thirty.
The two companions of Abu Hanifah .1!1 "~_, hold that zakah (Annual due charity) is not wajib
(obligatory) at all on the wiqs between two nisab. But Imam Abu Hanifah ...1!1"~ _,said that on wiqs
between forty and sixty, zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory), but not other wiqs.
·
This question is discusses in the section I
Marak said that this hadith is munqata because Tawus ...1!1~ _, never met mu' adh ~...1!~~ J·

CHAPTER - III
SADAQAT-UL-FITR
SECTION I

jji1j.Aiil

IS SADAQAT UL FITR WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) OR FARD (COMPULSORY)

(~Jko) -§_,ljll J!
1815. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 1.:$ .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~..lit~
prescribed as fard (compulsory) the zakat ul fitr (sadaqatul fitr (charihJ after
Ramadan))(Charity after Ramadan) at ones'a of dried dates or one sa' of barley on
every slave and freeman, male and female, young and old, of the Muslims. He gave
command that this should be paid before departure of the people for the salah
(prayer) (of eed ulfitr).l
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I ..lit~_, and Imam Ahmad ..lit~_, held that sadaqat ul.fitr is fard
(compulsory). Imam Maalik ..l!t~J held that it is sunnah muwakkadah (emphasized prophet's
practice) and Imam Abu Hanifah ..lit~_, held that it is wajib (obligatory).
Imam Shafi'I ~~ ~J said that it is payable by everyone who possess enough provision for
one day for himself land for those people on who se behalf he is responsible to pay
sadaqatul-.fitr and that is over and above his need to the extent of the sadaqat ul fitr.
Imam Abu Hanifah said that sadaqat ul fitr is wajib (obligatory) on him who is rich which
1

Bukhari # 1503, Muslim # 12-984, Abu Dawud # 1612, Tirmidhi # 676, Nasa'i # 2504, Ibn Majah #
1826, Darami # 1661, Muwatta Maalik #52 (Zakalz (Annual due charity)), Musnad Ahmad 2-102.
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means that he holds possession of the value of 52.5 tola silver apart from his true needs, or
has gold and silver in his possession and has no debts on him.
(One tola is equal to 124.416 gramme)
Sadaqatul fitr (charity after Ramadan) becomes wajib (obligatonJ) with the dawn on eed ul
jitr If anyone dies before that then this sadaqah (charihJ) is not wajib (obligatonJ) on him. And,
if anyone embraces Islam on the eedul jitr after dawn of that day and his property, or a
child is born at that time then sadaqat ul fitr is not wajib (obligatory) on them too. One sa' is
equal to 3 kg and 266 grams.
The master will pay the sadaqatul-.fitr for the slave who serves him but it is not wajib
(obligatory) on him to pay it for the slave who is his trade property. It is also not wajib .
(obligatory) to pay .{or a slave who has fled, but if he returns then it will become wajib
(obligatonj) to pay for him.
If children are young and not rich then their father must pay sadaqatul-.fitr for them (as
Wajib (obligatory)). If they are rich, then it will be paid from their property.
The same command as for young children applies for grown up children who are insane. A
father is not liable to pay sadaqatul-.fitr for grown up (some) children neither is it wajib
(obligatonJ) on a husband neither is it wajib (obligatory) on a husband for his wife. But, if they
(father and husband) pay it on their behalf with their permission, then it is allowed.
Allamah Teebi ~~~J said that 'of the Muslim' qualities the 'slave' and the others named
after that. So, it is not wajib (obligatory) for a Muslim to pay the sadaqatul fitr (charity after
Ramadan) for his disbelieving slave. But the writer of the Hidayah has written that the
sadaqatul-.fitr of a disbelieving slave too is wajib (obligatory) on his Muslim master. He has
also cited a hadith in support of his view. It may be seen in the hidayah or Mirqat.
The Hanafis follow the edict of the writer of the Hidayah. (But, Allah knows best).
His mustahab (desirable) to pay the sadaqatul-.fitr before the salah (prayer) of eed. If anyone
pays before that even by a month or more than a month, then it is permitted. But, it is not
waived, if anyone delays it to beyond the salah (prayer) of eed or to a much later time. It has
to be paid in any case.
THE AMOUNT OF SADAQATUL-FITR
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1816. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~ 1»1 ~J narrated that they used to pay
sadaaqatul fitr one sa' of grain (food) or one sa' of barley or one sa' of dates or one
sa' of cheese or one sa' of dry raisins.l
COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~J said that (~\ab) (in -the hadith- food) means wheat, but th~ . .
Hanafi ulama (Scholars) say that it is grain other than wheat, in which case (~tAb) describes
the next words.
Imam Abu Hanifah .i:1~J classifies raisins with wheat, so half sa' is given as sadaqatuijitr while his two companions classify dried dates with barley so they say that it is
given one sulus sadaqat ul fitr. Hasan 1»1 ~ J has cited one opinion of Imam Abu
Hanifah .1!1~ J to the same effect.
1 Bukhari # 15-6, Muslim # 17-985, Abu Dawud # 1614, Tirmidhi # 673, Nasa'i # 2512, Ibn Majah #
1829, Darimi # 1664, Muwatta Maalik # 53 (Zakah (Annual due charity)).
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(~Ll.ll_j .)Jby.loi.,.J)-.jfJ\
1817. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1n~J said that at the end of Ramadan people should
pay the sadaqah (charittj) concerning their fasts. He said that Allah's Messenger J..P
~ J~.1!1 made it incumbent as a sa' of dried dates or barley, or half sa' of wheat on
every freeman or slave, male or f female, young or old.t
WHY PAY IT

(.)Jby.l ol_j.J)~( "~ns ~:. J!
1818. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.11~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~J..P made it
necessary to pay the sadaqat ul fitr that it may purify fasting of vain and obscene
talk, and as food for the needy.2
COMMENTARY: Sadaqatul-.fitr is prescribed that hereby shortcomings in fasting in
Ramadan may be overlooked, and the poor may be enabled to celebrate the eed.
Daraqutni's version of this hadith has this much more:
"If anyone pays sadaqatul fitr (charity after Ramadan) before the salah (prayer) of eed, his
sadaqah (charity) will be approved. He who pays it after the salah (prayer) of eed, it will be
one of the sadaqah (charity).s"
SECTION III

(LS.i.A_;UI oi.,.J) -~~~ ~~JT

1819. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb narrated on the authority of his father that his
grandfather narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# .1!1 J..P sent someone to
proclaim in the suburbs and streets of Makkah that the sadaqatul fitr (charity afte1·
Ramadan) is wajib (obligatonj) on every Muslim-male orf female, freeman or slave
young or old at two mudds of wheat or its like (dry raisins, etc), or one sa' of grain
(food other than wheat).3
COMMENTARY: Two mudds is half sa.

1

Abu Dawud # 1622, Nasa'i # 2508.
Abu Dawud # 1609, Ibn Majah # 1827, (Daraqutni)
3 Tirmidhi # 674, Daraqutni # 14 (Zakat ul .fitr)
2
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1820. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Tha'labah or Th'labah ibn Abdullah ibn Abu Su'
narrated from his father that Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~ said, 110ne sa' of wheat
is (sadaqatul fitr (charity after Ramadan)) from two people (meaning, half of it from
each) be they young or old freeman or slave, male or female. As for the rich among
you, Allah will purify them (because of the sadaqah (charity)). And, as for the poor
among you Allah grant them more than what they gave (towards it)."t
COMMENTARY: The copies of Mishkat have the name of the narrator as stated in the text.
However, the correct name is; Abdullah ibn Tha'labah ibn Abu Sughair (,r-A-P~I.;r.l4-tl.1f1.&1~)
or ibn Abu Su' ayr (~~~~~ ~~11.1f1) ~~~J· He reported on the authority of his father.
Sayyiduna Tha'labah ~.&~~J was a sahabi from whom his son Abdullah narrated this hadith.
The hadith calls upon both the rich and the poor to pay the sadaqatul fitr (charity after
Ramadan). As a result. Allah will purify the rich and bestow on the poor more than what
he pays. However, these tidings are for the rich too whose wealth Allah will bless. The
poor2 is named specifically in order to exhort tim to keep pace with others in paying the
sadaqatul fitr (charity after Ramadan).

CHAPTER-VI
THOSETOWHOMTAKING ZAKAH
(ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) IS NOT LAWFUL
Ahadith in this chapter will disclose the people who are not allowed to take zakah (Annual
due charity) and derive benefit from it. We first enumerate the rulings in some detail.
1.
The person who is a sahib nisab (owner of the wealth that attract zakah (Annual due
charity) on it) and zakah (Annual due charity) is wajib (obligatory) on him must not pay zakah
(Annual due charity) to his antecedents, meaning, parents, grandparents (paternal and
maternal) and their forbears. It is not allowed to give zakah (Annual due charity) (sadaqah
(charity)) to any oft hem. In the same way, it is disallowed to pay zakah (Annual due charity)
to anyone of one's descendants, meaning, son, daughter, grandson, granddaughter, great
grand children and their progeny. According to Imam Abu Hanifah .&1 ~J the spouses
should not pay zakah (Annual due charity) to one another. But, his two companions said that
if a wife gives zakah (Annual due charity) to her husband then it is correct.
As for relatives other than these, it is prop~r to pay to them zakah (Annual due charity)
provided hat they are deserving of receiving zakah (Annual due charity) which means that
they are not rich, sayyid, Hashmi or disbelieving. In fact, compared to others it is better to

Abu Dawud # 1619.
In the rulings of zakah (Annual due charity) and sadaqah (charity), the word faqir (poor) is used in its
technical meaning. He is one who does not possess any property whose value equals the nisab that
make zakah (Annual due charity) payable. Also, he should not be a total pauper and indigent. Here the
faqir does not mean the present day mendicants because in common parlance, today, the faqir is a
beggar or an absolutely down and out, destitute, (Footnote is from the original Urdu).

1

2
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pay it to one's own relatives.
The ulama (Scholars) say that if zakah (Annual due charity) is given in this order, it is very
good: beginning with sister, brother, their children; followed by paternal uncle, paternal
aunt and their children; followed by maternal uncle, maternal aunt, their children, followed
by the dhawwul arham (relatives on the maternal side); followed by the unrelated
neighbour, fellow-workers (or professionals). Fellow countrymen.
The same applies to sadaqatul fitr (charity after Ramadan) and vows. It is better to follow
the fore mentioned order. While it is not wrong for anyone to give to strangers. Yet it is
better to prefer one's relatives first.
2.
It is not proper to give zakah (Annual due charity) to one's male or female slave. The
some command applies to the payment to the unun walad, meaning the female slave who has
be gotten her master's child. Her master should not pay her any zakah (Annual due charity).
3.
It is proper to pay zakah (Annual due charity) to one's in-laws, like mother in law.
Father in law, brother in law, sister in law and those who are related through them. In the
same way, it is proper to pay zakalz (Annual due charity) to one's son in law or daughter in
law. It is also allowed to pay zaka/1 (Awwal due cllarihj) to one's step mother and step
maternal grandmother.
4.
It is not proper to give zakaii (Amwal due clwrihj) to ghani (rich person). Ghani is
one who owns property to the tune of the nisab, whether naarni or ghayr nami. The naami
property is what which appreciates in value and grows or multiplies, like trade
merchandise, cash, gold, silver and ornaments of gold and silver. These properties are
called naami in Shari' ah. They have the property of multiplying. The livestock and cattle
are also truly naami if they are for trading or breeding.
Ghayr naarni property is what does not grow or appreciate in value, like castle dwellings
clothing, utensils, etc. Even with these things if they are beyond one's real needs and to the
value of the nisab and free from debt, it is not proper for the owner to receive zakah (Annual
due charity) Anyone's real needs are his house where he resides, clothing he wears, utensils
for cooking, books of scholars, weapons of the warriors, tools of the skilled workers, These
are that which are counted as real needs.
5.
It is not allowed to pay zakah (Annual due charity) to the Hashmi. Progeny of these
five people are called Hashmi; Children of Sayyiduna Ali ~ii~~J from Sayyidah Fatimah
~..1u~J or from his other wives; children or Sayyiduna Ja'far ~..1u~J; children of Sayyiduna
Aqil ~ii~~J children of Sayyidua Abbas ~ii~~J the children of Sayyiduna Harith ibn
Abdul Muttalib. ~ii~~J· Those who are descended from them are called hashmi and it is
also disallowed to pay zakah (Annual due charity) to their slaves, male or female. If they are
emancipated even then they are not allowed to take or consume zakah (Annual due charity).
6.
It is not proper to pay zakah (Annual due charity) to an infidel whether he is hostile
and at war or a dhimmi.
7.
If any one pays zakah (Annual due charity) to a rich man or an infidel or his own
father or son or wife imagining the recipient to be eligible and not knowing the true
identity of the recipient but learns the facts later on then his zakah (Annual due charity) will
be deemed to have been paid and he will not be required to make a fresh payment af zakah
(Annual due charity).
8.
It is not allowed to pay zakah (Annual due charity). towards construction of a
mosque, the shroud of a dead person or the debt of a dead person. If anyone does so, then
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his zakah (Annual due charity) will be void and unpaid.
THE DESERVING: The deserving of zakah (Annual due charity) are the faqir. In the
terminology of Shariah (divine law), faqir is one who possessed less then the nisab. The
masakin are also the deserving of zakah (Annual due charity). They are those who have some
kind of an eligibility who is appointed to collect zakah (Annual due charity) though he may
himself be rich. By the way, a Hashimi is not allowed to draw the remuneration too that is
paid to the collector of zakah (Annual due charity). Those engaged in jihad or a journey for
the pilgrimage also are eligible to receive zakah (Annual due charity) when they have no
money remaining with them though they have very much property in their native land.
Similarly, it is also proper for other travelers to be paid zakah (Annual due charity) even if a
traveller own immense property in his homeland.
Finally, if anyone has provision enough to sustain him even for a day, then it is not proper
for him to stretch a begging hand. (Mawlana Muhammad Ishaq Dahlawi)
jJ~hj..A~i

SECTION I

PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J~.au~ WAS DISALLOWED
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1821. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ i1!1 ~
passed by a piece of date lying on the path He said, ''Were it not that fear that it
could be from (someone's) zakah (Annual due charihj), I would have (picked it up as
a blessing of Allah and) eaten it."t
COMMENTARY: Many deductions are drawn fro this hadith.
(i)
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.ii~~~ was forbidden to consume zakah (Annual
due gtarity). The ulama (Scholars) say that sadaqah (charity) was forbidden to him
in all its forms, both zakah (Annual due charity) and optional. He could not put it
to his use.
(ii)
The Banu Hashim (Hashimis) are forbidden the wajib (obligatory) sadaqah (charity)
(zakah (Annual due charity)) but not the optional sadaqah (charity).
(iii)
It is ~1lowed to pick up anything lying on the road and eat it or put it to one's
use even if it is very little in numbers and it is presumed that its owner ~ould
not look for it.
(iv)
It is best for a believer to refrain from every such thing and keep away from it to
which there is a semblance of doubt that it could be forbidden.
BANU HASHIM ARE DISALLOWED SADAQAH (CHARITY) AND ZAKAH
(ANNUAL DUE CHARITY)
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1822. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.lid~J narrated that Sayyiduna Hasan ibn Ali .&1~J

1
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Bukhari # 2055, Muslim# 164-1071, Abu Dawud # 1652, Musnad Ahmad 3-291.
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took a piece of date of the sadaqah (charity) ad put it in his mouth. The Prophet
Muhammad ~J~.\i1~ said promptly, "spit it out! Spit it out!" so that he might
throw it out (from his mouth). Then he said (to him), "Do you not know that we
(Banu Hashim) do not eat sadaqah (charity)?"t
COMMENTARY: The prophet's ~J~l»'~ question was a rhetorical question. How could
one not know it? At that time Sayyiduna Hasan 4;,$. .1:1 .,rPJ was too young to know these
things yet the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .1!1 ~ put that tag question that others might
know that Sadaqah (charity) is forbidden to Banu Hashim.
It follows from this hadith that parents and guardians must stop their wards from doing
what Shari' ah disallows. The Hanafi scholars maintain that it is unlawful for parents to let
their sons wear silk and gold and silver ornaments (that are forbidden to men).
ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) IS A PERSON'S DIRT
4;,$.

{>L-oo\_,.J)j :>.l~~~j J~jt~lilJ(.y.!lfllt~Jl cJ1

1823. Sayyiduna Abdul Muttalib ibn Rabi' ah A:S- .1!1 .,rPJ narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J~.1!1~ said, "These sadaqah (charihj)s are merely the dirty things of
people. And they are not lawful for Muhammad or for the family of Muhammad."2
COMMENTARY: He described zakah (Annual due charity) as dirt because like the body of a
person is cleansed when dirt is removed from it, so after paying zakah (Annual due cltarity)
not only is one's property purified but also the payer's heart and soul become pure.
This hadith is evidence that it was forbidden to the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ l»1 ~ to
receive zakah (Annual due charity). In the same way, it is forbidden to the Prophet's ~.1!1~
~J offspring (Banu Hashim) to take it whether they are appointed to receive zakah (Annual
due charity) or are needy and helpless. This is to what the Hanafis subscribe.

THE PROPHET'S ~J~i'»>.)J CAUTION
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1824. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u~.\i1-.rPJ narrated that if some food was presented to him,
he first asked about it, "It is a gift or a sadaqah (charihj)?" If he was told that· it w,.s- d
sadaqah (charity) he said to his companions that could eat it and he did not eat h.• If h'?
was told that it was a present he stretched his hand and ate it along with them.3
COMMENTARY: Sadaqah (charity) is that which is given to a needy person out of
compassion to earn Allah's pleasure. Since the recipient is di~graces and degraded in a
sense, it was forbidden to the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.1il~ absolutely.
A gift, on the other hand, is presented to a senior out of honour. Another side of a gift is
that generally the gesture is reciprocated in this world itself.
1

Bukhari # 1491, Muslim# 161-1069, Darimi # 1591, Musnad Ahmad 1-200.
Muslim# 167-1072, Nasa'i # 2609, Musnad Ahmad 4-166.
3 Bukhari # 2576, Muslim# 175-1077, Tirmidhi # 656, Nasai'i # 2613.
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ASSIGNING OWNERSHIP
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1825. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~ ~; narrated that three commands were made
concerning (Sayyidah) Barirah ~~~~J• The first was that when she was sat free, she
was given choice concerning her husband. (The second was that) Allah's Messenger
~J~~~~ said that the right to inherit from an emancipated slave belonged to one
who had set her free. (The third was .that once). Allah Messenger ~J~~~~ came
home and the pot was boiling with meat in it, but he was served some of the bread
and gravy that were in the house. He asked, 11 But, did I not find a pot with meat?"
He was told that while that was correct yet the meat was what was given to Barirah
as sadaqah (charity) and he did not partake of sadaqah (charity). He said, "that may
be sadaqah (charity) for her but it is a gift for us" t
COMMENTARY: The initial words of the hadith refer to Sayyidah Barirah ~~~~J whom
Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ..li1 ~; had set free as her female slave. This action paved the way for
three commands. As a free woman she had choice to live with her husband (Sayyiduna),
Mugith ~~~~;, or separate from him.
The ulama (Scholars) call this (J~;~) (khiyar itq). It allows a female slave who is married to
someone and who is emancipated to retain her marriage with him or opt for separation
from him. However, Imam Shafi'I ~ )», ~;. says that she has this option only when her
husband is also a slave. But, the Hanifis say that she has choice either was whether he is a
slave or a freeman.
The husband of Syyidah Barirah ~ .1l1 ~; was a slave. He was terribly upset to the extent
that he wept and roomed about complaining but she was unmoved. She stuck to her
decision too separate.
The second COtitl£1Md was about (s.~J) (wala). The right of inheritance from one
emancipated slave rests wiih one who set; him or her free. Sayyidah Barirah ~~~~.J was
the slave of a Jew who had arranged a mukatab with her which means that he had said to
her that if she paid to him a certain number of dirhams, she would be freed. But, she was
unable to pay the required s.iim of money. She requested Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J to help
her and she offered to buy her from the Jew who agreed to shell her on condition that he
would have right to inheritance from her. She asked to Prophet Muhamm~d ~J~~~
about it and he said that the Jew's condition was void and only the ·pt::rc;on who
-... ncipates owns the right of inheritance from the freed slavt. She should buy the ~li:tve
. free.
>mmand that is deduced from the hadith is that if a deserving receives
19, Muslim# 14-1504, Nasai'i # 2614, Ibn Majah # 2076, Darimi # 2289, Muwatta Maalik
:e), Musnad Ahmad 1-281
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someone' s zakah (Annual due charity) and then gives it to another person who is not eligible
to receive zakah (Annual due clzarity), then this property will be lawful for him. The reason is
that the payer of zakah (Annual due charihj) had given his zakah (Annual due charihj) to the
deserving correct person and that payment became this person's property and he is entitled
to give it to whoever he wishes and it would be proper. In the terminology of Shari' ah, it is
called tamlik and it is permitted and lawful (It is to assign ownership to another.)
PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~1..,J4)'-~'~..., ACCEPTED GIFT & RECIPROCATED WITH ONE
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1826. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ..sJ'J said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ,jJ used to
accept a gift and make a return agift against it.1
ACCEPT EVEN A SMALL GIFT
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1827. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah """'~'..sJ'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "If I am invited to a kura (slender part of a sheep's leg). I would respond
positively. And, if a fore-leg was presented to me, I would surely accept it."2
COMMENTARY: Kura (t'~) is the shin of a sheep. The meaning is that if anyone
invited the Prophet Muhammad ~ J 4# ~~ ~ to a meal consisting of something very
ordinary he would accept the invitation so, too he said that he would accept the gift of
a sheep's forearm.
This is evidence that the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~l»t,JJ was careful not to hurt the feeling
of the humblest of men lest he suffer from an inferiority complex. He also exhorts us that
we should accept the most ordinary of gifts with a cheerful face.
WHO IS A MISKIN (POOR)?
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1828. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah """'~l..sJ'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~-·J~~~...~
said, "The miskin (poor) is not he who goes round to people who tum him away
with a morsel of two, or a date or two. Rather, he is one who do~s not find enough
to make him self-sufficient. He is not recognized for charity to be given to him and
he does not go out to beg from people."3
COMMENTARY: The Quran mentions also the heads of zakah (Annual due charity) and the
people who deserve zakah (Annual due charity):
Bukhari # 2585.
Bukhari # 2567, Musnad Ahmad 2-424.
3 Bukhari # 1479, Muslim # 101-1039, Abu Dawud # 1613, Nasai'i 2571, Darami # 16~5, Mt:ewatta
Maalik # 7 (Sitat un Nabi) Musnad Ahmad # 1-384.
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{The sasdaqat (ztikah (Ann~al due charity)) are only for the poor and the needy and
those employed to administer them. And for those whose hearts are to be
conciliated, and for the freeing of slaves, and for those in debt, and in the path of
Allah, and for the traveller.) (9:60)
-This verse mentions eight people who are eligible to receive the wajib sadaqahs (obligatory
charities), like zakah (Annual due charity). It is not allowed to give zakah (Annual due charity) to
any other person. Moreover the Hanafis hold that 'those whose hearts are to be conciliated'
are now dropped from the list, so only seven kind remain.
In short, this verse defines the miskin as eight people, and those spoken of in common
parlance as miskin are not miskin. The true miskin are they who do not have even barley
bread, but they are so strong willed that their next door neighbour is not aware of their
plight. They d9 not pleas with the people but rely on Allah and withdraw to themselves.

ul&,j..ajji

SECITON II
NOT EVEN SPIES OF BANU HASHIM

(~l....U i.J Jj!Jy. i.J LS-lA_;U I

1829. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi 4:$ .li1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .li1 ,).P
sent a man of Banu Makhzum to collect zakah (Annual due charity). He said to
Abu Rafi 4JS..lil~; "Come with me that you might get some share of it." He said,
"Not till I meet Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1,).P and ask him (about it)." so, he
went to the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1!1~ and aske3u him. He said,· 11 Sadaqah
(charity) is not lawful to us (Banu Hashim), and their mawla (freed slaves) are
like them (in this matter)."I
COMMENTARY: Sayyit:l.w.1a Abu Rafi ~J»~~J was the Prophet's ~J~.1!1~ freed slave. So,

the slaves of Banu Hashim too are not allowed to receive zakah (Annual_due charity), even
those who have been given liberty.
WHO ARE DISALLOWED TO RECEIVE ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY)
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1830. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~J~~~ narrated that Allah's Messenger liJ,~
~

Tirmidhi # 657, Abu Dawud # 1650, Nasai'i # 2611, Musnad Ahmad# 19014.
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~J~ said,

"Sadaqah (charity) (zakah (Annual due charity)) is not lawful to a rich
man and to one who is strong (who can work to earn a living)."1
1831. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$.&1~ J narrated that the same hadith. 2
C(}MMENTARY: The rich men are of three kinds:
(i)
He on whom zakah (Annual due charity) is fard (compulsory) being possessor
of nisab naami and having possessed it for one year.
(ii)
He is not deserving of zakah (Annual due charity) and it is wajib (obligatory)
on him to pay sadaqat uljitr and make a sacrifice. He possesses enough for
hi~ actual needs and has, over and above what is equal to the nisab, silver
weighing 52.5 toia or wealth of this value.
(iii)
He to whom sad~qah (charity) is lawful to receive but who is forbidden to
beg which means that he. has enough provision for day and clothing to
cover himself.
Apart from the rich, the sound and healthy man with strong limbs is also not allowed to
receive zakah (Annual due charity). He is capable of earning enough to feed his family. Imam
Shafi'I li!1~ J abides by this hadith and holds that zakah (~1nnual due charity) is not lawful to
one who is able to make a living Imam Abu Hanifah li!1 ~J holds that it is allowed to
everyone to receive zakah (Annual due charity) who is not owner of the aforememtioned
nisab eve:':l if he is capable to earn because the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.lsiJ..P used to give
sadaqah (charity) and zakah (Annual due charity) to all such sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~J
~ ~~ who were needy and were sound and health~r and capable of earning a livelihood.
This was the Prophet's ~J~~'J..P practice till the end. So we might say that this hadith is
abrogated, or it means to encourage strong people to desist from depending on zakah
(Annual due charity) and disgracing themselves.
NOT PROPER FOR THE STRONG TO RECEIVE ZAKA.H (..L1NNUAL DUE CHARITY)

(~WJ \__, Jj!J>t I oI..,J)'!.... .. ~S:J ~,. ~
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1832. Sayyiduna Ubaydullah ibn Adiy ibn al-Khiyar ~~~~J narrated that two men
informed hhn that they came to the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4#- .&1 J..P during the
Farewell Pilgrimage when he was disburcdng the zakah (Annual due charity). They
asked him for some of it. He looked at them with an examining eye and found them
hale and hearty. So, he said, 111£ you wish, I shall let you have something, but there
is no share is zakah (Annual due charity) and sadaqah (charittj) for a rich man and
for the srrong and able who can carve out a living (for himsel£)."3
COMMENTARY: During the Farewell Pilgrimage the Prophet Muhammad ~'""J":l~~'J..P taught
the commands of Allah and bid farewell to the people. A few months thereafter, he died.
Imam Shafi'I .&1 ~J interpreted the hadith to mean; "It is forbidden to you to consume
Abu Dawud # 1633, Tirmidhi # 652, Darimi # 1639, Musnad Ahmad 2-389.
Nasai'i # 2547, Ibn Majah #1839, Musnad Ahmad 2-164.
3 Abu Dawud # !t133, Nasai'i # 2598.
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saaaqah (charity), but if you insist on devouring the forbidden, then I shall give it to you."

He seems to have spoken in anger.
The Hanafis say that the hadith means: ulf you wish to have it, I shall give it to you, but it
does not suit a sound and healthy man to consume zakah (Annual due charity)."
EXEMPTIONS FOR THE RICH
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1833. Sayyiduna Ata ibn Yasar ~ .i»1 ~J narr:ated in a mursal fomt that Allah's
Messenger ~1 <~.#-i»l~ said, "Zakah (Annual due charihj) is not lawful for a rich man,
except in five cases:
(i)
Who fights in Allah's cause (but lacks equipment for jihad).
(ii)
Who collects zakali (Annual due charity). .
(iii)
Who has to pay a debt or ransom.
Who buys property of zakah (Aanual due charity) ·.against his money.
(iv)
(v)
Who has a poor neighbour to whom zakah (Annual due charity) has
been paid and who mak~s a present to him."l
1834. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed' s ~~~~J version also has, "Who is a traveller."2
COMMENTARY: The rich man who has to pay a debt or ransom may have to a huge
penalty beyond his means. Or, he may be r~sponsible for blood wit or someone else's debt.
Imam shaf~'I .i»1 ~ J said that a rich warrior may receive zakah (Annual due charity). But,
Imam Abu Hanifah ~:~J said, that it is not allowed to pay him zakah (Annual due charity).
He cites other ahadith about it and the Prophet's ~J~~~~ instructions to Sayyiduna
Mu'adh (Ibn Jabal) ~.i»~~J·
ONLY THOSE DESERVE WHO ARE MENTIONED IN THE QURAN

(.).J"'I .)Yo I0 I.J.J)'•"',,,,,,
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1835. Sayyiduna Ziyad ibn al-Harith as Suda'I ~..111~; narrated that he went to the
Prophet Muha.Itl!had ~J''·#~~~ and pledged allegiance to him. Then he narrated a

1

rlhu Dawud # 1635, Ibn Majah # 1841, Muwatta Maallik # 29 (Zakah (Annual due charity)), Musnad

Ahma~~-5G.

2

Abu Dawud # 1637.
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lengthy hadith, saying that a man came to the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ and
requested him to give him some zakah (Annual due charity). Allah's Messenger~~~
~J~said that Allah does not approved the decision of a Prophet Muhammad fm~
~J~ or anyone other than him about zakah (Annual due charity). Rather, he has
given a decision on that himself. He had divided those entitled to zakah (Annual
due charity) into eight classes. Then he said, 111£ you belong to any of these classes, I
shall give you something."t
(of surah Tawbah 9:60 already translated, see commentary hadith # 1828).
SECTION III
UMAR'S ~.&'~.J EXPERIENCE

(~l..!')tl ~J~I.J I.!..ULA oi.J.;)ila' :r.Li ~~~ j.l5Li Ill ~iLJli.,.
1836. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Aslam ~ .&1 ~.J narrated .that (Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-

Khattab ~ .&1 ~.J drank some milk that delighted him. He asked the man who had
given him to drink, 11 From where is it?" He told him that he had gone to a watering
place, naming it too. He saw some camels from the sadaqah (charity) being watered.
The people drew some of their milk and he too took some of it his skin. That milk
was from it. At that, Umar put his hand in his mouth and forced himself to vomit.2
(see also # 2788)
COMMENTARY: This was Sayyiduna Umar's ~.&'~.J exceptional righteousness and God
fearing attitude, otherwise it was a gift to him from one who had deserved zakah (Annual
due charity) (as stated previously).

CHAPTER-V
THOSE TO WHOM IT IS ALLOWED TO BEG
AND THOSE TO WHOM IT IS NOT ALLOWED
The ulama (Scholars) say that a person who possessc3 one day's provision and clothing to
cover himself should not stretch his hand before anyone else because it is forbidden to beg
if one has no need. However, he who does not possess one day's provision and clothing to
cover himself is permitted to beg. The needy and poor who possesses provision for one day
and is strong enough to earn a living, to him it is permitted to receive zakah (Annual due
charity) but unlawful to stretch his hand before anyone else. But, it is allowed to do so to a
needy and poor who has not even a day's provision and is unable to earn a living.
Nawawi .1!14.e.:1-.J has quoted rhe ulama (Scholars) in his sharh Muslim that it is disallowed to
ask other people for something without need but the ulama (Scholars) disagree on a person
1

Abu Dawud # 1630, Daraqutni # 9 (exhortation to pay zakah (Annual due charity))
Maalik # 31 (Zakah (Annual due cltarity)), Bayhaqi Shaubal Eeman # 5771.

2 Muwatta
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who is strong and able enough to earn a living. The more correct opinion is that such a
person should not beg from others and it is rated as unlawful thot:tgh some say that it is
makruh (unbecoming). Begging is allowed to the needy and handicapped on three
conditions:
(i)
He must not 4isgrace himself by begging.
(ii)
While begging, he must not exaggerate.
(iii)
He must not inconvenience and harass the person from whom he is begging.
. If even one of these condition is not fulfilled then it is agree that begging is unlawful.
Ibn Mubarak .&1~..> said that if anyone begs for Allah's sake then that is not proper to give
him any thing because he raises the importance of the worlds and its things enough Allah
has called them insignificant. Such a beggar .should not be obliged so that he may be
warned. If anyone begs on the right of Allah's or 'on the right of Muhammad,. then, it is not
wajib (obligatory) to give him any thing. If anyone puts fqrth a false need of his and.get~
something from someone, then he does not become its owner. (It is forbidden and unlawful
in his hands). If any~ne presents himself as a Sayyid and expresses his need to some who
believes him and gives it to him, but he is not a sayyid then that which is given to him does
not belong to him and it will be unlawful in his hands.
Similarly, if anyone imagines one who asks for a need to be a pious, righteous man and
gives him what he needs though that man is· a sinner such that if it was known nothing
would have been given to him, then this fraud does not become the. owner of it and it is
unlawful in his hands. He must return it to its owner which is wajib (obligatory) for him to
do. If anyone gives a rude person what he asks to save himself of his rudeness and
backbiting then that would be unlawful for the rude person.
If a poor man comes to· a person and kisses his hands and feet to coax him to give him
something and he falls into the trap, then it is makruh (unbecoming). He must not let him
kiss his limbs.

Those hereditary beggars who knock at doors beating drums and playing music must not .
be given anything. They are the worst of all beggars.

SECTION I
WHO ARE ALLOWED TO BEG
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1837. Sayyiduna Qabisah ibn Mukhariq .1$li!l~J narrated that he stood guarantor for
hammalah. So, he came to Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii~~~ and asked him to help in
this regard. He directed him to wait till he received the sadaqah (charity) and gave
instructions for (something to be paid to) him. Then he said, 11 0 Qabisah, begging
is not allowed but. to three kinds:
(i)
One who stands guarantor for hammalah is allowed to beg till he
discharges it, after which he must cease to beg (but he must not amplify
his needs.
One who goes through a calamity and has last his property is allowed
(ii)
begging till his needs (of food and clothing) are met." Or he said, 11till his
helplessness is removed, and he has enough to support his life.
(iii)
A rich man who is suddenly beset by poverty and three intelligent (and
sober) man of the community vouch for that is allowed begging (to the
extend of his needs) till he receives enough to sustain him." Or, he said,
11
till his incapacity is seen through.
0 Qabisah, apart from these three it is forbidden to anyone else to beg. If anyone
else begs then the devours that which is forbidden.t
COMMENTARY: Hammalah is what a person is bound to pay as blood wit and a third person
intervenes to avert in-fighting and guarantees to pay on behalf of the penalized person.
BEGGING ONLY TO ENHANCE ONE'S WEALTH

~~~i t.;!s:3 ~lyl <.}61 JL&A ~J ~ili1 ~ JJ1 j_;-!5 jli.jli i~.;.' C?l 0&-J ('AY'A)
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1838. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ol$.iiti~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
said, 11He who asks people for their property to enhance his own, asks only for live
coal, So, let him ask for little or much."2
COMMENTARY: Asking for live coal is to ask for the fire of hell. And, asking for little or
much means that those people are at a loss any way who beg for insignificant things or
precious and abundant wealth.
PLIGHT OF BEGGARS ON THE DAY OF RESURRECTION
t. ,
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1839. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar .1$li!l~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~li11~
11
~J said, H a man does not cease to beg from people then he will come on the day
of resurrection with no flesh on his face."3
COMMENTARY: Those people who continually beg without necessity will be brought
disgraces on the day of resurrection. Or, they would really have no flesh on their faces and
it would be proclaimed before all creatures. uThey never ceased beg in the world. This is
their punishment."
1

Muslim# 109-1044, Abu Dawud # 1640, Nasai'i # 2580, Darimi # 1687, Musnad Ahmad 3-477.
Muslim # 105-1041, Ibn Majah # 1838.
3 Bukhari # 1474, Muslim# 104.1040, Nasai'i # 2585, Musnad Ahmad 2-15.
2
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OVEREMPHASISING WHILE ASKING FROM OTHERS
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1840. Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ~.:S-~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ll~~ said,
11
DO not beg aggressively. By Alla.'t, if any of you asks me for anything
(persistently), I give it to him though I dislike (to do~ it. How then will there be
blessing in what I give him?"t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~k~~ could not deny a request even if
made very insistently but, his displeasure and blessings could never be together.
BETTER TO WORK
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1841. Sayyiduna Az-Zubayr ibn al-Awwam ~.:S-..111..,-PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger
11
~J ~ .i»1 ~ said, That one of you picks up his rope and comes with a pile of
firewood on his back and sells it whereby Allah preserves his dignity is better than
that he begs from the people who may or may not give him."2
UPPER HAND IS BETTER THAN THE LOWER
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1842. Sayyiduna Hakim ibn Hizam ~.:S- ..1!1 ~ J narrated, ''I asked Allah's Messenger
~J~~~ for something and he gave it to me. I asked him again and.he granted
it to me. Then, he said, '0 Hakim! this we&hth is green and sweet and he who
takes it with indifference, is blessed in it but he who takes it greedily (craving for
it) is not blessed in it, being as one who eats but is not satiated. Know! The upper
hand is better than the lower hand.' I said, '0 l\4esse1tger of Allah, by him who
has sent you with the truth, after this, I shall never ask al!y one for any thing till I
depart from this world."3
&

· %a;;! 'I .J"'.ti.1iHJ.tb.. j.tb.J~
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(~~)il!'C!llctj.l!Jijj~!:Jictljt.jiJ;lljj.l!JI~I~~~:\!jiJ:jli~llfMuslim# 990-1038, Nasai'i # 2593, Darimi # 1644, Musnad Ahmad 4-98.
Bukhari # 1471, Nasai'i # 2585, 11:·, Majah 1836, (Tirmidhi # 680 from Abu Hurayrah).
3 Bukhari # 1472, 'Muslim # 56-1035, Tirmidhi # 2471, Nasai'i # # 2601, Darimi # 1472, Musnad
Ahmad 3-434.
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1843. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~lil~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lil~~ said
while he was on the pulpit and speaking ~f sadaqah (charity) and of refraining
from begging, 11The upper hand is better than the lower hand, the upper is that
which gives and the lower is that which begs.t
EXCELLENCE OF ONE WHO. DOES NOT BEG
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1844. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~l»'~J narrated that some men of the ansar
asked Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ for something which he gave them. Again, they
asked him for something and he gave it to them. Till whether he had was depleted.
So, he said, If I have any thing, I shall never conceal it from you (to hoard). He who
abstains, Allah gives him ability to be free of want. He who is content. Allah
preserves -him from begging. He who constant perseveres, Allah helps him to show
endurance. Remember! Nothing is better and more encompassing than patience."2
TAKE WHAT YOU GET WITHOUT COVETING FOR IT
11
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1845. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~.r:u~~J narrat~d that the Prophet .Muhammad
~J~.,;u,~ used to gi~e him something but he requested him to give it to one who
was more in need of it than he. He said, Take it and keep it with your wealth and
disburse it as charity. What comes to you from this property without your coveting
and begging for it, take it. But, (what does not come without coveting and begging
for it) do not allow your desire to seek it."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith emphasizes that one must not hanker after what can be got
only by desiring it earnestly. Do not wait for it.
According to another hadith, "If anyone gets anything without coveting for it and he
returns it, then it is as if he returned it to Allah, meaning, he rejected a bounty of Allah.
11

.

.

A DIDACTIC EVENT: Imam Ahmad 2»1~J bought something from the market. Binan Jalal
2»1 ~J carried his purchases with him up to his home. There, Imam Ahmad .&1 ~J found
1

Bukhari # 1429, Muslim# 94-1033, Abu Dawud # 1648, Nasai'i # 2533, Muwatta Maalik # 8
(Ssadaqah (charity) Musnad Ahmad 3-12)
2 Bukhari # 1469, Muslim # 124-1053, Abu Dawud # 1644, Tirmidhi # 2034, Nasai'i # 2688, Muwatta
Maalik 7 (Sadaqah (charity)/Musnad Ahmad 3-12).
3 Bukhari # 1473, Muslim# 110-1045, Nasai'i # 2608, Musnad Ahmad 1-17.
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some bread spread out to cool down. He instructed his son to give some of it to Binan ~~.J
but he did not take it. When he departed, Imam Ahmad .&1~.J instructed his son to follow
him out and hand over the bread to him. He did so and Binan 1»1 ~.J accepted the gift
graciously. The son was amazed, for, the first time he had refused to touch it but the second
time he took it promptly.
Imam Ahmad i»1~.J enlightened him,'when Binan i»1~.J found food in the house, he had a
desire to eat it So, when you gave it to him he did not like to succumb to his desire and
yearning and he returned the bread to you. Outside, he received it, without waiting for it
and without coveting for it, quite unexpectedly, so he too it quickly as a bounty of Allah."
SECfiONII
WARNING TO BEGGARS

(c.fWJI_, I.S.l..o..,UI_, Jjb~l oi.JJ)
1846. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub 4$.1»1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger l»1~
~J~ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ said, "Begging disfigures. A man
distorts his face through it. So, he who wishes may retain his dignity, but he who
likes may disgrace himself. (the one by refraining from begging and the other by
persisting to beg) However, a man may ask for something from the ruler, or when
he finds no escape from it (and is in dire need)."1
COMMENTARY: If you must ask for something, then at least ask one on whom you have a
right to ask and that is the ruler. He has authority over the state Treasury. If you deserve,
he will let you have what you need.
ABOUT ACCEPTING RULER'S GRANT: Teebi ;.,~.J said that opinion differ on whether
grants of the rulers may be accepted or rejected. 'The correct verdict is that is much of the
public or state Treasury consists of forbidden wealth then the grants may not be accepted.
If that is not so then they may be accepted.
If anyone faces a severe hardship and has no clothing or no food the it is wajib (obligatory) to
ask for someone' s help and remove one's painful hardship.
Imam Ghazali ~.J said that it is wajib (obligatory) also to ask people for help towards travelling
expenses for Hajj (pilgrimage) if he had not performed Hajj (pilgrimage) when he had the
means to do so till he become destitute. He must ask for help in meeting his expenses.
WARNING TO WELL TO DO BEGGAR

1

Abu Dawud 1639, Tirmidhi # 681, Nasai'i # 2599, Musnad Ahmad 5-22.
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1847. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud o~.:"ii11~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .1!1~
1"1""J4~ said, "If anyone begs from people in spite of being self sufficient, there on
the day of resurrection, he will appear with begging prominent on his face as
scratching or gashes or wounds." He was asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, what is self
sufficiency?" He said, "Fifty dirhams or as much in gold."1
COMMENTARY: The three words 'scratchings, gashes, wounds' are fron three words in
the hadith that 'lre synonyms. Perhaps, the narrator was unsure which one was used by the
Prophet Muhammad ~""J~.1!1~: (~J~,~J~,CJ.lS")
Some ulama (Scholars) say that they stand for different meanings. (~~)is to scratch the
skin with wood.(~) is to do it with the finger nails. (c.lS") is do it with the teeth.
They will appear in one of these scratchings on the day of resurrection depending on their
in<:fulgence in begging.

<.)Jby.l oi.J.; ~~j ~_;I~~~ :J -...:....>J.~ ..._ul;lt H ;o ~ jliJ ,:~ '-1J~~ u;~

1848. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn al H'lnzaliyah 4~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~
~J4 ~.1!1 said, "If anyone begs in spite of having enough, then he asks only for large~
portion of b•.!ll." An Nufayli ~1 ~J a sub-narrator, said in another version that the
Prophet Muhammad ~J 4~ .1!1 ~ was asked how much was enough that should
prevent beg~ng. The Prophet Muhammad ~""J 4~ .1!1 ~ said. 11lt is what will get a
meal in the morning and in the evening." In yet another version, he said, 11 lt is
having what will suffice him for a day, or a d::'y and a night."2
COMMENTARY: In this regard hadith # 1847 and # 1849 differ with this hadith in defining
a self-sufficient man to whom begging is disallowed.
Imam Ahmad .1!1~J, Abu Mubarak .1!1~J and Ishaq iii1~J abide by the first hadith. Some
scholars go by the hadith # 1849. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J follows this hadith # 1848 and
says that it has abrogated the others.
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1849. Sayyiduna Ata ibn Yasar ~.11~~J narrated that a man of Banu Asad said that
Allah's Messenger ~J4#iill~ said, "If anyone of you begs from people though the
possesses one ooqiyah, or its value (in gold, etc). then he begs unreasonably/'3
COMMENTARY: The words in the hadith is (lit;jkfG.)- unreasonably. The Quran says:
?

J't

..

li l:El-1" ~L!..\1 -...:....>_;ll.!:l ~J
:?

'

{They beg not of men importunately.) (2:273)
1 Tirmidhi

# 680, Abu Dawud # 1626, Ibn Majah # 1840, Nasai'i # 2591, Musnad Ahmad# 3675.

2 Abu Dawud # 1629, Musnad Ahmad # 4-1RO.
3

Abu Dawud # 1627, Nasai'i # 2596, Musnad Ahmad 5-430.
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BEGGING WHEN DRIVEN TO LIMITS OF HARDSHIP
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1850. Sayyiduna Hub.shi ibn Junadah as-Sutuli ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~~ said, "Begging is disallowed to a wealthy.person and to one
who is strong with a robust body. It is allowed only to one thrown to the ground out
of poverty and to one in deep debt. He who begs to enhance his property thereby
will have it as wounds and scratches on his face on the day of resurrection and as
hot stones that he will eat in hell. Hence, let him who chooses ask little and let him
who chooses ask more."1
COMMENTARY: ~Thrown to the ground out of poverty' refers extreme helplessness and
poverty. He cannot get up.
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1851. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 1»1 ~J narrated that a man of the Ansar met the Prophet
Muhammad ~J4#li11~ and begged from him. He asked, "Do you have nothing at
your home?" He said, ''Yes. A piece of thick cloth part of which I spread on the
ground and part of which I put over myself. Besides that I have a wooden bowl
from which I drink water." Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~ asked him to rring those
things to him. So, he brought them and, taking them in his hand he (Allah's
Messenger) ~J4#li11~ asked, 11Will anyone buy these?" One man offered to buy
them for one dirham and he again asked twice or thrice, "will anyone pcay more
1

Tiurmidhi # 653.
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than one dirham for these?" Another man offered two dirhams and he gave them to
him. He took the two dirhams and gave them to the Ansar man, saying, 11Buy with
one dirhams food for your family and with the other buy an axe and bring it to me."
He obeyed and brought the axe to Allah's Messenger ~J4P,lJJ1.}J who fixed a handle
on it with his own hand and instructed the man to go and gather firewood and sell
them, and he was not to come to him before a fortnight. The man departed,
collected firewood and sold it, earning ten dirhams. He came, having brought a
garment with part of the money and food with another part of it.
Allah's Messenger ~J~b~~ said (on seeing the change in him). 11This is better for
you than having had begging as ugly marks (or wound) on your face on the day of
resurrection. Know that begging is proper for only three kinds of people; the
helpless one whom poverty has thrown down on the ground, the debtor in
unpayable debt (under burden of disgrace), and one who is responsible for blood
wit which he is unable to discharge."t
SPEAK OF YOUR NEED TO ALLAH Oi~LY
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1852. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud 4:S- iJJ, ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ iJJ, .}J
said, 111£ anyone is in dire need (or poverty) and mentions it to the people (hoping
for redress), then his poverty (or need) will not be removed. But if he prays for it
to Allah, then He will bestow on him a quick relief either by a rapid death or a
gradual ease."2
COMMENTARY: In most copies of al-Masabih the word is (J:t:-\) both with death and with
ease, meaning quick death and quick relief.
Perhaps, this h~dith reflects the verse (2,3) of surah at-Talaq.
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{And whoever fears Allah, He appoints a way out for him. And He provides him
sustenance from whence he expects not}
SECTION III

.FOR A PRESSING NEED ASK ONLY THE PIOUS
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1853. Sayyiduna Ibn al-Firsi .&1 ~; narrated that (his father) al-Firasi 4:S- ,&, ~; asked
Allah's Messenger ~J~b~~ if he may beg. The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&~~
said, 11 No! But if you must then beg from the righteous."3
1

Abu Dawud # 1641; Musnad Ahmad 3-114, Ibn majah # 2198, up to 'on the day of resurrection'
minus the last sentence.
2 Abu Dawud # 1654, Tinnidhi # 2333, Musnad Ahmad 1-407.
3 Abu Dawud # 1646, Nasai'i # 2587, Musnad Ahmad 4.334.
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COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~""'J 4:1~ . 1l1 J.~ recommended that the righteous

should be requested for redress of pressing needs because they have lawful wealth and t hey
are considerate. They will help quietly without letting others know. This is why the poor and
needy people of Baghdad approached Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal..1l1~.J with their problems.
The taqwa of Imam Ahmad ..111~.J was exemplary. An incident from his life may be cited.
Once, his family members needed some ch.;:ese. They got it from the son of Imam Ahmad
. 1l1 ~ .J· He was a judge and he was such a kind man that he slept near the door of his
house to be able to answer a needy person promptly. The family members of Imam
Ahmad ..111~; baked bread with the cheese. When food was served, the Imam sensed
some doubt about the bread. He asked and was told what had transpired. He refused to
partake of the meal and his family members emulated him. They asked him if the food'
may be given to the poor and he said, ''Yes but let them know what is behind it." Indeed,
the poor people too refused to touch it and they threw all their food in the sea without
the permission of the Imam ..111~.J·
REMUNERATION FROM STATE TREASURY
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1854. Sayyiduna Ibn as-Sa'idi . 1l1 ~.J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Umar ~ . 1l1 ~ .J
deputed him to collect the zakah (Annual due charity) when he completed his
work and deposited the collection with him, he instructed that he should be paid
the remuneration for it, but he said, "I did it only for Allah's sake ~d expect
reward from Allah." (Sayyiduna) Umar ~..111~.J said, "Accept that which is given to
you, for, I had been a collector under Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1u ~- He too had
offered a remuneration to me and I had spoken as you did, but he had advised me
that wh~n something was given to me without my asking, I should put it to my
use and to give as ch~rity."t
COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that it is allowed to collect remuneration from the
state Treaswy, Even againstfard (compulsory) service. The ruler must ensure that it is paid
to the state employee.
This hadith and the earlier::# 1845 show that it is wajib (obligatory) to accept what one gets
without desire and asking. This is what Imam Ahmad, too, said. But the majority of
scholars say that it is mustahab (desirable) or simply permissible.
WHERE IS IT UNREASONABLE TO BEG

I

Abu Dawud # 1647
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1855. Sayyiduna Ali 4;$. .&1 ~J is reported to have heard a man begging from the
people on the day of Arafah. So, he chided him, 'Is it on this day and at this place
that you beg from other than Allah?" Then he awarded him a whip.1
COMMENTARY: The man was wretched to ask on the day when prayers are granted and
in a place that is sacred. He turned away from Allah and begged from men. It is clear that it
is not proper to beg from people in sacred places, like mosques.
GREED & POVERTY

~ll!~PI-..i.J\J Js; <.f~YI-..i.J\jfti f~,;'l-..1;1 <flfll ~~ -...:u_;.!:h1 Jli~~.5 (\Ao\)
. . I ) ,,, ,,, I,~!"'
(~..J..)o..J..)
-~~~~

1856. Sayyiduna Umar 4;$..&1~J is reported to have (addressed the people and) said,
"0 you people, know that greed is poverty and helplessness. And despair is
independence. When a person despairs of any~hing, he can do without it."2
COMMENTARY: Greed is a kind of poverty and helplessness or a means to them. A man
begs from other people to fulfil his fall desires. Abu al Hasan Shadhli .iil1 ~J said, Tum
away from the creatures. Do not hope for anything from any man. And abstain from
hoping in Allah for that which is not written in your destinity." But, it is not greed to hope
· for something from one "'~lo is dear. to you.
11

· PROPHET'S ~JA#iill~ GUARANTEE TO ONE WHO WILL NOT BEG
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1857. Sayyiduna Thawban 4JS..iiii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#ii11~ said,
''If any one assures me that he will refrain from begging from people, then I assure
him of paradise.
Thewban held out the assurance. Indeed, he never did ask any one for any thing
(even when he e~perienced extreme hardship).3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~J~~~~ tidings meant that if anyone does not beg

then his end will be in a good, faithful condition and he will go to paradise without
undergoing punishment.
However, when one fear for his life then this position is exempted because it is an
extremely severe state when prohibited things are also permitted. For il"~i:ance, if one
does not beg one is liable to die then it is necessary to save one's life. Jf "ne does not, then
he will commit a sin.
COMMAND NOT TO BEG

1

Razin.
Razin.
3 Abu uawud # 1643, Musnad Ahmad # 5.275.
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1858.Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~1»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~
called him and bound him not to ask people for anything (at all). So, he gave his
assurance to that and he (Allah's Messenger) ~J 4# Jil1 ~ said, "Not for your
whip too when you drop it. Rather, you should alight (from your beast) and pick
it up yourself."l
COMMENTARY: Although the rider does not beg when he asks for his whip yet it is a

request anyway. That too is better avoided. 2

CHAPTER-VI
SPENDING & DISLIKE OF WITHHOLDING
jj~1j..;Jil

SECTION I

PROPHET'S V.lEW ABOUT WEALTH
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1859. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that the Allah's Messenger 4#ii11~
~J said, "If I had gold (a heap) as (Mount) uhud, I would not like to have it with
me more than three nights except something that I would set aside to repay a debt."3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~~~ meant to say that he would have
disbursed all the gold within three nights. He would retain only what was enough to repay
his debt, because repaying debts take precedence over charity.
The Prophet Muhammad's ~J4#~~ generosity knew no bounds as this hadith shows. It
also speaks high of those who give charity. As for those who spend their immense wealth
on their own luxuries, like palatial mansions and so on, they do not consider the rights of
other people on them. Rather, they do not even give it a thought. This is a very serious
wrong in the eyes of Shari'ah (divine law).
Besides Shari'ah (C'ivine law) and manners, even comm,Jn sense tells us that it is not fellow
feeling and hllill:ID sympathy to have on~' s coffers overflowing with hoarded wealth while
another person before onP' s eyes is deprived of basic necessities, like simple bread. The
poor man is dyirig of hunger, gasping for breath but he has not enough syxnpathy to feed
him and save his life.
Even in the present times when ttte so-called socialists preach equality and human
fraternity, the affluent spend lavishly on their little needs but they have no wrinkles on
their forehead when anyone of their own species longs for feed and water. Rather, they
look at him with contempt, and they utter words of derision. The hard hearted should
Musnad Ahmad 5-181.
References: See also Manners in Islam (Bukhari's iii1~J al-Arab al Mufrad) Hadith # 361 and 953,
saying that begging is last means of livelihood. i\J~d uiso Awamess and Apprehension (Munzari's
~~~J al Targhib un al-Tahrib) Hadith # 361, 553 to 585, 590, 591, 1416, 1513, 1543, 2569 etc and 11.
both published by Dar ul Isha' at Karachi)
3 Bukhari # 2389, Muslim# 31-991, Ibn Majah # 4132, Musnad Ahmad 2-256.
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ponderi it could have been the other way about.
Hence, this hadith invites all human beings, Muslims and others, to act.
THE PRAYER OF THE ANGELS AND THEIR CURSE
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1860. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J~~~~~ said
"There is not a day but two angels descend in the morning. One of them prays (for the
generous): 0 Allah, bestow on him who spends a recompense for it (in this world with
more than he spends and in the next with reward). And, the other prays (against the
stingy); 0 Allah, let him who withholds suffer loss. (and destroy his wealth)."1
BE GENEROUS
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1861. Sayyiduna Asma 4;S. .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4.)s. ~~ jJ said,
"spend and do not count lest Allah counts against you (by removing blessing from
it and withholding your sustenance). And do not hoard lest Allah restricts from
you. Rather, spend (in Allah's path) whatever you can."2
COMMENTARY: The command, 'Do not count' could be about spending. How much may
I spend? ~ere may I spend? It could also refer to hoarding. How much do I have? Do not
hesitate to spend.
The final advice is that 'she should spend in Allah's path according to her position and
ability. The amount might to little, but do not regard it as too insignificant. Allah looks at
the iritention behind an action and rewards accordingly. Even on atom's weight is
enormous in His sight.
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1862. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4;S..iiii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~jJ
said that Allah, the exalted, says, "Spend (in My path}, 0 son of Aadam. I ~~aall
spend on you."3
COMMENTARY: Allah calls upon man to spend his fleeting wealth in. this world in His
path so that he will get in the hereafter, a better return.
·
Some people interpret it to mean; 'whatever I have given you, give from it to the people so
that I shall bestow on you more than that in this world and the next. It refers to the verse
(39) of surah saba:

1

Bukhari # 1442, Muslim# 57-1010, Musnad Ahmad 2,305, 306,347.
Bukhari # 2591, Muslim# 88-1029, Musnad Ahmad 6-354.
3 Bukhari # 5352, Muslim # 36.993, Musnad Ahmad 2-242.
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{And whatsoever you expend (to please Allah), He shall replace it.}
SPEND THE SURPLUS
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1863. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~li11~1, nar:rated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iu~~
said, 110 son of Aadam! That you give away the surplus (of wealth) that you have is
good for you (in both the worlds). And that you withhold it is bad for you. And, you
are not blamed for possessing what is enough. And begin with those who are
dependant you."t
COMMENTARY: There is no harm in keeping with oneself so much wealth as will enable
one to survive honourably without having to beg. How much will be enough depends on
the situation, people to be supported and the times.
A man must show generosity first to his dependants. It is not proper for one to keep one's
family hungry and deprived and spend on other people.
The apparent style of the hadith shows that it is a hadith Qudsi. However, the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~lil~~ may have spoken in this manner.
THE PARABLE OF THE PHILANTHROPIST ON THE MISERLY

1864. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&1~ 1 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.&~~
~ J said, "The example of the miserly and generous giver of charity is like two
men who have on them coats of iron, their hands pressed tightly to their breasts
and collar-bones. Whenever the generous giver gives charity, it expands and
cases for him. But whenever the miserly thinks of giving charity, it shrinks and
each ring to its place."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith means that the heart of the generous man expands at every
thought of giving charity. The miserly feels a constriction of heart and withdrawal of his
hands whenever he thinks of charity.
Anyone who resolves to do good, is enable by Allah to do it sincerely. But, for the miserly,
the path is beset with hurdles.
STINGINESS CONDEMNED

Muslim # 97.1036.
B!tl-ban # 1443, Muslim# 75-1021, Musnad Ahmad 2-379, 1/388, Also Muslim 76-77-1021, Pukhari
#1444.
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1865. Sayyiduna Jabir 4~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4~ .1,, ~ said,
''Refrain from zulm which is doing (and oppression), for, on the day of resurrection,
zulm appear as zulumat (darkness in which the oppressor will stray). And, refrain
from stinginess, for, stinginess ruined those who were before you by loading them
to mutual bloodshed and to regard the unlawful as lawful."1
COMMENTARY: Zulm (plural zulumat, wrong-doing, oppression) is to use something in a
place other. than its true place. For instance, the true purpose of man's creation is to
worship and obey Allah and pursue the right path, but his base soul misleads him to rebel
against Allah. So this is zulm. Hence, its meaning compresses all kind of sin and every
sinner is a zalim (wrong-doer, oppressor).
In contrast to the wrongdoer, the believer who is righteous will f4"td the path of deliverance
on the day of resurrection with the light of his piety running ahead of him brightening the
road to paradise to the pleasure and mercy of his Lord.
It is also that darkness refers to the terror and severity of the day of resurrection.
Stinginess is also a kind of zulm, rather a very serious kind. It causes severance of ties of
relationship ending up with hostility and bloodshed, and declaring whatever is unlawful
as permissible. The woman and properties of the enemies are considered lawful and their
honour and self-respect are thrown overboard.
NO ONE WILLING TO ACCEPT SADAQAH (CHARITY) WILL BE FOUND
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1866. Sayyidui:ta Harithan ibn Wahb ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
1
~J said, ' Give sadaqah (charity), for there will come a time over you when a man
will walk about with his sadaqah (charity) but not find anyone to accept it.
Everyone will say to him, "Had you come with it yesterday, I would have accepted
it, but, to day! I have no need of it."2
COMMENTARY: Perhaps everyone will be self-sufficient in those times so on one would
need any alms. It could also be that people will be disinterested with the world and think
only of the hereafter, their hearts would be content.
The ulama (Scholars) say that this situation will be towards the end of human life on this
world. Imam Mahdi .1!1~J would have made his appearance in the world.
THEBESTSADAQAH(CH~
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Muslim # 56.2578, Musnad Ahmad 3-323.
Bukhari # 1411, Muslim# 58-1011, Nasai'i # 2555, Musnad Ahmad 4-306.
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1867. Sayyiduna Abu Huryrah ~.11~~ J narrated that a man asked, "0 Messenger of
Allah, which sadaqah (charity) will have the highest reward?" He said, "The one
that you give when you are healthy and hesitant to spend, and you fear poverty
and wish to amass wealth. Do not defer it till the soul is at the windpipe and you
direct, 'For him this much and for him this much, but it belongs already to a
certain one (the heir)."t
COMMENTARY: When a person is healthy, he gives little thought to the hereafter and
loves to amass wealth. He is by nature miserly. He fears poverty.
At the last moment,. the rights of the heirs takes precedence and one cannot dictate
direction of distribution of one's wealth. Moreover, any charity at that time will not
earn much reward.
AT A LOSS
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1868. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ ..lit ~J narrated that he came to the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~..l!t~ when he was sitting in the shade of the Ka'bah. On seeing
him come, he said, "by the Lord of the Ka'bah they are the losers!" He asked, "My
parents be ransomed to you, who are they?" He said, "They are the wealthiest,
except those who (spend here and there and say) 'Take this, this and this!' before
them, behind them, to their right and to their left, but they are scanty."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Dharr Ghifari ~..lit ~J led a life of poverty. He had
rejected the world and its luxuries. This is why the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#..l!t~ spoke
to him these words about the merit of poverty.
(This hadith is Tirmidhi is lengthy and also speaks about the fate of those who neglect to
pay zakah (Annual due charity)).
SECTION II

GENEROUS IGNORANT BETTER THAN NIGGARDLY WORSHIPPER
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1869. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»t~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»t~
said, "The generous is nearer to Allah's mercy, nearer to paradise, nearer to man. He
is farher away from hell. The niggardly is far from Allah's mercy, far from paradise,
Bukhari # 1419, Muslim# 92-1032, Nasai'i # 2542, Musnad Ahmad 2-231.
Bukhari # 6638, Muslim# 30-990, Tirmidhi # 617, Nasai'i # 2440, Musnad Ahmad 5-152, Ibn ivlajah
# 1785.
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far from men. He is nearer to hell. Certainly~ the ignorant who is generous is dearer
to Allah than the worshipper who is niggardly."1
COMMENTARY: The ignorant who is generous is one who is mindful of the obligatory
duties but neglects the supererogatory. The worshipping niggardly is he who is mindful of
the optional and he may or may not be a scholar.
SADAQAH (CHARITY) WHEN ACTIVE
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1870. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri 4.:&-~1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~
~J4Js. said, "That a man gives sadaqah (charity) of a dirham when he is active in life
is better than his giving one hundred dirhams at the time of his death." 2
PARABLE OF ONE WHO GIVES WHEN DYING
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1871. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda 4.:&-l»I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js...1!1~

said, ''The example of one who gives charity or sets free a slave at the time of his
death is like one who gives gifts (of food) when he is satiated."3
COMMENTARY: It is more rewarding to give charity and emancipate slaves when orie' is
· -~ . . ~ · hale and hearty in the prime of his life.
FAITH & NIGGARDLINESS ARE OPPOSITES

Ji.-~ji~J.&O~l-.,'¢~ ~!"\ :J.~j~ilil ~~~ jj-!5 jli jli ;:, ..,{.j\~j (\AVY)
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1872. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed narrated that Allah's Messenger t"1""J "=1~ . 1!1 .;~ said, "Two

characteristics cannot be associated with a believer; miserliness and a poor disposition."4
COMMENTARY: A bel:~ver cannot be expected to have these characteristics in him with
any marked degree. If he has them then he is never happy but eager to remove them.
WARNING TO MISER
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1873. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr as Siddiq ;..~..1!~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J":l~l»l.}~

said, "A deceiver, a miser and one who reminds of his favours will not enter paradise.''S
(1): Bukhari # 1961.
Abu Dawud # 2766.
Abu Dawud # 3968, Tirmidhi 2123, Musnad Ahmad 5-197.
4 Tirmidhi # 1969.
5 Tirmidhi # 1970, Musnad Ahmad 1-7.
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THE WORST TRAITS

(.)jby.l ol_jJ)

1874. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:So.ilii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.ill1~
~ J said, "The worst kind of traits in a man are extreme niggardliness and
utmost cowardice."t
We shall reproduce the hadith of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah •:~.ili~~J Niggardliness and faith
cannot be associated with a believer" in the book on Jihad, insha Allah Ta' ala (hadith # 3828)
11

SECTION Til
EXCELLENCE OF SPENDING IN ALLAH'S PATH
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1875. Sayyidah Ayshah tp ..1tl ~J narrated that some of the wives of the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~lil~~ asked him, 'which of us shall join you before the others?"
He said, "The one with the longest arm." So hey took a rod and used it to measures
(their arms) (Sayyidah) Sawdah tp~'~; was the one among them with the longest
arm. But, later on they learnt that 'length of the arm' referred to sadaqah (charity),
because (Sayyidah) Zaynab tp~'~; was the one who joined him before the others,
and she loved to give sadaqah (charity) most.
According to the version of Muslim: Allah's Messenger ~J~lul~ said, ''The one
among you to join me first is she who has the longest arm." So, they measured the
arm of each other to pick up the longest arm. And, (Sayyidah) Zaynab tp~'~; was
the one who had the longest arm because she was used to work with her hand and
she was used to give sadaqah (charity) (most). 2
COMMENTARY: It is reported about Sayyidah Zaynab ~~~~ J that she used to tan leather
with her hands. She then sold it and gave away the proceeds for Allah's pleasure.
CHARITY OF ONE OF BANU ISRA'IL TO A THIEF

1

2

Abu Dawud # 2511, Musnad Ahmad 2-302.
Bukhari # 1420, Muslimd # 101-2452, Nasai'i # 2541, Musnad Ahmad 6-121.
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1876. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said that a man (of the Banu Isra'il) and (to himself or to a friend) that he would
give some charity (that night). He went out with his charity and (unwittingly) gave
it to a thief. Next morning, the people talked of it, "Someone gave charity to a thief
last night." (on hearing that) he said, "0 Allah! All praise belongs to you -To a
thief, I gave! I will give sadaqah (charity)." But, when he went out with it, he
(unknowingly) placed it in the hand of a prostitute! People commented in the
morning that alms had been doled out in the night to an adulteress. The man
prayed, ''0 Allah all praise belongs to you - to an adulteress, I gave charity! Surely,
I shall give more charity." He again took it out in the night and this time, he put it
in the hand of a rich man (unintentionally). Next morning, there was talk about it.
He lamented, "0 Allah! All praise belongs to you. (I have paid charity) to a thief, a
prostitute and a rich man!"
Someone came to him (in a dream, perhaps) and enlightened him, "The alms that you
gave to a thief might cause him to abstain from committing theft. That which was
given to an adulteress might dater her from prostitution. The charity to the rich might
serve as a lesson to him and prompt him to spend from what Allah has given him."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&1~ reported this account to stress that it
is always better to give out charity for the pleasure of Allah. It fetches reward to
whomsoever it may be given.
SPENDING IN ALLAH'S PATH
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Stories from the Hadidh, Muhammad Zakariya Isma'il, Dar ul Isha'at Karachi, bukhari # 1421,
Muslim# 78-1022, Nasai'i # 2523, Musnad Ahmad 2-372.
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1877. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lilt~; narrated that the Prophet Muhammad -'»•~
~J 4# said. "A man who was standing in a wilderness heard a voice in the cloud
above. "Go and irrigate the garden of so and so." The cloud moved away and
poured water on a stony ground filling a channel there. The man followed the water
up to a man standing in the. garden. He diverted the water with a spade. He asked
him his name and he gave him the same name as he had heard from the cloud.
Then, he asked, "why do you ask?" He disclosed to him what he had heard in the
cloud that had rained water for him, and take his name. He also asked him about
any deed he did that earned him this favour. On that the man told that he waited·for •
the produce and then distributed one· third of it as charity, one third of it to his
family and returned one-third of it to the land.I
COMMENTARY: The name announced in the cloud has not been disclosed though there
have been more than one references to it as 'so and so.'
GRATITUDE & INGRATITUDE
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Stories from the hadith (p 184) (Darul Isha'at) Muslim# 45-1984, Musnad Ahmad 2-296.
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1878. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»~~ J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger j..P
~y.~.i»' say that Allah willed to try three man to Banu Isra'il. They were a leper, a
blind man and a bald headed man. So he sent an angel to them. He came to the
leper and asked him what he would like most. He wished for a good colour and a
good skin because people had a strong aversion to him. The angel touched him and
there was no more any aversion in him. He had a good colour and a good skin. The
angel asked him what kind of property he would like best and he said, ''Camels."
Or he asked for cows because the sub-narrator was unsure whether he or the bald
man asked for camels or cows. So, the leper was given a pregnant she camel and the
angle prayed for blessings in it.
Next the angel went to the bald man and asked him what he would like most and
he asked for good hair and riddance from baldness which made people avoid him.
The angel touched him and he recovered and had good hair. When the angel asked
him about the property he would like, he wished for cattle, so he gave him a
pregnant cow, saying, 11May Allah give you blessing in it."
Then the angel went to the blind man and asked him what he would like most for
himself and he said, "(I would like) that Allah should restore my eyesight to me
that I might see the people." The angel touched his eyes and Allah gave him his
eyesight. The angel then asked him what property he would like to have and he
wished for sheep. The angel gave him a pregnant ewe.
Soon, the three pregnant animals gave birth to flocks and herds that multiplied so
that a herd a camels filled a valley, a herd of cows filed another's valley and a flock
of sheep filled the valley of the third.
Disguised as a leper, the angel came to the (one who had been a) leper and
requested him, "I am a poor man who has lost all means of livelihood during a
journey. So none but Allah will satisfy my needs, and then you. So, in the name of
Him who has given you this beautiful colour and skin and abundant wealth, I
implore you to give me a camel that I might reach my destination." The man
excused himself saying that he had many obligations (to attend to and he could not
give him anything). The angel exclaimed, "I think I know you! Were you not a leper
yourself to whom people had a strong aversion? Were you not poor and Allah gave
you all this?" But, he denied that saying, 111 have inherited my property from my
forefathers." The angel said, "If you lie then may Allah make you as you were."
Then, disguised as a bald man, the angel went to him (who had been bald once).
He pleaded with him as he had pleaded with the first but got the same response
as he had received from him. So, the angel said, "If you lie may Allah revert you
to your previous form."
Then, as a blind man the angel went to him (who had been blind) and pleaded with
him, "I am a poor man, a traveller. I have exhausted my means of livelihood during
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the journey. I have none to help me but Allah and, after Him, you. I beg to you in
the name of Allah who has given you back your sight to give me a sheep so that
with its help I might complete my journey." The man said, "No doubt I was blind
and Allah restored my eyesight to me. I was poor and He made me rich. Take
whatever you like from my property. By Allah, I shall not prevent you from taking
any thing that you wish of my property for Allah's sake."
The angel said, "keep your property with you. You were tried and Allah is pleased
with you but displeased with your two companions."1
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that it is allowed to ask someone in Allah's
name and make the person as a means. In this mode, the real plea is made to Allah.
However, to place him at par with Allah. .ul ask Allah and you." Is absolutely wrong.
GIVE SOMETHING TO THE BEGGAR
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1879. Sayyidah Umm Bujayd ~1»1~J narrated that she said to Allah's Messenger
~ J ~ lill ~ that she felt very ashamed when a poor man stood at her door and
she had nothing with her to give him. He said, "Place something in his hand
even if it is a burnt hoof."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ 1»1 ~ meant that even the most
insignificant thing should be given to a begga~ if one does not ~ave anything else.
A LESSON BEARING EVENT
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1880. The freedman of Sayyiduna Uthman ~ 1»1 ~J narrated that a piece of cooked
meat was presented to Sayyidah Umm Slamah i,.:&. . .&1 ~J• Since the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~i»~~ liked meat, she instructed the female slave to keep it aside
in the house. Perhaps he might eat. She placed it in an aperture in the house. Soon,
a beggar came and standing at the door asked for alms, saying, 1'May Allah bless
you." The members of the household said, ''My Allah bless you." So the beggar
1 Stories from the Hadith, Darul Isha'at Karachi pp 274-276. Bukhari # 3464, Muslim#
2 Abu Dawud # 1667, Tirmidhi # 665, Nasai'i # 2574, Musnad Ahmad 6-383.
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departed. The Prophet Muhammad ~""'J "~~ ~' ~ came soon after that and asked
Sayyidah Umm Salamah if she had anything for him to eat. She said, "I have" and
asked the female slave to get the meat to Allah's Messenger t"l""'J "~~ ~~ .}"" When she
went (to the aperture), she found a piece of white stone in the aperture. The Prophet
Muhammad ~J~.a.~~~ said, 11The meat turned into stone because you did not give
it to the beggar."t
REPROVE FOR TURNING AWAY BEGGAR
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1881. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~'..r" J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad~J"~.ii!t_,l.p
said, "Shall I not inform you of the worst of the people in rank?" the sahabah
(Prophet's companions) '*~~~~Jsaid. "Yes!" He said, 11 He is the one who is asked for
something in Allah's name but he does not give it." 2
COMMENTARY: This warning applies if the beggar is deserving and the person whom he
asks has with him something over and above his own needs.

ABU DHARR'S ~J»~~J ABSTINENCE
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1882. It is reported that Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ J», ~ J sought permission of
Sayyiduna Uthman o\;$J»1~J to enter. He asked.him in and Abu Dharr ~J»~~J had
a stick in his hand. Uthman ~J»~~ J asked Ka'b ~J»,~ J that since Abdur Rahman
~.&~~ J had died leaving wealth, what he thought of it? He said, ''If he has given
the right of Allah on it, then there is no harm." Abu Dharr ~ J», ~J raised his
stick and beat Ka'b (with it), and said that he had heard Allah's Messenger J»1~
~J~ say, ''If I had as much gold as this mountain and I could spend it and that
is accepted, I would not yet like that I leave behind me even six ooqiyahs from
it." Abu Dharr ~J»,~J then adjured Uthman ~J»,~J three times to confirm that
he had heard him. He said, "Yes."3
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ J»t ~J was one of those sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~ .1!1 ~Jwhose poverty and asceticism were of the highest degree and he
himself was an outstanding example for the ummah of an abstinent, unconcerned man.
As for the ruling, the majority of the ulama (Scholars) affirm that if zakah (Annual due

Bayhaqi Dala'il ul Munuwah.
Nasai'i # 2569, Darimi # 2395.
3 Musnad Ahmad 1-63.
1

2
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charity) is paid as due then there is no harm in keeping wealth. This question has been
discussed earlier There is no limit to the amount of wealth in one's hands (for example see
hadith # 1781)
There is a hint in the words of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ 'and that it is accepted'
- one may spend all that wealth but it may not get Divine approval and pleasure.
TURNING TO OTHERS IS AN IMPEDIMENT
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1883. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn al-Harith ~i»'~J narrated that he offered the salalt of
asr behind the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»>~ once in Madinah. Mter (the salah
on) giving the salutation, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»>~ got up quickly and,
stepping over the people, he went to the room of one of his wives. The sahabah
wondered of his sudden move. When he returned and perceived their astonishment
at his sudden move, he disclosed that he had remembered some gold that they had
and he did not like that it should impede (his nearness to Allah). So, he left
instruction that it should be distributed.l
According to another version: ''I had some gold belonging to zakah (Annual due
charity) remaining in my house and did not like to have it till night."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone is inclined to something other than Allah, those people who are
near to Allah and held back from getting nearer to Him. Or, the Prophet Muhammad ":!'-~'~
~""J taught his ummah by his words that they should not crave for the world and its things.
A PROPHET LEAVES NO WEALTH BEHIND HIM
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1884. Sayyidah Ayshah \fo"l»t~; narrated that during his illness she had six or seven
dinars belonging to Allah's Messenger ~J~.&t~. He instructed her to distribute
them. But, the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~i»t~ illness prevented her (from doing
it). Later, he asked her about it. "What did you do about the six or seven dinars?"
She submitted, ''No by Allah, your illness kept me busy." He called for them and
placed them is his palm and said, "Can it be imagined that the prophet of Allah
1
2

Bukhari # 851, Nasai'i # 1365, Musnad Ahmad 4-7
Bukhari # 1430.
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should meet Allah, Mighty and Glorious, while these are with him?"1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ said that it is contrary to the station
of a Prophet that he should depart from the world with his possessions remaining in his
house. They ought to be given away.
RELIANCE ON ALLAH INSTEAD OF HOARDING
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1885. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~2»~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~~
~J~ once visited (Say] iduna) Bilal ~.f»,~ J• He led with him a heap of dates, so he
asked. "0 Bilal, what is this?" He said, 11 A little that I have kept aside for the
future." He said, "Do you not fear that tomorrow, on the day of resurrection, you
night have to se, because of it, steam in the fire of hell? Bilal! Spend and fear not
indigence from the owner of the throne."2
COMMENTARY: Actually the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ taught Sayyiduna Bilal ~J
o~.:&-.i»l

to aim at perfection which can be achieved by trust and complete reliance on the true
being. However, generally, the ruling, according to the ulama (Scholars), is that one is
permitted to keep aside for oneself and one's family enough provision for subsistence.
EXCELLENCE OF LIBERALITY
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1886. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~'J..P
said, Generosity in a tree is paradise, a branch of which the generous holds. Then,
the branch does not release him till it gets him admitted to paradise. And,
miserliness is a tree in hell a branchs of which the miser holds. But the branch will
not release him till it gets him admitted to hell."3
CHARITY PUTS OFF TRIALS
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1887. Sayyiduna Ali ~.JS. ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ 2»1 ~ said,
"Hasten to spend in the path of Allah (before death overtakes you). For it does not
let bial go past it."4

· Musnad Ahmad 6-104.
Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman # 1346.
~ Bayhqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 10876.
t Razin, Bayhaqi in shu' ab ul eeman # 3353.
~
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CHAPTER - VII
THE EXCELLENCE OF SADAQAH (CHARITY)
Sadaqah (charity) is that portion of one's property that one gives away for Allah's pleasure and
to gain nearness to him. It may be a wajib (l)bligatory) that he discharges or an optional charity.

JJi,J..aili

SECTION I

UNLAWFUL PROPERTY IS NOT ACCEPTED AS CHARITY
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1888. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.all~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~
said, 111£ anyone gives as sadaqah (charity) the like of date (in kind or value) from
his lawful earning - and Allah accepts only the lawful - Allah will take it with His
right hand and nurture it for the giver as any of you nurtures his foal till it becomes
like a mountain (the charity itself or the reward for it)."1
COMMENTARY: Lawful earnings are through the principles out lined by Shari'ah (divine
law) whether in business, industry, agriculture, service or inheritance, or even partnership.
Allah is very pleased with spending from the lawful. This is expressed by the words: 'Allah
tak~s with His right hand.'
A DIDACTIC ANECDOTE: Shaykh Ali Muttaqi Aarif Billah ~~~ J said that a pious man
used to earn his living. He gave away one third of it in Allah's path, retained one-third for
his own needs and r e-invested the remaining one third in his means of earning. One day, .1
man of the world said to him that he wished to spend some money in Allah's path and he
should direct him to a deserving person He said, "First acquire lawful wealth illl~ then
spend in Allah's path. It will go to a deserving person automatically. But, thut 1.aan could
not get the real meaning of it. So, the Shaykh advised him to go and give h~s charity to the
first perscn on whom he felt mercy. That man found an old blind man and felt pity on him
and took him to be d~serving of his charity. He gave him something. The next day he heard
the blind man boast before others that he had receive ample charity the previous day which
he spent in drinking wine with another evil person. The worldly man went to the shaykh
and related to him his experience. The shaykh gave him one dirham from his own earnings
and instructed him to give it to the first person he met on going from there. Consequently,
he met man who seemed outwardly to be well off but he had to obey the shaykh. He gave
him the dirham. The man turned back with the dirham and walked into the slums and
threw something and came into the city. There was a dead pigeon and n<.,~hing else. The
worldly man was behind him and adjured him to say truthfully who he was. He said, "I
am a poor man. My children are hungry but I could not find anything for them except the
dead pigeon. What could I do? I took it and was coming horne when Allah gave me the
Bukhari # 1410, Muslim#. 63-1014, Tirmidhi # 661, Ibn Majah # 1842, Darimi # 1675, Muwatta
Maalik # 1 (Sadaqah (charity)), Musnad ahmad 2-331.
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dirham through you So I threw the pigeon where I had picked it up."
The rich worldly man understood the meaning of the Shaykh' s first words. Indeed, lawful
wealth is spend at proper place and unlawful at a bad place.
SADAQAH (CHARITY) DOES NOT REDUCE WEALTH
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1889. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iii·~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.iil1~
said,''Sadaqah (charity) will not diminish property. If anyone forgives another then
Allah raises him in honour. If anyone humbles himself for the sake of Allah then
Allah exalts him in rank."t
COMMENTARY: On the face of it, wealth may decrease on spending from it in Allah's
path, but, in fact, there is blessing in it. His property is safe from trials and his record is
credited with reward and he also gets a reimbursement in the world.
If anyone is able to seek retribution but forgive the person who hurts him then Allah gives
him honour in both the worlds. A saintly man said, uNo retribution is as effective as
forgiving and overlooking."
And, if anyone acts humbly for Allah's sake then Allah raises his rank in both the worlds.
GATES OF PARADISE ASCRIBED TO PIOUS DEEDS
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1890.Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iii'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
~ J said, "If anyone spends a pair of anything in Allah's path then he will be
called from the gates of paradise, and paradise had (eight) gates. Thus, he who i':
more occupied in salah will be called from the gate of as-salah. HP ~ho
participates in jihad will be called from the gate of jihad. He who giv< J sadaqah
(charity) will be called from the gates of sadaqah (charity). And, he who is given
to fasting will be invited from the gate Rayyan." (Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr ~.iii·~J
asked, "He who is called by (one of) these gates will nee need to be called by all
of these, but will anyone be called by all of the@{-: gates? He said, "Yes, And, I
hope that you will be among them."'
COMMENTARY: A pair of anything means spending in two's like two dirhams, two
1

Muslim # 69-2588, Tirmiclhi # 2029, Darimi # 1676, Muwatta Maalik # 12 (Sadaqah (charity)),
Musnad Ahmad 2-235.
2 Bukhari # 1897, Muslim # 85-1027, Nasai'i # 2439, Darimi # 2408, Muwatta Maalik # 49 Oihad).
Musnad Ahmad 2-366.
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slaves, two horses, etc.
One who does that will be called from all the gates of paradise and every gate keeper will
hope that he enters by his gate.
Ar-Rayyan means 'well-watered.' These who enter by it will be the people given to fast
often. Before they arrive at their destination, they will be given pure drink in return for
their going without water during fasting
According to one version. Allah's Messenger ~J 4~ li!1.)J said, "There is a gate of paradise
called Baab ad Duha. A crier will call those who had been offering the salnh of duha (which is
chaast or ishraq) regularly. 'This gate is only for you. Enter through it by the mercy of Allah."
According to another hadith, there is a gate Baab ul Tawbaqh. Those who repent will go
through it. Another gate is reserved for those who suppress their anger and forgive other
people. Yet another gate will let in those who are pleased with whatever pleases Allah.
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr .u~:oli!1~J had all these attributes. So, he would be invited by all the gates.

ABU BAKR'S 4~.&1~; SERVITUDE
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1891. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that (one day) Allah's Messenger
11
~1 ~ill'c).P asked, Who has begun this day fasting, among you?" Abu Bakr ~ill'~ J
said, 11I" He asked, 11Who among you has followed a funeral, today?" Abu Bakr said,
11
I," He asked, ''And who among you has fed a needy person today?" Abu Bakr said,
11
I" He asked, 11Who, among you has visited a sick person today?" Abu Bakr ~.&~~J
said, ''i"" Allah's Messenger ~1 ~.&1c}-P said, 11Those good deeds will not combine in
anyone without causing him to enter paradise."l
COMMENTARY: If anyone does all those things that Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ili~~J did·on a
single day, then he will be admitted to paradise directly without going through a
reckoning. Apart from that, only faith is enough to get admission to paradise. Or, it means
that the person who do~s all those things will be admitted to paradise through whichever
of the gates he likes.
In reply to the questions, Sayyiduan Abu Bakr ~.&~~J said: (u1) (I). It is not disallowed to say
'I' in anticipation of reward or to give information about oneself. Some sufis disallow their
disciples to say 'I' regularly, but this really is disallowed when one b0ats about oneself or is
an egoist. This is what the devil, Iblis, had said: (~~ti~ (I am better than he) - (7:12)
DO NOT LOOK DOWN ON A SMALL GIFf

1

(1): Muslim# 87-1028.
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1892. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah . .~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, 110 Muslim women, let none of consider even a sheep's hoof to insignificant a
gift to be given to her neighbour."l
COMMENTARY: None should hesitate to send to her neighbour even a very

insignificant thing as gift.
Some people hold that the women recipients of gifts are addressed in this hadith.
Thus: "Let none of you consider the gift of her neighbour too insignificant. She must
accept if with pleasure."
A sheep's hoof is really not worth a gift to receive or give nor it is worth sadaqah (charity).
It really stands for 'a very insignificant things.
Generally, woman are prone to return gifts of little value. So they are addressed.
EVERY PIOUS DEED IS SADAQAH (CHARITY)
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1893. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:S- lilt ~.J and Sayyiduna Hughayfah 4:S- ~~ ~ .J narrated that
Allah's Messenger ~J~.&!J..P said, 11Every piety is a sadaqah (charity)."

COMMENTARY: A piety whether oral or a practical deed is a sadaqah (charity) if it is

according to Allah's wish. The reward for it is like the reward for spending in Allah's path.
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1894. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr 4:S-..llt~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#~1J..P said,
11
Do ·not regard any kind of piety as too insignificant, even (receiving or) meeting
your brother with a cheerful face."2
COMMENTARY: To meet a Muslim with a cheerful face is to please him. That is a good
thing and though it does not call for a great effort, it should not be considered to be
something insignificant.

EARN & GIVE CHARITY
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1895. Sayyiduna Abu Musa al Ash' ary .\$lilt~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger •:!"~'~
~J said, that it is wajib (obligatory) on every Muslim to give a sadaqah (charity). The
sahabah (Prophet's companions)~~~~ _,asked, 111£ he cannot find anything?" He said,
11
Let him toil with his hands to benefit himself and give charity." They again asked,
1
2

Bukhari # 6017, Muslim # 90-1030, Darimi # 1672, Musnad Ahmad 6-435.
Muslim # 144-2626, Musnad Ahmad 5-273.
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"But, if he cannot, or will not toil." He said, "Let him help a needy and sad person."
They asked again, "But if he does not do it?" He said, "Then, let him enjoin piety."
They persisted, 11 But if he will not do it?" He said, ''In that case he must refrain from
doing evil or preserve other from it and from hurting people). That is sadaqah
(charity) for him (because he will get reward for sadaqah (charity))."t
COMMENTARY: To refrain from doing evil is not to do it h~mself with his tongue and
hands. And, if it is in his powers then he must also stop those who hurt others.
SADAQAH (CHARITY) FOR EACH JOINT
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1896. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ib'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#-ib1~
said, "There is sadaqah (charity) on (behalf of) the joints in a person's body every
day. ·To dispense justice between two men is sadaqah (charity). To help a man
mount on his beast, or loading his burden on it is sadaqah (charity). A good word is
sadaqah (charity). Each step taken to (offer) the salah is sadaqah (charity). To
remove a harmful (obstructing) thing from the path is sadaqah (charity)."2
COMMENTARY: Allah has created joints in a human body. There is much wisdom in it.
They are on uncountable blessings from him. So, sadaqah (charity) is incumbent on man
every day to give thanks for them.
Sadaqah (charity) is not merely to give something in Allah's name to someone. Rather, to
decide fairly between two men is also a sadaqah (charity). It will fetch reward from Allah
in the same way as spending wealth in Allah's path will fetch reward. One can get very
much reward for these things mentioned in the hadith. If a man does any of these pious
things every day then it is as if he has paid the sadaqah (charity) that Allah has made it
binding on him as gratitude for the joints.
A good word is that which fetches reward. Or, it is a mild speech ---vith a beggar or such like.
Every step to salah is not only that taken to offer the salah. Rather, it is every step taken to
accomplish something pious or taken for good cause, like performing the tawaf, visiting a .
sick person walking with the funeral and to acquire knowledge.
Every such things as C01.!!d hurt or inconvenience the passerby is included in the. harmful
obstructing thing. It could be a thorn, bone, stone, impurity etc.
NUMBER OF JOINTS

1
2

Bukhari # ~022, Muslim# 55-1008, Nasai'i # 2538, Darimi # 2747, Musnad Ahmad 4-395.
l3ukhari # 2989, Muslim# 56.1009, Musnad Ahmad 2-329.
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1897. Sayyidah Ayshah lp~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"Each of the children of Aadam is created with three hundred and sixty joints. So,
he who says Allahu Akbar, al Hamdulillah, la ilaha illAllah and Subhan Allah and
seek forgiveness of Allah, and removes a stone, a thorn or a bone from the people's
path, enjoins piety or forbids evil to match with the number three hundred and
sixty, then he walks that day having distanced himself form hell."t
SYMBOLIC SADAQAH (CHARITY)
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1898. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
Surely, with every tasbih there is a sadaqah (charity), with every takbir there is a
sadaqah (charity) with every tahmid there is a sadaqah (charity), with every tahlil
there is a sadaqah (charity), and enjoining righteousness is as sadaqah (charity)
forbidding evil is a sadaqah (charity) and in one of you having sexual intercourse
there is a sadqah." The sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~ ~ ~Jasked, ''0
Messenger ~J~~~~ of Allah, is it that if orie of us satisfies his sexual appetite, it
will bring him reward?" He said, "Do you not consider that if he had turned his
desire to what is unlawful, had that not been a sin on him? So, if he turns to the
lawful, he gets a reward."2
THE BEST SADAQAH (CHARITY)
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1899. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "The best kind of sadaqah (charity).is milch-camel with plenty of milk loaned
(to someone) and a ewe with plenty of milk loaned (to someone), yielding a vessel
of milk in the morning and as much (again) in the evening."J
COMMENTARY: The Arabs were accustomed to lend their high milk-yielding camel or

ewe to the needy. Afterwards, he returned the animal to its owner.
Muslim# 54-1007
53-1006, Musnad Ahmad 5-167
3 (2): Bukhari # 5608, Muslim# 74-1020
1

2 Muslim#
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LOSS IS SADAQAH (CHARITY)
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1900. Sayyiduna Anas 4ot-~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js.~~ said, "No
Muslim plants a tree (or anything) or sows seeds from which man, bird or beast eat
without that counting as sadaqah (charity) for him."t
1901. Sayyiduna Jaibr 4ot-.&1~J (also) said that whatever is stolen from it counts as
sadaqah (charity) for him.2
COMMENTARY: This hadith comforts the owner by assuring him of the same reward as of
sadaqah (charity) for any loss suffered by him when something is eaten away from his
field, or stolen. He should exercise patience.

WHAT ABOUT INTENTION: The question arises that deeds are rewarded according to
the intention behind them and clearly the owner had formed no intention in this case. Why
then ~hould he get reward for it? Shah Abdul Aziz Muhaddith Dahlawi .&1~J points out
that the basic purpose of cultivating fields or planting trees is survival of mankind and
beasts and birds. The former's intention is to provide the needs of life to the creatures. Thus
his intention embraces whatever benefit any one derives from it whether lawfully or
unlawfully, it being a separate question that anyone who acts unlawfully will pay for his
crime and will be p~shed. The single, overall intention shall be enough for the owner.
KINDNESS TO ANIMALS
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1902. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrrah 4ot- .&1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ .&1 ~
~J said, "An evil woman was forgiven when she passed by a dog, panting
heavily on the point of death with thirst, at the edge of a well, and she took off
her shoe, tied it with her head covering and used it to draw some water for the
dog. So, because of that, she was pardoned/' The sahabah (Prophet's companions)
~ .&1 ,_rpJasked him whether they got reward for being kind to animals. He said,
"There is a rewarrl f;,c (showing kindness to) everything possessed of a moist
liver (meaning, every living being)."3
COMMENTARY: There is reward for feeding, watering and being kind to every type of an

animal. Only poisonous and harmful animals must be killed.
This hadith is evidence that Allah, the Exalted, may forgive anyone his grave and major
sins too if He will.
Bukhari # 6012,2320, Muslim# 12-1553, Tirmidhi # 1382, Darami # 2610.
7-1552.
3 Bukhari # ~521, Muslim # 144-2245. (See also Bukhari # 6009)

1

2 Muslim#
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CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
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1903. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~'"~'~J and Abu Hurayrah ~'"~'~J narrated that Allah's

Messenger ~J~~~~ said, "A woman was punished because she had tied a cat till
it died of hunger. Neither did she feed it nor let it go that it might eat (on its own)
things creeping on the earth."t
COMMENTARY: We thus learn that one may be punished for minor sins too. This woman
had committed a minor sin.
PUTTING AWAY OBSTACLES
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1904. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~~~~

said. ''A man came upon a branch of a tree lying on the surface of a road. He said (to
himself), "I shall remove it from the path of the Muslim so that it may not put them
to inconvenience. He was admitted to paradise (because of that)."
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1905. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~

said, "Indeed, I did see a man moving about in paradise because he had cut down a
tree that lay on the surface of the road causing inconvenience to the people."2
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1906. Sayyiduna Abu Barzah ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that he requested, "0 Prophet of

Allah! Teach me something that might benefit me (in the hereafter)." He said,
"Remove from the path of the Muslims that which ca.uses them inconvenience."3
The hadith of Sayyiduna Adi ibn Hatim ~ ~~ ~J (~' WI~,) (guard against hell) is
reproduced at # 5857.
SECTION II

KINDNESS TO KINS

1 Bukhari # 3318, Muslim# 151-2242, Ibn Majah # 4256, Darimi # 2814, Musnad Ahmad 2-507, (See
'stories from the Hadith' p 296 for other version too. Dar ul lsha' at Karachi)
2 Muslim# 129-1914, Musnad Ahmad 3-154.
3 Muslim# 131.1618, Ibn Majah # 3681, Musnad Ahmad 4-422.
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1907. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Salaam ~ ~' ~; narrated that when the Prophet
Muhammad ~J4#~'~ came t o Madinah, he went to him. He observed his radiant
face and was convinced that it was not the face of a liar. The first thing he said was,
"Spread salaam (the greeting, saying it aloud to whomsoever you meet, known or
stranger), feed food (to the hungry), be kind to relatives, and offer salah (of the
taHajj (pilgrimage)ud)(supererogatory prayer) in the night when people are asleep.
You will enter paradise in peace. "t
FEED THE POOR
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1908. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.1Jl~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#~~
11
~J said, Worship Ar Rahman (the compassionate), feed food and spread salaam
you will be admitted to paradise in peace."2
SADAQAH (CHARITY) ENSURES A PEACEFUL DEATH
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1909. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~ .~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~' ~ said,
11
Sadaqah (charity) cools the Lord's wrath and averts an evil death."3
COMMENTARY: Allah keeps one who gives charity safe and free from trials. Also, He

preserves him from a trying death-bed illness.
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1910. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .1!1 ~.J. narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4:U- ~~ ~ said,
11
Every piety is sadaqah (charity). It is also piety that you meet your brother with a
cheerful face and that you pour water from your bucket into your brother's
bucket."4
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Tirmidhi # 2493, Ibn Majah # 1334, Darimi # 1460, Musnad Ahmad 5-451
Tirmidhi # 1862, Ibn Majah # :;694.
3 Tirmidhi # 664.
4 Tirmidhi # 1977, Musnad Ahmad 3-244, Buklhari # 6021.
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1911. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr 4.:&o~l~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\11~ said,
"Your smile befor~ your brother is a sadaqah (charity). Your enjoining piety and
forbidding evil is a sadaqah (charity). Your guiding aright one who is lost is a
sadaqah (charity) for you your leading one has poor eyesight is a sadaqah (charity)
for you Your removing from the road a·stone, a thorn or a bone is sadaqah (charity)
for you And, your filling· water from your bucket into your brother's bucket is a
sadaqah (charity) for you."1
COMMENTARY: If the other person has no bucket at all, then giving him water will get

very much more reward.
DIGGING A WELL
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1912. Sayyiduna Sa'd Ibn Ubadah 4.:&o~l~; asked, "0 Mes~enger of Allah, Umm Sa'd
4.:&o~l~; has died. What kind of sadaqah (charity) will be best?" He said, 11Water!" So,
he had a well dug saying. 111t is an behalf of Umm SA'd ~.;.,~ /'2
COMMENTARY: Whatever Allah has given is a blessing of Allah but water is an essential
of life without which one cannot do. Man needs it at all times, more so in hot an humid
lands. So, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.ii~~ said that water is the best form of sadaqah
(charity). If provided through a well or any other source then it is a perpetual charity.
Allah's mercy descends on him who makes it available as long as it prc·vides water.
CLOTHING THE POOR
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1913. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~
said, 11If a Muslim clothes another Muslim who has no clothes, then Allah will
clothe him with the green garments of paradise. If a Muslim feeds another Muslim
who is hungry than Allah will feed him from the fruit of paradise. And if a Muslim
provides drink to another Muslim who is thirsty they Allah will give him to drink
from ar-rahiqil makhtum (sealed wine)."3
COMMENTARY: Ar Rahiqil makhtum will be a wine in paradise. It will never turn stale.
No one else but this person will get it. The seal will be of musk as the Quran says.
1

Tirmidhi # 1963, Musnad Ahmad# 21538.
Abu Dawud # 1679, Nasai'i # 3664, Ibn Majah # 3684.
3 Tirmidhi # 2456 (change of order of words), Abu Dawud # 1682, Musnad Ahmad 3-13.
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{They will be given to drink of a pure wine, sealed) (82:25)
OPTIONAL CHARITY TOO
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1914. Sayyidah Fatimah hint Qays ~1»1~; narrated-that Allah's Messenger 4#1»1~
~J said, II Apart from zakah (Annual due charity), there are other dues on property.•
He recited the verse:
·
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{It is not virtue that you tum your faces to the east and to the west... )1 (entire verse 2:177)
COMMENTARY: Apart from the fard zakah (Annual due charity), optional charity also
fetches tremendous reward. One must not deprive the beggar and anyone who asks for a
loan. Even if people ask for household utensils for some time they must not be denied.
Little things like water, salt, etc must also be given if anyone requires them.
The dues in anyone's property are detailed in the full verse:
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{It is not virtue that you turn your faces to the east and to the west; but true virtue
is of him who believes in Allah, and the last Day, and the angels, and the Book,
and the prophets, and gives his wealth, f9r love of him to the kindred, and to the
orphans and the needy, and the wayfarer, and to the those who ask, and to set
slaves free; and (or him who) establishes the salah and pays the zakah (Annual
due charity)) (2:177)
Allah describes the believers as those who spend their wealth on their relative, orphans,
poor, needy and so on. They offer salah and pay the zakah (Annual due charity). Thus Allah
first mentions the optional charity and then thefard zakah (Annual due charity).
NOT PROPER TO DENY WATER & SALT
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1915. Sayyidah Buhaysah ~ 1»1 ~; narrated that from her father that he asked, 110
Messenger of Allah, what is it that it is unlawful to deny?" He said, 1Water." He
asked again, "0 prophet of Allah, what is it that it is disallowed to refuse?" He said,
"Salt" He asked, "0 Proph.!t of Allah, what is it that it is unlawful to deny?" He
1

Tirmidhi # 659, Ibn Majah # 1789, Darimi # 1637.
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said, That you do good is better for you."1
COMMENTARY: After water and salt, both of which one must not deny anyone, the third
answer embraces all good and pieties. It says, "Do every good that you can. It is not proper
to keep away from doing pious things oneself and to prevent others from doing them. The
words (~~) (unlawful or disallowed) are used in the sense of (~~) (not proper).
CULTIVATING BARREN LAND
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1916. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.11~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!'~ said, 11 He
who revives a dead land (by cultivating it) has a reward for it and if any creature
(beast or man) eats from it then it is counted as a sadaqah (charity) from him."2
MERIT OF LOANING SOMETHING
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1917. Sayyiduna AI-Bara ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ said, 111£
anyone lends a milk-yielding animal, or silver coins (meaning, some money), or
directs someone (who has lost his bearings) on the correct way, then it is like setting
free a slave (in terms of reward)."3
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~~~ GUIDANCE
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Abu Dawud # 3476, Musnad Ahmad 3-480 Darimi # 2613.
Dawud # 3074, Tirmidhi # 1379, Darimi # 2607, Muwatta Maalik # 27 (Aqdiyah).
3 Tirmidhi # 1957, Musnad Ahmad 4-285.
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1918. Sayyiduna Abu }urayy }abir ibn Sulaym """.iii'~ J narrated that when he came to
Madinah, he saw a man whose advice was respected by the people. Whatever he
said, they abided by it. He asked about him and was told that he was Allah's
Messenger ~J4#-i»'~· So he said twice, ''On you be peace ~~-l\4~, 0 Messenger of
Allah!" But, he corrected him, "Do not say ~~~ 4# (on you be peace), for it is the
salaam to the dead. Rather, say (Arabic) (peace be on you)." He asked, 11 Are you
Allah's Messenger ?" He said (Yes) I am the Messenger of Allah who if harm
afflicts you and you call him, He will remove it from you. And, if a year of famine
strikes you, and you pray to him, He will make it grow for you. And, if you are in
wilderness or a desert and your riding beast is lost, and you pray to him, He shall
return it to you." He (Abu Jurayy) ~.ii!1~ J said, 11 Do give me some advice." He said,
"Do not abuse anyone." He confirmed that after that he never abused a freeman or a ·
slave, a camel or a sheep. He (the Prophet) ~J4#.i»1~ said, "Do not belittle any act
of piety, even a cheerful face before your brother when you speak to him is an act of
kindness wear your lower garment up to your shin, but if you do not like it, then
keep it up to the ankles. But, beware of letting it trial, for that is a form of pride and
Allah does not love pride (and arrogance). If anyone reviles you and finds fault
with you for what he knows about you, do not (retaliate to) reproach him for what
you know of him, because the sin of that (which he does) will be on him."
According to another version: 11While the reward for that will be for you, the sin
will be on him."
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Jabir ~ J», ~J offered the salaam twice because perhaps the
Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# .111 ..).P did not hear him the first time, or he wished to correct
him. To say alayka as-salaam (on you be peace) was the custom during pre-Islamic times
among the Arabs. The Prophet Muhammad ~J4~.i»~~ pointed out to this custom and did
not mean that one should use these words for the dead as prayer for them or greeti~gs.
As for never abusing anyone, the ulama (Scholars) say that it is allowed to refer as bad to
one who has died as a disbeliever. However, it is better to keep one's tongue occupied in
the dhikr of 'Allah, Lord of might, and never to speak ill of anyone because to occupy
oneself in other than Allah will only cause loss. After all, there is no harm in not calling
anyone bad. In fact, the ulama (Scholars) go so for as to say that there is no harm in cursing
the devil even.
Just as it is disallowed to let the lower garment (pyjamas or wrapper or such like) hang below
the ankles, so too it is not allowed to wear a shirt or overall or coat hanging past the ankles.
The addition is in another version carried by Tirmidhi. This means that apart from Abu
Dawud, Tirmidhi too has the complete hadith though its words may be interposed.
ONLY WHAT IS GIVEN IN ALLAH'S PATH REMAINS

Jli ~~~!~LA ~li ~~~lA.kj~tu, ~ &!J' Jliisl! ,~5~1 ~li~j <'(\ '(\)
1919. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .i»1 ~ J narrated that they slaughtered a sheep. Allah's
Messenger ~J 4# .1t1 ~ asked, ''What remains from it?" She said, "Nothing of it
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remains but its shoulder piece." He corrected her, ''Rather, everything of it remains
except its shoulder."l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ said, "In fact, only that remains of
the sheep's flesh as has been given away to the people because that fetches reward. What is
stored in the house will perish. Thb refers to the verse:
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{That which is with you comes to end, and that which is with Allah is lasting} (16:96)
CONCEALING FAULTS OF OTHER PEOPLE
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1920. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.11~~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~..1!1~
~J say, "No Muslim will clothe a Muslim a garment wuhout being in Allah's
protection as long as a shred of it remains on the man."2
COMMENTARY: Apart from this, the reward in the hereafter will be limitless.
SADAQAH (CHARITY) IN SECRET
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1921. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ .1!1 ~.J narrated in a marfu form that
''Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, "There are three whom Allah, the majestic, the
Glorious, loves;
(i)
A man who stands up during the night and recites the Book of Allah.
(ii)
A man who gives sadaqah (charity) with his right hand and keeps it a secret"
(and the narrator assumed that he also said "from his left hand). And,
(iii)
A man who is on an expedition and continues to fight the enemy even
though his companions are defeated badly."3
Tirmidhi said that this hadith is weak. One of the sub-narrators Abu Bakr ibn
Ayyash was given to make many mistakes.
COMMENTARY: The hadith teaches manners that charity should be given with the right hands.
It should be given secretly so that the recipient does not feel humiliated. The aim
should be to obtain Allah's pleasure without design to impress people. That would
earn abundant reward.

1

Tirmidhi # 2478, Musnad Ahmad 6-50.
Tirmidhi # 2492, Musnad Ahmad.
3 Tirmidhi # 2574, Nasai'i # 2570.
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1922. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr 4•~./»'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""'J4,.l~.i»IJ..,P said,
"Three people Allah loves and three He dislikes. As for those whom He loves, they are:
(i)
A man, among a group of people· to whom someone comes and requests for
something in the naln.e of Allah and not by virtue of any relationship
between him and them, but they do not give him any thing - so he
withdraws and meets him in private and gives him (what he had requested)
unknown to anyone except Allah and he to whom he gives.
(ii)
A man who travels with some people at night till they go to sleep, loving
sleep over everything else, but he stands to beseech me (Allah) and
recite His verses.
(iii)
A man who is part of an expedition who meet their enemy who overwhelm
them, but he puffs out his chest and fights them till he is slain or is given victory.
As for those whom Allah dislikes they are an old man. who commits adultery, an
arrogant beggar and a rich oppressor."t
COMMENTARY: The hadith is narrated as a saying of the-Prophet Muhammad ~J~li11~,
but at the words where the traveller stands in prayer, he is said 'to beseech me." This
shows that it is a hadith Qudsi meaning a saying of Allah. However, the fact is that it is
throughout the Prophet Muhammad's ~J 4~ ~ ~ saying reproducing what Allah had
mentioned to him but at this particular point, the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~./»1~ quoted
Allah directly to express that man's devotion.
As for the old man who commits adultery, the word Shaykh in the Arabic could mean 'an
old man' or 'a married man,' whether young or old a sin the abrogated verse.
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(The married man and the married woman, when they commit adultery, stone them
both, a chastisement prescribed by Allah is Mighty, wise.)
The arrogant beggar is also disliked by Allah, However, if he is arrogant against a person
who is himself proud and haughty then he is exempted. Rather, his arrogance will be
regarded as sadaqah (charity) and he will get reward equivalent to the reward of Sadaqah
(charity). It is said of Bashir ibn Harith li!1~.J that he asked Sasyyiduna Ali ~..1!1~J in his
dream, "0 amir ul muminin, do proffer me some counsel." He said, "The affluent must be
kind and sympathetic to the poor to earn Divine pleasure and reward. And the poor must
rely on Allah and be indifferent to the rich."
These bad traits are bad if found in anyone but they are more marked in the three
people named here.

1

Tirmidhi # 2577, Nasai'i # 2566, Musnad Ahmad 5-153.
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1923. Sayyiduna Anas 4.:&- ...1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Me~·:;enger ~J ~ 1»1 ~ said,
"When Allah created the earth, it began to shake. So He created the mountains and
commanded them to stabilize it and it achieved stability. The angels were amazed
at the hardness (strength) of the mountains and asked, ''0 Lord, is there is Your
creation anything harder than the mountains?" He said, ''Yes, iron," They asked if
there was anything harder than iron and He said, "It is fire." They asked, "0 Lord,
is there anything in your creation harder than fire? He said, "Yes, water." They
asked, "0 Lord, is there is Your creation anything harder than water?" He said, ''It is
wind," and they asked if there was in His creation anything ];larder than wind. He
said, "Yes, He is the son of Aadam who given charity with his right hand keeping it
concealed from his left hand. "1
COMMENTARY: The concealed sadaqah (charity) of the son of Aadam ~'}l..JI ~ is the
strongest because it calls for extreme resistance to the base sout compulsion on one's
temperament and defence against t he devil. The mountains, iron, fire, water and wind do
not call for such efforts, it is innate to man to publicize his generosity and to smother this
nature he has to be strong. He is strong also because he gains the pleasure of Allah which is
the most superior thing of all.
The hadith of Mu'adh 4.:&-.i»I~J that sadaqah (charity) extinguishes sins is in the Book of
Faith. (Hadith # 29 - Mu' adh ibn Jabal: 4.:&-.i»l~J 'inform me ... of the deed that will cause me
t~ enter paradise ... charity extinguishes sin as water extinguishes fire.)
SECTION III

PAIRS OF EVERYTHING IN CHARITY
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1924. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr 4.:&-.fill~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~li11~ said,
1

Tirmidhi # 3380, Musnad Ahmad 3-124.
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''If any Musim gives away in Allah's path a pair of everything that he possesses
then all the keepers of paradise will receive him and invite him to what they have."
Abu Dharr ~.11~~ J asked him how that would be, and he said, 111£ there are camels,
they would be two. If there are cows, they would be two." 1
SHADE WILL BE SADAQAH (CHARITY)
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1925. Sayyiduna Marthed ibn Abdullah ~~ ~ J reported that one of the sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~.i»~~Jof Allah's Messenger ~J4:}.s..i»I,)J said to him that he
heard Allah's Messenger ~J4:}.s.iii1,)J say, 110n the day of resurrection, the believer's
shade will be his sadaqah (charity)."2
COMMENTARY: On the day of resurrection, sadaqah (charity) will be a means of deliverance
and rest. Or, it will tum the man's rewards into a shade and save him from the heat.
SPEND MORE ON THE DAY OF AASHURAH
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1926. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J·~iilt,)J
said, ''If any one spends generously on his family on the day of Aashurah, then
Allah will be generous to him throughout the rest of the year." Sufyan .i»1 ~J said
that he tried it and found it to be as stated. 3
1927. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.11~~J' Abu Hurayrah ~.i»~~J' Abu Sa'eed and Jabir
~.&~~J also narrated (this hadith). 4
COMMENTARY: Though bayhaqi has termed this hadith as weak, he has also confirmed
that it is sound through another line of transmission.
Some people dt~ a hadith that collyrium or kohl should be applied to the eyes on the day
of aashurah, but there i~ no truth about it. Similarly, there is no basis for the hadith about
ten deeds on the day of aashurah.
However, it is established through sound ahadith that fasting must be observed on the day
of aashurah and food must be served generously. There is nothing apart from this.
REWARD OF SADAQAH (CHARITY) IS MANIFOLD

,iJI.l1;.j~l1&J~I jli~ l:iu~.:ilJI ~IJI ,iJ1 ~~~:i~l jli jliiAui Cfl~j ('C\lA)
.. . .~{ •
(..4>, I 0 I.J.) ) -.J.:!-r I
Nasai'i # 3185, Musnad Ahmad 5-151, Darimi # 2403.
Musnad Ahmad 4-147.
3 Tabarani Kabir- in Kanz ul Eeman $ 44259.
4 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 3795.
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1928. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~ .&1 ~.J narratec:I that Sayyiduna Abu Obarr ~ .&1 ~ J
asked, 110 Prophet of Allah, about this sadaqah (charity), tell me what is it in terms
of reward?" He said, 111ts reward is multiplied many times. And, with Allah it is

much more."t

·

COMMENTARY: The number multiplies to between ten times and seven hundred times. If

Allah wishes, it could be more.

{And Allah multiplies in manifold to whom He will) (2:261)

CHAPTER - VIII
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THE SUPERIOR MOST SADAQAH (CHARITY)

Jj'ilj~jli

SECTION I

THE BEST SADAQAH (CHARITY)

'
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-~llj~~~ J~, &&lj5JL5.J~~JI&Ijj -JJiJ~I~IJ$.P~
1929. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .&! ~ J and Sayyiduna Hakim ibn Hizam ~ .&! ~ J

narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said, 11The best sadaqah (charity) is that
which retains (the giver's) self sufficiency. And, begi..-t with those for whom you are
responsible."2
COMMENTARY: Self sufficiency of the giver is retained so that he does not become poor

and needy .after paying the sadaqah (charity). He should continue to have enough for his
family's needs and may give away the surplus in Allah's name.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.&1~ made it more clear when he said immediately after
that; Begin with. your wards or dependants. If anything remains then attend to strangers.
OR, CONTENT HEART: Apart from the foregoing advice that the giver must retain
enough for his family, the ruling is that if anyone is satisfied at heart and spends his wealth
in Allah's path relying on Him to make· him self-sufficient then it is an exceptional cr- ::.
There is the example of Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ .&1 ~.J who gave away all his wP:-.:u'1 and
property for the sake of Allah. The Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.&!~ asked him what he had
left behind for his family. He said," Allah's!" He had placed reliance on Allah who had
been giving him abundant wealth and would bestow on him a:;clin. His example is the
highest degree of self reliance. The next degree follows when one cannot achieve the self
reliance through such contentment. Then one must k~ep self sufficiency through one's
property. One must not spend in Allah's path till one must not spend in Allah's path till
one becomes poor himself. Something must be kept aside for one's personal needs and
needs of one's family.
l·Musnad Ahmad 5-178.
Bukhari # 1426, Muslim# 95-1034, Abu Dawud # ~676, Nasai'.i # 2542, Musnad .1\hmad 2-l'.Jl.
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SPENDING ON FAMILY

(~~)-li~:J~~{6~ .. ~
1930. Sayyiduna Abu Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, 1'When a Muslim spend on his family and expects reward for it (from Allah).
This spending amount to a highly approved) sadaqah (charity)."I

~Jd~rfj~~JJ,~o~rfj~~~J~ili, ~JJ'jJ.!J J~ J~s~J.'l.f\6£J <' ~r')
VJ.-aol_,_,~l J~~~iil L$.111 t;~ll&: ruT~~ ~~~iljl!3~~~~J&iL3 )l!3~
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..
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1931. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, 11 You may spend a dinar in Allah's path, a dinar to emancipate a slave, a dinar
on a poor person and a dinar on your family. The best of these in terms of reward
against them in the one that you spend on your family."2

~~;9~1j~~~Jjld;~1-J~~~ii,&J~ilit~;Lij._;..!,Jj~j~~~.ft6£J<'~rY)
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1932. Sayyiduna Thawban ~~~~J narrated-that Allah's Messenger ~J~..li1~ said,
11
The best dinar that a man spends is the dinar he spends on his family, the dinar he
spends on his animal in Allah's path and the dinar he spends on his companions
(who wage jihad) in Allah's path."3
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1933. Sayyidah Umm Salamah· ~ ~~ ~J narrated that she asked 110 Messenger of
Allah is there a reward for me for spending on the sons of Abu Salamah ~..lit~J for
they are only my sons?" He said, 11spend on them. You will receive reward for what
yQu spend on them."4
COMMENTAR't•; lNhen .Abu Salamah ~ ~~ ~ J died, Umm Salamah ~..lit~ J married the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~lbl _J.p. She asked him about her children from Abu Salamah ..lit~J
~ and, perhaps, Abu Salamah's ~~~J children for his previous marriages, her step children.

SADAQAH (CHARITY) TO ONE'S SPOUSE

Bukhari # 5351, Muslim# 35-1034, Nasai'i # 2545, Darimi # 3664, Musnad Ahmad 5-273.
Muslim # 39.995, Musnad Ahmad 2-476.
3 Muslim # 38.994, Musnad Ahmad 5-277.
4 Bukhari # 1467, Muslim# 45-1001, Musnad Ahmad 4-503.
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1934. Sayyiduna Zaynab ~k~~J, the wife of Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud f»,~ J
~ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ k1 ~ exhorted women to give sadaqah
(charity) even if it be some of their jewellery. She returned to Abdullah .u~fl11~1 and
told him that he was a man of insufficient means and Allah's Messenger ~ J~J»,~
had instructed them to give sadaqah (charity). So, he should go and ask him if she
could give it to him in which case she would give it to him or else she would give
to another person. But, he advised her to go herself. She went only to find a woman
of the Ansar at the door of Allah's Messenger ~ J~k~~ having come with the same
question as she. Since they hesitated to ask Allah's Messenger ~J~f»,~ directly,
they requested Sayyiduna Bilal .u&oJi!,~J to go to Allah's Messenger ~J4~~J»,~ and
ask him if they could give sadaqah (charity) to their husbands and to orphans who
are dependant on them, but he was not to disclose to him their identity.
Accordingly, Sayyiduna Bilal ~f»,~ J went in and asked him. Allah's Messenger ~
~J',,u.Jill asked, 11Who are the woman?" He said that there was the Ansar woman and
Zaynab. He ~sked, "which Zaynab?" He said, "The wife of Abdullah." Allah's
Messenger ~J4~~JilljJ said, "They will earn two rewards. A reward for kinship :.nd
another for sadaqah (charity) will be theirs."
COMMENTARY: Allah had given the Prophet Muhamtnad ~J ...P. ~ ~ such an weinspiring personality that people hesitated to put to him questiol"'~ suddenly. Moreover,
they respected him very much.
Sayyiduna Bilal 4~~1»1~J had no option but to disclose the woman's identities when the Prophet
Muhanunad l"l""J4,l~.iii'J""' asked him about them (otherwise he would not have named t.l-tem).
THE RULING: The ulama (Scholars) agree that a husband must not give his zakah (Annual
due charity) to his wife. But, when it is the other way about, Imam Abu Hanifal1 ~~.J ruled
that a woman should not give her zakalz (Annual due charity) to her husband because often
both are co-sharers in the (husband's) income by custom. (Hence, if she will give zakoh
(Annual due charihJ) to her husband, she too will benefit from that property wr.:dl is
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forbidden). However, Imam Abu Yusuf ~~~.J and Imam Muhammad ~~~.J ruled that as a
man is permitted to give zakalz (Annual due charity) to his wife, so too,. a wife may give her
zakah (Annual due charity) to her husband. (This is their opinion on zakah (Annual due charity)
of spouse to one another).
.
Because of this difference of opinion, we might assume that Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ·~.J
considered the sadaqah (charity) in the hadith to apply to the optional sadaqah (charity) while
his two companions held that it could apply to ba.th optional as well as fard sadaqah (charity).
SADAQAH (CHARITY) TO RELATIVES
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1935. Sayyidah Maymunah hint al Harith ~~~~.J narrated that she set free a female
slave during the times of Allah's Messenger ~J~.1il~. She mentioned that to him
and he said, "Had you given her to your maternal uncles, that would have earned
you more reward."l
BS CONSIDERATE TO NEIGHBOUR
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1936. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~' ~.J asked Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&! ~ that she had
two neighbours. To which of them she should send her gifts? He said, "To the one
nearer to your door."2
COMMENTARY: It does not mean that the other neighbour should be ignored. Rather,

preference should be given to the nearest neighbour.
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1937. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"When you prepare gravy, put in more water and think of your neighbours."3
~\illj4~i

SECTION II

SADAQAH (CHARITY) OF THE POOR

t~ lj ~I ~ jli ~j_.!i\ ;ti..ull C5\ ~j ~ rl..H ~ ;L I jj..!J jli jli S~..).! Cf\ ~ (' (\rA)

' .. ~

(.:~Jby.loi.JJ)-J~~

1938. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that he asked, 11Which sadaqah
(charity) is the best?" He said, 'The effort of one with little property. Begin to give
with those who are under your responsibility."4
Bukhari # 2592, .tv!uslim # 44.999, Abu Dawud # 1689.
(2): Bukhari # 2595, Musnad Ahmad# 6-175.
3 Muslim # 142-2625, Darimi # 2079.
4 Abu Dawud # 1677.
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COMMENTARY: The first hadith of this chapter (# 1929) describes the best sadaqah
(charity) as the one that leaves self sufficiency. If that is what refers to the heart that is
content then the two hadith are reconciled. If not, then that hadith is about one who is not
perfect in relying on Allah. While this person relys on Allah perfectly.

TO RELATIVES

li..t.t:. ci~ I ~ ij,ljl\ ~j ~ tiJ I ~ ;iJ I jj..!5 jli jli ~ ~ ~ ~l ~ :' '· (;.j (' ""'") ..
~

~

(J_;I..UI_,~Lo~t_,<)Ll.ll_, 1.5~_}JI_,~I oi_,J)~jli..t.t:.-yl:4~J311.S~~ cJ;J
1939. Sayyiduna Salman 1 ibn Aamir ~...111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .iil1~
~""'J "~ said, "Sadaqa'h (charity) given to the needy is one Sadaqah (charity), but
given to a relative, it is two deeds: a sadaqah (charity) and joining ties of kinship."2
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(~Ll.ll_, Jjby.l oi_,_;)J.,1ll ~n jli;il' L5~ jli .~ l ,~ll~.ti~~n
1940. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .iil1 ~; narrated that a man came to the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~.iil~~ and said, ''I have a dinar." He said, "Spend it on yourself"
He said, "I have another. "He said, "Spend it on your children." He disclosed that
he had one more and he said, "Spend it on your wife." He again disclosed another
and was told to spend it on his servant when he said that he had one more. The
Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»>~ said, "You should know better where to spend it."3
(Find out the deserving.)
SOME OF THE BEST & THE WORST OF PEOPLE
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1941. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~...111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~ said,
"Shall I not inform you of the best of all people? He is the man who holds his
horse's rein in Allah's path (in the battlefield to fight the infidels). Shall I not
inform you of one who follows him? He is the man who secludes himself with a
few goats that he owns and pays the right of Allah on them (retiring to a desert and
subsisting on the goats and paying the zakah. (Annual due ch.arihj) on them when
due). Shall I not inform you of the worst of all people? He is a man who is asked for
something in Allah's name but he does not pay anything at all."4
1

The name is Salman in all the book of hadith. Mazahir Haq has Sulayman and the Mishkat' s English
translation of Rabson also his Sulayman.
2 Tirmidhi # 658, Nasai'i # 2582, Ibn Majah # 1844, Musnad Ahmad 4-214, Darimi # 1680.
3 Abu Dawud # 1691, Nasai'i # 2535.
4 Timtidhi # 1652, Na~ai'i # 2569, Darimi # 2395, Muwatta Maalik # 4 Oihad).
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1942. Sayyidah Umm Bujayd I,;S.~.$P.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, ''Turn away the beggar (with something) even with a burnt hoof only."t
COMMENTARY: Do not let the beggar go empty handed but give him something even the
least and the most insignificant thing you can give.
KIND TREATMENT

(~WJ 1., Jj !J~ 1_, ~I o I_,.J) _:_p(i~ .1i .....uiiJ.ft Js.
1943. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar J.;S..111.$P.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..111~ said,
"If anyone asks you for protection in Allah's name, let him have it. If anyone begs
in Allah's name, give him something. If any one invites you, accept it. H any one
shows you a favour (in words or deeds), return the kind gesture but if you do not
find anything to reciprocate the gesture then pray for him till you are convinced
that you have recompensed him fully."2
COMMENTARY: If any one seeks protection from you in the name of Allah, then you must
respect Allah's name and give him protection. The words could also mean that he seeks
refuge in Allah when he is in distress. You should not turn away from him, but try to
deliver him from his distress.
According to another hadith, if anyone reciprocates to someone' s favour with (i~ .&1 -<'?-")
(May Allah reward you with what is better) then he has returned the favour with more. He
concedes that he himself cannot reciprocate fairly, so he hands over his case to Allah who
alone can give the reward. It is equivalent to making supplication very often.
THE PRACTICE OF SAYYIDAH AYSHAH lf~.\1~J : When a beggar prayed for her, she
first prayed for him and then gave him something. When asked c: ·Jout it, she said, "If I do
not pry for him then his and my right will be at par. So, I pray for him and then give him
the sadaqah (charity) and earn reward for it."
DO NOT ASK IN ALLAH'S NAME
( JjiJ~I oi_,.J )~I ~!;ill~Ji jl!..!.f~l~j ~AlH ~;ill jj-!5 jli Jli-~t~~j

<' ~ t i)

1944. Sayyiduna Jabir I,;S..&'.$P.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J•#.&'~ said, "Do
not ask for anything for Allah's sake, except paradise."3
COMMENTARY: Allah's name is great. It is proper that the little things of the world must
be sought in His name. Of course, one may pray to Him by virtue of his name for paradise.
1

Nasai # 2565, Muwatta Maalik 8 (Sifaat unttabi) (Tirmidhi # 665, Abu Dawud # 1667) Musnad
Ahmad 6-435.
2 Musnad f'..h_TTI~ri 2-68, Abu Dwud # 1672, Nasai'i # 2567.
3 Abu Dawud # 1671.
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ABU TAHA'S 4:&-..111~J GENEROSITY
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1945. Sayyiduna Anas ~..11~~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Abu Talhah ,~ib~~J was a
very rich Ansar of Madinah possession very many palm trees. He loved most
Bayraha (his garden) that was opposite the mosque (Masjid Nabawi). Allah's
Messenger ~J~..l!s~ also visited it often and drank its sweet water (and certcrlnly
lawful food). When this verse (3:92) was revealed:
t.
t. J
J
_,
. ~ ' !~~ l!.o, IJ a;.!;
:! .. '-- t II~
-' l!:i 6J
~~
, ~~
I

,

{You cannot attain virtue unless you expend of that which you lovet Abu Tahah ..li1~J
11
~met the Prophet Muhammad ~..,J.y"ii11~ and said, 0 Messenger of Allah, Allah
says {you cannot attain virtue unless you expend of that which you lovet and Bayraha
is my property that I cherish most. So, I give it as sadaqah (charity) for Allah's sake,
hoping for a reward from Him for the pious deed, and that it would be a treasure for
me in the hereafter. So, 0 Messenger of Allah put it to any use that Allah desires of
you." He said, 'excellent! Excellent! That is a profitable property. Indeed, I have heard
whatever :rou have said But, I suggest that you should apportion it among your
nearest relatives." Abu Tahah .u"ib1~J said, "I do that 0 Messenger of Allah." And, he
divided it among his relatives and his paternal cousins.
SATIATING HUNGRY STOMACH.
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1946. Sayyiduna Anas . .~iii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~ib~~ said, "The
best sadaqah (charity) is to satisfy the hungry stomach of any living creature."1
COMMENTARY: The hungry stomach (in Arabic's liver) could be at any living being;
Muslim or infidel, or an animal. It is an excellent sadaqah (charity) to satiate the hungry
being, but not poisonous animals that must be killed.
1

Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman # 1946.
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CHAPTER-IX
SADAQAH (CHAJliTY) GIVEN BY A WOMAN
FROM HER HUSBAND'S PROPERTY
The honourable compiler of the Mishkat sometimes does not give the chapter heading but
simply writes 'chapter' and continues the narration. In t his case, too, there is no heading.
However, some copies of Mishkat have the heading that we have reproduced here.
JJ~1j..Aill

SECTION I

A WOMAN MAY SPEND FROM HER HUSBAND'S PROPERTY
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1947. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ 1»1 ~J narrated t!tat Allah's Messenger ~J A# 1»1 jJ said,
''When a woman gives some of the food in her house as sadaqah (charity) without
beip.g wasteful, the gets her reward for that which she has given, her husband gets
his reward for what he has earned, and the keeper of the Kitchen gets a like reward.
But, the reward at one does not dimish that of another.t
COMMENTARY: This applies to his wife to spend as sadaqah (charity) from his property,
whether explicit or an implicit permission.
It is said that the people of al Hijaz and permitted their wives and store keepers to serve
guests lavishly and to give to the poor and needy generously. Hence, "the Prophet
Muhammad ~JA#l»tjJ exhorts his ummah to keep that practice alive.
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1948. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 1$.ii!I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii!ljJ
said, 11lf a woman spends from the earning of her husband (as sadaqah (charity))
without his permission, then she gets half his reward."2
COMMENTARY: Though she may not have his permission, yet she must be knowing that
he would not object and the among involved would be infinitesimal.
RmNARDFORSERVANT
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1949. Sayyiduna Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii!I._J..P
said, 'The faithful, honest Muslim servant who gives what he is instructed to give
1

2

Bukhari # 1437, Muslim# 79-1023, Musnad Ahmad 6-44.
Bukhari # 5360, Muslim# 84-1026, Abu Dawud # 1687.
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(as sadaqah (charity)) completely and in full with a cheerful mind and hands it
over to the one to whom he is instructed to give, is one of the two who give the
sadaqah (charity)."t
COMMENTARY: The servant who give sadaqah (charity) from his master's wealth is
bound by four conditions.
(i)
His master's command to do that.
(ii)
Give sadaqah (charity) without deducting anything from the amount
sanctioned.
(iii)
Give it willingly because sometimes servants are averse to giving.
(iv)
Most give to the poor man named by the master and to none else.
CONSIGNING REWARD TO THE DEED
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1950. Sayyidah Ayshah l~~~~.J narrated that a man said to the Prophet Muhamm.ad
~J"~~~~ that his mother had died suddenly. He thought that is she could have
spoken (before her death). She would have given some sadaqah (charity). So would
she receive reward if he gave sadaqah (charity) on her behalf. The Prophet
Muhammad ~J4#~'~ said, "Yes."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that reward may be consigned to the dead for
sadaqah (charity), supplication, istighfar, etc. However, there is a difference of opinion
concerning body or physical worship, but even for this the majority opinion is that reward
for such worship may also be consigned. Examples of t his are the salah, fasting, recitation
of the Quran etc.
A righteous shaykh, Abdus Salaam, ~~~J was see in a dream. He said that in life he used to
reject that reward for physical worship may be consigned, but h~d learnt there that reward
for recitation of the Quran is consigned to the dead.
SECTION II

~\i11j.;aiil

WIFE NEEDS HUSBAND'S PERMISSION

(lS.lA_;UI oi.J->)l!J.Ij.Jl

1951. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~~~~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~
~J4#~ say while delivering the sermon in the year of the farewell pilgrimage, 11 A
woman must not spend anything from the house of her husband without his
permission." Some asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, not even food?" He said, 11That is
the most previous of our properties."3
1

Bukhari # 1438, Muslim# 79-1023, Abu Dawud # 1683, Nasai'i # 2539.
# 1388, Muslim# 51-1004, Ibn Majah # 2717.
3 Tirmidhi # 670, Ibn Majah # 2295, Abu Dawud # 3565.
2 Bukhari
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COMMENTARY: This hadith may seem to differ from the previous ahadith but if the

commentaries are kept in mind their meanings will become clear.
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1952. Sayyiduna Sa' d ~.11~~ J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~ J~.i»1~ took
the pledge of allegiance from the women, a woman, who was either very tall or of a
high rank, perhaps among the women of Mudar, stood up and submitted. 110
Prophet of Allah. We are under the responsibility of our parents, our sons and our
husband. So, what of their properties is lawful for us?" He said, 11 Eat the fresh food
and give as present."t
COMMENTARY: Fresh food is that which is perishable with a short shelf life, like cooked
food, milk etc.
SECTION III

WITHOUT MASTER'S PERMISSION
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1953. Sayyiduna Umayr 4~ .i»1 ~J the freedman of Sayyiduna Abu al-Lahm ~ .i»1 ~J
narrated that his master had commanded him to cut some meat in strips and to spread
it in the sun to dry. Later, a poor man came to him and he gave him some of the meat
to eat. His master learnt of it and beat him, so he met Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~
and complained to him. He called him and asked why he had beaten him. He said,
11
He gives away from my food without my permission." The Prophet Muhammad ~
~J4~,&, said, 11The reward is shared between you (if you give him instructions to give
sadaqah (charity), or show pleasure at his giving sadaqah (charity))."
According to another version, the words are:
Sayyiduna Umayr ~.11~~J narrated that he was the slave (of a ~~n). He asked
Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .&1 ~ if he could give sadaqah (charity) from the
property of his master (something of little value and which is normally given
away without prior permission). He said, 11Yes and the reward will be shared
between you both equally."2
COMMENTARY: Allahmah Teebi ~~J explained that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»1~
did not mean to condone Sayyiduna Umayr' s ~.111~J spending without permission. Rather,
Abu Dawud # 1686.
2 Muslim # 82-1025.
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he did not like that Sayyiduna Abu al-Lahm 4.:&-.i»'~J should have beaten him. Actually, it
was to Abu al-Lahm's advantage that the sadaqah (charity) was given, so he should have
pardoned him. As for umayr 4.:&-.i»l~J, he should have got his master's permission.

CHAPTER-X
HE WHO DOES NOT TAKE BACK THE
SADAQAH (CHARITY)

S_ECI'ION I

Jj~,j~j\1

DISALLOWED TO TAKE BACK OR RE-PURCHASE SADAQAH (CHARITY)

1954. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab 4.:&-.i»l~J narrated that he donated a horse to be
ridden in Allah's path, but he who had it wasted it (by not tending it well). So, he
thought of buying it back, hoping that he would sell it at cheap price. He asked the
Prophet Muhammad ~ J4#.l»1~ about it, but he advised him not to buy it and not to
take back what he had given as sadaqah (charity) even if he asked for a dirham for
it. He said, 11 Anyone who takes back what he has given as sadaqah (charity) is like a
dog that returns to its vomit."
According to another version (he said): 11 Do not ask for what you have given as
sadaqah (charity) to be returned (to you), for, he who does not is like him who takes
back what he has vomited."t
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik ~~J said that it is either forbidden to purchase that one has
given as sadaqah (charity), or, as most scholars say, it is makruh tanzihi (detested for purigation).
The Prophet Muhammad's ~J4#1il1~ words imply that it is nahi tanzihi (an interdiction
nearer lawful than forbidden).
AN EXCEPTION

1

Bukhari # 1490, Muslim# 7-1622, Abu Dawud # 7539, Nasai'i # 3690, Ibn Majah # 2384, Musnad
Ahmad2-27.
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1955. Sayyiduna Buraydah 4:,$. ~' ~ J narrated that while he was sitting with, the
Prophet Muhammad ~J",.l&-~1~ (one day), a woman came to him. She said; 0
Messenger of Allah, I had given a slave girl as sadaqah (charity) to my mother who
has died since." He said, 11You are assure of your reward and inheritance returns her
to you." She asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, a month's fasting was due from her, so
may I fast on her behalf? He said, 11 Do fast on her behalf." She asked, 11 She had not
performed Hajj (pilgrimage) at all. May I perform Hajj (pilgrimage) for her?" He
said, 11Yes, do perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on her behal£."1
COMMENTARY: The prohibition to take back the sadaqah (charity) does not cover the case
in this hadith because this is not done at the giver's will. It is returned through inheritance
which is allowed absolutely.
As for fasting on behalf of her mother, the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~~~ did not mean
that she may actually fast. Rather, she could compensate for the fasting by giving the
necessary fidyah. No one is allowed to fast for anyone else who has died. Rather, the heirs
should pay the fidyah.
This question will be discussed threadbare, insha Allah, under the heading 'Redeeming
fasts.' However, the principle is that worship is of many kinds:
(i)
Concerned with property, like zakah (Annual due charity).
(ii)
Physical or bodily concerned with one's personal exertion, like salah,
(iii)
Combination of (i) and (ii) like Hajj (pilgrimage).
As for the first kind, one is allowed to assign one's duty to another whether by choice or
out of compulsion. The reason is that its objective is to support the poor and needy. Even
an assignee can discharge this duty on behalf of the assigner.
As for the physical worship, one is not allowed to designate it to any one else under any
circumstances. The reason is that this kind of worship requires personal exertion and effort
which another cannot discharge for him.
As for the third kind which is a combination of the first two, it is permitted to assign the
duty to another when compelled by circumstances or forced by need, but it is disallowed as
long as one is able and enjoy choice. However, as for as an optional Hajj (pilgrimage) is
concerned, it is allowed even when one is able and can exercise option, because the sphere
of the optional is very wide.
As for the Prophet Muhammad's ~J 4# ~~ ~ permission to the woman to perform Hajj
(pilgrimage) on behalf of her dead mother, this applies to Hajj (pilgrimage) whether that
was binding on her or not, whether she has left instructions for that or not. Hence, the heir
is allowed to get someone to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on behalf of the testator, or do it
himself. If he performs the Hajj (pilgrimage) himself, then he is not required to have the
testator's permission but if he designates someone else then he must have the permission.
Allal1 knows best!
This chapter does not have Section I and II
Praise belongs to Allah, the Book of zakah (Annual due charity) is completed. Now, Kitab us
sawm (or Book of fasting) follows.
11

1

Muslim # 157-1149, Abu Dawud # 3309.
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ASSAWM

.;4~'y6f"

FASTING
CHAPTER- I
AS-SA WM (~J..AII): The dictionary meaning of sawm and Siyam (fasting) is imsak (....S"l-') which
is to stop completely' In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), these words stand for:
'To cease from down to sunset, with a resolve to fast, from eating, drinking, sexual
intercourse and entering anything into the· portion of the body that is called its
interior, being, at the same time, a Muslim and free from T"1enses and lochia.'
WHEN PRESCRIBED: Fasting in Ramadan was prescribed first eighteen months after
hijrah (emigration to Madinah) in the month of Sha'ban, ten days after the change of qiblah.
Some people say that fasting was not prescribed prior to that, but others hold that even
prior to that fasting was prescribed but for a few days and withdrawn when the fasts of
Ramadan were prescribed. Some people say that the fast of Aashura, tenth of Muharrum
was Jard (compulsory) and some others says that the fasts of the ayyam beed (13th, 14th, 15th
of lunar months) werefard (compulsonJ).
In the beginning, some of the commands for fasting in Ramadan were very strict, like it
was allowed to eat and drink after sunset as long as one did not sleep, but if any one slept
than he was not permitted to eat or drink anything at all, even if he went to sleep without
having any food or drink (after fasting). Also, one was not allowed to have sexual
intercourse at all at any time whatever. When these commands proved too harsh and many
incidents took place, they were abrogated and no more did any strictness remain.
SIGNIFICANCE & MERIT: Of the five basic essentials (or, pillars) of Islam, fasting is the
third. It is emphasized very much. If anyone rejects fasting as a prescribed duty then he is a
disbeliever. ~he neglects it then he is a sinner to a high degree. It is stated in Durr ul
Mukhtar under the chapter on what voids fasting:
.1::-:1. ~)LS~\1~
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If anyone eats during the month (of Ramadan) without reason and in public then
he should be killed."
The merit of fasting can be gauged from the fact that some ulama (Scholars) have given it
preference and more excellence over the glorious worship that salah is. However, a majority
of the scholars say that salah is superior over every other deed, even fasting. Apart from
salah, therefore, no other deed is at par with fasting.
BENEFITS OF FASTING: The greatest benefit of any deed and any kind of worship is to
gain Allah's pleasure, and that His mercy should embrace the doer in both the worlds. In
this sense the benefit of fasting will be great. There are also myriad other benefits of fasting.
We mention some of them:
(i)
Fasting ensures calmness and peace of heart. It curbs the influence of the evil
soul. The limbs particularly those that have a direct link with piety and evil
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become sluggish so hat one is less inclined to commit sin. It is as the saying:
'when the soul is hungry, all the limbs are satiated.' They are not motivated to
do what they do otherwise. 'When the soul is satiated, all the limbs are hungry
and driven to do their work.' For instance, when someone is hungry, his eye will
not be interested in looking at anything but when the belly is full, the eye will be
active and look at everything lawful and ·unlawful. The same thing may be said
of the other limbs.
(ii)
Fasting preserves the heart from ill-will and bad feeling which result from the
unnecessary occupation of the eye, tongue and other limbs, like over speaking of
the tongue and so on. One who fasts curbs exaggerated occupation of the limbs,
like excessive speech, etc. when the heart is clean, it inclines to good work 'and
seeks higher degrees.
(iii)
Fasting encourages one to be kind to the poor. A hungry person realizes the
plight of the poor.
(iv)
A fasting person experiences the condition of the poor and the needy. He goes
through their hardship. So, his rank rises high in the sight of Allah. It is said of a
saintly man Bishr Haafi. Someone visited him in winter and found him shivering
though he had ample warm clothing around. He did not wear them. When
asked, he said, "My brother, there are very many poor people and I cannot
arrange clothing for all of them. So, I do what I can do and endure the hardship
of winter and emulate them."
We observe the same motivating sentiments in the lives of the awliya who are known to
have prayed at every morsal while having their meals:
,
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(0 Allah, do not question me concerning the rights of the hungry people).
It is reported about Sayyiduna Yusuf ~">WI~ that when drought (and fumine) took the

entire country in its stride, he did not eat to a full stomach though he had a vast stock of
provision lest he forget the plight of the hungry and that he might maintain a resemblance
to the hungry and famine strike masses.

Jj'itj..ajjl

SECTION I
DEVIL ARE LOCKED IN RAMADAN

(~JA=..o)~5ll yl_9.1
1956. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ·~.ill'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~J4#.i»'~ said,
"with the advent of Ramadan, the gates of heaven are opened." According to another
version: "The gates of paradise are opened. And the gates of hell are closed, and the
devils are fettered. According to another version; The gates to mercy are opened."t
11

1

Bukhari # 1899, Muslim# 2-1079, Darimi # 1775, Muwatta Malik# 59 (Siyam).
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COMMENTARY: 'The gats of heaven will be opened' to mean that Allah's mercy will

descend lavishly and deeds of the creatures will be taken up without any hindrance, and
all prayers will be granted.
As for the gates of paradise being opened this means that the creatures will be inclined to
perform deeds that lead them to paradise.
And 'the gates of hell will be closed' implies that those who fast will be enabled to keep away
from deeds that take to hell. They abstain from grave sins while their minor sins are forgiven.
The devils are put in chains and their ability to incite mankind is taken away; some
authorities say that this means that the devils refrain from tempting people who, an their
part, do not succumb to their promptings. Fasting curbs man's beastly tendencies and
promotes his mental abilities that lead to piety. This is why fewer sins are committed in
Ramadan and more people engage in worship.
EXCLUSIVE GATE
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1957. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd ~ ..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~.&lj..P
said, "there are eight gates of paradise. There is one of these called ar-Rayyan None
but who fast till enter through it."1
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1958. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""', 4~ .&1 # said,
"He who fasts during Ramadan with faith (in Shari'ah (divine law) and the
obligatory nature of Ramadan) seeking reward (without ostentation or fear of
anyone but sincerely for Allah's sake) will earn forgiveness of his past sins. He who
stands during Ramadan with faith and hope for reward will earn forgiveness of his
past sins. He who stands (for prayer and worship) on the layltnl qadr (night of
power, realizing its importance and excellence) with faith and hope for reward will
earn forgiveness of his past sins." 2
COMMENTARY: The standing in the nights of Ramadan is for the salah of tarawih, to recite
the Quran and to remember Allah, and so on. If he is in Makkah then he should perform
the tawaf and umrah also.
Nawawi .&14~; said that good deeds that expiate sins apply only to minor sins and they soften
the major sins. If a fortunate person has not committed sins, then his rank is raised in paradise.
. REWARD FOR FASTING

1

Bukhari # 3257, Muslim# 166.1152, Ibn Majah # 1640.
Bukhari # 1901, Muslim # 175-760, Tirmidhi # 683, Ibn Majah # 1641, Darimi # 1774, Musnad
Ahmad2-32.
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1959. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:&-~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "The reward of every pious deed of the son of Aadam ~':>WI~ is multiplied, a
pious deed receiving a reward from ten times of seven hundred times. And Allah
. says, 'But not fasting because it is observed for My sake only so I alone will give a
reward for it. He (who fasts) abandons his desires and his food for my sake.' For
him who fastb are two happy moments; happiness at his iftar (breaking of fast) and
happiness when he will meet his lord. The odour of the mouth of one two fasts is
dearer to Allah than the fragrance of musk And, fasting is a shield. When it is the
day of fasting of anyone of you let him not be vulgar of speech and let him not
shout. If any one abuses him or contends with him, let him say, 'I am fasting."t
COMMENTARY: The least reward one piety fetches is like ten pieties. Depending on the
doer's sincerity and truth, the reward continues to multiply. The highest is like seven
hundred deeds, but sometimes it is more, like in Makkah it may be up to one hundred
thousand pieties for every one pious deed.
The reward for fasting, however, is unlimited, as Allah says. He alone knows what reward
He will give for it.
Fasting is the only worship that is unobserved by other people. He who fasts knows
whether he..really is fasting or not and no one else can know it besides Allah who sees
everything. There is no possibility of fasting to demonstrate to other people. Contrary to
other forms of worship. Fasting has no form of its own.
Moreover, fasting is strenuous and taxes the body. One has to be patient and to compel
oneself. This is not so in other forms of worship.
AMAZING & WORRYING: Fasting was observed during the jahiliyah too only for
Allah. They associated none with him. However, now it is not merely for Allah any more.
People fast for some saintly .men on their name and for them. May Allah preserve us all
from straying and error. May he make us subservient only to Him. Aameen!
SECTION II

MERIT & BLESSINGS OF RAMADAN

1

Bukhari 1904, Muslim# 164-1151, Tirmidhi # 714, Nasai'i # 2215, Ibn Majah # 1638, Darimi # 1770,
Musnad Ahmad 2/266.
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1960. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 40&-.fiii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.fil~~
said, "On the first night of Ramadan, the devils and the defiant jinns are shackled,
the gates of hell are shut, not one of them being opened, and the gates of paradise
are opened, not one of them being locked. An announcer proclaims. "0 seeker of
good, step forward and 0 hankerer after evil desist, because Allah frees from Fire
(many who are consigned to it. You, too, could be one of those). This (proclamation)
is made every night (of Ramadan)."1
1961. (Also) from an unknown man (as above). 2
COMMENTARY: When the devils are put in shackles, they cannot tempt the people who
fast. However, there are some wretched ones who are incorrigible. It is their innate nahtre
to sin and be disobedient, and they continue in their ways.
Those who need, earn reward, Even a simple good deed conveys them to high stations. The
evildoers are called upon to desist and repent. This is an opporhtne moment to pray and
seek forgiveness.
SECTION III
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(~UJI_, ~I o\_,!) ___;,~Jii ~~__;~~ ~yjl ~~
1962. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.fil~~ said,
"The blessed month of Ramadan is upon you Allah has prescribed for you its fasts.
The gates of heaven are opened in it and the gates of hell are shut in it. The defiant
devils are fettered in it. There is in it a night of Allah that is better than one
thousand months. If any one is deprived of its good then he is indeed dispossessed
of every thing."3
COMMENTARY: Mulla Ali Qari 40&-.fil,~ J said that only those devils are chained in Ramadan
who are defiant. Thus, one reason for those who continue to commit sin is that the
unchained devils make mischief by tempting the wretched people of whom the
commentary on the previous hadith (# 1960/1) speaks. However, this contention of Mullfl
Ali Qari is debatable in the light of the first hadith (# 1956) of this chapter which say~; ~nat
(all) devils are fettered in Ramadan.
Mawlana Shah Muhammad Ishaq Dahlawi .fil1 ~J said that the defiant dPT; .i.ls are chained
and it concerns specific people while the putting of all devils in sha~!. .ies pertains to other
specific people. The defiant devils are prevented from temptin£ the grave sinners, so they
'fall into minor sins now and then. As for the devils, on the whole, they are prevented from
tempting the righteous people. They abstain fron1 grave sins but if they happen to commit
a sin, they make haste to repent.
1

Tirmidhi # 682, Nasai'i # 2094, Ibn Majah # 1642, Musnad Ahmad# 4-311 (Bukhari # 1898, Muslim

# 1079).
2
3

Musnad Ahmad 4-312.
Nasai'i # 2106, Musnad Ahmad 2-230.'
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There is yet another explanation. Apart from the devils, man commits some sins on the
instigation of his own soul. Hence, while people are safe from the promptings of the devils,
they continue to succumb to the desires of their own souls, even in Ramadan.
As for the laylatul qadr, the least one could do is offer the salah of isha and of fajr with the
congregation. If he does that, he will get some portion of the blessings of this night.
To be dispossessed of everything actually implies 'to be deprived of perfect reward.'
FAST WILL INTERCEDE
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1963. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.lii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.&1~
~J said, "Fasting and the Quran will intercede for the slave (of Allah). Fasting will
say. '0 my Lord, I kept him away from his food and his desires by day, so accept my
intercession for him.' The Quran will say. 'I kept him away from sleep in the night.
Do accept my intercession for him.' Their intercession shall be accepted."
BEING DEPRIVED OF LAYLATUL QADR

I~ ~!~J ~ ~lH ~ ;iJ1 Jj-!.5 Jtii ~L1o5 j.ls jli ~lA ~ ~T (;S.j ('~·u)

(."4--l.o ,:.xI o I.J.J )~J~
1964. Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~ .&1 ~J narrated that when Ramadan began,
Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»t~ said ''Surely, this month has come to you. There is in
it a night better than one thousand months. He who is denied it is denied all good.
However, it is only the wretched, unfortunate who are denied it."l
COMMENTARY: The hadith emphasizes that full advantage must be taken of the mouth of
Ramadan by wor3hipping Allah day and night.
MONTH OF BLESSINGS

1

Ibn Majah # 1644.
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1965. Sayyiduna Salman Farisi ~ ~' ~ J narrated that on the last day of Slta'ban,
Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ delivered to them a sermon in which he said, "A great
month is coming to you, 0 people. It is a blessed month. It has a night that is better
than one thousand months. Allah has prescribed thousand months. Allah has
prescribed fasting during the month as fard (compulsonj), and worship in its nights
as an optional worship. If anyone engages in worship (in a supererogatory effort)
during the month with some deeds to draw near Allah, then it will be equivalent to
the discharge by him of the fard (compulsonJ) acts in any other month. If anyone
discharges an obligatory act lfard (compulsonj)) in this month then he will be
though one who has performed seventy fard (compulsonj) in any other month. It is
the month of patience and the reward of patience is paradise (for, he abstains from
food and drink and passionate desires). It is a month of sympathy and compassion
(so attend to the poor and needy). It is the month in which the provision of a (rich or
poor) believer is increased. If someone gives (from his lawful earnings) iftar to one
who is fasting in this month, then this deed will get him forgiveness of his sins and
put him away from hell and he will get a reward like the reward of the one who is
fasting without his reward being decreased in any way." They (the sahabah) ~iu'~J
said, "0 Messenger of Allah, all of us cannot find something to serve as iftar to the
fasting one." He said, "Allah grants this reward to him who gives iftar to one who
fasts with some dilate milk or a date or some water to break his fast. If anyone feed
the fasting one to the point of satiation, then Allah will give liim to drink from my
pond (kawthar) such that he will not feel thirst (after that) till he enters paradise.
And, the month of Ramadan is one whose beginning is mercy. Who middle is
forgiveness and whose conclusion is deliverance from hell (for believers only). If
during this month, anyone makes light the burden of his slave, then Allah will
forgive him and deliver him from hell.'1
COMMENTARY: Optional worship in the nights of Ramadan include the tar?.·.dh etc. If
anyone does not engage in them then he deprives himself of reward :'t:."ld is liaLle to
punishment. This does not mean that the salah of tarawih is optional or supererogatory, for
it is sunnah (Practice of Prophet ~J ·~ ~~ ~) muwakadah. AcCr'iding to a hadith in Abu
Dawud when the moon of Ramadan was sighted, Pr0phet Muhammad ~J ~ ~' ~
commanded (Sayyiduna) Bilal ~~~~J to nnnounce that the tarawih should be offered and
fasting be observed.
After drinking the water of al-Kawthar, one would not feel thirsty till he enter paradise.
Then, of course, no thirst will be experienced in paradise at all. It is as Allah says( 20:118):

1

Bayhaqi Sha'ab ul Eeman # 1-3608.
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{You shall not thirst therein}
That mean the man will never feel thirsty.
CAPTIVE RELEASED
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1966. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas

ts

.ur. ~~ ~ J

narrated that with the advent of the month of
Ramadan, Allah messenger ~J4#~'~ set free every captive (or prisoner), and gave
(something) to every beggar.t
COMMENTARY: The prisoners could have been imprisoned for violation of Allah's rights
or for rights of fellow men. The Prophet Muhammad ~ J4#~~~ got the permission of the
concerned men to released the latter kind. Or, he only released these prisoners who were
taken for violation of his own rights. Generous he was always, and in Ramadan, his
generosity knew no bounds.
PARADISE ADORNED
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1967. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar .ur..i»1~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»t~

said "Surely paradise is adorned for Ramadan from the beginning of the year till
the year that follows. When it is the first day of Ramadan, a wind blows under the
·throne from the leaves of paradise on the large eyed maidens. They say '0 Lord!
Cause for us husbands from among your servants t hat we should be happy with
them and they should be happy with us."2
COMMENTARY: The beginning of the year could mean Muharram the first month of the year,
or Shawwal the month following Ramadan. In short, its blessing last all through the year.
The Prophet Muhammad ~"" J4#~'~ said elsewhere that against each day that a man fasts, he
is given a large eyed maid an in paradise in huge canopies of pearl. This is as Allah's words
.A~I· ~~IJ_;.!J.ij,,
"'•"'

~

~

{Houris will guarded in pavilions} (155:72)
PARDONED ON THE LAST NIGHT
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Bayhaqi # 3629.
Bayha.qi Shu' ab ul Eeman # 3653.
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(~loi.J.J)~I ~ ~ 151&..}4-ljY- ~~1~~~0-~lj~ j\.i.;laJiii;)ctl~lj_;.-!5~
1968. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .iil1 jJ
said that the members of his ummah are forgiven on the last night of Ramadan.
Someone asked him if that was the laylatul qadr. He said, ''No Rather, the worker is
paid his remuneration in full wl)en he finishes the work (assigned to him)."1
COMMENTARY: The pardon will follow obedience to Allah's command to fast and this
great obligation is discharged. The initial words are not the Prophet Muhammad's ~.ibi.)J
~J own but Sayyiduna Abu Hur~yrah ~..:&-.~ill~ J has quoted him in indirect speech.

CHAPTER- II
SIGHTING THE NEW MOON

jjitjJ&j\i ·

SECTION I

BEGIN& END FASTING WITH THE NEW MOON
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1969. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4.:to.iiii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil1~ said,
11
Do not begin to fast (for Ramadan on the 30th Sha'ban) unless you see the new
moon and do not end fasting till you see it (for the eed). If the sky is cloudy over
you (or invisible for some reason) then make a surmise whether it should appear."
According to another version: ''The month is of thirty days. So do not began to fast
till you see it. If the sky is cloudy over you. Complete the number thirty (of the
month before beginning to fast or to end fasting)."2
COMMENTARY: If the new moon is not sighted or no testimony is receiged for it on the
twenty ninth then do not begin or end fasting.
A month can be a twenty-nine nights, so efforts should be made to see the new moon on
this night. The ulama (Scholars) say that it is wajib Kifayalz (~dequate obligation) on the
people to try to see the new moon for Ramadan on the 29th of Sha'ban .

.....u1i ~j;JI J~ilj ~j;J, 1_;.&_;..b ~j 4i- fu I ~ ;iJ I Jj:!5 Jli Jt! §~;,' Cfl ~j (' 1\v•)
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1970. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4•~.1b'~J narrated fhat Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil'~
sajd, "Begin to fast when you see it (the new moon)·and cea~e to f~ when you see
it, but if the whether is cloudy then complete the number of Sha'ban as· thirty days,
(And m~ke Ramadan in the same way.)"3
Musnad Ahmad 2-292.
Bukhari # 1906, Muslim # 3-1080, Abu Dawud # 2320. Tirmidh1 # 684, Nasai'i # 2121, Ibn
Manh1654, Darhni # 1684, Muwattta Maalik # 2 (Siyam)
3 Bukhari # 1909, Muslim# 18-1081, Nasai'i # 2124, Darimi # 1685, Musnad Ahmad 5-42.
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DO NOT PREDICT APPEARANCE 0 F MOON THROUGH ASTRONOMY
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1971. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.11~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said,
'We (the Arabs) are an unlettered ummah and can neither write nor count. The
month is this much and this much (closing his first twice and opening them). And
the third time (he dosed his fists and opened nine fingers and) he kept the thumb
tucked in then he said, 11The month is this much, this much and this much."
(meaning thirty days not tucking in the thumb at all). He meant that the month is
twenty ninE: days sometimes and thirty days sometimes.1
COMMENTARY: The hadith means to say that it is not for us to follow the calculations
of astronomy. Also, such computation is not reliable. We only go by the actual sighting
of the moon. If it is confirmed according to the rules of Shari'ah (divine law), fasting
should begin or end.
MONTH OF RAMADAN & DHUL HIJJAH
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1972. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~ lb1 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ Jil1 ~
said, 11 Both the months of eed, Ramadan and Dhul Hijjah, are never faulty." 2
COMMENTARY: Even if a month is of twenty ·nine days, it is not faulty in the sense that it will
bring a lesser reward or attract incomplete command (in relation to months of thirty days)
DO NOT FAST BEFORE RAMADAN BY A COUPLE OF DAYS
J. J
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x!~.;tJI~...,P1973. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrab ~lb·~.J narrated that J~llah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, "NO one of you must fast just before Ramadan by a day or two.· But, if he is
accustomed to fast (on that day) then he may fast on that day.''3
COMMENTARY: H anyone is used to fast an a certain day and that day happens to
coincide with 29th or 30th Slta'ban, then he is not precluded from fasting on this dab~.
The prohibition to fast a day or two ahead of Ramadan is to avoid combining the optional
with thE! obligatory and assuming a resemblance to the people of the Book who were
accustomed to optional fasting before the prescribed fasting. This prohibition is actually
makruh (detested) according to Mazhar . .1!1~ J
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Bukhari # 1913, Muslim# 15-1080, Abu Dawud # ~19, Nasai'i If 2141, Musnad Ahmad 2-122
Bukhari # 1912, Muslim# 31-1089, 1\bu Dawud # 3323, Tirmidhi # 692, Ibn Majah # 1659, Musnad
Ahmad 5-38.
3 B~khari # 1914, Musilm # 21-1082; Abu Dawud # 2335, Tirmidhi # 685, Nasai'i # 2130, Ibn Majah #
1650, Darimi # 1689, Musnad Ahmad 2-521.
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SECTION II

PROHIBITION TO FAST DURING LAST HALF OF SHA'BAN
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1974. Sayyiduna A~u Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "when haH of the month of Sha'ban is over, cease to fast." 1
COMMENTARY: No fast apart from the redeeming fast or any other wajib (obligatory) fast
must be kept during the last half of Shaban. This prohibition is of the kind·nahi tanzihi and its
objective is to facilitate the ummh who may otherwise find weakness in Ramadan. Those
people who are strong are not disallowed to fast during these days. Similarly jt is mustahab
(desirable) not to fast on the day of Arafah to preserve energy for other forms of worship.
REMEMBER DAYS OF SHABAN

~~j.l,._.ul:;~.j~ \~l~j~ilil ~;Dtj_;.!j jli JliS~_;!(_?l6£j ('~YO)
( LS..i.G.,;tl IoI.J.J)
1975. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "Count the (day of) the month of Sha'ban from the new moon for Ramadan."2
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J4#~~ FASTED IN SHA'BAN
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1976. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.:S- ~' ~J narrated that she had not seen the Prophet
Muhammad~ J4.}s-~'.)..P fast two months consecutively except Sha'ban and Ramadan.3
COMMENTARY: This hadith will be explained in the chapter VII about voluntary fast
against hadith # 2036, etc, insha Allah.
FASTING WHEN IN DOUBT
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1977. Sayyiduna Ammar ibn Yasir said, that if any one fasts on the day of which
he is unsure (whether it is tst Ramadan or not) then ·he has disobeyed Abu AlQasim~J~~~~.4

COMMENTARY: The Yawm ash-shak (the day on which it is doubtful) is after the thirtieth

night of Sha'ban on completing twenty nine days. The moon is not sighted but there is a
1

Abu Dawud # 22327, Tirmidhi # 738, Ibn Majah # 651, Darimi # 1240.
Tirmidhi # 687.
Abu Dawud # 2336, Tirmidhi # 231, Nasai'i # 2175, Ibm Majah # 1648.
4 Tirmidhi # 686, Abu Dawud # 2334, Nasai'i # 2188, Ibn Majah # 1645, Darimi # 1682, Also: Bukhari
chapter 11 (Bade of Fasting) heading prior to hadith# 1906.
2
3
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testimony from the person that is rejected,· or from two sinners and that is not accepted. So,
the day following will be 3Qth Sha'ban a day called Yaum ush shak, because it is unsure
whether the day belongs to Sha'ban or is the 1st Ramadan. The night preceding had a cloudy
whether if the sky had been clear and the moon had not been sight then the 30th Sha'ban
would not have been a yawum ush shak (the day on which it is doubtful)
·
The hadith says that it is makruh (unbecoming) to fast for Ramadan or any wajib (obligatory)
on the yaum ush shak. There is, however, scope to keep an optional fast. For instance, if
anyone has been fasting from the first of Sha'ban, he may fast on this day too Or if this day
cqincides with the day on which a person is accustomed to fast, then it is b~tter for him to
fast on it. It is also better for one who is used to fast on the last three days of Sha'ban. In all
other cases, besides these, the distinguished (learned) may fast on this day forming an
intention to observe an optional fast but he masses should not take any food to drink till
middy (or noon) and wait for any acceptable testimony of the sighting of the moon. If none
is forthcoming then they partake of food and drink: This was the practice of Sayyiduna Ibn
Umar A:So..lu~ J and other sahabah ~..11·~J·
As for the intention formed on the day (when it is uncertain whether Ramadan has begun
or not), the person who is not accustomed to fast on this day (and he is among the
distinguished).should say; 'I form an intention to observe an optional fast,' but he should
not contemplate to regard it as a fast of Ramadan if the moon should be sighted. This kind
of an intention is makruh (unbecoming); 'If it is Ramadan then this fast will be considered to
be of Ramadan otherwise it will be an optional or a wajib (obligatory) (specifying the kind
of) fast. However, if anyone forms such an intention and it is established that Ramadan has
begun, his fast will be regarded as of Ramadan.
As against this, if anyone forms an intention while fasting; 'If today, it is Ramadan then this
is my fast but if this day is not Ramadan then this is not my fast.' Then he will not have fast
then he will not have fasted neither an optional fast nor a fast of Ramadan even if it is
established that the month of Ramadan had begun.
TESTIMONY OF NEW MOON
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1978. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ ~~ ~J narrated that a villager came to the Prophet
Muhammad ~J;.~~~,)..# and testified that he had seen the new moon, meaning the
new moon of Ramadan. So, he asked him, "Do you testify that there is no God but
Allah?" He said, "Yes!" He asked again, "Do you testify that Muhammad is Allah's
Messenger?" He said, Yes!" He said, ''0 Bilal, announce to the people that they
should fast tomorrow.l
COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that if a person is a known sinner and immodest
then his testimony about sighting the moon of Ramadan will not be reliable and will be
unacceptable. Also, it is not a pre-requisite to use the word 'testimony' when bearing
1

Abu Dawud # 2340, Tirmidhi # 691, Nasai'i # 2113, Ibn Majah # 1652, Darimi # 1692, 2-9, Musnad
Ahmad.
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witness to the sighting of the moon.
Moreover, the testimony of only one person is acceptable for the sighting of the moon
of Ramadan. The hanafis follow this procedure. However, this applies when the
weather is cloudy.
If the sky is overcast on the night following 29th Ramadan, the testimony for the new moon
for eed will be acceptable only from two men, or one man and two women who are just
and free, and it will be binding to use the word 'testimony'. Besides, the conditions of
testimony change according to the situation and when the sky is clear then a group of
people will have to bear witness.
t;
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1979. Sa.yyiduna Ibn Umar 4:$ .1il ~J narrated th~t the people were assembled to
observed the new :Rtoon. He informed Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ,&, ~ that he had
seen it, so he fasted and instructed the people to fast.t·
~\iltj..c.fli

SECTION Ill

PROPHET MUHAMMAD~J~~~ COUNTED THE DAYS OF SHABAN
CAREFULLY
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1980. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1u~J narratedthat Allah's Messenger ~J~.111~ used to
count the days of Sha'ban very carefully, such as he did not do for other months.
Then on sighting the new moon of Ramadan, he fasted, if the sky was overcast (and
the moon was not seen). He counted thirty days and fasted. 2
COMMENTARY: It was the Prophet Muhammad's ~J4#.1JI~ practice that he was very
careful in Sluz'ban whose days he counted meticulously to avoid any confusion about the
moon of Ramadan. He was not as attentive to days of any other month because the other
months had not any duty associated with them except the month of Hajj (pilgrimage) but that
is singular in that all people are not affected by it and it is notfard (compulsory) every year.
FASTING AFTER SEEING THE MOON
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Abu Dawud # 2342, Darimi # 1691.
# 2325, Musnad Ahmad 6-149.
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1981. Sayyiduna Abdul Bukhari ~~ ~J said that they set out to perform the umrah
(from Kufah) and stopped at Makhlah. There, they assembled to see the new moon.
Some of them said that it was three nights old and some said that it was two nights
old. When they met (Sayyidumi) Ibn Abbas ~~~~J they told him what the people
thought. He asked, "When had you seen tlie new moon?" They told him that they
had seen it on such and such a night. He said, 11Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ j-P
determitted Ramadan according to the time it was sight you saw it."
According to another version: They saw the new moon of Ramadan when they w·ere
at Dahat lrq (near Nakhah) They sent a man to Sa}ryiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~J to ask
him how old the moon was (because they ~ad differed among themselves about it).
He said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ jJ had said, ''Allah, the Exalted, has
extended the limit of Sha'ban till the new moon of Ramadan is sighted. So, if the
sky is overcast (on the 29th) complete the number of,.days (of Sha'ban to thirty and
begin to fast thereafter)"t
COMMENTARY: The advent of Ramadan depends on the sighting of the moon. If it seems
large that makes no difference. Rather, it is said that if the moon is large on the night it is to
appear then that is a portent of the Last Day. There are some rulings about seeing the moon.
If the moon is sighted on 3Qth sha'ban during the day before zawwal or after it then it must
be regarded as the moon of the night to follow. Hence, neither it signifies the beginning of
Ramada.n on the day, not it calls for fasting to be observed on that day. Similarly, if moon is
sighted during the day on 3Qth Ramadan, neither will people break their fast and ·cease
f~sting nor will the day be regardell as the day of eed. It is wajib (obligatory) ul kifayah to
look for the moon on the 3Qth night of Sha'ban when the date was 29th in the day.
If moon is sighted (of Ramadan) at one place, then the people of all places around will have
to fast in the morning (following the night) as wajib (obligatory), and differences in weather
will not be considered. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J follows this ruling, but Imam Shafi'l (RHO
and Imam Ahmad ~~4~J consider the differences in weather in the different places, and they
hold that if people of a city sight the moon that is not enough for people of another city.
A person who has sighted the moon of Ramadan but this testimony is not accepted, is
himself bound to fast according to his own sighting. If he does not fast, then he will
have to redeem it.

1

Muslim # 30-1088.
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CHAPTER - III
VARIOUS ISSUES CONCERNING FASTING
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1982. Sayyiduna Anas 4:.$- ~' ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ said,
11
Have the pre-dawn meal, for, there is a blessing a having suhur (pre-down meal
before commencing fast)."t
COMMENTARY: Something must be eaten before fasting at the time of sahr. According to a
hadith: "'Have the pre-dawn meal even if it is a sip of water." This cormnand is not wajib
(obligatory) but mustaluzb (desirable) to obey sahr is the last portion of the night, sahur is a now1
and means food at sahar and suhur is a verbal noun n1eaning 'to eat at the time of sahar.'
There is blessing in it because it is a sumzah (Practice of Prophet ~J4Js..ii!1_;...,) to have the pre·
down meal. To abide by the sunnah (Practice of Prophet ~""J•Js..iil,~) fetches a great reward
apart from providing energy to fast.
SUHUR DISTINGUISHES THE FAITHFUL FROM THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK
"
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1983. Sayyiduna Amr ibn al-Aas 4:.$-.ii!I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, ''The
difference between our fasting and the fasting of the people of the Book Oews and
Christians) is the eating of sahr (by us)."2
COMMENTARY: In early Islam, it was forbidden to eat in the night after having gone to
sleep just as the people of the Book were forbidden. Later, it was permitted to eat in the night.
HASTENING TO BREAK FAST AT ITS LAWFUL TIME
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1984. Sayyiduna Sahl ~.1!1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~-J J•:l~.ii!'~ said, 11The
people will not cease to be in a good condition till they are quick to break the fast."3
~OMMENTARY: To be quick to break the fast is to not delay to break it just as the sun sets
(:When it is lawful to break the fast) the sign of it in the cities is that darkness spreads high
on the eastern horizon from where dawn arises but it is not necessary that darkness covers
the centre of the sky.
Hastening to break the fast at sunset also distinguishes us from the people of the Book.
They wait for the stars to rise high. Among the Muslims, the Rawafid do this. Hence,
hastening to break the fast contradicts them, too.
Bukhari # 1923, Muslim# 45-1095, Tirmidhi # 708, Nasai'i # 2144, Ibn Majah # 1692, Darimi # 1696,
Musnad Ahmad 3-99.
2 Muslim# 46-1096, Tirrnidhi # 708, Nasai'i # 2166, Darimi # 1697.
3 Bukhari # 1957, Muslim # 48-1098, Ibn Majah # 1697, Muwatta Maalik 18.3-6, Musnad Ahmad #
22868.
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According to sahih ahadith, it is a sunnah (Practice of Propllet ~J"~~~~) to have the iftar
(break fast) before the salah of n1aghrib.
THE TIME OF IFTAR
J""
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1985. Sayyiduna Umar 4,;S. ii11 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messeng~r ~J "~ .1!t ~ said,
"When the night comes from here (meaning the east which is covered with
darkness) and the day departs from there (the west) and the sun sets (completely),
the fasting one has his iftar."t
COMMENTARY: The fasting one is said to have has iftar even though he may not have had
anything to eat or drink. Or, he has come to the time to break it. Or, he must break his fast
at this time. These are three possible meanings of the concluding words.

FASTING WITHOUT BREAK
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1986. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah o\.:S-~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!t~
disallowed them to fast without observing a break. So, someone submitted to him,
"But, you do fast without break, 0 Messenger of Allah." He asked, 'which of you is
like me? I am given to eat and drink during the night." 2
COMMENTARY: This kind of fasting is called al-wisal. It is to fast without break for two
days or more. It is not allowed because it causes weakness and one cannot devote fully to
other kinds of worship. The ulama (Scholars) disagree on whether it is forbidden, allowed
or makruh (unbecoming) to the people other than the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~iil~~. Some
of them say that it is allowed and the Prophet Muhan1mad ~J4#..ls1~ advised the people
against it only out of mercy and kindness for them and they cite the hadith of Sayyidah
Ayshah ~ li11 ~; that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .1!t ~ disallowed wisal only out of
compassion for the people. It is reported that some sahabah (Prophet's companions) .1!t~;
~like Adullah ibn Zubayr 4,;S.ii11~.J and some tabiun .1!1~.J like Ibn Mumar o\,;S-.1!t~;, Aamir
ibn Abdullah ibn Zubayr .1!1 ~;, Ibrahim Tayuri li!1 ~;, did fast without break. But most
ulama (Scholars)·say that it is disallowed. Imam Abu Hanifah ..lsi~;. Imam Maalik ..lsi~;
and Imam Shafi ..ls1~; classify it as makruh (unbecoming), but they differ on whether it is
makru tahrimi or makrulz (uubecoming) tanzihi (detested for purigation). The n1ajority of the
ulama (Scholars) say that it was specific with the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1!1.}-.P and the
hadith also says so. The Sufis who engaged in deep devotion and imposed restrictions on
themselves drank a handful of water after each fast so that should not be the ones to keep
fast without break

1

Bukhari # 1954, Muslim# 51-1100, Abu Dawud # 2351, Tirmidhi # 698, Darimi # 1700.
Bukhari # 1961, Muslim# 57-103, Abu Dawud # 2361, Darimi # 1703, Muwatta Maalik # 39 (Siyam),
Musnad Ahmad 6.258.
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The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ j...o said that he was fed food and drink. This was not
actual food and drink. He was free of this need.
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SECTION II

WHEN TO FORM AN INTENTION TO FAST
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1987. Sayyidah Hafsah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~'jJ said, ''If
any one does not form an intention before dawn to fast (that day) then he has not
fasted (perfectty).t
Abu Dawud said that Ma'mar Zubaydi Ibn Uyaynah and Yunus Ayli}' narrated. It
from zuhri tracing it only up to Sayyidah Hafsah.
COMMENTARY: Imam Maalik holds that the intention should be formed as the hadith
says in the night whatever the kind of fast. While Imam Shafi'I .111~J and Imam Ahmad say
the same thing for fard (compulsory) fasts, Imam Ahmad ~~J said, that the intention for
optional fasts maybe formed up to zawal of that day and Imam Shafi'l ~~44>J said that it can
be formed up to before sunset that day.
The Hanafis say that the intention for fasts of Ramadan, optional nature or against vows
may be formed upto before zawwal but for redeeming fasts it should be formed in the
night (before beginning the fast).
THE LAST TIME FOR MEAL BEFORE DAWN (SUHUR)
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1988. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J..P.iA~
said, If any of you hears the adhan and has a vessel in his h and t hen he should not
put it down till he finishes his need from it (of drinking or eating)."
COMMENTARY: If anyone is having his pre-dawn meal and the adhan for fajr is called
then simply on that basis he must not stop his intake, provided he is certain that dawn has
not begun and there still is time for suhur. But, if dawn has commenced then the time for
suhur is over and he must cease to eat and drink.
Ibn Maalik .111 44>J said that if one does not known that dawn has begun then he must not
stop eating and drinking, but if he known, or has doubts, that down has risen then he must
give up food and drink.
Some authorities say that the hadith refers to the adhan of maghrib. This would imply that
though it is masnun to abandon eating and drinking on hearing t he adhan, yet if anyone
hears the adhan of maghrib at the time "Of iftar then he must finish what he is eating or
1

Abu Dawud # 22454, Tirmidhi # 730, Nasai'i # 2393, DArimi # 1698, Maalik Muwatta# 5 (Siyan),
Musnad Ahmad 6-287.
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drinking and then go for the salah of maghrib.
WHEN THE TIME IS UP BE QUICK TO BREAK FAST
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1989. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&1d~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js~~
said that Allah, the exalted, says, ''The dearest of My slaves to Me is he who is
quick to break fast (when it is time for it)."1
IFTAR WITH DATE & WATER
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1990. Sayyiduna Salman ibn Aamir ~.&1d~J narrated th~t Allah's Messenger ~~~
~J said, ''When any of you breaks ltis fast, he should break it with. dates beoause
they are a means of blessing, but if he does not find any date, then he should break
his fast with water because it is purifying."2
The words '0 means of purifying are found only in Tirmidhi.
COMMENTARY: The instruction to break fast with dates or water is a recommendation of
the category of mustahab (desirable). The wisdom behind breaking fast with a date is that an
empty stomach accepts something sweet like a date readily and it digests it. It also
invigorates the system quickly particularly the eye sight. Moreover, the Arabs found a
sweet dish mostly in dates, they were more accustomed to it. As for water, it is a good
purifying agent both inwardly and outwardly.
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~.&~~ IFTAR
~
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1991. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .\1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .i»1 ~ used to
break his fast, before offering the salah (of maghrib), with some fresh dates. If there
were not any fresh dates, then dry dates. If there were no dry dates, then he drank
some (say three) sips of water.3
COMMENTARY: According to a hadith of Abu Ya'la .&1~J, the Prophet Muhammad~~
~J~ liked to break his fast with three dates or any such thing as was not cooked on fire.
It is wrong on the part of some people to say that residents of Makkah must break their fast
# 700, Musnad Ahmad 2-329.
# 658, Musnad Ahmad 4-17, Abu Dawud # 2355, Ibn Majah # 1699, Darimi # 1701.
3 Abu Dawud # 2356, Tirmidhi # 696, Musnad Ahmad 3-164.
t Tinnidhi
2 Tinnidhi
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with the water of zamzam before taking dates. Not only is this not masnun, it is also contrary
to sunnah (Practice of Prophet ~...J.~..11,~) because the Prophet Muhammad ~J•#~I~.,p stayed
in Makkah for many days after the conquest of Makkah, but he did no such thing.
SERVING MEAL TO ONE WHO FASTS
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1992. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn.Khalid ~~.di'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J•#~'~
said, 11lf anyone serves lfta_r -to o~~ •who is fasting or he equips a warrior then he
earns a reward like theirs."1
MERIT OF IFTAR
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1993. Sayyiduana Ibn Umar ~ ..1!1 ~; narrated that the Prophet Muhammad 4,1&- ~~ ~
11
~J used to say on breaking his fast, Thirst is quenched, the arteries are moist and
reward is assured, insha Allah."2
COMMENTARY: The ummah is told through this saying that worship requires a little
effort, but fetches abundant eternal reward.

PRAYER AT 1FTAR
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1994. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Zuhrah ~ .di1 ~; narrated that when the Prophet
Muhammad ~ J.,U..1!1~ broke his fast he prayed:

~~il,:;uj..;~J~~~~
(0 Allah, for you did I fast and with your sustenance have I broken my fast).3
COMMENTARY: Generally the words:

(and in you do I believe and on you do I rely).
are added after (~..J:JJ) (for you did I fast). Though they are not known through any
hadith, yet they are correct as for as their meaning is concerned.
Ibn Majah ~' ~ J has reported a hadith that whatever supplication is made at the time of
iftar by one who fasts is not rejected, but is granted (Hadith # 1752)
The Prophet Muhammad~...J4:l'-.11'~ is known to have made these prayers to at the time of iftar:

Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman, Sharh us Sunan, Musnad Ahmed 4-114.
2 Abu Dawud # 2357.
3 Abu Dawud # 2358 in a Mursal form.
1
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(0 the generous with favour, forgive one). And
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(Praise belongs to Allah who has helped, me, so I have fasted and gave me
provision so I have broken my fast).
SECTION III
REWARD FOR HAVING IFTAR EARLY
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1995. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#lill~
said, 11The religion (of Islam) will not cease to dominate as long as people are quick
to break their fast because the Jews and Christians defer (doing it)."I
COMMENTARY: See the commentary on the hadith # 1984. To have iftar quickly
distinguishes Muslims from the followers of false religions and demonstrates the
supremacy and glory of the religion of Islam. However, to emulate these strayers is to
cause loss to religion. Allah says about it (in verse 51 of surah al-Ma'idah):

{0 you who believe, take not the Jews and the Christians as friends. They are
friends of each other. And whosoever among you takes them as his friends, he
indeed is one of them} (5:51)
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1996. Sayyiduna Abu Atiyah .1!1 44-1" .J ·narrated that he and Sayyiduna Masruq .1!1 ~.J
visited Sayyidah Ayshah l~lii'~J and said to her, 11 0 Mother of the believers! Of
two sahabah of Muhammad ~""J"#lill~, one hastens to have the iftar and to offer
the salah while the other defers the iftar and the salalt." She asked them, 11Which of•
the two hastens to have the iftar and to offer the salalt?" They said, 11Abdullah ibn
Mas'ud "~..l!'~J!" She said, 11This is how Allah's Messenger ~J4#li11~ did." And the
other one was Abu Musa "~~~~J 2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduria Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.iil~~J was a great scholar and jurist.
1
2

Abu Dawud # 3353, Ibn Majah # 1698, Musnad Ahmad 2-450.
Muslim# 49-1099, Abu Dawud # 2354, Tirmidhi # 702, Nasai'i # 2141, Musnad Ahmad 6-48.
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He abided by the sunnah (Practice of Prophet ~J4,1t-.&1~). Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~~~J was
also a great prominent sahabi. He may have done as he did to show that it was allowed tC'
do so, or he may have had some excuse for doing that, Or, perhaps he did it occasionally
(for some reason)
PREDAWN MEAL IS A BLESSING
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1997. Sayyiduna Irbad ibn Sariyah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..p.iJil~
~J invited him to a pre-dawn meal (suhur) in Ramadan, saying "Come to the
blessed meal before dawn."t

(Jjb.J'! Ioi.JJ}.)&l1 ~j!JI JJ'-!.~_kj ~dJ Ij.&;L Ijj.!J jli jti ~j.i..J-' ejT ~j 0 C\ C\A)
1998. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J..P.iill~
said, ''The best food for the believer for the suhur is a meal of dates."2

CHAPTER-IV
KEEPING THE FAST PERFECT

We shall mention in this chapter the things that make the fast invalid, and the things that
take away the reward of fasts, and those that diminish their reward, Hence, it becomes
necessary to refrain from all these things as have a bad effect on fasts.
While those things that make the fast invalid will be mentioned against the ahadith in this
chapter as they come, here all these issues have been brought together in the light of the
reliable books of fiqh in detail to enable the readers to benefit from them. These are
adapted from imdad ul fatah sharh Nurul fedah. This book is regarded as reliable by the
Arabs and is used by them. The issues are arranged therein in a proper order. We have also
referred to Durr ul Mukhtar for some rulings.
WHAT DOES NOT INVALIDATE FAST
• H any one does not remember that he is fasting and eats or drinks something or has
sexual intercourse then his fast is not invalidated whether it is afard (compulsory) or
optional fast. .
•

1

If anyone forgets and has sexual intercourse but remembers before finishing it then
if he withdraws himself, his fast remain intact. If he does not withdraw but goes
through the act, his fast becomes void, and he will have to redeem it but will not
have to make an expiation. However, -some i;l.uthorities maintain that an expiation
is not due only if the act is cut short b£fore the climax or excitement of the body
resulting in ejaculation (seminal discharge).lf he retains the excitement, expiation

Abu Dawud # 2344, Na~ai'i # 2163.
Dawud # 2345.
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will become due like when a man withdrawn his penis and inserts it again he will
have to make an expiation.
If anyone engages in sexual intercourse intentionally before dawn and while he is
engaged dawn rises, then he must cut it short immediately. If he not only does not
withdraw but also goes through the excitement then he will have to make an
expiation. If does not excite his body and also does not withdraw then only his fast
will become invalid.
If anyone who is in the course of a sexual intercourse withdraws fearing the rise of
dawn but experiences an ejaculation after rise of dawn though he had withdrawn
then his fast will not be faulty.
If anyone is eating or drinking unintentionally then other people must remind him
(that he is fasting) because it is makruh (unbecoming) not to remind him, provided
he is strong enough to complete the fast. If he does not remember that he is fasting
even after being told and continues to eat and drink then it is necessary for him to
redeem the fast. However, if he is not strong enough to fast then it is better not to
remind him that he is fasting.
If any one experiences ejaculation on looking at a woman's sexual organ then his
fast is not invalidated.
If anyone commits an unnatural act with an animal and experiences an ejaculation,
some ulama (Scholars) say that his fast becomes invalid while others hold that it
does not become invalid. If there is no ejaculation, then all of them agree that his
fast is not void merely because of the unnatural act.
If there is an ejaculation after self abuse (masturbation), the fast is invalidated and
has to be redeemed but expiation is not necessary. It must be known that this dirty
act (masturbation) is not lawful even in days other than Ramadan if the intention is
to accomplish a sexual desire, but it is hoped that if the intention is merely to
satisfy the sexual appetite (desire) then there is no resentment at that. This means
that if any6ne engages in this act simply to enjoy himself then it is absolutely
unlawful for him, but if he is so restless that if he does not discharge semen he
might be driven to adultery then masturbation ·might not make him a sinner, but
resorting to it constantly is a sin.
If any one has an ejaculation after thinking of a woman then his fast is not invalidated.
If two women commit on unnatural ad, their fast will not be void. But, if they have
ejaculation the fast will be void and will have to be redeemed.
Applying oil does not invalidate the fast because if cmything enters the body
through the pores then it does not make a fast defective. It is like a person having a
bath to cool himself.
If anyone applies collyrium then his fast remains intact even if there IS some savour
in the throat or its colour is apparent is the mucus or spit, because there is no passage
between the eye and the brain. This is why tears are shed by the eye as though a
heavy extract or sap or something. It is affirmed in the hadith of 'Sayyidah Ayshah
\f~4,~; that the Prophet Muhammad l"l""J•~li~~~""' applied collyrium even when he
fasted. Similarly if one applies fiye drops or milk with oil in the eyes, the fast does not
be void even if there is some bitter taste in tlte throat qr even a sweet savour.
If anyone swallows 'Something like a bread etc while it is tied to a string whose end
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he holds in his hand, his fast will not be void unless it snaps from the string and
drops into his belly. When it breaks off from the string and lodges in his belly, his
fast is invalidated.
If anyone inserts a piece of wood or such other thing in his throat and holds the
other end in his hand, then his fast will not be invalid.
If anyone inserts his finger in the anus, or a woman inserts it in the vagina, then the
fast does not become void unless the finger is moist with water or oil in which case
the fast will be invalidated.
Cupping or backbiting does not invalidate a fast though they cause reward to
be reduced.
If anyone resolves to break his fast but eats or drinks nothing then his fast is
not disturbed.
If smoke enters anyone's throat without his intention or choice then his fast does not
become void because it is not possible to avoid it. Even if he shuts his mouth smoke
will go through his nostrils. It is like the moistness that is retained in the mouth after
rinsing it but does not harm the fast. However, if any one inhales smoke willfully in
any manner then his fast will become void whatever the source of :smoke, incense,
aloe stick, etc. Thus, if anyone burns something fragrant and inhales its fames
willfully knowing that he is fasting then his fast will become invalid becal..tse this is
something that can be avoided. People often neglect this issue. They must exercise
care and this cannot be compared to sniffing musk, rose and other fragrance. The
sweet smelling smoke that is inhaled is very different.. Fast is nl;lllified even when
smoke of a hookah (an oriental tobacco pipe) is inhaled because it is drawn in
willfully and it satisfies a desire. Often, it is used as a medicine.
If sweet or tears go down the throat, the fast is not defected if a small quantity is
involved. But if they are swallowed in a large quantity and they give a saline
flavour in the mouth then the fast in voided.
Fast is not nullified by sniffing flowers, scent, etc.
If anyone grinds flour or pulverizes medicine and some powder or a fly enters his
throat then his fast is not affected, even when he puts the medicine in small
wrappings because it is difficult to avoid these things.
If anyone who fasts wakes up in a sexually defiled state, then his fast will not be
void, even he remains in that condition all day or most of the day and does not
have a purifying bath. However, he will deprive himself of reward for remaining
in a defiled, impure state and not offering the salah (prayer) and not engaging in
other forms of worship.
If anyone who is fasting inserts into his penis through the outlet medicine, oil or
any object, or has them inserted, and they go up to the bladder too, Imam Abu
Hanifah Jil1~ J and lmatn Muhammad Jil1~J hold that his fast remains undisturbed,
because nothing goes past the bladder. However, Imam Abu Yusuf Jil1~J said that
his fast becomes void. If these thipgs do not reach the bladder then, according to all
three of them, his fast remains intact.
If anyone sits in water which goes into his ears or he scratches his ear with a cotton
swab and it draws wax which is visible and though he puts it in again and again,
his fast will not be nullified.
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If any one draws back or swallows phlegm as most uncivilized people do, his fast
will not be void. Similarly, if any draws back his saliva that has come down to his
chin and hangs there, his fast will not be void but if it does not hang from his
mouth yet he licks it back from the chin into the mouth, his fast will be void.
Also, if a mouthful of phlegm is swallowed, Imam Abu Yusuf ..l!1~.J holds that his
fast will be void, but Iinam Abu Hanifah ..l!1~.J regards that it will not be v·oid.
Imam shafi' s ..l!1 ~ .J said that if he is able to spit phlegm etc. yet he swallows it,
then his fast is void.
• If one· vomits involuntarily then his fast is not nullified howsoever much the
vomit, a mouthful or more. Also if the involuntary vomit goes down the throat,
the fast is not disturbed howsoever much it is. But, Imam Abu Yusuf ..l!1~.J said
that the fast is void in this case. If he swallows mouthful of vomit deliberately
then his fast is void in the sight of all the imams, but expiation will not be
necessary. If one does not vomit a mouthful then the fast is not affected. If
anyone vomits deliberately a mouthful then, according to unanimous opinion,
the fast becomes void. If it is not a mouthful, the fast will not be void in the sight
of Imam Abu Yusuf and this is a cor!ect opinion, but Imam Muhammad .&1~.J
said that even if it is not a mouthful. The fast will be void. If anyone vomits
deliberately less than a mouthful and it is swallowed down involuntarily, the fast
will not be void but if it is swallowed deliberately then, though there are two
·
opinions, the ~orrect is that the fast will not be void.
• If any kind of food particles remains in the mouth on the teeth, for instance,
overnight and is swallowed during the day, it does not invalidate the fast
provided it is a tiny piece lesser than a gram and had not came out of the mouth
before being swallowed.
·
• If blood from teeth or from some portion of the mouth goes into the throat, the
]ast will not be affected provided it does not go to the stomach directly without
mbdng with saliva and being less than that does not leave its taste in the throat. If
blood goes into the stomach and is more than one's saliva or equal to it then the
fast will be nullified.
• If someone who is fasting puts into his mouth something as small as a speck and
chews it and it spreads in his mouth, his fast is not voided provided he does not
relish its taste in his ·mouth. If that thing does not spread in his mouth and its taste
is felt in the throat, or he swallows in without chewing it and he does not even get
its taste in his throat, his fast will be void. If it is among those things on which an
expiation is necessary then he will have to make an expiation, otherwise it will be
necessary to redeem the fast.
THOSE THINGS THAT NULLIFY A FAST & MAKE EXPIATION & REDEEMING
NECESSARY
We must know first that if fast is invalidated, who is liable to make an expiation and when
it becomes necessary. It becomes necessary when the person fasting is sensible and adult;
• The fast concerns the month of Ramadan and is ol;>served in Ramadan itself, meaning
that expiation does not become necessary on the redeeming fasts of R madan,
• He must have formed the intention (before dawn) in the night but if it was formed
after dawn then expiation will not be necessary on breaking the fast before the
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lawful time to end it;
• Nothing should have happened after ending the fast before time as makes expiation
· nece~sary like onset of menses or lochia, and these will be explained later;
• Nothing must have transpired even before· ending the. fast? as does not make
expiation legal or necessary like undertaking· a journey on beginning whi~h one
may and his fast without bemg called upon to make an expiation unless if he ends
his fast before setting on a journey.
Hence, if all these conditions are found and one of the following nullifiers w fast
occurs then expiation ar1:d redeeming of fast will become necessary they are:
• Having sexual intercourse of indulging in homosexuality in which cases both
parties the perpetrator ad _on whom it is perpetrated wjll be responsible to make
expiation and to redeem the fast.
·
• Eating or drinking whether as nourishment or medicine. The ulama (Scholars)
define nourishment as food one desires to eat and the stomach; s demand is
·
satisfied, or what corrects the body, or what is eaten customarily.
• Swallowing rain water, hail or snow, row meat, fat dried meat ~d. wheat, but tiny·
grain of wheat inserted in the mouth where it spreads will not call for expiation..
• Swallowing the spit of one's wife or beloved because it is a desire~ but not spit of
any one else in which case only the fast is invalidated, and expiation does not
become necessary but fast will have to be redeemed.
• Little quantity of salt calls for expiation but not large quantity. flow ever, it is
written in Khulasah and Bazariyah that the reliable and acceptable opinion:J's that
expiation become necessary whatever th~ quantity of salt eaten.
• Expiation will not be called for on eating undissolved barley because raw barley is
not eaten. normally if it is dry. But if it is eaten from a fresh bunch even without
dissolving it then expiation will be binding
• Armenian bole if it is eaten customarily, but U it is not normally consum~d
· expiation will not be necessary
• According to a hadith (~~I pi~') (backbiting nullifies fast). The ulama (Scholars)
interpret it to mean that if one who fasts indulges in backbiting the~ _he deprives
himself of his reward.
• However, if anyone backbites someone and afterwards deliberately eats food then
he. is liable to cmake an expiation whether he knew the hadith or not, knew the
foregoing interpretation or not knew the jurist's edict that an expiation is liable, or
does not know because, the hadith aside, it is contrary to deduction· that fast is
nullified after backbiting.
• There is anothe~ hadith (~~'J ~w' .,W•) (The one who cups and the one who is .
cupped have nullified their fast). If one who fasts has himself cupped, he is likely
to suffer weakness and may lose much blood, so might have to break his fast
before time. The one who cups might swallow some drops of blood. Hence, the
Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ .)-.P. stated so as a cautionary measure otherwise
cupping does not nullify the fast.
• If anyone. cups or is cupped and is aware of this hadith so eats or drinks Ot:J. the
assumption that his fast is _nullified then only if he .is aware of the foregoing
interpretation, he will have to make an e'xpiation. It will .~so be liable on· him if he
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learns of jurist's edict that his fast is nullified on cupping or having oneself cupped,
though the edict is against facts and the responsibility will rest on the jurists. If this
person did not know the interpretation of the hadith then he will not be liable to
make an expiation. The rulings for the previous hadith about backbiting and ~ one
about cupping are different because in the former case it is contrary to reasoning that
a fast should be nullified on backbiting and the ulama (Scholars) are unanimouS
about the ruling, while it is not contrary to· reason th~t a fast might be nullified on
cupping and moreover the ulama (Scholars) are not unanimous on its interpretation.
Some like Imam. Awza'I ~~~; go by the literal meaning of the hadith.
If a man is sensually excited and touches a woman, or kisses her, or sleeps with
her, or acts in decently with her but there is no ejaculation, or he applies collyrium:
or has ·a vein burst or commits an unnatural at with an animal but has no
ejaculation, or he inserts his finger in his back and assumes that his fast is nullified
so deliberately eats and drinks sometN.ng then an expiation w~l become necessary
only when a jurist has ruled that in these cases the fast is nullified, though his edict"
will be erroneous. If the jurist does not issue an edict to the effect, expiation will ..
not be necessary, because a fast is not invalidated by the aforementioned fh.ings.
Expiation will be wajib (obligatory) on a woman who while f~ting has ~exual
intercourse willingly and with desire with a man who is compelled to have· the
sexual intercourse. The expiation will be.wajib (obligatory) only tin the w~man and
not on .the man.
··
If a woman knows that dawn has risen but does not disclose it to ·her husband and
persu~des him to have sexual intercourse with her without his knoWing that dawn ;has
spread, then an expiation will be binding only on the-woman and not on ~e ~WHEN EXPIATION IS WAIVED
.
A woman deliberately ate food or had sexual intercourse willingly (while fasting,
so expiation became due on her) but during the course of the day, she had her
menses. So, the responsibility to make·an expiation ceases from her_.
Someone fell ill or suffered a hardship due to which it is permitted- not to fast and
the illness or suffering is natural, so the expiation liable on him will be waived.
The condition of that being natural is applied because he might have broken his
fast deliberately and then wounded himself to by pass the expiation. Clearly, this
kind of suffering is created by himself (and ·expiation will'not be waived).
However, the ulama (Scholars)· are divided on this issue. Some agree that expiation
· will be waived while other say that it will stand and not be waived. Kamal says ·
that the expiation will not be waived and this is correct opinion.
·. It is stated in Jama ui Uloom that if anyone (fasting) exerts himself too much by
wa1king along distance or toiling heavily so that he feels thirsty in an unbeara~le
manner and he drinks water and breaks the fast, an expiation becomes necessary.
Some scho1~s, however, say that expiation need not be made. Baqai has opted for
·
this opinion as stated in Tatar khaniyah.
RULINGS ABOUT EXPIATION
The expiation. for a fast is to set free a slave, even a (non Muslim) disbelieving
slave. If one is unable to do that for want of sufficient me~s or non-availability of
slaves, :then he must fast for ~o months, which means sixty days, successively
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without break, that being wajib (obligatory). These fasts must be continuous and on
such days on which the eed or the days of tashriq do not fall. (The days of tashriq
are the 11th, 12th and 13th of Dhul Hijjah). It is allowed to fast on these days
whatever the kind of fast. If he misses a fast before completing the sixty for a valid
reason or without reason, then he will have to begin all over again. Those days on
which he had fasted before the. interruption will not be reckoned at all. The only
exception is the woman who gets her menses while keeping these fasts. She will
resume the count after her menses are over. But, if a woman has to interrupt
because she has post natal bleeding then she will have to begin all over again.
• ·If anyone is sick or inform and very old and cannot fast for sixty. days, then it is
wajib (obligatory) for him to feed sixty needy people twice to a full stomach. He may
feed them on the same day morning and evening, or on two days in the morning,
or on two days in the evening, or at the time of isha and pre-dawn. However, it is a
pre-requisite that he must feed the same needy people, whom he had fed the first
time, again on the next time. If he feeds one set of people at one time and another
set a second time, that will not do. He will have to feed one of these two groups a
second time for his expiation to be valid of course, if he feeds, on~y needy person
for sixty days continuously, then his expiation will have been discharged and he •
may even feed a new needy person every day for there is no harm in that. ,
• If he gives sadaqah on a single day to. a single person equivalent to feeding sixty
needy people, or a little less then that, then it will not count for every one but will
be deemed to have been paid to only one person.
• It is enough to feed the sixty needy people only wheat bread without any
.
accompaniment like gravy. But barley bread cannot be fed without gra\ry.
Moreover, it is a prerequisite that all the sixty people fed must really be hungry. Even if
one of them is not hungry and does not eat like a hungry person then in his place another
hungry person will have to be fed.
• An alternative is to give to every needy person half sa (1kg 633 grams) wheat or its
flour or its parched meal. Or, they may be given one sa' barley or grapes or dates
on their value in rupees. All these people may be given at one time or at different
times.
• If anyone deliberately has sexual intercourse (many times) or eats deliberately
(many times), and thus nullified many fasts, then only one expiation is enough
provided he has not nullified any fast after making an expiation. For instance,
having paid toWards an expiation for ten fasts tHat he had broken deliberately, he
again breaks one fast or two,he will h~ve to make another expiation.
• The fast that he nullifies may not necessarily be of only one may not necessarily be
of only one Ramadan. They may be spread over more than a single Ramadan. This is
the correct ruling as stated in Our Mukhtar. However, some authorities say that a
separate expiation need be made for each Ramadan. This is what Fatawa Alamgiri
prefers.
WHEN ONLY REDEEMING IS ENOUGH & EXPIATION IS NOT CALLED FOR
The general rule is that if a fast is invalidated with something that normally is not
nourishment, or because of a (Shariah (divine law)) permitted excuse to eat or inject
something, or indulging in sex but not obtaining complete sexual relief - then in these cases
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expiation is not necessary but·only the fasts) must be rede.emed.
• U one who is fasting eats uncooked rice, or dry or kneaded flour than his fast will
break and he will have to redeem it.
• U anyone kneads flour of barley or wheat in water and sprinkles some sugar on the
preparation and eats it then he will be bound to make an expiation for his broken fast.
• U someone eats or swallows such things as are not normally eaten, remembering all
the while that he is fasting, then expiation is not wajib (obligatory) but he will only
have to redeem his fast. Examples of such eaten things are: American bole, dust,
mud, seed, cotton, swab, one's own saliva that has caught the celour of silk etc. other .
examples are paper, raw fruit shell of apricot, iron gold, silver, precious stone.
• U anyone has enema injected, pours drops of medicine in·his nose, keel's medicine
in his mouth some of which dribbles down his throat or applies oil·to his ear, then
in these cases his fast must be redeemed, expiation is not wajib (obligatory).
• Th,ere are conflicting views on pouring water in the ear, on purpose. 'Hidayah,'
Durr Mukhtar, Multaqi and 'Sharh Wiqayah' and many others rule that tl}e fast is
not voided in this case. But, 'Qadi Khan and·Eath Qadeer'; write that the correct
verdict is that the fast is nullified and it will be necess~ry to rede.em it.
• In the following cases, only the fast should be !edeemed and there will be no
expiation to make.
medicine is applied to a wound in the stomach and it goes into it,
or, to a wound on the head and it creeps mto the brain,
rain water or ice goes into the throat and is swallowed accidentally.
Fast is broken by mistake while rinsing mouth or sniffing of water which
goes drown the throat,
Someone compels to break fast, say by having sexual intercourse, either
wife or husband compelling the other, but in this case, the one who
compels will have to make an expiation to alongwith redeeming the fast
while the one who is compelled will have to redeem the fast as wajib
(obligatory) and not make an expiation.
.
• If a female slave fear that she would fall ill and breaks her fast then she will have to
redeem it.
• Also, if a female slave breaks her fast when she feels weakness because of her work
of cooking or washing garments, then it is wajib (obligatory) on her to redeem the
fast. However, it must be borne in mind that if her master assigns her such work as
might preclude her from discharging her duty (fard (compulsory)) then she must
,
·
refuse to qbey him.
• If any one pours water in the mouth of a fasting one while he is asleep, or the
fasting one himself drinks water during his sleep, his fast is invalidated and it will
be wajib (obligatory) on him to redeem the fast. This case cannot be likened to eating
or drinking out of forgetfulness. The same rule applies .here as to slaughtering by
one who is sleep or one whose senses take leave of him. For, it is not lawful to eat
what they slaughter. But, if anyone forgets to say Bismillah while slaughtering then
it is allowed to eat what he slaughters. The same ruling applies here: if anyone
forgets and eats or drinks then his fast remains intact but if he eats or drink while
he is asleep then his fast will break.
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In these cases, only fast will be redeemed and expiation is not binding:
anyone forgets that he is fasting and eats after which he continues to eat
deliberately.
he has sexual intercourse through forgetfulness but afterwards he has it
again deliberately,
he forms an intention to fast during the day but then deliberately eats or.
has sexual intercourse,
he forms intention in the night to fast and in the morning he sat out on a
joumey and then decided to reside there and ate something though it was
not allowed to him to break his fast,
he forms an intention in the night to fast and was a resident in the morning
and later embarked on a journey so become a traveller and, during hi'
journey, he intentionally ate or had sexual intercourse though he was not
permitted in this situation to break his fast.
In the forging the condition of travel is mentioned because if anyone who begins a journey
remembers something and returns home to collect it and before resuming his journey he
deliberately eats at his home, native city and dwellings then redeeming the fast and
expiation for that will be binding on him.
he abstains from food and drink and everything that is disallowed while
fasting but he did neither form the intention to fast nqr had iftar,
he had the predawn meal or had sexual intercourse though he had doubts
about dawn having risen and, in fact, dawn had risen,
he presumed that the sun had set and had iftar though the sun had not set
till then,
• in all these cases, only fast will be redeemed and no expiation will be necessary. A$
for anyone presuming that the sun had set and it had not set but he had his iftar,
here are differing opinions on the expiation being necessary. The jurist Abu Ja'far
.iill~; said that expiation is necessary in this case. If anyone presumes that the sun
has not set, yet he has iftar and, indeed, the sun has not set, then expiation will be
binding on him.
• If anyone commits an unnatural act with an animal or a corpse and experiences
ejaculation, or discharges semen by rubbing at anyone's navel or hand, or
ejaculates on touching or kissing someone, or breaks a redeeming fast of Ramadan.
in all these cases, only fast will be wajib (obligatory) but only the fast will
have to be redeemed.
• If anyone copulates with a fasting woman who is asleep, her fast is nullified and
she will have to redeem it but no expiation will be binding on her.
• A woman forms an intention in the night to fast but in the morning she loses her sanity
and some man has sexual intercourse with her. She will have to redeem her fast.
• If a woman puts water or medicine into her vagina, or someone inserts into his
anus his finger moistened with oil or water, or someone makes istinja in such a
way that water goes up to his anus though this is less likely, or he overdoes the
intinja so that water seeps into his penis deep inside - then in al these cases it is
wajib (obligatory) to redeem the fast.
• If anyone has piles and the swelling tissues protrude and he washes them, so as long
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they do not revert inside before dryirig, the fast will not break. However, should they
revert inside before drying, water will go inside and the fast will become void.
• If a woman moists her finger with oil oi water an:d inserts. it in her vagina, or
anyone inserts cotton, cloth or pebble in his (or her) anus. or the woman in her .
vagina and they disappear inside, the fast will be void an<;). will have to be
redeemed. But, if one en_d. of these things remains in the· hand outside) or they
reach only to the external portion of the vagina then the fast will not be void.·
• If anyone swallows a tfrread holding one of its ends 'ln his hand ~ith which he ·
pulls it out, then his fast remains intact. But, if he swallows it all then his fast will
break and he will have to redeem it.
• ·If anyone intentionally inhales smoke into his brains or belly then expiation will
.
become necessary. The some applies to the fumes of Cigarette, etc.
·• If anyone vomits deliberately even less thah a mouthful then his fast will be void
and he will have to redeem it. But, the preferred opinion is what Imam Abu Yusuf
~~.J holds that if the vomit is not a mouthful then his fast will remain valid and he
will not have to redeem it. This is a correct verdict.
• The fast will be invalid in all the following cas&S and will have to redeemed:
Someone vomited involuntarily a mouthful and swallows it,
Eats what was stuck to his teeth and was the size of a gram of larger,
Fails to form an intention in the night and even during the day and eats
SOillething forgetfully and then formed the intention.
• If one who fasts loses consciousness and even if he remains unconscious for a
month he will have top redeem it, the fast but not of that particular day on which
or on whose night he lost consciousness because he might have· formed an
intention in the night so that fast would be counted. After that day till he remained
unconscious the fasts due will have to be redeemed.
• If anyone remains insane all though Ramadan then he is not .bound to redeem the
fasts, but if he was not insane for the whole month then he will have to redeem.
• If he suffered insanity in such a way that he regained sanity by day or after the
time of forming intention was over then will be deemed to be insane and that
command will apply to him and he will not be required to redeem the fasts.
• If anyone fails to form an intention to fast in Ramadan and eats during the day.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~.J said that the expia~on will not be wajib (obligatory), but
his two companions said that expiation will be wajib (obligatory).
• If someone's fast is invalidated for some reason, then he must respect the month of
Ramadan and abstain from eating, drinking and whatever is forbidden to a fasting one.
• In the same way, the woman who begin the day with her menses but becomes pure
in the course of the day must observe the same restrictions as one who fasts does.
• The same applies to a traveller who ends his journey and becomes a resident
somewhere the sick person who recovers, the insane who regains sanity, a minor
who attains puberty (adulthood) and a disbeliever who embraces Islam. All of
them will have to respect the month of fasting and observe the restrictions. All of
them will have to redeem the fast of this day, except the last two who are not
required to redeem and fast.
The woman who experiences menstruation or post natal bleeding, the sick person and the
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traveller, are not required to abstain from food and drink. However, they are bound to eat
and drink in private·out of the view of the people's sight.
WHAT IS MAKRUH (UNBECOMING) &NOT MAKRUH (UNBECOMING) & WHAT IS
MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE): If one who is fasting tastes something (and spits it out) without
a cogent reason, then it is makruh (disapproved) for him. But, if he has an excuse for it then it is
not makruh (disapproved) for instance, if anyone buys some eatables and is not sure if it is of
proper standard then he is allowed to taste it and it is not makrulz (disapproved).
It is stated in fatawa Nasfi that if a woman's husband is very particular about food ad loses
his temper .if the taste is not up to the mark then she is allowed to taste the food that the
cooks. But, it he is considerate and well-mannered then she is not allowed to taste the food.
The same applies to a female sla~e and the servants responsible for cooking.
It is makruh (disapproved) to chew anything for no reason. If a woman has a little child who
must be given chewed food then she should try to get it done by a menstruating woman or
some children who care not fasting. It she finds no one to do that for her, then it is not
makruh (disapproved) to chew food herself before feeding the little child.
While fasting, it is makruh (disapproved) to chew mastic, both for men and woman. Even
while he is not fasting, mastic is makruh (disapproved) for man unless there is an excuse for it
and it is chewed in private. However, some people do say it is allowed to men to chew ·
mastic and it is mustahab (desirable) for woman because they may use it instead of miswak.
It is makruh (disapproved) while fasting to kiss and embrace woman if there is a likelihoo~ of
it leading to ejaculation or sexual intercourse, otherwise it is not makruh (disapproved).
It is makruh (disapproved) to deliberately collect saliva in the mouth and then swallow it.
It is also makruh (disapproved) for the fasting one to do such things as cause weakness like
having a vein opened. When there is no likelihood of that causing weakness then it is not

makruh (disapproved).
It is not makruh (disapproved) while fasting to apply collyrium to apply oil to the

moustaches, and to use the siwak even after zawal whether it is fresh or moistened.
-It is not makruh (disapproved) to rinse the mouth and sniff water even while not making
ablution . To have a both or wrap a moistened towel round to cool oneself is also not
makruh (disapproved). It is mustahab (desirable) for one who fasts to:
have the predawn meal, have it as late as possible within lawful time, have iftar at its
lawful time and make hast for it when the sky is not overcast, when the weather is cloudy
delay the iftar by a couple of minutes.
WHEN IS IT PERMITTED NOT TO FAST
It is permitted not to fast in any of the ten cases:
(i)
Illness.
(ii)
travel
(iii)
compulsion,
(iv)
pregnancy,
(v)
suckling.
(vi)
hunger,
(vii)
thirst,
(viii) decrepitude,
(ix)
menstruation, and
(x)
post natal bleeding.
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They are explained in the followirig lines
(i) ILLNESS: If fasting might cause are to suffer fron1 an illness or cause the illness he is
afflicted with to grow one should desist from fasting. Also, if fasting could Belay recovery
then too one must not fast because that might prove destructive. The illness could be of any
kind from headache to snake bite. Even if after one has begun to fast and the symptoms
appear one should break the fast.
The ulama (Scholars) say that a warrior is allowed to not fast is fighting was likely to be
hampered by weakness through fasting. It is allowed to not fa~t him whether he i~ a
. traveller or a resident
The ulama (Scholars) also say that a person who runs fever on alternate days may not fast
on the day he is likely to get fever. Then it does not matter even if he is sound on that day,
no expiation is wajib (obligatory). But, according to fatawa Alamgiri, expiation will be wajib
(obligatory) in either case.
Similarly it, on 30th Ramadan, people hear drums or other announcements and presume tl}at
the announcement is for eed and they break their fast, only to learn that the announcement
was about something else, then they will not have to make an expiation.

(ii) TRAVEL: It is allowed to go without fast during a journey whether it is a lawful
journey and even if it is easy on a conveyance or otherwise. However, it is mustahab
(desirable) to fast when the journey is not difficult, provided all his companions are fasting
and their expenses are not borne together in a pool. If all one's co-travellers are not fasting ·
and their expenses are from one pool then it is better not to fast. In this way the whole
group will be alike.
If anyone embarks on a journey before dawn and so qualifies as a traveller, he is permitted
to not fast. But, if he begins his fast and sets on his journey after down then it is not allowed
to him to not fast. However, anyone who falls ilt and begins his journey after dawn then he
is allowed to not fast. In each case, expiation will not be necessary only redeeming the fast
is wajib (obligatory) whether he breaks his fast during the journey because of an illness of
otherwise.
(iii) COMPULSION: Shari'ah (divine law) permits a person, who is compelled not to fast or
to break his fast, to skip the fast. For instance, someone may overpower a person who is
fasting and insert something in his mouth, or he may force him on threat of death, or severe
beating, or cutting off of a limb. In these cases, this person is allowed to break his fast or to
not fast.
(iv) PREGNANCY: If a pregnant woman apprehends that she might suffer mental or
physical weakness· to a great extent or the unborn child might suffer loss of life or become
weak, if she fasts, then she is allowed to not fast.
(v) SUCKLING: A woman who breast feeds her own child or another's against wages or
out of goodwill, is allowed to not fast if fasting could prove detrimental to her or to the
infant. Those who say that suckling here refers to the suckling by a wet nurse only ,are
wrong. The hadith is clear that ·it could be any woman: the mother or a wet nurse. The
words of the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~~~~ saying are:

....Oj.!JI~..¢IJJ$-Iifj§~l~j....Oj.iH~l:.!\1if~jaDI~!
usurely Allah has forgiven fasting and half of the salah (prayer) to the traveller, and
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fasting to the pregnant woman and to the woman who suckles."
Moreovet: a mother has more right to it than a wet nurse because it is not wajib (obligatory)
on a wet nurse to suckle anyone else's child. She does it on wages. On the other hand, it is
wajib (obligatory) on a mother to feed her infant.
A woman who suckles may take medicine and go without fasting. She and the pregnant
woman are allowed to forgo fasting on the advice of a pious Muslim doctor or on their fast
experience in this regard that fasting could be harmful to them or their child.
(vi) & (vii) HUNGER & THIRST: If a person who is fasting is liable to die or suffer brain
damage or lose consciousness because of hunger and thirst then he may not fast and, if he
is already fasting, he may break his fast. He will not have to make an expiation but will
have to redeem his fast. However, the condition applies that he must not have brought that
out on himself. Through unnecessary strenuous exertion, like running long distances, etc,
for, it is breaks his fast in such cases then he will be liable to make~ expiation, though
some scholars have ruled out an expiation.
Ali ibn Ahmad ~ ~J was asked about labourers who have to toil to make a living for
themselves and their families what if fasting could make them ill if they continued to toil. He
forbid them to work if that could not be done with fasting, but they could not forgo fasting.
However, the correct ruling is that they must work to earn a living for a day and rest and
the other half, but must not give up fasting, if they apprehend physical or mental illness.
(viii) DECREPITUDE: A man or a woman who is very old and infirm is allowed to go
without fasting. They are ones in their final stage of life and are utterly helpless to
discharge their fard (compulsory), and their physical strength erodes day by day. They have
lost all hope of ever being able to fast again.
(ix) & (x) MENSTRUATION & POST NATAL BLEEDING: A woman who goes through
menstruation or bleeding after child birth (or hemorrhage) may also not fast.

FlDYAH (REDEMPTION) (REDEMPTION): In the foregoing cases, only the old, infirm,
decrepit man and woman are permitted to pay fidyah (redemption) (a redemption. or
compensation) for not fasting Apart from them, payment of fidyah (redemption) is also
allowed to a person who had vowed to keep fasts perpetually but is unable to maintain his
vow. He may pay fidyah (redemption) every day. As for all the others who have one or more
excuses, when their handicap is over they will have to redeem the fast, and payment of
fidyah (redemption) will not absolve them of their obligation to fast. This is why if anyone
with one of the foregoing excuses dies while he is handicapped, it is not wajib (obligatory)
for him to leave instructions for the fidyah (redemption) to be paid for the fasts he has missed
because of his handicap, nor is it wajib (obligatory) on his heirs to pay the fidyah (redemption)
whatever the handicap; illness, travel etc any of the ten mentioned in the foregoing lines.
Hpwever if anyone dies after the handicap was over and he was able to fast but he did not
redeem the fasts, it was binding on him to leave behind instruction. for the fidyah ·
(redemption) to be paid.
If an old, infirm person died during journey then it will not be necessary to pay fidyah
(redemption) for the days on which he was traveling. It is with everyone who dies while on
a journey that the fasts during the journey are forgiven to him. So, it is with the old man.
If anyone who is bound to pay thefidyah (redemption) cannot pay it then the final course .for
him is that he should seek forgiveness from Allah. There is every hope that the most
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forgoing will forgive him.
AMOUNT OF FIDYAH (REDEMPTION): The .fidyah (redemption) payable against each fast
is half a sa (or 633 kg) wheat or its value. Either this payment be made every day or a .
hungry person may be fed two times as in the case of expiation. As against this, sadaqat ui
.fitr must be paid with transfer of ownership like zakah (Annual due charity). It must be
understood that the word sadaqah that is used with the word (~lAlal1 ~\Jib) (to feed, food)
embraces transfer of ownership and permission (to use), but the word sadaqah used with
the word (1~1 lt,l:t1) (to give) requires tr~fer of ownership compulsorily, but more
permission to use is absolutely disallowed.
REDEEMING MISSED FASTS: It is not necessary to redeem the missed fasts in
succession, but it certainly is mustahab (desirable) to keep them. is quick succession to get
over a wajib (obligatory) duty as soon as possible. Similarly, if anyone's preclusion or
. handicap is removed, then he must begin "to redeem the fast forthwith. Delaying them is
not proper, though it is not necessary to begin them immediately the reason for missing
them is over. One has choice to redeem them when he likes. It is also not necessary to
ob~erve the sequence and even before one begins to redeem one's missed fasts, one may
keep the freshly due current fasts.
·
KINDS OF FASTS: There are thirteen kinds of fasts defined in Shari'ah (divine law) 'seven of
them have to be kept one after the other in succession. They are:
(i)
The fasts of the rhpnth of Ram[Jdan .•
(ii)
The fasts of expiation of zihar.
(iii)
The fasts of expiation of murder.
(iv)
The fasts of expiation of oath.
(v)
The fasts of expiation of deliberately broken fasts of Ramadan.
(vi)
The fasts of vow that is specific.
(vii)
The fasts of wajib I'tikaf (obligatory seclusion).
The six other kinds may be kept at the discretion of the person responsible for them: in
succession or at intervals. They are:
(i)
Optional fasts.
(ii)
Redeeming fasts of Ramadan
(iii)
Fasts·of Muta'h (meaning Hajj (pilgrimage) tomattu)
(iv)
Fasts of .fidyah (redemption) halq (shaving the head of the pilgrim who had
assumed the ihram).
(v)
Fast of jaza 'eed
(vi)
Fasts of vows (general).
As for optional fasts, it is not allowed to break them without any reason. They become wajib
(obligatory) once the intention is formed and one begins an optional fast. Hence, ifit is
nullified, it becomes wajib (obligatory) to redeem it, except on five days. They are the two
days of eed uljitr and adduha and three days of tshriq (11th, 12th and 13th of Dhul Hijjah). It
is forbidden to keep fast on these days, so if anyone begins a fast that is simply not wajb, it
will not be wajib (obligatory) to redeem it.
Ifanyone vows to fast on these five days,.or on every days of the year, then he must not
.fast on these days, but he may redee~ them on some other days.
CHILDREN: When a child

i~

strong enough to fast, he must be encouraged to fast. When
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he is ten years old, he must be compelled to fast if he does not it voluntarily. It is like the
command of salah (prayer).
SECTION I
FALSEHOOD, VAIN TALK, ETC ARE CONTRARY TO FASTING
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1999. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ii!'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~~
said, 11If anyone (who is fasting) does not give up false hood and (evil) deeds
conforming to it, then Allah has no need of his giving up his food and his drink."l
COMMENTARY: Falsehood and evil deeds conforming to it one things that are sinful
spoken with one's tongue. They include words of disbelief, false testimony, foregoing lies,
backbiting and so on.
The true objective of fasting is a abandon one's base desires and subject one's evil inciting
soul' (nafs ammara) to the pleasure of Allah. If this cannot be achieved then there is no
point in fasting.
Allah has no need of such a fast. So, He does not accept it.
The Shaykhs say that fasting is of three kinds: of the common man abstains from food,
drink and sexual intercourse. The other kind is of the selected ones who keep all limbs
away from whatever is forbidden, makruh (unbecoming), desires and pleasures, and even
from such permissible things that are contrary to humility and giving up one's desires. The
third kind is of the cream of the selected ones who abstain from everything but truth and
do not even tum to anything other then Truth.
KISSING & TOUCHING WHILE FASTING
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2000. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.f»,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»,~ would
kiss and embrace (his wives) while fasting. He had more control over his desire
than all of you."2
COMMENTARY: According to the Hanafis it is Makruh (unbecoming) for the common man
to kiss or embrace one's wife while fasting if he could be led to indulge in sexual
intercourse. If there is no fear of that, then it is not makruh (unbecoming).
FASTING INTENTION WHEN SEXUALLY DEFILED
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2001. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.f»,~J narrated that (it happened sometimes that) Allah's
1

Bukhari # 1903, Ibn Majah # 1689, Musnad Ahmad 2-452.
#_192?, Muslim# 65-1186, Abu Dawud #·2382,.Ibn Majah # 1687. Musnad Ahmad 642.

2 Bukhari
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Messenger ~J ~ .i»1 .)...P would be defiled sexually at dawn in Ramadan and not
because of a dream He would have a bath and fast.t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.iii1.J...P found dawn while he was sexually
defiled because of sexual intercourse. He began his fast in that condition and then had a
purifying bath. Thus, it is not necessary to have bath before dawn to purify oneself. Rather,·
one may form an intention to fast and have a bath later.
Since this is a voluntary act and one is allowed to begin the fast though impure, it is more
correct to follow this procedure after a wet-dream because that condition is involuntary. In
fact, even if one gets a wet dream while fasting, the fast will not be impaired.
The Prophet t'~1 ~ never had a wet dream because it is caused by the devil from whom
they are safe.
CUPPING WHILE FASTING

(~~)JJ~

2002. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.111~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~I.J.-"

had himself cupped while he had assumed the ihram and while he was fasting.2
Shaykh Juzri li11~J explained the hadith that the Prophet Muhammad~
~"" J",k-~1 was fasting while he was in the state of ihram. He deduced this from the hadith of
Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~; in Abu Dawud (# 2373) which says so:
COMMENT~RY:

(The Prophet Muhammad~J~li11~ had himself cupped while he had assumed the
ihram and was fasting.)
Mazhar ~1~J said that it is allowed to have oneself cupped when one is in a state of ihram
provided no hair is pulled out or broken. Abu Hanifah ~~~J. Shafi li11~J and Maalik ~~~;
have ruled so but Imam Ahmad ..1:1 ~; ruled that the fast of the cupper and one who is
cupped is nullified but an expiation is not wajib (obligatory).
EATING FORGETFULLY IS FORGIVEN
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2003. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1u~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~liu.j...p

said, 11 If anyone who is fasting eats or drinks forgetfully, let him complete his fast.
It is only Allah who feeds him and gives him to drink."3
COMMENTARY: This command applies to all kinds of fast. All the imam give their ruling,
accordingly. However, Imam Maalik .1!1~J said that if this happens in Ramadan then the fast
Bukhari # 1930, Muslim# 76-1109, Tirmidhi # 779, Abu Dawud # 2388, Ibn Majah # 1725, Musnad
Ahmad 6-308.
2 Bukhari # 1938, Abu Dawud # 2373, Tirmidhi # 775, Ibn lv1ajah # 1682.
3 Bukharit/ 1933, Muslim# 171-1155, Abu Dawud # 2398, Tirmidhi # 721, Darimi # 1726, Musnad
ahmad 2-395. ·
1
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must be redeemed.
According to Hidayah, if this relaxation is for eating or drinking then the same is available
for having a sexual intercourse forgetfully. It will not cause a dent on fasting.
GIVING EXPIATION TO FAMILY MEMBERS
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2004. Sayyid~a
Abu Hurayrah 4:$ ~~ ,_rp.J narrated that they were sitting with. the.
.
Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ jJ when a man met him and complained, "0
Messenger of Allah, I am ruined." (His name was Salamah ibn.Fakhr itl Ansari al.
Biyadi). He asked "What is it with you?" He said, ''I went to my wife (and had
sexttal intercourse .with her) while I was fasting." So, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
asked, "Do you have a slave to set fre.e?" He said, ''No!"' He asked, "Can you fast
two ,months consecutively?" He answered, "No!" He asked, "Can you feed sixty·
·poor people?" He said, "No~" So, he said, "Sit down." The Prophet Muhammad~
~J~~~ waited for some time durlng whifh an 'araq of dates was brought to him, an·
"araq b.eing a huge basket. He asked, ''Where the man with the request?'' He said,
,;Here am If'' He said, "Take it and disburse it as sadaqah." The m~ asked, "0
Messenger of Allah, shall I give it to one who is poorer than I am? By Allah, ther~ is
not between the two sides of Madinah a family poorer then mine." He meant the
two .mountains (to the east and west of Madinah). The Prophet Muhammad 4s-_1»1~
~J laughted till his eye-teeth were visible. Then he said, "Feed it to your family."t
COMMENTARY: If anyone nullifies a fast of Ramadan in the very month of Ramadan
deliberately by eating, drinking or having sexual intercourse then expiation is wajib
(obligatory) on him. It is discharged in the same sequence as. stated in the hadith. ·
The ulama (Scholars) say that if anyone gives away the expiation binding on him to his
family the that is not legally discharged. As for this man in the hadith,. the Prophet
Muhammad's ~J~l»1~ permission to him was exclusive and his expiation was properly
discharged in th~'yiew of most of the ulama (Scholars). It is not allowed to any one else.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that his expiation remained payable by ·him. The person liable
to make an expiation must have with him enough after feeding himself and his fa~y,
1 Bukhari #,1936, Muslim# 81-1111, Abu Dawud # 2390, Tirmidhi # 724, Ibn Majah # 1671, Darimi #
1716, Muwatta Maalik # 28 (Siyan), Musnad Ahmad 2-241. ·
·
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otherwise it remains due on him, payable whenever he is in a position to pay it.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that this wast he procedure earlier but was abrogated later on.
Now, the expiation cannot be used on one's own family.
~&,jJJJi

SECfiON II

SUCKING WIFE'S TONGUE WHILE FASTING
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2005. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~
u~ed to kiss her while he was fasting and would suck her tongue.t
· COMMENTARY: The hadith is weak and all the ulama (Scholars) hold that one's fast is
nullified is spit of anyone else if sucked. So, even if this hadith is regarded to be sahih then
it will be presumed that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ spat the saliva after sucking
the tongue of Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&~~J· He did not swallow it.
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. 2006. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ lilt ~J narrated that a man asked the Prophet
Muhammad ~J ~ .&1 ~ if a man who is fasting could embrace his wife. He gave
him permission (to do so). Then another man came to him and asked him (the same
thing) but he disallowed him (to do so). The man whom he had given permission
was an old man and he whom he had disallowed was a young man.2
COMMENTARY: The old man was less likely to succumb to his instinct while the same
thing might not be sai~ of the youth.
The ulama (Scholarsrdiffer on whether the disallowance to the youth was of the category
·
of I)ahi tahrimi or nahi tanzihi (almost unlawful or nearer lawful).
VOMITING INVOLUNTARILY
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. 2007. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah "~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~J"~,&,~ said,
"He who vomits uncontrollably while fasting is not bound to make amends (with a
redeeming fast). But, he who vomits deliberately is bound to redeem his fast." 3
COMMENTARY: If anyone vomits intentionally knowing that he is fasting then his fast is
nullified and.it is wajib (obligatory) on him to redeem his fast. If he vomits intentionally not
remembering his fast then it is not wajib .(obligatory) on him to redeem the fast. However,
Abu Dawud # 2386, Musnad Ahmad 6.123.
Abu Dawud # 2387.
3 Abu Dawud # 2380, Tirmidhi # 720, Ibn Majah # 1676, Darimi # 1729, Musnad Ahmad 2-498.
t
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this issue has been discussed threadbare in the introduction to this chapter (iv) 'keeping the
fast perfect' so the relative portion may be studied there.
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2008. Sayyiduna Ma' dan ibn Talhah ~~~ J reported that Sayyiduan Abu Darda ~~~J
~narrated to him that Allah's Messenger ~J~~'jJ had vomited (while fasting,
once). So, he broke his fast. Ma' dan reported further that he met Sayyiduna
Thaw ban ~ .1i1 ~ J in the mosque of Damascus· and told him that Abu Darda. had
narrated to him the hadith that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .&1 jJ had vomited
and had b~oken his fast. Thawban ~ .1i1 ~J confirmed that Abu Darda ~ lil1 ~J has
spoken the truth and that he himself (Thawban) ~ li!1 ~J was t he one who had
poured out water for the Prophet Muhammad's ~ J"~li!ljJ ablution.t
COMMENTARY: For some reason the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ li!1 jJ vomited
deliberately and broke his fast otherwise, he had never broken a fast even an optional. So,
there must have been a reason, for, Allah says:
~
..
J ,;
, .).Jl4\
I,\J L,~')/

>

~

{and do not make your deeds rain} (47:33)
Imam Abu Hanifah ,&,~J, Imam Ahmad .1i1~J deduce from the final words of the hadith
that· ablution is nullified by vomiting. Imam Shafi'I 1»1 ~J and other scholars hold that ·
vomiting does not negate ablution. They say that reference to ablution in the hadith implies
rinsing the mouth .~d washing the face.
SIWAKMAYBEUSED ·
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2009. Sayyiduna Aainir ibn Rabi'ah "~,&,~ J said, 111 hav.e seen the Prophet Mtiliammad
~J~li11~ use the siwak while he was fasting an uncountable number of times."2
COMMENTARY: There are many other ahadith on this subject in the Mirqat
Imam Abu Hanifah .1i1~J and !mam Maalik li!1~J say that any kind of siwak may be used at
any time while fasting. However, Imam Abu Yusuf .1i1~J says that it is makruh (unbecoming)
to use fresh and moist siwak while fasting and Imam Shafi'I .1i1~J says that it is makruh
(unbecoming) to use siwak after zawal..
APPLYING COLLYRIUM

Abu Dawud # 2381, Tirmidhi # 87, Darimi # 1728, Musnad Ahmad 6-443.
Abu Dawud # 2364, Tirmidhi # 7'25, Musnad Ahmad 3-445. (Tirmidhi has it from A.bdullah ibn
Aamir ibn Rabi' ah)
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2010. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that a man came to the Prophet Muhammad
~J ·4# ~ ~ and said, "I have a complaint in my ~yes. May I apply collyrium (to
them) while I am fasting?" He said, "Yes/'1
COMMENTARY: It is not makruh (unbecoming) to apply collyrium to the eyes while fasting
even if it leaves a taste in the throat. Imam Abu Hanifah 11!1~; and Imam Shafi'I 11!1~; gave
ruling accordingly but Imam Ahmad 11!1 ~;, Ishaq ~~ ~J and Sufyan 11!1 "~J ruled that it is
makruh (unbecoming) to do so. Some people repqrt that Imam Maalik ~~~J also said that it is
makruh (unbecoming), but others say that he said that it is not makruh (unbecoming) to apply it.
MAY POUR WATER OVER HEAD
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2011. One of the sahabah (companions) &f~.i»'~J of the Prophet·Muhammad ",U:.i»1~
~-J said, ''I had seen the Prophet Muhammad ~-J":l'-1»'~ in al 'Arj pour water over his
head while he was fasting to alleviate thirst or to mitigate (the severity of) heat."2
CUPPING WliiLE FASTING
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2012.-Sayyiduna Shaddad ibn Aws ~1»1~; narrated, 11 Allah's Messenger ~J4#1»1~
wa·s walking with me hand in hand on 18th Ramadan when he came upon a man in
ai.-Baqi who was being cupped. He said, 'He who cups and he who is being cupped
have broken their fast." Shaykh Muhyi us Sunnah said that those who say that
cupping is allowed interpret the hadith to imply that these people were likely to
break their fast. The one who was being cupped could become weak and the one
who cupp~d could inhale or suck blood into his stomach.3
COMMENTARY: Most of the ulama (Scholars) say that there is risk of the one who cups
and one who is cupped breaking their fast. The hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas """.ill'~J also
testifies that the ·Prophet Muhammad ~J":l&-~'~ had himself cupped (# 2002) .
. Imam Abu Hanifah, 1»1~; Imam Shafi'l ~~~J and Imam Maalik .i»t~;·aiso ruled according
to Shaykh Muhiyus sunnah' s interpretation. The fast could be in danger of being nullified.
Some people say that it is makrulz (unbecoming) to cup and have oneself cupped. Some
others say that i~; applies only to those
people because during the process of cupping

two

Abu Dawud # 2378, Tirmidhi # 726.
?. A.bu Oawud # 2365, Muwatta Maalik 22 (Siyan), Musnad Ahmad 3-475.
3 Abu Dawud # 2369, fi?n Majah # 1681, Darimi # 1730, Musnad Ahmad 4-123.
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they also engaged in backbiting. The.Prophet MuhaiiUnad ~J~-&1~ said that t h~y riske.d
their fast because he saw them backbiting thus warning them.
Some ·ulama (Scholars) say that the command was valid earlier but was abrogated later.
OMI'ITING TO FAST UNNECESSARILY
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2013. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~J~'iAjJ said,
"If anyone purposefully omits to fast any day in Ramadan without· excuse or without
il1.t\ess, then even if he observes a perpetual fast it will not
amends for it."l
Tirmidhi cited Buk.hari as saying that Abul Mutawwis was known .to him to have
transmitted only this hadith.
· ·
COMMENTARY: Omitting to fast without an excuse means that there is no relaxation in
Shari'ah (divine law) to skip the fast but he does not observe it. Shari'ah (divine ¥.zw) excuses a
traveller, for instance. The introduction to tl1is chapter (iv) elaborates on this question.
This hadith actually emphasizes the importance of a fast in Ramadan. The reward of each
fast is such that fasting of a life-time would not match it. Apart from that, as f@l' as rules are
concerned, if anyone omits a fast of Ramadfln, then one redeerrling fast will make amends
for it. And, if anyone omits a fast deliberately then he can make amends for it by fasting_ for
two months consecutively.
Ibn Hajar .&1 ~J said that the apparent meaning of the hadith is that even a life times's
fasting will not at one for a fast of Ramadan deliberately ~mitted. Sayyiduna Ali ~Jil~J and . .
Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.li'~J went by the literal meaning of the hadith. Best most of the
sahabah (companions) ~.lit ~J and the ulama. (S~holars) hold that a fast omitted in
Ramadan may be redeemed by a fast any time other than Ramadan. It does not matter that
the attaining fast is of a shorter duration then the missed fast.
·
Salah (prayer) also falls in the s~e category. If a salah (prayer) is missed then it may be
redeemed later~- There is no differE:mce in the Command applied to the two. Rather, salah
(prayer) is superior to fasting.
SOULLESS WORSHIP
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2014. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$~~J narrated that Allah's Mes~enger ~J~.iajJ
1

Bukhari heading of c;:hapter (29) Book of Fasting (30), Abu Dwud # 2396, Tirmidhi # 723, Ibn Majah
# 1672, Darimi # 1714, Musnad Ahmad 2-386.
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. said, "For many of those who fast there is nothing in their fasting but thirst. And,
for many of those who stand in worship during the night there is nothing in their
standing but sleeplessness."t
COMMENTARY: The meaning is that sincere intention and concentration are
important. The aim should be to obtain Allah's pleasure. If not, then the worship lacks
soul and is meaningless.
The hadith of Sayyiduna Laqit ibn Sabirah ~.1!1~J ha~ been reproduced in the chapter on
the sunnah of ablution {# 405)

SECTION III
CUPPING VOMIT & NOCTURNAL DREAM DO NOT NULLIFY THE FAST
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2015. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-KHudri ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger iln~
~J ~ said, 11Tiuee things do not nullify the fast of one who is fasting. They are:
cupping, vomiting and nocturnal dream."2
The hadith is also transmitted by Daraqutni, Bayhaqi and Abu Dawud whose
·transmission is more sound.
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2016. Sayyiduna Thabit al Bunami .1!1~J narrated that Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik
~ All ~J was asked, 11Did you people disapproved of cupping for one who was
fasting during the time of Allah's Messenger ~J4:)s..1!1~?" He said, ''No (we did not
find it wrmig) unless it caused weakness."3
COMMENTARY: They did not think of it as a nullifier of fasts. Rather, they disliked it if it
brought about weakness and had a harmful effect on fasting.
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2017. Imam Bukhari .111 ~J reported. as a chapter heading (without a full line of
transmission) that Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.1!1~J used to have himself cupped while
· he fasted. Then he gave it up to have himself cupped at night.4
COMMENTARY: Bukhari .ibt~J transmitted some ahadith without mentioning its chain of
narrators. Such ahadith are said to transmitted ta'liq (~)
l

1 Ibn

Majah # 1690, Darimi # 2720, Mtisnad Ahmad 2-272.
# 719.
3 Bukhari # 1940.
4 Bukhari chapter (28) heading Book of fasting (30)
2 Tirmidhi
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SWALLOWING MOISTNESS AFI'ER RINSING MOUTH
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2018. Sayyiduna Ata li!1 ~J said that if one (who is fasting) rinses his mouth and
ej~cts the water in his mouth. Swallowing his own saliva with what remains in his
mouth (of the rinsing), it does not harm his fast. But, he should not chew gum..
Though it may not nullify his fast if he swallows the saliva that the gum grows, yet
it is disallowed. t
·
COMMENTARY: AI' ilk is a gum based medicine for the teeth. The prohibition to chew it is
of the kind of tanzihi. The ulama (Scholars) say that it is makruh (unbecoming) to chew
anything whjle fasting unless done to put it ~a child's mouth.
However, as long gum, etc. is chewed and no part of it is gulped down the throat,.it is merely
makruh (unbecoming), but the moment apiece of it goes down the throat, the fast is nullified.
If anyone puts coloured thread in his mouth and its colour transfers to his saliva and he
swallows it, then his fast is nullified. If the colour does not dominate the safiva' then the fast.
will not nullify.

as

CHAPTER-V
)

THETRAVELLER'SFAST
jl~lr~!;
Those ahadith will be reproduced in this chapter that reflect on the commands and rulings for a
traveller's fast. Is it allowed to fast while travelling? Is it 6etter for a traveler to fast or not?
SECTION I
ALLOWED TO FAST & NOT TO FAST DURING JOURNEY
-J h''l J.Jj..bl~J ~ili1 ~ ~jG ~L{'}~_J.fS'~ g~-....u!~~ 14l£6£ (Y• \~)
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2019. Sayyidah Ayshah lf~.&~~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Hamzah ibn Amr al Aslami
asked the Prophet ~J~lii,~,''May I fast during a journey?" And, he used to
fast v~ry often. He said, "ff you wish, to fast and if you wish, go without fasting." 2
~lii~~J

COMMENTARY: A journey may be strenuous or convenient, the traveller may or may not fast.
But, it is· better to fast if the journey is not difficult and better not to fast if it is strenuous.
Moreover, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~ J said that this applies to all kinds of journeys;
permissible or of disobedience and sin.
Imam Shafi'I ~~~J said that the permission not to fast is valid only if the journey is for a
pious and lawful purpose. If it is undertaken for an evil or sinful purpose then it is not
allowed to go without fast of Ramadan.

1

Bukhari heading of chapter (28) Book of Fasting (30).
Bukhari # 1943, Muslim# 103-1121, Abu Dawud # 2402, Tirmidhi # 7111, Nasai'i # 2384, Ibn Majah
# 1662, Darimi # 1707, Muwatta # 24 (Biyani), Musnad Ahmad 6-46.
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2020. Say yiduna Abu Sa'eed al-KHudri ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that they set out on an

expediti9n with Allah's Me~enger ~J~.&1~ on 16th Ramadan. Some of them did
fast and some of them did not fast. 'Neither did those wbo fasted pick fault with
those who did not fast, nor did those who did not fast ~ind fault with those who
fasted. 1
WHEN WEAK, TRAVELLER SHOULD NOT FAST
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2021. Sayyiduna Jabir ~1»1~J narrated that on a journey Allah's Messenger~,&,~
~J

observed ~ crowd around a man who was being given shade. He asked, '~a~
is this?" They told him that there was a man who was fasting (and had become
·weak). He said, ''It is not piety that one should fast during a journey."2
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2022. Sayyiduna Anas ~1»1~ J narrated that they were on a journey with the Prophet
~J ~ .&1 ~- Some of them were fasting and some of them were not fasting. They
halted at a place on a hot day, so those who had fasted fell down (and were unable
to help in any kind of work)~ but those who not fasted rose actively and pitched
tents and watered the riding beasts. Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ remarked, "Those
who are not fasting have outstripped (the others) today with reward."3
·coMMENTARY: The word ~today stresses that those who had not fasted earned reward
for being of service of those who had fasted. It is not a general ruling for always.
DURING JOURNEY FAST MAY BE GIVEN' UP
I
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Bukhari # 1947)Muslim # 93-116, Abu Dawud 2405, Tirmidhi # 712.
2 Bukhari # 1936, Musim # 92-11151 Musnad Ahmad 3-299.
3 Bukhari # 2890, Muslim# 100-1119, Nasai'i # 2283.
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2023. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas "~.I»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.I»1~ set
out (in the year of the conquest) from Madinah to travel to Makkah. He fasted till
he came to 'usfan where he called for water and raised it for the people to see it and
broke his fast till he came to Makkah. That was in Ramadan. So, Ibn Abbas ~.&~~.J
used to say, 11lndeed, Allah's Messenger ~J~.I»1~ did fast and broke it. Hence, he ·
who wishes may fast and he who wishes may break the fast."1
2024. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.~»~~J narrated that he drank after the salah (prayer) of asr.2
~\lllj.Afli

SECTION II
FAST FORGIVEN DURING JOURNEY
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2025. Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik al Ka'bi ~-~»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger
~JA#.I»t~ said that Allah has forgiven the traveller half of the salah (prayer), and to
the traveller, the woman who suckles and infant and the woman who is pregnant,
(He has forgiven) fasting.3
COMMENTARY: The traveller will offer two raka'at salah (prayer) instead of four. He will
not have to redeem the two raka' at later on.
Fasting is not wajib (obligatory) during a journey but after accomplishing it, the traveller
must redeem it at home. The same applies to the two women. Fidyah (redemption) is not
wajib (obligatory) according to Abu Hanifah .I»1~J but Imam Shafi'I .l»l~J and Ahmad .iln~J
say that.fidyah (redemption) is wajib (obligatory) on them for not fasting.
IF IT IS CONVENIENT THEN MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO FAST
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2026. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn Muhabbiq ~-~»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~
~JA#.I»t said, "If a person (traveller) has a riding beast that will take him to where it
is easy and comfortable for him (to get ample provision, etc) then he should fast
wherever he is when Ramadan comes to him."4
COfJIMENTARY: This command is of the kind of mustahab (desirable) and more excellent,
otherwise all the ulama (Scholars) say that it is allowed not to fast during a journey. The
journey may be very easy and comfortable to the extreme. Besides, this hadith is weak.

SECTION III

~!dltj.Afli

PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~y.~.&~~ DISPLEASURE AT THOSE WHO
CONTINUED TO FAST IN THE JOURNEY
.t.
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t Bukhari # 1938, Muslim# 88-1113, Nasai'i # 2290, Musnad Ahmad 1-291.

Muslim# 91-1114.
Dawud # 2408, Tinnidhi # 715, Nasai'i # 2275, Ibn Majah # 1667, Musnad Ahmad 5-29.
4 Abu Dawud # 2410, Musnad Ahmad 5-7.
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2027. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ set out for
Makkah in Ramt~:dan in the year of ~_9nquest (of Makk~). He was fasting till he
came to Kura' al-Ghanim (between Makkah and Madinah near Usfan). The people
were also fasting with him. Then he called for a bowl of water and raised it for the
people "to see and drank it. He was told later that some of the man had continue·d to
fast. He sud, 11They are sinners! They are.sinners!"1
FASTING DURING JOURNEY IS LIKE NOT FASTING WHILE AT HOME
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2028. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~ .li1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger
·~J~.lbt~ said, 11He who fasts in Ramadan while travelljng is like him who does
,not fast while he is a resident (meaning, not travelling)."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that either this hadith is abrogated or refers to a
strenuous Journey in which there is risk of death of one who is fasting.
B~TTER NOT TO FAST IN JOURNEY
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2029. Sayyiduna Hamzah ibn Amr al-Aslami ~.lb1~J is reported to have said, 110
Messenger of Allah, I find in myself strength to fast during a journey,. Would it
be sinful for me (if I fast)?" He said~ 11This is a concession from Allah, Mighty
and Glorious. He who seb:es it, has done well. And, he who likes to fast then
there is no sin on him. "3
COMMENTARY: Oearly, it is better not to fast during a journey.

Muslim # 90.1114, Tirmidhl # 710, Nasai'i # 2263, Musnad Ahmad# 14406.
# 2285.
3 Muslim # 107-1121, Nasai'i # 2303.
t

2 Nasai'i
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CHAPTER-IV
&.l..a.i.J 1~
. L,.

AL-QADA (OR, REDEEMING THE MISSED)

There are three possibilities of not fasting or fasting and breaking it before its time.
(i)
If it is broken by mistake, then neither is an expiation wajib (obligatory) nor is 'it
not necessary to redeem it.
(ii)
If a fast is broken deliberately for no reason whatsoever then an expiation is
wajib (obligatory).
(iii)
If a fast is missed or broken for some reason, like illness or journey or any other,
hen it is wajib (obligatory) to redeem it.
The rules and manners of redeeming fasts are n1entioned in this chapter. This refers to
redeeming to fasts of Ramadan.
Jj~•j.;aili

SECTION I

REDEEMED FASTS OF SAYYIDAH AYSHAH lp.iilt~ J
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2030. Sayyidah Ayshah l~ .&t ~ J said that she had some fasts of Ramadan to be

redeemed but she could not redeem them except in Sha'ban.
Yahya ibn Sa'eed that she meant to say that her occupation in the service of the
Prophet Muhammad~J~~~~ did not allow her to redeem them earlier.t
COMMENTARY: She get t~me to redeem the fasts she missed in Ramadan because of the
days of menstruation only in Sha'ban when the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ .j.P
himself fasted often.
OPTIONAL FASTS ONLY WITH HUSBAND'S PERMISSION
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2031. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&tj.P
said, "It is not allowed to be woman to fast (the optional fasts) while her husband is
present without his permission. Also, must not allow anyone to enter his house
without his permission."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith contradicts the contention of Imam Shafi'I ~ ~J that a
woman may fast on the day of Arafah and of Aashurah without her husbarid' s permission.
Unless she known that her husband will consent, she must not allow anyone in his house
not even her relative, male or female.
1

Bukhari # 1950, Muslim# 151-1146, Tirmidhi # 783, Musnad Ahmad 6-179.
Bukhari # 5195, Muslim# 84-1026, Abu Dawud # 2458, Tirmidhi # 782, Ibn Majah # 1761, Darimi #
1720, Musnad Ahmad 2-444.
2
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REDEEM FASTS BUT NOT SALAH (PRAYER)
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2032. Sayyidah Mu'adhah Adawiyah

(whose kuniyah was Umm as-Sahaba
and who was great tabi'i) is reported to have asked Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1!1~J, '~y
is it that a menstruating woman must redeem her fast but not the salah (prayer)?~'
Sayyidah Ayshah \p~~J said, '~en it afflicted us (in the time of the Prophet) ~
~J ~ ~1, we were commanded to redeem the fast but were not commanded to
redeem the salah (prayer)."i
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah \p.1!1~J did not venture to give her the reason but
simply said that they were commanded and servitude demands obedience. One must not
try to probe the reason for an ffistruction. She could have said that if salah (prayer) were to
be redeemed women would have found that very difficult to follow, because very many
salah (prayer) are missed during the days of menstruation. As for fasting, that will have to
redeemed only after a year for a few days.

PENDING FASTS OF THE DEED
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2033. Sayyidah Ayshah \p.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ said, "H

anyone dies with some. fasts due on him, then his heirs must fast on his behalf"
(meaning they should pay the fidyah (redemption)). 2
CO~M~NTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah .1!14~J, Imam Maalik .1!1~J and Imam Shafi'I .1!1~J and
most of th~ ul_ama (Scholars) hold that no one should fast on behalf of another. Rather, the heirs
must give fidyah (redemption) tone poor person against each of his fasts. They say that 'must fast
on his behalf' means 'must give fidyah (redemption) for him,' that being in lieu of fasting.
Imam Ahmad ~~J, however, says that the heirs must fast on behalf of the dead. He goes
by the literal meaning of the hadith.
A hadith (# 2035) disallows that one may fast on behalf of a dead person.
The.Hanafi ruling is that if the dead person had left instructions for fidyah (redemption) to be
paid, then it is wajib (obligatory) on the heirs to pay it provided it can be paid from the onethird property.of the dead person. If it is more than that, then the heirs are not bound to
pay that amount in excess of one third. If they do pay it, then not only is it allowed but it is .
also a gesture of kindness towards the dead. However, the issue is subject to the dead
person being liable to observe the fast (s) and being able to redeem them before his death. If
he was unable to redeem them, then no fidyah (redemption) is payable for them nor is the
deed guilty of sin-for ·missed fasts. However, Tawus Jii14~J and Qatadah Jii1~J hold that
redeeming and fidyah (redemption) of those fasts is also necessary before being able to
redeem which he died.
Imam Shafi'I ~~J ruled that whether the dead person leaves instructions or not, it is necessary
to pay fidyah (redemption) for the fasts he missed from his total property (before disbursement).
1
2

Muslim # 69-335.
Bukhari # 1952, Muslim# 153-1147, Abu Dawud # 2400, Ibn Majah # 2133, Musnad Ahmad 6-69.
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SECTION II

Fl~t~J~J.'~Ik~iltJJtiJ~~jJI&IJJ-U~~~J~~~~i
2034. Sayyiduna Nafi ~~~J narrated from Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~~~ said, ''If ariyone dies while fasts of the month of Ramadan are
due on him, then against every day a poor man must be fed on his behal£."1

Tirmidhi said that it is maw;quf at Ibn Umar ~~~~J·
COMMENTARY: To feed a poor man against every (missed) fast is the equivalent 1.75

seers of wheat, or 3.5 seers of barley, or its value. The same quantity makes up the fidyah
(redemption) of the salah (prayer). Against every missed salah (prayer) this fidyah (redemption)
is payable.
Though this h adith is mawquf, the command is from the Prophet ~J4pU:.~1~. Sayyiduna
Ibn. Umar ~..111~J may have heard it from the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»1~ because no
sahabi ~~~~J can convey such a command of Shari'ah (divine law) on his own.
SECTION III
SALAH (PRAYER) & FASTING CANNOT BE OBSERVED FOR ANOTHER

jl.i; ~~6i- 1&1 ~JI ~~6i- 1&1~~ ~ jt ~~ ~~ Fl ~1--!) ~ ~lA 6i- (Y •Y'o)
(U:.;JI Joi.J.J)~I6S-kl ~ 'iJ ~~ 6t-kl.;~ '1

2035. (Sayyiduna) Imam Maalik ~~~J is reported to have learnt that Sayyiduna Ibn
Umar ~i»1~J was asked whether anyone may fast for another person or offer salah
(prayer) for another. He said, "No one may fast on behalf of another person. And no
one may Qffer salah (prayer) on behalf of another person.2
COMMENTARY: This is the ruling of the Imam Maalik .i»1 ~J, Abu Hanifah ~ ~J and
Shafi'i ~~ ~J· It is not proper to observe fasting and salah (prayer) for another person to

absolve him of his obligation. However, the Hanafis say that it is allowed to a person to
consign ~ward of his worship to another person.

CHAPTER - VII
SUPEREROGATORY FASTS
SECTION I

THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J4~i»~~ PRACTICE

~J1i1JJ1ij '} j_;il~_;~~j~ilil ~;iJ1 j~ ~~ ~tii!J~6t- (Y•Y'\)

1

2

Tirmidhi # 718, Ibn Majah # 1757.
Muwatta # 43 (Siyam).
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2036. Sayyiduna Ayshah \p ~~ ~ J narrated: ''When Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .la1 ~

began to fast (the optional), we presumed that he would never stop fasting, and
when he did not fast, we imagined that he would never again fast. I never saw
Allah's Messenger ~J 4,.\t- ~~ ,J...P fast all through a month except in Ramadan, and
never did I see him fast for a many days in a month as he did in Sha'ban." (That is,
apart from Ramadan).
According to another version: She said, ''He fasted all through Sha'ban (meaning)
he fasted all, but a little of Sha'ban."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad .~J ~~~~fasted most of Sha'ban. Some

people interpret the words to mean that he fasted for the whole month of Sha'ban one year
and most of it the next year.
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2037. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Shaqiq .la1~J said that he asked Sayyidah Ayshah ..s>J

whether the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.lai,J...P Jasted a whole month. She said, "I
do not know him to have fasted a whole month except Ramadan, and he did not
stop fasting for all of a month so that he fasted on some of its days till he departed
from this world."2
lp.lal

FASTING ON LAST DAYS OF SHA'BAN
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2038. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn 4$~1~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~
~J~,la, asked him, or asked a man within Imran's 4$.lai~J hearing, "0 so-and-so, did

you not fast the last days of Sha'ban?" He said, "No." The Prophet Muhammad .&1~
~J4# said, "When you finish the fasts of Ramadan, you must fast for two days."3
COMMENTARY: This man had made a vow to fast on the last two days of every month.
Since he could not fast on the last two days of Sha'ban, the Prophet Muhammad ~.lal~
~J suggested to him that he should make up for the omission after Ramadan. Some
people say that (he had not made a vow but) it was his habit to fast on the last two days
of every month.
1

Bukhari # 1969, Muslim# 175-1156, Abu Dawud # 2334, Tirmidhi # 736, Ibn Majah # 1710, Muwatta
Maalik #56 (Siyam). Musnad Ahmad 6-107.
2 Muslim# 173-1156.
3 Bukhari # 1989, Muslim 199.1161, Darimi # 1742, Musnad Ahmad 40444.
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EXCELLENCE OF OPTIONAL FASTS IN MUHARRUM
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2039. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~
said, "Mter Ramadan, the best fasts are in Allah's month al-Muharram. And, after
the prescribed salah (prayer) is the salah (prayer) of the night (salat ullayl)."1
COMMENTARY: Some people say that the fast of Muharram refers to the fast of Aushura
10th of Muharram. '
As. for the ahadith about fasts in Rajab, some people say that they are forged mostly.
The month of Muharram is described as Allah's month because of its excellence, otherwise .
all the months are Allah's.
As for the salah (prayer) of the night (the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer))(supererogatory
prayer), it is the best of all salah (prayer) after the fard (compulsory) salah (prayer) and sunnah
muwakkadah (emphasized practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ .1!t ~) (emphasized prophet's
practice), or, it is the best because it calls for more effort and is offered in the dark of the
night, safe from showing off. The sunnah muwakkadah (emphasized practice of Holy Prophet~
~J~i»>) are excellent because they are more stressed and are next to the fard (compulsory) or
prescribed salah (prayer).
It must be remembered that witr is also like fard salah (compulsory prayer).
EXCELLENCE OF AASHURA
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2040. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .1!1 ~J narrated that he never observed the Prophet
Muhammad ~J ~ .\it ~ deciding to fast on any day and regarding it as more
excellent than another day, except this day, the day of Aashura, ad this month, the
month of Ramadan.2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&t~; perhaps got
this impression, otherwise, the day of Arafah and the fast on that day are better then the
day of aashura and the fast on it.
THE FAST OF THE DAY OF AASHURA

(...J-o, I.J.J )~l!JI b;~~ ~(j
2041. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.111~; narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J~.&t~
1

Muslim# 202-1163, Abu Dawud # 2429, Tirmidhi # 740, Ibn Majah # 1742, Darimi # 1757, Musnad
Ahmad8542.
2 Bukhari # 2006, Muslim# 131-1132, Mtisnad Ahmad 1-222.
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fasted on the day of Aashura and commanded (his sahabah) to fast on this day, they
said, "0 Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ it is a day that is sanctified by the Jews and
the Christians." He said, "If I survive till the next year, I shall fast on the ninth."t
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet Muhammad ~""J•~.&t~ came to Madinah, he found that
the Jews fasted on the day of aashura. They said that prophet Musa ~'j....J14~ had fasted on this
day by way of Thanks givh-tg to Allah for deliverance from Fir'wan(pharoah), so they
emulated him. The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ said, ~~we are nearer to Musa ~'j.....lt~ than
you are. So, he commanded the sahabah (companions) ~.-~..ln~J to fast on this day.
In the beginning this command was wajib (obligatory). Later this become mustahab (desirable).
The gives rise to the question whether the fast should be kept on ninth Muharram instead
of t he tenth, for the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.&~~ had said that he would fast on the 9th
if he would be alive the following year. The ulama (Scholars) say that this resolve of the
Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.&t~ means that it is a sunnah to fast on the ninth of Muharram.
Ibn Hammam .&t~J said that it is mustahab (desirable) to fast on the day of aashura and also
mustahab (desirable) to fast on the day prior to it or on the day following it. To fast only on
the day of aashura is makruh (unbecoming) because it smacks of resembled to the Jews.
FAST ON DAY OF ARAFAH
11

AlJI

j..o JJ1 J~~~ Qii..)$-_.;~ U,.J.!s; ljjl:;ll!U ~~~~~I·.;. !; t.).llH_j\ 6&-j

2042. Sayyidah Umm al Fadl bint al Harith

4.:$

(Y • t Y)

.&1 ~J narrated that on the day of

Arafah, some people argued in her pres~nce about whether Allah's Messenger .&1~
was fasting. Some said, ''He is fasting." Other said, "He is not fasting." S~,
she sent to him a bowl of milk while he was observing the wuquf at Arafah on his
camel. He drank the milk.2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umm al-Fadl was the wife of Sayyiduna Abbas 4:$li!I~J and
the aunt of the Prophet~J~.&!~.
The hadith shows that it is not masnun to fast on the day of arafah for the pilgrims, but
masnun for other people.
FASTING IN FIRST TEN DAYS OF DHUL HIJJAH
~J~

. ~ oi_,.J )~-t
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,jl J l!J~ ~j ~ful ~ ;iJ1 jj-!.5 ~jl.o ~ (i i!.!~ 6&-j

(Y • t r')

2043. Sayyidah Ayshah t~.&~~J narrated that that she never saw Allah's Messenger
~J~.&t~ fast during al-ashr (Arabic) - the first ten days of Dhul Hijjah).3
COMMENTARY: There is a hadith that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&1~ said that the

reward of fasting on each day of this ashr (except the tenth, from the 1st to the 9th) is
equivalent to reward of fasting for one year, and worship in each of its nights is like
Muslmi 3133-1134, Abu Dawud # 2445.
Muslim# 110-1123, Bukhari # 1988, Abu Dawud # 2441, Nasai # 2289.
3 Muslim# 9-1176, Abu Dawud # 2439, Tirmidhi # 756, Ibn MaJah # 1729.
1
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keeping vigil on the night of power (laylatul qadr). Hence, the ulama (Scholars) explain
that Sayyidah Ayshah ~ . .1!1 ~J has merely said that she had not observed him fast. This
does not mean that he had never fasted during these days. Or, perhaps, he had mentioned
the excellence of these days but had not himself fasted.
OPTIONAL FASTS

0J-a o1_,..> ):J.;i ~I j-: ~J I_:;.;~ -...u\ ;iJ I j&.
2044. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah 4;S. . .1!1 ~J narrated that a man came to the Prophet
Muhammad ~J4#...1!1~ and asked. 11How do you fast?" Allah's Messenger 4#...1!1~
~J was displeased at his question. When Sayyiduna Umar ~...1!1~J detected his
anger, he said, 11We are pleased with Allah as Lord, with Islam as religion and with
Muhammad ~j4#.1Jl~ as Prophet. We seek refuge in Allah form the displeasure of
Allah and the displeasure of His Messenger ~""J4#...1!1~." Umar 4;S...l!I~J continued to·
repeat the~e wor~s till his anger subsided, and asked, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, how
is he who fasts perpetually?" He said, 11 He has neither fasted nor broken his fast."
Or he said, ''He did not fast and did not break his fast." (The narrator was in doubt
concerning the exact words). Then, he asked, 11 How is he who fasts two days and
goes without fasting one day?" the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ . .1!1 ~ asked, "Can
anyone do it?" Then he asked about one who fasts one day and does not fast the
next day, and he said, 11That is the fast of Dawud ~"}\...J14#. "Then, Umar ~~~~J asked,
"How is he who fasts one day and goes without fast two days?" He said, "I hope
that I am given strength to do that." Then Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ said,
"There (fasts) every month and fasting in Ramadan each year -that is fasting
perpetually. The fast of the day of Arafah - I hope from Allah will atone for the sins
of the year preceding and the year following. And the fast of the day of Aashura - I
hope from Allah will atone for the sins of the year preceding."1
.
COMMENTARY: The men should have asked about himself and how he might fast the
t

Muslim# 191.1162, Abu Dawud # 2425.
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optional, not about how the Prophet Muhanunad ~J~~~ fasted. His situation differed
much from the others in terms of numbers and wisdom and he did not fast the optional
very much because he had to attend to the issues of the Muslims.
A person who fasts perpetually does not really fast because it is not in conformity with
Shari'ah (divine law). At the same time, he does not go without fasting because he eats and
drinks nothing~
·
Imam Shafi'I .&1~J and Imam Maalik .&!~J said, that this applies to one who fasts even on
days, like eed, when it is forbidden to fast. If he does not fast on such days then this
warning does not fast on such days then this warning does not apply to him. Sayyiduna
Abu Talhah Ansari ~.&~~J and Sayyiduna Hamzah ibn Amr Aslam ~.&~~J fasted always
excepting the forbidden fasts and the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.\1~ did not forbid ~em.
Or, the prohibition is because perpetual fasts may cause weakness. If they do not, then it is
not. disallowed. Ibn Humam said that to fast always is makruh (tanzihi) (disapproved
purigation) because it causes weakness. This is also the verdict of fatawa Aalamgiri and
Duri-Mukhtar.
If anyone can fast two out of three days, then he may do so. Or, it is better to keep such fasts.
As for fasting on alternate days, they are what prophet Dawud ~'>\-JI ~ fasted and are
moderate form of worship. Islam does not go to extremes. The philosophers of Islam have
defined the formula that one should engage in ·seeking knowledge to such an extent that he
does not give up performance of deeds. Similarly one should not occupy oneself in deeds
till he cannot find time to learn. One should be moderate in both things. The best of every
affair is the middle course and the worst is to go to the extremes. Hence:
....o~I~.Jl·!.;~JjiJ....o~....o~l~l

"The best of (voluntary) fasts is the fast of Prophet Dawud. ~'>'-J,~"
However, the prophet Muhammad ~J~l»~~ wished that Allah should give him strength
to fast on one¢ every three days, but others obligations should not be neglected. In other
words, he conceded that he did not possess that much strength. He recommended this
form of fasting too though he did not practice it becct.use of lack of strength.
The three fasts every month are on the qays of 13th, 14th and 15th. Some people, however,
say that this reward is had on fasting on any three days of a month. This seems more
correct as may be. understood from the hadith (# 2046) of Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&~~J·
FASTINGONMONDAY.

. . ,,

~ oi.J.)) -~ J..jJ I

2045. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~lii·~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ was
asked about fasting on Monday. He said, "I was born on this day and the revelation
was sent down to me on it."t
THREE FASTS EVERY MONTH

1

Muslim # 198-1162, Musnad Ahmad 5-299.
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{_.sJ.-A 0 \.JJ ).JJl4
2046. Sayyidah Mu'adhah al-Adwiyah ~..li'~.J asked Sayyidah Ayshah ~..lii~.J' "Did
Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# .&1 ~ fast three days every month?" She said 11Yes" She

asked "On which days of the month did he fast?" She said, 11 He was not particular.
about the days of the moth on which he fasted." 1
COMMENTARY: Thus there is no binding to fast on 13th, 14th, 15th of every month though
more ahadith and aather give these dates. Ot~er options also follow.
SITTAH SHAWWAL
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2047. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub Ansari ~..li'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#..1!1~
~J

said, 11 He who fasts during Ramadan and then on six days on Shawwal, that is
(for him) .like fasting perpetually."2
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I .i»1~.J prefers that these six fasts must be kept from the 2nd·
. Shawwal to the 7th. Imam Abu Hanifah contends that it is better to fast on different days
within the month of Shawwal.
DISALLOWED FAST

(~~).jr~Jij
2()48. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al Khudri ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .&1~
~J~ forbade

fasting on (eed) ulfitr and an-Nahr.3
COMMENTARY: An n$r covers all the days of sacrifice and the days of al-tashriq. This is
from 10th of Dhul Hljjah to 13th which is four days and one day of eed uljitr (1st Shawwal) .
. It is forbidden to fast on these five days.
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2049. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al Khu4ri ~.i»'~.J also narrated that Allah's Messenger
~""'J"~..li~~ said, "Fasts must not be observed on two occasions: on the day of eed ul

fitr and (four) days of al-adha (10th to 13th of Dhull Hijjah)."4
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Muslim# 194-1160, Abu Dawud # 2453, Tirmidhi # 763, Ibn Majah # 1709.
Muslim# ·204-1164, Tirmidhi # 759, Abu Dawud #. 2433, Ibn Majah # 1716, Darimi # 1754.
3 Bukhari # 1991, Muslim# 141-827, Tirmidhi # 772.
4 Bukhari # 1197, Muslim# 140.827, Ti~idhi # 771.
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2050. Sayyiduan Nabayshah al-Hudhali "~..1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ":).~..1!1~
~J said, "The days of al-tashriq are days of eating, drinking and remembering Allah."t
COMMENTARY: The days of tashriq are the 11th, 12th and 13th of Dhull i-lijjah. Here, the
word covers the day of eed ul Adha too-and it is the real day and these others are auxiliciry
to it. It is forbidden to fast on these four days (as it is on eed ql jitr).
Ibn Hammanm 1»1~J said that it is makrult (unbecoming) to fast on Nawruz and on Mihrjan
(or Mahrajan) because fasting qn these days will imply respect for them which Islamic
Sltari'alt (divine law) forbids. Of course, if anyone is fasting for days and these days happen
·
to come in between then there is no blame on him, he may fast in continuation.
Though the eed days are days of festivity, one must not neglect to remember Allah, referring to
~

,t~

9ISJ~--1~I dillll_,j-.llj
J

'

..

{And remember Allah during the specified days} (2:203)
Remembrance of Allah also refers to takbir recited during the days of tashriq after each salalt
(prayer), the takbir while sacrificing the animals and the rami jamarat of these who perform
Hajj (pilgrimage).
FASTING ON FRIDAY
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2051. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$i»I~J natrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»1~

said, "None of you must fast on Friday, except that he has fasted a day prior to it or
will fast on the day followhjg it."2
COMMENTARY: The prohibition to fast on Friday alone is nahi tanzihi. Ibn Hammam ~J
.111 said that Imam Abu Hanifah 1»1 ~J and Imam Muhammad 1»1 ~J did not find harm in
fasting on Friday alone.
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2052. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$..1JI~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~

said, "Do not set aside the night of Friday Preceding it) specifically for worship and
not set aside the day, Friday, specifically for fasting, except that it follows the fast
(s) any of you is fasting."3
COMMENTARY: The Muslims should not exaggerate the respect of Friday beyond what is
assigned to it, like the Jews and Christians who have set aside Saturday and Sunday
respectively as exclusively days of worship. A person must occupy in worship all the time.
He must hope for Allah's mercy always. It is wrong to engage .in worship at a specified
time and he neglectful at other times.
Muslim# 144-1141, Tirmidhi # 773.
Bukhari # 1985, Muslim# 147-1144, Abu Dawud # 2420, Tirmidhi # 743, Ibn Majah # 1723, Musnad
Ahmad 2-458.
·
3 Muslim# 148-1144.
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If anyone fasts on a certain date regularly and that falls on Friday, then he is not precluded
from fasting on Friday by this hadith.
·
Imam Nawawi .i»1~-' said that this hadith clearly forbids that the night preceding Friday
should be reserved for the salah (prayer) (of tahajjud (supererogatory prayer))~ The ulama
(Scholars) have cited this hadith also. to declare that salat ur raghaib is a bidah and makruh
(unbecoming).. It is a salah (prayer) offered by some people exclusively on the night preceding
the first Friday of Rajah. The ulama (Scholars) have written exhaustively on the straying of
those who have invented this salah (prayer).
Mawlana Ishaq .i»1~;, however, said that he exponents of this hadith have elaborated their
points of view. There is no need to do the same for the Hanafis because they do not say that
it is makruh (unbecoming) to fast on Friday_ alone. Fatawa Alamgiri says that it is allowed to
do so and Dur Makhtar.goes so far as to call it mustahab (desirable). They cite the hadith (#
3058) of Abdullah ibn Mas'.ud ~iii'~-' Perhaps it is the abrogater of all these ahadith tht
seem to say that fasting on Friday is disallowed.
REWARD FOR A FAST FOR ALLAH'S SAKE
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2053. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khurdri ~..:a~~-' narrated that Allah's Messenger ,)J.
~J~.ll' said, 11 1£ anyone fasts for a day in Allah's path (while engaged in jiha4 or
merely for Allah's pleasure), then Allah will re~ove his face (meaning, his person)
to a distance of seventy years from hell."1
MODERATION IN WORSHIP
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2054. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn a1 Aas ~J»'~-' said that Allah's Messenger
~J~i»1~

said to him, "0 Abdullah, have I not been told that you fast during the
day and stand in salah (prayer) during the night?" He said, 11Yes, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said, "Do not do so. Fast and go without fas~ing Stand in salah (prayer)
and sleep. Your body ·has a right over you. Your eyes have a right over you. Your
wife has a right over you, and visitor have a right over you. He who fasts
1·

Bukhari # 2840, Muslim# 168-1153, Tirrnidhi # 1523, Nasai'i # 2244, Ibn Majah # 1717, Darimi #
2399, Musnad Ahmad 3-59.
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perpetually, (really) does not fast, but fasting three days in every month is like a
perpetual fast, all of it. Fast three days every month and recite the Quran (from
cover to cover) every month." He submitted. 11 I have strength to do more." So, he
said, "Fast the best of fasts, the fast of Dawud ~')L.J14#, fasting on alternate days, and
recite the Quran once every seven night. And, do not go beyond that.l
COMMENTARY: This hadith emphasizes moderation in affairs particularly optional
worship. Fasting three days in a month will be equivalent to a months fast at the rate of ten
. pieties "for every one.
~lillj..aili

SECTION II

FASTING ON MONDAY & THURSDAY
~... (
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2055. Sayyidah Ayshah ~..1!1~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA#lill~ used to
observe (optional) fasts on Monday and Thursday.2
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2056. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA#lill~
said, Deeds (of men) are presented (To Allah) on Monday and Thursday. So, I like
that mine should be presented while I am fasting." 3
COMMENTARY: The deeds of the creatures are carried by the angels- every morning and
evening. Then they are presented to Allah every Thursday and Monday.
FASTING THREE DAYS IN A MONTH
, ,
"' , , ; , , , , ,,
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2057. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~..111~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA#lil'~ said
(to him) "0 Abu Dharr! If you fast three days in a month, then fast on the
~hirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth (of the month)."4
COMMENTARY: Of the many ways to observe fasting on three days a month, this is the
best. These days are called. Ayyam beed (shining night, silvery night, moonlit).
.
ALLOWED TO FAST ON FRIDAY
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2058. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.ii!'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .ib1~
~J~ used to fast on the first three day of the month (sometimes), and seldom did
·. 1

Bukhari # 1975, Muslim# 1820-1159, Abu Dawud # 2427, Nasai'i # 2389.
Tirmidhi # 745, Musnad Ahmad 6-106.
3 Tirmidhi # 747, Musnad Ahmad 5-250.
4 Tiimidhi # 761, Nasai'i # 2422, Musnad Ahmad 5-150.
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he not fast on Friday.t
Abu Dawud has up to 1 three days of the month.'
COMMENTARY: The Hanafis cite this hadith to establish that. it is allowed to fast on Friday
withou~ fasting on the day before or after it.
FASTING ON EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
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2059. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~~~,).I> fasted

one ~ponth on Saturday, Sunday and Monday, and next month on Tuesday,
·
Wednesday and Thursday.2
COMMENTARY: The previous hadith mentions Friday and this hadith the rest of the days
of the week. Thus, he fasted on every day of the week without distinction.
OPTIONAL FASTS FROM MONDAY OR THURSDAY
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2060. Sayyidah Umm Salamah 4:&- ~~ ~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~~~ ~
commended her to fast three days each month. beginning on Monday or Thursday.3
COMMENTARY: The choice is with the person who fast to commence on Monday or Thmsday.
PERPETUAL FASTS DISALLOWED
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4:&- ~ ~J said that he asked, or someone else
asked, Allah's Messenger ~Y·#~t~ about perpt:tual fasting. He said, 11 Surely, your
f~y has a right over you. So, fast during Ramadan and the days that follow it
(meaning, sitta shawwal), and every Wednesday and Thursday. In that case, y~u
will have fasted fast always - all the time."4
MAKRUH (DISAPPROVED) TO FAST AT ARAFAT .

2061. Sayyiduna Muslim al-Qurashiy
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2062. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iba~
forbade the fasting of the fast of the day of Arafah at Arafah.s
Abu Dawud # 2450, Tirmidhi # 742, Nasai'i # 2368, Musnad Ahmad 1-406.
Tirmidhi # 746.
3 Abu Dawud # 2452, Nasai'i # 2419.
4 Abu Dawud # 2432, Tirmidhi # 748.
5 Abu Dawud # 2440.
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COMMENTARY: This prohibition nahi tanzihi in order that the pilgrim might retain
strength to be able to perform other deeds at Arafat.

DISALLOWED TO FAST ONLY ON SATURDAY
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2q63. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Busr

4;,&.

.&1 ~ J narrated on the'· ·authority o(.his sister

(Sayyidcih) as Samma 4;,&.-&l~.J that Allah's Messenger ~y.#.&t~ said; 11 Do not fast
on Saturday unless it is made obligatory for you. And, if any of you cannot get
anything but a grape skin or piece of wood from a tree, then he must chew it."t
COMMENTARY: The fast is disallowed on Saturday to act differently from the Jews who
resp~ct this day. If this day coincides with a day on which fasting is obligatory or mustahab
(des_irable) or sunnah muwakkadah (emphasized practice of Holy Pr-ophet ~J4~.&t~) then the fast
may be observed. If one does not find anything with which to break the fast then he may
break it somehow orother.
EXCELLENCE OF FAST FOR AL&AH'S SAKE
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2064. SayYiduna Abu Umamah 4:S-.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&t~
said, ''If anyone fasts for a day in Allah's path, Allah will put between him and hell
a pit as wide as distance between heaven and earth."2
COMMENTARY: In the path of Allah could be jihad, Hajj (pilgrimage) or umrah, or seeking
knowledge, or simply to please Allah. Just one day's fast with this objective will get him a
tremendous obstruction between him and hell.
FASTING IN WINTER GETS REWARD WITHOUT TOIL

ts~_illj 1~1&\jj
2065. Sayyiduna Aamir ibn Mas'ud 4:S-.&tu-PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.&1~
~J said, "Fasting in winter is a cold booty (gaining reward without exhaustion).3
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2066. The hadith of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah
Allah is(# 1471) in the chapter on sacrifices.
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about the days dearest to

Abu Dawud # 2421, Tirmidhi # 744, Ibn Majah # 1726, Darimi # 1749, Musnad Ahmad 2-168.
# 1624.
3 Tirmidhi # 797, Musnad Ahmad 4-33.5.
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SECTION III
WHY FAST OF AASHURA
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2067. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J"~~~~
came to Madinah, he found the Jews fasting on the day of aashura. So, he asked them
about the peculiarity of the day on which they fasted. They said, "It is a great day.
Allah delivered Musa and his people and drowned Fir'awn and his people on it. So,
Musa fasted on it to give thanks and we too fast on it." He said, 'We have more right
(to it) and are nearer to Musa ~"}W'"~ than you are." So Allah's Messenger ~J4Piilt~
fasted on it and commanded (the sahabah (companions) tt'~~~~~J to fast on it.t
FASTS ON SATURDAY & SUNDAY
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2068. Sayyidah Umm Salamah narrated that to fast on Saturday and Sunday more
than he fasted on other days, saying, "These two (days) are eed (days of festival) for
the polytheists, and I like to counter them.2
(They do not fast on these days).
COMMENTARY: The Jews and Christian are called polytheists because the former say that
Prophet Uzayr ~':>l..JI•:l~ is the son of Allah and the latter name Prophet Easa ~':>l-11•:1~ as his son.
Previously the hadith {# 2063) disallows fasting on Saturday. This hadith speaks
specifically of the Prophet· Muhammad ~...J •:1~ ~~ ..}.; that he did fast on Saturday and
Sunday. The previous hadith (2063) speaks of what the umah should not do. Or, we may
say that the disallowance is if the fast on these days is kept out of respects for them while it
is liked if the polytheists are contradicted by fasting on these days. (In other words, it
depends on the intention behind the fasting.)
FASTING ON AASHURA WAS EMPHASIZED BEFORE RAMADAN'S FASTS WERE
PRESCRIBED
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2069. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~~~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J.,.U:.~IJ..P
1

Bukhari # 2004, Muslim# 127.1130, Abu Dawud # 2444, Ibn Majah # 1734, Musnad Ahmad 6-324.
Ahmad 6-324.

2 Musnad
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used to command them to fast on the day of aashura and would encourage them· to
do it, and was watchful over them when the. day was on them. However, when (the
fasting in) Ramadan was prescribed, he ceased to command or .forbid them to fast
on the day of aashua and he dicfnot watch over them.t
SUNNAH MUWAKKADAH (EMPHASIZED PRACI'ICE OF HOLY PROPHET ~J~~~) FASTS
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2070. Sayyidah Hafsah ~..1n~.J narrated that the P-rophet Muhammad ~J~~~ did
not neglect four things (they being sunnah muwakkadalt (emphasized practice of Holy
Prophet ~J-'#i»l~)). They were; fasting on the day of aashura, the ten days of Dhul
Hljjah (on the first nine of which he fasted), fasting on three days every month, and
offering two raka'at before the fajr (fard (compulsory)! the sunnah of fajr).2
FASTING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE MONTH

(~WJI oi.JJ)~Vj
jJ

2071. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~i»'~J narrated that·Allah's Messenger ~J~i»'~ never
missed the fasts of the ayyam ul beed whether he was at home or travelling.
(Ayyam beed are the 13th, 14th a~d 15th of each month).3
COMMENTARY: Ayyam ul heed are the days whose nights have moonlight almost all
through. They are bright and shinning. Or, the days themselves are bee~ because fasting on
them removes the darkness of sin and brightens hearts.
Also, when prophet Aad~ r"j...,J'~ was sent down to earth from heaven, his entire body
turned black. When his repentance was accepted, he was commanded to fast on these three
days. So when he fasted on the thirteenth, one third of his body became white again. On
the fourteenth two thirds of it was white and on the fifteenth all of his body reverted to its
·
original whiteness.
THE SEQUENCE OF THREE FASTS EACH M9NTH: As for the three masnun fasts
every month, .there are twelve combinations for them.
(i)
Unspecified dates and may be kept at any dates during the month.
(ii)
First three days of the month.
(iii)
Any Saturday, Sunday and Monday during the month.
Any Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday during the month.
(iv)
(v)
On the ayyam ul heed, 13th, 14th and 15th of the month.
(vi)
The first of these on Monday and the other two on Tuesday and Wednesday.
(vii)
The first on Thursday and the other two on Friday and Saturday.
(viii)
The first on the first Monday of the lunar month and the other two on two Thursdays.
(ix)
The first on the first Thursday of the l:unar month and the other two on two Mondays.
t Muslim # 125-1128.
2

3

Nasai'i # 2415.
Nasai'i # 2345.
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(x)
On Monday, Thursday and again next Monday.
(xi)
One fast every ten days.
(xii)
During the last days of the month.
While one has choice, it is better to fast on the ayyam ul heed (13th, 14th, 15th). Reward will
accrue in any case.
FIFI'Y ONE FASTS:~The masnun fasts in the whole year are fifty-one. These thr~e fasts
each month come to thirty three (excluding Ramadan), nine of Dhull Hijjah from 1st to 9th,
one of the day of aashura, one a day prior to it or a day after it, one on 15th Sha'ban and six
in Shawwal called sitta Shawwal.
FASTING IS ZAKAH (ANNUAL DUE CHARITY) OF BODY

~~~ ) ::~ 1s~.JJ s~.J $-cJ. ~.kJ ~ riJ, ~ ;iJ, jj-!,5 Jtj Jtj s~;.' Cfl 6£J <" ·VY)
(4l..o~l oi.JJ)

2072. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..l!~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!~~

said, "There is a zakah (Annual due charihj) for everything and the zakah (Annual
due charihj) of the body is fasting."l
COMMENTARY: Zakah (Annual due charity) increases and purifies. The Zakah (Annual due
charity) of the body makes it sound and purifies it spiritually. Though fasting seenis to
weaken the body, yet in reality, it makes it healthy and strong. It also purifies it of sins.
EXCELLENCE OF MONDAY & THURSDAY
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2073. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ••~.iii~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ·~~..1!1~
~'""J used to fast on Monday and Thursday. Someone mentioned it to him, ''0
Messenger of Allah, you do fast on Monday and Thursday." He said, "Surely, on
Monday and Thursday, Allah forgives every Muslim except the two who have severed
ties of kinship. He says, Leave them alone till they reconcile with one another."2
FASTING FOR ALLAH'S PLEASURE
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2074. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4;$..1!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#..1!1~
~ J said, ''If anyone fasts for a day seeking to please Allah thereby, then Allah
removes him from hell to such a distance as a crow flies from the time it is
young till it dies of old age."3

1

Ibn Majah # 1745, Musnad Ahmad 2.229.
Ibn Majah # 1745, Musnad Ahmad 2-229.
3 Musnad Ahmad 2-526.
2
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2075. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn Qays .u;.iial~J also narrated it.t
COMME~TARY: The crow is said. to live for thousands of years. Allah will put one who
fasts to please him to a distance traversed in that number of years.
Bayhaqi iia1~J has transmitted a hadith that ~he Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ said, uThe
sleep of one who fasts is recorded as worship. His silence is tasbih (glorification of Allah).
His deed is multiplied and his prayer is granted arid his sins are forgiven.
Bayhaqi 1»1~J has also transmitted that the Prophet Muhammad ~J",U..1!t~ s:aid that Allah
said to. a Prophet of Banu Isr' ail that he should inform his people, uWhoever fasts to please
Allah, He will give strength and health to his body and grant him abundant reward."
Khatib iia1~J reported that the Prophet Muhariunad ~J~iia~~ said, ulf anyone observed
supererogatory fasts in such a way that no one learn of it, then Allah is pleased with a
reward for him that is not short of paradise."
Also, Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~ said that Allah has table spread with such bounties as
no eye has seen, no ear has heard of and no mind perceived. Only those who fast will sit at
that table spread.

CHAPTER - VIII
SUPEREROGATORY FASTS & IFTAR
SECTION I

?tl~

.

jJi•jJaill

INTENTION TO FAST THE OPTIONAL DURING DAYTIME

'} l!iii ~c). _;1 .11; j_4, jlii ~~~I j ~j ~ rlJ I ~ ~I ~ Jl:; ~ li ll.}~ (.;;. (Y 'V\)
~ 0 ,_,.)) -J5li L!JW:.
2076. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.iit'~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~iia1~
came to her one day and asked if she had anything (to eat). She said that she had
nothing. So, he said, 11Then, I shall fast." On another day, when he came, she told
him that someone had presented to them hays (a mixture of dates and clarified
butter). He said, 11 Show it to me I had began the day fasting." But, he ate it.2
COMMENTARY: The question.about forming an intention to fast has been discussed in the
introductory pages of chapter IV. Except for Imam Maalik .ii1 ~J, all scholars agree that
intention for the optional fast may be formed during the day.·
The ulama (Scholars) agree on the basis of this hadith that an optional fast may be nullified
without any reason. Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J and his follower-imams, however, hold that
once an optional fast is begun, it is wajib (obligatory) to complete it, unless there is a co~ent
reason for it and even then it will have to be redeemed. They say that though no reason has
been mentioned in this hadith, the prophet Muhammad ~._,J ~ ~ ~ had a reason for
breaking his optional fast.

1
2

Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman, # 3590.
Muslim 170-1154, Abu Dawud # 5455, Nasai'i # 2322, Musnad Ahmad 6-207.
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CAN INVITATION BE AN EXCUSE

(~.;l>..:JI oi.J.J) -~!J~lj~j '·
2077. Sayyiduna Anas 4:$- ,&, ~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# .&1 j.P
visited (Sayyidah) Umm Sulaym ~ .&1 ~J· She presented him some dates and
clarified butter, but he excused himself, 11 Put back your butter in its pot and your
eats in their bowl, for, I am fasting." Then he stood in a comer of the house and
offered a salah (prayer) that was other than a prescribed salah (prayer), and prayed
for (sayyidah) Umm Sulaym 4:$-,&,~J and the people of her house. t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&~~ did not break his fast despite
the invitation because he knew that Sayyidah Umm Sulaym 4;.S. .a;,~ J would not be
grieved at his refusal.
The ulama (Scholars) say that an invitation to eat is enough excuse for both the guest and
host to break their optional fast, if either of them would feel grieved at the other's
rejection. But, the fast should be redeemed later. If no one is likely to mind, then the fast
should not be broken.
One who fast and is a visitor to anyone, must pray for the host and his family. It is mustahub.
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2078. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:$- ..lit~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J 4# .&1 ~
said, 111£ any of you is invited to a meal while he is fasting, he must say, 'I am fasting."
According to another version. He said. "If any of you is invited, he must accept it and if he
is fasting, then he must pray (two raka'at optional salah (prayer)). But, if he is not fasting,
then he must eat (the meal)."2
COMMENTARY: If he host is likely to be worried or revengeful that the guest does not eat
his food the it is wajib (obligatory) for the guest to break the fast. If the host will be pleased
that his guest had not eaten his meal then it is mustahab (desirable) to break the fast. If it is
likely to be the same either way, then the guest must excuse himself, 'I am fasting.'

1
2

Bukhari # 1982.
Muslim# 159-1150,781, Ibn Majah 1750, Darimi # 1737, Musnad Ahmad 2·507.
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2079. Sayyiduna Umm Hani ~ . 1!1 ~ J narrated that on the day of the conquest 9f

Makkah, Sayyidah Fatimah ~..11~~.J came and sat to the left of Allah's Messenger j-.p
~J4#.1n while Sayyidah Umm Hani ~..11~~.J sat to his right. A female slave brought a
vessel containing something to drink she gave it to the Prophet ~ J 4# .ii1 J-.P. He
drank some and handed it over to (Sayyidah) Umm Hani ~ .ii1 ~.J who too drank
from it. Saying, "0 Messenger of Allah, I was fasting and I broke my fast." He
asked, '"Were you redeeming a fast." She said, "No" He said, "If it was an optional
fast, there is no harm."t
According to another version: she said, "0 Messenger of Allah, I was fasting." He
said, "One who fasts the optional is the decider for himself. If he likes, he may fast.
If he likes, he may break his fast."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone breaks the optional fast for some reason, then he will have to
redeem it.
The scholars of hadith question the soundness of this hadith Tirmidhi declared that its
isnad is not sound. Mundhri said that it is not established and its isnad is disputed.
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2080. Sayyiduna-Zuhri ..1!1~ J reported on the authority of Sayyiduna Urwah ~..111~.J

that Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .1n ~J narrated, "Hafsah and I were fasting and we were
offered some food. We craved for it and ate a little of it. Then Hafsah said, '0
Messenger of Allah, we were fasting but food was brought to us and we were
tempted to eat it and ate some of it.' He said, 'Redeem it by fasting on another day~" Tirmidhi transmitted it and also named a number of traditions its who reported
from zuhri from (Sayyidah) Ayshah ~ ii11 ~J in a mursal form without naming
Urwah ..1!1~J and it is more sound. And Abu Dawud transmitted it from Zumayl ~.J
.1n the freedman of Urwah ..1!1~J from Urwah .ii1~J from Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1n~.J·3
COMMENTARY: The Hanafis go by this hadith that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#iillj-.p
1

Abu Dawud # 2456, Tirmidhi # 731.
Musnad Ahmad 6-342.
3 Abu Dawud # 457, Tirmidhi # 735, Muwatta Maalik # 50, Musnad Ahmad 6-263.
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command to redeem the fast was pf the nature of wajib (obligatory). So, an optional fast too
must be redeemed when broken.
The Shafi's However, say that the command was of the n,ature of mustahab (desirable) and
they maintain that it is not wajib (obligatory) to redeem an optional broken fast.
EATING IN THE PRESENCE OF ONE WHO IS FASTING

(J.J I...U 1__, 4lo ,:X I_, lS.i4.JU 1., ~I o I__,.J) -1_¥.~

J,.:..

4:.$- ~' ~J said that the Prophet Muhammad
visited her. She had food brought for him, and he too.invited her to eat
with him, but she said, ''I am fasting." So, he said, ''When food is eaten in his
presence, the angels invoke blessings on him who fasts till those who eat (in front
of him) have finished."t

2081. Sayyidah Umm Umarah Bint Ka'b
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4:.$- .1!1 ~ J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Bilal 4:.$- .1!1 ~ J visited
Allah's Messenger ~J~~'c}-P while he was having his breakfast (morning meal).
He said, "Have the meal, 0 Bilal." He said , ''I am fasting 0 Messenger of Allah."
So Allah's Messenger ~J~.&Ic).P said, "We eat our provision while Bilal's excellent
provision is in paradise. Were you aware, 0 Bilal that the bones of one who is
fasting glorify Allah and the angels seek forgiveness for him as long as food is
eaten in his presence?"2

2082. Sayyiduna Buraydah

CHAPTER-IX
LAYLAT UL QADR (THE NIGHT OF POWER)
The greatness and excelle;nce of the Night of Power - Laylat ul qadr - will be highlighted in
this chapter. The signs when this night is most likely to appear will be mentioned. It is so
called because on this night are decreed the provision, life span and death of the creatures
for the year Some say that because it is great in estimation, it is called laylat ul qadr, 'qadr'
being to value.
1
2

Tirmidhi # 785, Ibn Majah # 1748, Darimi # 1738, Musnad Ahmad 6-365.
Bayhaqi # 3582.
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Many opinion are expressed on determining this night. Most of the ahadith place it in the
month of Ramadan particularly during its last ten day s on it odd night. Most ulama
(Scholars) place it on the twenty seventh night of Ramadan.
The opportunity of laylat'ul qadr is specifically bestowed on the ummah of Muhammad ,).P
~J ~ .1!1 so that they might earn abundant reward in spite of their short lives. Wh~n the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~.\it,j.P learnt of the very long lives of the past ummahs, he felt
grieved that members of his ummah would not be able to amas·s pious deeds which those
of the past ummahs had opportunity to amass. Hence, Allah, the exalted, granted this
um.mah the laylat ul qadr that is better than one thousand months - because of the prayer of
the Prophet~J~.f»t,j.P.
According to another tradition carried by Ibn Abu Hatim .1!1 ~J the noble Prophet
Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ ,).P mentioned four men of Banu Isra' il who had worshipped Allah,
Mighty and Glorious, for as long as eighty years. They had not been disobedient to Allah
for even a moment. They were:
(i)
ProphetAyyub~~~~ Oob).
(ii)- · Prophet Zakariya ~~~~ (Zachariya),
(iii)
Prophet Hizqil ~~~~ (Ezakiel), and;
Prophet Yusha ibn Noon ~'}\...Jt~ Ooshuo):. 1
(iv)
The sahabah (companions) ~ .i»> ~J were surprised. (if they had a long life span they too
could devote. themselves to worship of Allah.) Sayyiduna Jibril f'}I..J'~ came to the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~b~ and disclosed that Allah had bestowed on them great good and he
recited to the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ the surah al Qadr: (J.lA!ti..LJ~oW;tut) (to the end).
He said laylat ul qadr that was given to. the Prophet Muhammad ~JI.J.r.lm~ and his ummah
was· better than that which he and his ummah craved. This pleased the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~ft,~ very much.
One thousand months equal eighty - three years and four months. The verse says that
laylat ul qadr is bett€r than one thousand months or eighty ·three years and four months
On this night, Allah directs His mercy particularly on the lowest heaven from sunset to
dawn. The angels and the pure souls descend to meet the righteous and the devoted
worshippers. It was on this night that the noble Quran began to be revealed. The angels
were created on this night, and the mould of Sayyiduna Aadam ~'}\...Jt~ was put together.
Trees were planted in paradise.
Reward for worship in this night is many times the reward for worship· at other times. This
is the night on which prayers of the creatures gain approval from the Mighty Lord.
Shari'ah (divine law) has not disclosed when laylat ul qadr falls. If the night was pointed out,
then people would not have worshipped at other times as eagerly. They would have
worshipped on that particular night and bear satisfied that they have accomplished
worship of more than a year.
The ulama (Scholars) say that if anyone ~eeps vigil in every night of the year and worships
Allah then, insha Allah, he will gain the good fortune of this night Hence, it is said:

See stories of the Prophet ~'}\...JI~ (Ibn Khatir) respectively, p 165, 297 and 243 English translation,
Dar ul Isha' at Karachi.
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''He who does not esteem the night to keep vigil therein cannot recognize the
greatness of laylat ul qadr."
Some ulama (Scholars) maintain that there are some signs of this night that are described in
the ahadith and aathar, some of which the saintly persons have detected. Tabari ~~~J has
reported from some people that, on this night, the trees prostrate themselves before the
Mighty Lord. They drop themselves on the ground and revert to their original condition.
Similarly~ every other things goes down in prostration on this night.
!,fowever, the correct thing. is that it is not necessary to discern these things to fix this night.
Many people find this night without observing the prostration of the trees or any thing
else. It is·very possible that of two man at one place. One may perceive the signs but the
other may see nothing though both get the night and its blessings.
The ·greatest of these signs is that, on this sacred night, one is enabled and induced to
worship and remember Allah and pray to him with humility and submission and· sincerity.
When this happens, he must know that he has seized the opportunity and good fortune.
If one can keep awake all night to worship Allah then it is the best thing, provided he does
not fall ill or does not slacken in the discharge of the fard (compulsonJ) and sunnah
muwakkadah (emphasized practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~~). If he is likely to fulter, then he
must keep awake only as much as he can do easily. Insha Allah, he will achieve his aim.
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{And that there shall be for man naught except that for which he make effort) (53:39)
May Allah enable us!
SECTION I
POINTATION OF LAYLAT UL QADR

.J~,jl ~))1 O.;.uJI ~ IJJ:i ~j ~ful ~;ill j~j j~ ~J~ .uf~&£ (Y•Ar)
(LS.J~Ioi_,.J)--.....!.J~j~~IJ~I
2083. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ...111 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .111 ~ said,
11
See laylat ul qadr in the last ten nights of Ramdan in its odd dated nights."1
COMMENTARY: These are the twenty first, twenty third, twenty fifth, twenty seven and
twenty ninth nights of Ramadan.
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2084. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar

1

~ .i»t ~;

said that some men among the sahabah of the

Bukhari # 2017, Muslim# 219-1169, Abu Dawud # 1385, Tirmidhi # 792, Muwatta Maalik # 10 (3
Itikaf), Musnad Ahmad 6-50.
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Prophet Muhammad ~JA#.&I~ were shown the night of power to be in the last
· sev:en nights (of Ramadan) in their dream. So, Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~ said, 'I
see that your dreams concur concerning the last seven nights. Hence, whoever looks
for it must search it in the last seven nights."l
COMMENTARY: The seven nights could be: from twenty first to twenty seventh, or the last
seven from twenty third to twenty ninth. This last seems to be more correct.
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2085. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&~~.J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad~J~.&1~
said, "Seek it in the last ten nights of Ramadan - laylat ul qadr on the ninth
remaining (which is the twenty first), seventh remaining (which is the twenty
third), or fifth remaining (which is the twenty fifth)." 2
COMMENTARY: One should engage in worship, dhikr and recitation of the Quran in these
nights to earn the merit of laylatul qadr. The hadith has adopted a style of pointed these
nights which has been interpreted in parenthesis. Although this seems to be a correct
interpretation, Allamah Yahya .&1~.J said that the hadith refers to the twenty third, twenty
fourth and twenty sixth nights.
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2086. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-khudri ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .&!~
~J ~ observed I'tikaf (Seclusionlfor worship in a mosque) in the first ten days of
Ramadan. Then he observed I'tikaf (Seclusionlfor worship in a mosque) in the
middle (second) ten days in a Turkish tent. Mter that, he brought out his head
(from the tent) and said, "I observed the I'tikaf (Seclusionlfor worship in a mosque)
to seek laylat ul qadr in the first ten days. Then, I observed the I'tikaf (Seclusionlfor
1
2

Bukhari # 2015, Muslim# 25-1165, Muwatta ~:aalik # 14 (I'tikaf), Musnad Ahmad 2-17.
Bukhari # 2021, Abu Dawud # 1383, Tirmidhio# 794, Darimi # 1781, Muwatta Maalik # 13, (l'tikaf).
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worship in a mosque) in the middle ten days. Then an angel came to me ~nd told me
that laylat ul qadr appears in the last ten days (of Ramadan). Hence~ whoever
wishes to observe the I'tikaf (Seclusion(/or worship in a mosque) wit~ me should do
so in the last ten days. I was shown it in a dream, hen made to forget it. I saw myself
prostrating in water and clay in the morning succeeding (the night). So seek it in the
last ten (nights) and seek it in every odd dated night." The narrator continues to say:
11
That night (on which he saw the dream) it had rained. The mosque that had a
thatched roof dripped, and my eyes saw Allah's Messenger's forehead with drops
of water and clay on the morning succeeding the twenty first night."t
Muslim has it up. to 'it is in the last ten days." Bukhari has the remaining to.
According to another version:
2087. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Unays 4:.$- .ll1 ~ J narrated that (instead of twenty first
night) the twenty third night."2
ANOTHER SIGN
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2088. Sayyiduna Zirr ibn Hubaysh ..l!l ~ J said that he pointed out to Sayyiduna
Ubayy ibn Ka'b 4:.&-.lii~J that his brother (in religion) Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud 4:.&-.111~J
said that if anyone keeps vigil every night throughout the year, then he will find
laylat ·ul qadr. Ubayy 4:.$- .ll1 ~J said, "May Allah have mercy on him! He said s~ to
prevent people &om relying (only on that night). Rather, he was aware that it was in
Ramadan and one of its last ten nights and that is the twenty seventh." Then, he
swore, 'without saying insha Allah, that it was the twenty seventy. Zirr i»1~ J asked
him on what basis he could assert that and called him (by his kunyah) Abu
Mundhir. He said, 'By the sign, or indication, that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~
informed us that the·sun rises on its morning without rays."3
COM~E~TARY: Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~J»~~J did not want the people to depend on any
one night' and sit the rest of the time out without action. His intention was that they must
engage in worship regularly and sincerely.
Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b "~..1!1~J said that the twenty seventh was laylat ul qadr and swore
about it ~ithout saying insha Allah. This was his strong presumption. If anyone says insha
Allah at the same time as swearing about what he says then his oath is not only not a firm
·
statement but also not fulfilled in Shari'rzh (divine law).

.!, Bukhari. # 2016, Muslim# 213-1167, Abu Dowud # 1382, Muwatta Maalik # 9 (I'tikaaf)..
:lMuslim # 218-1168
3 Muslim# 220.762.
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The sign of laylat ul qadr mentioned in this hadith is such as may be verified practically.
EXTRA EXERTION DURING LAST TEN DAYS OF RAMADAN
'~
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2089. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J said that Allah's messenger ~J~~~~ used to make
exceptional effort (in worship) during the last ten nights such as he did not do any

other time.t
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2090. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ braced

himself for ·more worship as the last ten nights commenced. He stayed awake and
wake up his family.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ remained awake for most of the night
and also, sometimes, all the night in worship. He did not keep awake all through often.
He awakened his wives, daughters, female slaves and male slaves during the last ten days of

Ramadan. He get them to be engaged in worship and qualify for the blessing of laylat ul qadr.
SECTION II

SUPPLICATION ON THE LAYLAT UL QADR
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2091. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that she asked Allah's Messenger~~~~
~J, 'What, if I recognize the night that is laylat ul qadr, may I pray?" He said that
she should say:
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'0 Allah, you are the forgiving you love to forgive. So, do forgive me"3
COMMENTARY: This supplication embraces all good of this world and the next. The
greatest good fortune of anyone is forgiveness and pardon from Allah. It is the utmost of
all goodness. Nothing is better from a creature than praying to Allah for forgiveness.
NIGHTS THAT COULD BE LAYLAT UL QADR

1

Muslim# 8-1175, Ibn Majah # 1767, Musnad Ahmad 6-82.
# 2024, Muslim# 7-1174, Nasai'i # 1639, Ibn Majah # 3850, Musnad Ahmad 6-41.
3 Tirmidhi # 3513, Ibn Majah # 3850, Musnad Ahmad 6-171.
2 Bukhari
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2092. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah .~~~J said that· he heard Allah's Messenger ~li!1~
~J say, 11 Seek it meaning Iaylat ul qadr -when nine nights remain or seve~ remain
or five remain or those remain or in the last."1
(These are the 29th, 27th, 25th, 23rd or the last of Ramadan.)
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2093. Sayyiduna Ibn· Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ was
asked about Iaylat ul qadr. He said, "It is in every Ramadan."2
(It is mawquf at ibn Umar) ~li!1~ J .
COMMENTARY: The word of the hadith (~LA-JJ") could mean as translated, or 'throughout
Ramadan on any of its· nights, not merely the last ten nights. This second would imply that
having given this information, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.lt~~ later narrowe_d it down
to the last ten nights of Ramadan.
TWENTY THIRD IS LAYLAT UL QADR
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2094. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Unays ~ ~ ~J narrated that he submitted, "0
Messenger of Allah, I have a home in the desert and I reside there. Praise belongs to
Allah, I offer salah (prayer) there. Instruct me of a night on which I may come to
this mosque." He said, "Come here on the twenty third night." (Later on) his son
was asked about his father's practice. He said, "He would enter the mosque after
having offered the salalt (prayer) of asr and he never went out of it for any purpose
(contrary to I'tikaf (Seclusion(/or worship in a mosque)) till he had offered the salah
(prayer) of fajr. After having prayed the fajr, he found his (riding) beast at the gate
of the mosque. He then mounted it and returned to his desert." 3
COMMENTARY: This hadith does not determine the date of laylat ul qadr. The Prophet

Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ ~ had learnt of the date for that particular year, so he instructed
Abdullah ~..ls~~ J to go to the mosque on the_ twenty third. However, he misunderstood it to
mean that laylat ul qadr was on the twenty third always. Also, the Prophet Muhammad ~
Tirmidhi # 794, Musnad Ahmad 5-36.
Abu Dawud # 1387.
3 Abu Dawud # 1380.
t
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did not generally know of the night, but learnt of it sometimes.
SECTION III

KNOWLEDGE OF LAYLATUL QADR TAKEN AWAY FROM PROPHET ~J~,&,~
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(•~.)l>..JI oi.JJ) -~ l1.\.J"' ~t!J\.J"' ~l:J\.~11 l.&J J l9 >, ~ \"''J,.-~.J2095. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn as-Samit ~.&'.rP J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad
~1 ~,&,~ came out to tell them about laylat ul qadr. Two men among the Muslim
quarrelled with one another. He said, "I came out to inform you of laylat ul qadr
but so and so quarrelled with one another, so the knowledge was taken away (from
me). Perhaps. This is better for you. So seek it on the ninth (twenty ninth), seventh
(twenty seventh), and fifth (twenty fifth)."t
COMMENTARY: The two disputing men were Abdullah ibn Ubayy (or Abu) Hadhru and
Kab ibn Maalik.
That the knowledge was taken away was better in the sense that people would now make
more effort and not sit tight.
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2096. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ,&, ._rpJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J ~ ~ ~ said,
'when it is laylat ul qadr, Jibril ~"}}....JI~ comes down with a number of angels. They
pray for each of the men who stand (in salalt (prayer)) or sit (making dhikr) to
remember Allah, Might and Glorious, when it is the day of their eed, meaning eed
ulfitr, Allah refers to them before the angels as his Pride and joy. He says "0 my
angels what is the recompense of one who is hired and who completes his wor~
faithfully?' They say, our lord! His recompense is that he should be paid his wages
in full. He says, 'My angels! My male slaves and My female slaves have discharged
that which I have prescribed for them and have now come out (of their homes)
. entreating with voices raised in supplication. By my Might, My Glory, My Mercy,
My power, My exalted station, I shall surely grant them their prayer.' Then, He says
(to His slaves), 'Return! Indeed, I have forgiven you and replaced your evil deeds
1

Bukhari # 2023.
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with good deed s,' So, they return having been forgiven."t

CHAPTER-X
I'TIKAF (REMAINING IN THE MOSQUE FOR SOME
PERIOD OF TIME TO WORSHIP ALMIGHTY)

The dictionary meaning of I'tikaf (Seclusion) is 'to remain somewhere and to detain oneself
at some place' In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), it is 'to remain in the mosque
where congregational salah (prayer) is offered with intention to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) for
Allah's pleasure.'
The intention is valid only of a Muslim who is sane and free of sexual defilement,
menstruation and lochia. The I'tikaf (Seclusion) in the last ten days of Ramadan is sunnah
muwakkadah (emphasized· practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ ..1!1 j.P) because the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~..li1~ observed it always in Ramadan in its last ten days. 'Mukhtar' has
written that it is sunnah muwakkadah 'alar kifayah (emphasized practice of Holy Prophet J~
~.J~ but adequate) so that even if one person observes it, it will be enough for all the
people and those who do not observe it are not blame worthy in this case.
It becomes wajib (obligatory) to observe the I'tikaf (Seclusion) if one declares his intention
orally or makes a vow. It may be prompt and one may say, "I bind myself to observe itikaf
for so many days." Or, one may make it conditional, saying "I vow to observe tpe I'tikaf
(Seclusion) for so many days if my wish (for such and such a thing) is accomplished." These
are two kinds of I'tikaf (Seclusion);
(i)
Sunnah muwakkadah (emphasized practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ ..1!1 j.P) that is
observe during the last ten days of Ramadan, and
(ii)
Wajib (obligatory) which concern a vow.
A third kind of I'tikaf (Seclusion) is mustahab (desirable) and it is observed at any time other
than the final ten days of Ramadan. It may be observed during the initial twenty days of
Ramadan or at any other time in any month.
There is no limit for the mustahab I'tikaf (desirable seclusion). If anyone forms an intention to
observe it for all his life, then too it is allowed, but, the ulama (Scholars) differ on the
minimum period for it. Imam Muhammad .i»1~J said that there is no minimum limit for a
mustahab (desirable) I'tikaf (Seclusion) and it can be observed for a minute or less than that at
any h our of day or night. The obvious ruling of Imam Abu Hanifah .i»1~J is identical to it
and the Hanafis abide by it. Hence, it is proper for every Muslim who enters a mosque, for
salah (prayer) or otherwise, to form an intention to observe the I'tikaf (Seclusion), 'I intend to
go' through I' tikaf (Seclusion) as long as I .am in the mosque.'
In this way one may earn the honour and merit of I' tikaf (Seclusion) very many times in a day.
However, Imam Abu Yusuf ..li1~J said that the minimum limit of I'tikaf(Seclusion) is most of
the day, meaning more than half a day. A second opinion of Imam Abu hanifah ..li1~J is
that the minimum period for which an I' tikaf (Seclusion) may be observed is one day but no
ruling is issued on this opinion that is apart from his obvious opinion.

'

1

Bayhaqi inShu'ab ul eeman # 3117.
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SECTION I

WOMAN MAY OBSERVE I'TIKAF (SECLUSION) AT HOME
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2097. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~Y·#~~~

used to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) during the last ten days of Ramadan till Allah
took him. Then, his wives observed the I'tikaf (Seclusion) after him.t
COMMENTARY: After the death of the prophet Muhailliiiad ~J 4# ~~ ~ his wives
observed I'tikaf (Seclusion) in their homes. The jurists say that it is mustahab (desirable) for
women to do so in the mosques within their homes and if they have not set aside any such
place in their homes as a mosque the any portion of the house would do. They must not
move out of this place unnecessarily as that represents a mosque for them. It is makruh
(unbecoming) for them to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) in a mosque.
HERE GENEROUS IN RAMADAN
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2098. Sayyiduna ibn Abbas ~~~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.f»1~ was the

most generous of all men. In Ramadan, he was more generous than at other times.
(Sayyiduna) Jibril ~"}\...JI 4#- met him every night in Ramadan ancd the Prophet
Muhammad ~ J 4#~' ~ recited the Quran to him. When jibril ~"}\.,.J14# met him, he
was more generous then the blowing wind.2
COMMENTARY: When Sayyiduna Jibril ~"}\.,.J14# came, the Prophet Muhammad's 4#~1~
~J generosity knew no bounds. This indicates that during .blessed times and when
meeting sacred people one should be very generous.
This hadith does not touch I'tikaf (Seclusion) yet it is placed in the chapter of I'tikaf
(Seclusion) in which the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# 1»1 ~ engaged in Ramadan. This is a
piety of a high degree and the hadith asserts that the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# ~~ ~
practiced much piety and generosity in this month.
REPETITION OF THE QURAN
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Bukhari # 2026, Muslim# 5-1172, Abu Dawud # 790, Tirmidhi # 790, Ibn Majah # 1773, Musnad
Ahmad 2-281.
2 Bukhari # 1902, Muslim# 50-2308, Nasai'i # 2095, Musnad Ahmad 1-231.
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2099. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~ J said that the Quran was recited to the
Prophet Muhammad ~ J ~ ~~ ~ (by Jibril) ~~~ ~ once every year. But, it was
recited to him twice in the year in which he died. And, he used to observe I'tikaf
(Seclusion) for ten days every year, bu · ,_ ' observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) for twenty days
in the year he died.t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Jibril r~~~ recited the Quran to the Prophet Muhammad ~
~ J~~~ and then he recited to him as the previous hadith says. So, it is sunnah to revise the
Quran by reciting it to one another.
In the Prophet Muhammad's ~ J~~~~ life, there is an example for his ummah that when
they enter the final stage of their life they should increase their pious deeds. They should
prepare themselves with more piety and obedience to met their Mighty Lord.
MANNER & ETIQUETTE OF I'TlKAF (SECLUSION)
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2100. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~ ~~ ~J said that when Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ,&, ~
engaged in I'tikaf (Seclusion), he put his head out towards her while he remained
within the mosque. She would comb (his hair). He did not enter the house except to
attend to human compulsion (to relieve himself) 2
COMMENTARY: One who observe the I'tikaf (Seclusion) may stretch out of the mosque a
ljmb. He may also comb himself.
Ibn Human ~~~ J said that he may wash a limb within the mosque in a vessel provided the
mosque is not polluted.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~ J said that if he goes out of his place even for a minute then his
I'tikaf (Seclusion) is nullified.
The need for which he may go out is of two kinds.
(i)
Natural like the urge to urinate of defecate and to have a purifying bath (after a
wet dream), but there is no clear tradition about bath for Friday. Sharh Award
does say, however, that he may got to have a bath whethere it is wajib (obligatory)
(like when defiled) or optional (like for Friday).
(ii)
Shar'I like for eed salah (prayer) and adhan. If the place from where the adhan is
called is outside the mosque then going there is a need. The I' tikaf (Seclusion) does
not break because of it. Both the mu' adhdhin and one who is not a mu' adhdhin
are allowed to go (for the adhan). Going for the Friday slah is also a need.
However, he must go out at the time of zawal (not before) for the Friday salah (prayer). If
the mosque where the salalt (prayer) of Friday is held is far away then he must go
sufficiently early to be able offer the tahiyatul masjid and the sunnah of Friday. It is allowed
also to stay in that mosque after the salah (prayer) to offer the post salah (prayer) sunnah. If he
stays there longer then though his I' tikaf (Seclusion) is not nullified, yet his over staying is
makruh (unbecoming) tanzihi.
Similarly, if he has no servant or assistant then giving home for the meal or to fetch it is
1
\

2

(1): Bukhari # 4998, Abu Dawud # 2466, Ibn Majah # 1769, Darimi # 1779, Musnad Ahmad 2-336.
Bukhari # 2029, Muslim# 6-197, Tirmidhi # 804, Ibn Majah # 1776, Musnad Ahmad 6-264.
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also a need.
If the mosque collapses or someone throws him out and he goes into another mosque
without delay, then his I'tikaf (Seclusion) is not invalidated. The same applies when he
rushes to another mosque if he fears for his life and property in the mosque in which he
began his 1'tikaf (Seclusion)
If he goes out of his place to relieve.himself, for a natural reason or a need sanctioned by
Shari'ah (divine law) and creditor detains him even for a minute then, accor<j.ing to Imam
Abu Hanifah ~~~J his I'tikaf (Seclusion) becomes void. However Imam Abu Yusuf ~~J and
Imam Muhammad ~~~J hold that it is not nullified.
His I' tikaf (Seclusion) will become void if he comes out to save someone who is drawing or
burning in fire, or to enlist for jihad if the call is made, or. to give testimony.
In short, if he goes out even for a minute for anything apart from the natural needs or
needs sanctioned by Shari'ah (divine law), then his I'tikaf (Seclusion) becomes void, even if he
goes out by mistake. However, the two companions (named above) hold that his I'tikaf
(Seclusion) will become void only if he is out for most of the day, We may deduced from
,this hadith that he may also have a haircut in the mosque during I'tikaf(Seclusion) provided
his hair do not fall in the mosque.
VOW MADE DURING PRE-ISLAMIC PERIOD
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2101. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Umar ~.&~~J asked the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~li11~ about a vow he had made during the jahiliyah to
observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) in the sacred mosque for a night (and day). He said,
11
Fulfil your vow."1
COMMENTARY: Jahliyah was the period before the commissioning of the prophet and the
advent of Islam.
The Command to fulfil the vow made during the jihiliyah was of the nature of msuthab. If
Umar ~ ~1 ~J had made the vow after embracing Islam, then the command was of the
category of wajib (obligatory).
However, Teebi ~~~ J said that if the vow was made during the jihiliyah but conformed to
the commands of Islam then after accepting Islam it is wajib (obligatory) to fulfil it. This is
what Imam shafi'I .&1~ J abides by but Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J held that the vow itself is
not valid what to say of fulfilling it after Islam? His arguments may be seen in books of
fiqh. He takes the meaning mentioned earlier.
FASTING IS PRE-REQUISITE FOR WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) I'TIKAF (SECLUSION)
Allama Teebi ~~J said that this hadith proves that fasting is not a condition for the I'tikaf
(Seclusion) to be correct. This is contention of Imam Shafi'I .\1 ~ J However, Imam Abu
Hanifah .&1~ J said that while fasting is not a condition for a voluntary I'tikaf (Seclusion), yet
it is wajib (obligatory) for a wajib (obligatory) I'tikaf (Seclusion). His two companions agree

1

Bukhari # 2032, Muslim# 27-1656, Abu Dawud # 3325, Tinnidhi # 1539, Nasai'i # 3820, Musnad
Ahmad 1-37.
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with him and the Hanafis abide by it. Imam Maalik .&1~.J and Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~.J
according to his second opinion, hold that for I'tikaf (Seclusion) itself, whether wajib
(obligatory) or optional, fasting is a pre-requisite.
The Hanafis say about this hadith that in its other versions, the I'tikaf (Seclusion) of Umar
i$..111~.J is mentioned with fasting. Thus the version in Abu Dawud, Nasai'I and Daraqutni
say that the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# ..1!1 jJ instructed him to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion)
and fast also. Moreover, the hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah lp..ll1~ .J which follows asserts that
I'tikaf (Seclusion) is not valid without fasting, this is bout wajib I'tikaf (due SeClusion). If
anyone makes a vow and observes I' tikaf (Seclusion) only in the night then that is invalid be
cause night is not associated with fasting. If anyone vows to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion)
during Ramadan then the fasts of Ramadan will serve as complimentary to his I'tikaf
(Seclusion). But if anyone keep on optional fast and vows to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) on .
that day then that is not correct.
If someone vows to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) during a certain Ramadan but fails to do it
then he must redeem it no other days and keep fasts for the I'tikaf (Seclusion). However, this
redeeming will not be proper in another Ramadan nor during such days when other wajib
(obligatory) fasts are kept, whether these wajib (obligatory) are redeeming fasts or of some
other kind.
If anyone forms an intention to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) for many days at a stretch then he
will have to observe I' tikaf (Seclusion) during their nights too. This if anyone vows to
observe I' tikaf (Seclusion) for two days then he will do it for their two nights also. But Imam
Abu Yusuf said that he will do it for only night.
If anyone vows to observe I' tikaf (Seclusion) for one month then he will have to do it at a
stretch even if he had not said so when making the vow.
SECTION II
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2102. Sayyiduna Anas i$..111~.J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#lilljJ used

to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) during the last ten days of Ramadan. One year,
however he did not observe the I'tikaf (Seclusion) and the year after that he
observed I'tikaf (Seclusion) for twenty days.l
2103. Ubayy ibn Ka'b 4~li11~.J narrated this hadith.2
COMMENTARY: Allamah Teebi li!1~.J cites this hadith to say that if any one misses sunnah

muwakkadah (emphasized practice of Holy Prophet ~J~l»'jJ) then he must redeem it too. The
essence is only to redeem, otherwise it isfard (compulsory) to redeem afard (compulsory) and
sunnah to redeem a sunnah, notfard or wajib (compulsory or obligatory).
1

Tirmidhi # 803, Musnad Ahamd 2-401.
Dawud # 2463, Ibn Majah # 1770.
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THE COMMENCEMENT OF I'TIKAF (SECLUSION)
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2104. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.iii'~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J~..1!1~
intended to engage in I'tikaf (Seclusion), he offered the salah (prayer) of fajr. Then
he went into the place where I'tikaf (Seclusion) was to be observed.I
COMMENTARY: Awza'I .l!1~.J and Thawri ..1!1~.J cite this hadith to say that I'tikaf(Seclusio{l)
begin with the day. But, the four imams agree that if anyone decides to observe I'tikaf
(Seclusion) for one month or ten days, etc. then it begin towards the close of the day before
sunset. On its final day, he should end it after sunset and come out of it. This hadith is
explained by saying that the Prophet Muhammad ~"" J4~..1!'~"" formed· intention to observe
the I' tikaf (Seclusion) before sunset and carne to the mosque. He stayed in the mosque all
night and when he had offered the salah (prayer) of fajr, he went into that portion of the
mosque which was set aside for l'tikaf (Seclusion) and on which judge bags were hung to
seclude it from others. So, though he began his I'tikaf (Seclusion) at sunset, yet he entered
the reserved place after fajr.
SICK VISIT DURING I'TIKAF (SECLUSION)
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2105. She also narrated that the Proph~t Muhammad ~J 4~ .l!1 j..P paid a sick visit
while he was observing I'tikaf (Seclusion). He would go straight ahead and not stop
with him but (only) ask after him. 2
COMMENTARY: While going to the sick, he did not turn anywhere else, nor pause. He
simply enquired how he was and walk back (to the mosque).
Hasan ..1!14~.J and Nakha'I ..1!1~.J ~aid that one who observes the I'tikaf(Seclusion) is permitted
to go out for the Friday salah (prayer) (if not held in the mosque in which he observes it) arid
to pay a sick visit. ·However, the four imams say that if he goes out to attend to a need
natural or sanctioned by Shari'alz (divine law) and, before attending to his need or
afterwards, he asks after a sick person or participates in a funeral salah (prayer) the there is
no harm in it, provided he does not rear off course and does not pause beyond the (funeral)
salah (prayer), otherwise his I'tikaf (Seclusion) will be invalid. If he will get out of his place
merely to pay a sick visit of join a funeral salah (prayer) then his I'tikaf (Seclusion) will 'be
void unless he had stipulated these things when forming his intention to observe the I'tikaf
(Seclusion) that he would go out for such things.
MANNERS OF I'TIKAF (SECLUSION)

1

2

Muslim# 6.1173, Abu Dawud # 2464, Tirmidhi # 791, Nasai'i # 709, Ibn Majah # 1771.
Abu Dawud # 2472.
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2106. She also said that for one who is observing I'tikaf (Seclusion), it is sunnah not
to pay a sick visit or join the funeral salah (prayer), or touch or embrace his·wife, or
go out for anything except that which cannot be avoided. I'tikaf (Seclusion) is not
observed without fasting and. is proper only in a jami masjid (mosque where
congregational salah (prayer) is observed or Friday too).1
COMMENTARY: It is forbidden to one who observes the I'tikaf (Seclusion) to do any thing
to his wife as leads to sexual intercourse which makes the I'tikaf (Seclusion) invalid whether
it is done deliberately or by mistake, during the day or night. As for touching or embracing
her, it will be void only if there is an ejaculation, not otherwise.
He who observes the I'tikaf (Seclusion) is allowed to eat, drink and sleep in the mosque. He
may even engage in buying and selling provided the merchandise is not brought into the
mosque, because it is makruh tahrimi(disapproved to forbidden) to bring trade merchandise
into the mosque, Moreover, he can do that only for himself and his family for their needs
but if he engages in business and trading then that is disallowed. Indeed, buying and
selling in the mosque is also disallowed to everyone else other than one who is engaged in
I'tikaf (Seclusion).
If one who observes I'tikaf (Seclusion) keeps absolute quiet presuming that it is part of
worship then it is makrult (unbecoming) tahrimah. But, he must abstain from evil talk,
falsehood, backbiting and such things. He must recite the Quran and read books of hadith
and Islamic literature.
It is not any form of worship to observe silence during I'tikaf (Seclusion) and even
unnecessary conversation of a permissible nature is makruh (unbecoming). It is stated in fath
ul Qadir that to converse unnecessarily in the mosque wipes off good deeds jut like fire
devours wood.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~J said that I'tikaf (Seclusion) is proper only in a mosque where salah
(prayer) of all five times are held in congregational form. Imam Ahmad ~.11~~J agrees with
him. However, Imam Maalik .&1~J and Imam Shafi'I .&!~J as also the two companions (of
Abu Hanifah) .&1~J said that l'tikaf(Seclusion) may be observed I any mosque.
If masjid jami is taken to mean where Friday salah (prayer) is held then it implies that it is
better to observe I'tikaf (Seclusion) in a mosque where Friday salah (prayer) is offered. The
ulama (Scholars) say that the most superior I'tikaf (Seclusion) is observed in Masjid al Harm
(Makkah), the next best is in Masjid Nabawi, ~J4,ls-.1ll~ Masjid Aqsa (Bayt ul Maqdas)
followed by any Jami Masjid and then in a mosque where there are very many
worshippers.
SECTION III
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~y.~.&~~ PLACE OF I'TIKAF (SECLUSION)
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2107. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J reporte~ that when the Prophet Muhammad ~~
~J4# observed I'tikaf (Seclusion) a bedding was placed for him or a bed was put
t
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down for him behind the pillar of repentance.1
COMMENTARY: One of the pillars of Masjid Nabawi ~J 4# .1!1 ~ is called ustwanatut
tawbah (or satun tawbah) pillar of repentance. One of the Sahabah, Sayyiduna· Abu
Lubabah Ansari ~1»1~J had committed a mistake because Ansari ~.\!~J had committed a
mistake because of which he had bound himself to the pillar. He remained in that condition
for many days. When his repentance was accepted, the Prophet Muhammad ~ J ~ i»1 ~
united him.
REWARD FOR ONE WHO OBSERVES I'TIKAF (SECLUSION)
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2108. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~ said

about one who observes l'tikaf (Seclusion) that he is preserved from sins and
continues to be rewarded for piety like one who does all good deeds.2
COMMENTARY: The word in the text could be (~) or (~) both passive or active
voice. Anyone who secludes himself in the mosque for I'tikaf (Seclusion) gets reward even
for those deeds that he is unable to do like visiting sick people, participating in funeral
salah (prayer) and so on, deeds which other people outside the mosque do but he is
precluded from doing. He gets the some reward as those people get.
His heart is purged of the filth of the affairs of the world. He entrusts his soul to Allah. He
is occupied incessantly in worship and remains in Allah's House. He is very near to Allah
whose mercy covers him continuously. It is as though he is in Allah's fort and protection,
safe from the deceit of the devil.
His example is like one who is at the doorstep of a king presenting his petition. He
seems to plead, 'My Master, my Lord! I am at your doorstep but will not budge from it
till you forgive me, grant me my wishes and relieve me of worldly sorrow and pain
and religious shortcomings.

1

Ibn Majah # 1774.
Majah # 1781.
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BOOK- VIII

THE EXCELLENT QUALITIES OF THE QURAN
What is the glorious Quran? It is the most sacred and the greatest of Divine Books. Allah
revealed it to the last and most supreme guide, the noble Messenger ~y.#.&'~· It is the
light in the darkness of ignorance and the last nail on the coffin of disbelief and polytheism.
It is the last and most comprehensive law from Allah for the entire human fraternity. It is
called Habl Matin (the strong rope).
It is enough to say for the greatness and excellence of the Quran that it is the word of the
Creater of the universe and of everything. It is free from every defect and shortcoming and
is the paragon of perfection, the peak of eloquence.
The reward for reciting the Quran and reciting it is great and very well known. The
ulama (Scholars) are unanimous that no kin of dhikr (hallowing of Allah) earns as much
reward as the Quran does. In fact, recitation of the Quran in salah (prayer) fetches so much
reward and is so very meritorious that it cannot be described faithfully. Whenever it is
recited, each of its letters fetches ten pieties and its recitation in salalz (prayer) earns
twenty five pieties for each letter.
Its recital brings the reciter nearer to Allah and illuminates his heart with Divine
awareness and light of remembrance of Allah. It will intercede for him before Allah on
the day of resurrection.
Red ta tion of the Quran leads to thinking and reflection over religion and hereafter.
Doing it often reminds one of Allah's Commands so that they may be obeyed and lessons
may be derived. Recital does not imply that one should beautify one's voice letting the
heart linger in the darkness of Quran but does not abide by it, then the Quran is his
enemy. This is why a hadith says that some people recite the Quran but the Quran curses
them because it is not meant to merely recite. Rather, one must obey its commands. He
who recites the Quran but does not obey it, really humiliates it. This is evidence against
him and he will be a loser in the hereafter.
One can understand the Quran only if he recites it slowly, with respect, presence of mind
and careful of the science of recital. Hence, it is imperative to observe its tajwid. It is legal ·
and proper to recite little of it. Its right can be given by reciting it in forty days and it is
enough even to recite it in a year. In worship, like tarawih, it may be recite complete in at
least seven days, the better if more time is taken.
It anyone who recites the Quran does not know Arabic and cannot understand it, then he
must nevertheless recite it with concentration and a conviction that it is Allah's word and
His commands. He should recite it with such humility and submission as though he is not
reciting it but listening to the word of the Jus test of the judges.
MANNER OF RECITING THE QURAN: The noble Quran is a collection of words
revealed directly by Allah, the Mighty Lord. It is ascribed to the judge of all judges, the
king of all kings and undisputed Master of the universe without an associate. Hence,
manners befitting such words and the speaker of such words must be observed. So we
explain here the manners of recitation of the Quran.
Begin by performing ablution using the siwak (twig) also. Then sit at a nice, clean place in a
humble manner, facing the qiblah, considering yourself to be lowly and helpless. Let your
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. mind and heart be attentive as if you are before Allah, Lord of Might, presenting your
petition. Recite the ta'awwid (~)l.;,lb,.!JI..:ro~o~~\f~J'"') and the basmalah (~)'~)'.1!11"""'f) and begin
the recitation of the Quran. Imagine to yourself that you are listening to Allah's words
without an intermediary. Recite slowly with pauses and concentration and tartil. When you
come across a verse of assurance and mercy for the creatures, glorify Allah, and at a verse
of warning and punishment, seek refuge in Allah. On reciting a verse about Allah's Might
and Sanctity, glorify Him, saying subhan Allah, Be imploring and completely dependant
and weep, but if you do not weep, be as though you are weeping. In short, behave as
though you are before Allah.
Do not try to complete the recitation of the entire Quran rapidly because of which you will
read it fast. It is better to recite a little with reflection and concentration than to read
speedily throwing overboard the manner of recital. Beside, reading the Quran as many
times as possible gets nothing apart from counting the complete recitals. Rather, this thing
is ·forbidden and the current practice of reading the Quran from cover to cover in one day
at accelerated pace is very bad and foolish (like a summary execution).
It is known of some scholars and saints that they recited very much and completed the
Quran many times in a short period of time. This is their marvel. Do not emulate them.
Rather, whatever you can recite with single-mindedness and following the etiquettes
should satisfy you,
Do not recite the Quran in a noisy surrounding unless it is necessary to recite the there is no
other place to do so, but in this case recite in a soft, low voice. If people are eager to listen to
the Quran and are calm and quiet then it is better to recite in a loud voice because,
according to a hadith(tradition), both the listener and the reciter of the Quran are equal
partners in reward.
Also, it is better to recite the Quran looking at it then without looking at it because by
looking at the passage of the Quran the eyes and other limbs also participate in worship
and this also helps in concentration.
While reciting, place the Quran on a lectern or a raised base (like a pillow) so that it is
honoured. Desist from conversation, eating and other work while reciting the Quran. If it is
very necessary then close the cover of the Quran, speak or do what is required, (open the
holy book) recite the ta'awwudh(~)l.;,lb,.!.h..:ro~o~~\f~~~) and basmalah(~)'~)'.&!l"""") and resume
the recitation. Refrain from wrong pronunciation but recite naturally in Tartil (with
adequate stops) and tajwid (rules of recital)without a pretentious or affected manner. There
is no need to over emphasize and over-act to produce an artificial voice.
Do not honour anyone while you are reciting the quran but it is permitted to stand up
and honour a practicing scholar, a teacher and one's parents, When you are about to ·
complete the recitation of the Quran to its final word, get together you relatives, friends
and dependants. Recite the quran to its end in their presence and associate them in the
supplication because that is an opportune time for prayers to be accepted. After
completing the Quran, recite surah al-Fatihah (a chapter of Quran) and surah al-Baqarah
(a chapter of Quran) up to (.;,_,-lWI ~ ...s::JJ') (first five verses) before you close the Book
because this is better.
While it is permitted to recite the Quran while reclining or lying down, yet it is more
e~llent t~ sit respectfully and recite it. Also, it is allowed to recite the Quran while
~.,§ilting along somewhere. If it is in a.·\.vilderness then the Quran may be recited aloud,
(\~rwise in a low voice. It is makruh(unbecoming) to reci.te it in an impure or dislike
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place, like the bathroom, slaughter house, etc.
A very small sized copy of the Quran must not be used not may it be divided into
pieces lest it is shown dis-respect. However, it is necessary like to teach.children or for
some convenience, it is allowed to have it in its juza (parts, for it had thirty parts) or in
seven surahs, etc.
It is not proper to take the Quran to an army which cannot be trusted for peace. The Qura
may not be taken to an enemy territory too lest it come to the hands of the disbelievers who
might show it disrespect.
It is fard(compulsory) on every Muslim to memorise so many verses of the Quran as may
enable him to offer the salah (prayer). To memorise the entire Quran is fard Kifayah (adequate
obligation) so t hat if even one person memorises it, then all the others will be absolved of
the obligatiqn. The jurists asserts that it is wajib (obligatory) on every Muslim to memorise
surah al-Fatihah (chapter) and any other one surah. And, to memorise the rest of the Quran
and learn its commands is better than offering the supererogatory salah (prayer).
It is not makruh(unbecoming) to stretch one's feet towards a copy of the Quran provided it
is not near the feet. If it is kept high or in a chest then it is not makruh(unbecoming) to
spread one's feet in that direction.
There is no harm if, during a journey, a copy of the Quran is kept in a bag or any case to
preserve it and then to sit on that, or to place it under a pillow and sleep on it. Also, there is
no harm in'having sexual intercourse in the house or room in which the mashaf (copy of
the Quran) is kept.
When you begin to recite the Quran. You must first make this supplication:
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(0 Allah, I bear witness that this your Book is revealed by you to your
Messenger ~uhammad ibn Abdullah (~J~lit,~) may Allah's blessing be on
him, his family and descendants, his companions and followers, all of them.
And, (I bear witness that) it is your words spoken by the tongue of your Prophet
Muhammad ~ J~l»,~, which you have made a means of guidance from you for
your creatures and a connecting link between you and your slavP~- n A 11 - L
cause my sight tp be engCJ.ged in worship in it, my recital
and my pondering to take lesson from it. Surely, you are fu.
Lord, I seek refuge in you from the evil suggestion of thl
refuge in you, my Lord, lest they attend me.l
\
After this supplication, recite the surahs al-falaq and an-Naas (th
Then make this supplication:

1

Quran,6:1
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(0 Allah, you have revealed the Quran with truth and it has come down with Truth,
0 Allah, cause my interest in it to increase greatly. Cause it to be light for my eyes,
cure for my heart, and a remover of my sorrow and grief. Make my face radiant with
it, and enable me to recite it and cause me to understand its meanings, 0 the Most
Merciful of those who show mercy).
Every day after reciting the Quran, raise your hands and make this supplication:

~j ~~~~~ J_j ~jJ~I J_j ~il!i./4-~1 J_j ~) l:illl J W~1:;iS1 ~IJthl
-lj_,.JWI ~J l.a:iJ ~I Jj Uj1J,I;.;ll
(0 Allah, let the Quran be for us in this world, a companion; and, in the
hereafter, an intercessor; and in the grave, a sympathizer; and, on the day of
resurrection, a companion; and, on the sirat a light: and, in paradise, a friend;
and from the Fire, a protection)
Then make every supplication you wish for your needs of this world and the next.
Insha Allah, all your petitions shall receive the honour of acceptance from the one who
grants the prayers.
Ibn Marduwayh .ik'~J has transmitted from Sayyiduna Abu Harayrah ~.ik'~J that then the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~.\1~ completed the recitation of the Quran to its last verse, he
stood up and made this supplication. Bayhaqi .ik'~J has transmitted in Shu'ab ul eeman
that Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 1.:$-.&t~J reported that Allah's Messenger ~J'-Js.~~ said, "If
anyone recites the Quran, praises and glorifies Allah, invokes blessings on Muhammad
~.\1~ J and prays to his Lord to forgive him, then, indeed, he has prayed for goodness in
the best way."
Bayhaqi .&t~J has transmitted in Shua'ab ul eeman that whenever the Prophet Muhammad
~J~..ll'~ completed the recitation of the Quran to the end, he stood up and praised and
glorified Allah very much. His words of praise and glorification and prayer were:
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(All praise. belongs to Allah, Lord of the worlds. All praise belongs to Allah, who
created the heavens and the earth and formed the darkness and light, yet those who
disbelieve hold (others) as equal to their Lord. There is no God but Allah. Those
who set equal with Allah lie and have strayed very far. There is no God but Allah.
Those who associate with Allah lie be they of the Arabs, the magis, the Jews, the
Christians, the sabis and those who ascribe to Allah a son and a wife, or idols or a
like or an equal or in name or attribute, but you are our Lord, far greater. than taking
a partner from what you have created.
All praise belongs to Allah who has taken no wife or a son and has no partner in the
d~minion, and there. is no protector through dependence for Him. And magnify him
with (all) magnificence.t
Allah is the Greatest, very Great. And, all praise belongs to Him very much. And
without blemish is Allah morning and evening. All praise belongs to Allah who has
revealed the Book to His servant (Muhammad) and has not assigned to it any
crookedness. (He made it) straightforward that it may warn of a severe punishment
from him and give glad tidings to the believers, who do righteous deeds, and theirs
shall be goodly reward (of paradise) abiding therein forever. And warn those who
say, 'Allah has taken to himself a son.' They have no knowledge of it, nor (had)
their fathers. Grievous is the word that comes out of their mouths. They speak
nothing but a lie.2
All praise belongs to Allah whose is whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is
in the earth, and his is the praise in the hereafter! And He is the wise~: the Aware. He
knows that which goes down into the earth and which comes forth from it, and that
which descends from the heavens and that which ascends thereto. And He is the
1

2

Quran, 17:111
Quran, 18:1-5
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merciful, the Forgiving.t
All praise belongs to Allah, the Originator the heavens and the earth, the appointer
of the angels as Messengers having wings two, three or four. He adds to the creation
what He will surely Allah has power over everything. What so ever of mercy Allah
opens to mankind, there is none to withhold, it and that which He holds back, none
can grant thereafter And He is the mighty, the wise. 2
All praise belongs to Allah, and peace be on His servants whom He has chosen! 'Is
Allah better or what they associate (with Him).'3
Rather, Allah is best and. He will abide. He is with a firm command and is possessor of
Might and He is Nobler and Mightier than whatever they associate with Him. All praise
belongs to Allah, but most of them know not. Allah has spoken the truth and His noble
Messenger have conveyed the massage. And, I am over that a witness. 0 Allah,. shower
blessing on all the angels and the Messengers. And have mercy on your believing slaves
from among the inhabitants of the heavens and the earth. And cause our and to be with
goodness, and open for us the good. Bless us in the mighty Quran and give us benefit from
the verses and the wise remembrance: Our Lord, accept from us. Surely you indeed, are the
All-Hearing, the All-knowing.)
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SECTION I

ONE WHO LEARNS & ONE WHO TEACHES THE QURAN
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2109. Sayyiduna Uthman 4:So li!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ..1!1 ~ said,
"The best person of you is he who learns the Quran and teaches it."4
COMMENTARY: The Quran and its sciences are superior to all the Books and sciences.
Hence, one who knows them is the most distinguished of all the people of the world.
EXCELLENCE OF RECITING THE QURAN
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2110. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir 4$li!I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4:)s..i»l~
~J came to them while they were in the suffah. He asked them if any of them
would like to go out every morning to Buthan or al-Aqiq and bring back two large1

Quran 34:1-4.
Quran 35:1-2
3 Qurca'l 22:59.
4 Bukhari # 5027, Abu Dawud # 1452, Tirmidhi # 2909, Ibn Majah # 211, Musnad Ahmad 1-57.
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humped she-camels without burdening himself of sin .or severing ties of
relationship? They said that all of them would like to do that. He said, II Any of you
who comes to the mosque and teaches to anyone two verses of Allah's book or
learns them himself that is bette~ for him than two she camels. Three verses are
better for hint that three she camels and four verses are better for him than four she
camel, and so on the (number of) verses better than their numbers in she camels:"t
COMMEJ;tTARY: Suffah was a covered shelter opposite to Masjid Nabawi. The muhajir
sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~iii! ~J who had no home and wife and children
secluded themselves there. They were deeply devoted to worship and were great ascetics.
111ey kept constant company of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.\1~. This was the first
school of Islam whose teacher was the Prophet Muhamn1ad ~J ~.iii~ and the sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~.\s~J were its students.
Buthan was a valley near Madina. Aqiq was a place about three miles from Madinah. At
both these places markets were held where camels were sold. The large humped camels
were very valuable and considered to be a prized possession. 1be prophet Muhammad j..l'
~J~.\1 invited the sahabal1 (Prophet's companions) ~.\!~)to what remains as against
what perishes.
The Prophet Muhammad ~~lid~ mentioned to them the camels only by way of example.
This can be extended -to all the things of the world.
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2111. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~<lil'..r'J narra~ed that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ilt~
asked.. "Does any one of you wish that when he returns to his family he should find
with them three large, fat, pregnant she camel?" They said, "Yes!" He said, "Three
verses that any of you recites in his salah (prayeJ') are better for him than three
large, fat prt.'gnant she camels."2.
ONE WHO IS ADEPT IN THE QURAN
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2112. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ iilt..r'.J narrated that Allah's Messenge( ~J ~ ~ ~ said,
"The adept in the Quran is with the noble, righteous recording angels. He who
stumbles as he recites the Quran and encounters difficuity (in reciting it) will earn a
two fold reward."3
CO~lMENTARY: TI1e adept in the Quran who knows it very well will be with the angels who
record Allah's Books from the Preserved Tabiet or who recor.d deeds of n·ten. He will perform
1

Musilm # 251-903, Abu Dawud # 1456.
Muslim# 250, Ibn Majah # 3782, lv1usnad Ahmad 2.297.
3 Bukhari # 4937, Muslim # 244-798, Abu Dawud # 1454, Tirmidhi # 2904, Ibn Majah # 3779, Musnad
2

Ahmad 6-48.
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deeds in this world that match deeds of those angels and will be their friend in t.~e hereafter.
The person who finds difficulty in reciting the Quran will earn a two fold reward because
of his recital and the effort. However, he will not out do the adept.
~
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2113. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~)»~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~ said,
11
Envy is not allowed except concerning two people; He whom Allah has granted the
(blessing of the) Quran and he-occupies himself with it by night and by day; and he ·
whom Allah has bestowed wealth and he spends from it by night and by day."l
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word in the text is(~) (luzsad- jealousy). It means that 'the.
blessings someo~e else enjoys may be taken away from him and awarded to the one who is
jealous.' But, it is of two kind: (i) real and (ii) envious. The former is as defined and is
forbidden. The second kind is a person's desire to possess those blessings without wishing
for withdrawal from another. It is permitted for worldly possessions and mustahab
(desirable) for religious issues like when someone does pious work and another wishes for
being able to do the same.
The hadith (tradition) refers to the second kind, envy. It is allowed for these two blessings.
Since they are the best, hence it is allowed for others two which are of a smaller kir.d.
HE WHO RE~ITES THE QURAN & HE WHO DOES NOT
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· 2114. Sayyiduna Abu Musa al-Ash'ary ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger,&,~
~J 4# said about a believer who recites the Quran that he is like a citron whose
fragrance is sweet and whose taste is sweet.
and a believer who does not recite the Quran that he is like a date that lacks
fragrance but whose taste is sweet.
and a hypocrite who. does not recite the Quran that he is like a colocynth with no
fragrance and a bitter taste,
and a hypocrite who recites the Quran that he is like a basil with a sweet fragrance
but a bittt..· tastP.
According to eother version, (he said about) a believer who recites the Quran and
abides by it that he is like a citron.

----------1

Bukhari # 5025, Muslim 266-815.
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and a believer who does not recite the Quran but abides by it that he is like a date.t
COMMENTARY: The believer who recite the Quran is like a citron because he is of a sweet
temperament and cheerful with the fragrance of faith ingrained in him and he is of a sweet
nature in that other people earn reward when they hear his recitation of ~e Quran and

even learn it from him.
THEIR RANKS ALSO DIFFER
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2115. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~.iill.sPJ narrated that Allah's Messenger~J4~li!l~

said, "Surely, All~ exalts people by this Book (the Quran) and lowers others by it."2
ANGELS EAGER·TO LISTEN TO THE QURAN & CROWD AROUND

2116. Sayyiduria Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri 4.:&-lill~; narrated about Sayyiduna Usayd

ibn Hudayr ~.111~ J that he related; I was reciting surah al-Baqarah one night. My
mare that was tied beside me began to jump. I pauses reciting and the mare
calmed down. I resumed my recitation and it resumed its jumping about, so I
paused my recital and it stopped hoping. When I resumed my recitation, the mare
jumped again, so I ceased to recite because my sr.u Yahya was near the mare and I
was apprehensive lest it might hurt him. I moved him back and as I saw what
looked like a canopy with sort of lamps inside it. In the morning, I disclosed it to
the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .&1 ~ who said, 11 You ought to have continued
reciting. Ibn Hudayr." I told him that I was afraid that the mare might have
trampled on Yahya, who near to it, and when I- went to him and raised my head to
the sky, I saw what looked like a canopy with sort of lamps inside it. I went out
but could find nothing. He asked, "·can you say what that was?" I said, "No!" He
1

Bukhari # 5427, Muslim# 243-979, Abu Dawud # 4829, Tirmidhi # 2865, Nasai'i # 5028, Ibn Majah #
214, Musnad Ahmad 4-397, Darimi # 3363.
2 Muslim # 269-817, Ibn Majah # 218, Darirni # 3365.
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said, ''They were the angels who had come close .to your voice. If you had
continued to recite, morning would have begun with people looking at them
without their concealing themselves."
The version in Muslim has: 'That thing (the canopy) went up into the atmosphere'
instead of 'I went out' in the first person prono~.t
COMMENTARY: The horse was alarm~d on seeing the angels who. disappeared when
Sayyiduna. Usayd ~il~~J paused.
About the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~il~~ words translated 'you ought to have continued
reciting ... ' (•")'), Ibn Majar .iil~J said that they mean; 'You should recite it always referring
to surah al-Baqarah. 'If the same things happens again when you recite it, do not stop but
continue to recite.'
However, Teebi il1~J said that these words are in the past tense and the reply that he was
afraid for his son justifies the translation, 'you ought to have continued ... '
RECITATION BRINGS MERCY
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2117. Sayyiduna Al-Bar ~~~~ J narrated that a man was reciting surah al-kahf while
a horse was tied with two ropes at his side. A cloud overshad~wed him and
approached him getting nearer and nearer to him. His horse was alarmed (and
began to jump). When it was morning, he met the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1!1~
and mentioned that to him. He said, 'That was t he sakinah that descended because
of the Quran."2 (Sakinah is tranquility.}
COMMENTARY: Sakinah is peace of mind that purifies the heart and removes the
darkness of the heart. Thought "it is not tangible or perceptible by touch yet it does show
itself sometimes as a mass.
MERIT OF SURAH AL-FATIHAH (CHAPTER)
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2118. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ibn Mu'alla ~~~~J said that he was engaged in salah
(prayer) in the mosque when the Prophet Muhammad ~J4~li~~ called him, so he

t
2

Bukhari # 5018, Musim # 242-796.
Bukhari # 5011, Muslim# 795, Tirmidhi # 2894, Musnad Ahmad 4-281.
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did not give him an answer. Then he went to him and said, "0 Messenger of Allah,
I was offering salah (prayer) (so could not come then)." He asked, ''Does not Allah
say; 'Respond to Allah and to the Messenger when the Messenger calls you.?" Then,
he asked, "Shall I not teach you the greatest surah in the Quran before you go out of
the mosque?" He then took him by the hand, and as they were about to go out, he
reminded him." 0 Messenger of Allah, you had said to me that you would teach me
the greatest surah in the Quran." He said, (~'~ J411~1) (surah 1:107). It is the seven
aft-repeated and the mighty Quran (~'~Ji ~') that has been given to me."t
COMMENTARY: The words, 'Respond to Allah and to the Messenger ... ' are from the
Quran (8:24). This means that if any one offering salah (prayer) responds to the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~Js.,~ then his snlah (prayer) will not become void. It is like addressing the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~Js.,~ while offering the salah (prayer).
Surah al-Fatihah (chapter) may be brief but its benefit and meanings are unlimited. Some
saintly men did say that everything in the previous heavenly Books is found in the Quran
and everything in the Quran is found in al-Fatihah (chapter) and whatever is in surah ulfatihah is found in the basmalah(~)'~)1~~).
The seven verses are often repeated in the salah (prayer) and they are surah al-Fatihah
(chapter). The mighty Quran also refers to surah al-Fatihah (chapter). In terms of meaning
and. benefits, i! is a great part of the Quran, so it is called the mighty Quran.
. EXCELLENCE OF SURAH AL-BAQARAH
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2119. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$.i»I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~/#~
said, "Do not tum your homes into graveyards. The devil flees from the house in
which surah al-Baqarah is recited."2
COMMENTARY: Graveyards are places where w3orship is not practiced, If the same thing
is done at home, then they are like graveyards and their dwellers are like the dead who do
not engage in worship. Recitation of the Quran, particPlarly al-Baqarah, attracts Allah's
mercy and preserves from the devil' s mischief. Surah al-Baqarah has Allah's attributes and
many commands too.
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2120. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah 4$illl~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~
1

2

Bukhari # 5006, Tirmidhi # 2875, Nasai'i # 913, Musnad Ahmad 4-211.
Musim # 212-780, Tirmidhi # 2877.
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say, 11Recite the Quran, for on the day of resurrection it will come as an
intercessor for its companions (meaning, those who recite it constantly). Recite the
two radiant surahs, al-Baqarah and surah Aal Imran, for, on th~ day of resurrection,
they will come as !hough two-clouds or two shades or two flocks of birds in rows
arguing fo! tht-ir companion~ (who recite them constantly) .. Recite surah al-Baqarah,
·for, being constant with it results i:t blessings but neglecting it wjll ceuse regret,
And, the false and lethargic are unable to recite it."1
COMMENTARY: Teebi .&!~J explaLt1ed that shade is provided in three ways according to
those who recite these surahs, recite and tmderstand them, and (recite, understand ~d)
teach others too.
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· 2121. Sayyiduna An.:Nawwas ibn Sam'ran said that he heard the Prophet
·Muhammad ~J4#.ib1~ say. "On the day of resurrection; the Quran and its people
who abided by it will be brought, surah al-Baqarah and Aal. Imran will lead the
Quran, as though two black clouds or two canopies. There will be light between
them. Or, they will be as though two flocks of birds in rows. They will dispute for
then· companion (who recited them both)."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) is evidence that only those who abide by the
Quran are its people for whom it will intercede. The Quran will perhaps be given a form.
The light between them is said by some to mean the basmalah(~)1,~)'~~).
AAYAT UL KURSI IS THE GREATEST VERSE.
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2122. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~..1!1~J said that Allah's Messenger ~ 1 4#.&1~

asked him, "0 Abu al Mundhir, do you know which verse of Allah's Book is the
greatest in your sight?" He said, '' Ailah and His Messenger know best." (But)
Allah's Messenger ~J A# .&1 ,_,w, asked him again, "0 Abu al-Mundhir, do you
know which verse of the Book of Allah,, the Exalted, is the greatest in your
sight?" He said (this time) (~~~~~jA~P.hi~) (otherwise 255 of al-Baqarah)." He
patted him on his chest and commanded him, "May knowledge be beneficial for
you, 0 Abu al-Mundhir!"3
COMMENTARY: This verse is the aayat ul kursi. It asserts the unity of God, It speaks of
Muslim # 252-804, Musnad Ahm 1d 4.154.
Muslim # 253-805, Tirmidhi # 2883, Darimi # 3391, Musnad Ahmad 5-361.
3 IVluslim # 258-810, Abu Dawud # 1410, Musnad Ahmad # 5-142.
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Allah's Greatness and mentions His attributes.
1
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2123. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:&- ~ ~; narrated: Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~
assigned to me the charge of the zakah of Ramadan (which is sadaqah (charity) of
eed ul fitr). Someone came to me and began to collect handfuls of food (in his
vessel). I seized him and said to him, "I will take you to Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
~J· He pleaded, ''I am needy with children and family dependent on me. I am very
needy. ''I let him go. In the morning, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1!1~ asked me,
'"What happened to your captive of last night, 0 Abu Hurayrah?" (Allah had
informed him). I said, "0 Messenger of Allah, he complained to me of his dire need
and dependent children, so I was sorry for him and let him go." He said, "Beware!
He has lied to you and will come back.' I was sure that he would return because
Allah's Messenger ~J~iil~~ had said so. Hence, I waited for him. He arrived and
began to collect handfuls of food. I caught him and told him that I would certainly
take him to Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~. He pleaded that I should let him go, for,
he was needy and had children who depended on him. He assured me that he
would not return. So, I felt sorry for him and released him. In the morning. Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~ asked me about my captive and I informed him of what had
transpired and I felt sorry for him and let him go. He said that he had lied to. me and
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would return. I waited for him as he came an~ collected handfuls of food, I aught
him and said that I would definitely take him to Allah's Messenger ~J~iil~~ since
this was the third time that he asserted that he would not return, but he always did.
He pleaded, 11Let me go. I shall teach you some words whereby_ Allah will benefit
you. When you go to your bed notice the aayat ul kursi (~j~ih&JijA~tAit"i~') to the end of
the verse. Then, a guardian from Allah will watch over you and no evil will
approach you will morning." I let him go once again. In the morning. Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ 1»1 ~ asked me, ''What happened to your captive?" I said that he
taught me some words whereby he assured me that Allah would benefit me. He
said, 11Certainly, he told you the truth but he is a liar otherwise, indeed. Are you
aware who you have been talking to those three nights?" I said, 11 No," and he said,
11
He was the devil. (He had come to rob the property of sadaqah (charity))"t
MERIT OF AL-FATIHAH (CHAPTER) & LAST VERSES OF AL-BAQARAH
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2124. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~1»1~ J said that Jibril (gabriel) ~~~~was sitting with

the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ iii1.)J and he heard a creaking sound from above
him (of a door opening). He raised his head and said, 11This is a door of the
heaven that is opened today. It was not opened until today." An angel descended
from it. Jibril (gabriel) ~~~ ~ said, 11This angel has come down to earth. He had
never come down till today." He offered salaam (greetings to the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~..l!1~ and said, 11Glad tidings to you for two lights that have
been granted to you as have never been granted to any Prophet Muhammad ..1!1~
~ J ~ you; fatihat ul kitab (surah al Fatihah) and the last verses of surah al
Baqarah. For every letter (word) of them that you recite, you will be given the
reward thereof, of your prayer will be answered."2
COMMENTARY: Surah al-Fatihah (chapter) and al-Baqarah's verses will lead their reciters
with light on the day of resurrection.
The last verses of surah al-Baqarah begin from ("j~,-}~j~'j.WJ'~~~) to the end of the surah
(the final ruku). The prayers in these readings will be answered and the words will fetch
reward on reading them. The letter in hadith stands for words (~).
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2125. Sayyiduna Abu Mas'ud ~..ltl~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..l!'~

1
2

Bukhari # 2311.
Muslim # 254-806, Nasai'i # 912.
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said, "The two verses at the end of surah al-Baqarah are enough for one who recites
them at night. "t
COMMENTARY: These verses are enough to preserve the reciter from the mischief of men
and jinn. Or. They are enough to replace standing in prayer at night.
MEMORIZING FIRST TEN VERSES OF AL-KAHF
"'"'
,
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"' c: "' c:
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0J-o oi.J..>) ~L;ill ~~~ '-#SJI
· 2126. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda ~~~~J narrated that .Anah'~ M~ssenger ~!~,&,~
said, 11 He who memorizes ten verses at the beginning o( surah al-Kahf will be
protected from the dajjal (the great deceiver) ."2
·
COMMENTARY: The dajjal (the great deceiver) could be the one who will appear near the
last Hour, or every liar and fraud who troubles the people.
The version of Tirmidhi (# 2146) to follow mention any one wJ:-.) recites three verses of alkahf. Scholars say that while this hadith means one who will meet the dajjal (the great
deceiver) will be safe from him, the next one(# 2146) mean one who does not encounter
him will be safe. The trial be severe if one encounters· the dajjai· (the great deceiver) more
than if one does not·ene1ounter him.
MERIT OF SURAH AL-lKHLAS

-~T'll·!.£.~1'".Jl1.'''"
11 .. ,
'-! ~ ~., • ...,/'Dj
2127. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
asked, "Can any of you be unable to recite one third of the Quran in a night?" They
(the sahabah) ~ ~ ~J asked, 11 How may one third of the Quran be recited?" He
explained that (.lrl~1jAji) (surah al-Ikhlas) stands for one third of the Quran.a
2128. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~~~J narrated that (the same hadith).4
COMMENTARY: Basically, the topics of the Quran are the three kinds:
I.
Stories of the past.
II.
Commands.
ill.
Monotheism.
The unity of Allah is mentioned in Surah al-Ikhlas in a very strong and eloquent manner..
The gist of tawhid (or monotheism) mentioned in the Quran is found in surah al-ikhlas.
Reciting it is like reciting one third Quran.
Some scholars say that the reward of surah al-Ikhlas is multiplied to be equivalent to that of
1

Bukhari # 4008, Muslim # 255-807, Tirmidhi # 2881, Ibn Majah # 1368, Darimi # 3388, Musnad
Ahmad 4-118.
2 Muslim # 257-309, Abu Dawud # 4323, Tirmidhi # 2886,' Musnad Ahmad 5-196.
3 Muslim # 259-811, Abu Dawud # 1461, Tirmidhi # 2896, Nasai'i # 996.
4 Bukhari # 7374
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2129. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~..1:1~; narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~
sent a man as amir (commander) of an expedition. (He also was their illJam.) During
the salah (prayer), when he recited for his men, he finished it with (~l~1jAji) (Surah
al-Ikhlas). When they returned, they mentioned it to the Prophet Muhammad lit~
~J ~ who instructed them to ask him why he did so. When they asked him, he
said, 11Because it is a description of Rahma11 (th.: compassionate) and I love to recite
it (with the unity of God)." The Prophet Muhammad ~J~..111j..P said, 'Inform him
that Allah loves him."t
COMMENTARY: In the last raka'sh of every salah (prayer), he recited al-lkhlas with surah
al-Fatihah (chapter). However, Ibn Hajar ,&,~_,explained that in every raka'ah (complete
part of a prayer), he recited surah al-Ikhlas either with surah al-Fatihah (chapter) alone or
with surah al-Fatihah (chapter) and another surah. The first explanation is more plausible
because all the ulama (Scholars) say that in this case, the salah (prayer) is correctly offered
without distaste .

....!...>! Jli kl fut~ ji S5j!JI ~.J.k 41 J1JJ1 JJ-!5 ~ Jli ~5 ....!...>! Jli u;Siij.j <nr·)
-ol:..A &.;~I LSJ5j ts~jjl ~lj5 -~1 .~Ills\ l&~!~
2130. Sayyiduna Anas 4:$ lit ~ J narrat~d that a man submitted. 11 0 Messenger of
Allah, I love. this surah (al-Ikhlas) (~l:&t.;Aji)." (He meant that he recited it often.) He
said, Surely, your love for it will admit you to paradise."2
MERIT OF MU'AWWATAYN
11
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2131. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir 4:S-.1d~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
~ J said, 11 Very excellent verses have been revealed tonight. Their like has not been

seen! They are: (~'~.x1j.lji) and ('-!'UJ'~.x1j.lji) (al-Falaq and an-Naas)."3
AL-IKHLAS TO THE MU' AWWATAYN BEFORE RETIRING

1
2
3

Bukhari # 7375, Muslim# 263-813, Nasai'i # 993.
Tirmidhi # 2901, Bukhari # 7748.
Muslim# 264-814, Tirmidhi # 2902, Nasai'i # 954.
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2132. Sayyidah Ayshah \p~.$P; narrated that on retiring every night to his bed, the
Prophet Muhammac:I ~J ~ ~ ~ put his hands together and breathed into them.
Then he recited (~l~1jAji), (~'~r.~~iji) and (~ill~~r.~~~ji) (al-lkhlas, al-Flaq and alNaas). Then, he wiped his body as for as he could reach his hands. He began with
his head, his face and the front of his body. He did it three times (meaning the
whole exercise and after the front of his body, he wiped the rest of it).t
COMMENTARY: He first breathed into his hands and then recited. It is either that he did it
to counter the securers who recited before breathing. Or it means that he decided to breathe
before reciting. Then he recited and breathed into his hands.

Jw JJ I ~l!. .....:..JI ?!'l_r-J\ yl~ <•.t.J-.J ~~JJ1 ~ 4l.H J_,...,.f.' L>J'"""I W~..,.-..o ()-!I ~~~.l;._,.J
We shall mention the hadith of Ibn Mas'ud
Allah: (~J~~~.iii,J_,....!l~r'W}
SECTION II

~..111~;

in the chapter on Miraj (# 5865) lnsha

~tiujJafll

THREE THINGS UNDER THE THRONE ON THE DAY OF RESURRECTION

~-~ ($:~·~&A""rlJifu,""
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..
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2133. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Awf 4;S- lb1 ~; narrated that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~.fl11~ said, 11 0n the day of resurrection, three things will be
under the Throne.
The Quran will content with men, in a clear, obvious sense and a obscure,
complicated sense.
The trust, and,
Ties of relationship that will caii, 'Ailah wiii join those who joined me and sever
those who severed me." 2
COMMENTARY: These three things will be near Allah. The reward of those who respected
them not be wasted.
The Quran will get those people punished who had neglected it in the world.
The verses of the Quran are very clear about the commands and most people comprehend
them. Some however, are allegorical which need a deep thinking to understand them and
only a few can fathom them.
1
2

Bukhari # 5017, Tirmidhi # 3402, Ibn Majah # 3876, Musnad Ahmad 6-116.
Baghavi in Sharh ul Eeman # 3433.
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Trust refers to rights of Allah and of fellowmen. They must be honoured.
RECIDNG THE QURAN WITH PAUSES
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2134. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn amir (commander) ~ .Ju ~ J narrated that Allah's

Messenger ~ J ~ ~ ~ said, "The man of the Quran (who recited and learnt it)
will be told. 11 Recite and ascend. Recite gently with pauses (in tartil) as you were
used to recite it gently in the world. Indeed, your goal will be at the last verse
. that you recite."l
COMMENTARY: The man of the Quran is he who recited the Quran regularly and abided
by it. He is not one who recited the Quran but did not act according to its commands, ·for,
he will deserve the curse that the Quran calls on such a one.
Rather, a person who abides by the Quran is as one who recites it always though he may
not have recited it really.
Such a one will be asked to go on reciting and walk on in paradise. He will rise in ranks
according to the verses he recites. The ranks or degrees in paradise are commensurate with
the verses of the quran. Hence, if he recites the entire Quran, then he will get to the highest
degrees of paradise and attain the one which he deserves and which is suitable for him.
Among the manners of the recitation of the Quran is that it should be recited with tartil
(adequate pauses), meaning with pauses and proper articulation.
The number of verses of the Quran according to the kufis whose science is valid in our
neighbourhood is six thousand two hundred thirty seven. There are other opinions too.
See the books on tajwid (rules of recital)and qirat for details.

HEART WITHOUT QURAN IS A DESOLATE PLACE
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2135. Sayyiduna Jbn Abbas ~lv'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li!1~ said,
1
'He whose heart has nothing of the Quran in it is like a deserted house (he himself
or his heart)."2
COMMENTARY: This applies to one who does not know anything of the Quran, or does

not believe in it.

1

Tirmidhi # 2923, Abu Dawud # 1464, Musnad Ahmad 2-192.
2913, Darimi # 3306, Musnad Ahmad 1-223.

2 Tirmidhi 3
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2136. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js.i»l~ said
that the Lord, Blessed and exalted, says, "He whom the Quran keeps o~cupied from
my remembrance and from supplicating me, I grant him what is better than that
which I grant the supplicants" And the excellence of Allah's words over all other
words is like the excellence of Allah over His creation. 1
COMMENTARY: This is a Hadith Qudsi(kind of tradition) from the words, ,..He whom the
Quran keeps occupied ... " The closing sentence, "The excellence of Allah's words ...."
Could be part of it or it could be a saying of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~lhl~.
TEN PIETIES AGAINST EACH LETTER
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2137. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li!1~
said, "He who recites a letter from the Book of Allah is rewarded with a piety and
each piety is rewarded ten times. I do not say that(~') (ali£ laam meem) is one letter.
Rather7 ali£ is a letter, laam is a letter and meem is a letter."2
QURAN IS A SOURCE OF GUIDANCE
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2138. Sayyiduna Harith al A'war .1!1~J narrated that he passed by the mosque an.d
found people plunged into chatter. He went to Sayyiduna Ali ~.1!1~ J and told him

1
2

Tirmidhi # 2935, Darimi # 3356.
Tirmidhi # 2919, Darimi # 3308. ·
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of it and he asked, "Is it like that?" He said, 11Yes!" Whereupon he said, ''Indeed, I
had heard Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ say that a fitnah would overtake people
and I asked him how we would find relief from it. He said, ''The Book of Allah. It
contains an account of those who preceded you, news of those who will follow you
and commands on what you will encounter. It is unmistakable judgement, not a
jest. If any despotic abandons it. Allah will deride him into pieces and if any one
seeks guidance from something other than it, then Allah leaves him to stray. It is
Allah's strong rope. It is the wise reminder. It is the straight path. It is where}?y
desires cannot divert and tongues cannot be confused. The scholars will never be
satiated with it. It does not become stale by much repetition and its wonders are
never exhausted. It is the Book of which the jinn were not shy to say on hearing it:
8
UAti-l.!.
\~~ ~~~·~~~~
~ LJ-1'1J"I,"~
tit'\,.;;1~
~
• •

(Ill

tit'

{Surely we have heard a wonderful Quran. It guides to rectitude, so we believe in it}
(22: 1-2)
He who affirms it, speaks the truth. He who abides by it is rewarded. He who
judges by it, is just. He who invites to it is guided on the straight path."1

COMMENTARY: Teebi .i»I4.W>"J said that if anyone stops to obey even one verse or one word
of the Quran out of arrogance or to recite it then he is a disbeliever. But if he omits to recite
it out of lethargy or weakness and respects the Quran at heart then he is not committing a
sin though deprives himself of reward.
If we say that desires cannot divert then how is it that the innovators stray though they too
deduce from the Quran? The first things is that they lie when they say that they make their
conclusions from the Quran. Secondly, their arguments and evidences, too, are wrong
because they ignore the ahadith (traditions) and other sources which are necessary to
understand the Quran.
Therefore, they· are misled because they do not follow the guidance of the Quran. Rather,
they make it subservient to their ideology. Junayd ~ ..\1 ~J describes a person who is
satisfied with his igno~ance as laughable.
Allamah Teebi Ala~J sciid about this portion of the hadith that the innovators are not capable
of altering the meaning.of .tl:te Quran.
The tongue .cannot·.be confused· means that no ·other language howsoever fluent can
compare with the Qur'an'-s eloquence, ·or, that the recitation of the Quran is not difficult for
the believer~ even if their mot1:1er-tongue is not Arabic. The recitation appeals to hearts. It is
as ·Allah says:

,!,,

-: ,...)"- . {j,~..)'"""':!
,., Jjj ..
-rt'.:llJ
'.- .. -....!..)
IJ
{And certainly we made the Quran easy for admonition ....} (54:17 c~c)
The sciences of the Quran are so vast that with it. They cannvt con1prehend all of ihc tb~n1
and they keep studying it for more knowledge.
No matter how much one may recite the quran yet he will not weary of it. Every time he
begins a fresh recital, he finds more savour in ~t.

1

Tirmidhi # 2915, Darimi # 3331.
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PARENTS OF SCHOLARS OF THE QURAN WILL BE CROWNED

(Jjb~I.J .J..o>l oi..,.J) -1~J,s.
2139. Sayyiduna Mu'adh al-Juhanni ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.1!1~
~J

said, 'The parents of one who recites the Quran and abides by what it says will
be given to put on a crown on the day of resurrection. Its light will be more bright
than the light of the sun in the homes of this world if it were among you. Hence,
what do you say of one who abides by it?"1
COMMENTARY: Teebi said that it is about one who has memorized the Quran.
The hadith (tradition) concludes with the question that if the parents of this person who
recites and puts into practice the Quran are made to wear a crown, what may be expected
of one who abides by it?
A MIRACLE OF THE QURAN
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2140. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~.11~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
~J~.1!1~ Say, "If the Qur'an were cased in a skin and cast into the fire, it would
not burn."2
COMMENTARY: Some people say that this miracle. was in the times of the Prophet
Muhammad~....J"~~. It is like the miracles of other Prophet i'~-1,~,1,.., that ceased with them.
However, some people say that 'skin' refers to the humen heart cased in his body and hide.
The fire of hell will not bum one in whose heart the Quran is preserved.
WILL INTERCEDE FOR TEN RELATIVES
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2141. Sayyiduna Ali ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ said, 11 As for

him who recites the Quran and memories it, an~ respects its lawful as lawful and
unlawful as unlawful, Allah will admit him to paradige and let him intercede for
ten members of his family, each of whom would be otherwise eligible for hell."3
1

Abu Dawud # 1453, Musnad Ahmad 3-440.
Musnad Ahmad 4-455, Darimi # 3130.
3 Tirmidhi # 2914, Ibn Majah # 216, Musnad Ahmad 1-418.
2
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SURAH AL-FATIHAH (CHAPTER) IS INOCMPARABLE
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. 2142. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
asked (Sayyiduna) Ubayy ibn Ka'b 4:,S. .&1 ~.J, 11How do you recite in the salah
(prayer)?" He recited the umm ul quran. So, Allah's Messenger ~JA.Js.'iJJI~ said, 11By

Him in whose hand is my soul, no surah like it is revealed in the Torah, the Injil or
the Zabur and not even in the Quran. It is the sab'un minal mathani (the mighty
Quran that is given to me."Darimi has it from 'no surah like it is revealed ... ' but
does not· name Ubayy ibn Ka'b 4;S..&t~.J 1
COMMENTARY: See the commentary against the hadith (tradition)# 2118 on 'the seven
oft repeated.and the mighty Quran.'
LEARNING & ACTING ON QURAN
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2143. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..bt~

said, 11Learn the Quran and read it. Know that he, who learn it and recites it
(always) and occupies himself in it by keeping awake in the night, is like a bag full
of musk whose fragrance spreads throughout the place. And, he, who learns it and
goes to sleep with it in his heart, is like a bag that has musk tied up in it."2
COMMENTARY: Abu Muhammad .&l.w-J said that it is a fard Kifayah(adequate obligation) to
learn the Quran and to teach it to other people. Further, it is fard(compulsory) ayn on every
Muslim to learn the surahs or verses to be able to recite in the salah (prayer).
Imam (leader)Nawawi .ii!,._J said that to occupy oneself in memorizing more than surah alFatihah (chapter) (at least enough for the ford(compulsory) recitation) whether verses or surah is
better than occupying in offering the optional salah (prayer) because it is afard kifayah (adequate
obligation) and more important than optional salah (prayer). Some later day scholars rule that it
is better to engage in memorizing the Quran than to occupy in acquiring the sciences that are
ford kifayah (adequ?.t:e obligation). However, it is not better to engage in memorizing the quran
than to acqul!"~ t!:tose branches of knowledge as are fard(compulsory) ayn to acquire.
1

Tirmidhi # 2884, Nasai'i # 914, Musnad Ahmad 4.211 (Also Bukhari # 5006, Abu Dawud # 1458),

2

Tirmidhi # 2885, Ibn Majah # 217.
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The heart of one who learns and reads the Quran which is like musk when he recites tr.e
Quran, its blessing spreads in his house up to the listeners. But, one who learns it but
neither recites it nor acts on it, does not get the blessing of the quran and does not diffuse it
to other people. He is like a sealed bag of musk that spreads no fragrance at all.
BLESSING OF AAYATUL KURSI & SURAH AL-MUMIN

2144. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah "-".1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, 111£ anyone recites in the morning (~j.ojii'""") up to (J~_noh~O (40:1-3) and aayat ul
Kursi (2:255), then he is protected till evening because of that. And if he recites
them in the evening then he is protected thereby tiil it is moming." 1
COMMENTARY: The first three verses of surah al-Mumin of Ghafir are;
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{Ha Meem. The revelation of the Book is from Allah, th:e Mighty, the knower,
forgiver of sin and Acceptor of repentance, Severe in retribution Lord of bounty.
There is no God but he, to Him is the eventual return) (40:1-3)
INSCRIBED ON THE PRESERVED TABLET
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2145. Sayyiduna Nu'man ibn Bashir "-".iii'._,.PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.l»1~
~J said that Allah wrote a Book two thousand years before He created the heavens
and the earth. Of that, He sent down two verses with which surah al-Baqarah is
concluded. If they are recited three nights in a house, then the devil does not
approach it. 2
FIRST THREE VERSES OF AL-KAHF

'-*Sj I JJT ~

1 Tirmidhi
2 Tirmidh!

9 ~1' ~))J i_;i &A _;.Lj ~ AlJ I ~~I J.;-!5 jli jli ~lUll I 'fi0J.j

# 2888, Darimi # 3386.
# 2891, Darimi # 3388, Musnad Ahmad 4-274.
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2146. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda J$iil1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ib1~
said, 111£ any one recites the first three verses of surah al-Kahf, then he is protected
from the fitnah (trial) of the dajjal (the great deceiver) ."1
COMMENTARY: See the commentary against hadith (tradition) # 2126. Besides that,
initially ten verses of surah al-Kahf were mentioned. Then, they may have been brought to
three to allow for ease.
SURAH YASIN IS THE HEART OF THE QURAN
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2147. s·ayyiduna Anas ~ ..1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ Jil, ~ said,
11
Surely, there is a heart for everything, and the heart of the Quran is (surah) Yasin.
For him who recites Yasin, Allah records (as if) he recited the Quran ten times."2

COMMENTARY: The surah Yasin contains the gist of the knowledge of the Quran. It
mentions the last day and the objectives of the Quran.
SURAHTAHA&YASIN
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2148. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah J$iili~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
said, 11lndeed, Allah recited (the surah) TaHa and Yasin one thousand years before
He created the heavens and the earth. When the angels heard the Quran (meaning,
these two surahs), they said, ''Happy, indeed, are the ummah (people/followers) to
whom this will be revealed. Happy indeed, are the heart that will hold them! And,
happy are the tongues that will recite them!" 3
·

COMMENTARY: The words that Allah recited the Quran me: :1 that He disclosed it, or that
He made some angels recite to the others, or that He informed them of these surah.
The word 'Quran' is used for qirat (recital) and also any part of it.
BLESSING OF HA MEEM DUKHAN
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2149. Saj"! iduna Abu Hurayrah J$.1Js~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
7

1

Tirmidhi # 2895, Muslim# 809, Musnad Ahmad# 21771.
"!!' ?896, Darimi # 3416, Musnad Ahmad 5-26.
3 Darimi # 3414.
2 Tirm~=.."U
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said, "H anyone recites (the surah) Haa Meem ad-Dukhan in the night, then he will
wake up in the morning with seventy thousand angels seeking forgiveness for
Him."1
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2150. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, ''He, who recites Haa Meem ad-Dukhan on the night of Friday (meaning, the
night preceding Friday), will be forgiven (his sins)." 2
MERIT OF THE MUSABBIHAT
J
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.2151. Sayyiduna al-Irbad ibn sariyah ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet used to recite
al-Musabbihat before going to sleep. He would say. "Indeed there is in them a verse
that is better than one thousand verses."3
2152. Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Ma' dan also narrated it in a Mursal form. 4
COMMENTARY: The musabbihat"are the surahs that begin with the word (t!~~) or (~) or
(~)or (t:P) and they are seven surahs;
1. Sur~ al-Isra # 17 (4t'Jiq~~_;:.i~~~~~)
· 2. Surah al-Hadid # 57.
3. Surah al-Hashr #59
4. Surah as-Saff # 61.
5. Surah al-Jummah (people/ followers) # 62
6. Surah al-Taghabun # 63
7. Surah al-A'la # 87.
About the verse that is better than me thousand verses some scholars say that it is the verse:

~1:;iJ1 Ill l!Jj.JI_;1
(Had we sent this Qur'an on a mountain} (59:21)
Others say that it is:
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(He is the first and the Last, and the Manifest and the Hidden, and He is the knower
· of everything.} (al-Hadid, 57:3)
However, Teebi ~._.J said that it is very difficult to determine the verse, He says, that like
Tirmidhi # 2897.
# 2898, Darimi # 3420.
3 Abu Dawud # 5057, Tirrnidhi # 2921, Musnad Ahmad.
4 Darimi # 3424.
1

2 Tirmidhi
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laylat ul qadr (most important night of the year) and the hour of Friday, this verse too is
undisclosed. The ulama (Scholars) agree that the Teebi's ibt~J idea is more correct.
EXCELLENCE OF OURAH AL MULK
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2153. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that-Allah's Messenger ~J~..ln~

said, "Surely,. a surah of the Quran contaiiJ.ing thirty verses interceded for a man till
he was forgiving (his sins). It is (~lq~~~'J.J~.:i) (Surah al-Mulk # 67)" 1
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) could refer to a man in the past who valued surah
al-Mulk. When he died, this surah interceded for him with Allah so that he was preserved
from punishment.
However, it could also mean to refer to the future. Whoever recites it, this surah will
intercede for him on the day of resurrection. Allah will accept it intercessi~n.
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2154. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .&\ ~ J narrated that a companion of the Prophet
Muhammad~J~~\~

pitched a tent over a grave but did not know that there was
a· grave (underground). The grave dweller was a man who recited surah al-Mulk (#
67) to the end of it. He came to the Prophet Muhammad ~J4# ~~~ and informed
him of it. He said, 111t is the repeller. It is the rescuer. It rescues him from Allah's
punishment."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad's ~ 1 ~.\,~ companion may have heard the

grave dweller in his dream, or, what is more correct, he may have heard him in his
wakening state.
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~ill~~ PRACTICE BEFORE GOING TO SLEEP
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2155. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.an~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~'~
never went to sleep without having recited (j!_;tipi) (# 32) and (~,9~~~'..5Jl:i) (# 67) 3

1

Abu Dawud # 1400, Tirmidhi # 29C1, Ibn Majah 3786, Musnad Ahmad 2.299.

2 Tirmidhi
3 Tirmidhi

# 2899.

# 2892, Darimi # 3411, Musnad Ahmad 3-340.
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MERIT OF THE SURAHS AZ-ZILZAL, AL-IKHLAS & AL-KAFIRUN
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2156. Sayyidun·a Ibn Abbas ~~~~J and Anas ibn Maalik ~.i»'~J both narra,ted that
Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ said (~)jt~t) (# 99) is like half the Quran, (~i~t]Aji) is

like a third of the Quran and (Z,Jj4Sjt\ftl!ji) is like one fourth of the Quran."t
COMMENTARY: The Quran speaks of this world and the next. The surah az-Zilzal
describes the end emphatically, so it is called half of the Quran.
We have spoken of al-Ikhlas earlier (hadith # 2127). The Surah al Kifirun is described as
one-fourth of the Quran because it mentions tawhid (monotheism) very succinctly, it being
one of four topics of the Quran.
TEST THREE VERSES OF AL-HASHR

~_f~~ lll~~iJI J(jJet.JI.iJ!J&~jJI ~ljj -~#1·:6 U:;
2157. Sayyiduna Ma' qil ibn Yasar ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ..ltt~

~J~ said, "If anyone recites (~jlt ~~~~~~ ~~ i»~ 1j-~ three times in the morning
and then recites the three last verses of surah ai Hashr, then Allah deputes over him
seventy thousand angels who invoke blessings on him till evening, end if he dies that
days he will die a martyr And, he who observes this in the evening.. he too will be of
that rank."2
AL-IKHLAS TWO HUNDRED TIMES
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2158. Sayyiduna Anas ~.11~~ J narrated ~hat the Prophet Muhammad ~ .,4#~'~ said,
''As for one who recites every day (~I~ ]Aji) two hundred times, sins of fifty years

will be erased from him unless he is indebt." (see commentary for in debt)
According to another version, it is fifty times (instead of two hundred times) and it
does not mention, 'unless he is in debt.'3
COMMENTARY: 'Unless he is in debt' - the word for debt is (~, dayn). The Urdu
Tirmidhi # 2894.
# 2922, Darimi # 3425.
~ Tirmidhi # 2898, DArimi # 3438.
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translation says 'rights of fellow men over him. This could mean that dayn will not be
forgiven, or that because of it, this concession will not be available to him at all and none of
his sins will be erased for him. Dayn (~,)means right of fellow men.
AL-IKHLAS BEFORE GOING TO SLEEP
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2159. Sayyiduna Anas ~..111~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~. said,
"If anyone decides to sleep on his bed and lies on his right side and recites (~l~t,JAji)

(al-Ikhlas) one hundred times, the Lord will say to him on the day of resurrection '0
My slave, enter paradise to your right side."1
COMMENTARY: It is a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~) to lie on the
right side. This hadith (tradition) hints that the gardens on the right side of paradise are
better than those to its left side.
MORE ABOUT AL-IKHLAS
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2160. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrap ~.f»,~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad.&!~
~J~ heard a man recite (~i~,JAji). He said, "It is become wajib (obligatonj)l" He

asked him, "what is wajib (obligatonJ)?" He said, "Paradise."2
MERIT OF AL-KAFIRUN
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2161. Sayyiduna Farwah ibn Nawfal .1!1 ~ J narrated on the authority of his father

that he had asked Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»,~ to teach him something that he may
say when he retired to bed. So, he instructed him to say (.:,j_#jt~iQji) because it is an
acquittal from polytheism.3
MERITOFMU'AWWADHATAYN
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Tirmidhi # 2898.
# 2897, Nasai'i # 994, Muwatta Maalik # 8 (Quran), Musnad Ahmad 2-302.
3 Abu Dawud # 5055, Tirmidhi # 3403, Musnad Ahmad 5-456, Darimi # 3427.
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2162. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir narrated that while he was with Allah's
Messenger~J"~.a,,~

on the path between al-Juhfah and al-Abwa, a wind and deep
darkness covered them. So~ Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~ began to seek refuge in
Allah with (~'"?.r.~jii) and (..rill'qy,~jii) (surah al-Falaq and an-Naas). And, he said, 110
Uqbah, seek refuge with them (in Allah). There is no set of words to seek refuge
like them."t
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2163. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Khubayb ~.au .$PJ said that on a" rainy
and intensely

dark night they went out not seek Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~ They found him he
said, 11 Recite!" He submitted, 11What may I recite?" He instructed him to recite alIkhlas and al-Mu'awwidatayn three times each morning and evening saying. 11They
will suffice you for every purpose."2
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2164. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~~'t$PJ narrated that he asked Allah's Messenger
~J "~.a,,~

whether he should recite surah Hud or surah Yusuf. He said, '~You
cannot recite anything better with Allah than (~1~.r.~ jilji) (Surah al-Falaq)." 3
COMMENTARY: No other surah is as effective in seeking refuge from trials and
tribulations as surah al-Falaq is.
Allamah Teebi ~~J said that this hadith (tradition) refers to both surahs, al-Falaq and anNaas. Ibn Maalik .ii1 ~ J also said that both the surahs are recommended by this hadith
(tradition). Though only one is mentioned, both are meant.
SECfiON III
~lilljJafli
OBEY THE QURAN
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2165. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.a,,t$PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~

said, 11Explain the meaning of the Quran. Follow its gharib. Its gharib are its
prescribed duties and its limits."4
Abu Dawud # 1463.
Abu Dawud # 5082, Tirmidhi # 3575, Nasai'i # 5428.
3 Nasai'i # 953, Darimi # 3439, Musnad Ahmad 4-149.
4 Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 2293.
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COMMENTARY: The gharib of the Quran are the prescribed duties and the limits. They are
what is disallowed. In short, those things that the Quran.has commanded, should be done
and those that it has prohibited, should be shunned.
RECITING THE QURAN

§ii~ ~ ~~ §__,l..!ll J ~1~1 SJ~ Jli ~j ~ alJI ~ &}J1 ~~1.4~ ~j (n\1)
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2166. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»1~
said, 11 Recitation of the Quran in the salah (prayer) is better than recitation of
the Quran outside the salah (prayer). And, recitation on the Quran outside the
salah (prayer) is better than tasbih and takbir. And the tasbih is better than
sadaqah (charity). And, sadaqah (charity) is better than fasting, and fasting is a
shield from the fire."l

COMMENTARY: Reciting in salah (prayer) is better then at other times. In this way reciting in salah
(prayer) that is offered in a standing posture is better than in salah (prayer) in sitting position.
Recitation at other times is better then glorifying and extolling Allah and other kinds of
devotional exercises.
These other things like glorifying Allah are better than s~daqah (charity) or spending in
Allah's path. Of course, it is generally presumed that worship profitable to others is better
(like sadaqah (charity)) than worship whose benefit is localized (like tasbih), but dhikr
(hallowing of Allah) is out of scope of it because dhikr (hallowing of Allah) is the best form
of worship and the greatest. According to sahih ahadith (authentic traditions), dhikr
(hallowing and glorifying Allah) is better than spending gold and silver in Allah's path.2
Sadaqah (charity is better than fasting because the letter is limited to oneself in the benefit
accrued from it, but the former diffuses its benefit to other people. However, we must
re111ember the hadith (tradition) that Allah assures the son of Aadam a reward of ten times
for every deed he performs but he says, uFasting is for Me and I alone shall reward it." The
ulama (Scholars) say that he who fasts adopts Allah's attribute of not eating.
RECITATION FROM THE BOOK BEITER THAN FROM MEMORY
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2167 Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Abdullah ibn Aws Thaqafi ~~ ~J reported on the
authority of his grandfather that Allah's Messenger ~""J 4#- ~~ ~ said, 11A man's
recitation of the Quran without (looking into) a copy of the Quran (but from memory)
fetches a reward from one thousand degrees, but his recitation from a copy of the
Bayhaqi in shu' ab ul eeman # 2243.
It is better than other worship profitable to other people but not than teaching religion. See the
ahadith (traditions) in the Book of knowledge. In fact, teaching and knowledge of religion is itself a
form of dhikr (hallowing of Allah). (Further from the urdu book 02 p 409)
t
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Quran (looking into it) fetches a double reward up to two thousand degrees."t
COMMENTARY: One who recites the Quran by looking at its copy is enabled to study

and ponder. He feels humble and submissive. He also sees the Quran and is rewarded for
the sight and he also touches it. Many sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~ .&! ~J and
tabi'un ,&,~J recited the Quran by looking at the book. In this way, they could honour
and esteem the Quran.
Sayyiduna Uthman always recited the Quran by looking at its copy. The result was that the
two copies that he had were worn out from constant handling.
REMEMBERING DEATH & RECITATION KEEP HEART ALIVE
, t
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2168. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~'j..P said,
"These hearts, surely, become rusty like iron becomes rusty when water seeps into
it." Someone asked, "0 messenger of Allah, what is the cure for it?" He said, "Much
remembrance of death and recitation of the Quran."2
COMMENTARY: Sin and neglect of piety cause hearts to rust. That can be removed by
remembering death constantly and reciting the Quran very often.
THE MOST GLORIOUS SURAH
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2169. Sayyiduna Ayfa ibn Abdul Kila'I ~ ~~ ~J narrated that a man ask~d '0
Messenger of Allah, which surah of the Quran is the greatest?" He said, (~I~1)Aji)
(al-Ikhlas)." Then, he asked, ''whi~h verse in the quran is the greatest?" He said,
"Aayat ul Kursi: (~.#i1 ~'JA it 4it ~ ~~- The man asked. "Which verse, 0 Prophet
Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ J.-.P of Allah, you would like should profit you and your
ummah (people/followers)?" He said, ''The concluding portion of surah al-Baqarah.
It is one of the treasures of the mercy of Allah, the Exalted, from under His Throne.
He gave it to this ummah (people/followers) and it had not left out any good of the
good things oft his world and the next. It contains all of them."3
COMMENTARY: Previously, surah al-Fatihah (chapter) was called the greatest surah (hadith
# 2118, 2142). It is the greatest in the sense that it comprises praise of Allah and supplication
Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 2218.
Bayhaqi in shaul eeman # 2024.
3 Darimi # 9380.
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and is worship. It is also a synopsis of the Quran. As for surah al-Ikhlas, it is the greatest in
the sense that it describes Allah's unity in a great manner and very eloquently.
The last portion of surah al-Baqarah means its last ~o (verses from (J.,...)'.;re') to the end of it.
They will bestow benefit to the umrnah (people/followers). The Prophet Muhammad ~y.~fJJJ_;.,
would receive their blessing and his ummah (people/followers) would receive it too.
SURAH AL-FATIHAH IS A CURE

-y~Jj}l ':- ,;dtf&::\IJ&..;iill ~IJ5 -~TsJ M
2170. Sayyiduna Abdul Malik ibn Umayr . 1!1 ~J narrated in a mursal form that
Allah's Messenger ~J~~'j..P said, 11Th ere is in Fatihat ul Kitab (meaning surah al-

Fatihah (chapter)) cure for every disease."t
COMMENTARY: If anyone recites suras al-Fatihah (chapter) with a firm conviction and .

belief, then with its blessing he will receive relief and deliverance from every kind of
illness, affliction, and hardship.
The ulama (Scholars) say that whatever the kind of aihnent, physical or spiritual, cure and
relief can be had and the sick. Can get comfort if surah al-Fatihah (chapter) is written down
and licked, drink or suspended.
EXCELLENCE OF LAST VERSES OF AAL IMRAN
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2171. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Mfan ~..1!1~ J said that if anyone recite the last portion

of Aal-Imran in the night~ then a reward is recorded for him for having stood in the
night in worship.2
COMMENTARY: The last portion begins with the verses: (J'J"J'J~'_,_.J'~~u') up to the end of
the surah. One may recite these verses in the beginning of the night or towards the end of
it. The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~ .)J recited them when he got up for the tahajjud
(midnight prayer), before he performed ablution, etc.
AAL IMRAN ON FRIDAY
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2172. Sayyiduna Mukhul .iid ~ J said, If anyone recites surah Aal Imran on Friday
11

the angels pray for him and seek forgiveness for him till it is night. "3
TEACH WOMEN THE LAST VERSES OF AL-BAQARAH

1

Darimi # 3370, Bayhaqi # 3370 in Shu' ab ul eeman.
Darimi # 3396.
3 Darimi # 3397.
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2173. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Nufayr narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J'-~Jid~ said,
Indeed, Allah concluded surah al-Baqarah with two verses that have been given to
me from the treasure that is under Throne So, learn them and teach them to your
women, for they are a blessing, a means of nearness and a prayer (for the good of
the world and the hereafter)."1
SURAH HUDON FRIDAY
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2174. Sayyiduna Ka'b ~ .1!1 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said,

"Recite surah Hudon Friday."2
SURAH AL-KAHF ON FRIDAY
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2175. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~i»'~.J reported that the Prophet Muhammad~,&,~
~J said, "If anyone recites surah al-Kahf on Friday, then light will continue to
shine for him brightly till the next Friday."3
MERIT OF SURAH ALIF LAAM TANZIL (# 32)
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2176. Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Ma'dan i»1~.J said, 11Recite that which rescues. It is(~'
jt_f~ (Surah # 32). I have learnt that a man used to recite it and recite nothing else.
He had committed many sins. This surah spread its wings over him and pleaded.
'My Lord, forgive him, for, he recited me very often.' So, the Lord accepted its
intercession for him, and said, 'Record for him against every sin a good deed and
raise him a degree.' It will dispute for its reciter when he is in the grave, saying. '0
Allah, if I am a part of your Book, make me an intercessor for him, but, if I am not

1
2
3

Darimi # 3390.
Darimi # 3404.
Bayhaqi in Kitab al Da'rwat al Kabir.
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from your Book, erase me from it.' It will be like a bird and put its wing on him and
will intercede for him and protect him from the chastisement in the grave."
Khalid ..1i1~J said the like of it about (~.S.lJI~.,r.i) (surah al-Mulk, 67).
And Khalid li!1~J would not go to sleep till he had recited them.
Tawus li11~J said that both these surahs are given excellence over every other surah
by sixty pious deeds.t
COMMENTARY: Khalid iii! "-J was a prominent tabi'i He had met seventy sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~,&,~J Ta'wus .&1"-J too was a famous tabi'i. This hadith (tradition)
is mursal from them.
These surah are given excellence in the sense that they will deliver their reciter while surah
al-Fatihah (chapter) and al-Baqarah excel because of their contents.
MERIT OF SURAH YASIN.
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2177. Sayyiduna Ata ibn Rabah li!1~J narrated that he learnt that Allah's Messenger
~J~lilljJ had said, 111£ anyone recites· surah Yasin in the beginning of the day then
his needs will be granted."2
RECITE YASIN BEFORE THE DYING
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21'78. Sayyiduna Ma'qil ibn Yasar al-Muzani """ li!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J",.l"lil!~.., said, He who recites (surah) Yasin with a longing for Allah's
pleasure, is forgiven his past sins. So, redte it before those of you who are dying."3
COMMENTARY: The sins that are forgiven are minor sins. But, with Allah's mercy major
sins may also be forgiven.
It should be recited before those on the death bed. It will be tantamount to his reciting
himself. This surah may also be recited to gain pardon for the dead.
HUMP OF THE QURAN
0
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2179. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~lil~~ J said, 11 Everything has a raising or an
elevation. The elevation of the Quran is surah al-Baqarah. And, everything has an
essence and the essence of the Quran is al-Mufassal."4
COMMENTARY: Al-Baqarah is the hump of the Quran.
Darimi # 3408.
# 3418
3 Bayhaqi in Shu' abul eeman # 2458.
4 Darimi # 3377.
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The rnufassal of rnufassalat are the surahs from surah al-Hujurat to the end of the Quran,
surah an-Naas. These surahs are the gist or synopsis of the Quran.
THE ADORNMENT OF THE QURAN IS SURAH AR-RAHMAN
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2180. Sayyiduna Ali ~.iii~~.J said that he heard Allah's Messenger ~J4:}.s-.iil1~ say that
for everything there is an adornment, and the adornment of the Quran is (Surah) arRahman.
COMMENTARY: It described the blessing of both worlds the maidens of paradise and their
jewels and so on.t
THE EFFECT OF AL-WAQIAH
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2181. Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~.iil1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4:}.s-.iill~ said,

"If anyone recites surah al-Waqiah every night he will never experience hunger.
"Ibn Masud ~.iii~~.J used to command his daughters to recite it every night.2
COMMENTARY: The word Hunger is (uu) in the text and it covers helplessness, want;
Hence, one who recites surah al-Waqiah will not suffer dependence, loss and anxiety
because he is enabled to endure patiently and to be content. Or, he is independent at heart
even if he is afflicted outwardly. He is large hearted· and has divine awareness, and he
relies on Allah with a conviction.
The Prophet Muhammad ~ 1 4.}s~~ has disclosed this kind of worship and encouraged the
urnmah (people/followers) to engage in it. His aim was to keep them occupied in one
form of worship or the other.
SURAH AL A'LA
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2182. Sayyiduna Ali ~.iil1~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.iil1~ loved this surah
(J&.~~~~UP'~) (surah al A'la, # 87)3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~1 4.}s~.}-P loved this surah (al A'la) becaP<:~ of

its verse:
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tSurely this is in the earlier Writs. The Writs of Ibrahim and l'vlusa.} (87: 18-19)
It is a testimony of the truth of the Quran and a strong denia1 of the ideas and beliefs of the
polytheists and the Peoples of the Book.
Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~J disclosed that he as~~~d Allah's Messenger ~1 4.}slill.)-P about
the (~) (suhuf, writs) of Prophet ibrahim ~~14.}s. He said, "It has parables, like: 0
subdued one, the captive soul an~ the conceited king, I did not send you to the world that
1
2
3

Bayhaqi in Shu' aib ul Quran # 2494.
ibid$ 2498
Masnad Ahmed 1-96
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you might amass it, but that you may not invite the curse of the oppressed because I do not
deny the prayer of those who are oppressed, even if any of them is a disbeliever.
The intelligent must apportion his hours for four tasks:
i.
for prayer to his Lord,
ii.
to assess himself,
iii.
to think over Allah's attributes and
iv.
to occupy himself towards his own affairs.
The sane person should covet only three things:
i.
the hereafter and work for it,
ii.
improvement of his livelihood,
111.
to seek pleasure from what is not unlawful.
The intelligent must observe his times, attend to his condition, preserve his tongue.
He who compares his words with his deeds will not speak much. He will speak only what
is necessary."'
Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~ J then asked the Prophet Muhammad~J~..lal~ about the writs
of Prophet Musa r":A-J'~· 'He said that it comprises admonition. For instance, '
'He surprises me who believes that death is imminent but the pleasures of the world
overwhelm him.'
'He surprises me who knows about the Fire of hell, yet laughs.'
'He surprises me who is convinced of the decree yet is perturbed (over setbacks).'
'He surprises me who observes the reversals in the world, yet he is satisfied with it.'
'He surprises me who is certain of the day of reckoning, yet fails to perform deeds.'
COMPREHENSIVE SURAH
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2183. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.~»~~ J narrated that a man came to the Prophet
Muhammad ~...J"-:ls-.1»1~ and submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, teach me to recite."
He said, "Recite from the surahs beginning with {jll), any three. 'He said, "I have
grown old. My heart has become hard and my tongue is thick (I cannot remember
the surahs). "The Prophet Muhammad ~ J"-:)s../»1~ said, "H you cannot recite these
surahs, then recite three of those surahs that begin with (~) (becaust: they are
shorter than the first mentions)". The man pleaded as he had pleaded before and
submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, teach me a comprehensive surah." So, Allah's
messenger ~J~./»1~ made him recite f~)jl~tJ. When he had finished with it, the
man submitted, "By him who has ~~nt you nrith the truth, I shall not go beyond it
ever." Then, the man turned (and departed). Allah's Messenger ~J"-:)s.li!l~ said to
these present), "The little man prospers if he speaks the truth." He spoke these
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words twice.l

COMMENTARY: The surahs beginning with (jll) are five. The Prophet Muhammad ~..\~~
~J had asked the man to recite any three.
The surah (..:.lh'~') is called surah jami'ah (comprehensive surah) because of its verses
"" "" ,_, "" ,
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{So, whosoever has done an atom's weight of grad shall see it And whosoever has
done ail atom's weight of evil shall see it.} (99: 7-8)
These two verses include all those things that we are commanded to do, all of which are
called ~good'. And they include everything that we are forbidden to do, all of which are
called~evil.'

MERIT OF AT-TAKATHUR
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2184. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA.:)s-~1~ asked,
11

1s not any of you capable of reciting one thousand verses every day? 11The sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~~~~J submitted, ''Who can be able to recite one thousand
verses every day? 11 So, he asked, 11ls not any of you capable of reciting (.r~' ~~
(Surah At-Takathur #102)2
EFFECT OF SURAH AL-IKHLAS

2185. Sayyiduna Saeed Ibn al-Musayyib ~..:S~'~J narrated in a ml¥set! iorm that the

Prophet Muhammad ~J 4:)s. ~' ~ said, ''For him who recites f'-'' :a. jA ji) ten times a
castle is built in paradise. And, if he recites it twenty timed, two castles are built for
him in paradise. And, if he recites it thirty times, t~d'ee castles are built for him in
paradise." So, Umar ibn Khattab ~..:Siii!~J siU-:!, :'By Allah, 0 Messenger of Allah,
then we shall have very many castles for ourselves." Allah's Messenger ~JA.:)s-~1~
said . 11 Allah is more Generous than that."3
1

Musnad Ahmed 2-169
Bayhaqi in Slmb ul Eeman # 2518
3 Darimi # 3429
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RECITATION IN THE NIGHT

(~Jl..Ul ol.JJ)llJl~ lti!JtiJt,La~gll Uj t_;j(i..,.;:-;Jl ~J(t;~!:JJ~l yj-;Jl
2186. Sayyiduna Hasan ""~l»~~J narrated in a mursal fonn that the Prophet Muhammad
~J"~~.iii'J"" said, ''H anyone recites one hundred verses in a night, the Quran will not
dispute against him that night. If he recites two hundred verses in a night, he will be
regarded as having spent the night standing in worship. H he recites five hundred to
one t~ousand verses in a night, then he will get a reward in the morning as much as a
qintar." They (the sahabah (l!ophet's companions) l"&•~.iiii~J) asked him, 11And, what is a
qintar?" He said, "It is twelve thousand (dinars or dirhams)."t
COMMENTARY: If anyone does not recite the Quran, then the Quran antagonizes him and
curses him. Reciting one hundred verses in a night appeases the Quran that night.
The disputing of the Quran is for two reasons: not reciting it and not obeying it. When
both things are done, the Quran gives up its dispute. Rather, Quran will intercede for one
who recites it and obeys it, fulfilling both duties.
Teebi ~J concluded from the hadith (tradition) that recitation of the Quran is wajib (obligatory)
on everyone. If anyone does not recite it, then Allah is displeased. Hence, actually Allah is the
one who is displeased but reference is made to the Quran only allegorically. .
MEmTSOFSOMESURAHS
The ahadith (traditions) narrated in the foregoing pages mention the merits of certain
surahs and verses. It seems appropriate to conclude the chapter by recounting the merits
of certain surahs in detail that find mention in Tafsir Azizi and durr Manthur. In this way,
Muslims will be encouraged for acquire this blessing as best as they can.
BISMILLAH
Mawlana Abdul Aziz ..111~J quotes the exegetes as saying that when the tearful flo~d swept
the world, Prophet Nuh ~~~~ was also very afraid. In order to be safe, he prayed:
~

~_;.&.J--(A,"'f.
,>..ttlJ'
,
,
~

So that his ask was safe. The exegetes point out that an incomplete expression was effective
and prevented the ship from drowning. So, how can one who begins all his work during
his life with the compi~te expression (~)1~)l.iill""'"'f) be deprived of its benefit?
The scholars say that in (~)'~)'i»>~) there are nineteen letters. There are nineteen keepers
of hell, so the nineteen letters can defend him, each letter against each keeper.
The ulama (Scholars) say that twenty four hours make up a day and night. The five salah
(prayer)s stand for five of these hours while these nineteen letters are given for the
remaining nineteen hours.- Each will produce blessing for an hour. The nineteen hours will
be recordt~ ~ u~ed for worship.
The ulama (Schdars) say that (~)1,:,-)1~1~) does not begin surah Baraah (Tawbah). This
surah calls for fighting the disbelievers while this expression ·is mercy, so it does not fit
1

Darimi # 3459
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the situation.
..
Similarly, when an animal is slaughtered, it is prescribed to say only (.r-S"~~iill~), not the
whole expression because slaughtering is a kind of terror and chastisement while this
expression is mercy and is not suitable here.
Hence, if anyone constantly recites this expression (~)1~ )liil!~) which is at least seventeen
times in the prescribed (fard(compulsory) ) salah (prayer), then he is safe from terror and
punishment and he earns reward too.
Among the peculiarities of this verse (~ }'~ )1..1!1~) is that the Prophet Muhammad 4J.s.~j.J
~J said, "If any one goes to the privy, he n1ust say (~)1.;,.-)1.\1~) as he goes in. This will
prevent the jinns from seeing his private parts." Since this verse becomes an obstructior~
between man and his sworn enemy (the jinns), we may hope fervently that this will surely
come up as a hindrance between a Muslim and punishment of the ht=reafter.
MERITS OF AL-FATIHAH (CHAPTER)
There is the tradition in the sahah sittah (six authentic books of traditions) that if
anyone was stung by a scorpion or snake, or had an attack or epilepsy or became
insane, then the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~iill~ sahabah (Prophet's companions) .\liS"";
~recited surah al-Fatihah (chapter) and blew over him. The Prophet Muhammad j.J
~ J~iill approved their action.
Daraqutni .&1~; and Ibn Asakir ..1!1~; have transmitted the hadith (tra'dition) of Sayyiduna
Zayd ibn Saib 4:$.\1 _rp; that the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4J.s. .&1 j.J recited surah al-Fatihah
(chapter) and blew over him. After reciting this surah, he rubbed his saliva on. the painful
portion of Zayd's 4:$.\1~; body.
Bazzar.i»t~; has transmitted in his musnad (book) from Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~.:S-..1!1~;
that the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~iillj.J said, "When a person places his side on his bed (to
sleep) and recites surah al-Fatihah (chapter) and (~'.&!JAJi) (al-Ikhlas) and then blows ove~
himself, he thus. protects himself from every trial and affliction, unless his term is over, for,
nothing can prevent death.
Abd Humayd .1!1~; transmitted in his musnad (book) from Sayyidana Ibn abbas ~.:S-..1!1~; in a
marfu form that Fatihatul - Kitab (Surah at Fatihah) is like two-thirds of the Quran in terms
of reward.
Tabarani, Ibn Marduwayh, Daylami and Diya Maqdisi report the Prophet's~J ~ ~ j.J
saying that he is given four things from the treasures of the throne. No one else has been
given anything apart from these four things. They are:
i.
The llmm ul Kitab (Surah al-Fatihah (chapter))
ii.
Aayat ul Kursi
iii.
The last verses of surah al Baqarah
iv. . Surah al-kawthar
Abu Nuaym .&1~; and Daylami .11t~; transmitted the hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna Abu
Dharr I.:S-~IS""J that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js.iii'.}-P said, Surah al-Fatihah (chapter) suffices in
a way no other surah of the Quran does. If surah al-Fatihah (chapter) is placed in a pan of
the scale and the rest of the Quran in the other pan, then certainly surah al-Fatihah
(chapter) will be seven times weightier.
Abu Ubayd ~.:S-..111~.; reproduced the tradition of Hasan·Busri .ii,.,._.J in Fada'il Quran that the
Prophet Muhammad ~J ~~ .ii11 ~ said, "He who recites surah al Fatihah is as though he
11
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recited the Torah, the lnjil, the Zabur, and the Quran.
It is stated in Tafsir Waqi Kitab ul-Masahif of Ibn Anbari, kitab ul Uzmah of Abu Shaykh

(Great religious Scholar) and Hilyatul-Awliya of Abu Nuaym that lblis the accursed wailed
and threw dust on his head four times:
i.
When he was declared the accursed.
ii.
When he was cast to earth from heaven.
iii.
When the Prophet Muha1nmad ~J4#~~ was commissioned as Prophet.
iv.
When surah al fatihah was revealed.
Abu Shaykh (Great ~eligious Scholar) ~J has written in kitab uth Thawab that if anyone has a
need, he must recite surah al Fatihah and pray for his need. (Insha Allah he will get his want.)
Thalabi 4$lul ~J reported from Shabi 4$ .lilt~J that a man complained to him of pain in his
kidney. He advised him to read asas ul Quran and breathe over the painful area. (Insha
Allah, he would be cured.) The man asked him, "What is asas ul Quran?" Shabi 4$~'~; said,
"Futihatul kitab, or surah al-Fatihah (chapter)."
It is among the proved deeds of the mashaikh (saintly men) that surah al-Fatihah (chapter)
is the ism azam (Greatest name of Allah). This surah must be recited for every wish and
want. There are two methods of reciting it.
(i)
Recite it for forty days between the sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad .1a!~
~J4#) and fard(compulsory) of the salah (prayer) of fajr, forty one times every day without
pause between (~)'~)'~!"""'f) and(~') (~'Y;i»..wJt~)'~)'.iit!"""'f)· lnsha Allah, the aim will
be achieved if tecited in the suggest manner for these many days. If it is for the healing of a
sick person or one on whom a spell is cast, then after reciting in this manner blow on water
and have the said person drink it. Insha Allah, he will be cured.
(ii)
On the first Sunday of a lunar month, recite it seventy times between the
sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~'~) andfard(compulsory) fajr in a normal
manner without combining the last letter of (~) with the first of (tt~). Thereafter, recite
every morning at this time but cut down the number by ten each day so that the recitation
will end on Saturday. The objective will be achieved, insha Allah. If not, then repeat the
exercise the next month and the third month, if necessary.
For chronic sicknesses and those sicknesses that do not respond to treatment for a long
time, surah al-Fatihah (chapter) must be written on a china ,"'owl or plate with rose water,
musk and saffron and the patient must be made to drink it. This is a proven prescription.
Surah al-Fatihah (chapter) must be recited seven times and blown over anyone suffering
from toothache and other pains. This too is a tried remedy.
MERITS OF SUR~ AL-BAQARAH
Surah al-Baqarah, too, has many merits. Muslim carries a hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna
Anas ibn Maalik 4$~~J that when anyone among them recited surah al-Baqarah and Aal
Imran then his rank was regarded high among them. This statement is corroborated by the
tradition that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~~ decided to send an army somewhere but
it could not be decided who the amir (commander) would be. So, he asked them what
surah they knew. Finally, a young man, the youngest among them, confirmed that he
knew surah al-AP.'iarah and some other surahs. The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~..,U then
made him the amir (commander) of the army on the basis of his knowing al-Baqarah.
Bayhaqi has reported in Shuab ul Eeman that Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab 4$ .&1 ~J
completed the study of surah al-Baqarah from all aspects in twelve years. The day he
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completed it, he slaughterecl a camel and prepared a large meal for the sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~..1!1~J of the Prophe~J~~~.
Sayyiduna Ibn Umer~~~J finished his perusal of this surah in eight years.· This surah had
a distinction in the sight of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&,~ and his sahabah~.\l~J as no
other surah had.
This surah is also known to prevent small-pox. When this malady is spread, the child
should be made to sit on an empty stomach before the person reciting who also must be on
an empty stomach. He must recite it in, tajwid (rules of recital)and blow on the child.
Insha Allah, the child will not have small-pox that year and if he has it, he will not suffer its
ill effects. However, at the time of beginning this exercise, some rice (.625 seers or about
.625Kg) must be soaked in yogurt and fed to someone deserving in that very gathering.
MERITS QF VERSES OF SURAH AL-KAHF
It is stated in Durr Manthur that if anyone memorises the initial ten verses of surah al-Kahf,
he will be protected from the mischief of the dajjal (the great deceiver) .
He too will be safe from the fithah of the dajjal (the great deceiver) who memorises the last
ten verses of this surah.
Anyone who recites ten verses of surah al-Kahf while he retires to bed will be preserved
from the mischief of the dajjal (the great deceiver) .
t
Anyone who recited the concluding portion of this surah while going to sleep will have
noor (light, radiance) on the day of resurrection from the place of his qiraah1 to his feet.
According to a tradition, if any one recites surah al-Kahf on Friday, then it is an expiation
for him (for his minor sins) form that Frid~y to the next Friday·.
Yet another tradition says that the devil does not enter the house in the night if surah al
kahf is recited
MARITS OF SURAH AL-MULK, YASIN & OTHER SURAHS
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1:1~ said, "If anyone offers four rakaat salah (prayer) after
the salah (prayer) of isha, reciting in the first two (~J)\S:h~'~Ji) and (~'.1!'JAJi) (al-Kafirun and alIkhlas).and, in the next two(~.UI.....!J~) and (o~'JtF~') (al-Mulk and as-Sajdah), a reward will
be recorded for him as though he had offered the four raka' at on laylat ul qadr (most
important night of the year)."
According to another tradition, "If any recites, between maghrib and isha, the surahs (~.lli.....!N)
and (~'Jt.nJ') he is as if he kept vigil on laylat ul qadr (most important night of the year)."
Sayyiduna Kab ~~~J narrated that if anyone recites (o~'JtF~') and (~.u'.....!J~) then seventy .
pious deeds are recorded for him, his seventy sins are erased and he is elevated by seventy
degrees.
According to yet another narrative, "If anyone recites at night (JtF~') and (~.UI.....!J\,1), Allah
will record for ··him a reward equivalent to the reward of laylat ul qadr (most important
night of the year)."
.
·
Bayhaqi reported that Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~i»>~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..1:1~
~J said, "Surah Yasin is called Ma;mah (~)in the Torah. It means that this surah holds all
kinds of good for its reciters, removes every kind of hardship from them and the terror of
1

This sentence could mean 'from the place where he had recited til the place where he will stand on
the day of resurrection, light will spread.' Or, 'light will flow from his mouth till his feet.' The word
qiraah is recitation.
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the hereafter, too. This surah is also called Rafi'ah (orDafi'ah), Khafidah (or Qadiyah)
which means that his surah elevates the believers and degrades the disbelievers. It
removes every wrong from its reciters and fulfils their want. If anyo~e recites it, then it is
tantamount to hajj for him. As for him who listens to it, it is like a dinar for him that is
spent for Allah's cause (in jihad). If anyone writes it and drinks it, then it turns in his
stomach into one thousand lights, one thousand blessings, one thousand rrtercies, and it
weeds out of him every kind of rancour and pain.
The Prophef;.l-J~~~ said, "I like that surah Yasin should be in the heart c;>f every member of
my ummah·(people/ followers)." (This means that he sh~uld commit it to memory.) .
He also said, "If anyone recites it (Yasin) every night regularly then when he dies he is
blessed with Martyrdom."
He also said, "He who recites Surah Yasin early in the day will get his wishes."
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~J said that if anyone recites surah.Yasin in the morning, then he
finds everything easy till evening and if he recites it early in the night, he finds it easy till
morning. Bayhaqi ~~J reported Abu Qatadah ~~~J a prominent tabi', to have said that if
anyone recites surah yasin then he is forgiven. If he recites it while he is hungry then he will
be satiated. If he recites it when he is lost, then he will find his way. And, if he has lost his
anin;tal and he recites it, then he will find his animal. If he recites it at the time of the meal
when he is apprehensive that his food will be enough. If he recites it before a dead (or a
dying) person, then things will be easy for the dead (or dying). A woman who experiences
rigorous travails (of child birth) will deliver the child effortlessly, if this surah is recited
before her. He who recites this surah is as though he recited the Quran eleven times. He also
said, "Know that everything has a heart and the heart of the Quran is surah Yasin."
Muqbari .~a,~J· {IS.r-1-) said that if anyone is tearful in any way, the milers make an unjust
demand, or an enemy is likely to cause harm or difficulty, he must recite surah Yasin.
·
ln!;ha Allah he will be safe.
11
The Prophet Muhammad ~Y·~~~ said, If anyone recites surah Yasin and surah as Saffat
on Friday and prays to Allah for something, then Allah will grant him that thing."
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.~a,~J said that they would that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.ia'~
had finished his salah (prayer) by his reciting the verse (~~~i)'~J~~~is.;:..) to the end.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.ia'~ said that if anyone recites this verse to the end (~;~~lis.;:.
~,;4~i~') three times after the salah (prayer) then he has certainly received the reward in full.
He also said that if anyone craves for a full reward on the day of resirrrection, then at the
end of the assembly (~~~4)'~)~J.:,~is.;:..) to the end.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ said that he has been given the seven long (Surahs that are
in the beginning of the Quran) in place of the Torah, and the surahs from (.:,i)')l to (iJ:""''fo) 2
In place of the Injil, and the surahs between (~'fo) and (~,...,..~) in place of the Zabur, and
that he has been granted distinction and excellence with the {)1)3
and the mufassal (the concluding surahs of the Quran). He said, "No Prophet before me
has read these surahs(chapters)."4
1 The surahs that commence with (}t) or (.;iJI), ali£ laam rah or ali£ laam meem raa.
2 The surahs that begin with(~) or(~), toa seen, or taa seen meem.
3 The surahs that have (Arabic): as their first words, haa meem (pli - hameeuun).
4 See an Approach to the Quranic Science, Mawlana Taqi Usmani, Dar ul-Ishaat,Karachi.
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Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.iii'~ J said that there is a synopsis of everything and the synopsis of
the Quran are the hameemun (~J¥~).
Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~.&'~; reported in a marfu" man_rter that the (~J¥t,.) are
gardens among the several gardens of paradise.
The Prophet Muhammad ~Ji.#.\1~ said that the (~~t,.) are seven. (Seven sura?ls beg;..n
with(~)). The gates of the hell are seven and each of the(~) will stanci at a gate of hell and
plead with Allah, "0 Lord, do not admit to hell through this gate one who believed in me
and recited me."
He also said, "Just as a tree has its fruits, so too the Quran's fruit are the (.:,~t,.). They are
gardens that provide, allow recreation and trading. Hence anyone who wishes to have
recourse to the gardens of paradise must recite the (~J¥t,.).
(Al-Mulk) Bayhaqi has transmitted in Shuab ul Eeman that the Prophet Muhammad ~.1il~
~J did not go to sleep without reciting the surahs (~~'..J'Jl:-i) al-Mulk and (o4-J,~) as-Sajdah.
(Al-Dukhan) According to another tradition, "If anyone recites on the night preceding
Friday (~""'.ll'~) ad-Dukhan and(~) Yaseen, then he arises in the morning duly forgiven."
He also said, "If anyone recites on the night preceding Friday or during daytime on Friday
surah ad-Dukhan, then Allah builds for him a house in paradise." And, "if anyone recites
surah ad-Dukhan on the night preceding Friday, then he will awake duly forgiven and he
will be married to :toorayn (a large eyed maiden of paradise)." "If anyone recites surah adDukhan ih the night then his previous sins are forgiven."
(Miscellaneous) The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&l~ said about one who recites (jt_;ti~),
(~), (ii.WJ,~)t)and (~~'..J'Jltf) (Sajdah Yasin, al-Anbiya and al-Mulk), these surahs will be light
for him and a protection for him from the devil and polytheism. Further, his ranks will be
elevated on the day of resurrection.
"If anyone recites (~w'~.ri') (al-Anbiya) every night, then Allah will raise him on the day of
resurrection with his face shining like the full moon.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ also said, "He who recites al-Wa4iah and ar-Rehman
will be known to the inhabitants of the world arid heavens as Saakin ul-firdows. This
fortunate one will reside in paradise in al-Firdows (the highest place in paradise)."
Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, "Surah al-Waqiah is surah al-Ghina (rich surah). Recite
it and teach it to your children." Also, "Teach it to your wives."
Sayyidah Ayshah~ ~ ~; used to tell the women that they should nvt be precluded from
reciting surah al-Waqiah.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.iil~~ instructed a man to recite surah al-Hashr before goi..~g
to sleep. The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ also said that if anyone seeks refuge in Allah
from the devil and recites three times the last portion of surah al-Hashr then Allah sends
seventy thousand angels who keep away the devils from him. If he does that in the night
then Allah's angles keep the devils away till evening.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~,&,~ also said that if anyone recites the last verses of surah
al-Hashr during day or night, and dies that day or night, then paradise will be wajib
(obligatory) for him.
He also said that he loved for every member of his ummah (people/followers) to have
surah al-Mulk committed to memory.
Ikrimah ibn Sayan~._; said that Ismail ~~~J instructed him to say after reciting surah adDuha and every surah thereafter surah ad-Duha and every surah thereafter till the end of the
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Qurani (.r.S"'~') Allahu Akbar, saying that Abdullah ibn Kathir~"--' had instructed him to do so.
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1n~.· also said so sayjng that Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~.1n~_, had
told him that he was inst!uc~ed by ~~1e Prophet \1uha!llmac! ~J~s.~~ to do so.
Aliah's M~ssenger .l.-J~~~~ said that surah az-Zilzai is like half :.:he Quran a_nd al-Aadiya.t
is also :ike half the Qurar.. He also said, "If any0ne recites O!le thousand. verses ~.n the
night, he will meet Allah laughi~tg." He was asked, "0 .Messenger of Allah, who can be
able to recite one thousand verses?" He said, "Rec~te (~)'~...> ~~~~~) and t:ne surah (;~'~')
at Takathur till the end of it. By him who has my life in J1is hand, this surah is like one •
thousand verses."
Sayyiduna Anas ~~~-'is reporteC: by Abu Shaykh (Great reHg!ous Scholar)~'"-J anc. Abu
Muhammad Samarqandi~"-J to have said about surah al-Ikhlas that the Jews of Khaybar
asked the Prophet Muhammad ~J~..b,~, "0 Abu al-Qasim, Allah created the angels from
the curtain of light, Aadam ~~~~from black, filthy mud, Iblis (satan) fr:om the spark of
fire, the heaven from smoke and the earth from the foam of water. Tell us about your Lord
(of what is He created)?" The Prophet Muhammad ~J~..1n~ gave them no reply till Jibril
(gabriel) ~~~ ~ brought to him suah al-Ikhlas. It says, "(0 Muhammad) say (to them):
Allah is One. He has neither predecessors nor successors. And, He ha~ no associate. ( ..11•
.a....GS1) He is Independent, neither does He eat nor does He drink, and He needs nothing."
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ recited to them the entire sl.l!ar.. There is no r.:tention
in this surah of paradise or hell, neither of the lawfu~. nor of the •..1.nlawful. Ra&.er, Allah has
ascribed this surah to himself. Hence, it is specifically for h!.!ll. :-Ie has <!.esc!"ibed hil!'..self
and His unity. Therefore, if anyone recites this surah three times then it is as t.~ough he has
read the entire revelation. It he recites it thirty :imes, then no one in. the would will match
his excellence unless anyone has recited more th~ ~hat. He who recites !t twice will abide
in paradise in al-Firdaws. If anyone recites it three times whHe going into his house, then
poverty and dependence will be removed from him.
According to a tradition, once, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ spent all nigh: reciti-rtg
this surah, till morning. He said, "He "Yho recites al-Ik.hlas (.b-1.&1_,.oJi) has recited one-third of
the Quran." Also, If anyone recites it two hundred times, hls sins of two hundred years c.re
forgiven (meaning, very many of his sins are pardoned)."
Another tradition says that if anyone recites al-Ikhlas fifty times then his sins over fifty
years are forgiven.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ also said, "If anyone recites al-Ikhlas twice every day
then one thousand five hundred pious deeds are recorded for ~im a.-rtd his sins ever fifty
years are forgiven, except if he is indebt."
Bayhaqi .il"-_, and others reported that Sayyiduna Anas ~.:s..il~_, said that wher. ·::he Prophet
was in sham(Syria), Jibril (gabriel) fi....J•~ came to him and informed him of L"le death of
Muawiyah ibn Muawiyah Muzani, ~ ,&, ~_,, 'Would you :ike to offer his funeral salah
(prayer)?" He said, "Yes!" So, Jibril (gabriel) ~":W•4# struck his wi!lg on the ground whe!"eby
everything on it leveled with its surface and the funeral of Muawiyah ~k·~J was visible
and the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.il~ offered his funeral salah (prayer) in the two rows of
the angels, there being six hundred thousand angels in each row. Jibril (gabriel) ~~~~ ~
disclosed that it was because of his reciting the surah al-Ikhlas constantly. He recited it
through all his movements and rest.
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Sayyiduna Anas ~.\!~;narrated that they were in Tabuk with Allah's Messenger~.\!~
~J· One day, the sun rose with such a light and rays as they had never seen before. The
Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ expressed surprise at that. Suddenly, Jibril (gabriel) came
and the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ asked him about the exceptional light of the sun.
He said, "It is because of the death today in Madinah of Muawiyah ibn Muawiyah Laythi
~.i»>~; 1 and Allah. has sent to him seventy thousand angels so that they might participate in
his funeral salah (prayer)." The Prophet. Muhammad ~J~.ili~~ asked him for the reason of
this distinction and Jibril (gabriel) r"j...j'~ disclosed that he was given to recite al-Ikhlas very
often while standing, sitting, walking, by day and by night, at every time. He said, "This
surah is about your Lord. If anyone recites it fifty times then Allah raises him by fifty
thousand degrees, erases his fifty thousand evil deeds and records fifty thousand pious
work for him If anyone exceeds that number, Allah gives him more reward than that."
Then, he asked whether he should wrap up the earth to enable the Prophet Muhammad ~
~J~lJ:s to join in his funeral salah (prayer). When the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»>~ said,
"Yes, he enabled him to offer his funeral salah (prayer).
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~..111~ said, "There are three things which if anyone adopts to
perfect his faith then he will enter paradise from whichever gate he wishes, and marry the
large eyed maiden of his choice. The three things are:
i.
Pardon his killer
ii.
Repay a secret debt
111.
Recite surah al-Ikhlas ten times after every fard(compulsory) salah (prayer)."
On hearing that, Sayyiduna Abu Bukr ~~~; asked about one who adopts any one of the
three things.
Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, "If anyone recites al-Ikhlas fifty times every day then, on
the day of resurrection, he will be summoned from his grave in these words, '0 you who
had praised Allah, enter paradise."
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ also said that if anyone forgets tc ~3y (~~) Bismillah
when he begins to eat, then on finishing his meal, he must recite (~'~J"Ji) surah al-Ikhlas. He
also said, "If anyone recites surah al-Ikhlas on entering his home, then poverty and need are
removed not only from the members of his household but also from his neighbours.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»>~ said, "Jibril (gabriel) r~'~ came to me one day in a
very excellent form, happiness writ on his face. He said, '0 Muhammad! Aliyy! Aliyy!
(Allah's attribute) conveys salaam to you. He says: There is a line of descent for every
being. My descent is described in: (~' ,&, ,.. Ji). So, if anyone of your Ummah
(people/followers) comes to me having recited (~'~J"Ji) one thousand times some time. t
shall grant him My symbol and draw him nearer to My Throne and approve his
intercession for such seventy people who deserve to be punished. If I had not bound
Myself wth {(to;.~~ttiii~~Js")-Every soul shall taste of death} (3:185), then I would not have
had his soul extracted."
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ said, ''If anyone recites after the salah (prayer) of Friday
seven times each surahs al-Ikhlas, al-Falaq and an-Naas, Allah will preserve him from evil
till next Friday."
He is the same Muawiyah ~~~~ J mentioned in the preceding lines. He was Muzani because of the
general tribe by that name and Laythi because of his particular tribe.

1
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He also said, "If anyone recites al-Ikhlas one thousand times then this recitatiC'n is better in
the sight of Allah than his contributing one thousand horses fully equipped in Allah's path
(meaning jihad)."
Sayyiduna Ka'b Ahbar ~.c11~~ J said that if anyone recites al-Ikhlas then Allah forbids his
flesh to the Fire. He also said, "If anyone observes a constant practic_e of reciting day
and night surah al-Ikhlas and the aayat ul-Kursi ten times, then Allah's pleasure for
him becomes binding and he will be with the Prophetsr'}I....J'~· Also, he will be protected
from the devil.
According to one tradition, "If anyone recites on the day of Arafah after Zawal Surah al- ·
Ikhlas one thousand times and prays to Allah for his want, then Allah will grant it to him."
Another tradition has it that if anyone recites this surah one thousand times then he has
bought his soul from Allah, the Exalted, meaning that he is safe from hell.
Yet another tradition says, "If anyone recites this surah two hundred times, then he earns a
reward of worship over five hundred years."
It is reported that when the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~..1.1~ joined Sayyiduna Ali ~~~ J
and Sayyidah Fatimah ~~~J in wedlock he called for water and rinsed his mouth in it,
took him into his house and sprinkled the water on his collar and between his
shoulders. He also recited the surahs al-Ikhlas, al-Falaq and an Naas, and entrusted the
pair to Allah's care.
According to a tradition, "If anyone offers the salah (prayer) of fajr and, before conversing
with anyone, recites surah al-Ikhlas seventy times, then the deeds of fifty siddiqs (truthful
ones) are sent above on his behalf."

CHAPTER-II
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MORE ON THE PREVIOUS
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REFRESH YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE QURAN
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2187. Sayyiduna Abu Musa al-Ashari~.iJII~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~
11
~J"-#..1!1 said, Continue to revise your knowledge of the Quran. Indeed, by Him
who has my soul in His hand, it is more liable to flee (from the hearts) than
camels that are tetheredt.
COMMENTARY: If the camel herd is careless, the camel will escape, So, if the Quran is not
recited regularly, it will escape from the hearts more quickly than the camel from its rope.
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2188: Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~..1!1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JiJs.~~ said,
"It is bad for anyone to utter, I have forgotten this or that verse.' Rather, 'I have
been made to forget,' Continue to learn the Quran, for, it may escape from people's
minds more quickly than animals."
Another version in Muslim also has: "animals that are tethered."1
COMMENTARY: If anyone says that he has forgotten a verse, it implies that he has given
up learning the Quran and is careless. He is behind in being given the blessing.
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2189. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~JiJs.~~
said, "The student (or companion) of the Quran is like the owner of tethered camels
who, as long as he attends to them, retains them, but if he lets them loose, they go
away." (Thus, if the student is sllack, the Quran disappears fr1m him.) 2
GO ON RECITING TILL YOU ARE WEARY
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2190. Sayyiduna Jundub Ibn Abdullah ~..1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 1JJI~
said, "Recite the Quran as long as your hearts are inclined to it, but when you
are distracted, stop reciting."3
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik ~~~~J said that one must cease to recite the Quran when he
cannot concentrate on it because it is better not to recite it than to carry on with the mind
unable to concentrate on it. However, one must train oneself to recite as much as one can
and to be delighted with it.
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~~~~ RECITATION:
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2191. Sayyiduna Qatadah ~ li!1 ~J narrated that Sayyiduna Anas ~ li!1 ~J was asked
about the recitation of the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# ~~ ~· He said, 11 He r~cited
prolonging the letters." Than he (demonstrated and) recited (~jh ~jJI ~ rJ
prolonging (the ali£ in .1!1 of) (~)1) and prolonging (the alif in) (lil1 ~) and
prolonging (the yaa in) (~)1).4
{The yaa may be emphasised or prolonged.}
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad's rl-'J~.&t.).P recitation was the basis of tajwid.
1

Bukhari # 5032, Muslim# 288.700, Tiridhi # 2942, Nasai # 943, Darimi # 3347 Musnad Ahmad 1-382
Bukhari#5031, Muslim # 226.789, Nasai # 942, Ibn Majah # 3783, Muwatta Maalik # 6 (Quran),
Musnad Ahmad 2. 17.
3 Bukhari # 5010, Muslim #3-2667, Darimi # 3361, Musnad Ahmad 4.313.
4 Bukhari # 5046, Abu Dawud # 1465, Darirni # 3490, Musnad Ahmad 3-119
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Teebi ~"--J said that the letters of prolongation are three: waw(J), alif {t) and yaa (.s). It is
prolonged between two alif and five alif. One alif is like baa, yaa, taa. If there is a tashdid
(the mark of emphasis and repetition of the letter) then ifis prolonged upto four alifs as is
{:Ltt.)) (daaaabbah) but if the following letter is sakin (with a' mark of stopping on it) then it
is prolonged up to two alifs as is (.J\.) (Maar) and (~)~) (ya'lamuun). If the following letter
is other than then there is no prolonging but only the original sound as in (..5~t)iyaka. The
prolonging in .\!~ (Bismllah) are all of this kind.
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2192. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.iill~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J".,,1~.&1~
said, "Allah does not listen to anything (with approval) as He does to a Prophet
reciting the Quran in a pleasant voice.l
COMMENTARY: The word of Allah recited by His Messenger ~J~~~ is bound to be
charming and immensely appealing.
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2193 Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lill~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~
said, 11 Allah does not listen to anything (with approval) as He does to a Prophet
reciting the Quran with a good voice in a loud pitch. " 2
THE QURAN IN A SWEET VOICE
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2194. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~""J~~~.p said.
11
He does not belong to us who does not recite the Quran in a sweet, pleasant voice. 3
COMMENTARY: The Quran must be recited in a sweet, appealing voice, sticking to the
rules of tajweed (science of recital). However, it is forbidden to recite it in a singsong,
musical tone. If anyone does it deliberately then he perpetrates the unlawful.
LISTENING TO THE QURAN
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Bukhari # 5023, Muslim# 232-792, Nasai # 1018, Darimi # 3490
Bukhari # 7544 Muslim # 23-792, Abu Dawud # 1473, Darimi # 1488, Masnad Ahmad 2-450.
3 Bukhari # 7522, Abu Dawud # 1469, Darimi # 1490, Masnad Ahmad 1-172.
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2195. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Masud ~.&1~J narrated that while Allah's Messenger .}-P
~J"~.i»l was on the pulpit, he instructed him to recite to him (the Quran). He submitted,
"Shall I recite to you though the Quran is revealed to you?" He said, "I love to hear it
from somebody else." So, he recited surah an Nisa tii1 he came to the verse:

IS~"'"~.
~U \::...!..L:, ~~
\~A~ • .u\ '-/"'-"""....
~.r...a l!6.151~S:i
.. , s. ._r-c.s-'
,:..~~t:l
> ......
{How then shall it be, when we bring from each people a witness, and we bring you
(0 Prophet) as a witness against these?} (4:41)
(At this point) he said, "That is enough for now." Ibn Masu'd~ .&1 ~J turned
towards him and behold! ·His eyes were shedding tears.1
COMMENTARY: One who is blessed with Divine awareness prefers to observe silence
sometimes, or to give liberty to his tongue sometimes. On listening to another person recite

the Quran, one may ponder and reflect. The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ,&, ~ wept on
thinking of the severity of the day of resurrection and the weakness of his ummah
(people/ followers). How kind he was to his ummah (people/ followers).
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(May Allah shower on him thousands upon thousands blessings every time those
who remember, remember him; and every time those who neglect, forget to
remember him.)
GOOD FORTUNE OF UBAYY IBN KA'B ~.&~~ J
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2196. Sayyiduna Anas~ .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""'J •# .&1 ,}-P said to

Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~.&~~J, ''Allah has commanded me to recite the Quran to you. "He
submitted," Allah named me to you." He said, "Yes." He submitted again, "Have I
indeed been mentioned before the Lord of the worlds?" He said, "Yes." So, his eyes
began to shed tears. According to another version: (the Prophet Muhammad 4#~1.}-P
~J said,) Indeed, Allah has commanded me that I should recite to you: (IJ#'~~~J:t~)
"(Surah 98) He submitted, "He named me?" He said, "Yes!" So, Ubayy ~.&~~J wept.2
COMMENTARY: Sayiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~.&~~ J was the greatest reciter of the Quran of all
the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~lci~J· The Prophet Muhammad ~J~..b~ confirmed
that before them: (~'~)'} (Ubayy is the greatest of you as the reciter of the Quran).
Sayyiduna Ubayy ~~~J was overwhelmed by his humility and his great good fortune.
This was given expression by his tears.
It is mustahab (desirable) to recite the Quran to one who is an adept in it even if the reciter
is not superior to the listener.

1
2

Bukhari # 5050, Muslim# 245-799, Tirmiahi # 3025, Masnad Ahmad 1-380.
Bukhari # 4960, Musnad Ahmad 3-218, Muslim# 245, 246-799.
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PROHIBITION TO CARRY QURAN TO ENEMY TERRITORY

-J.l.JI lfiJl J!~(;il~;.il4~l~j~ful ~JJ1 J_;.!,j~ J~_t4~1 ifj (Y\4\V)
_j.l.Jt~~~~~t~jli
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2197 Sayyiduna Ibn Umar

4:.$-

~~ ~ J Y.!arrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~

forbade that the Quran be carried to enemy territory.
According to another version: (He said,) 11Do not carry the Quran with you when
you travel, for, I am not satisfied that the enemy might not snatch it.t
COMMENTARY: The Quran was not compiled in book form as we know it. However, it
was written on parchments as and when it was revealed. People had them with them.
This too was a sacred document. Or, the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#/;J~ has foreseen that
it would be put together as a Book and should not be carried in journeys.
Some Ulama (Scholars) say that it is Makruh(unbecoming) to carry the Quran to enemy territory.
The ruling is that it is not wrong to write a verse of the Quran on a letter sent to the
disbelievers. The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .&! ~ had sent a letter to Heraclius in
w~ich he wrote the verse: (C:''~ Jtl_;llAI) {come now to a word (common between us and
you) ... } (3:64)
SECTION II
GLAD TIDINGS TO THE POOR MUHAJIRS
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4:.$- .&1 ~ J narrated that he was seated. with a
group of weak or poor muhajirs (emigrants) (meaning ashab us-suffah) some of
whom had no clothing on them so sat close together. One of them recited (the
Quran) to them. Suddenly, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ came there and stood by
them. When Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ stood there, the recite1 paused. He
offered them salaam, and asked them what they had been doing. They s~~~ .. 'We
were listening to the Book of Allah." He said, "Praise belongs to Allah who has
appointed among my umm.ah (people/followers) those with whom I have been
commanded to confine myself." He sat down in t~eir midst as if one of them. Then

2198. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al Khudri

Bukhari # 2990, Muslim # 92. 1869, Abu Dawud #4010, Ibn Majah # 2879, Masnad Ahmad 2-6,
Muwatta Maalik, Oihad).
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he gestured with his hand 'like this' and they sat in a circle so that their faces were
turned towards him. He addressed them as a group of poor muhajirs and said,
"Rejoice at the tidings of perfect light that you will have on the day of resurrection.
You will enter paradise half a day ahead of the rich, that being (equal to) five
hundred years."t
COMMENTARY: The words that 'had no clothing' means that apart from their satr (which
is essential to cover) their bodies were bare, so they crowded behind others so as not to be
seen in their state. They were not totally naked. They were very pious. and saintly people
and could not but be ashamed and modest. It is contrary to ethics that the body that is
usually covered should be bare.
This is mentioned here to highlight the poverty of these sacred sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~..lll~J·
Salaam (greeting) is not offered to one who recites the Quran. If anyone offers salaam to
one who is reciting the Quran then the reciter must not give a response.
The Prophet Muhammad's ~J 4# .&! ~ words that he was commanded to confine himself
with them are suggestive of this verse (18 : 28):

t
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(l~p., 1'1'T')U:J.9 Ayi-...!.JS'j &J..' ,x.:;llj ll..rJu£~ l!lli-1 ~ ~ ~j ~.lJI ~~I q~
:!1

,

{And content yourself along with those who call upon their Lord morning and
evening, desiring His countenance, and let not your eyes tum away from them,
desiring the adornment of the life of the world, and obey not him whose heart we
have made to neglect our remembrance, arid he follows his own caprice, and his
affair has become all excess.}
Those who rectify themselves for the next world will suffer in this world and those who
devote themselves to this world will be losers there. Since this world is ephemeral, one
must prefer the everlasting.
The reference to the poor is to those who are righteous and patient. So, too, the rich are
they who are righteous, grateful and payers of what is due on their wealth. While they will
be going through reckoning of their property, the poor will have entered paradise.
We also learn from it that on the day of resurrection, the poor will have a greater share of
Allah's mercy and favour than the rich because the rich would have found comfort ::dd
help in the world, while the poor were deprived.
TAJWEED & TARTEEL
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2199. Sayyiduna Al-Bara ibn Aazib ~.&~c.rP.J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~
~....J said ''adorn the Quran with your voices."2
COMMENTARY: To adorn the Quran is to recite it is tajweed and tarteel(science of recital),
softening the voice and making it sweet. However, it is forbidden to reci.te the Quran in a
1
2

Abu dawud # 3666, Musnad Ahmad 3-63.
Abu Dawud # i468, Nasai #1015, Ibn Majah # 1342, Darimi # 3500, Musnad Ahmad 4-:85.
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musical, sing-song note prolonging or shortening letters out of place. It is wajib (obligatory)
to forbid anyone who recites it in this manner, because it is a bidah(innovation). The
science of recitation of the Qu.ran with prescribed articulation, pauses and pronunciation is
tarteel or tajweed.
.
,

WARNING TO THOSE WHO FORGET THE QURAN
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2200. Sayyiduna Sad ibn Ubadah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~J~.&~~
said, 11There is no one who recites the Quran and forgets it but he shall meet Allah
on the day of resurrection with his hand cut off."t ..
COMMENTARY: The Hanafis say that forgetting means 'not being able to read even by
looking at the text.' The Shafi'is say that it means forgetting what was committed to
memory. Or, it means that he abandons recitation of the Quran irrespective of whether ~e
forgets it or not.
Mawlana Shah Muhammad Ishaq lif~J used to say that it could mean that the forgetting of one'
who had ability is not to be able to read what he had memorized without looking at the text.
And, the forgetting of one without ability is being unable to read even after looking at the text.
Thus, it is a grave sin to forget the Quran after learning and memorising it. Therefore, one
must not be negligent with the Quran, and careless, but one must recite the Quran always
and very much.
COMPLETING RECITATION IN LESS THAN THREE DAYS
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220l.'..Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn amir (commander) ~ ~ ~J narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J~ii'~ said, 11 He who re_cites the (entire) Quran in less than three
nights has not understood the Quran."2
COMMENTARY: Allamah Teebi .&~;said that if any one completes the recitation in less
' than three days or three nights, he may comprehend the literal meaning of the Quran but
he cannot understand its dcepe'." meanings, its truths and finer points. What to .say of three
days, these things cannot fathomed in a life-time, howsoever long one lives. Move over, let
alone the entire Quran, one cannot comprehend a single verse or even an expression in this
short time.
Nevertheless, understanding it apart, reward for the recitation will accrue. Further, not
everyone has the same level of understanding. Some people are qukk at grasping a
passage while others have a poor grasping power.
Some of our predecessors have gone by the literal meaning of this hadith (tradition) and
they did not finish recitation of the Quran in less than three days. They regarded it as
makruh(unbecoming) to finish it in less than three days. Others, however, are known to
1

Abu Dawud # 1474,Darimi # 3340, Musnad Ahmad 5-284
Dawud # 1394, Tirmidhi # 2949, JlJn Majah # 347Darimi # 1493, Musnad Ahmad 2-164
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have completed recital of the Quran in a day and night once, twice or even thrice.
Rather, it is known of some people to have recited the entire Quran in just one rakaah of
the salah (prayer).
Perhaps these people understood the hadith (tradition) to speak of those who had a weak
grasping power. Or, they interpreted it to disallow complete recited in less than three days
to those who read to study, but there was no prohibition to those who wished earn reward
in the shortest possible time.
People completed recitation of the Quran in two months, in a month, in ten days or in
seven days. Most sahabah (Prophet's companions)~~~~,) did it in seven days. Bukhari
and Muslim transmit a hadith (tradition) that the Prophet Muhammad ~J;.J$~j.J instructed
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~·~~~J, "Complete reciting the Quran in seven days and do
not do more than that."
KHATM UL AHZAB
In the terminology of the mashaikh and the aarifin (the learned men of Allah), the
completion of the recital of the Quran in seven days is known as Khatm ul-ahzab. (A
complete reading from cover to cover is known as khatm.) Mulla Ali Qari ~~J said the
best m~er of it is (J~~)l
(this is explained further down.) Some people say that the method of khatm ul-ahzab is to
begin on Friday and to recite from the beginning of the Quran up to surah al-Maidah to the
end of it. On Saturday, from surah al-Anam to the end of surah at-Tawbah. On Sunday,
from surah Younus to the end of surah Maryam.
On Monday, from surah Ta Ha to the end of surah al-Qasas.
On Tuesday, from surah al-Ankabut to the erid of surah Saad.
On Wednesday, from surah az-Zumar to the end of surah ar-Rehman.
And, on Thursday, from surah al-Waqiah to the end of the Quran.
This Khatm is said to be proved for most needs. Similarly, the sequence of (J~~) is also
tested for enlarged provision and other needs and this sequence too is recommended to
begin on Friday. However, these two methods are widely different. The gist of what
Mulla Ali Qari ~~,)said is that the ulama (Scholars) have suggested many methods of
Khatm ul-ahzab but the most correct is(J~~) and, according to him, the sequence of both
khatm-ul ahzab and (J~~) fmibshawq is one and the same thing.
The sequence of fmibshawq is based on the seven sections of the Quran to be rec1~~d in
seven days such that the letters of (J~~) occur at the beginning of each section. Thus:
(J)
faa begins surah al-Fatihah (chapter) (f)
(~)
meem begins surah al-Maidah (m)
(~)
yaa begins surah Younus (y)
(~)
baa begins surah Bani Israil (b)
(;.)
shi begins surah ash-Shuara (sh)
(J)
waw begins surah was-saafaat (w)
(J)
qaaf begins surah Qaaf (q)
The combination of these initial letters forms (J~ ~) (famibshwq). This. sequence is
ascribed to sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J· He recited the entire Quran in this sequence.

1
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Reverting to the meaning of the hadith (tradition), Nawawi .cli1~.J said that it depends on the
different people and differs, according to their power of understanding. This has been
discussed earlier in this discourse. Those with a strong faculty of comprehension can recite
faster and get the meaning as they recite. They must recite so much as will enable them to .
understand. H anyone is engaged in propagating knowledge or in judgment of disputes or
such other public work, then he must recite only so much as will not disturb his tasks. The
same applies to one who is occupied in learning or earning for the. livelihood of his family.
Other people may recite the Quran as much as they can provid~d it does not produce
tedium and result in mispronunciation of words.
LOUD AUDIBLE OR SOFI' INAUDIBLE RECITATION

.

.

2202. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~.&'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#.&1~
11
~1 sai~, Reciting the Quran loudly is like giving sadaqah (charity) openly and a

soft, inaudible recital is like a secret sadaqah (charity)."1 · ·
COMMENTARY: To give sadaqah (charity) secretly is better than giving it openly. Hence,
to recite the Quran softly is better than reciting it loudly.
Teebi ~~.J said that ahadith (traditions) say that it is good to recite the Quran quietly and
they also say that it is good to recite it loudly. It is better to recite it quietly when one is
likely to be ostentatious with a loud recital. If there is no likelihood of showing off then
one may recite loudly, provided the loud voice does not disturb anyone else. A loud voice
enables others to listen to the Quran and earn reward for it. It is a symbol of religion and a
.demonstration of Allah's words. The reciter's heart becomes receptive and his mind does
not wander. It removes the urge to sleep and encourages other people to worship. Thus
even when only one ~enefit is achievable, it is better to recite allowed.
ABIDE BY THE QURAN COMPlETELY
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2203. Sayyiduna Suhayb ~ .&1 ~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1 ~ .&1.}J said,
11
He has not believed in the Quran who regards as lawfu1 what the Quran forbids."2
THE PROPH~T MUHAMMAD'S ~J~~~~ RECITAL
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2204. Sa)'Yiduna al Layth ibn Sa'd ~~~.J reported from Ibn ~bu Mulaykah ~~~.J who
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from Yala ibn Mamlak .1!1~J that he asked Sayy9idah Umm Salamah ~.11~~J about
the recitation of the Quran by the Prophet~J 4# ~~ jJ. She described it in detail
word by word.l
COMMENTARY: Anyone could count the letter~ when the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~
recited. He observed tarteel and tajweed (science of recital). Sayyidah Umrn Salamah iii'~J
~either merely described the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~iil~~ recitation or she recited in
the manner in which he did to demonstrate his recitation.
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas .u&.iii'~J said that it was dearer to him to recite one surah in tarteel than
reciting the entire Quran without tarteel.
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2205. Sayyiduna Ibn Jurayj J»1 ~J reported from Ibn Abu Mulaykah ~~ ~J from
Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~J»'~J that she said, 11 Allah's Messenger ~J~J»,~ used
to observe pauses while reciting the Quran. He would say (~lii''-?3~~1) and pause
before saying (r?jll~Jl') a.nd pause. 2
COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) hold that this hadith (tradition) is not worthy to
cite, because according to rules a perfect pause is observed at <~~'rY-~~) Tirmidhi said that
the hadith (tradition) of Layth iil1.w-J is more correct.
Most ulama (Scholars) say that in such verses as are tied to each other, it is better to read
them together without pause. However, Jazri iil1.w-J said that it is mustahab (desirable) to
pause. The Shafi is too say the same thing. The majority say that the Prophet Muhammad
~J~~'.}.P paused as stated to show the commencement of the verses.
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2206. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1i'~ came to
them while they were reciting the Quran Among them were the villagers and non
Arabs too. He said, 11 Recite. Each of you is good at reciting. A people will come
who will straighten it as an arrow is straightened. They will wish to have its
reward soon (in this world) and will not wait to have it in the next."3
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Jabir ~iii'~J spoke of the assembly that included the sahabcth
1

Abu Dawud # 1466, Tirmidhi # 2923, Nasai # 1032
Abu Dawud # 4001, Tirmidhi # 29227, Munad Ahmad # 6-402
3 Abu Dawud # 830, Mnsf"3d Ahmad 3-155, Bayhaqi in Shuab ul Eeman # 2642
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(Prophet's companions) ~ .iiJ, .sJ'J who were not Arabs. They were Persian, Roman and
Ethiopian, like Sayyiduna Salman ~.ia'.s>.,, Suhayb ~.iiJ,~., and Bilal ~.a~~.,.
Though the recitation of the (Arab) villagers was not like that of the non-Arabs, yet the
Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .iiJ, ~ commended the recitation of all of them because they
preferred the hereafter to this world. He told them that it did not matter if they had not
polished their pronounciation and voices. A people were to succeed them who would
perfect their voices and the words of the Quran and observe correct articulation.
However, their effort would not be for the hereafter but to gain name and fame in this
world and to show off.
These people would prefer this world to the next and would sell their religion for the world.
In short, recitation of the Quran should be with sincerity, pondering and getting lost in the
meanings of the verses. It is no use simply reading correctly with a sweet voice.
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2207. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah.w..i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,4#1»'~

said, 11 Recite the Quran in the style of the Arabs and their accent. But, beware of
the sound and pitch of singers of romantic poetry and the sound and pitch of the
people of the two books. There will come a people after me who will modify
their voices to the style of singing and wailing while reciting the Quran, but it
will not go beyond their throats (meaning that their recitation shall not be
accepted). Their hearts and the hearts of those who appreciate their recitatipn
will be involved in trail."t
COMMENTARY: The Arabs recite the Quran naturally without being pretentious. Their
voices are in harmony with their hearts. They do not follow the rules of music.
Every Muslim is required to recite the Quran in the style and sound that befits the
greatness of the Quran and the accent of the Arabs.
They should not produce an unnatural voice to impress listeners
RECITE WITH SWEET VOICE
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2208. Sayyiduna al-Bara ibn Aazib ~.i»'~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
11
~, ~ .i»1 jJ say~
Let your voices beautify the Quran. A good voice adds to the
beauty of the Quran.2
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STANDARD OF GOOD RECITAL
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2209. Sayyiduna Tawus ~~ ~ J narrated in a mursal form that the Prophet

Muhammad ~ J ~ ~~ ~ was asked ''Who has the most beautiful voice for t~e
Quran? And, who is the best reciter?" He said, 11 He whom when you hear him
recite you are inclined to believe that he fears Allah. 1
Tawus .&1~J said, 11Talq ~.&~~J was like that."
COMMENTARY: When a person fears Allah, this is detected by the change of the colour of
his face or his weeping much.
Talq ~~~J was a tabi but the compiler of Mishkat describes him as a sahabi ~~~J·
A FEW COMMANDS
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2210. Sayyfduna Abeedah al-Mulayki ~ .&1 ~J who was a companion narrated that
.
~
Allah's Mess.enger ~J~.&~~ said, 11 0 people of the Quran! Do not recline on the

Quran (meaning, do not be lazy). Rather, recite it as it deserves to be r~cited by
night and day. Recite it aloud. Recite it with a sweet voice. Think over its contents
that you may achieve your aim (the h:ereafter). Do not hasten to earn its reward (in
this world), for, its reward will be great in the next world."2
COMMENTAR¥: Do not recline on the Quran is an idiomatic expression in Arabic to mean,
'do not neglect and be lazy in reciting the Quran.' Go on reciting it and giving it its right.
Recite it correctly, understand it and abide by it.
Ibn Hajr ~~~ J said that it is forbidden to rest or recline on the Quran, to stretch one's legs
towards it, to put something on it, to put one's back to it, to trample it and to throw it. It is
makruh(unbecoming) to draw an omen from it and some Maalikis say that it is forbidden
to do so.
While reciting the Quran, four things must be observed:
i.
The words must be pronounced correctly.
ii.
Its message and meaning must be grasped.
iii.
The aim of the message must be understood.
iv.
The message should be obeyed.
Recite the Quran aloud that others may hear it. Teach it to them. Abide by it. Write it
down and publicise and circulate it. Respect it.
~
Consider its verses carefully and divert your attention from this world to the hereafter.
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CHAPTER - III
VARIATIONS IN READINGS &
COLLECTION OF THE QURAN
Not all copies of Mishkat have this chapter heading. Some have no heading at all other
than mentioning 'Chapter.'
jJ~tj~~i

SECTION I
VARIATIONS IN READING
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2211. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~ l»1 ,_rpJ narrated that he heard Sayyiduna
Hisham ibn Hakim ibn Nizam ~.i»1,_rpJ recite surah al Furqan in a manner different
from what he had been r~citing and what Allah's Messenger ~1 ~.&,~ had taught
him to recite. He almost quarrelled with him but gave him respite till he had
finished. Then he took hold of his cloak and putting it in his neck, brought him to
Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»'J-P to whom he said, 110 Messenger of Allah. I heard this
one recite surah al-Furqan in a manner that it different from what you have taught
me to recite it." He instructed him to release him and asked him to recite. So he
recited in the manner Umar ~.1!1,_rpJ had heard him recite. Allah's Messenger ~.~.11'~
11
~1 said, This is how it was revealed." Then, he asked Umer ~.i»1,_rp J to recite it and
he recited it, and he said, 11This is how it was revealed. In deed, the Quran is
revealed in seven readings. So recite in the manner that is easiest."t
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) have expressed nearly opinions about the meaning
of this hadith (tradition), one of these holds that this hadith (tradition) is among the
allegorical whose meaning no one knows comprehensively.
Some authorities say that variations in readings are more than seven but all of them return
to seven reasons.
i.
In the word itself, becat se of a deficiency or an addition.
ii.
The tense varying from plural to singular.
The gender varying from masculine to feminine.
iii.
iv.
The letter itself having an accent for emphasis (Shaddah) or without it, a fath, a
Bukhari # 2319, Muslim# 270- 818, Abu Dawud # 1475,Tirmidhi # 2943, Nasai # 936, Muwatta
Maalik # (Quran)
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kasrah or a dammah (~,:;,:;),like a word may be (..:...;.o .:.:.e)(~~) (j,tt j;t) etc.
v.
Variation of vowels.
Variation of letters, like (.r-1'l:-!J1 P) which is recited with the Shaddah on (.;,;) (P)
vi.
without it (~)
vii.
Variation in language (grammar) like tafkhim and imalah (making sound broad
and long, and inclining sound).
This chapter has been treated in greater detail than here in the Book of knowledge chapter
on knowledge in volume 1 of Mazahir Haq)
EACH READING IS CORRECT
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2212. Sayyiduna Ibn Masud narrated that he heard a man recite (a portion of the
Quran) and he had also heard the Prophet Muhammad ~ J ~ ~ ~ recite it
differently. So he took him to the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4:ij;o .1l1 ~ and informed
him (of the difference). He said detected a dislike his the Prophet Muhammad's ~
11
~J~.1!1 face. Anyway, he said, Both of you are correct, so do not disagree. Those
who preceded you disagreed and were ruined."t
(They used to belie each other.)
COMMENTARY: The disagreement refers to rejection of any one of the reasons of the Quran.
As already stated, all the readings of the Quran are genuine and one must not reject any of
them because that would be tantamount to rejecting the Quran. Some of the readings are
mutawatir (undoubted continuous), some ahad (reported by few, not matching mutawatir).
The seven readings are mutawatir that are being recited.
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2213. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~lil~~; said that he was in the mosque when a rna~
came in and offered salah (prayer). He recited in such a manner that Ubayy ~lil'~.J
did not think it to be correct. Then another man came in and recited a recitation
different from the first man. When they finished the salah (prayer), they went
together to Allah's Messenger ~ J~lil~~. Ubayy ~lil~~.J reported to him that one of
them had recited in a manner that he had rejected and the other came and recited in
a way different from the other. The Prophet Muhammad ~""'J 4~ li!1 ~ instructed
them both and they recited. He regarded both of them as good. Ubbay ~lii~~.J
thought to himself the urge to reject such a doubt as had not grown in him during
the days of ignorance. Allah's Messenger ~J ~ li!1 ~ detected his condition and
patted him on the chest and he perspired heavily and was overwhelmed with tear
and it seemed to him that he was looking at Allah. He then said to Ubayy ~lii'~J·
''It was conveyed to me that I should recite the Quran in a reading but I pleaded to
make it easy for my ummah (people/followers). Again, it was conveyed to me that I
should recite in two readings but I pleaded again for it to be made easy for my
ummah (people/followers). It was conveyed to me a third time that I should recite
in seven readings. I was also told the while that I might pray for something for
each time I had received a command. So, I prayed, '0 Allah forgive my ummah
(people/followers), o Allah, for give my ummah (people/followers)!' And, I have
held the third prayer in abeyance for the day when all the creatures, including
lbrahim~")Wl~, will ask me to intercede.!
COMMENTARY: Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~.a\.r~J became doubtful because the Prophet Muhammad
~J~.:.~~ commended both recitals though they were quite different. He wondered how
Allah's words could be recited in two ways.
During the jahiliyah, he was not a faithful, so could not distinguish doubt and temptation
from rectitude.
The prayers that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ made were for forgiveness. It is the
real thing, for, without it deliverance is not possible.
He made two prayers for his ummah (people/followers), and held back the third for all the
creatures till the day of resurrection. This is shafaah al-Kubra, the great intercession.
All the Prophets ~'}L.J'~ will crave for his intercession, but only Prophet Ibrahim ~'}L.J~~ is
named because, after the Prophe~J~~~~, he is the most superior.
COMMANDS ARE NOT ALTERED BY READINGS

(~ c,;b~ l_;:i. 'iJ J~ J·

2214. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas
1

~lii~~.J"said

Muslim # 273. 520, Musnad Ahmad 5-124.
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Jibril (gabriel) ~"}L.JI~ made me recite the Quran in one reading. I repeated it and
did not cease to ask for more (for the ease of my ummah (people/followers) so that I
continued to get more) and more of it was given till it ended at seven readings."
Ibn Shihab (Zuhri . 1!1 ~.J) said that he had learnt that the seven readings a.re one
concerning commands. They do not differ about the lawful and the unlawfuV
COMMENTARY: If a verse .means one thing in a reading, it will continue to have the same
meaning in other readings too. Variation in modes of reading will not alter the comtnand.
The variation in reading is limited merely to style and voice, and it has not effect on rulings.
SECfiON II
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PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~..,y.:Js-..111~ DESIRE TO MAKE RECITATION EASY
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2215. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~..11~~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger .1!1~
11
~.., JA# met Jibril (gabriel)~"}L.Jt~, he said, 0 Jibril (gabriel), I am s~nt to an ummah
(people/followers) who are unlettered. They include old women and old men,
young boys and young girls, and thes~ who have never read a book." He said, 11 0
Muhammad, the Quran is revealed in seven readings.2
According to another version: 11There is nothing in it but what heals (from the
mischief of disbelief, etc) and is enough (to confirm your truth). 3
And yet another version: He said, ''Jibril (gabriel) r"}L.J'"~ and Mikail r"}L.J'~ came to
me. Jibril (gabriel) r~...Jt~ sat to my right and Mikail r~'",.l,;. my left, and JibirJ "~
r~' said, 'Recite the Quran in one reading.' And Mikail said, 'Ask for more,' till it
came to seven readings. Each is a healing and sufficient."4
COMMENTARY: The people were mostly unlettered and it was difficult for them to recite
the Quran on a single form of reading. They could not all meet the demands of
pronounciation in one, manner. Different readings (qiraat) would permit them to follow
are that came naturally to them.
MAKE NOT QURAN A MEANS TO BEG

1

Bukhari # 4991, l\tfuslim # 272-819, Musnad Ahmad 1-264.
Tirmidhi # 2953
3 Musnad Ahmad# 23507, Abu Dawud # 1477
4 Naaai # 941
2
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2216. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayri ~ ,&, ~J is reported to have passed by a story
teller who recited the Quran and then begged. So, Imran ~.&'~J first said (~t~tJ~bt
Llj~lj) 'to Allah we belong and to Him is our return.' Then he narrated that he had
heard Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ say. "He who recites the Quran must pray to
Allah for a reward, for, soon such people will crop up who will recite the Quran and
beg from people against it."t
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition)s soun~s a note of warning to those who beg against
recitation of the Quran. As it is, this thing violate~ human values that a person must forsake
Allah. and beg from a fellow human being thinking of him as. the remover of his needs.
While reciting the Quran, the reciter must pray to Allah alone as he comes across different
verses, and again af.ter finishing the recitation.
SECTION III
~!tb1j..;Jil
WARNING AGAINST USING THE QURAN FOR WORLDLY ENDS

~ \lol_J.) )~
'P;t ..~
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~
~.J.J .. _,..
2217. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~.~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~...J~.,.t".&'~ said,
''If anyone recites the Quran in order to earn thereby a living from the people, then

on the day of resurrection, he will come with hones on his face. There will be no
flesh on it."2
BISMILLAH IS A VERSE

(Jjb_,~l oiJJ)~jJI ~jJ1JJ1~
2218. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.#.&'.)..P cc;»uld

not know the point of separation between two surah till (the bismalah) ( ~ Jl' ~ ~
~jh) was revealed.3
.
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) proves beyond doubt that(~;·~)'~·~) is a verse
of the Quran. It distinguishes one surah fron1 another.
AN INCIDENT WITH IBN MASUD ~.~.&~~ J

Tirmidhi # 2926, Musnad Ahmad 4-433
Ba.ayhaqi in Sh.1ab ul Eeman # 2625
3 Abu Dawud # 788

1

2
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2219. Sayyiduna Alqamah 4;&- li!1 ~ J narrated that while they were in Hims.
Sayyiduna Ibn Masud 4:t-.iiii~J recited to them the surah Yusuf. A man interrupted
that it was not revealed in that way. Abdullah 4:t-li!l~ J said, ''By Allah, I had recited
it in the times of Allah's Messenger ~J.P,.iill~ (in this way) and he had commended
me." While he was thus coversing, he detected the smell of wine on him. So, he
asked, "Did you drink wine arid belied the Book (of Allah)? Then he awarded him
the prescribed punishment.1
COMMENTARY: If Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Masud ~ ~ ~; wa·~ reciting a mushhur
(established, known) reading, then this man belied the Quran and that amounted to
disbelief. If he recited a Shaadh (rare) reading then he merely belied the reading, not the
Quran. So, Ibn Masud's ~~~~J saying that he had belied the Book was in anger and as a
warning. This seems more correct because he did not blame him for apostacy. He only
awarded him the punishment for consuming wine.
Teebi ~'"-;said that Ibn Masud ~~~~J had spoken the words in anger because if anyone
rejects an expression of a reading and the Quran then it is disbelief but not if he belies the
pronunciation and delivery.
This man had only rejected the pronounciation and delivery but not the Quran or the
reading. That is why Ibn Masud ~~~J only punished him for consuming wine.
The ulan1a (Scholars) say that the smell from the mouth is enough evidence against anyone
of having consumed wine. However, the Hanafi and Shafii point of view is that mere
odour from the mouth is not enough evidence of wine consuming against anyone and he
cannot be awarded the prescribed punishment for it unless there is other evidence for it.
Sometimes sour apple and guava also give out an odour like some kind of wine.
As fo..r this particular incident Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~ ~' ~J may have had this man's
confession or there may have been witnesses against him. So he awardPd the prescribed
punishment to the man (for wine-consuming).
COLLECTION OF THE QURAN

'd!3li~r
.. ..fl 1!\l::~;: $::;~.oi"'''"-~IJ"li ~
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Bukhari #5001, Muslim # 249-301, Musnad Ahmad 1-378.
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2220. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Tahabit ~.a,,~; narrated that Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~~;
summoned him after the (large scale) killing of the warriors at al-yamamah.
Ind\!ed, Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~~~; was with him. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr
~..1.11~; said to him that Umar ~.a,,~J had visited him and pointed out to the largescale killing of the reciters of the Quran during the battle of al-Yamamah. He
apprehended that if they continued to be killed at this scale during other battles,
they could lose a great portion of the Quran. Therefore, he suggested that he
should arrange for the Quran to be collected. But, Abu Bakr ~..111~; asked Umar ~;
~ ~~ how he could do what Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# ~~ jJ had never done.
Nevertheless, Umar ~ ~~ ~; said, 'By Allah, this is best" and he did not cease to
persuade him till Allah made him see the wisdom in it, so he concurred with
Umar' s idea about it.
Zayd ~~~~;said that then Abu Bakr ~a'~; said to him, "You are young and
intelligent and cannot be suspected. Besides, you were a scribe who recorded the
wahy that was revealed to Allah's Messenger ~J4#..1.11~. So, search for the Quran
and collect it together." Zayd ~~~~;commented, 'By Allah, if they had assigned to
me the shifting of a mountain among the mountain that would not have been as
burdensome and difficult for me than the putting together of the Quran which task
he had assigned to me."
Then he asked him. ·'How will you do something that Allah's Messenger 4#~'J-P
~ J had never done?" He said, ''By Allah, this is best." He continued to persuade
him till Allah made him see the wisdom in it as He had made Abu Bakr ~.a,,~; and
Umar see it. So, he began to search for the Quran collecting it from palm-branches
white stones and hearts of men (who had memorized the Quran). He finally found
the concluding portion of surah al-Bara' ah with Sayyiduna Abu Khuzaymah alAnsari ~~~ J· He was unable to find it with anyone else.(it was:)

(Surely, a messenger has come to you from among yourselves ... ) (to the end of the
surah. 9:128-129)
The suhuf (Sheets of the Quran that he had collected) were deposited with Abu
Bakr ~~~~;till Allah took him away. Then they were with Umar .w-~1~; all his life.
Then they were with (Sayyidah) Hafsah hint Umar ~~~ ;.1
1

Bukhari # 4986
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COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abu Bakr .ut.~~~) had sent an army to Yamamah under the
command of Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Walid .ut.b~)· In the ensuing fierce battle Muslamah

Kadhdhab was killed. (He was claimant to prophet hood). The Muslims also suffered
heavy reverses and many of those who had committed the Quran to memory were
martyred. Between seven hundred and twelve hundred Muslims were martyred.
Till then, the Quran was preserved in complete form only in memories.
So, Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit •·~~~) was commissioned t~ put the Quran together. Zayd }jj~)
·~ had written most of the revelation being one of the twenty four scribes who vvrote it down.
The four caliphs were also among them. Moreover, Zayd •:~~~) was trusted and dutiful.
THE FORM OF THE QURAN IN THE TIMES OF THE PROPHET ~D ~l"".J":l~..li'J.P

The noble Quran was written down in the Prophet Muhammad's ~J":)s.~..j..p times too but it
was not in book form or as a single collection. It was inscribed on palm-leaves, on stones,
on bones and on other things and was in the custody of different people. The reason was
that whenever it was revealed the Prophet Muhammad ~... J~.:.~~ dictated it to his scribes
to inscribe on any of these things at hand at that time.
After the death of the Prophet l\tiuhammad ~"'J ·~ ~'.}J, Sayyiduna Abu BAkr .ut. .:., ~)
approved the suggestion of Sayyiduna Umar .ut.~~~J· He had these different writings on
various things collected and put down neatly in several sheets.
Furthermore, the Quran that we have now-a-days in a sequence of surahs, had not this
arrangement in the times of the Prophet Muhammad ~J ":)s. ~ ..)J. Rather, after him, this
sequence was decided by the ijtihad (independent judgtnent) of the sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~ ~~ ~ )· Of course, the verses were arrangtd in sequence in the Prophet
Muhammad's ~J ~ ~~ .)J times according to his instructions. The method was that
whenever Jibril (gabriel) ~..w~~ brought a revealation according to the situation land needs,
he also said that the verse belonged to such-and-such surah before a certain verse or after
it. The Quran is inscribed in the Preserved Tablet (Luh Mahfuz (~.JA- i:.Y) in the same
sequence and arrangement. The noble Quran was brought from there to the lowest heaven.
Then Jibril (gabriel) r..w~~ brought down to the Prophet Muhammad ~J"~.rl!l..j..p surahs or
verse of the Quran from there in keeping with the situation and need.
In short, the revelation of the Quran was not in the same sequence as it is recited these
days. Every year in Ramadan, Jibril (gabriel) ~..W1 ":)s. revised the Quran according to the.
sequence of revelation, and in Ramadan of the year when the Prophet Muhammad ":)s.i-P.I..j..p
~J died, he revised it with him twice.
Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit .ut. ~ ~) did not find the concluding portion of surah Bara' ah
with anyone other than Abu Khuzaymah .ut. .rl!1 ~ )· Of course those sahabah (Prophet's
companions)~.&!~) who had committed the Quran to memory also had these verses of
Bara'ah with them in mem.ory. Among the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~..l!~~) who
had memorized the entire Quran in the times of the Prophet Muhatnmad ~_,":)s..rl!l..j..p were
· Ubayy ibn Ka'b .ut..rl!l~;, Mu'adh ibn Jabar .ut..rl!l~), Zayd ibn Thabit .ut..rl!l~)' Abu Darda .ut.kl~),
and others.
When Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit .ut.~~) accomplished his task at the behest of Sayyiduna
Abu Bakr .ut.orlJI~), all the sahabah (Prophet's companions)~~~) concurred with it. Then,
it was arranged in several scrolls or sheets. It had not taken the shape of a single book or
collection till then. Those sheets were retained by Abu Bakr .ut..rl!l~) and after him by Umar
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·~.&'~J all his life. After him, they were ke?t with his daughter, Sayyidah Hafsah ~.&~~J·
Then Sayyiduna Uthman ~.&'~J put together all the sheets in one mashaf (copy of Quran).
The he had many copies of it made out and disbursed throughout most of the cities of the
Islamic state. This will be seen in the next hadith (tradition).

THE ARRANGEMENT & COLLECTION OF THE QURAN BY UTHMAN ~~~~ .J

cj~WI J&,f ~J~ -....:u~J -....:u' -;_1.1;. ~~~~~I~ ~.ll. -.J..;f ~LA~~~ 6&-j

(rYr')

(lSJ~I oi.JJ >-~~ J ~JJ.!O L£l-:ati ~ili11_,..U~LA 1)..14,
2221 Sayyidunav'Anas ibn Maalik narrated that Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ibn Yaman
visited Sayyiduna Uthman ~ ~~ ~J when he was preparing war equipment
for Shaam(syria) and Iraq for their battle against Armenia and Azerbayjan. He ·was
alearmed at their difference i::t reading the Quran. So, he said to Sayyiduna Uthman
~~',.sJ'J, 11 0 amir (commander) ul-muminin, put this ummah (people/followers) on
the correct course before they differ about the Book, like the disagreement of the
Jews and Christians (among themselves)." So Sayyiduna Uthman ~.11~~J sent for
the sheets which Sayyidah Hafsah ~l»~~J had (in safe-keeping) so that he would
make their copies and t!teon return them to her. She sent the sheets to Sayyiduna
Uthman "~ l»1 ~.J who instructed Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit ~ ~' ,_rp.J, Sayyiduna
Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~.1tl~ .J, Sayyiduna Saeed ibn Al-Aas "~.1!1,.sJ'.J and Sayyiduna
Abdullah ibn al-Harith ibn Hisham .u~~~~J and they made the copies of the sheets.
Utham ~ ~~ ,.sJ'.J also instructed the three men of Quraysh (entrusted with this task)
that if they disagreed with Sayyiduna Zayd .u"i»'~ J about (the dialect of) the Quran
then they should write it in the diiJ}ect of the Quraysh, for it had been re"~~led in
their dialect. So, they did that. They produced several copies of the sheets and

. ~ ~ ,.sJ'.J
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Sayyiduna Uthman .u&o ~1 ~J returned them to Sayyidah Hafsah ~ .&1 ~ .J• He
dispatched a copy each of what they had produced to every region with orders that
any sheet or book that had a part of the Quran in an other form should be burned.
(One of the narrators) Sayyiduna Ibn Shihab .u&o ..1sl ~ J said that Sayyiduna
Kharijah.u&o .&1 ~ .J, son of Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit.u&o .&1 ~.J, said to him that he
heard Zayd ibn Thabit .u&o~1~ J say that when they were copying the Quran, he could
not find a verse of surah al-Ahzab which he had heard Allah's Messneger 4~.&1~
~ J recite. On searching for it, he found it with Sayyiduna Khuzaymah ibn Thabit
al-Ansari .u&o~1~ J• (It was:)
..

~

,

t

~ill
I,.J ...\..bl~~ I..r
r_g~
_,..

J(9r..
, ..
~.J ::.:..:..a~ ''I~
. , -...;..-,)~

~

{Among the believers are men who are true to the covenant they made with Allah.)
(33:23)
So, they added it to the surah (where it belonged) in the copy of the mashaf (Quran).1
COMMENTARY: Kirmani l»>.,_J has explained in his Sharh (explanatory book) of Bukhari
~~~J that the word (~J\it) is used in the sense of (~fi) so that the meaning given in the
translation depicts it correctly Mulla Ali Qari ~~ "-.J and Shaykh (Great religious Scholar)
Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi l»> "-; have said that the noun of the verb (.;,\S") and the
subject of (~J\it) is Hudhayfah ~~~~J (so that not Uthman ~~~~;but Hudhayfah ~..l!I~J had
led the Syrians and Iraqis at the conquest).
The Jews and Christians had manipulated their Books and Hudhayfah ~.;;.~~J was afraid
that the Muslims might do that with Allah's Book. So, Uthman ~~._rp; called a meeting and
presented this fear before them. The members of the meeting numbered about fifty
thousand men. He told them that the people disputed on the readings of the Quran and·
condemned each other practice of the reading though this nearly amounted to di§helief.
Then it was decided to bring the people to one mashaf (copy of Quran).
The Quran was revealed in the dialect of the Quraysh but on the Prophet" s ~J ~.:a,.}-"
request for making it easy for the people, the concession was made. Everyone was allowed
to read in his own dialect. However, Uthman ~~~~_,was compelled to abrogate all dialects,
save the Quraysh dialect, because of serious differences.
Sakhawi ~~ "-; has reported some places where these people charged with producing an
official text differed. For instance, Zayd ~~~;had in mind {oy.l•h) but the others held it to
be {.:,y.\:11) and Uthman ~~._rp; upheld their contention. They also disagreed about(.:.-~~) and
Uthman ~..l!l._rp; had a (o) added to it(~~).
The copies that were ordered to be burnt included the sheets with Sayyidah Hafsah ~.lltL>.:.. .:
and those with other people.
However, Sakhawi ~.&!~;said that Uthman ~1JI.~; spared the sheets of Sayy1jah Hafsah
~ ~I ~) and burnt those with other people. Later, when Marwan oer~tne governor of
Madinah he called for the sheets from her that he might bum them :..ut she refused to give
them to him. When she died, Marwan got them from her brot~.~r, Abdullah ibn Umar ~~~;
~ and burnt them lest they get into wrong hands and the differences might crop up again.
The copies made out at Uthman's ~~~~;behest wer~ five. But, Abu Dawud says that they
1

Bukhari # 4987, Musand Ahmad 5.188
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were seven. One of them was sent to Makkah. The others went to Shaam (syria), Yemen,
Bahrain, Busrah, Kufah and Madinah.
THE WORN OUT PAGES OF THE MASHAF (QURAN)
The ulama (Scholars) differ on what should be done with the worn out pages of the Quran
that cannot be used for reading. Should they be burnt or washed. Some of them say that
they should be burnt because that leaves no possibility of their being misused or
disrespected in any way, but if they are washed then the water will flow on the ground and
possibly be trampled. However, some ulama (Scholars) prefer that the worn out pages
should be washed and the water (and residue) should be placed on a pure place, or, better,
its water should be drunk because it is a panacea and a cure for ills of the chest.
SAYYIDUNA UTHMAN'S ~.iii~~J ACTION
If Sayyiduna Uthman ~.11~~ J had not burnt the other copies of the Quran and had spared
them, then later on they could have become a means of dispute and troubles among the
people,. His action had wisdom behind if and it cannot be proved that Shariah (Islamic
law) disallows burning of the pages of the Quran or that it is disrespectful.
FIRST COMPILING
The ulama (Scholars) write that the Quran was put together three times; First it was
collected in the times of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~' but it was not compiled in a
single mashaf (book/ collection) all together. Secondly, it was collected in the era of
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.1:~~J and, in fact, he was the first man to collect the entire Quran
together and may Allah shower mercy on him. Then the third time Sayyiduna Uthman ~J
~All consulted all the Sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~.1!'~J and put the Quran together
in a book form and made copies of that and it was authenticated in the dialect of the
Quraysh, and he sent the copies to other neighbouring places, this was done in 25 AH.
Different motives: Sayyiduna Abu Bakr's ~ i!l1 ~J motive in putting together the entire
Quran was his fear that some portion of the Quran might be lost if it was not compiled in a
single form. As for Sayyiduna Uthman ~ ~~ ~J he was driven to do that to counter
possibilities of disagreement in the ummah (people/followers). This means that he did not
really put the Quran together but warded off possibility of disputes within the ummah
(people/followers) and brought them to one dialect (that of the Quraysh)
WHY NO BISMILLAH TO BEGIN SURAH BARAAH

\ ~ -...ul ~ _;.S::l.o>u .....!..>( ~i'l·~ ti Jti ~~~~ifJ <"""")
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2222. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that he asked Sayyiduna Uthman ~~~J
~. 11What brought you to place al-Anfal which is among al-mathani with Baraah
which is among fll-miin, joining them without distinguishing between them by
writing (~jl,~jJ'~'~J, and why did you put it (al-Anfal) with the seven long ones
11
(as sab'at-tool)? why did you do it?" Sayyiduna Uthman ~~~J answered, With
the passage of time, many surahs (chapters) were revealed to Allah's Messenger j-P
~J ~ ~~. ·So, with every fresh revelation, he sent for some of his scribes and
instructed them to insert the verses in the surah that mentions this or that; and
when a verse was revealed, he instructed them to insert it in such-and-such surah
with a certain subject matter. As for al-Anfal, it was among the first to bt: revealed
· in Madinah and Baraah was among the last of the Quran to be revealed, its subjectmatter being similar to that of the other Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~~ j-P was taken
away and he did not specify to us wh~ther it ~elonged to it. It is for this reason, I
paired them ~ithout writing(~jJI~jJI~~) between them and put them among assaba tool (seven long ones)."t
COMMENTARY: The sutahs (chapters) of the Quran are divided in the manner mentioned
in the· hadith (tradition). From surah al Baqarah to surah Yunus are (at-tawal) which
means lengthy. The first seven surahs (chapters) are saba tawal or seven long ones because
they are lengthy. Th~n, from surah Yunus 'to surah ash-Suara are called al-mumin (of) the
hundreds, mumin being the plural of miah (~~), meaning one hundred. These surahs
(chapters) are made up of over one hundred verses, or near one hundred verses. Then,
from surah ash-Shuara to al-Hujurat are called al-mathani. They are less than one hundred
verses and their subject-matter is identical or repeated. Then from al-Hujurat to the end of
the Quran are al-mufassal because the bismillah between them is very near. These are
three kinds. The last of them al-mufassal is further divided into three kinds: tawal, awsat,
and qisar (long average and short).
From al-Hujurat to al-Burooj are the tawal mufassal, from there to(~~) (al-Bayyinah) are
awsat mufassal at'\d from there to the end of the Quran are qisar mufassal.
Now, let us look at the hadith (tradition), Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~ .J asked that surah alAnfal which is an al-Mathani being made up of less than one hundred verses a.. td Ba.raah
which is an al-miin ll).ade up of more than one hundred verses - why are they rlaced
together within at-tawal. Al-Anfal should have been with al-Mathani and Baraah with
almiin? And why is (~ )'.:r- ;''~'r) not written between them?
Sayyiduna Uthman i$.1.~.J explained that there was a possibility that they were nn~ two but
one surah, so are placed with at-tawal without bismillah separting them. 1.{ they are two
surahs (chapters) then they have to be separated, so are distinguished :::.j LWO.

1

Tirmidhi # 3097, Abu Dawud # 786, Musand Ahmad 1-57 (3 399)
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BOOK-IX

SUPPLICATIONS
ABOUTDUA

Dua (Supplication) means 'to seek from the Elevated Being some of the base things with
humility.' Imam (leader)Nawawi ~~~-'said that the ulama (Scholars) of all times and
every place have been unanimous that it is mustahab (desirable) to make supplication.
They cite the exhortation in the Quran and hadith (tradition) as well as the practice of the
Prophets r')W'~ all of whom used to make supplication.
However, some ascetics and possessors of Divine awareness hold that it is better to not
make supplication because it is an expression of being pleased with Divine pleasure and
decree in a perfect way. Mawlana Shah Muhammad Ishaq ~~_,said about this opinion of
the ascetics and possessors of Divine awareness that it depends on the peculiar condition
that overtakes some saintly men at some times when an acceptance with willingness of
decree is dominant. There is the example of Prophet Ibrahim r')W' ~. When he was cast
into the fire, Sayyiduna Jibril (gabriel) r')WI~ advised him to pray to Allah for deliverance
and peace. He said, Allah, the Exalted, knows my plight. I have no need to make a
supplication for this."
jj~•j..atlt
SECTION I
11

THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~....J~lllljJ SPLENDID MERCIFUL CHARACTER

(4C..o~l ~.)l>..:ll.J~ oi.J.J) -~JJ ~
2223. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lll·~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~lll~~

said, 11 For every Prophet there is a supplication that is granted. So every Prophet
has made his supplication promptly (in this world) but I have preserved it till the
day of resurrection to intercede for my ummah (people/followers). Insha Allah, it
will benefit those of my ummah (people/followers) who die without having
ascribed anything with Allah."t
COMMENTARY: A supplication for every Prophet was in the sense that Allah commanded
them to pray against their enemies. Allah granted them the_ 'rayers that they made. For
instance, Prophet Nuh r')WI ~ prayed for the destruction of his disobeying people. They
were eliminated in the deluge. Prophet Salih r~~ ~ also prayed against his people and
they disappeared on just one voice of Jibril (gabriel) r')WI~. However, Prophet Muhammad
~J ~ ~..)..; was mercy i.v the worlds. He persevered persecution and kept his prayer in
abeyance for his ummah (people/followers) to intercede for them on the day of
resurrection even the sinners among them.

Bukhari # 6304 (briefer), Muslim # 338, Trimidhi # 3672, Ibn Majah # 2307(with many changes),
Darimi # 2805, Musnad Ahmad 2-426
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However, we must know that intercession will be of different kinds. As a result of the
Prophet' s~ J4#~j.J intercession:
• Some people will not be sent to hell at all,
• Some will be released from hell soon, and,
• Some will have their ranks raised in paradise.
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(0 Allah, let us have the intercession of our Prophet Muhammad~J~~~~)

(~~)

2224. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
prayed (to Allah), "0 Allah, I have presented before you my plea. So grant it and
do not deny it to me. I am only a mortal. Whichever of the believers I have hurt,
abused, cursed or beaten, let that be for him a mercy, a purification (from sin) and a
means of nt::arness to you such that because of these you will bring him near to you
on the day of resurrection."1
COMMENTARY: The words (}lui\.J~)- I am only a mortal- are a prefix for the reason for
the likelihood of getting angry on someone sometimes.
The gist of the prayer is: If I have hurt any believer then let that be for him a mercy, etc.
Sayyidah Ayshah ~.ii:l~J went to lengths to get this to the extent that she stood holding the
edge of ~he garment of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~'.)J. He said, when she did not let
go, (../.ii~~) (May Allah cut off your hands!) She was hurt and let go of his garment and
moved away. She sat down in her room, grieved and angry. The Prophet Muhammad .}J
~J4#~' followed her and, to please her, said: (~"~J~~~~J.'ti-.tll).
The ulama (Scholars) say that if anyone prays against ·another then it is masnun that he
make this prayer for him.
MAKE SUPPLICATION WITH DETERMINATION
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2225. Sayyiduna Abu Huraryrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~
said, 11When one of you prays, he must not say, '0 Allah forgive me, if You wish.
Have mercy on me, if You wish, Provide me (Sustenance), if you wish. Rather, he
must make a determined, resolute supplicatim.t, for, He does what He wishes.
There is no one to compel Him."2
COMMENTARY: Pray to Allah for your needs, "0 Allah give us ... " but do not qualify
with, 'if You wish.' That smacks of doubt. One must be sure that his prayer will be

1
2

Bukhari # 6361, Muslim# 91-2601, Musnad Ahmad 2-493
Bukhari # 6338, Mus1im # 7 578
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answered because He has given an assurance that prayers will be answered and He does
not go back on His promise.
DO NOT BE FED UP & STOP PRAYING
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2226. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..lu~
said, "When one of you prays, he must not say, '0 Allah forgive me, if You wish.'
But, he must 'be resolute and cherish a strong wish, for, that which Allah gives is
not difficult for Him."t·
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2227. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..1u~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»~~
said, ''A person's prayer is granted provided he does not pray for anything sinful or
for serving ties of kinship and provided he does not insist on a prompt answer."
He was asked, "What is a prompt answer, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, "He
says. 'I have prayed and I have prayed but do not see it being answered. 'He gets
tired about it and ceases to supplicate."2
COMMENTARY: Apart from a true conviction, prayer should be made only for what is
generally asked for and is permissible.
Asking for what is sinful includes asking for ability to kill an innocent (Muslim) person, fbr
wine, etc., or for forgiveness of a disbeliever. It is being a daring person to hope for such
prayers to be granted. Similarly, it is foolish to ask for impossible things, like vision of
Allah in this world. To pray for snapping of ties of kinship is also an impossible prayer:.
Prayer, too, is worship. So one should not give up praying if he thinks that he gets no
answer. Moreover, delay in granting prayer is because that may not be due as yet.
Everything is decreed and its time is specified. Or, the supplicant is not destined to get that
thing in this world. He will get reward for the next world, instead. Or, the delay is to let
the supplicant show determination, humility, submissiveness and a true spirit of servitude.
Anyone who adopts these things in prayer is very dear to Allah.
PRAYER FOR THE ABSENT IS GIU 1\ITED
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2228. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~l»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»~~ said,
"A Muslim's prayer for his Muslim brother in his absence is granted. An angel is
deputed to stand at the supplicant's head. Every time he prays for the good of his
1
2

Muslim# 9.2735
Mulsim # 9.2735
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brother, the deputed angel prays, 11 Aameen! And, for you the like of it."
COMMENTARY: While the supplication for an absent Muslim brother is mentioned here, it
a prayer is made for a Muslim brother in his presence quietly in the heart, even that prayer
falls under purview of this hadith (tradition). There is the element of sincerity in both.
In return, the supplicant gets the angel's prayer too.
DISALLOWANCE TO PRAY AGAINST ANYONE
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2229. Sayyiduna Jabir ~lii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"·#lill~ said, 11 Do
not pray against yourselves, against your children or against your properties lest
you do it at an opportune time when Allah grants you what He is asked."t
COMMENTARY: There are certain hours when prayers are answered by Allah. If your
curse coincides with that time then your prayer will receive an answer and you will suffer
a loss and will have to regret.
The hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~ J about there being no veil between the
prayer of the wronged one and Allah is at # 1722, Book of Zakah.
SECTION II
SUPPLICATION IS WORSHIP
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2230. Sayyiduna An-Numan ibn Bashir ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .&1~
~J"'~ said, "Supplication itself is worship." Then, he recited (the verse 60 of surah
al-Mumin or Ghafir):
{Pray to Me, I shall answer you.}2
COMMENTARY: It is an over-emphasis to say that supplication itself is worship. It is that

kind of worship in which a person turns to Allah and shows indifference to every other
being besides Allah. He fears none but Allah and places hope only in Him. There is
sincerity in supplication, praise (\f Allah, gratitude to Him and He is beseeched. His unity
is declared and only He is asked for one's needs. Prayer is made to Him and one humbles
and lowers himself, demonstrating perfect servitude. Complaint is made to Allah and His
help is sought.
The Prophet Muhammad ~""J"~~~~ confirmed his words and recited the relative verse of
the Quran as evidence that we are commanded to make supplication. Moreover, when this
command is obeyed and one makes supplication, he also earns a reward. Clearly, these
elements are ingredients of worship, and whatever conforms to this description is vvorship.
1

2

Abu Dawud # 1532 (Muslim similar# 7.920)
Tirmidhi # 3381, Ibn Majah If 3828, Musnad Ahmad # 4-267
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The concluding portion of the verse (cited in the hadith (tradition)) also establishes that
supplication is worship. It is:

{Surely those who are too arrogant too worship Me, they shall enter hell, disgraced.}
(40:60)
SUPPLICATION IS ESSENCE OF WORSHIP
~
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2231. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ..lit ~., narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ..lit ~ said,
11
Supplication is the essence of worship."I
COMMENTARY: Being the essence of worship, supplication, too, is to humble oneself.
MERIT OF SUPPLICATION
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2232. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~t~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~t~
said, 11There is nothing nobler in Allah's sight than supplication."2
COMMENTARY: Of the forms of worship and devotional exercises nothing is equal in rank
to supplication. This hadith (tradition) may be seen in the light of the verse:
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{Surely, the noblest among you in the sight of Allah is the most pious of you }
(49:13)
SUPPLICATION ALTERS DESTINY
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2233. Sayyiduna Salman al Farsi ~..lit~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~..l!1~
said, 11 Nothing but supplication alters decree and nothing increases one's life span
but piety."
COMMENTARY: Here (r.l..:tW') decree refers to that which is disliked and which man fears.

So, the hadith (tradition) implies that when a man is inspired to make supplication, Allah
removes from him such things.
Kinds of decree: There are two kinds of decrees: inevitable and suspended. The first is
Allah's final decree and no kinr of change is possible in whatever is destined. In the other
kind (suspended), however, changes occur because of some causes. This hadith (tradition)
says that supplication may avert the decree that is the suspended kind, but it does not overt
the inevitable.
t

Tirmidhi # 33/282
# 3381, Ibn Majah # 3829, Musnad Ahmad 2-362
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WHAT IS 'PIETY INCREASES LIFE'
This too is according to the suspended decree. It is destined about a man beforehand that if
he does~ certain pious work then he would live 'so many years' otherwise 'so many years.'
Some authorities interpret the hadith (tradition) to mean that the life of the person who is
pious is not wasted. In this sense, he lives longer by putting his life to optimum use.
SUPPLICATION WARDS OFF TRIAL
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2234. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..111~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~ said,

"Surely, supplication is beneficial for those things that have happened and those
things that have not happened. So, it is binding on you, 0 slaves of Allah that you
make supplication."l
2235. Sayyidduna Muadh Ibn Jabal~~~J also narrated this hadith (tradition).2
COMMENTARY: Prayer is beneficial for what has transpired if it is the suspended kind
then supplication turns it away and the supplicant becomes peaceful and calm. But, if it is
the inevitable type, the benefit of supplication is apparent nevertheless in the sense that
Allah gives him patience so that he finds it easy to endure the trial and becomes pleased at
it, rather, he does not aspire that he should not face the trail and affliction. The reason is
that patience strengthens his will to obey to the extent that his affliction seems to be as
sweet to him as worldly pleasures are to the men of the world.
As for that which has not transpired, supplication prevents such trials and afflictions as are
of suspended decree.
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2236. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 11 No

one makes a supplication to Allah but Allah lets him have what he asks, or removes
from him evil of like amount of what he asks provided he does not pray for what is
sinful, or for severing ties of kinship"3
ASK ALLAH FOR THE BEST

2237. Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"Ask Allah for His favours, for, Allah surely loves that He is asked (for something).
The best form of worship is to wait for supplication to be granted."4
Tirmidhi # 3559
2 Musnad Ahmad 5.734
3 Tirmidhi # 3441, Musnad Ahmad 3-360
4 Tirmidhi # 3582
t
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COMMENTARY: Waiting for supplication to be granted means that the supplicant does

not complain to other people nor express hopelessness but is confident that his prayer will
be answered, insha Allah. He is not despaired by the delay. · Patience is a strong weapon
and it also fetches a great reward.
ALLAH IS DISPLEASED WHEN SUPPLICATION IS NOT MADE TO HIM
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2238. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .l$liii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii!~~
11

said, Allah becomes angry witlt one who does not ask Him (for anything). (Not
making supplication is a sign of arrogance and independence from Allah.)I
PRAY TO ALLAH FOR SECURITY
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2239. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar .1$li!I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~..li~~ said,
11
He for whom the doors to supplication are opened, the doors of mercy are also

opened for him. And, Allah is not asked for anything that is dearer to Him than
being asked for security (and health)."2
·
COMMENTARY: The closing words are that Allah likes most that He should be asked for
(~w,)(security, health). It means: safety and preservation from every seen and unseen
disliked thing of this world and the next, all trials and tribulations, distress, illnesses and
afflictions. Therefore, he who asks for (Vw') (al-aafiyah) really asks for all good of both
worlds. We ask Allah for al-aafiyah. Aameen!
MUCH SUPPLICATION DURING PLEASANT TIMES
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2240. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .1$-&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ll1~
said, 11 He to whom it pleases that Allah should answer him during difficulty and
distress must make many supplications during ease (and plenty)3
BE CONFIDENT OF RECEIVING AN ANSWER
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2241. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~li11~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~

said. "Pray to Allah with cc nfidence that you will receive an answer. And, know
that Allah does not grant a prayer from an indifferent, playful heart."4
Tirmidhi # 3384, Ibn Majah 3827, Musnad Ahmad # 97
# 3559
3 Tirmidhi # 3393
4 Tirmidhi # 3490
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COMMENTARY: When making a supplication, one must observe all conditions necessary

for it, like doing pious work, keeping away from evil work, being sincere. He must be sure
of receiving an answer. He must assure himself that Allah will not let him down.
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2242. Sayyiduna Maalik ibn Yasar 4:$-~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~i»'.)J.
~ J said, 1'When you pray to Allah, pray to Him with the palms of your hands and
do not pray to Him with the backs of your hands (towards your faces)."1
2243. The version of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ 1»1 ~;, is that he said, 11Pray to Allah
with the palms of your hands but not the backs upward. When you finish, wipe
your faces with them."2
COMMENTARY: W~en you make supplication, your palms should be towards your face.

Do not reverse them. The prayer for rain is exempted from this direction as mentioned in
the chapter al-istisqa (or, praying for rain).
PRESERVES HONOUR OF HANDS
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2244. Sayyiduna Salman 4:S- 1»1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# 1»1 ,)J said,
11
Surely, your Lord is modest, generous. He is ashamed to tum away empty the
hands of his slave when he raises them."3
WIPE HANDS ON FACE
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2245. Sayyiduna Umar 4:S- .&1 ~; narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J ~ 1»1 ,)J
raised his hands while making supplication, he did not lower them till he had
wiped his face with them.4
COMMENTARY: These ahadith (traditions) say that it is sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet
Muhammad ~J~~~~) to raise hands when making prayer and to wipe the face with them
after having made it.

Abu Dawud # 1486
Abu Dawud # 1485
3 Abu Dawud # 1488, Tirmidhi # 3627
4 Tirmidhi # 3446
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THE PROPHET PREFERRED COMPREHENSIVE PRAYERS
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2246. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~' ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ . .1!1 ~ liked
supplications that were comprehensive and he left out those besides them.t
COMMENTARY: A comprehensive prayer is brief but all-embracing. It covers most of the
needs of both the worlds, like:
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(Our Lord, grant us what is good in this world and what is good in the hereafter,
and preserve us from the punishment in the Fire.)
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(0 Allah, I ask You for forgiveness and security in religion, in the world and in the
hereafter.)
There are other such comprehensive supplications mentioned in the ahadith (traditions).
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~..\1~ left out other kinds of supplications. This does not
mean that he never made them. Rather, once in a while, he made supplication for special
occasions too.
PRAYER FOR THE ABSENT
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2247. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~...\i'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4#...1!1~
11
~ J said, The supplication that receives the quickest response is one made by an
out of sight person for another."2
COMMENTARY: Prayers for another person who is not there are sincere and, therefore, get
a rapid response.
REQUEST THE GOOD PEOPLE FOR THEIR PRAYERS
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2248. Sayyiduna Uman ibn al-Khattab ~ . .1!1 ~J narrated that he sought the Prophet

Muhammad's ~J4#.&1~ permission to perform umrah. He gave him permission
and said, 110 brother, include us in your prayers. Do not forget us!" Then he said to
him something about which Umar ~ .&1 ~J said. "I would not agree to take in
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exchange of it the world."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad's ~J~~~~ words for which Umar ~~~~J was
unwilling to accept the world in exchange could be his request to pray for him, or
something else not mentioned in the hadith (tradition). The Prophet Muhammad's ~f»,~
~ J request to him to pray for him not only demonstrates his need for it and his servitude to
Allah, but also encourages the members of his ummah (his followers) to get Allah's pious
slaves pray for them even if they are of a rank lower than themselves. This also teaches
people to include others in their prayer particularly when made at sacred places where
prayers are likely to be granted.
In this way, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1:1.)-P also pointed out t.,.e greatness of Umar .1:1~J
4$ ibn al-Khattab ~f»>~J, and his merit.
THE FORTUNATE ONES WHOSE PRAYERS ARE NOT REJECTED
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2249. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..11~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..li1~
said, 11The supplication of three people is not turned down:
(i) One who is fasting when he has iftar (on completing his fast).
(ii) The just ruler (who dispenses justice).
(iii) The prayer of the oppressed. Allah raises his supplication above the clouds
and gates of heaven are opened for it. (Allah) the Lord says, 1 By My Might, I shall
help you certainly, though it might be after some time.'"2
COMMENTARY: It is a figurative speech, that the prayer of the oppressed is raised above
the clouds and doors of heaven are opened for it, to imply that his prayer is granted soon.
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2250. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..11~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..li1~
said, uThere is no doubt that three supplications are granted: the prayer of the
father, the prayer of the traveller and the prayer of the oppressed."3
COMMENTARY: A father's prayer whether for or against his children gets a quick
response. This means that a mother's prayer would get a quicker answer, though the
hadith (tradition) does not name her. She is more kind to her children than their father.
There can be two possibilities of a traveller's prayer. (i) His prayer for one who has been
kind and benevolent to him and against one who has been unkind and difficult to him is
also granted, or! (ii) his prayer is always answered no matter for whom he prays.
The prayer of the oppressed against the oppressor and his henchmen is accepted.

tAbu Dawud # 1498, Tirmidhi # 3633, Ibn Majah # 6894
Tirmidhi # 3598,
3 Abu Dawud # 1536, Tirmidhi # 3509, Ibn Majah # 3862
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SECTION III

PRESENT TO ALLAH YOUR LEAST SIGNIFICANT NEED TOO
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2251. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ,&, ~ said,

''Everyone of you must pray to his Lord for all his needs so much so that he should
ask for the thong of his sandal when it snaps."l
2252 Sayyiduna Thabit al-Bunani ~~~~J narrated in a Mursal form another version
with the addition: ''Asking Him even for salt, and asking Him even for his thong
when it snaps."2
COMMENTARY: A supplicant must ask for everything he needs, even the very little
things. He is not prevented in any way from asking Allah .who is very Kind to His
creatures. They must rely on Him alone for all their needs.
Abu Ali Daqaq said that it is a sign of Divine awareness that a person submits all his needs
to Allah, very large or very infinitesimal. He cites a very good example of Sayyiduna Musa
~~~~. On the one hand, he prayed to Allah for His vision:

(0 My Lord! Show me Yourself that I may see You}
On the other hand, when he was in need of provision, he prayed.

(My Lord, whatever You have sent down to me of good (provision), I am in need of it}
HOW HIGH MAY HANDS BE RAISED
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2253. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~' ~ J narrated t~at Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ,&, ~ used to

raise his hands when making supplication so that the whiteness under his armpits
was visible.
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2254. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd 4:$~~~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~..1u~
~ J used to level the tips of the fingers of both hands with his shoulders and make
supplication.3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ k1 jJ used to raise his hands in
supplication as mentioned in the foregoing hadith (tradition) (# 2254). As for the raising
till the whiteness was seen under his armpits that happened when he was immersed
deeply in supplication like when praying for rain or at times of severe distress.

Tirmidhi # 3682
Tirmidhi # 363
3 These three ahadith (traditions) are from Bayhaqi, Kitab Da' awat Kabir.
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2255. Sayyiduna As-Sa'ib ibn Yazid ..1J1.,..,..J narrated from his father that when the
Prophet Muhammad ~""J",.L&-.111~ made supplication and raised his hands, he wiped
his face with them.1
COMMENTARY: Allamah Teebi ~~ ~ J said that this hadith (tradition) explains that the
Prophet wiped his face with his hands then he did not wipe his face with them and this
was his practice while offering salah (prayer), making tawaf, ~:·Jing to sleep, having his
meals and such other times.
MANNERS OF SUPPLICATION

(Jjby.l oi.JJ)~j ~ ~ ~~j~~j~~~ijj 115:.4,

2256. Sayyiduna Ikrimah .1!1 "4-?" J reported that Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .1!1 ~J said,
"The (manners of) makiitg supplication is to raise your hands in line with your
shoulders or near them. The seeking of forgiveness is to point with one finger.
And, the making of an implorine; supplication is that you stretch out both hands."
According to a version: he said, 11 A very humble, imploring supplication is made
like this," and he raised both his hands putting their back near his face.2
COMMENTARY: He pointed with one finger means the forefinger. It is to blame the nafs
amarah (the baser self) and the devil, and to seek refuge from them.
As for pointing with one finger, it is makruh(unbecoming) to point with two fingers. When
the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~_;...:. saw a man point with two fingers, he corrected him,
saying, "Point with one finger, Point with one one finger."
When making an imploring supplication, Ibn Abbas ~ ~ ~ J demonstrated with hands
raised high enough for the whiteness under the armpits of the hands to be seen.
IT IS BID'AH TO RAISE HANDS FOR EVERY SUPPLICATION
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2257. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar o\.:'-.1!1~ J said, "Surely, your raising hands (very high) is an
innovation. Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 j..P did not raise them higher than this,"

meaning, only up to his chest.3
COMMENTARY: He called it a bid' ah because those people had begun to raise hands very
high without making distinction between different situations. On some occasions, it is
These three ahadith (traditions) are from Bayhaqi, Kitab Da' awat Kabir.
Abu Dawud # 1489
.
3 Musnad Ahmad 2-61
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proper to raise them up to the shoulders and on some, higher than that, but generally upto
the chest only. The Prophet Muhammad ~""J~~..l!~~ made these distinctions, but the people
had abandoned that and always raised hands higher than shoulders. This is why
Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~J corrected them.
PRAY FOR YOURSELF BEFORE YOU PRAY FOR OTHERS

2258. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b "~..1!1~J rarrated that when Allah's Messenger ..1!1..}J
mentioned someone and prayed for him, he began with himself.l
COMMENTARY: Thus if anyone decided to pray for another person, he must first pray for
himseH and then for the other.
~J~

(0 Allah, forgive me and so-and-so)
SUPPLICATION GETS ONE OF THREE THINGS
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2259. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed Khudri ~~~J narrated that the Prophet 1.\luhammad
11
~J~.a~~~ said, lf a Muslim makes a supplication which does not ask for anything
sinful, or breaking of ties of relationship, then Allah gives him one of three things.
He may give him a prompt answer to his prayer. Or, He may defer it for him for the
next world. He may remove from him evil of like amount (of his prayer)."
The Sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~..1!'~; said, "Then, we shall make many
supplications." He said," Allah grants more" (Or, "His bounties are more.")2
COMMENTARY: Allah gives to you on your asking. But what He gives you without your
asking is much more than that which He gives on your asking.
FIVE SUPPLICATIONS ARE NEVER REJECTED

- _f-..;SJI yljl.lJI
2260. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1!1~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad~ J":}s-..1!1~
1

Tirmidhi # 3396, Abu Dawud # 3984, , Ibn Majah # 3852
2 Musnad Ahmad 3-18
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said, 11Five supplications do get an answer (meaning, are granted).
(i) Prayer of the oppressed till he gets help.
(ii) Prayer of the pilgrim who performs ha_ij till he returns (home).
(iii) Prayer of the warrior (in jihad) till he finishes (Or, it is a prayer of a student
and a doer of deeds till he finishes.)
(iv) Prayer of the sick person till he recovers (or dies).
(v) Prayer of one for a distant brother."
Then, he said, "The quickest response to these prayers is to the prayer of one for a
distant brother (who is not before him)."l

CHAPTER-II
REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH, MIGHTY AND
GLORIOUS, AND DRAWING NEAR TO ALLAH
This could also mean drawing near to Allah through dhikr (hallowing of Allah) or
remembrance of Allah. And, it could also mean drawing near to Him through
supererogatory effort.
Kinds of dhikr (hallowing of Allah):
Allah's remembrance can- be made with the heart
and it can be made with the tongue also. The best way is to make it with both heart and
tongue, but if it is to be done with one of these, then it is better to do it with the heart.
There are also two kinds of dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with the heart.
One of these is to ponder and be lost in reflecting over Allah's Greatness, the jabarut
(Allah's majesty) and malakut (the Divine Kingdom, angelic world, spiritual world and the
mystic world) and in the signs of Allah's omnipotence visible in the earth and the heavens.
This kind of dhikr (hallowing of Allah), or remembrance of Allah, is called dhikr Khafi (soft
rememberance).
According to a hadith (tradition), the dhikr (hallowing of Allah) khafi (or soft
remembrance) is seventy times better if it is not heard even by those angels who record
deeds of men. On the day of resurrection, Allah will assemble the creatures for.reckoning
and these angels will submit the records of deeds as put down by them. Allah will ask
them about certain of His creatures, "Is something of their deeds missing from these
records?" They will submit that they have recorded everything seen or heard by them. On
that, Allah will say to His salve, "I have with Me, a piety of yours of which ilo one else
knows. It is dhikr (hallowing of Allah) khafi and I shall reward you for it."
The second kind of dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with the heart is to remember Allah at the
time of discharging· the commands of Allah whether they are of a positive nature (to do) or
of a prohibitive kind (not to do).
Of the two kinds of dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with the heart, the first kind is better and superior.
Some jurists, however, hold that 'dhikr (hallowing of Allah)' is applied only to making
dhikr (hallowing of Allah) of Allah with the tongue. The pref~rred ~pinion is that its
lowest degree is: 'he (who makes dhikr (hallowing of Allah)) hears .i.t himself; his tongue
making dhikr (hallowing of Allah) at least that any dhikr (hallowing of Allah) less loud
than this is not reliable. They also contend that dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with the heart is
merely of the type of knowledge and imagination at heart, but it cannot be called dhikr
1

Bayhaqi in ad-Duawat al-Kabir.
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(hallowing of Allah). Only that is dhikr (hallowing of Allah) which is made with the
tongue. We do not know what the aim of these jurists is. If they mean that literally dhikr
(hallowing of Allah) cannot be applied to the doings of the heart then it contradicts the
(literary books and) dictionaries. The sihah (six authentic books) and the Qamus say that
dhikr (ha~lowing of Allah)· is the opposite of forgetfulness. Clearly, this is an action of the
heart .. Just as ·f?r_getfulness is concerned with the heart, so too its opposite dhikr (hallowing
of Allah) (rem~mbering) is also from the heart. Of course, what is spoken by the tongue is
also dhikr (hallowing of Allah).
lp.~ gist of it is· that the word dhikr (hallowing of Allah) is common to both: the act of the
J:leart·and.the act of the tongue.· Just as the fo~er is called dhikr (hallowing of Allah) so
too the latter is called dhikr (hallowing of Allah). Hence, just as dhikr (hallowing of Allah)
with the tongue is reliable, so too dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with the heart is reliable, and,
in fact, dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with the heart is better.
The mashaikh of the Sufis (leaders of mystries .&!l...f-J) ~._.J also say that dhikr (hallowing of
Allah) is of two kinds: with the heart and with the tongue. The effect or influence of the
·
former is much more, stronger and better than the latter.
As for the jurists who have undermined dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with the heart, perhaps
they refer to those moments for which Shari'ah (Islamic law) (Islamic law) prescribes dhikr
(hallowing of Allah) with the tongue, like the tasbihs (specific hallowing/ glorifying),
recitation of Quran, salah (prayer), the devotional exercises after salah (praye.r), etc. when
dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with the heart is not enough, but dhikr (hallowing of Allah)
with the tongue is necessary. These jurists certainly do not mean that dhikr (hallowing of
Allah) with the heart does not fetch reward in the hereafter.
SECTION I
MERIT OF THOSE WHO MAKE DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH)
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2261. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ii'~J·and Sayyiduna Abu S'eed ~.iii~J narrated
that Allah's Messenger said, 11Whenever some people sit together and remember
Allah, the angels surround them, mercy envelopes them, sakinah (peace) descends
on them and Allah mentions them among those (angels and souls of the Prophets)
who are with Him."t
·
COMi\1E"TARY: Sakinah (peace) is peace of heart, solace, and calmness of mind. It drives
out of the heart the r!easures of the world and of everything other than Allah. It brings
one into the fold of the Bektg 0f Allah and presence before Him. The descent of sakinah
(peace) is established by this verse too:
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IBehold, in the remembrance of Allah hearts do find satisfaction)(13:28)
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2262. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&!~ J narrated that once Allah's Messenger ~~~~
~J

was along his way to Makkah. He came by a mountain called Jumdan. He said,
Walk ahead! This is Jumdan. The mufarridun have overtaken." The sahabah
asked, 11 And what is the mufarridun, 0 Messenger of Allah? He said, ''The men
and women who remember Allah much."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~' ~ described the mufarridun (real
solitude) is to be alone to remember Allah. While they were very near Makkah, some of the
Sahabah ~J~.\1~ overtook the others to be home earlier. The Prophet Muhammad ~~~~
~J said, "The (real) mufarridun are who remember Allah when they are alone."
Ibn Abbas ~a'~J said that remembering Allah after salah (prayer), morning and evening,
with every movement, etc qualities one among 'those who remember Allah much.'
PARABLE OF THOSE WHO MAKE DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) AND WHO
DO NOT
11
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2263. sayyiduna Abu Musa ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~ ~~~said,
''the example of him who rememberq ft..llah and of him who does not remember
Allah is that of the living and the dead."
COMMENTARY: Remembering Allah is the life of the heart of one who remembers AU-ill.
But not remembering Him is its death. The living person makes use of his life, so d0es he
who remembers Allah make use of his dhikr (hallowing of Allah). Once a person is dead,
he cannot derive anything of his state, so too one who neglects remembrance of Allah,
cannot benefit from his illness.
MEANS OF NEARNESS TO ALLAH

(~~)

2264. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.i»>~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said that Allah, the Exalted, says, "I am as My slave perceives Me. I am ~f;l, him
when he remembers Me, so if he remembers Me to himself, I remer-.:,er him to
Myself and if he remembers Me in an assembly, I remember birr. m an assembly
that is better than they."2
COMMENTARY: Allah is as His slave perceives Him. It meC:'.ns that He is for him just as he
1
2

Muslim# 4-1676
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thinks of Him and treats him exactly as he expects of Him. If he expects Him to forgive
him, Allah forgives him but if he thinks that he will punish him then Allah punishes him.
In other words, this hadith (tradition) urges one to have higher hope of Allah's mercy and
kindness than fear of His punishment. One must have a favourable idea of Him that He
would favour one with His unlimited forgiveness and mercy.
According to a hadith (tradition), Allah will have a man sent to hell. At the brink of it, he
will submit, "My Lord, I had expected a good _treatment from You." Allah will command,
"Bring him back. I am near the perception and expectation should be backed by deeds and
then one tnust expect forgiveness. Great expectations without deeds are of no use.
"When he remembers Me, I am near him." This means that when he is occupies in
remembering Me, I give him ability to be more pious and to do more good. I have mercy
on him and I help and protect him.
A LITTLE THOUGHT OF ALLAH BRINGS MORE FAVOUR OF ALLAH

2265 Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~.:.~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iJ,jJ said
that Allah says, 11He who does a. good deed will have reward of ten such deeds and I
shall add to that. But, he who does an evil deed, the return for it is the like of it, or I
forgive him. I get nearer to him by a cubit. He who draws near to Me by a cubit, I
get nearer to him by two cubits. He who comes to Me walking, I go to him running.
He who meets Me with sins amounting to the size of the earth not having
associated anything with Me, I meet him ·with forgiveness matching that amount."1 •
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) shows how very Merciful Allah is. The hadith
(tradition) emphasizes that even a slight attention to Allah by a slave of His draws towards
him abounding mercy.
ADVANTAGE OF DRAWING NEAR "t 0 ALLAH

1 Buk!'~

169.

# 7405, Muslim# 22-2687, Trimidhi # 2395, 3614, Ibn Majah # 3821/2, Musnad Ahm.-:td 5-
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said that Allah the Exalted says, "If anyone antagonizes a wali (friend) of Mine, I
declare war against him. No one draws near to Me with anything dearer to Me than
that which I have prescribed for him. And, My slave does not cease to draw near to .
Me with the supererogatory till I love him. When I love him, I become his hearing
with which he hears, his sight with which he sees, his hand with which he grasps
and his foot with which he walks. If he prays to Me, I shall certainly grant it to him
and if he seeks refuge in Me, I shall certainly give him refuge. And, I do not
hesitate about anything I do as I hesitate to take the soul of a believer who hates
death, for, I do not like to make him soul but there is no way out of it.l
COMMENTARY: Another meaning instead- of II declare war against him' is he is at war
against Me and this I declare.' He wages war against Me. The scholars say that there is no
sin of which Allah has declared war against the perpetrator as this one which is to hurt a dear
slave friend of Allah and against one who devours interest. Allah has said about the latter:
1

~j-!Jj ;iJ1 &., y~ 1) j(i
~

{If you do not desist then listen to the declaration of war from Allah and His
Messenger.}(2:279)
Both these are grave sins worth condemnation. Both spell utter ruin in this world and the
next. The fate of one who fights Allah is very clear.
Whoever abides by what Allah has prescribed becomes Allah's dear slave. The U1.ama
(Scholars) explain the relative portion of the hadith (tradition) that Allah makes his limbs a
means of earning His pleasure. Or, Allah causes His love to dominate this slave so that he
abides by Allah' s· commands and does what pleases Him and abstains from that which
displeases Allah.
As for death, it is inescapable. However, Allah makes it easy for him and causes him to be
pleased with death. Certain blessings can accrue only after death.
As for hesitancy on the part of Allah, the word in Arabic is (~-'.Ji- I hesitate) which implies
Ia decision between two things of which one doubts which is better.' Clearly, this meaning
of the word cannot apply to Allah. So, He means that while He enforces His decisions
promptly, in this case He delays a little to incline the believer's heart towards death.
ANGELS SEARCH FOR THOSE WHO MAKE DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH)
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2267. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.a,,~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~
said that surely Allah has angels who go around the paths looking out for those
who engage in the remembrance of Allah. When they find some people
remembering Allah, they call each other, "Come! Here is what you look for." They
surround them with their wings up to the lowest heaven. Their Lord asks them,
although He knows better about them, "what do My salves say?" They say, "They
glorify You, extol you, praise You and magnify You." He asks, "Have they seen
. Me?" Th,ey say, ''No, by Allah,(l) meaning, 'certainly' for they are speaking to
Allah Himself. They have not seen You." He asks, 11How would they behave if
they had seen Me?" They say, ''If they had seen You, they would have been more
keen in worshipping You, in magnifying You and in glorifying You." He asks,
'~at do they pray for?" They say. 11They ask You for paradise." He asks "Have
they seen it?" They say by Him that they have not seen it. He asks how it would
have been if they had seen it. They submit that in that case they would have craved
for it more and prayed for it more devotedly and would have had a greater longing
for it. He asks, "From what do they seek refuge?" They say, 11 From hell!" He asks
wh~ther !hey have seen it. They say. "Certainly, our Lord, they have not seen it."
He asks how -it ~vould be if they saw it and they submit that in that case they would
have run away from it and feared it more severely. So, Allah says, 11I make you
witnesses th~t I have forgiven them." One of those angels submits, "There i.&
among them so-and-so who does not belong to them having come there only fm. a
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Allah says, ''They are such people sitting together that anyone who sits with
them will not be downcast."
The version in Muslim is:
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said
that Allah has angels who travel round extensively to seek assemblies where dhikr
(hallowing of Allah) of Allah is made. When they locate one where dhikr
(hallowing of Allah) is being made, they sit among them and surround each other
with their wings such that the space between them and the lowest heaven is
occupied. When the people disperse, the angels ascend to the heaven and Allah,
though He knows best, asks them where they had been. They say, 'We come from
Your slaves on earth who were glorifying You, extolling You, declaring Your unity,
P.raising You and praying to You." He asks, "What do they pray to me for?" They
say, "They ask You for )'our paradise." He asks, "Have they seen it?" They
submit, "No, our Lord!" He asks, "How they would behave if they had seen it?"
They submi!, "they also seek refuge in You." He asks, "From what do they seek
refuge?" They say, From hell, He asks "Have they seen it?" they say, No Our Lord,
He asks "How would they behave if they had seen it?" The angels submit, "They
also ask for Your forgiveness" He says, "I have forgiven them, granted them their
prayer and given them refuge from what they seek refuge." They, submit, "0 our
Lo~;"d, among them is a sinner who happened to pass by them and sat down with
them." He says, "I have forgiven him too. They are such people that anyone
associating with them will not be downcast."1
COMMENTARY: Allah is the All-Knowing. He asks the angels about the different things
only to remind them that they had asked Him why He had created Aadam ~')W1~, for, his
children would make mischief on earth. These very children of Sayyiduna ·Aadam ~')W'~
were engaged in dhikr (hallowing of Allah) of Allah.
The version in Muslim does not have the answer to Allah's question, "What if they had
seen paradise?" (and, hell?) This is because the question is itself enough as an answer.
The hadith (tradition) concludes with an encouragement to the ummah (people/followers)
to keep company of those who make dhikr (hallowing of Allah). This ensures prosperity
and success. A pious man had said, "Keep company of Allah but if you cannot do that then
keep company of those who keep Allah's company by making dhikr (hallowing of Allah)."
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2268. Sayyiduna Hanzalah ibn Ar Rabi al Usaydi ~ iilt ~J narrated that Sayyiduna
Abu Bakr ~iii~~J met him and asked him, 11 How do you do, 0 Hanzalah?" He said,
11
Hanzalah has become a hypocrite!" He said, "Subhan Allah, what d~ you say?"
He said, ''While we are with Allah's Messenger~J~.11,~, he tells us about hell and
paradise as though we see them. But, as we go out from him and get occupied with
our wives, children and properties, we forget much." Abu Bakr ~~~~J agreed that
he too went through the same thing. Then, they went to meet Allah's Messenger ~
~J "~ ~~ and Hanzalah ~ ~~ ~ J said, 11 Hanzalah has turned into a hypocrite, 0
Messenger of Allah." He asked, ''What does that mean?" He said, 11We be with you
and you speak to us of hell and paradise and make us almost see them, but when
we go out and depart from you, we get busy with our wives, children and properties
and we forget much." Allah's Messenger said, 11 By Him Who has my soul in His
hand, if you persisted in the same condition as ·you are with me and in
remembering Allah, then the angels would shake hand with you whether you lie
down or walk about. But, 0 Hanzalah, there is an hour and an hour!" saying this
(last) three times.
COMMENTARY: The angels do shake hands of those who make dhikr (hallowing of Allah)
without being seen, but here it is shaking hands in public view if that situation arises.
'Lying down and walking about' implies when you are unoccupied and when you are
occupied. It is all the time whatever you do.
'There is an hour and an hour.' This means that there is a time for every little thing and it
is not constant always. So do not think of yourself as a hypocrite, for, nights have to be
'
given to everyone.
~t~tj.Jaili

SECTION-II

MERIT OF DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH)
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2269. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
asked the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~~~~J, "Shall I not tell you of a deed
that is the best and purest of your deeds in the sight of your king, which raises your
ranks highest, which is better for you than spending gold and silver, and which is
better for you than that you' encounter your enemy and that you should cut off each
other's necks?" They said, "Of course, tell us!" He said, 11lt is dhikr (hallowing of
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Allah) (remembrance) of Allah."1
COMMENTARY: Perhaps this hadith (tradition) refers to dhikr (hallowing of Allah) both
by the tongue and by the heart. It tells us too that dhikr (hallowing of Allah) is better than
sadaqah (charity), jihad (crusade) and other deeds.
THE BEST DEED

jli;~(fll!JI ~~ jlii~.5~rlJ1 j..o ~I J!~l.;l-l $-4- J~r ~ ;ill~lj-j ('f'fV•)
~L:.!J ~ill J.JU5 ..._ul j~ ~~ Jt.::J."}I ~~;ill Jj.!J ~ j~ ~ &!~ .5 ~% j~ M~~
(I.S~_pl..,~\oi_J.J)-JH}'~~~j
2270. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Busr 4;$ .a,, ~J narrated that a villager came to the
Prophet Muhammad ~ J4,Js..&1~ and asked, "Which of the people is best?" He said,
"Blessedness is for him whose life is long and deeds are good." The man asked, "0
Messenger of Allah, which deed is best?" He said, "That you should part from the
world while your tongue is moist with remembrance of Allah."2
COMMENTARY: The tongue is said to be moist when it is engaged in dhikr (hallowing of

Allah) till death overtakes one. The hadith (tradition) covers both dhikr (hallowing of
Allah) jail (audible, with the tongue) and dhikr (hallowing of Allah) Khafi (quiet). Both can
be made with the tongue. It can also refer to dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with the heart. If it
is with both, the heart and tongue, then it is best.
GARDENS OF PARADISE
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2271. Sayyiduna Anas 4;$ . 1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4,Js.. 41, ~ said,
"when you pass by the gardens of paradise, eat(its) fruits." The sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~.a,,~J asked, ~~at are the gardens of paradise?" He said, 11The
circles where Allah is mentioned."3
(His dhikr (hallowing of Allah) is made).
COMMENTARY: It means that if you come upon a group of people making dhikr

(hallowing of Allah) then join them.
Nawawi ~.&~~J said that just as it is mustahab (desirable) to make dhikr (hallowing of Allah),
so, too, it is mustahab (desirable) to sit with those who make dhikr (hallowing of Allah).
Dhikr (hallowing of Allah) is made with both tongue and heart, or with one of them, A
man said to his shaykh (Great religious Scholar), "I remember Allah with my tongue but
my heart is negligent." He said, "Be grateful to Allah and remember Him. He has kept one
of your limbs occupied in His remembrance."
1

Tirmidhi # 3388, Ibn Majah # 3790, Muwatla Maalik # , Musnad Ahmad # 6-447
Tirmidhi #, Musnad Ahmad# 5-43, Darimi # 2748.
3 Tirmidhi # 3521, Musnad Ahmad # 3-65
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REFRAINING FROM DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) WILL CAUSE REGRET
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2272. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.a~~~J narrated that Allah's·Messenger ~J4#.&1~
said, "He who sits some where (or in an assembly) and does not remember Allah
there, that will be for him a matter of regret from Allah. And, he who lies down on
his bed and does not make dhikr (hallowing of Allah) of Allah there, that will be
for him a matter of regret from Allah."I
COMMENTARY: Whatever time is spent without making dhikr (hallowing of Allah) will
be a course of regret on the day of resurrection.
MEETINGS WHERE ALLAH IS NOT REMEMBERED
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2273. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#li11~

said, "If any people disperse from an assembly where they did not remember Allah
then it is as though they arose from the corpse of an ass. That will be a cause of
regret for them."2
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2274. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated'that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, 11 lf

people sit in an assembly without remembering Allah and invoking blessings on
their Prophet, then that assembly will be for them a means of regret. If Allah will,
He may punish them, or if He wills, He may forgive them."3
COMMENTARY: This means that if they make remembrance of Allah, then He will forgive
them definitely.
BENEFICIAL SPEECH
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2275. Sayyidah Umm Habibah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&!~

said, "Every speech of the son of Aadam is against him, not for him, except
enjoining the reputable and forbidding evil, and remembrance of Allah."4
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) interpret this hadith (tradition) to refer to every
kind of saying disliked by Shari'ah (Islamic law). Clearly, only that speech will be
Abu Dawud # 4856
Abu Dawud # 4855, Musnad Ahm... d # 2-389
3 Tinnidhi # 3440, Munad Ahmad # 2-453
4 Tirmidhi # 2420, Ibn Majah # 3974
1

2
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beneficial in the hereafter that is only for religion. Permissible speech is not disputed.
Enjoining the reputable, forbidding the disreputed and dhikr (hallowing of Allah) and
other words similar to these are the only words beneficial to the son of Aada~".>W,~.
TO.O MUCH CONVERSATION WITHOUT DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) IS
.
CAUSE OF HARDHEARTEDNESS
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2276. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~l»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J•#-i»l~ said.
11
Do not talk much without making dhikr (hallowing of Allah) of Allah. Indeed,
excessive talk without dhikr (hallowing of Allah) causes hearts to harden and,
surely, the farthest of the people from Allah is one with a hard heart."1
COMMENTARY: One who talks much, babbles lonely his words. He listens to none and
thinks only of himself as correct. He does not fear Allah and is neglectful of the hereafter.
THE BEST ASSET
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2277. Sayyiduna Thaw ban ~1»1~ J narrated that when (the verse 9:34):

'

'

"': ,
,
~ iil-1 .4llj ~.ill..._uj~~.illj
{Those who hoard gold and silver)
was revealed, they were with the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# 1»1 ~ on one of his
journeys. Some of the sahabah~ 1»1 ~J said, 11 It is revealed concerning gold and
silver. If we knew the property that is best , then we might acquire it." He said,
11
The best property is a tongue that remembers Allah, a grateful heart and a
believing wife who helps a man with his faith."2
COMMENTARY: Though it seems that the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~..l!~~J
asked about the normal worldly wealth of which some kind might be specified for
them, yet, in reality, they had enquired about something apart from the worldly
wealth, such that could be helpful in their needs that might arise. So, the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~..l!~~ respected their real request and disclosed the beneficial assets of
·
which is no doubt that they are the best.
The wife's helping her husband with his religion is to assist him in discharging his
religious obligations. She also makes the atmosphere conducive to make it easy for him to
engage in worship. She prevents him from indulging in sin and the unlawful.

1

2

Tirmidhi # 2411
Ibn Majah # 1856 Musnad Ahmad 5-278, Tirmidhi
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SECTION III

ALLAH TAKES PRIDE BEFORE ANGELS IN THOSE WHO MAKE DHIKR
(HALLOWING OF ALLAH)
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2278. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~~1~J narrated that Sayyiduna Muawiyah ~lil~~J went
to a circle in the mosque and asked, 1'What makes you sit together?" They said, 11We
sit together to remember Allah." He asked them by Allah if nothing but that had
made them sit together and they confirmed, 11 By Allah, we do not sit together for
anything else." He told them that he had not adjured them out of misgivings ab.
them and added, 11No one of my standing before Allah's Messenger ~J-'~lil' ~ .a·
fewer ahadith (traditions) from him.than I have. Once, Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~
had l'Yent to a circle of his sahabah (Prophet's companions) l"~~li11~J and had asked
them what had brought them to sit there together and they had said that they were
together to remember Allah and to praise Him for leading them to Islam and for
bestowing favour on them. He had asked them (again), 111 adjure you by Allah, has
nothing else prompted you to sit together? ,They had said, ,By Allah, we have not sat
together except for that.' He had said, 'I did not adjure by Allah out of suspicion
about you, but Jibril (gabriel) came to me and informed me that Allah, Mighty and
Glorious, takes pride in you before the angels."1
COMMENTARY: Allah points out to the angels that, in spite of the devil and their desires,
those people had sat together to mention Him. They were more praiseworthy because the
angels had not to curb evil ten~encies or exert themselves as much.
L

DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) EASY BUT MORE REWARDING
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2279. Sayyiduna Abdullah Ibn Busr ~ li11 ~J narrated that a man submitted, 11 0
Messenger of Allah, the injunctions of I~lam are many for me. Do teach me
something by which I might abide." He said, 11Let your tongue not cease to be fresh
1

Muslim # 40.2701, Musnad Ahmad 4-92
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(or moist) with the remembrance of Allah."1

2280. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri 4$ ~~ ~.J narrated that someone asked Allah's
Messenger ~J4}s-~~, ''Which worshipper will be most excellent and of highest
rank in the sight of Allah on the day of resurrection?" He said, "Those men and
women who remember Allah very often." He was asked, "0 Messenger of Allah,
even above the warriors in Allah's path?" He said, "Even if he swings his sword on
the disbelievers and polytheists till it breaks and it smeare1l with blood, the one
who makes dhikr (hallowing of Allah) of Allah will have a higher rank than he."2
COMMENTARY: Not to say anything of one who is wounded in battle, even the warrior
who is soaked in blood, the person who makes dhikr (hallowing of Allah) of Allah is
superior than he.
DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) PRESERVES FROM THE DEVIL
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2281. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js.~'~ said,

"The devil remains fixed at the heart of the son of Aadam ~".>\-JI ~. When he
remembers Allah, the devil goes away, but when he neglects to remember Allah,
the devil prompts evil suggestions."
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2282. Sayyiduna Maalik ~.&'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~ used to

say, "He who remembers Allah among those who are negligent (about it) is like the
one who continues to fight after the others have fled. He who remembers Allah
among those who are negligent is like a green branch on a dry tree."
1
2

Tirmidhi # 3386, Ibn Majah # 3792, Musnad Ahmad# 10968
Tirmidhi # 3387, Musnad Ahmad #11820
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2283. According to another version:

like a green tree among the trees. And, he who
remembers Allah among those who are negligent is like a lamp in a dark house. He
who remembers Allah among those who are negligent, Allah will show him his place
in paradise. He who remembers Allah among those who are negligent will be
forgiven his sins as many as there are the fasih and the a'jam (dumb)."t
Fasih refers to the human beings and a'jam (dumb) to the animals (who possess
power of speech and who do not).
DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) DELIVERS FROM PUNISHMENT MOST
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2284. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ol$..\ii~J said, "A person does not perform any deed
that delivers him from Allah's punishment as much as remembrance of Allah does."2
ONE WHO MAKES DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) IS GREATLY FORTUNATE
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2285. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "Surely, Allah, the Exalted, says 'I am with My salve when he remembers Me
and his both lips move for Me."3
DmKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) CLEANSES HEART
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2286. Sayyid~a Abdullah ibn Umar ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad IJJ1j..P
11
~""J 4~ used to say, There is for everything a polish. For the heart, the polish is
Nothing delivers from Allah's punishment as does
remembrance of Allah.
remembrance of Allah." Someone asked him, "Is not waging jihad (crusade) in Allah's
path the same thing?" He said, 11No, even if he swings his sword and till it breaks."

1 Tirmidhi,

Ibn Majah # 3790.
Tirmidhi, Ibn Majah # 3790.
3 Bukhari chapter heading (chapterl, surah al Qiyamah 75) move not your tongue in to make haste
therewith.
2
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ASMAALLAH TA'ALA
THE NAMES OF ALLAH THE EXALTED
We must know that Allah's names are confined to what has been heard of them from and
permitted by the shari'ah (Islamic law). Only those names should be called as are known
from the sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~~). We must not attribute any
name from ourselves by our reasoning even if they are synonymous with the names taught
to us by .Shri'ah, for instance, we may call Him (~~)(aalim) but not (Ji~) (aaqil), Qawwad)
(,)'J'!") but not(~) (sakhi), (j~) (shafi) but not (~)(tabib).
A person should try his best to grow the attributes of Allah in himself. This is emphasized
in the next pages while explaining Allah's names, or in other writings bout adopting His
attributes. We must act on that wholeheartedly, so that our bein~s become a reflection of
the Divine. Light and our lives an example of Islamic manners and teachings.

~~ W~Jl!i~JJ,1ll
(0 Allah enable us and make it easy for us to get them.)
A religious mentor is known to have commanded whoever came to him to enlist as his
disciple to first make ablution and come to him. Then, he recited to him the names of
Allah, the Exalted, with complete respect and glory in a loud voice. Then, he taught the
name whose effects he perceived in the fresh disciple hoping that he would adopt it
quickly.
SECTION!
MEMORIZING ALLAH'S NAMES
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2287. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:$-l»l~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~l»1~
said, 11 Surely, Allah has ninety-nine names - one less than one hundred.
He who preserves them in memory will enter paradise (directly without
undergoing punishment)."
According to another version: 11~d He is (witr) one and loves what is witr (single)."1

~J

COMMENTARY: By saying that Allah has ninety-nine names, this hadith (tradition) does

not mean to fix a number or apply a limit to the names of Allah. He has very many names.
In the next few pages, we shall read the ninety-nine names and some more, insha Allah (if
Allah wills).
The ninety-nine names mentioned here are the ones whose characteristic the hadith
(tradition) mentions that anyone who memorises them will.enter paradise. It is these
ninety-nine names which have this singlular peculiarity.

1

Bukhari # 6410, Muslim # 5-2677, Musnad(book) Ahmad #2-267.
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~l.4;.1: The ulama (Scholars) have varying opinions about the word {lA~') 'preserves them
in memory'. Bukhari and others have given it this very meaning and, in facts, this opinion
is ore correct. Some versions have, instead.of {lA~I), the word(~): 'memorises them.'
Some scholars give them the meaning recited them or believed in them, or understood their
meaning and conducted himself accordingly.

HE IS WITR (ODD NUMBERS) & LOVES WITR (ODD NUMBERS): Allah loves deeds
and petitions that are odd in number. The implication is that of all deeds, Allah loves the
deed that is based on sincerity and is done merely for Allah, the Exalted, alone.
SECTION II
~t~1j.Aill
·NINETY-NINE NAMES OF ALLAH & THEIR EXPLANATION
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2288. Sayyit{una Abu hurayrah ~il!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1IIJ..P
said, "Allah, the Exalted has ninety-nine names. He who commits them to memory
·
will enter paradise:"
He is Allah beside whom thP.re is no God. Ar-Rehman, Ar-Rahim, Al-Malik, AlQuddus, As-Salaam (greeting}, Al-Mumin, Al-Muhaymin, Al-Aziz, Al-Jabbar, AlMutakabbir, Al-Khaliq, Al-Bari, Al-Musawwir, Al-Ghaffar, Al-Qahhar, Al-Wahhab,
Ar-Razzaq, Al-Fattah, Al-Alim, Al-Qabid, Al-Basit, Al-Khafid, Al-Rafi, Al-Muiz, AlMuzil, As-Sami, Al-Basir, Al-Hakam, Al-Adl, Al-Latif, Al-Khabir; Al-Alim, AlAzim, Al-Ghafur, Ash-Shakur, Al-Aliy, Al-Kabir, Al-Hafiz, Al-Muqit, Ai Hasib, AlJalil, Al-Karim, Ar-Raqib, Al-Mujib, Al-Wasi, Al-Hakim, Al-Wadud, Al-Majtd, AlBaith, Ash-Shahid, Al-Haq, Al-Wakil, Al-Qawiy, Al-Matin, Al-Waliy, Al-Hamid,
Al-Muhsiy, Al-Mubdiy, Al-Mu'id, Al-Muhyi, Al-Mumit, Al-Hayy, Al-Qayyum, AlWajid, Al-Maajid, Al-Wahid, A!-Ahad, A:;-Samad, Al-Qadir, Al-Muqtadir, AlMuqaddim, Al-Muakhkhir, Al-Awwal, Al-Aakhir, Az-Zahir, Al-Batin, Al-Waliy,
Al-Muta'aliy, AI-Barr, At-Tawwab, Al-Muntaqir, · Al-Afu, Ar-Ra'uf, Maalik-ul-
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Mulk, Dhul Jalal wa al-Ikram, ·Al-Muqsit, Al-Jami, Al-Ghaniy, Al-Mughniy, AlMani, Ad-Daar, An-Nafi, An-Noor, Al-Hadi, Al-Badi, Al-Baqi, Al-Warith, ArRashid, As-Sabur.t
·
COMMENTARY: The sentence 'He is Allah besides whom there is no God' is a separate
sentence by itself, It introduces the ninety-nine names that follow.
This expression has many applications' First: If a hypocrite reads it, but does not confirm
it at heart, only to show himself as a Muslim, then it may benefit him in this world by
protecting his life, property and family and the hands of the Muslims, but it "Yill not profit
him in the hereafter.
!:pecondly, it may be uttered by the tongue coupled with belief at l'eart but only as an
imitatiOIJ. Opinions differ on its being correct, the strongest of which is that it is correct.
Thirdly, the oral repetition is matched by a belief at heart that follows observation of
Divine signs. Most of the ulama (Scholars) say that it is reliable, too.
Fourthly, the oral declaration is accompanied by a firm conviction which is deduced from
evidences this, to, is an approved form.
Fifthly, he who utters this expression is aware of its meaning through the eye of his heart.
It implies that he has a perfect awareness. This is the highest degree.
This is the position when this expression is uttered by the tongue. The other possibility is
when it is expressed only at heart and there is no oral declaration. In this case, if there is an
excuse for it, say the person is dumb, or any other, and he is unable to declare it with the
tongue, then this expression will be beneficial to him in both worlds and he will gain
·deliverance in both this world and the next. If he has no reason whatsoever to not declare
it with the tongue, then he will earn nothing in the next world. Nawawi .&1~; has said that
the Ahlus-sunnah (greatest group of Muslims who abide by tpe Practice of Holy Prophet
Muhammad ~J4#.&1~) are unanimous about these deductions.
ALLAH: This is the name of Allah specifically. It means, 'the Being Who is worthy of
worship.' Most of the ulama (Scholars) hold that of the names of Allah, the Exalted, this
name is the greatest. The masses should have this name constantly on their tongues. They
must make dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with this name fearfully and respectfully. The
learned must reflect on this name for its meaning and know that this name can be applied
to only that Being Who possesses all the attributes of Divinity. And, the highly selected,
exclusive group sho.:uld have their hearts lost in Allah, and not tum towards any one oth~;.·
than this Being. They must fear Him alone, for He Alone is True and Manifest. Everything
besides Him will perish and is false. It is as stated in Bukhari that the Prophet Muhammad
~J~~~ said, "The most correct of the words of poets is the saying of Labid:

tLuilit·~~
' ~vr
.
~~~

~

(Know! Everything other than Allah is vain.)
CHARACTERISTIC OF THIS WORD (ALLAE:): If anyone repeats this specific name
{Allah) one thousand times, then he will become determined and will possess firm faith.
He who repeats it one hundred times after salah (prayer) will have his unseen broadened
and he will become a man of inspiration. Secrets will be unveiled to him. 2
1 Tirmidhi
2

# 3518,Bayhaqi in ad-Diwat al-Kabir.
Bukhari # 6147, Muslim # 2-2256, Tirmidhi # 2858, Ibn Majah # 3757,Musnad(book) Ahmad #2-267.
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1,2 - AR-RAHMAN, AR-RAHIM: The Compassionate, The Merciful, Who forgives. A
person who emulates these attributes, is required by these names to concentrate deeply
towards Allah. He should be trusted and relied upon. One should keep oneself engaged
inwardly in remembering Him, but others besides Him must be ignored. Mercy should be
shown to His creatures, and the wronged-one or oppressed must be supported and helped.
The oppressor must be prevented from being oppressive to others and this must be done in
a pious manner. Those who refrain from.worship of Allah an~ His dhikr (hallowing of
Allah) must be warned, and a merciful sight should be directed towards the sinner rather
than look down upon him. One's ability must be directed to further the affairs of shari' ah
(Islamic law). To the best of one's ability, one must help the needy and destitute.
CHARACTERISTIC OF THESE NAMES: If,anyone repeats (~)1~)1) (Ar-:-Rehman, ArRahim) one hundred times after every salah (prayer), then Allah removes form his heart
negligence, forgetfulness and lethargy. All creatures will have mercy on him.
3 - AL-MALIK: The true Sovereign. }i:e is the real King of the earth, the heavens and the
universe. Both the worlds are governed by Him and belong to Him. He is Independent of
all while all depend on Him.
Having known this attribute, it becomes imperative on us to behave as His slaves and to
pray to Him alone. We must obey Him and seek honour only from Him. We must attach
ourselves to His kingdom and declare complete unconcern with all others fearing none and
looking at none for one's needs. We must have a thorough check on our limbs and
potential and emply them in worship and abiding by Shari' ah (Islamic law). Thus, we will
be Ia true ruler of our own life.
CHARACTERISTIC OF AL-MALIK: If any ruler or king recites this name with the
name Al-Qudus meaning, Malik ul-Quddus, regularly, then Allah will give him
permanence over his dominion. If he is).lot a king or ruler, then through its blessings his
own soul will submit to him in obedience. If anyone repeats this name to gain honour then
he will achieve his objective.
Shah Abdur Rahman .1!1~; has said that if anyone repeats this name Al-Malik ninety times
everyday then not only will he be radiant and awe-inspiring, but also rulers will be soft
with him. This name is tried for honour and high regard and esteem.
4- AL-QUDDUS: 'The Sacred, the H'oly.' Qushayri .iii1~J said that he who knows that
Allah is Al-Qudus, the sacr~d. must cherish the desire that Allah keep him free of defects
and calamities and sins, always.
ITS CHARACTERISTICS: He who recites this name at the time of zawal will have a clean
heart. If anyone writes this name and the name As-Subbuh after the salah (prayer) of Friday
on a piece of bread (al-Quddus as-Subbuh) and eats it, then he will have angelic traits.
When in panic at the time of protection from the enemies, this name shol.i!d be recited as
much as possible. The traveller must continue to recite it; he will never be.h~lpless and
needy. If it is recited three hundred and nineteen times on anything sweet which is fed to
the enemy, he will turn kind.
5- AS-SALAAM (GREETING): 'Th~ Giver of p~ace, The Author of Safety.' With this
name, a person makes himself free of b~ deeds and bad manners. Qushayri ~~ ~; said
. that he turns to his Lord with a sound heart with this name. Some authorities say that it
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reqilires him to be safe for other Muslims, both with his tongue and hand. Rather, he treats
Muslims very kindly. When he sees an elder Muslim, he thinks, "He is better than I am
because he has worshipped and obeyed Allah more than I have and he preceded me in
faith." If he sees a Muslim younger than him, then he too is better because he has
committed fewer sins. Also, when a Muslim commits a mistake and he apologises to him,
he pardons him.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS NAME: If anyone recites this name one hundred and
eleven times over a sick person, then insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will be cured. If
anyone repeats it constantly then he will be rid of fear.
6- AL-MUMIN: 'The Bestower of security.' This name calls upon a person to protect
Allah's creatures from his own mischief and the mischief of other people.
ITS CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites it frequently, or writes it down and keeps it
with himself, then Allah will preserve him from the devil' s mischief. No one will
overpower him. He will be under Allah's protection both outwardly and inwardly. If he
recites it much too often then Allah's creatures will obey him.
7- AL-MUHAYMIN: 'The Protector.' He protects very well. This name requires the
reciter to refrain from bad habits, evil beliefs and other such things like jealousy, etc. He
should keep away from all such things that cause him to be negligent of Allah.

ITS CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone has a bath and recites this name one hundred and
fifteen times then he will know the secrets and the unknown. He who recites it regularly
will be safe from all calamities. He will be among the inhabitants of paradise.
8- AL-AZIZ: 'The Mighty, none can overpower Him' This name allows a person to subdue
his self, his desired and the devil. He becomes unique in knowledge and learning. Me
does not beg from Allah's creatures, so maintains his dignity and preserves himself frmn
degrading himself.
Abu al-Abbas Muraysi k'~J said, "By Allah, I have found honour in not stretching hand
before the creatures (to beg)."
Some u1ama (Scholars) say that only he thinks of Allah as Mighty and Overpowering and
Unique and unmatched who regards His commands and His Shari' ah (Islamic law) as dear
and dominant over him and obeys Him in a singular unmatched manner. But, he w~o
takes these things lightly and shows unconcern does not regard Allah as dear and n-Lighty.
Allah, says:
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(And might belongs to Allah and to His Messenger and the believers, but the
hypocrites know not.} (63~8}
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone repeats this narrt~ forty-one times after the salalt (prayer)
of fajr then he will not be dependent on anyone in both the worlds. He will become mighty
and accepted after being ignoble and friendless.
Apart from this, there are many other amazing properties of this name
9- AL-JABBAR: 'The Overpowering Lord, The Compeller.' He repairs the disturbed ~~id
out of order tasks. He guides the creatures to what He intends. This name causes ~ person
to earn merits and excellence and correct his defects· and become constant on abstinence
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and obedience to subdue his self and attain perfection.
Qushayri ,&,~;cited some books to quote Allah, 0 My slave you decide to do something
and I decide about something, but only what I wish happens. So, if you become pleased
with My wish then I suffice you for what you desire, otherwise I shall not suffice y~u.
11

CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS NAME: If anyone recites this name twenty-one times after
the ten musabbihat then he will be safe of the mischief of the oppressors and the cruel.
(The musabbihat are surahs beginning with(~) If anyone recites it constantly then he will
be protected from being backbited and censure of the creatures. He will be affluent and
authoritative. If anyone inscribes it on his ring and wears it then other people will respect
him and dread him.
10- AL-MUTAKABBIR: 'The Majestic.' 'Very Great.' The name Al-Mutakabbir requires
of a person who recognizes this quality of Allah that he should abstain from base desires.
otherwise he will be associated with animals. In fact, he must keep away from everything
that obstructs his inward from the Truth. He must despise all things apart from
approaching the True Allah. He must adopt humility and rid himself of every semblance
of arrogance so that his soul remains pure and he grows in himself love of Allah. In this
way, no one will dictate him and he will not have peace with anyone other than Allah.
CHARACTERISTIC OF THIS NAME: If a man recites it ten times just before going to his
wife, then, insha Allah (if Allah wills) , Allah will grant him a righteous son. If anyone
recites it before beginning his task, then, insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will achieve his
desire.
11 - AL-KHALIQ: 'The Creator.' He creates according to His will and wisdom.

CHARACTERISTIC OF THIS NAME: If anyone goes on reciting this name, then Allah
creates for him an angel to worship on his behalf till the day of resurrection. Also, because
of this name, Allah makes this person's heart and face radiant. Shah Abdur Rahman l»1~;
has written that if anyone recites this name very often in the night then his face and heart
will be bright and he will be able to do all his work easily.
12 - AL-BARI: 'The Creator out of nothing.'
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone repeats this name one hund ~ed times every week. Allah
will take him directly to Riyadh Quds instead of keeping him in the grave. A physician
(hakim or doctor) who recites it regularly will be successful in every treatment that he
prescribes.
13- AL-MUSAWWIR: The Fashioner.' These three successive names call upon a person,
whenever he observes something and imagines something, he must ponder Allah's power
and mysteries in that thing.
CHARACTERISTICS: If a woman is barren, she must fast for seven days and at the time
of iftar (consummating fast) on each of these days, she must recite Al-Musawwir twentyone times, blov.; on lA. ater and drink it. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), she will beget a pious
son. If anyon~ "Cdtes this name very often when facing a difficult and insurmountable
task, then his task will become easy.
7

14- AL-GHAFFAR: 'The Most Forgiving.' 'Who conceals shortcomings of the creatureB.'
One must have a firm conviction that no one other than Allah forgives sins, and one Ir.ust
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conceal defects of other people. If anybody is at fault, he should pardon him He must bind
himself to make Istiglifar all the time and particularly before dawn.
If anyone repeats one hundred times after the salah (prayer) of Friday these words:

~,'J-d.S ,J;.¥-1 Jili-t>
io'

..

(0 The Forgiving, forgive me my sins),
Then Allah places him with those people who have been forgiven.
15- AL-QAHHAR: 'The Dominant, The Almighty.' All are helpless before His power.
This name demands of a person to subdue his great enemies and make them helpless.
These enemies are his base soul and the devil.

CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name very often, then Allah removes the love
of this world from his heart and when he dies, it is on piety. If anyone recites it for any of .
his objectives one hundred times then his objective will become easy. If anyone recites it
one hundred times between the sunnah salah and fard salah (two parts of prayer) with
intention to dominate, then his great enemies will be dominated by him.
16 - AL-WAHHAB: 'The Bestower.' 'He gives much without requiring a return.' This

name requires a person to give his life and wealth in Allah's path without personal motives
and without seeking a return.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone is afflicted with poverty and hunger, then he must
begin to repeat this name constantly. Allah will remove from him this difficulty in such a
way that he will be amazed. One who writes it down and keeps it with himself then he
will find it as effective. If anyone offers the salah (prayer) of chaast and recites afterwards
a verse calling for prostration, and keeping his head in prostration, repeats this name
seven time then he will be independent of the creatures. If anyone has a need then at
midnight he must prostrate three times in his house or the courtyard of a mosque, then
raising his hands, must repeat this name one hundred times. Insha Allah (if Allah wills),
his need will be fulfilled.
Maw lana Shah Abdul Aziz ..li1 ~J said that to have one's provision enlarged, one must
offer four raka'at salah (prayer) at the time of chaast. After that one must prostrate
oneself and recite (YU:IJ lt)(Ya Wahhab) one hundred and four times. If there is not
sufficient time, then he must recite only fifty times. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), there
will be an increase in provision.
17- AL-RAZZAQ: 'The Sustainer.' He creates sust£uance and bestows it on the creatures.
It is that from which benefit is desired and it can be obvious and hidden. The latter kind is

what benefits the soul and the heart, like the sciences, awareness, etc. The former benefits
the body, like through food and clothing.
This name requires a person to believe that none but Allah is able to provide sustenance.
So he must expect provision only from Him, and must entrUst all his affaif.s to. Him. He
should continue to provide people physical and spiritual sustenance with his hands and
tongue, spending his weali.h on the needy and teaching the less. learned and the misled. He
must guide then.1 and keep praying for the good of every Muslim.
A saintly man ""as asked how he give his food and drink. He said, "from the time I have
achieved divine awareness, I have never worried about my provision." Another said about
provision that it is the dhikr (hallowing of Allah) of Allah: (~J4!~~.U1~) (He is the Living
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Who never dies).
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name ten times each after dawn but before
the salah (prayer) of fajr in each of the four comers of his house beginning with the right
side and not turning his face away from the qiblah then this house will not experience grief
and poverty.
18 - AL-FAITAH: 'The Opener.' 'The Judge.' He opens the gates to provision and
mercy. One must try tc;> reconcile people and judge between them. He must help the
oppressed and resolve to solve the problems of the people, whether problems of this
world or of the hereafter.
Qushayri .&! ~; said that once anyone knows that Allah opens the gates to mercy and
provision and provides the means and rectifies everything then he should not attach
himself to anyone besides Allah.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone offers the salah (prayer) of fajr and, keeping both hands
on his chest repeats this name seventy times then his heart will be cleansed. He will
purified at heart and inwardly.
19 - AL-ALEEM: 'The All Knowing.' He knows the seen and unseen. Someone has spoken
very well, "If anyone is aware that Allah knows his condition very well then he must show
patience when afflicted and express gratitude when He gives something. He must ask
forgiveness for his sins.
Some books write that Allah says, 'If you do not know that you are under My eyes all the
time then your faith is weak. But, if you know that I see you always then why do you think
very little of Me among all those who see?" (You are afraid lest anyone see you when you
do wrong but you do not care that I see you though I see everything of you. Thus, you give
others more importance than you give Me.)
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this. name very much then Allah gives him .
abundant awareness of Himself.
If anyone repeats (~1~\~lt) (Ya Aalim ul ghayb) one hundred times after salah (prayer), then
Allah will make him perceive the mysteries and be inspired.
If ariyone desires to have knowledge of the unseen then, after the salah (prayer) of isha, he
must recite it one hundred times in the mosque and go to sleep. Insha Allah (if Allah
wills), he will learn of the reality of that thing.
20 - AL QABID: .'The withholder' who withholds and constricts provision and heart of .the
creatures. He takes away their souls.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone writes this name for forty days on four morsels (of bread
etc) and eats them then insha Allah (if Allah wills) he will be protected from hunger and
punishment of the grave.
21- AL- BASIT: 'The Enlarger.' He enlarges the provision of the creatures and expands
their hearts. These two successive names (AI-Qabid and Al-Basit) call on a person not to
lose hope at the time of affliction and tragedy nor to be come careless when He bestows
blessings. He Illust regard hardship as the result of His judgment and exercise patience.
And, he must regard enlargement of provision as the fruit of His favours and express
gratitude for it. Qushayri ~~ ~; said that it is with saintly men that these two conditions
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influence their heart. When they are overcome by fear of Allah, their hearts .constrict.
When they are very hopeful of mercy, their hearts expand. Junayd Baghdadiill1~.J said the
same thing and added, "Truth brings me together." He meant remembrance of Allah
makes him calm and composed. And, he said, "The creation disintegrates me," meaning
the company of the creatures unsettles him and terrifies him. It is the beauty of a person
that he refrains from restlessness when he is hard pressed and worried. He does not exult
too much when he lives in abundance, and does not demonstrate bad manners, for, great
people fear these things.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone repeats this name ten times at the hour of dawn with his
hands raised and after doing that wipes his face with them, then he will never have to
present his need to anyone else to get it fulfilled.
22 - AL-KHAFID: "the Abaser,"

~e

who humbles. He disgraces the disbelievers.

CHARACTERISTICS: If a person fasts for three days and recites this name on the fourth
day in one sitting seventy thousand times then he will conquer the enemy.
23 - AR-RAFI: 'The Exaltor.' He exalts the believers after helping them or bringing them
near to Him. Both these successive names (Al-Khafid and Ar-Rafi) call on a ·person not to
trust his state of being whatever it be nor be confident of any of his learnings and deeds,
and to suppress and put down whatever Allah has commanded should be checked.
Examples ·are one's self, desire. He elevates what Allah has asked should be raised, like
heart and soul.
People saw a man fly in air. So, they asked him how he accomplished the feat. He said, "I
suppressed my hawa (desires), so Allah empowered me over hawa (air) of the atmosphere.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name one hundred times at midnight or at
noon, then Allah will make him a chosen, elite, independent person.
24 - AL-MUIZ: 'The Bestower of honour.' If anyone recites this name, on the night
preceding Monday or Friday, one hundred and forty times, then he will be regarded highly
by the creatures. He will not be fearful of anyone but Allah.
25- AL-MUDHIL: 'The Abaser.' 'He who disgraces.' Both these consecutive names (AlMuiz and Al-Mudhil) require a person to honour those people whom Allah has honoured
because of knowledge and awareness. He is also required to regard disgraced and ignoble
those whom Allah has made miserable because of their disbelief and straying.

CHARACTERISTICS OF AL-MUDHIL: If anyone is afraid of an oppressor or a jealous
person, he must recite this name seventy-five times and then prostrate himself and pray to
Allah, "Save me from the mischief of such-and-such oppressor and jealous one" Allah will
give him peace.
26, 27 - AS-SAMI AND AL-BASIR: 'The All-Hearing.' 'The All-seeing.' These names call
upon a person to refrain from hearing and·seeing whatever is contrary to shari'ah (Islamic
law). He must believe that Allah is present and hears and sees his words and deeds.
Imam Ghazali ~ ~ .J says that if anyone conceals from the creatures what he does not
conceal from Allah then he is as though he has a poor opinion of Allah. Hence, he who
commits sin knowing that Allah watches him is a daring person, indeed. He who commits
sin with a conviction that Allah does not see him commits an act of great disbelief. Hence,
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it is said by way of example that if you must commit a wrong, then do it in such a place
where Allah cannot see you. Since there is no such place where Allah cannot see you, do
not commit sin.
CHARACI'ERISTICS: if anyone recites As-Sami' five hundred times on Thursday after the
salah (prayer) of chaast- or, recites it every day, one hundred times after chaast and does not
speak in-between, then whatever supplication he makes thereafter will be approved.
If anyone recites Al-Basir one hundred and one times between the sunnah(Practice of Holy
Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# li11 ~) and Fard(compulsory) of Fajr with a firm and strong
conviction then insha Allah (if Allah wills) he will be chosen with Allah's benevolent sight.
28 - AL-HAKAM: 'The Judge.' 'He who gives the command.' None can fail His
command. This name call upon a person that, having known this attribute, he should obey
all His commands and submit to His will and judgment. If anyone does not agree with his
will and judgment intentionally, then Allah enforces His will and judgment on him
forcefully. If anyone willingly submits to it and is pleased with it then Allah will bestow
mercy on him and he will lead a life of pleasure and satisfaction, and he will not need to
complain to others.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites it on the night preceding Friday, according to an
opinion, at midnight to such an extent that he faints, then Allah will fill his inward with
knowledge of mysteries.
29- AL-ADL: 'The Just.' One must not become hard-hearted and restless with Allah's
commands and judgements after knowing that He is Just. One must be convinced that
Allah's judgement about him is perfectly just. So, he must rely on him and be comfortable
and spend whatever Allah has given him in its proper place as sanctioned by Shari' ah
(Islamic law). He must respect His justice and hope for His favour and compassion. Also,
he should refrain from going to extremes but adopt moderate course.

a

CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone writes this name on twenty morsels of bread and eats
them on the night preceding Friday, then Allah subjugates all the creatures to him.
30- AL-LATIF: 'The Subtle.' He is mild with His creatures. He sees all, and distance and
nearness is alike for Him. This name requires of a person to reflect on the affairs, of
He must invite the people to the true path
religion and the world.
mildly.CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone lacks the means of sustenance, has no one to
sympathies with him in his poverty, is ill without anyone to tend to him, or has a daughter
for whom he can find no suitable matchThen he must make ablution very well and offer two raka'at salah (prayer), and recite this
name one hundred times with his objective in mind. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), his
difficulty will be solved.
Similarly, this name must be recited one hundred times constantly to secure a good match
for daughters, recovery from illnesses and accomplishment of tasks. Some saintly
fraternity observes the practice that for every kind of religious or worldly task this name
should be reptead sixteen thousand three hundred and forty one (16341) time at some
isolated place observing the requisites of supplication. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), the
objective will be achieved.
31 - AL-KHABIR: 'The All-Knowing.' He knows that which is in a person's heart and
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everything else. This name requires of a person, who has learnt that Allah is Aware of his
secrets and even what is in his heart, that he too must remember Him and forget all others
besides Him. He must shun stray paths. He must bind himself to abandon ostentation and
to adopt righteousness, and to set right his secrets and to know of the obvious things of
. religion and the.worldly life.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone is subjugated to his base self, then he must recite this
name very often. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will be delivered.
32 - AL-HALIM: 'The Clement.' He is not hasty in punishing the believers. Rather, He
gives respite to the believers that they might repent and prosper. This name calls on a
person to persevere hardship hurled by malicious people, be mild in punishing the
subordinates and refrain from anger and rage. He must endeavor to attain that degree of
clemency so that he shows kindness to anyone who is wicked to him.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone writes this name on a piece of paper and washes it and
sprinkles the water in the fields and trees, then he will be safe from loss and there will be
blessing in them and he will get full produce from them.
33- AL-AZIM: 'The Mighty.' 'The Magnificent.' He is so very mighty in His Being and
Attributes that man's intelligence cannot perceive His greatness. This name requires of a
person that he concede the insignificance of the two worlds before Allah's might. He
should not bow before anyone for the sake of the world. He must regard himself as lowly.
And, he should do what Allah has commanded should be done and abandon what Allah
has forbidden. He must occupy himself in those things which are dear to Allah and belittle
his self so that he earns Allah's pleasure.
CHARACTERISTICS: He who recites this name constantly will be great in the eyes of
the creatures.
34 - AL-GHAFUR: 'The forgiving.' He is the most forgiving. It calls on a person to make
Istighfar most of the time during day and night particularly at the time of dawn. He must
forgive him who has hurt him or troubled him.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone is ill or has fever or headache, or grief, then he must
write this name on a piece of paper and transfer the inscription on bread and eat it. Allah
will cure him and give him relief. If anyone recites this name very often then darkness of
his heart will vanish.
According to a hadith (tradition): "If anyone prostrates himself land says three times in
prostration (~P'YJI.!) (0 my Lord, forgive me), then Allah will forgive him his past and
present sins."
If anyone suffers headache or an illness or grief, he must write down the letters of (J~ tt)
three times and eat that. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will be healed.
35 - ASH-SHAKUR: 'The Grateful.' 'The Appreciative.' He gives too much reward for
a little deed.
Some one who had died was seen in a dream by a man. He asked him how he had fared.
He said, "When Allah called me for reckoning, the sins on my scale outweighed pieties.
Suddenly, a bag dropped on the pan of pieties causing it to lower down more than the pan
of sins. I asked about it and was told that it was a handful of dust that I had cast in the
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grave of a Muslill).." How much highly does Allah reward for a little effort!
This name binds a person to express gratitude to Allah because all blessings are granted by
Him. He must use his limbs for that very purpose for which. Allah has given them to him.
He must be kind to people and he must thank them always because a hadith (tradition) says:

"lfll j '~~.r.Aii.JI j 'S::..!:J..;

(.)"'

M
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(He who is ungrateful to the people does not show gratitude to Allah).
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone's eyesight has become weak or the radiance of his heart
has turned dim then he must recite this name forty-oe times and blow on water. And, he
should drink the water and wipe over his eyes. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will recover
his eyesight and the radiance.
36- AL-ALIYY:'The High.' This name calls upon a person to subdue his soul through
obedience to Allah and His worship, both openly and in private. He must exert himself
fully to acquire knowledge and perform deeds, aiming for perfection and higher degrees.
According to a hadith (tradition), ''Allah loves higher motives and dislikes lower motives."
This is why Sayyiduna Ali ~.&'~J said, "Great courage grows only from faith."
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone who is of a poor and low standing, or is faced with
poverty, or is on a journey facing its ardours then he should recite this name constantly so
that he will attain a high standing, or affluence or retUrn home scUely. Or, he may write it
down and keep if with him.
37- AL-KABIR: 'The Great.' ·He is the Greatest. None equals Him in greatness. This name
call on a person to remember only Allah's greatness and (forg~t and) reject any kind of
greatness of all else. He must try to perfect himself through knowledge and deeds and to
diffuse his learning to oth,ers. He must be humble and submissive to the extreme and obey
his Master to the utmost.
CHARACTERISTICS: One who repeats this name very· often attains high stations and
great esteem. If the rulers recite it constantly, then their subjects will fear and respect them.
Their affairs will be concluded very well.
38 - AL-HAFIZ:'The Preserver.' He preserves the world from calamities. This . name
requires of a person to preserve his limbs from sin and his private from strangers. He must
suffice himself on Allah's decree and will, being pleased with His decisions.
A saintly man said that if Allah preserves anyone's limbs then He preserves his heart.
When He preserves anyone's heart, He preserves his secrets.
It is said about a righteous man that his eyes felon something that is disallowed to see. He
lamented and prayed to Allah that since he had misused hissight, He may take it away. So,
he lost his eyesight. However, it became extremely difficult for him to make ablution and
worship in the night, so he prayed to Allah again and regretted his earlier prayer, saying, "I
do need my eyesight," and Allah restored it to him.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone writes down this name and ties it on his right arm then
he will be preserved form drowning, burning, evil spirits and evil eyes, etc.
39 - AL-MUQIT: 'The Sustain~r.' He produces sustenance for body and soul and
nourishes them. Thus, a person must remember Allah and not worry about his sustenance.
Real nourishment is Allah's dhikr (hallowing of Allah).
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Sayyiduna Sahl 4$.&1~ J was asked about it. He said that it is the dhikr (hallowing of Allah)
(~J""!':l~.iJ'I.S'") (The Living Who shall never die).
A person should ask Allah alone for his nourishment.

{There is not a thing but its treasures are with Us and We send it not down but in a
known measure.)(15:21)
Moreover, a person must give provision to all who are attached to him. To help others,
guide the straying and feed the hungry should become his ambition.
Qushayri ..111~ J said that provision can be of different kinds. It can be the normal food on
which man survives, but some people are such that ability to worship Allah is itself their
nourishment. The release of disclosures is nourishment of their heart and the constant
observations are nourishment of their soul. When Allah causes anyone to engage in His
obedience and worship, this person cuts off his soul's desires and wishes completely and
concentrates towards his Master. Then Allah causes someone to look after him and to get
him his needs. However, if anyone occupies oneself in pursuit of his base desires then
Allah leaves him to get his desires by himself and removes His blessings from him.
CHARACTERISTICS: If a person comes across a poor person or is himself poor, or a
child cries continuously then he must recite this name seven times and blow in an empty
bowl and fill water into it and drink it himself or let the concerned man or child drink it. If
anyone who is fasting fears for his life then he must blow this name on a flower and smell.
Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will get strength and will be able to complete his fast.
40- AL-HASIB: 'The Recknoer.' 'He suffices at all times.' Or, 'He will subject the creatures
to reckoning on the day of resurrection.' This name calls on a person to support the needy
and get them their wants. He must also take account of himself.
Qushayri ..1!1~ J said that Allah suffices His salves by helping them whatever their condition
and whatever their condition and whatever their work. They have their work
accomplished. Hence, they must not rely on worldly support and if anyone does not profit
from worldly sources when he has relied on them, he must not lose heart, but he must be
convinced that Allah has decreed for him what has transpired. His support may be very
strong but if Allah has not decreed for him what he aspires then he will not get it. On the
other hand, if he is destined to get it then howsoever hopeless his worldly support, he will
get it.
If anyone makes do with what Allah gives him even though that was not his demand, then
Allah will make him please and satisfied with what He gives him. He will be more pleased
than he would have been on getting his demand.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone is person, an evil neighbour or an enemy, or is suffering
form an eye wound, then for a week, every morning and evening, he must recite ( .1!1 ~
~') (Sufficing Allah suffices me!) He will be safe from these things.
41- AL-JALIL: 'The Majestic.' This name calls upon a person to adopt perfect traits and
become a high degreed person.

CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone writes down this name with musk and saffron and keeps
it with himself or eats it, then people will honour and respect him.
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42- AL-KARIM: 'The Benevolent,' 'The Gracious.' He bestows much. He never ceases to
give, nor do His treasures exhaust. This name requires of a person to continue to give
property and wealth to fellow. Creatures without commitment. He must help them in all
possible ways. He must avaoid bad maners and evil deeds.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone repeats this name while lying down on his bed till he
falls asleep, then the angels pray for him (~1~}'1) (May Allah give you honour). It is said
that Sayyiduna Ali ~.ib1~; used to recite this name very often. This is why the people pray
for him (~J.ib1~}') may Allah raise you in honour.
43- AR-RAQIB: 'The Watcher.' He looks after everything. Some say: 'The knower of the
affairs and deeds of the creatures.' This name demands of a person that, and the time, he
must have Allah in mind and not ask, or pray to, anyone besides Him. Also, he should not
slacken, in the least, in looking after those over whom Allah has made him in-charge.
According to a hadith (tradition): "All of you are shepherds, meaning watchers, and all of
you will be questioned concerning your flock, meaning those under your charge." You will
be asked how you discharged your duty.
Qurharyri ..1!1~; said that the awliy hold that Allah's remembrance should be supreme at
the heart with the conviction that Allah observes one's affairs. So, a person should tum to
Allah in all circumstances and fear His punishment. Hence one who is so engaged- in
muraqibah (meditation) - abandons all that is contrary to Shari' ah (Islamic law), more than
one who forsakes them from fear of Allah. As for one who listens to his heart (acting on
the correct dictates of the conscience), not a moment of his goes without remembering
Allah and obeying Him because he knows well that Allah will question him for each
moment and each deed whether the minutest or the greatest.
Someone dreamt about a righteous man after his death. He disclosed that Allah had
forgiven him by His mercy but did call for a full account of his life so much so that he had
picked up a grain of wheat form a friend's shop before iftar (consummating fast) and split
it, but realized suddenly that it did not belong to him, so replaced it. He was questior.ed
about it and the equivalent of the splitting of wheat was taken away from his piety.
Clearly, one who is aware that he will have to account for very little things too in
Allah's court will never waste his life in wrong and false doings, and in wasteful
pursuits and negligence.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name seven times and blows on his wife, his
children and his property on their four sides, then he will be secure from enemies and trials
(on their account).
44 - AL-MUJIB: 'The Responsive.' 'He grants the prayer of the needy.' This name calls on the
person to obey Allah's commands 'to do' or 'not to do' and to help the needy get their wants.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone repeats this name very often and makes supplication
thereafter, then his prayer gets a quick response. If he writes it and keeps it with himself
then Allah will keep him safe.
45- AL-WASI: 'The Vast.' 'The Ample Giving.' 'He possesses a vast knowledge and
disburses his blessings to all.' This name requires a person to create expansion in his
knowledge, generosity, awareness and manners-. He must meet others with o cheerful face,
and not fret over worldly affairs.
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CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name very often and constantly, Allah will
make him content.

46 - AL-HAKIM: 'The. Wise.' 'The Secure.' A person must adopt the praiseworthy
attributes mentioned in Allah's Book and endeavour to follow them in the best way. He
must make all his affairs strong and secure and must refrain from foolishness. He must not
do anything unless sanctioned and commanded by Allah, so that he will reflect His
attribute Al-Hakim.
Dhun Novn Misri .iil1~J heard of,.a man of the Maghrib (west) famed for his knowledge and
wisdom. So, he went to meet him. There, he sat at his door for forty days. The man would
go for the salah (prayer) to the mosque but seemed worried. He never looked towards
Dhun Noon .iii1~J· Fed up with this condition, he confr~~ted the man, one day, "I am here
for the last forty days but you neither look at me nor sp~ak to me. Do proffer me some
advice and tell me some wise words that I may remember." He said, "will you follow
that?" He said, "Yes, if Allah enables me, certainly." Then, the r.a.an said to him this very
wise saying, "Do not befriend the world. Be pleased with poverty. Regard trial as a
blessing, denial as a grant and do not lbe affable with others besides Allah Regard disgrace
as honour, death as real life, obedience and worship as the nteans of your honour, and trust
(in Allah) as your livelihood."
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone's task defies him, he must recite this name constantly.
Insha Allah {if Allah wills), he will accomplish his task.

47 - AL-WADUD: 'The Most :Loving.' 'He befriends the obedient creatures.' 'Is the
Beloved in the hearts of the awliya (friends/saints).' This name calls upon a person to like
for others what he likes for himself and the he will be kind to then1 to the best of his ability.
This is similar to the saying of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.iill~, "None of you is a true
believer unless he loves for his brother what he loves for himself."
Allah's friends are they on whom He has mercy, praises them and bestows on them good.
The creatures regard Allah as their friend by respecting Him and their hearts are filled with
awe and might of Him. According to a hadith (tradition), "Allah says, 'Of My friends, the
great friends is he who worships without being given.' 'He does not worship with hope of
a grant but only for My pleasure.'
CHARACTERISTICS: If a husband and wife are at loggerheads, this name should be
recited on some eatable one thousand and one times and fed to the partner who is
responsible for the dispute. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), they will begin to love one another.

48 - AL-MAJID: 'The Glorious,' 'The Majestic.' The same things are required of a person
as are required for the name Al-Azim(33).
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone suffers from blisters on his feet, syphilis, leprosy, or the
like, he must fast during the days of bid (thirteenth fourteenth and fifteenth of every lunar
month) and recite this name frequently at the time of iftar (comsummating fast)
(consummating fast), blow on water and drink it. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will be
cured. If anyone is not respected by his contemporaries or members of the same sex then
he or she must recite this name everjr morning ninety-ni~e times and blow over oneself.

49 - A-BA'ITH: 'The Resurrector .' He will raise the dead to life. He awakens the hearts of
the neglectful. This name calls on a person to teach the ignorant and advice them to give
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up interest in the world and crave for the blessings of the hereafter. They shotild then
begin with themselves and pass on the teachings to others.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name one hundred and one times with his
hand on his chest while he lies down to sleep then Allah will give life to his heart.

50 - ASH-SHAHID: 'The Omnipresent.' 'The Witness.' 'Knower of the obvious and the
unseen.' Qnshayri .iii1~J said that the Sufis (mysties) are happy and content only He sees
and watches their affairs. Only He knows all their doings. He says:

{Does it not suffice in regard to your Lord that He is Witness over everything?}
This name requires that a person should not be seen at a place where it is disallowed by his
Lord for him to be seen and he should not be missing from the place where his Lord has
commanded him to be. He should be convinced that Allah knows about him and sees him
better than he himself does. He should not present.his needs to others besides Allah. He
should always side with the truth and the true
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone's son is disobedient, or daughter is not righteous,
then he should put his hand on their forehead, get them to raise their face towards
heaven and he should recite Ya Shahid (~lt) twenty-one times. Allah will make them
obedient and righteous.

51 - AL-HAQQ: 'The True.' He is truly in power with sovereignty and is worthy of
worship. This name calls upon a person who realizes Allah's supremacy to abandon the
remembrance and demand of the creatures. He must bind himself to speak the truth and
abide by the truth and nothing else.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone has lost something, he must write this name on the four
comers of a piece of paper and the name of that thing in the centre of ;that thing in the
centre of that paper. At mid-night, with the piece of paper in his palm, let him look at the
sky and pray to Allah by virtue of this name and its blessing for the recovery of that thing.
Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will receive it intact or some part of lit. If a prisoner recites
this name at midnight bare-headed one hundred and sixty times, Allah will get him
released.

52- AL-WAKIL: 'The Trustee.' He helps. Allah says

~--J.n.,
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{And Allah suffices for a guardian.} (4:171)
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{And put your trust in Allah, if you are believers.}(S : 23)
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{And whosoever puts his trust in Allah, so He will suffice him.}(65:3)
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{And put your trust in the Ev~r-Living Who dies not.}(25:58)
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(And put your trust in the Mighty, the merciful.}(26:217)
This name calls on a person to help the weak and the disabled. He must fulfil their needs
as though he is their guardian.
CHARACTERISTICS: If lightning is likely to strike or there is fear of damage through
water and fire, then this name may be repeated very often. If anyone recites this name too
many times at a fearful and dangerous place then he will be fearless and out of danger.
53, 54 - AL-QAWIY:

'The Powerful,' 'The Strong.'

'TheFirm.'
AL-MATIN:
These names require a person to overcome land suppress his base desires. He should be
firm in enforcing Shari' ah (Islamic law) commands.
CHARACTERISTICS: If a strong enemy confronts anyone, t:hen he must knead some
flour and make out of it one thousand and one capsules. Then, he must pick them up one
at a time and recite (~J lt) (ya Qawiy) and cast them against the supposed enemy with
intention of defence, Allah will cause his enemy to be defeated. If this name is recited very
often on the night preceding Friday, then forget fullness will be cured. If a child has been
weaned but it is restless then this name should be written down and given to the child to
drink. If a breast-feeding mother has insufficient milk then she must be made to drink this
name after writing it down. She will have abundant milk.
If anyone craves for authority in government, then he should recite the name Al-Matin
three hundred times in an early hour of a Sunday with intention to get his desire. Insha
Allah (if Allah wills), he will get it.
55- AL-WALIY: 'The Protecting Friend.' 'The Patron.' He befriends the believers.
This name calls upon a person to keep company of Muslims and try to help further the
religion. He must endeavour to fulfill the needs of Allah's creatures.
Qushayri ~14.t.?J said that the portents of Allah are that when Allah befriends anyone, He
causes him always to follow good and pious, blessed ways, so much so that if he succumbs
to human. weaknesses and intends to commit a wrong, Allah preserves him from
perpetrating wrong. If he does commit the wrong, then Allah does not allow him to persist
but enables him to repent and came out of it. This is why it is said:
,
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(When Allah loves anyone, sin does not harm him.)
If he tends to slacken in worship, then Allah causes him to occupy himself in worship. This
is a sign of a person's good fortune. However, the opposite condition spells his
wretchedness.
Another sign of Allah's friendship is that He creates in the hearts of His awliya
(friends/ saints) love for a person so that they have an amazing relationship with him and
are kind to him to an amazing degree.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name very often then he will become aware
of the secret thoughts of Allah's creatures. If anyone's wife or female slave possesses an
undesirable character and habit that hurts him then, before going to them, he must recite
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this name very often. Allah will correct their ways.
56- AL-HAMID: 'The Praiseworthy.' He praises Himself of is praised. This name calls on
a person to praise Allah always. He grows in him perfect qualities or develops himself
such that he is lauded and praised.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name very often then his deeds will be
approved. If anyone indulges in indecent speech and cannot control himself then he must
write this name on a bowl, or recite on it ninety times, and use it always for drinking water.
Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will be cured of his habit.

57- AL-MUHSIY: 'One Who records.' 'His knowledge embraces everything and He
knows the number of His creatures.' This name calls on a person not to be neglectful
whether he is moving about or stationary but each of his moments should be occupied in
remembering Allah. "The dwellers of paradise will regret the moments that passed
without remembering Allah." He must be conscious of how he conducts himself. This
name also demands of him to count Allah's blessings on him and express gratitude to
Allah and think of himself as helpless and dependent, and count his sins and be asharied of
himself and repent.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name one thousand and one times on
Thursday night (meaning Friday night according to lunar calendar), then Allah will
preserve him from punishment of the grave and of the hereafter.

58,59 AL-MUBDIY, AL-MU'ID: 'The originator', 'The Reproducer,' 'The Restorer:'
These names call upon a person to turn to Allah in all his affairs the first time and again
too. He must try to grow pieties and if he falls short in any piety, he must repeat it.
CHARACTERISTICS: If a woman fears that she might have a miscarriage or that her
pregnancy might prolong, then her husband must recite the name Al-Mubdiy ninety times
and move his forefinger round her belly. lnsha Allah (if Allah wills), she will not have a
miscarriage and will deliver without difficulty.
If anyone recites this name constantly, then he will utter only what is correct and what
earns reward.
If a relative or any other person is missmg, then when the members of the household have
slept, recite this ha':lle in the four cornr:rs of the house seventy times and say, "0 Mu'id (\t
~)cause so-and-so to reiurn to me or let me have news of him." You will learn of him
within seven days, or he will return. If anyone has lost something then he must recite this
name Al-Mu'id very often. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will find it.
60, 61 - AL-MUHYI, AL-MUMIT: 'The Giver of life, the Giver of death.' Allah revives
hearts through light of faith and gives life to body. He also causes it to die and lets hearts
fall into negligence and so into death.
These two names call on a person to enliven the creatures by benefiting ~hem with
knowledge, and by getting them to seek Allah's forgiveness. And he should cast base
desires and devil' s promptings to death. He should not long for life or death but submit to
Divine decree and make this supplication as taught by the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.iilt~:
~
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(0 Allah cause me to live as long as life is good for me and cause me to die when
death is good for me. And let life be a means of increase of every good, and let
death be a relief from every evil.)

CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone is afflicted by grief, hardship or possibility of losing a
limb, then he must recite this name Al-Muhyi seven times, Allah will give him relief. If
iUlyone has pain in a vein (or in some parts of his body), he must recite this name for seven
day. If anyone recites it regularly then his heart will be lively and body strong.
If anyone falls victim to his base desires and is drawn away from abiding by Shari' ah
(Islamic law) then before he goes to sleep, he must put his hand on his chest and recite AlMumit till sleep overtakes him. Allah will cause his self to obey him.
62- AL-HAYYI: 'The Ever-Living.' This name requires a person to live by remembering
Allah and to give up his life in His path. Thus, he may attain martyrdom in Allah's path
and live for ever.

CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone is ill then he must recite this name very often, or another
person must recite it on him. Some people say that he must stare at him - or keep his eyes
straight - and recite if often. Allah will give him cure. If anyone recites it seventy times
every day then he will have a long life and his spiritual life will become strong.
63 - AL-QAYYUM: 'The self-Subsisting.' He also keep the creation alive land watches it.
A person is required by this name to be absolutely independent of all besides Allah.
Qushayri li!1~.J said that if anyone is convinced that Allah is Al-Qayyum then he absolves
himself loft h burden of planning and occupation and lives his life in comfort. So, he will
neither be stingy nor esteem any worldly valuable.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name very often at the time of dawn then
people will hold him to be dear. If anyone recite it very many times then his affairs will be
settled well.
64- AL-WAJID: 'The perceiver.' 'The Inventor.' He is the Independent, not in need of
anyone. This name calls on a person to try to acquire a high degree of perfection in what is
necessary to be able to do without all besides Allah.

CHARACTERISTICS: If this name is recited with every morsel of food then th;:l.~ will be
light in his stomach. If he recites it in solitude then he will gain self-sufficien'f.
65- AL-MAJID: 'The Most Excellent.' 'The Noble.' This name
same thing as the previous name (Al-Wajid).

de~~ds

of a person the

CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name to such an extent in solitude that he
faints then Divine radiance will be apparent on his heart. If anyone continues to recite it
very often then he will seem glorious to the creatures.
66, 67 AL-WAHID, AL-AHAD: 'The One.' 'The Peerless.' These names call upon a person
to become unique and singular in worship just as his God is Alone. He must adopt
qualities that are matchless.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone feels uneasy in privacy and when alone, then h;; must
recite this name one thousand and one time, Insha Allah (if Allah wills), his heart will be at
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peace. He will come near to Allah.
If anyone craves for a son, then he must write it down and keep it with him. Allah will
bestow him, a son.
68- AS-SAMAD: 'The Independent.' The Eternal.Support (of. creation).' He dependents
on none but all depend on Hjm. This name calls.dn. a person to turn to Allah alone for all
his needs. He should not worry about his provision, but rely on Allah. He must abstain
from the unlawful and not long for the world's adorriments and even for its lawful things.
He should try to help Allah's creatures.
'

CHARACI'ERISTICS: If anyone prostrates himself at the time of dawn or midnight and
recites this name one hundred and fifteen times, Allah will make him truthful. He will not
become a pray of an oppressor. One who recites this name very often will not go hungry. If
anyone recites it while he has made ablution then he will become independent of the creatures.
69, 70 AL-QADIR, AL-MUQTADIR: 'The Capable or The Able.' 'The Prevailing. The
Dominant.' He is Powerful and He demonstrates His Power. This name demands of a
pe~son that he should be able to prevent himself from lustful desires.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone makes ablution and at every limb which ablution covers
he calls the name AI-Qadir then he will never be nabbed by an oppressor and no enemy
will ever subdue him.
When faced with a difficult task, this name must be repeated forty-one times, the task will
be accomplished easily, insha Allah (if Allah wills).
If anyone recites the name Al-Muqtadir regularly then negligence gives way to compliance.
If anyone who arises from sleep recites it twenty times then all his work will be
accomplished by Allah's leave.
~"

71., 72 AL-MIJQADDIM, AL-MUAKHKIR:
'The Expeditor.' 'The Promoter.' 'He .who
advances.' 'The Retarder.' 'He Who puts back.' He lets friends advance nearer to His court
and puts back enemies from His mercy.
These two names call upon a person to. keep ahead in doing piety and make himself better
t]tan others and keep those people dear who are near to Allah. And, he must put back the
base self, the devils and those who have been rejected by Allah. He must abide by the rules
and laws in all his affairs, like doing first what is most necessary and Allah has expedited
it, arid doing last \)fall that which is le.1st necessary.

CHARACTERISTICS: If a wardor recites Al-Muqaddam or writes it down with him, then
no one will be able to hurt him in battle. One who recites it very often will become
obedient to Allah.
If anyone recites Al-Muakhkhar one hundred times then he will not find peace with other
than Allah. He who recites it one hundred times every day will have all his tasks
accomplished. He who recites it forty-one times will have an obedient souL
73,74 AL-AWWAL, AL-AAKHIR: 'The First.' 'The Last.' These names call upon" pcr!;!:'n to
hasten to obey Allah's commands and to worship Him and to sac rife his life for Allah's sake.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone does not have a male child then he must recite this name
Al-Awwal forty times every day for fvrty days. ne will have his desire. Some authorities
say that for a son, affluence or any other desire, he must recite this name one thousand
times each night for forty Thursday nights (preceding Friday). Insha Allah (if Allah wills)
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he will get his desire.
If anyone lives his last days and has spent a sinful life then he must make the name AlAakhir his constant petition. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will have a pious ending.
75, 76 - AZ-ZAHIR, AL-BATIN: 'The Manifest.' 'The Hidden.' His creation is evidence of
His perfect attributes. And He is concealed in His Being and ancientness.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites the name Az-Zahir five hundred times after the
salah (prayer) of ishraq, Allah will make his eyes bright and radiant. If anyone fears a
windstorm, rain or cyclone, he must recite this name very often. There will be peace and
security. If it is inscribed on the walls of the house, they will be safe.
If anyone recites Ya Batin (J"~'!) thirty-three times every day, Allah will make him know the
secrets. If he repeats it constantly, then whosoever sees him will become his friend.

77 - AL-WAALI: 'The Omnipotent.' 'He Who exercises authority over everything.' The
demands of this name on a person are as of Al-Wakil.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone writes this name on an old earthen pitcher, fills it with
water and strikes it at the wall of his house, then his house and walls will be safe from rain
and other kinds of trouble and will be well inhabited.
This aim can also be achieved by reciting this name three hundred times.
If this name is recited eleven times to subjugate someone, that person will become his
follower, obedient to him.

78 - AL-MUTA' ALI:
'The Most Exalted.' This name calls on a person to do what has
been stated against Al-Aliyey.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name very often then he will overcome
whatever difficulty he faces. A pregnant woman will not face the travails of childbirth if
she recites this name during her pregnancy.

79- AL-BARR: 'He treats kindly.' This name calls upon a person to give kind treatment to
his parents, teachers, religious elders, relatives and all associated with him.
CHARACTERISTICS: This name should be recited during cyclones, windstornlS,
rainstorms, etc. If this name is recited seven hundred times and a child is placed under
Allah's protection, it will remain safe from all trails till adulthood. If an alcoholic and an
adulterer recite it seven times every day, Allah will tum them away from these sins.

80 - AT-TAWWAB: 'The oft-Returning.' 'The Relenting.' He accepts "~pentance.
Tawabah (repentance) ac~ally means 'to return.' When it is used for a C":ature, it means
'to return from sin, or turn away from it.' It is to be ashamed for having committed a sin
and to return to Allah. When this word is used for Allah, it in1.plies that He turns with
mercy and enablement towards the creature. ~en a person commits a sin, Allah enables
him to repent making him realize that he is liable to be punished. And, when he repents to
Allah, Allah turns towards him with His mercy and forgives him. Hence, the fact is that
Allah's tawabah (relenting) precedes the creature's Tawbalz (repentance). Without Allah's
relenting, the creature does not repent. Hence, it is said:

1..,$~.; §:1~ 9l1
{He relented towards them, so that they might repent} (9:118)
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Hence, a person should always hope for Allah's mercy and be convinced that his
repentance will be accepted. He must not be pessimistic. He must forgive others their
lapses and accept apologies of others as many times as they make. Not only that, he must
also reward them. He must himself repent to Allah and be ashamed of his sins. He must
not delay repentance but submit to the command:

(Hurry to make repentance before death.)
Here is a didactic account. There was a minister of a kingdom. His name was Eesa ibn
Eesa. Once, he was going somewhere with a group of riders as normally happens. The
people asked each other about him. An old woman was sitting on the path and she heard
the people ask about him, so she remarked, They ask, 'Who is he?' who can he be? He is a
creature who is rejected by the Divine sight and is. being tried in this condition· (lost in
worldly glory)." Eesa ibn Eesa heard her, returned post-haste to his dwelling, abandoned
his minstership, repented to Allah, gave up all worldly ambitions and went to Makkah and
settled there.
11

CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name three hundred and thirty times after. the
salah (prayer) of chaast, Allah will cause him to make a perfect repentance (where after all
sins are forgiven). If anyone repeats this name much too often, then all his affairs are
concluded in a very right manner and he will not 'be at peace without obedience and
worship. Ailah will forgive a person his sins if he prays after the salah (prayer) of chaast,
insha Allah (if Allah wills):

I

81 - AL-MUNTAQIM: 'He Who takes retribution.' He punishes the disbelievers and the
rebels. This name binds a person to avenge his main enemies, his base soul and the devil.
The greatest of these enemies lis the nafs amarah (baser self) that should be punis~ed by
subjecting it to severe hardship. Bayazid Bustami .1!1~; was once diverted from his nightly
routine_of worship. He punished his soul by depriving it of water for one yqur.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone cannot cope with his enemy, then he must recite this
name for three Fridays manning. His enemy will become his triend.
If this name is recited at midnight for some purpose then that will be achieved.

(81A) According to a version, another sahabi ~)a,~; other than Sayyiduna Abu Hurayral-t
~.&''-""';reported here a name of Allah, AL~MUN'IM: 'The Bestower.' 'The benefactor.' If
anyone recites it constantly then he will never be dependent on any other person.
82- AL-AFUW: 'He Who pardons.' 'The Mild.' This name calls on a person to ob~erve the
same things as he is required to do by Al-Ghafur.
Shaykh (Great religious Scholar) Abdul Haq k1~J writes in his sharh (explanatory book) on
Asma ul Husna that Al-Afuw Who obliterates sins is very near in meaning to Al-Ghafur,
yet Al-Afuw 1: r~.tore deeper and eloquent than Al-Ghafur, because ghufran means 'to
conceal' so Al-Ghafur (or Al-Ghaffar) is to conceal sins. AI Afuw,. On the other hand, is to
erase arid means 'to forgive sins and obliterate them.'
So, a p~:so:~ may have sinned much, yet he is much hopeful of Allah's forgiveness because
of His attribute Al-Afuw. This is why it is disallowed to disgrace any sinner because it is
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not unexpected that Allah may forgive him and erase his sins all at once, for observing the
limits and commands of Shari' ah (Islamic law).
This name calls upon a person to ignore shortcomings of people and to forvie them. They
should fall under the purview of
"
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{(who) restrain their anger and are forgiving towards mankind- And Allah loves the
good-doers.} (3:134)
CHARACTERISTICS: If a person has committed many sins then he must make this name
his continuous petition. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), all his sins will be forgiven.

83 - AR-RAUF: 'He Who is full of pity,' 'The Affectionate.' A person is required by this
name to follow the same guidance as under Ar-Rahim.
It is said that the nighbour of a person was very evil. When he died, he did not offer his
funeral salah (prayer). Later, someone else saw him in his dream and he disclosed to him
that Allah had forgiven him but he should say to the man who did not offer his funeral
salah (prayer):
,
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{If it were you who owned the treasures of the mercy of my Lord, you would
certainly withhold them for fear of expending.} (17:100)
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone intends to free an oppressed person from the grip of an
oppressor then he should recite this name ten times. The cruel one will accede to his
recommendation.
If anyone recites it constantly, then his heart will become mild. He will make friends and
others will befriend him.
84- MAALIK UL-MULK: 'The OWner of Sovereignty.' 'The Eternal Soveign.' This name
demands jof a person what is mentioned against Al-Malik.
Shah Wali~~~J said, "0 man! Keep to one gate. Only Allah's gate, so that very many gates
are opened for you. And, bow down your neck before only one King, meaning Allah, so
tht very many necks are bowed before you." Allah says:

{There is not a thing but its treasures are with Us.}

(15:~1)

CHARACTERISTICS: He who recites this name constantly will be happy. His ambitions
will conclude very well. The characteristics of the next name Dhul Jalali wa al-Ikram are
the same.

85- DHULJALALIWAAL-IKRAM: 'The Lord of Majesty and Bounty.' He who
recognizes Allah's Majest should humble himself before Him. He who recognizes His
Bounty Should be graeful to Him. No one else beside Him may be obeyed or beseeched for
one's needs. A person should try to attain greatness and be kind to Allah's creatures.
86 - AL-MUQSIT: 'The Just, The Equitable.' This name calls upon a person to do the same
things as the name Al-Adl call on him.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name one hundred times, then he will be safe
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from the devil' s temptations. If he recites it seven hundred times then he will get his
desires fulfilled.

87- AL-JAMI: 'The Gathers.' 'The Assembler.' He will assemble the people on the day of
resurrection. This name calls on a person to embrace knowledge, deeds and perfections of
soul and body. He should be lost in thought of Allah, and get peace of heart through dhikr
(hallowing of Allah), and develop an awareness of the athibutes of Allah and inculcate them.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone relatives are dispersed then he must have a bath at the
time of chaast, raise his face towards the sky and recite this name ten times, withdrawing
one finger inwards each time. Then he should wipe his hands on his face. lnsha Allah (if
Allah wills), in a short period of time they will all come together.

88 - AL-GHANI: 'The Self-Sufficient.'
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone is greedy and insatiable then he must touch each of his
limbs and recite Al-Ghani stroking the limb with his hand from up to down. Allah will
deliver him of the evil. He who recites this name seventy times every day will have his
wealth and property blessed and he will never become helpless.
89- AL-MUGHNI: 'The Enricher.' These names call upon a person to be absolutely free
of all creatures and mindless, and depend only on Allah for all his needs.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name one thousand times every Friday for
ten consecutive Fridays then he will be independent of the creatures.
90 - AL-MANI: 'The Withholder.' He restrains His salves from loss and destruction of this
world and religion. This name calls upon a person to withhold his self and nature from base
desires and so make himself immune to destruction and loss of the religion and the world.
CHARACTERISTICS: If husband and wife disagree, then this name should be recited
twenty times while approaching the bed. Allah will remove anger and disagreement.
(89A) In his Sherh (explanatory book) Asma ul-Husna, Shaykh (Great religious Scholar)
Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dalawi ./»1 ~J has mentioned before the name Al-Mani, the name
.AL-MUTI, 'The Giver.' He has explained the two names: 'He gives what He wishes to
whom He wishes and withholds, what He wishes from whom Hf' wishes.'

(There is no one to withhold what He gives and no one to give what He withholds.)
Thus, when a person knoV\T!: that Allah alone gives and withholds, he must hope for His
. grant and fear His withholding.
This name demands of a person to grant to Allah's pious slaves and the deserving and not
give to the sinners and cruel people. He must grant his heart and soul the light of presence
and obedience and restrain his self and nature from desires and greed.
The tradition of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ./»1 ~J does not mention Al-Mu'ti. So,
withholding would imply rejection and destruction.
Shaykh (Great religiotl~ Scholar) Abdul Haq ./»1~ J writes the characteristic of Al-Mu'ti that
if anyone continues to pray {&.;Yl..:.JI~ij) (0 Bestower on the supplicants) very much then he
will not depend on other for his needs.
91, 92 AL-DAARR, AN-NAAFI: 'He Who distresses.' 'The Benefactor.'
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Qushayri ,&,~ J said that these names point out that everything is in Allah~s hands. He who
submits to His decree will find a life of ease and comfort. He who does not submit will face
difficulty and distress. Allah says:
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''He who accepts My decree and endures My trial and gives thanks for My bounties
in My true slave. But, he who does not accept My decree, does not show patience in
the face of My trial and does not thank Me for My blessings, let him find a Lord
other than Me."
In his sharh (explanatory book) Asma ul Husna, Shaykh (Great religious Scholar) Abdul
Haq .&1 ~ J has explained .both these names Ad-Daarr and An-Naafi. Only Allah is the
Master of good and bad, profit and loss. Only He is the Greator of cure of pain, grief and
anxiety in summer and winter, during a dry and a moist spell. If should not be supposed
that medicine heals by itself, poison kills, food satiates and water quenches thirst. Rather,
all these things are to what we have been accustomed. Allah has made them a means. He
can grow them without these means, and He may not let them grow in spite of these
means. In the same way, all things of the higher world and the lower world are simply a
means and causes following Allah's perfect Power. All these things relative to eternity are
as pen is in the hands of one who writes. Hence, a person must know all losses and profits
as Allah's decree. He must know that the world of causes (and means) is subject to His
Power. He must be obedient to the command and decree of Allah and entrust all his affairs
to Him so that he leads a life that is safe from the creatures and satisfied.
It is reported that Prophet Musa ~")l..Jt~ complained to Allah of severe toothache once. He
was instructed to apply a certain grass on his teeth. He complied and was relieved of the
pain. After a perioq. of time, he had toothache once again, so he used the same grass but
this time the pain increased instead of vanishing. He pleased, "0 Lord, this is the same
grass that you had prescribed but this time the pain has aggravated." He was reminded,
"Last time you had turned to Me. This time you turned to the grass while I am the One
Who cures."
These names demand of a person to obey the commands of Allah and the instructions of
Shari' ah (Islamic law) to tackle the enemies of Islam. He must help the creatures of Allah.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone repeats the name Ad-Daar one hundred times on the
nights preceding Friday, Allah will give him peace at the station desired by him. He will
attain the degree of nearness. If anyone travels by boat or ship and recites the name An
Nafi forty one times every day, Insha Allah (if Allah wills) he will never suffer harm.
If he recites it forty one times while beginning his tasks then all his tasks will be concluded,
according to his desire.
·
93 - AN-NUR: 'The Ught.' He brightens the heavens with the stars, the earth with the
Prophets and the ulama (Scholars) and the hearts of the Muslims with light of awareness and
obedience. A person is required by this name to make himSelf radiant with faith and awareness.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites on Friday morning surah an-Nur seven times and
this name one thousand and one times then Allah will cause his heart to be radiant.
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If anyone repeats this name every morning, his heart will be radiant.

94 - AL-HADI: 'The Guide.' This name calls on a person to guide Allah's creatures to the
right path Shaykh (Great religious Scholar) Abdul Haq .i»1 44>J has explained it in Sharh
(explanatory book) Asma ul Husna. 'It means to show the path and take to the destination
and the objective. Hence, Allah is the Guide of all who go on the paths. He is the Guide if
anyone is on a worldly path and also when he walks the path of the hereafter.'
In short, Allah guides in a number of ways and there is no limit to His kinds of guidance.
J

<,Sl& J..t ~a\ r.. F-e}

J ~~ L5J.ll
"

..

{Who gave everything its creation, then guided (it)}(20:50)
He is the One Who guides the new-born to suckle its mother.
However, the best and the
most glorious guidance is the one that leads to Allah and to the great blessing of His sight,
and to create in the inside of the chosen ones the light of Divine enablement search of the
mysteries that is a means of guidance to awareness and obedience.
The most fortunate of all the creatures with a share of this name Al-Hadi are the Prophets
~'}WI~, the awaliya (Allah's friends) .i»1~J and the ulama (Scholars) i»1~J· They guide
Allah's creatures to the straight path. The chief of the Prophets, the seal of the Messengers
,.LJ"~.f»,~ is the true reflection of this name. He is the greatest and the highest ranked
guide in this universe .
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Dhun Nun Misri .i»l44>J said that three things count among the high qualities of the saintly people.
i.
To bring the depressed and grieved to broadness of heart and happiness.
ii.
To remind the neglectful of Allah's blessings.
iii.
To guide the Muslims with the pronouncement of monotheism to the true path
which is to divert their hearts from the wo;rld to religion and from the thought of
livelihood to the hereafter.
CHARACTERISTICS: Allah will raise to the degree of the possessor of awareness one
who puts his hands up, looks towards the sky and recites the name Al-Hadi very of ten and
wipes his hands on his eyes and face.
95 - AL-BADI: 'The Originator.' 'The Deviser.'
He who makes the sunnah(Practice of Holy Proplzet Muhammad ,.LJ ~ .1!1 ~) his amir
(decider)over his speech and deeds has a mind, thought and tongue moulded in wisdom
and Shari'ah (Islamic law). But, he who makes desires his amir (decider) over his speech
and deeds practices bid'ah or innovation.
.
Qurayshi said that our path is based on three principles:
(i)
To follow the noble Prophet,.LJ~.i»1~ in manners and deeds, and in food
and drink that should be lawful.
(ii)
To speak the truth always.
(iii)
To form a sincere intention for all deeds.
He also said that if anyone has a soft comer for an innovator then Allah removes the
sweetness of sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .i»1 ~) from his deeds. If
anyone respects an innovator then Allah removes the light of faith from his heart.
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CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone becomes grieved or faces a difficult task then he must recite

~J'iiJ~I~IN.S~
Seventy thousand times, or one thousand times. Insha Allah (if Allah wills), he will be
relieved of his grief and his task will be accomplished.
If anyone makes ablution, faces the qiblah and recites it till he goes to sleep then he will
dream of what he wishes to see.
96- AL-BAQI: 'The Eternal.' 'The Everlasting.'
CHARACfERISTICS: If anyone recites this name one hundred times on Thursday night
regularly, then all his deeds will be accepted and he will not be afflicted with sorrow or grief.

97 - AL-WARITH: 'The Supporter,' 'He Who remains after all that exists will perish and
Master of all creation.'
Warith means that when all who exist will perish, all the remaining properties whose
owners have died will revert to Him. This meaning is in the context of the literal
implication of wraith, otherwise the fact is that only Allah is the absolute Owner of
everything in the universe, from infinity to eternity, without any change. All things are His
without partnership of anyone and He alone is the Rear Owner and Master of all things.
Those with insight always hear (with their conscious ears)

.;~l*l)l~~~lll i\!JI~
Hence, a person should not worry about his property and inheritance. Rather, he must be
convinced that he has to leave behind everything and go away form the world. This is why
it is said:

ljlj.!l-...!..)1 J.;i ,_p_;.&
(die before you die)
This name calls upon a person to use his life to perform deeds that are among the ever
remaining righteous deeds, like learning and teaching, perpetual charity, and soon. He
must acquire as much as possible of religious knowledge. He will then become an heir to
the Prophets~'j..,.JI~ in the real sense.
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone recites this name at the time of sunrise one hundred
times then he will not go through grief or sorrow.
He who recites it very often will have all his tasks done well for him.

98 - AR-RASHID: 'The Guide to the right path.' Some people say that He guides His
creature's soul to obey and worship Him. He guides his heart to His forgiveness and his
spirit to His love. The sign that Allah guides anyone is that He inspires him to rely on, and
entrust all his affairs to, Him.
It is reported of Ibrahim ibn Adhamiil1 ~; that one day he was hungry. So, he gave
something that he possessed to a man with instruction to pledge it and get him some food.
But, as he came out, he encountered a man with a donkey asking about Ibrahim ibn
Adhamiil1 ~;. He said , "Forty thousand dinars are loaded on this beast. They are his
his slave and have brought this property to him."
inheritance from his father's legacy. I
Then he met Ibrahim ..111~; and handed over the forty thousand dinars to him. Ibrahim ~;

am
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lid said, "If you speak the truth then I set you free it you really are My slave and this wealth
belongs to me. I also present to you these forty thousand dinars. Now, go away from me."
when the man departed, Iprahim..li1~ J said, "My Lord, I had prayed to You only for bread
but You granted me these many dinars. I swear by You, if You let me die of hunger now, I
shall not ask You for anything."
CHARACTERISTICS: If a person is undecided about something then after the salah
(prayer) of isha but before he goes to sleep, he must recite this name one thousand times.
He will be informed of the correct course of action.
If anyone recites this name constantly then all his affairs will conclude without effort from
him whatsoever.
99 - AS-SABUR: 'The Most Fore bearing.' He is not hasty in punishing the sinners.
The word sabr means patience and sabur is 'not to hurry in seizing a sinner and in
punishing him.' Sabur is nearer in meaning to halim (clemency) but they are differenct in
that sabur involves forebearance at the moment but ultimately there is a seizing and
punishment while halim is absolute forebearance.
Some people say that As-Sabur is He Who inspires a person with patience in his time of
difficulty. He is Allah alone who gives patience in different ways like when opposing evil
temptations, engaging in strenuous worship, etc. Hence, a person should always ask Allah
for patience in difficulty, grief, etc. He must keep away from disobeying Him.
This name calls on a person not to make haste in doing anything. Rather, he must do it
calmly and in a composed, dignified manner. He must seek Allah's protection in every grief.
,~~\1 r...r
\;;u~uJ1..J"'l!AI~T ~
~ .. ~:...... 1s1.u.. (-:~\~ r...;
~ it~..),.
(2:250) .-:3 ~i~fl ~~
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,, t4 " ~ ,,
,. :: , ........
(3 :200 )---.!.)J.4-c•>;>...Willll~lj l~ljj IJJ.t~J IJJ}.blljiof ~.J..ll ~I~
1.,1'00-Pg,J
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A very deep meaning saying it attributed to a Shaykh (Great religious Scholar), "Sip the
wine of patience. If you are killed, you are shahid (martyr). If you are spared, you are
sa' eed (fortunate)."
CHARACTERISTICS: If anyone is grieved or burdened with hardship, he must recite this
name thirty-three times. He will have internal satisfaction.
To quieten enemies, please the rulers and gain acceptance of the people, this name should
be recited at midnight or at noon regularly. This is very effective.
This completes the exegesis of the hadith (tradition) of Abu Hurayrah ~ . 1!1 ~J in the
Miahkat about the ninety-nine names of Alia. Mulla Ali Qari ..1!1~J says that there are more
names besides these in the Quran and the ahadith (tradition). Those in the Quran are:
Ar-Rab, Al-Akram, Al-A'la, Al-Hafiz, Al-Khaliq, As-Satir, As-Sattar, Ash-Shakir, Al-Aadil,
Al-Allam, Al-Ghalib, An-Nazir, Al-Faliq, Al-Qadir, Al-Qarib, Al-Qahir, Al-Kafil, Al-Kafi,
Al-Munir, Al-Muhit, Al-Maalik, Al-Mawla, An-Nasir, Ahkam ul Hakimin, ArhamourRahimin, Ahsan ul Khaliqin, Dhul Fadl, Dhul-Tawl, Dhul Quwah, Dhul Ma'rij, Dhul Arsh,
Rafi ud Darajat, Qabil ut-Tawwab, Al-Fa' alullima yureed, Makhrajul hayya min al-Mayyit.
These names are from the ahadith (tradition): Al-Hannan, Al-Mannan, Al-Mugith.
Moreover, the heavenly Books, like the torah, give more names of Allah.
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THE GREAT NAME
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(0 Allah, I ask You by virtue of Your, indeed Your, being Allah. There is no God
· besides You Who are the One, the Independent, who begets not nore was begotten,
and there is none co-equal with Him.)
He (Allah's Messenger~J4#1»1~) said, 11He has prayed to Allah with His greatest
name, by which, when He asked, He gives and, when supplicated, He answers."1
COMMENTARY: The more correct thing is that the ism a'zam or the greatest name is
concealed among Allah's names. No one knows it specifically. It is like the laylatulqadr (a
specific valuable night). Most of the ulama (Scholars) say, however that the ism a'zam is
the name 'Allah'. Sayyiduna Sayid Abdul Qadir Jilani .&1~ J said that this is so on condition
that when the tongue utters 'Allah,' the heart should concur and have the concept of no one
else besides Him. This name will have the effect of the greatest name only it there is
nothing else in the heart besides Allah when He is called.
There are many opinions of the ulama (Scholars) about the ism a'zam. At the conclusion of
this chapter, we shall enumerate the names which the ulama (Scholars) have called Ism
a' zam according to their studies.
'Being asked' (J!..-) and 'supplicated' (~~) have been distinguished by the scholars. The
former is 'to want' (~' ~') (0 Allah, give me) and He gives in response. The latter
(supplication) is to call, like, "0 Allah" and He accepts the call, as He says on someone's
call (~~...s:,,) (Here am I, My salve).
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2290. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .&1 ~J narrated that while he was sitting with the Prophet
Muhammad ~J4#1it1~ in the mosque a man offered the salah (prayer) and prayed
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Tirinidhi # 3486, Abu Dawud # 1493, Ibn Majah # 3857, Musand Ahmad # 23103
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_;~~ e;.~~l§)flj J#ll
{0 Allah, I ask You-and, indeed, praise belongs to You. There is no God besides
You, Al-Hannan (Who bestows favour). Al-Mannan (The Beneficent), The
Originator of the heavens and the earth. 0 Lord of Majesty and Bounty, 0 The
Ever-Living, 0 The self-Subsisting, I ask you.}
·
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1!1~ said thereafter, ''He has supplicated Allah by
virtue of His greatest name by which when supplicated He answers, and when
asked He gives."t
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2291. Sayyidah Asma hint Yazid.u&o.i»I~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad 1»1~
~ J~ said, "The greatest name of Allah is found in these two verses:
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{And your God is One God. There is no God but He, the Compassionate, the
Merciful} (2:163)
And the opening of Aal Imran

_;ffit&=ltJ.' ~!~! 'ifut;ill
{Aiif Laam Meem, Allah! There is no God but He, the Ever-Living, the selfsu bsisting.}(3:1 )2
PRAYER OF PROPHET YOUNUS t''j.....l1~

(LS.l.ojUI.J~I oi.JJ)

·• 2292. Sayyiduna Sa'd .u;.l»I~J narrated that Allah's ·Messenger ~y.#l»l~ said, ''The
supplication of Dhu an-Nun(Younus) t''j.....l'"'# while he was in the belly of the fish:
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{There is no God but You. You are without blemish. I am one of the wrong-doers,}
Is such that if a Muslim uses it (to supplicate Allah), surely he will get an answer."3
COMMENTARY: Allah had sent Sayyiduna Younus t'':W'4#to Ninewah to guide its people.
They rejected his preaching and refused to believe. So, Allah revealed to him that he
1

Abu Dawud # 1495, Nasai # 1300, Ibn Majah # 3858, Musand Ahmad# 3-120 Tirmidhi.
# 3489, Abu Dawud # 1496, Ibn Majah # 3855
3 Tirmidhi # 3516, Musand Ahmad# 1-170
2 Tirmidhi
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should warn the citizens of Ninewah that, after a three day respite, they would be
punished. He conveyed to them the warning and himself departed from the city. At the
appointed time, a dark cloud could be seen approaching the city. Gradually, it came over
the city and stopped moving. Something like smoke came out of it. When they observed
the impending punishment, the people took their women, children and animals to the
wilderness. There, they separated children from their mothers and young of the animals
from their mothers, and began to cry loudly. They raised their voices and cried bitterly,
repenting from disbelief and sin and expressing their faith. They called out
"'

~.JI~!il! ~ ~t.f ~
(0 The Living ever since there was no living being. There is no God but You.)
So, Allah put off the punishment that has threatened them.
After some time, Prophet Younus ro;....J'~ came towards the city to see what had happened.
He saw that everything was safe and the people were alive, going around their chores. He
felt very ashamed that he was proved wrong and had lied, 1 jUt he did not know that the
punishment had been upon them and was removed. He did not think it wise to go to the
city, so he turned back to the river and boarded a ship to go to the other side of the river.
However, the ship seemed not to budge, try as they may. The members of the crew said,
"It looks as though a runaway slave is among us who has fled from his master. They drew
lots among the passengers. The name of Prophet Yunus r"}t..J' ~ was drawn and he
conceded, "Indeed, I am that runaway slave." So saying, he leaped into the river and a fish
swallowed him on Allah's command Allah Commanded the fish to keep him well
preserved in its belly. The fish swam with him across the Nile, the Euphrates and the
Tigris. He continued to pray to Allah.

(0 Allah, You are the Worshipped, the Ruler and the Absolute. You are without
blemish. I have wronged myself by departing from my people without your
permission.)
Hence, Allah answered his prayer and commanded the fish to cast him out at the banks of
Nasibayn, a city ofShaam.
SECTION III
~~~hj..Aiii
RESEARCH ON THE GREATEST NAME
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2293. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~.&~~J narrated that he entered the mosque with Allah's
Messenger ~J~.1sl~ for the salah (prayer) of isba. Behold! A man was reciting the
Quran (in salah (prayer)), his voice raised. He said, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, will
you say that this man is a hypocrite?" He said, 11 Rather, a believer who repents (his
voice raised unintentionally)." Abu Musa Al-Ash' ary(Who was the reciter in a loud
voice) recited and his voice was raised. Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ began to
listen to his recitation. Then Abu Musa ~.&~~J sat down to pray, saying:
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(0 Allah, I call You to witness that You, surely You, are Allah. There is no God but
You, Alone, Independent, who begets not nor was begotten and there is none coequal with Him.) On that, Allah's Messenger ~""1 "-# .&! ~ said, "Indeed, he has
asked Allah with His name by which if asked, He grants and if supplicated, He
answers." Buraydah~liu~J asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, may I inform him what
I heard from You?" He said, "Yes." So, he informed him what Allah's Messenger
~ 1 ~.&1~ had said. And, he said to him, ''As of today, you are my true brother
because you narrated to me a hadith (tradition) of Allah's Messenger~J~.1!1~." 1

COMMENTARY: We did say earlier that there are many opinions about the isma'zam (the
greatest name) of Allah.
Some ulama (Scholars) have said that the name' Allah' itself is the greatest name.
Some say that (~)1~ )'.&'r.) is the greatest name.
And so other say: (JA) (huwa, He), (.1!1 'JI 411 'J) - the kalimah tawhid, (t-r.AI' ~1 al-Hayyul
Qayyum)- (~1~\.e Maalikul Mulk) (la ilaha iiiAilah)
Some have said:

;:~dl ~~I ~j ~ ~!~! '} Cs~l ilil
Imam Zayn ul-Aabidin~~~J is said to have prayed to Allah to disclose to him the greatest
name. He was told in a dream that it is (~':/14lt"J)
Some ulama (Scholars) say that it is concealed in the asma ul-husna.
Some others say that it is (~1) (0 Allah).
Some of the predecessors said that if anyone said (l"tll') then he has prayed to Allah by all
His names. Hasan Busri li!1~J said something of this sort.
Some authorities say that (~') (Alif Laam Meem) is the greatest name of Allah. Others like
Imam (leader) Ja'far Sadiq ~ill'~J said that if a person remembers Allah with any of His
1
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beautiful names in such a way that he is lost with it and he has no thought inwardly of any
thing whatsoever but this name, then that name itself is the greatest name. Any prayer
made by virtue of it will be answered.
When Abu Sulayman Durranili!t ~J asked a shaykh (Great religious Scholar) about it, he
put to him a counter question, "Do you know your heart?" He answered in the affirmative
and the shaykh (Great religious Scholar) advised, "When you observe that your heart is
turned towards Allah and your eed. That is the greatest name."
Some one asked Abu Ar-Rabililt~J about the ism a'zam. He said write down:(~~&')
(Obey Allah, He will grant you your prayer). He meant to say that obedience to Allah is in
itself the ism a' zam, because that makes Allah kind and He accepts.
He also reported a sufi's saying(~)'~ )t.iils~) is like the saying(~ 'Be.' Just as Allah said'
Be' and creates everything He wishes, so a creature has the basmalah. When he begins
anything with it (~ )'tJ4?)tli!t~), that thing is accomplished by its blessings.
Some scholars say that the supplication encompasses all opinions. Every name that the
religious authorities have named as the ism a' zam (greatest name) is found in this supplication:
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Each of the names mentioned in the foregoing supplication, is ism a'zam.

CHAPTER- II
REWARD FOR TASBIH, TAHIMID,
TAHLIL AND TAKBIR

Tasbih is to say SubhanAllah )(Allah is without blemish). Tahmid is to say al Hamulillah
(Praise belongs to Allah). Tahlil is to say (.i»t':lt...!t~) (there is no God but Allah). Takbir is to
say Allahu Akbar (Allah is the Greatest).
SECTION I
Jj~,j..;a~l
THE BEST SPEECH
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2294. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~'..J.P
~J~ said, "The best expressions (of men) are four: SubhanAllah (Allah is without
blemish), Al-hamdulillah (Praise belongs to Allah), Lailaha illAllah (There is no
God but Allah), and Allahu Akbar (Allah is the Greatest)." According to a version:
"The speech dearest to Allah are four: Subhan Allah, Al-hamdulillah, La ilaha
illAllah and Allahu Akbar."I

COMMENTARY: After Allah's words, the speech of men, there are to best words. We have
qualified them as men's speech because the fourth expression Allahu Akbar is not found in
the Qur' an. Clearly, that which is not mentioned in the Quran cannot be better than what
is in the Qur'an. However, another hadith (tradition) has the words:

~(~l~cJ]j~(~I~~~IJ..jl
meaning that (these expressions) are the best expressions after the collective Qur'an and
these too are part of the Quran.
This means that 'speech' or 'expression' means human speech as well as Allah's words so
that these four expressions are the best of Allah's words. In this case, the first three ar.e
exactly as they are in the Qur'an while though the fourth is not in it in the same words, the
·
meaning is conveyed definitely in these words

{And extol Him with (all) greatness} (17:111)
It should be borne in mind too that while these four expressions are best, yet in the times of
conditions when dhikr (hallowing of Allah) is recommended by ahadith (tradition). It is
better to engage in dhikr (hallowing of Allah) than to make Tasbih, etc at such times and in

such condition.
The concluding words of the n~xt version state that it is not necessary to observe to
sequen.ce mentioned (in the hadith (tradition)). Any of the expressions subhan Allah, alHamclulillah, Ia ilaha illAllah or Allahu Akbar may be spoken first. There is no harm in
that. However, Teebi li!1~J said that it is pr~ferable to observe the sequence and permissible
to alter the sequence.
THE MERIT OF THOSE THINGS
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2295. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "That I should say subhan Allah, al-Hamdulillah, Ia. ilaha iliAllah and Allahu
Akbar is dearer to me than that on which t he sun rises."2
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1 First version: Bukhari (Book 83, Chapter 19 heading), Ibn Majah # 3811, Musand Ahmad# 5-10,
Second version: Muslim # 12-2137
2 Bukhari # 6405, Muslim # 28-2691, Musand Ahmad # 2-375.
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2296. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:.$-..lil..s"; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iiltj..p
said, "If anyone says

(Allah is Glorified with His praise)
One hundred times a day, then his sins are obliterated even if they are like the foam
of the sea."t
~'COMMENTARY: Tubi li!1 ~; said this one hundred recitation could be in one sitting or
several during the day. The better thing is in one sitting.
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2297. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:S-li!'..s"J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»s~
said, "If any one says in the morning and in the evening one hundred time each:
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.

Then no one will brins. on the day of resurrection, anything better than he unless
he says as he says, or says more than it."2
COMMENTARY: If another brings as many deeds as the first person by reciting the words
one hundred times and more than that, he will bring more deeds.
One explanation is that or' stands for and' in the hadith (tradition).
1
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2298. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:S-.iiii~J narrated Allah's Messenger ~J~Jil,~ said,
"Two expressions are light on the tongue but heavy in the scale (because of the
reward they fetch) and are dear to Ar-Rahman (the most Merciful, the
compassionate).

1

Bukhari # 6405, Muslim # 28-2691, Musand Ahmad # 2-375.
Muslim # 29-2692, Tirmidhi # 3536, Musand Ahmad # 2-371
3 Bukhari # 6682, Muslim# 31-2694, Tirmidhi # 3478, Ibn Majah # 3~06, Musand Ahmad# 2-232.
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2299. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~~~~J narrated that while they were with
Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ one day, he asked, "Is any of you unable to earn every
day one thousand pieties?" One of those sitting around with him asked, ''How may
one of us earn one thousand pieties (every day)?" He said, "Let him glorify Allah
with subhan Allah one hundred times. One thousand pieties will be recorded for
him or one thousand sins will be erased from him."
In the version of Burqani instead of 'or', the words are: 'and ... will be erased." So,
it is in Al-Humaydis book.t
COMMENTARY: The version in Tirmidhi, Nasai'I and Ibn Hlbban has the word (and)
instead of (J~ (or), In Arabic (J) (and) is used for (J') (or) sometimes. Anyway the
interpretation in each case is that if anyone recites these Tasbih, one thousand pieties are
recorded for him if he has no sins against him. If he has committed sins then one thousand
sins will be forgiven to him.
TASBIH & TAMHID ARE BEST EXPRESSIONS
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2300. Sayyiduna Abu Obarr ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#~'~ was
asked, ''Which expression is the best?" He said, "That which Allah has chosen for
his angels: (o~J~~~~)."2
COMMENTARY: This expression is a combination of the four expressions.

~~~-Hjful ~!~! )fji4 W lj,iJI....:!.)~
and their brief rendering. It rejects polytheism which is the essence of tahlil which is tum
confirms Allahu Akbar.
KIND OF DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH), NOT HOW MUCH

2301. Sayyiduna Juwayriy-ah 4;S. ~' ~J narrated that one morning the Prophet
Muhammad ~-y.#.iil'~ went out from her for the salah (prayer) of fajr. She was on
her prayer rug. He came back after the (salah (prayer) of) duha and sh~ was still
sitting on the prayer rug. He asked, "Have you not ceased to be on the positi~n on
which I ported from you?" She said, "Yes!" The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~'~
said, "Mter you, I have repeated ~our expression three times and if they are
weighed againt what you have recited today, they would outweigh them." (And he
1

Muslim# 37-2698, Musand Ahmad# 1-174.
# 84-2731

2 Muslim
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mentioned them:)

(Allah is glorified and with His praise to the number of His creatures, as pleases
Him, to the weight of his throne and t o the extent of His words.p
COMMENTARY: The words 'to the extent of His words' could mean His Boks, His
scriptures or His names or His attributes. They could mean His commands, too.
This hadith (tradition) tells us that dhikr (hallowing of Allah) relies on quality not on
quantity, Fewer Tasbih recitations whose meanings are deep and are made with much
devotion are better than those that do not have such meaning and do not emanate from a
dedicated heart though they may be very lengthy. The same axiom applies to recitation of
the Quran with contemplation and a full attention mind, even of a verse, against a
recitation of long passages without reflection.
SEEKING REFUGE FROM THE DEVIL
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2302. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#..111~

said, 11 1£ anyone says:
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(There is no God but Allah who is Alone and has no partner. To him belongs the
dominion and for Him is all praise. And, He is over all things powerful,)
one hundred times a day, then he will get a reward the like of setting ·free ten
slaves, one hundred pieties will be recorded for him, one hundred bad deeds will
be removed from him and it will be for him a protection from the devil that day of
his till evening. No one will bring anything better than what he brings except a man
who performs more than he does."2
·
COMMENTARY: It seems that if anyone recites these words in the evening then ht: will get
protection from the devil till morning.
If anyone recites tllese expressions more than one hundred times then ht: will earn so much
more reward. These expressions may be recited at one time preferably, or at different times
to add up to one hundred. They must best be recited in the morning.
LA HAWLA WA LA QffiVATAH
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Muslim # 29-2726, Ibn Majah # 3808.
Bukhari # 6403, Muslim# 28"2691, Tirmidhi # 3474, Musand Ahmad# 4-60, Ibn t.1ajah 1i 3798 ..
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2303. Sayyiduna Abu Musa Al-Ash'ary ~~~~J narrated that we were with Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~~ on a jo·urney. The people began to call the takbir in a loud
voice. So Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said, "0 you people, be mild to Yourself you
are not calling one who is deaf or away. Rather, you are calling one who hears and
sees. He is with you. He whom you call is nearer to any of you than the neck of his
riding beast."
Abu Musa added: And I was behind him saying to myself (~o~~\~~'oJi~JJr~) (there is no
might ~d no power save in Allah). He (the Prophet Muhammad ~J"~~~~ ) said (to
me by my kunyah). 110 Abdullah ibn Qays, shall I not lead you to a treasure of the
treasure of paradise?" I submitted, ~~of course, 0 Messenger of Allah!" And, he said:
4ll4 ~IS_,i~..,J~ ~
(There is neither might nor power save through Allah).1
COMMENTARY: It is sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~J to call the
takbir (Allahu Akbar, Allah is the Greatest) when ascending a height. The Sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~~~~J did so loudly. Or, takbir coulq also mean dhikr (hallowing
of Allah). So, this would mean that they made remembrance of Allah in a loud voice.
The words (~o~~\f~IO}~JJF~) are called a treasure because one who recites them earns very
much reward and he enriches himself with its blessings as anyone does with worldly
treasures, though worldly possessions have no comparison to it.
The masha'ikh say about (~o~~4~1o}~JJJ~~) that this dhikr (hallowing of Allah) helps promote
deeds more than any other dhikr (hallowing of Allah) does and the blessings derived from
it surpass those form any other from of dhikr (hallowing of Allah). The true meaning of
these words is: 'the strength to keep away from sin and the energy to a able to worship
Allah are granted only by Allah."
SECTION II
~\~l,j.4irt
··
REWARD FOR TASBIH & TAMHID
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2304. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ jJ said, 1 H
anyone says

(Allah is Glorified with his praise)
1

Bukhari # 63R4, Muslim # 44-2704, Tirmidhi # 3385, Abu Dawud # 1526, Ibn Majah # 3824,. Musand
Ahmad # 19616
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then a palm tree is planted for him in paradise."1
COMMENTARY: The palm tree is mentioned because it is most beneficial and its fruit is
very good.
AN ANGELS CALL EVERY MORNING FOR TASBIH
!'
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2305. Sayyiduna Zubayr 4:&- ~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ said,
11
There is no morning on which the creatures wake up but a crier calls. 'Glorify the
king, the sacred."2
COMMENTARY: Every morning an angel spurs mankind to sound these words or these
·
others:

Or, the hadith (tradition) means that in the morning, an angel assures mankind that their
·
Lord is without blemish.
BEST DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) IS LA ILAHA ILL4LLAH
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2306. Sayyiduna Jabir 4:&-i»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»,~ said, The
most excellent dhikr (hallowing of Allah) is (~ ~' .U1 "1) and the mot excellent
supplication is (4-WJii»l"li.UI"J) (respectively, Laila illAllah and alHamdulillah- there
is no God but Allah and praise belongs to Allah).3
COMMENTARY: The most excellent dhikr (hallowing of Allah) is (.&'~'.u'~) because Islam
and faith are based on it. Without it, both these things cannot be sound.
Some authorities say that it is the most excellent dhikr (hallowing of Allah) because it clears
the unseen evil attributes in the heart of the person who makes the dhikr (hallowing of
Allah). These attributes are sort of the deities of his unseen. This expression has exceptional
power to cleanse a person's inner nature. Allah says:

,.,,

~

'(;~

~~J..'~!$1 y.A ~lj-9~

{Have you seen him who takes his caprice to be his god) (45:23)
With the dhikr (hallowing of Allah), he rejects all gods when he says. 'there is no god' and
declares the unity of God with 'but Allah..' When the tongue utters these words, its effect
travels from the external tongue to the internal depths of the heart. This gets the degree of
conviction and belief of a true God. It illuminates his heart and the unseen and clears out
all evil and false qualities and finally overwhelms his visible limbs. Thus his visible limbs
perform only those deeds that are demanded by the declaration and belief, and are the real
t
2
3

Tirmidhi # 3475
Tirmidhi # 3580
Tirmidhi # 3394, Ibn Majah # 3800
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objective.
The words (~~1) are described as supplication because the Merciful One is praised only
though prayer and request. It is called most excellent because the true benevolent Allah's
praise is in the sense of gratitude. Of course, it is apparent that gratitude brings more
blessings, as Allah says:

{If you give thanks, certainly I will give you mere) (14:7)
PRAISE OF ALLAH IS GRATITUDE
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2307. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~
11
~J said Praise (of Allah) is the essence of gratitude. He who has not praised Allah
has not thanked Allah."t
COMMENTARY: Praise of Allah is with the tongue while gratitude is with the tongue the heart
and the limbs. So praise of Allah. is a branch of thanks to Him. Praise is described as essence of
gratitude because it is an action of the tongue. Allah's praise is best done with the tongue which
is a representative of all limbs. Hence, praise is an overall expression of gratitude.
Hence, a person must preserve his external self with the cleansing of his internal self.
PRAISE OF ALLAH BOTH IN "HAPPINESS & DISTRESS

-yl.:;J)/1 I;,.' t.J~:H lokljj ~,_;jl,j ~IJ.!ll Ja1.li-...!.)J { ~~JJI
2308. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J•:1~~1~ said,
"On the day of resurrection, the first to be called to paradise will be those who
praise Allah in prosperity and affliction."2
(They are pleased with their Lord in either situation.)
GREATNESS OF LA ILAHA ILLAL~ AH
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2309. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~.&~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger 1»1~
11
~ J ~ said that l'~iusa f:>'-11 ~ said, 0 my Lord, teach me that with which I may
remember you ':'t pray to you." He said, "0 Musa, say La ilaha illAllah." He
1 Bayh~qi

Shu' abut Eeman # 4395.
Eeman # 4373.

2 Bayhaqi Sha' abul
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submitted. ''My Lord, all your slaves say that. I intend something which you set
apart for me." He said, 11 0 Musa, if the seven heavens and their occupants other
than Me and the seven earth were put in a pan of a scale and Ia ilaha illAllah -in the
other pan, Ia ilaha illAllah would outweigh them."1
COMMENTARY: Prophet Musa ~".>W' ·~ asked for exclusive form of dhikr (hallowing of
Allah) but Allah told him that the Kalimah tawhid was the most excellent and no other
dhikr (hallowing of Allah) can surpass it. His request was out of human authority and
ambition for the exclusive in everything.
In religion, the exclusive and the excellent things are easily available though very precious.
The quran and ahadith (tradition) too are very invaluable and exclusive, but people go for
the petition, rota and prayers that are unknown and have no sanction in the Quran and
hadith (tradition).
In conclusion, Allah had Himself inspired Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.&!~ Musa ~".>WI4# to
put this question so that He would give him the answer. Thus, people would learn of the
greatness and excellence of the ·Kalimah. They might make it their constant dhikr
(hallowing of Allah).
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2310. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~ib'~.J and Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lb'~J narrated
that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#.&'~ said, 'If anyone says:
I

I

,

..t.SIJJI,.,JJI ~IJ! ~
(There is no God but Allah. And Allah is the Greatest)
his Lord declares him to be true, saying:

.J..S"I ul,., ul ~I.JI ~
(There is no God but I. And, I am the Greatest).
When anyone says:

(There is no God but Allah who is Alone and who has no partner), Allah says:

.

J~.} '1 ,:s~J ul'it~! '1
(There is no. God but I. I am alone and I have no partner).
And, when anyone· says:

1

Tirmidhi # Sharh us-Sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~""'J4#1ill~).
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~l~l..,l.!.l.WI.JJ.ll ~I.JI ~

(There is no God but Allah to whom belong all Praise), He (Allah) says:
~IJ..,~IJl.ii~I.JI~

(There is no God but I. To me belongs the kingdom and to Me belongs all praise).
And when anyone says:
I

I

J.J4 ~IS_,i~..,J~ ~.JJJI~I~I~
(There is no God but Allah and there is no might and no power save with Allah).
He (Allah) says:

.JJ4 ~1s_,; ~.JJ~ ~..,ul~l~l ~
(There is no God but I. There is no might and no power save with Me)."
And he (Allah's Messenger ~J4.),s.f¥.1~ used to say, "H anyone speaks these words in
his illness of which he dies, hell will not consume him." (He will be safe from
punishment).!
EXCELLENCE OF TASBIH & TAHMID
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2311. Sayyiduna Sa' d ibn Abu Waqqas ~ 1»1 ~ J narrated that he accompanied the
Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~~ on his visit to a woman. She had before her dateSeeds or pebbles on which she glorified Allah (using them as a rosary to count).
The Prophet Muhammad ~J4.}.s.~1~ said, 11 Shall I not tell you of something that is
easier - or more excellent- then that for you?" (And, he advised her to say:)

s~;lJ 1-.....!.,)l>. :..&J t.JqJ'll J~ lA s~;l.J1 ~l>.: ~J ~'; '11 JJil jllA s~;L 1,....:::_;~
~' li .. , lA s~JJ1.
-: ,(5..!.! .. ~.i-: ,..,lA
.. ~.!J,~

~~

Allah is glorified to the extent to what He has created in the heaven. Allah is
glorified to the extent of what He has created on the earth.
Allah is glorified to the extent of what is between them.
Allah is glorified to the extent of what He is creating (and will create till eternity).
And, (recite) 'Allah is the Greatest.' In a like manner, and 'praise belongs to Allah,
in a like manner, and, 'there is god but Allah,' in a like manner, and, 'there is no

t Tirmidhi # 3441, Ibn Majah # 3793
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might and no power save with Allah,' in a like manner.'t
COMMENTARY: Some versions name the woman as Sayyidah Juwayriyah 4$i»l~J or one
of the other wives of the Prophet Muhammad~_,~)»~~. As for her using date-seeds or
. pebbles, it is the narrator who was unsure which of the two she used for a rosary.
VALIDITY OF THE PREVALENT ROSARY
The rosary that is used these days was not found in the time of the Prophet Muhammad ~
~_, ~ ..1il. People used seeds, date stones, pebbles, grit, etc. Some people used thread on
which they tied knots to count. This hadith (tradition) is evidence that the Prophet
Muhammad ~ _,~i»~~ did not disallow the woman to use date stones or pebbles. It is also
evidence for the prevalent Tasbih or rosary as allowable, because there is no difference
between beads that the threaded and seeds that .are not threaded. Both can be used to
count. It is wrong to say that to use a rosary is a bid'ah or an innovation. The masha'ikh not
only call it permissible but also describe it as a whip against the devil.
Indeed, when junayd Baghdadi 4$1Jll~; has attained a very high station, he was asked by a
man about the rosary in his hand. He said, "How can I abandon that through which I have
gained nearness to Allah?"
As for the words in the hadith (tradition) (-.s::J.)~ _,$'1.1!1_,), there are two possibilities about it.
The narrator may have resorted to brevity meaning to say that the Prophet Muhammad~
~_,4#.1!1 spoke in a like manner as before when he said' Allah is glorified to the extent of
what He created in the heaven.' Allah is the Greatest to the extent of what He created in
the heaven.' (To the end). He meant that the Prophet Muhammad ~_,4#..1!1~ spoke the
next expressions in a like manner to the end. Or, the Prophet Muhammad ~_, ~ i»1 ~
himself chose to be brief and instead of saying 'to the extend ... ,' he said, 'in a like manner.'
And, so on with the other expressions (....$J.)~.!J1~1J) (praise belongs to Allah), etc.
REWARD FOR TASBIHTAHMID, TAHLIL, TAKBIR
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2312. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu' ayb i»1 ~ J reported from his father that his grandfather narrated that Allah's Messenger ~_,4#1Jl1~ said, 11 1£ anyone glorified Allah
(saying subhan Allah) one hundred times in the morning and one hundred times.
in the evening then he is like one who performs hajj one hundred times. If
anyone praises Allah (with alHamdulillah) one hundred times in the morning and
one hundred times in the evening then he is like one who gives one hundred
horses to warriors to ride in Allah's path. If anyone declares the unity of Allah
1 Tirmidhi
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(saying, Ia ilaha illAllah) one hundre·d times in the morning and one hundred
times in the evening then he is like one who emancipates one hundred
descendants of prophet Isma'il r"}\...JI~ from slavery. If anyone extols Allah (with
Allahu Akbar) one hundred times in the morning and one hundred times in the
evening then none will bring that day more than what he brings unless he says as
much as he says or more."t
COMMENTARY: The comparison with one who has performed hajj one hundred times
elucidates that an easy dhikr (hallowing of Allah) with a deep attachment to Allah so that
the heart is sincere and devoted is more excellent than a strenuous worship which is
deprived of attention and sincerity and beset with negligence. A deed of a lower degree is
compared to one of a higher degree as for as its virtue is concerned.
Some people say that since there is great merit in saying subhan Allah, so its reward is
increased to be commensurate with optional hajj.
Donating or lending horses to warriors in jihad is mentioned in order to encourage
occupation in dhikr (hallowing of Allah). Whatever kind of worship, physical or monetary
or both combine,d the objective nevertheless is to make dhikr (hallowing of Allah) of Allah,
and we must remember that in all circumstances the objective is preferable to the means.
Comparison of dhikr (hallowing of Allah) to setting free and hundred descendants of
prophet Ismail r"}\...JI~ from slavery is to encourage the· poor and they who cannot engage
in monetary worship.
The descendants of Prophet Ismail r-j...JI ~ are the people of Arabia who, being related to
the Prophet Muhammad ~...J~.i»1~ are meritorious and superior.
Though it seems from the hadith (tradition) that Allahu Akbar is the most excellent of the
petitions mentioned in this hadith (tradition), yet the sahih ahadith (tradition) point out
that the most excellent Tasbih is Ia ilaha illAllah, followed by al-hamdulillah, Allahu Akbar
and subhanAllah. Thus none but one who says Ia ilaha illAlllah will get more reward than
the reciter of Allahu Akbar.
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2313. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr 4.:$-.i»>~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .i»1~
11
~J~ said, Tasbih is half of the scale while al-Ham4ulillah fills it up. And, as
for Ia ilaha illAilah there is no screen between it and Allah so that it goes to
Him (directly)."2
COMMENTARY: The reward of merely al-hamdulillah fills the entire scale. And, alHamdulillah is more excellent than subhan Allah. It could also mean that both are equal so

that half of the scale is filled by subhan Allah and the rest by al-Hamdulillah. Together,
they fill the entire.
La ilaha illAllah is accepted by Allah very quickly, its reciter earns great reward. It means

t

Tirmidhi # 3482
# 3529
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that it is also more excellent than both subhanAllah and al-hamdulillah.
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2314. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1al~
said, 111£ anyone says sincerely (~1'11411'1) (there is no God but Allah), then the gates of
heaven are opened for it so that it is carried up to the throne, provided he abstains
from major sins."l
COMMENTARY: For it to be accepted quickly, the condition to abstain from major sins
applies. As for the reward, that condition does not apply for it. He who recites the kalimah
(~1'11411'1) gets the reward anyway whether he avoided major sins or not. However, he will
earn a quick acceptance if he avoids major sins.
TREE OF PARADISE

2315. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~lii'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.au~
said, 110n the night of isra (ascension to the heavens), I met (Prophet) Ibrahim ~
~~'· He said, '0 Muhammad, convey, to your uinmah (people/followers), my
Salaam (greeting) and inform them that paradise has an excellent soil, sweet water
and it is an even plain whose trees are:

~SIfu IJ alH ~!~! '1J JJ,.4i \J JJ 1~l>..;.!
(Allah is Glorified. Praise belongs to Allah. There is no God but Allah. And, Allah
is the Greatest.)2
COMMENTARY: Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .1!1 ~ Ibrahim conveyed greetings to this
ummah (people/followers) at the hands of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»1J,.P. So, it is
binding on every member of· this ummah (people/ followers) to respond on reading this
hadith (tradition) (.u1S".r.J.iii'~.JJ~":A-J'~J) (and peace be on him and Allah's mercy and His
blessings). When these expressions are recited as mentioned in the hadith (tradition), trees
are planted for each recital.
BEITER TO COUNT PETITIONS AND DHIKR (HALLOWING OF ALLAH) ON
FINGERS

t Tirmidhi # 3601
2
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(JjiJY.I-' LS.i.ojtll oi_,.J) -~JJI

2316. Sayyidah Yusayrah ~k1~J who was one of the woman muhajirs (emigrants to
Madinah) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#k1~ said to them. "It is binding on
you women to recite the Tasbih, tahlil and taqdis (that is, to say (k1~~) and (~l~
1.1"J.lih ~1). And reckon them on the tips of your fingers, for, they will be
questioned and made to speak. And, do not be neglectful otherwise you will be
forgotten for mercy."t
COMMENTARY: On the day of resurrection, each limb of man will testify to his deeds. It is
as Allah says:
{On the day when their tongues and their hands and their feet will testify against
them.as to what they used to do.} (24:24)
On the day of resurrection, the fingers will hear witness to the good and bad deeds their
master had done in the world. Hence, the Prophet Muhammad ~""J4#k1j...p said that one
should count the petitions on the tips of one's fingers.
It is better to count the repetitions and Tasbih on the fingers though it is allowed to use the
Tasbih (rosary). This hadith (tradition) also encourages that one should use one's limbs to
do good work to earn Allah's pleasure and one should preserve them from committing sin
so that none of the limbs testifies against him.
~~lljJatli

SECTION III

THE BEST PETITION & THE BEST SUPPLICATION
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2317. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~ k1 ~J narrated that a villager came to
·Allah's Messenger ~J4#..ll1~ and said, "Teach me some expression that I might
repeat." He instructed him to say:
I
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(There is no God but Allah, Alone, who has no partner. Allah is the Greatest, Great
indeed. And praise belongs to Him, abundant praise, indeed. And Allah is without
blemish, Lord of the worlds. There is no might and no power save with Allah, the
Mighty, the wise.)
The man said, 11These are to remember my [ord. What are for me?" So, he instructed
1

Tirmidhi # 3594 (Mishkat Arabic has the name Busayrah)
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him to say: t;i~J ... Jpl.iill) (0 Allah, forgive me. Have mercy on me. Guide me. Provide
for me. Give me security.) The narrator was not sure about(~~) -give me security.t
COMMENTARY: The version in Bazzaz's tradition has

(the High, the Mighty) instead of
~UI j.J_;..J I

(the Mighty, the wise). Generally, it is read (~1~1) though Muslim transmission has
~

~,

... _,,

..r~

TASBIH AND THE LIKE PREVENT SINS

2318. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&.~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger~y.#i»l~ came up to
a tree whose leave had dried. The struck its branches with his staff and the leaves
fell down. He said, 11lndeed, (411 ~1) (Praise belongs to Allah) (~ l)br.,..~) (Allah is
Glorified), (..1!1 "JI .UI "J) (There is no God but Allah) and (_,)1l»1) (Allah is the Greatest)
cause a persons' sins to drop just as the leaves of this tree fall down."2
MERIT OF LAHAWLA WA LA QUWAH
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2319. Sayyiduna Makhul ~ .i»1.s>J narrated that on the authority of Sayyiduna Abu
Hurayrah ~l»1.s> J that Allah's Messenger~ JA.:)s-1»1~ said, 11Say very often:

JJL,. ~~;~t
,,. '}
.,j! 'J,J"'
.J ~

.,

(There is no might and no power save with Allah)
because it is part of the treasure of paradise."
Mukhul .i»1~J said that if any one said:

~! ~!JJI~~!''JJ;lJ~ ~!S~ 'lJJ.,;.s. '1
{There is no might and no power save with Allah.
1
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(the punishment of) Allah except in (turning to) him}
Allah will remove from him seventy kinds of hardship, the mildest of which is
poverty.1
COMMENTARY: The expression (o~~~\j~lo}~JJF~) is a treasure on which its reciter will draw
on the day (of resurrection) when no worldly property will be useful, and children or ,
relatives will be of no help.
Poverty refers to utter indigence of the hearts about which hadith (tradition) says:

'Poverty drives one to disbelief.'
Therefore if anyone recites these words, the blessing thereof remove poverty of the heart.
When he utters them with his tongue and reflects on their meaning, he is convinced that
everything is from Allah, who decrees both profit and harm. The conviction enables him to
endure and persevere in the face of hardship and to give thanks for blessing and ease. He
entrusts his affairs to Allah. In this way, he is pleased with Allah's decree and becomes
dear to Him.
Shaykh (Great religious Scholar) Abu al-Hasan ~~~ J shadhly said that during a journey he
had the company of a man who gave him advice, "Know well that for good deeds there is
no saying or deed like (~.b'.r'J'~S~.lAio~~~\j~~J) that inclines to Allah and to the path of
His blessings. No other deed can help as it does towards this end.'
~ ,1,\_rQ

J llSJA .l49 ~ 4~ u.o.J

(And whosoever holds fast to Allah, he indeed is guided to the straight way} (3:101)
Tirmidhi .1!1~ J has termed this hadith (tradition) to be reconnected (because Mukhul.ii'~J
did not hear at all from Abu Hurayah) ~~~~J· However this hadith (tradition) is upheld by
the hadith (tradition) of Abu Musa ~~~~J in the sehah sittah and of Abu Hurayrah ~~~~ J
in Nasa'i and Bazzaz, about (o~~~\j~lo}~JJF~), the latter having the additional words too (~~
~~ ...... ). In this way, Makhiul's ~~~J hadith (tradition) is reliable as for as meaning is
concerned though it is disconnected in t erms of line of transmission.
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2320. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~

said." (The expression) (4lf~li}~JJ.P~) is a cure for ninety nine diseases of which the
least serious is anxiety."2
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2321. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1!1~

asked, 11 Shall I not guide you to an expression that is from under the Throne and is
1
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from the treasures of paradise: (o~~~lf':lli}':lJJF':l), Allah the Exalted, says, 'My slave has
submitted himself and is obedient."1
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~322. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.f»,~; reported that (i»1~~) (Glorified is Allah) is the
worship of the creatures. (o~~~ ~1) (Praise belongs to Allah) is the expression of
gratitude. (i»l':ll·dl':l) (there is no God but Allah) is the expression of belief in unity of
Allah (and a means of deliverance from the Fire). (,;11»1) (Allah is the Greatest) fills
the space between the heaven and earth (with its reward). And when a slave (of
Allah) says (o~~~~':lli)':lJJF':l) (there is no might and no pow«.»,. save with Allah). Allah
the exalted says, 'He has submitted himself and is obedient."
COMMENTARY: The words (i»1~~) are the worship of the creatures' confirms to Allah's
words:

{And there is not a thing but glorifies Him with His praise.} (17:44)
Since all creatures declare that Allah is without blemish, hence it is their worship.

CHAPTER - III
AL-ISTIGHFAR WA AT-TAWBAH SEEKING

FORGIVENESS AND REPENTING

lstighfar means 'to seek forgiveness of Allah.' Sometimes Tawbah falls under the purview of
Istighfar, but sometimes it does not fall under it. This is why at-Tawbah is mentioned
separately in the chapter heading Also, while Istighfar is made with the tongue to seek
pardon for one's sins from Allah, Tawbah comes from the heart because repentance for the
past sins and a resolve to abstain in future comes from the depth of the heart.
Tawbah is to tum away from sins and return to obedience, from negligence to dhikr.
(hallowing of Allah) (remembrance), from absence to presence.
Allah's forgiving anyone is to conceal his sins in the world from other people and not to
punish him in the hereafter.
Junayd Baghdadi 1»1~; was asked about Tawbah. He said, "it is to forget sins in the sense
that the pleasure derived from it is also scraped from the mind so that one does not recall
what sin is.
Suhayl Tastari li!1~; said, Do not forget sins so that y~u do not dare to commit sin agai.rl
for fear of Allah's punishment."
In keeping with Allah's command. {lA~liiiJ'Jf..P) {And repent to Allah all together} (24:31), it
is wajib (obligatory) on everyone to make .Istighfar and Tawbah, for no one is infallible and
11

1
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sinless. Everyone; must repent his past sins and abstain in future, and make it a routine to
seek forgiveness and repent every morning and evening, make expiation for all minor and
major sins whether willful or unintentional, and he must not deprive himself of obedience
because of the ominous ness of sins. He must not insist on committing sins and let the
darkness thereof plunge him into disbelief and hell.
Four things are necessary for Tawbah to be correct They are of the category of conditions.
(i)
Repentance should be made merely for fear of Allah's punishment and in
obedience of his command. There should be no other reason for it, like hoping
for people's admiration, or because of weakness or poverty.
(ii)
There should be a true sense of guilt and remorse for the past sins.
(iii)
Desist from every kind of sin both openly and in secret.
(iv)
Make a firm, determined resolution not to commit sin again under any
circumstances.
The correct repentance and resolution is for one to examine himself from the time he
attained puberty till he makes the repentance - for this entire period. He must see what sins
he ~as committed and make amends for each of them. If he has neglected salah (prayer),
fasting. Hajj, zakah or other obligations then he must redeem them. He must not be slack in
redeeming the prescribed obligation by occupying himself in the supererogatory, fard
kifayah (adequate obligation) and such worship.
If he has perpetrated the unlawful things like consuming wine or doing any other absence
deed, he must repent and seek forgiveness and, at the same time, disburse charity to the poor
and needy in Allah's name. In this way, repentance will be accepted by Allah. He must have
faith in Allah's mercy and, insha Allah (if Allah wills)he will be forgiven Allah says: .

{And He is (Allah) who accepts repentance from His servants and pardons evil
deeds.} (42:25)
This for was concerning sins committed in violation of rights of Allah. If anyone has
committed sins violating rights of fellow men or had caused them loss then he must seek
forgiveness of Allah for disobeying Him and also make emends for the rights violated of
fellow men. He must seek their forgiveness and if he had misappropriated their wealth, he
must repay it to them. If had backbitten them or caused them mental agony or physical
torture then he must request them to pard.on him. If he had wronged anyone in such a way
that naming the wrong committed could lead to mischief or illwill then he must ask for
pardon in general words without naming the wrong, but if even without naming the
wrong, there is likelihood of the situation aggravating then he must not broach the subject
with him but tum to Allah for pardon, do good deeds and give charity to earn Allah's
pleasure. Allah will compensate the man who was wronged in the world and he will
reward him out of His pleasure and get him to be pleased. If the person he had wronged is
dead then his heirs represent him, so the wrongdoer must got them to pardon hlTll and he
must be kind to them and also give charity on behalf of the dead person.
A believer should not procrastinate in seeking ·forgiveness for a sin he may have
committed. He must not fall into the trap of his base self and the devil to say to himself that
he would not be able to honour h~s repentance a~d. resolve so it was no use repenting. If
any one repents, then his past sins are forgiven and if he falls back into sin due to human
failings then he may again make a repentance no matter how many times it happens
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during a day, provided he does not have in mind when he makes the repentance that he
would revert to sin and make a fresh repentance. Rather, when he repents he must say to
himself, "Perhaps I would die before conunitting sin again and this might be my final
repentance."
When anyone intends to repent, he must first have a bath, don clean clothing, offer two
raka'at salalt (prayer) with full concentration an4 go down into prostration and blame
himself with extreme humility and submission. He must recall his past sins and fear Divine
punishment making his heart tremble. Then with full remorse, he must seek forgiveness
and repent and, raising his hands, pray to Allah:
uMy Lord, this fleeing slave has come back with his sins with utter remorse seeking
pardon for his lapses. You are the Merciful, the compassionate. You are as Sattar (who
conceals sins) and you are the forgiving. Forgive my sins. Preserve me from falling into sin
again. Only you can grant bounties and only you can forgive."
Then invoke blessing on Allah's Messenger 1'"1...J4:1"~'~ and pray for forgiveness of all Muslims.
This is the repentance of the common folk, the masses between whom and sin there is not
much gap. They generally fall into sin and this kind of repentance by them makes them
worthy of the glad tiding in this verse:
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ISurely, Allah loves those who turn to Him in repentance and He love those who
keep themselves clean} (2:222)
However, the repentance of the righteous sainty ones is different. Their living is clean of
disobedience and sin and they abide by Shari' ah (Islamic law). They should repent from
the bad manners from which it is necessary to purify hearts. And, the repentance of the
lovers of Allah when through human frailty they neglect dhikr (hallowing of Allah) of
Allah and get occupied in other pursuit, they should turn to Allah instantaneously and
repent for their neglect and should make a repentance.
It must be understood that committing a grave sin does not cause anyone's expulsion from
belief, but indecency, lewdness and sinful transgression throws one out of it. The subject of
grave (major) sins and minor sins has been thrashed out in volume one of this book under
(.,uJI..:A•"}Is J)~~~~) (Major sins and signs of hypocrisy, hadith (tradition) # 49 to 62), chapter I
of Book of Faith. Here, the two kinds of sin are explained.
As for minor sins, they are so many that it is not possible to avoid them in every day Hf~.
Hence, agreed opinion is that minor sins do not dampen taqwa (God !~aring,
righteousness) provided one does not accustom oneself to them and to :..epeat then1
stubborn to commit thein constantly raises them to the level of major or d-ctve sins.
It is wajib (obligatory) and binding on all Muslims to refrain from r:..1ajor sins and as far as
possible, from minor sins too. A person must realize that though sins do not cause his
dismissal from the folds of faith, yet there is art apprel':.cnsion that a life of sin leads one
gradually towards disbelief and hell.
PRESCRIPTION TO PRESERVE FROM SIN
An easy method to avoid sins is to set limit of necessity for everything and content oneself
with it. Examples are provision necessary to remove hunger, clothing necessary to cover
oneself, shelter enough to protect one in summer and winter and the bare minimum oi
utensils too, and, finally, one wife.
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When anyone jumps beyond the necessary limit and widens on the permissible, he
involves himself in those things that are doubtful and makruh(unbecoming). Once he
encroaches into the disliked (or makruh(unbecoming)), he gradually perpetrates and
unlawful. This is the points that crosses the limits or boundaries of Islam, beyond which
begins the land of disbelief and fire.
We seek refuge in Allah from this.
SECTION I
jj~1jJaMi
THE PROPHET'S ~J~i»1~ ISTIGHFAR
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2323. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~

said, ''By Allah, I do seek forgiveness of Allah and make repentance to Him more
than seventy times a day."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»1~ did not make Istighfar and Tawbah
for any sin he may have committed, we seek refuge in Allah from such thought. He was
innocent and ·protected from sin. Rather, he was on the highest station of servitude to Allah
and was concerned lest he m ay have not come up to the standard of worship of Allah that
behaves and is worthy of the Lord of majesty and bounty. Moreover, he al~o meant to
encourage his ummah (people/ followers) to make Istighfar and Tawbah. They are more
liable to seek forgiveness and to repent.
Sayyiduna Ali ~ i»1 ~J used to say that there are only two sanctuaries fron1 Divine
punishment on earth, one of them has been taken away while the other remains. So stick to
this surviving sanctuary. The one that is removed was the being of the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~i»1~. The one that remains is Istiglifar. Allah the Exalted, says;

{But, Allah was not going to chastise them while you (0 prophet) were among them,
nor would Allah chastise them while they seek forgiveness} (8:33)
~
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2324. Sayyiduna Al-Agharr al-Muzani ~.1u~J narrated that Allah's Messenger i»1~
~J~

said ''Surely, a veil is cast over my heart and I do seek .forgiveness of Allah
one hundred times a day."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) explain this hadith (tradition) in djfferent ways.
One of their interpretations is that the prophet Muhammad ~J~J»,~ loved tc l<eep his
heart constantly engaged in contact with Allah but he did have to give time to permissible
pursuits like eating, drinking, ~pending time with his wives, etc. Because of these things, he
was sort of distracted from Allah during these timPc;. He described these diversions as veil
1
2

Bukhari # 6307, Ibn Majah # 3816, Musand Ahmad # 2-341.
Muslim# 41-2702, Musnad(book) Ahmad 5-411
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and a sin because of which his heart trembled and became restless. So, he made Istiglifar. ·
The most reasonable thing said about this hadith (tradition) is what some Sufis (mysties)
have said that it is among the allegorical ahadith (tradition). Only Allah knows its true
meaning, as does His Messenger. The ummah (people/ followers) must merely have faith
in it but not hunt for its meaning.
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2325. Sayyiduna Al-Agharr al-Muzani ~..11'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..11tj..P
said, "0 you people, turn to Allah in repentance, for I repent to him one
hundred times a day."t
COMMAND TO TURN TO ALLAH
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2326. Sayyiduna Abu Obarr ~..111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger -;' ..JiJs.~j..P said
among what he narrated that from Allah. the Blessed, the exalteJ, that He said, "0
My slaves, I have forbidden Myself oppression and I have forbidden it among you.
So, do not oppress each other. 0 my slaves, you are a.!l astray except those whom I
guide. So, ask Me for guidance and shall guide you. 0 My slaves, all of you are
hungry (dependant for food) except those whom I feed. So, ask Me for food. I shall
feed you. 0 my slaves, all of you are naked except those whom I clothe. So, ask me
for clothing and I shall clothe you. 0 my slaves, all of you commit sin by night and
by day yet I forgive (your) sins. So, seek My forgiveness. I shall forgive you. 0 My
1

Muslim # 42-2702
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slaves, you cannot cause Me loss and succeed in doing so, and you cannot benefit
me and succeed in doing so. 0 my slaves, if the first of you and the last of you, your
mankind and your jinns, all became as pious as the most pious hearted single one <:
among you, that would not bring any increase in My kingdom. 0 my slaves, if the
first of you and the last of you, your mankind and your jinns, all became as wicked
as the most wicked hearted single are among you, that would not cause the least
dent to My kingdom. 0 My slaves, if the first of you and the last of you, your
mankind and your jinns, stood on a plain and supplicated Me and I gave each man
what h~ prayed for, that would not diminish what I havl!, save as a needle would
reduce from the sea when immersed into it. 0 My slaves, it is only your deeds that I
count for you and then reimburse you in full for them. So, he who finds good, let
him praise Allah. And he who finds otherwise, let him blame none but himsel£."1
COMMENTARY: Everyone is said to be astray because there is none who is perfect and
without some shortcoming of religion or of the world. If people were left to themselves,
they would become like wild trees. Allah guides whom He likes. The Prophet Muhammad
~J ~ .\1 ~ described it thus, 'Allah created the creation in darkness. Then, He sprinkled
His light on them."
However, this should not cause any confusion about these words being contradictory to
the hadith (tradition): 'Every newborn is born on innate nature (of Islam)." Becaue innate
nature means tawhid or monotheism. Straying and darkness are not to know the
·
commands of faith and the limits of Islam, and its conditions.
"If you repent for sins which you commit all the time by day and night. I shall forgive you
all your sins. Some sins are such that the sinner must ask forgiveness for them but some
·
Allah forgives even without a repentance by His mercy.
Allamah Teebi .&1~.J said that a needle does not displace any noticea~le amount of water in
the sea. It cannot even be imagined. Rather, it is impossible so it has been compared
otherwise nothing at all is diminished from Allah's treasures
Ibn Maalik .&1~.J said that this could be said to be a hypothetical statement: 'If at all Allah's
treasures were diminished then it would be like that."
ALLAH'S ALL-ENCOMPASSING MERCY
1
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2327. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'ed al-Khudri 4$..\1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ,&,~
11
~J ~ s.Jid. Th ere was a man from Banu Isra'il who had murdered ninety-nine
persons. Th~:t ite set out asking (whether his repentance would be accepted) and he
came to a monk and asked him if his repentance could be valid. The monk replied
1

Muslim# 55-2577, Musnad(book) Ahmad 5-160
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in the negative. So he killed the monk. He continued to ask till someone advised
him to go to a certain village. However, death overtook him on the way (to it). As he
was about to die, he turned his chest towards that village (where he had hoped to
gain approval of his repentance). Now, the angels of mercy and the angels of
punishment disputed over him. Allah ordered the village to draw nearer to him and
the land (that he had left) to draw back, and He ordered the angels, to measure the
distances between the two (and the body). He was found to be one span closer to
the village to which he was destined. So, he was forgiven." 1
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik .1!1~J said that both, the angels of mercy and the angels of
punishments, sought his soul from the angel of death.
This hadith (tradition) is evidence that Allah's mercy is unlimited and embraces one who
seeks forgiveness and approval of repentance. He may have been a very great sinner.
Allamah Teebi .&1 ~J said that in case of such sinners Allah becomes pleased with the
repentant and gets even his enemies to be pleased with him.
The hadith (tradition) exhorts us to seek forgiveness for our sins- and make repentance to
·
clear ourselves of s4't. We must not despair of Allah's mercy.
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2328. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J'#-&1~
said, ''By him in whose hand is my soul, were you not to commit sin. Allah would
take you away and would bring (in your place) a people who would commit sin,
then seek Allah's forgiveness. And, He would forgive them."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) describes Allah's vast mercy and forgiveness. He
demonstrates His attribute Al-Ghafur (the forgiving). Hence, people must not be slow in
asking for pardon for their sins. In no way does this hadith (tradition) exhort people to
commit sin because Allah himself has given the command to abstain from sin and He sent
His messenger ~""J~.1!1~ to this world to bring people out of a life o.f sin and wrongdoing
into obedience and worship.
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2329. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ,!$.f»1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.1!1~ s~id,
"Surely, Allah stretches out His hand in the night so that the wrong-doers during
the day might repent. And, He stretches out His hand in the day so that the wrong
doer during the night might repent. (This will go on) till (the time when) the sun
rises from the place of its setting."3
COMMENTARY: Stretching out the hand is to invite the sinner to repent.
Some scholars say 'stretching out hands' stands for Allah's mercy.
"
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Bukhari # 3470, 1\tluslim # 46-2766, Stories from the Hadith (tradition) PP 207, 208 (Dar ul-Isha' at,
Karachi)
2 Muslim# 11-2749, Musnad(book) Ahmad 2-309
3 Muslim# 31-2759, Musnad(book) Ahmad 4-395.
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When the sun rises from the west, repentance will no longer be accepted. Thereafter, no
one's repentance will be accepted.
ALLAH ACCEPTS REPENTANCE

(~~)-~
2330. Sayyidah Ayshah ·~ ~~ ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ said,
'when anyone admits (his sin with remorse) and repents Allah relents to him."t
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2331. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~

said. "He who repents before (the time when) the sun rises from the place of its
setting, Allah will accept his repentance."2
COMMENTARY: Allamah Teeb~ ~~~J said that it is (a general) limit for repentance to be
accepted. The individual and that is before pangs of death over take a person. His
repenting will be f~tile when he. experience the pangs of death.
ALLAH IS PLEASED WITH ANYONE'S REPENTANCE

~o!_,.J)-r.:;lJI§i;~i~I~JUIJ~#&.ilj£111
"'

I

r1-J ~ ~' ~ said,
'' f\llah is more. pleased with the repentance of His slave when he repents to Him
than any of you would be on recovering his riding beast loaded with his food and
drink which had fled from him in wilderness and he had no hope of getting it back,
so went and lay down in the shade of a tree when, all of a sudden, he saw it
standing by him. So, he grabbed its bridle and, overcome with happiness, he
explained. '0 All::h, you are my slave and I am your Lord,' erring from
exuberance."3
COMMENTARY: Allah is very pleased with a person's repentance. He accepts his
repentance and his mercy on him.
ALLAH ACCEPTS REPENTANCE AGAIN AND AGAIN
2332. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~' ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger

Bukhari # 4141, Muslim # 56-2770
2 !vf11slim # 43-2703, Musnad(book) Ahmad 2-506
3 Muslim# 7-2747
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2333. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~.&~~..)narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J",1s.i»1~

said that a man (of this ummah (people/followers) or of the past) committed sin and'
said, "My Lord I have committed a sin. So forgive me. 11 His Lord asked (to the
angels.). "Does my slave know that he had a Lord who forgives sin (when He likes)
and seizes him (when He likes)? I have forgiven my slave.'' Then, he remained
(sinless) till such time as Allah willed. Then he committed a sin and pleased, "My
Lord, I have sinned, so forgive me." He (Allah) asked. "Does my slave know that he
has a Lord who forgives sin and seize him for it? I have forgiven him." Then, he
remained (sinless) as long as Allah willed, but soon committed sin (again) and
prayed." My Lord. I have committed another sin. Do forgive me." He asked, 11 Does
My slave know that he has a Lord who forgives sin and seizes for it? I have forgiven
My slave. He may do what he likes."t
COMMENTARY: Allah says 'He may do what He likes meaning, 'as long as he makes
Istighfar after (:ommitting sin.' This emphasizes the merit of Istighfar.
DO NOT CONDEMN A SINNER TO HELL
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2334. Sayyiduna Jundub ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~J",1s.&1~ said that a
man (of this ummah (peopltiffollowers) or of a previous ummah (people/followers))
said, ''By Allah, Allah will never forgive so and so" But, indeed, Allah, the Exalted,
asked, '~o is he to swear on Me that I shall not forgive so and so? Indeed, I have
forgiven that person and have wiped out your deeds." Or, as He did say.2
COMMENTARY: Some ignorant Sufis (mysties) do not hold good opinion of the sinners.
They must know that Allah's mercy is vast and embraces the sinner too.
It is not allowed to say definitely of anyone that he will be admitted to paradise or
consigned to hell. However, those categories whom the Quran and the hadith (tradition)
have clearly defined as belonging to paradise or to hell may be described as such in
unambiguous words.
PRAYER SEEKING FORGIVENESS

1
2

Bukhari # 7507, Muslim # 29-2758, Musnad(book) Ahmad 2-405
Muslim# 137-2621
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2335. Sayyiduna Shaddad ibn Aws ~..ld~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4:)s-1Jlt~
~J

said that the Sayyidul lstighfar (the most excellent method to seek forgiveness)
is that you say:

{0 Allah, you are my Lord. There is no God but you. You have created me and I am
your slave. And I adhere to your covenant and your promise to the best of my
ability. I seek refuge in you from the evil of that which I perpetrated I confirm to
you Your favours to me and I confess my sin. So, .forgive me (my sins), for none, but
you forgive sins)
He said, "If anyone says it during the day with a firm conviction in it and dies that
day before evening then he will be among the inhabitants of paradise. And it any
one says it during the night with a firm conviction on it and dies before morning
then he will be among the inhabitant of paradise."1
~li11j.AiJ1

SECI'ION II

ALLAH'S FORGIVENESS KNOWS NO BOUNDS
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2336. Sayyiduna Anas 4:$..ld~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:)s...ld~ said that

Allah, the exalted, says, "0 son of Aadam, as long as you pray to me and place hope
in Me, I will forgive you in spite of what is against you. I do not mind! 0 son of
Aadam, if your sin reach the borders of the sky and you seek My forgiveness, I shall
forgive you. I do not mind. 0 son of Aadam, were you to come to me with sins as
many as would fill the earth and you meet me without having associated any thing
with me, I shall come to you with as much forgiveness as would fill the earth."2
2337. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~..ld~J narrated that it too.3
1

Bukhari # 6306, Tirmidhi # 3404
# 3551
3 Darimi # 2788, Musnad(book) Ahmad 5-147.
2 Tirmidhi
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BE CONFIDENT OF BEING FORGIVEN
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2338. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..lit~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..llt~ said
that Allah says, 11 He who knows that I am able to forgive sins, I will forgive him,
and I do not care about it, provided he does not associate anything with me."t
COMMENTARY: A person's knowledge that Allah has power to forgive becomes the
means of his forgiveness because he has hopes in him. If anyone places hope in the
compassionate, then He does not deprive him.
Therefore, this hadith (tradition) Qudsi is like the hadith (tradition) Qudsi:
~ I.S.J...s. L)-b ~
•

11

0

uI

I am as My slave's expectation of Me."

It is reported that Sufyan Thawri ..lit~; fell ill. Hammad ibn Salamah ..lit~; paid him a sick

visit. Sufyan .iilt~; asked Hammad, ..lit~; "Do you expect that Allah will forgive one like
me?" Hammad .iilt~; said, "If I am given choice between my father and Alah to conduct my
reckoning, I would get it done by Allah because He is more merciful to me then my father."
He meant to advise sufyan .iilt~; to place hopes in Allah's forgiveness and mercy because
He is the Most merciful of those who show mercy.
MERIT OF ISTIGHFAR & ITS INFLUENCE
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2339. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~)»,~; narrated that Allah's Messenger

r- 4J;...lltJ..P said,
1

11

He who binds himself to make Istighfar, Allah carves for him a way out of every
hardship, and from every anxiety a solace. And He will provide for him (provision)
from where he did not expect."2
COMMENTARY: If a sin is committed or an anxiety, distress or grief descends on anyone,
he must make Istighfar. Or, one must make Istiglifar constantly, for man is dependant on it
every moment of his life. This is why the Prophet Muhammad ~ J4Js.i»t~ said,

11

He is fortunate who find in his record of deeds numerous Istighfar."
He who binds himself to make Istighfar, his heart place a strong reliance on Allah and his
sins are forgiven. So, he is counted among those who fear Allah and who rely on Him.
Allah says of such people:
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{And whosoever fears Allah, He appoints a way out for him. And he provides him
1
2

Sherh us-sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad~ J~.iilt~) # 4191, Mustadrak Hakim 4-262
Abu Dawud # 1518, Ibn Majah # 3819, Musand Ahmad # 1-248
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sustenance from whence he expects not. And whosoever puts his trust in Allah, so
He will suffice himJ (65:2-3)
This also is the root of this hadith (tradition).
The merit of Istighfar is established by this verse too:
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{So, I said, "Seek forgiveness of your Lord, surely He is ever f~rgiving. He will send
down upon you rain in torrents and will help you with riches arid sons and will
assign to you gardens, and will assign to you riversJ (71:10-12)
Someone complained to Hasan Busri Jii1~.J about drought. He advised him to seek Allah's
forgiveness. He gave the same advice to those who complained to poverty and need, of
being childless and of poor return from fields.
People asked him why he gave the same advice to make Istighfar in all these cases. He
recited the foregoing verse in answer. This verse mentions all those things of which people
had complained to him.
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2340. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr as-Siddiq ~Jil~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger A# Jill~
11
~J said, He does not insist (on committing sin) who seeks forgiven~ss even if he

returns to it (sin) seventy times a day."t
COMMENTARY: 'To insist' implies to be stubborn in committing sin again and again. As it

is, to sin is itself very bad, what to say of being stubborn and defiant. Committing minor
sins again and again leads to major sins doing which repeatedly leads to disbelief.
Thus if any one is ashamed of his sin and makes Istighfar for it whether it is minor or major,
then he is out of the folds of the stubborn even if he happens to commit this sins very often.
Only he is said to insist on sin who commits it repeatedly and I neither ashamed nor repents.
MERIT OF ONE WHO REPENTS
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4:J;. Jill~ .J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .i»1 ~ said,
"Every son of Aadam ~~~ ~ is a sinner (but not the Prophets ~~~ ~ who are
innocent and protected). However, the best of the sinners are they who repent
(for their sins)."2
EXCESS OF SINS CAUSES HEARTS TO RUST

2341. Sayyiduna Anas

1

Tirmidhi # 3570, Abu Dawud # 1514
#Ibn Majah # 4251, Musnad(book) Ahmad 3-198

2 Tirmidhi
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2342. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, ''When
a believer commits a sin, there is a black spot on his heart. If he repents and makes
Istighfar, his heart becomes clean (and spotless). But if he commits more sins, the
spot spreads till it covers his heart. This is the (~'J) (rust) that is mentioned by Allah,
the Exalted:
1/.

"'

,

'"'

....,u~~ I_;.;B'U~.,;J.!~-.::_;15~~
,

J"' ,

{Certainly not! But what they have been earning has rusted upon their hearts}l (23:14)
The black spot spreads when sin after sin is committed and finally
spreads over the whole heart. The light of the heart is obstructed so that the believer loses
sight of his heart. He cannot recognize beneficial knowledge and pious deeds and cannot
understand beneficial intelligent and wise sayings. He becomes bereft of the qualities of
compassion and mercy. Ultimately, he becomes bold and daring and commits sin
deliberately.
COMMEt~TARY:

WHEN REPENTANCE CEASES TO BE ACCEPTED

(4loLn'I.J <.S.l.ofiJI oi.J.J)~~
2343. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#..111~ said,
''Allah accepts a person's repentance as long as he does not gasp for last breaths."2
COMMENTARY: This when soul and body are about to part. The life seems to be ending at
the throat and breathing becomes difficult with only a faint gasping. There is no hope of
life any more.
The hadith (tradition) means that Tawbah is accepted till death seems imminent at which
.stage it is no more accepted.
The apparent meaning of the hadith (tradition) is that Tawbah is not accepted at the time of
death be it from disbelief or from sin. This is also known from the verse {(4) of surah anNisa}" (~1 ... '-'P' ~J). Some ulama (Scholars) say, however, that repentance of Musims
from sins is acceptable, but from disbelief will not be valid. They mean that profession of
belief at the moment of 'no hope' is not accepted, but repentance from sin at the moment of
'no hope' is approved.
Allamah Teebi ~~~J said that while repentance fro~ sin is not accepted when gasping for
breath, yet one may get pardon from a right-owner whose right may have been usurped.
That is valid.

1

Tirmidhi # 3345, Ibn Majah # 4251, Musnad(book) Ahmad 3-198
# 3548, Ibn Majah # 4253, Musnad(book) Ahmad 2-132

2 Tirmidhi
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VASTNESS OF ALLAH'S FORGIVENESS
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2344. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed 4:S-ld ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~

said, ''The devil boasted. 'By your Might, my Lord, I shall not cease to lead your
slaves astray as long, as their souls are in their bodies. So, the mighty and the
Glorious Lord said, 'By My Might, My Glory and My High station, I shall not cease
to forgive them time till they seek my forgiveness."1
TAWBAH
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narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ said,
"Allah, the Exalted, has created a gate in the west, with a width as wide as can be
covered in seventy years, for repentance. It will be locked when the sun rises from
its side. This is as Allah Mighty and Glorious, says:

2345. Safwan ibn Assai
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{On the day when certain signs of your Lord will come, to believe them shall not
profit a soul that never believed (them) before.}2 (6:158)
COMMENTARY: The gate is open for the repentant. Or, it is a sign that the repentance is

properly made and is accepted. This gate will remain open for the people as long as the sun
does not rise from the direction of the west. Anyone may repent till then from polytheism
and disbelief and sinners may seize the opportunity to repent from their sins and become
worthy of the blessings of the hereafter and its everlasting life. When the sun rises from the
west the gate of repentance will be closed. The entire verse cited is:
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{On the day when certain signs of your Lord will come, to believe them shall not
benefit a soul that never believed (them) before, or (Believe but) had not earned any
good by its belief} (6:158)
This verse also refers to the day when the sun would rise in the west. The person who had
not believed before, or was a believer but had not repented would derive no benefit from
his faith or repentance at this stage.
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2346. Sayyidina Mu'awiyah 4:~.&1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger I"L..J"-:1~.&1~ said,
1

2

Musnad(book) Ahmad 3-29
Tirmidhi # 3546/7, Ibn Majah # 4071 (Tirmidhi is a lengthier hadith (tradition))
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"Emigration (meaning recourse to repentance from sin) will not cease until repentance
(itself) ceases. And repentance will not cease until the sun rises its pl~ce of setting."1
COMMENTARY: As long as repentance is approval, every reptant person will be able to
purify himself from sin. But, when the door to repentace is shut, no one will have the
burden of his sins removed from him, and this will happened when the sun rises from the
west, the place of its setting.
DO NOT DESPAIR OF ALLAH'S MERCY
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2347. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y•.J$..111~
said, 'Two men of Banu Israilloved one another. One of them engaged in worship
with high devotion. The other called himself a sinner. The pious one began to say.
'Stop doing what you do.' The wicked would ~ay, 'Let me alone with my Lord! Then,
he found him one day committing a sin that he regarded as grave and said, 'Ceased.'
The wicked one again protested that he should be left alone to his Lord and asked.
'Are you sent as a supervisor over?" The pious man warned, 'By Allah, Allah will
never forgive you and never admit you to paradise. Allah sent to them an angel. He
took out their souls and they were brought together in His presence. He said to the
sinner, 'Enter paradise by My mercy. To the pious, he said, 'Are you able to block My
mercy to My slave?' He said, "No, 0 lord!" He said, "Take him to hell."2
COMMENTARY: The pious worshipper was arrogant and regarded the sinner with disdain.
Someone has said that the sin that causes the sinner to be considered be despised and lowly
is better than the worship that causes one to be proud.
SINNER SHOULD NOT DESPAIR OF ALLAH'S MERCY
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2348. Sayyidah Asma bint yazid 4:s...111,_rpJ narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger
. ~J~..1l1~

recite:
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{0 My slaves who have been prodigal against themselves, despair not of Allah's
mercy, surely Allah forgives sins altogetherl (3953)
And, he said, "He does not care."3
COMMENTARY: Allah forgives sins, He pardons the disbelievers when they repent
from disbelief. He forgives the believers when they repent for their sins and also by His
mercy even without their repenting.
1

Abu Dawuud # 2479, Musnad Ahmad 2/312, Darimi # 2519.

Musnad(book) Ahmad 3-323
3 Tirmidhi # 3248, Musnad(book) Ahmad 27640
2
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2349. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.i1~J reported concerning Allah's words (~1~1) (save .
small offences) that Allah's Messenger ~J~lb~~ referred to the poetic verse: (,Pil)l
11
~~ •••••• ) 1£ you forgive, 0 Allah, then forgive all sins, for which of your slaves has
not committed small offences.?"t
COMMENTARY: The words (~1~1) from part of this verse (53:32)
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{They are those who avoid great sins and indecencies, save small offences. Surely,
Your lord is of vast forgiveness.}
The poetry cited by the Prophet Muhammad ~ J"#.iisl~ belonged to the poet Umayyah ibn
Suit. He was a poet of the pre-Islamic era, the jihiiiyah. During those days too, umayyah
was a righteous man. He was a believer in resurrection.
He was alive when Islam was introduced and spread. However, be remained deprived of
the honour of joining its folds. 2
His poetry was intelligent and full of wisdom. So, the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#lill~ not
only heard it being recited but also quoted from it sometimes.
NO ME CAN ADD OR DEDUCT FROM ALLAH'S DIVINITY
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2350. Sayyiduna Abu Obarr ~.&1~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~lb~~ said
Tirmidhi # 3295
See Sahih Muslim Book of Poetry hadith (traditig_n) # 1-2255 narrated by Amr ibn ash-sharid: 'He
was about to become a Muslim.'
·
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that Allah, the Exalted, says, 1 0 My slaves all of you are astray except he whom I
guide, so ask Me for ·guidance. I shall guide you. All of you are poor except he
whom I enrich, so ask Me and I shall give you provision. All of you are sinners
except he whom I save. So, he among you who knows that I am able to forgive and
seeks My forgiveness, I shall forgive him, and I do not care. If the first of you and
the last of you, the living among you and your dead, the fresh among you and the
hopeless (old) among you assemble together to have hearts as the heart of the most
righteous of My slave that will not increase My dominion by even so much as the
wing of a mosquito. If the first of you and the last of you, the living among you aitd
your dead, the fresh among you and the hopeless among you assemble together 'to
have hearts as the heart of the cruelest of my slaves that will not diminish from my
dominion even so much as the wing of a mosquito. And, the first of you and the last
of you, your jinns and your mankind, the living among you and the hopeless
among you assemble together in a field and each one of you prays to Me for his
need, I shall give every seeker among you and that will nc, · decrease from My
kingdom except like any of you who passing by a sea and immersing a needle in it,
withdraws from it to him. This, because I am Jawwad, Wajib (obligatonj), Maajid
(The Bountiful, The perceiver, The Glorious). I do what I will. My grant is a ward
and My seizing is a word. My only command to anything that I intend is to say to it,
1
Be' and it is."1
GLAD TIDINGS TO ONE WHO ABSTAINS FROM POLYTHEISM
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2351. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad~~.&!~ recited:

~l~lJlS..;ilil~ljl
{He alone is worthy to be feared and worthy~to forgive.} (74:56)
Then he said, 11Your Lord says 1 I am worthy to be feared. And, to him who fears Me.
I am worthy to grant forgiveness." 2
COMMENTARY: This verse resembles the next in its subject matter:

{Surely Allah shall not forgive that anything be associated with Him, and He shall
forgive all besides that to whom He will} (4:48)
PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J"#.&'~ WORDS OF ISTIGHFAR

J_;.¥.1 ~5j~~l J~j ~AlJI ~;ill ~j.!;.J.kJl!r -...!..J!J~j-4l ~I ifj
(4l.o ~ I.J Jj IJy.I,J L5-1A_p I.J ~I o I.J.J)

(YfoY)

-iJ..o i:H~ Jj!! l I ylj!ll ~!.Jl ~!~ ~j

2352. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .&1 ~; narrated: We used to count that Allah's
Messenger ~J4#.&1~ said in a sitting
1 Tirmidhi
2

# 2500, Ibn Majah # 4251, Musnad Ahmad 5-154. (See also hadith (tradition) # 2326)
Tirmidhi # 3339, Ibn Majah # 4299, Darimi # 2724.
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''My Lord, forgive me and relent to me. Surely you are the Relenting, the forgiving,"
One hundred times.l
MAKE ISTIGHFAR SINCERELY

(I seek forgiveness of Allah besides whom there is no God, the ever living, the self
subsisting. And I repent to Him.}
then he is forgiven even if he has fled from the battle field."2
COMMENTARY: Whether it is a supplication, a dhikr (hallowing of Allah), a deed or a
~petition, the intention prompting it should be sincere. The beat of the heart must
synchronise with the utterance of the tongue. If not, then the supplication gets no answer
and the other things are meaningless. The ulama (Scholars) say that the Istighfar should
always be made sincerely and with a true intention. It is said that if anyone repents from a
sin but does not desist from it then he is as one making fun of'Allah. (We seek refuge in
Allah from such thought.
SECTION III
~!l~tj..;Jii
ISTIGHFAR FOR THOSE WHO LOVE DIED
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2354. Sayyiduna Abu Ru.rayrah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#..1al~

said, "surely. Allah Mighty :&nd Glorious, raises the rank of a righteous man in
paradise. He ask, "0 Lord, from whence is this?' He says, 'Because of your son's
making Istighfar for you.'3
BEST GIFT FOR THE DEAD IS ISTIGHFAR

Abu Dawud # 1516, Tirmidhi - ibn Majah # 3814, ivlusnad Ahmad 2-21.
2 Tirmidhi # 3588, Abu Dawud # 1517.
3 Musnad(book) Ahmad 2-519, Ibn Majah # 3660.
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2355. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~
~J~ said, ''A dead persbn in the grave is not but like a drawing person calling for
help. He waits for a supplication from a father or a mother, or a brother, or a friend.
When it reaches him, it is dearer to him then the world and whatever is in it.. And
Allah, the Exalted causes to reach to the grave dwellers the supplication of the
people of the earth, as great as the mountains. Surely, the gift of the living to the
dead is the Istighfar for them."1
MERIT OF ISTIGHFAR

-~J_..o~~Q~L::.lli~.SJ5J4lAlAI ~ljj l~'l_jl4;: "!
2356. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Busr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..111~
~J said, ''He is very fortunate who finds in his record of deeds plenty of lstighfar."2
COM.MENTARY: This hadith (tradition), too, as narrated by Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J and
transmitted by Bazzar ~~~J is very encouraging to make Istighfar;
"When the angels take the record of deeds of a person to Allah and He finds istighfrar at
its two ends, Allah says, 'I have forgiven this man the sins that are between the two ends of
this record.'
Anyone who makes Istighfar in the morning and in the evening will gain this benefit.
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2357. Sayyiduna Ayshah 1~.&'~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~ ~. ~
·used to make this supplication;
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(0 Allah cause me to be among those who, when they ;i.o good, are happy, and
when they do evil, make Istighfar.) 3
ALLAH IS PLEASED WITH THETA ~VBAH OF HIS CREATURES
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Bayhaqi in Shu'ab Eeman # 7904.
Ibn Majah # 3818, Nasa' I in 'Amal Forom a Laylah.'
3 Ibn M~jah # 3820, Bayhaqi in Daawat al Kabir.
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2358. Sayyiduna Al-Harith ibn Suwayd iil1~ J reported that Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn
Mas'ud ~ i 11 ~J narrated to him two hadith (tradition) one of which was from
Allah's Messenger ~J~ii11~ and the other from himself.
He narrated: surely, the believer regards his sins as though he were sitting 'under a
mountain fearful that it might collapse on him. But, the wicked one regards his sins
as though a fly had landed on his nose and he promptly brushed it off with his hand.
Then he narrated that he had heard Allah's Messenger ~J~iil~~ say that Allah is
more pleased over the repentance of His believing slave than a man who goes to a
desert th~ is threateningly lonely with his riding beast loaded with his food and
drink, and there he puts his head down and goes to sleep only to find, on
awakening, that his riding beast had disappeared, so he seeks it till the severe heat
and thirst and what Allah wills bear him down and he decides to return to his place
where he was and sleep till he dies, and puts his head down on his arm to die till he
awakes to see his riding beast near him with his provision intact on it - Allah is
more happy with the repentance of the believing slave than this one with his riding
beast anti his provision.!
·
COMMENTARY: TPis hadith (tradition) reminds us of the verse:

65t'J!l'·: ~all\~!
(Surely Allah loves those who turn to Him in repentance) (2:222)
Imam Ghazali iii1~J said that a great scholar Abu Ishaq Asfara'I iii1~J prayed to Allah,
Glorious and Exalted, for thirty years to enable him to make Tawbah nasuh (a true,
sincere repentance). He was amazed that Allah, who is without blemish and is
Independent, did not grant hin:t his prayer for thirty years together; The1-. he was told in
a dream. "You are amazed but. do you not realize what the real objective of your prayer
is? Is it not that Allah should take you as a dear friend? Then, are you not aware of the
glad tidings of Allah in the verse:

1

Bukhari # 6308, Musim # 3--2744, Musnad(book) Ahmad 1-283, (See also in this book# 2332).
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{Surely Allah loves those who tum to Him in repentance, and He loves those who
keep themselves clean)? (2:222)
Hence, your wish can be accomplished very easily and, in fact, has been granted, already?"
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2359. Sayyiduna Ali """.11'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""'J•#.111~ said, 11Surely,
Allah loves the believing slave who is tried through sin but repents very often."1
COMMENTARY: This does not imply that Allah loves him because he commits sin. Rather,
He takes him as a friend because he is ashamed over his folly and makes repentance.
DO NOT DESPAIR OF ALLAH'S MERCY
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2360. Sayyiduna Thawban ~.111~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 4-).s.~ljJ
~J say, "I would not give away this verse (39:53) for the world:
H .~t.!-:~,~"'t
,,"'\;:_ '
"' ·'
~~~~~
X ~~If IJ.i_;..!.I(AJ-\1 ()~~ ~

{0 My servants who have acted recklessly against their own selves, despair not ... }"
A man asked, "Even those who have a associated partner (with Allah, are they
included in this verse)?" The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ did not say anything
for some time and then said, "Know well! Even those who have associated partners
with Allah (and have repented)."2
COMMENTARY: The world and all it contains are nothing
comparison to the verse
· mentioned because it holds out an assurance for forgiveness of all sins. The entire verse is
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{0 My servants who have acted recklessly against their own selves, do not despair
of Allah's mercy. Surely, Allah will forgive all sins. Surely, He is the one who i11 ~~,e
Most Forgiving, the Very Merciful) (39:53)
Sayyiduna Ali """.1l'IS"".J composed poetry on this subject and preferred somP :tctvice too:

POLYTHEISM OBSTRUCTS ALLAH'S MEFC r
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2361. Sayyiduna Abu Obarr ~~'IS"".J narrated that Allah's ·Messenger ~J4#-~~ said,
1
2

Musnad(book) Ahmad 1-80.
Musnad(book) Ahmad 5-275.
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Allah, the exalted, forgives His slave as long as the veil does not fall (between him
and mercy)." They asked, 11 0 messenger of Allah, what.is the veil?" He said, 11lt is
that a soul should die while associating partners with Allah"t
ALLAH FORGIVE ALL SINS OTHER THAN POLYTHEISM
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2362. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~a~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said,

''If anyone meets Allah without having regarded anything as equal to Him in the
world then, even though he may have against him sins as many as the mountains.
Allah will forgive him."2
TO REPENT IS LIKE.NOT TO COMMIT SIN

~ ~5'1 &:$~WIJ ~.;3~-l!ll J~ ti)~lli. &IJJ
2363. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~1»1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~

~J4Js. said, 110ne who repents Jor his sins is like one who has no sins against him."3
COMMENTARY: When a sinner repents sincerely, his repentance is accepted without

doubt. This is Tawbah.
As for Istighfar (seeking forgiveness of Allah may or may not forgive sins at his discretion
but gives reward in any case for making Istighfar.

CHAPTER-VI

..

~LJ

THE VASTNESS OF ALLAH'S MERCY

Some copies of Mishkat have no title for this chapter anr1 have distinguished it from the
previous with only a chapter heading. This implies that ahadith (tradition) narrated in this·
chapter are a continuation of the previous.
Some other copies have the heading (~.J~) (vastness of mercy of Allah).

SE\.. l'ION I

jjjtj.tli"ri

ALLAH'S MERCY OVERSHADOWS HIS ANGER

1

Musnad(book) Ahmad 5-174, Bayhaqi in Kitab al b'ith wa an mushir.
Bavr.aqi in Kitabal ba'th wa an mushur.
3 Ibn Majah # 4250 Bayhaqi in Shabul Eeman.
2
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2364. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.#i»1~
said, "When Allah decided (or began) to create the creation. He wrote (meaning
commanded the angels, or the pen, to write) a book, It is with Him, above His
throne. (It is:) 'My mercy takes precedence over My anger." According to another
version: 'prevails over my anger.'l
COMMENTARY: Obviously, this writing or the book is very great, for, Allah has it with
himself above His throne.
Allah's mercy, His compassion and His blessings- their sings and demonstrations prevail
and surround the entire creation. They are unlimited. As against this , the signs and
demonstrations of His anger are few. He say about it:
,

"

J

t

~_;.JB: )';ill·' ~ Z.j I.J:W .....Ul
{If you count All~'s blessings, you cannot reckon them} (14:34)
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{As for My chastisement, I smite with it whom I will; yet My mercy embraces all
things~} (7:156)
.
Allah's mercy is so vast that no one in the universe is outside its sphere blessings. Each
moment of the worldly life is a respectable of Diving mercy. But, the crea_ture are limitlessly
careless and blameworthy in that they are not thankful to Him for His mercy. Allah says:
-.
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{And if Allah were to take mankind to task for their evildoing, He would not leave
thereon (earth) a single creature) (16:16)
Accordingly, this too is a demonstration of Allah's mercy that, in spite of their faults and
sins, He has kept them alive in this world, gives them sustenance, showers on them
blessings and does not punish them in t his world. This concerns the world. In the
hereafter, His mercy will be demonstrated in a much larger way as we learn from the next
hadith (tradition).
ALL EMBRACING MERCY OF ALLAH

2365. SayY-iduna Abu Hurayrah ~..111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#i»'~
said, 11 Surely, Allah has one hundred mercies. Of these, He has sent down one
mercy among the jinns and mankind, animals and vermins. It is by this single
mercy that they lh7 ~ together, have mercy on each other and by it the wild beast is
kind to its young. And Allah has retained ninety nine mercies by which he shall

1

Bukhari # 7404, Muslim # 14-2751, Ibn Majah # 4295, Musnad Ahmad 2-433.
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show mercy to His creatures on the day of resurrection. " 1
2366. Sayyiduna Salman ~ ~~ ~ J has narrated that in similar manner and it
concludes: 'When the day of resurrection begins, He shall perfect them with this
(one) mercy."2
COMMENTARY: The version in Muslim is explicit that the one mercy of Allah that he
showered on the creatures in the world would be available with the ninety-nine in the
hereafter. This will perfect them to one hundred in the next world.
BETWEEN FEAR & HOPE

2367. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~Y·~~~~
said, "were the believer to know the punishment that Allah can give, no one would
expect (to make it to) His paradise. Were the disbeliever to know how much mercy
Allah has, no one would lose hope of being admitted to His paradise."3
COMMENTARY: The aim of this hadith (tradition) is to let not the believer take things easy
by relying on Allah's mercy easy by relying on Allah's mercy alone and become fearless of·
His punishment. It is also to encourage the infidel to have hopes in Allah's mercy and to
make repentance to Allah.
A person should live between fear and hope. At the same time as he places hopes in Allah's
mercy, he may continue to fear his punishment. This is brought out succinctly in the saying
of Umar ~ ~~ ~J· He said, "If it is announced on the day of resurrection that only one
person will be admitted to paradise, then I shall hope that I am that person. But, if it is
proclaimed that one person will be consigned to hell, then I shall fear that I am the one.
PARADISE & HELL ARE VERY NEAR TO EVERYONE

(lS.;l>..:JI ol_j.J) -~J~Jt!Jij

2368. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.lii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~iill~ said,.
· "Paradise is nearer to each of you than the thong of his sandal, and hell is like that."
COMMENTARY: Given that, every person must do good deeds in his life and hope for
admittance to paradise. He must keep away from bad deeds and fear being sent to hell.
ALLAH'S GRANT

dJ ~~ ~ l~j ~ 'l~ ~j jli ~j ~ AlJI J.a ;il1 JJ-!.5 jli jli S~;.' Cfl 6£j (Yr'\~)

# GGOU, Muslim # 17.2752, Tirmidhi # 3609, Ibn Majah # 4293, Darimi # 2785, Musnad
Ahmad 2-514.
2 Muslim # 3753.
3 Bukhari # 6369, Muslim # 23-2755, Musnad Ahmad 2-334.
t Bukhari
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2369. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~J4#..1!1~ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..1!1~
~J said that a man said, "I have never done any good to my family." Another
version has that a man had committed too much sin. When he was dying, he
instructed his sons to burn him after his death and scatter his ashes equ~lly on dry
land and in the sea, saying. ''By Allah, if Allah seizes m~ and subjects me to a strict
reckoning. He will punish me as He will punish none else in the worlds." So, when
he died, they carried out his orders, but Allah gave command to the sea and it
collected what was (thrown) in it. He gave command to the ·land and it collected
what was (thrown) on it. Then, Allah asked him what had made him do it. He said,
''My Lord, out of fear for you, though you know best!" So, Allah forgave him.t
COMMENTARY: The Arabic words (~'j.a~) are translated in the text as Allah seizing him
and punishing him. If the literal meaning is given: 'Jf Allah has po~er over me." It would

imply a doubt in Allah's ability. That would mean outright disbelief. The ulama (Scholars)
say that this had happened during the period when there was no Prophet and only belief in
unity of God was enough to qualify as a faithful. Hence, this kind of an exp~ession did not
imply disbelief.
Some ulama (Scholars) explain that this man was overcome with fear.· In such cases, a
person is judged with the insane or these not their senses. It is like the man in a previous
hadith (tradition) who found his lost riding-beast with his provision intact on it and he had
exclaimed. "you are my creature and I Your Lord!"
ALLAH'S MERCY EXCEEDS A MOTHER'S

2370. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab J.:S. ..lll ~J narrated that some captives were
brought to the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»'~· Among them was a woman whose.
breasts over flowed with milk. She ran (hither and thither to find a child to suckle,
not having her own) till she found a child among the captives and put it to her
breast and suckled it. The Prophet Muhammad ~J~ . 1!1 ~ asked t hem, "Do you
imagine that this (woman) will cast her child into the fire (when she is loving to
children of strangers)?" They said,"No, while she is able not to cast it." He said,
''Allah is more merciful to His creatures than she is to her child. "2
1
2

Bukhari # 6481, M·.!slim # 24-2756.
Bukhari # 6463, Muslim # 78-2816.
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2371. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~
said, ''The deeds to any of you will not save him (from the fire).' The sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~.&~~J asked him, 11 Not even you, 0 Messenger of Allah?"
He said, J/Not even I unless Allah covers me from it with His mercy. So, keep to the
straight path (like an arrow), adopt a moderate course, worship in the morning and
in the evening and part of the night. Observe moderation, observe moderation. You
will achieve (the objective)."
NOT DEEDS ALONE
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2372. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said, 11Your

deeds will not take any of you to paradise nor deliver you from the fire, not my
deeds, too, unless by Allah's mercy."t
COMMENTARY: The deeds that has Allah's mercy with it will enable one to get
admittance to paradise and deliverance from hell. Therefore, entry into paradise depends
on Allah's favour and mercy while ranks.within paradise will be according to deeds.
REWARD & PUNISHMENT ACCORDING TO ALLAH'S MERCY

(LS.J~Io\_J.;)l#riJ \jj~,~~~~!li!i ,; 5t; 'HJiJW'
2373. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~ iil1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .&1 ~
said, "When a person embraces Islam sincerely and makes it good, Allah erases
from him all sins that he had committed previously. Thereafter, is a return. A pious
deed gets between ten and seven hundred times as much rather, more than that by
many times A bad deed gets a punishment equal to that, or Allah overlooks it."2
COMMENTARY: It is Allahs mercy and favour that he rewards piety up to seven hundred
times and, even, many times more commensurate with anyone's efforts and sincerity. As
for an evil deed, He gives like punishment, or forgives the perpetrator outright.
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t Muslim # 77-2817.
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2374. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.(M'..r'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.(M,~ said,
"Surely, Allah has recorded good deeds and evil deeds." (He has insbucted· the
angels to record in the preserved Tablet that:) ''If anyone intends to do a pious deed
but does not do it (for some reason), then Allah records for him with him a perfect
pious deed. If he intends to do it and does it, then Allah records for him with Him
ten to seven hundred and many more times as much. If anyone intends to do a bad
de~d and does not do it. Allah records it for him with him as a perfect pious deed. If
he intends to do it and does it, then Allah records it for him as one bad deeds.t
COMMENTARY: Reward for a deeds depends on the intention that prompts it and a
believer's intention is better than his deed. In fact, the real thing is the intention and deed is
secondary to it. While reward is given for a good intention without deed, no reward is
given for a deed without an intention prompting it.
Reward for a pious deed can be up to seven hundred times or more at Allah's will. He has
not disclosed that. It is like the verse:

·',ls~.l.J
,,} ~
.. L
u:f'
o:...r- 1,1"".- _...ilo.6
(IS

\Ll.v-2l1J1z.1~i

{No soul known what delight of the eyes is kept hidden from them.) (32:17)
SECTION II
~'iltj..aili
WHO REPENTS & DOES GOOD DEEDS
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2375. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~.(M'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.(M,~
~J said, "The example of one who has been doing evil deeds and begins to do good
deeds is like a man who had been wearing a tight armour that was choking him.
When he did a good deed, a ring was loosened. He did another good deed and
another ring was loosened. So finally it fell down on the ground."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) means that when any one commits evil his
heart constricts and he is deprived of the guidance of his conscience. Thus, he is not at
peace with himself but becomes restless and uncertain. As against this, when he does a
pious deed, his heart expands. He finds it easy and convenient to do every deed and
gains conviction and confidence. While the evil doer is rejected by people, the good
doer is respected and accepted.

1
2

Bukahri # 6491, Muslim# 207-131.
Musnad Ahmad 4-145, Sharh us Sunah.
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GOOD NEWS FOR ONE WHO FEARS ALLAH

I

(~I o I_,.J) -~lsJill 'fl ~l.;l;5 ..._ujj j~ ~I Jj-!5 ~ J~ ..._ujj jj ..._ujj llJ.LU I
2376. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda 4:S- . 1!1 ~J narrated that he heard the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~..1!1.)-P deliver from the pulpit a sermon. He recited: (~JrtioJ~~j
~S.) {And for him who fears the standing before his Lord there shall be two
gardens) (55:46) He (Abu ad-Darda) 4:S- .1!1 ~ J asked, ''Even if he had committed
fornication. And even if has stolen, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He recited a second
time: (~S. ~J rlio J~ ~j) and he asked a second time, "Even if he has committed
fornication, and even if he has stolen. 0 Messenger of Allah?" He recited a third
time: (~S. ~ rli.e J~ ~j) and he put the question the third time. "Even if he has
committed fornication and even if has stolen, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, "In
spite of Abu ad-Darda!"t
COMMENTARY: About having two gardens (or paradises (~S.)), some ahadith (tradition)
say that one of the gardens has everything of gold - the houses, vessels, etc. The other has
everything of silver. When Abu ad-Darda asked a third time in amazement, he said, "Even
if Abu ad Darda finds it unbelievable!"
ALLAH IS MORE MERCIFUL THAN A MOTHER
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2377. Sayiduna Aamir ar-Raam narrated while we were with him, meaning, with the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~..1!1.)-P, a man came suddenly, a blanket thrown over him
and something in his hand which he had wrapped up. He said, "0 Messenger of
Allah, I was passing through a thicket of trees when I heard the chirping of the
chicks. I caught them and put them in my blanket. Their mother came (after them)
and flew round over my head and I uncovered them (for her to see them). She came
down to them and I wrapped.,Y'em all up in my blanket. I have them here with me."
I

1

Musnad Ahmad 6-442.
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He instructed him to put them down and he put them down. Their mother refused
to part with them. So, Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, "Are you surprised at the
compassion of the mother of the chicks for them? By Him who has sent me with the
truth, Allah. is more compassionate to His creatures than the mother of the chicks to
her young. Take them back and leave them from where you had caught them, and
their mother too with them." So, he took them back.t
~1~11j..Aill
SECTION III
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2378. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~ .&1 ~ J narrated: We were with the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~,&,~ an one of his expeditions. He come across some people and
asked, '"'Who are you people?" They said, ''We are Muslims." A woman (among
them) was kindling a fire under a pot. Her son was with her and as the heat
intensified she moved him away. She came to the Prophet Muhammad ~J~,&,~
and asked, "Are you Allah's Messenger" He said, "Yes" she submitted May my
parents be ransomed to you! Is not Allah the most Merciful of those who show
mercy?" He said, "Of course!" She asked, "Is Allah not more Mercif!!! to His slaves
than a mother is to her child?" He confirmed, "Of course!" She said, "Surely, a
mother will not throw her child into the fire." Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~
lowered his head and wept. Then, raising it, he said, "Allah does not punish His
creatures but only the obstinate and rebellions against Allah and who refuse to say
that there is no God but Allah."2
ALLAH IS MERCIFUL TO THOSE WHO SEEK HIS PLEASURE
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2379. Sayyiduna Thawban ~..1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ltl~ said

Abu Dawud # 3089.
2 Ibn Majah # 4297.
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that a person seeks to please Allah and continues to do so. Allah, Migitty and
Glorious, say to Jibril ~~...J14:)s., "My slave so-and-so wishes to please Me, so know
that My mercy is on him." Jlbril ~')W14:Js. says, "Allah's mercy is on so-and-so." This
is repeated by the bearers of the Throne and by those around them..so much so that
the dwellers of the seven heavens say it too. Then it descends to him on the earth.1
COMMENTARY: When this happens, this man gains respect on the earth, The people begin
to love him.
This hadith (tradition) is similar in content to the prophet's ~J4#l»>~ saying that when
Allah takes anyone as a friend, He informs Jibril ~')WI 4# about it and instructs him to
befriend him. Jibril ~')W14# does so too and proclaims about the dwellers to take him as
their friend. They do so and he comes to be accepted on the earth. When Allah regards
anyone as His enemy, He informs Jibril ~')WI4~ about it and asks him to do likewise. He
does so and proclaims the message in the heavens and he is regarded as an enemy there.
Finally, an atmosphere of antagonism for him is created on earth.
This is seen in the widespread love for the awliya (Allah's friends) on earth. These people
who are deceitful and spend their·wealth to win over the common men are not of this
·
category. They are unreliable.
BELIEVER WILL GO TO PARADISE IN ANY CASE
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2380. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~.11~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~
said, "All of them will go to paradise." Referring to the words of Allah,
Mighty and Glorious:
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,~,,,,
,
{So, of them is he who wrongs himself, and of them is he who follows a middle course,
and of them is he who outsbips (others) in virtuous deeds by Allah's leave}2 (35:32)
COMMENTARY: The entire verse is:
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{Then we gave the Bo9ks as inheritance to those whom we chose of our servants; so
of them is he who wrong himself, and of them, is he who follows a middle course,
and of them is he who outstrips (others) in virtuous deeds by Allah's leave. That is
the great bounty!} (35:32)
Hasan Busri .111~J said that he who outstrips is he whose pious deeds exceed his bad deeds.
The follower of the middle course is he whose good deeds and bad deeds are equal. And,
he who wrong himself is he whose evil deeds exceed his pious deeds.
According to the hadith (tradition) all three classes of believers will go to paradise. It is a
different thing that their ranks in paradise will differ according to their position and deeds.
This establishes that Allah's mercy is wide and ·will encompass both the pious and the
wrong doers.
t

Musnad Ahmad 5-279.
Kitab al bath wa an Muzhar.

2 Bayhaqi in
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CHAPTER-V
WHAT IS SAID IN THE MORNING IN THE
EVENING AND WHILE RETIRING TO BED
Subh or morning is the very initial part of the day before the sun rises Masa or evening is
the very last portion of the day from sunset till the disappearance of the twilight.
Therefore, the supplications that are meant for morning may be made before the salah
(prayer) of fajr or after this salah (prayer). It is correct either way. Similarly, the supplications
meant for the evening may be made before the salah (prayer) of maghrib or after it.
SECTION I
jj'11j.;atli
THE PROPHET'S l"l""J~~,&,~ PRAYER IN THE MORNING & THE EVENING
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(We have come to the evening and so does the dominion of Allah. Praise belongs to
Allah. There is no God but Allah, the Alone. He has no partner. To him belongs the
dominion and to Him belongs all praise, and He is the Omnipotent. 0 Allah, I ask
you for the good of this night and the good that is in this night. And, I seek refuge in
you from its evil and the evil that is in it. 0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from sloth,
decrepitude, evil old age, temptations in this world and punishment in the grave.)
In the morning, he made the same supplication but replaced the first words
(We have entered the mornings as has the entire dominion entered the morning).
According to another version, after the words (~1f-_;.:.. j) are the words:
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(0 my Lord, I seek refuge in you from the punishment in the Fire and the
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punishment in the grave).l
COMMENTARY: When the supplication is made in the morning, the (U,.U1) will give way to
~JJ'

and the pronoun (u.) will be replaced by o. Thus:

WHILE GOING TO SLEEP & AWAKENING

-f:lj.Jiif Jl, lJ&.J~~\&\.55-JJ {~'1~15
2382. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~~~~;narrated that when the Prophet Muhammad ~
~""J ~ .iis1 retired to his bed in the night, he put 'his (right) hand under his (right)
cheek and prayed:
I

~~J~~t.~ 4-,·~J'''I
(0 Allah I die and I live in your name).
When he awake from sleep, he prayed ·

"'
"'
"'
' ~ , ,
Jj ,,
"~\\ ~Jj l!1lA\lA ~ u~\ ~J.H ;l.J.~I

(Praise belongs to Allah who has revived as after causing us to die and to whom we
shall return). 2
2383. Sayyiduna Al-Bara ~~~~;narrated the hadith (tradition). 3
COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) explain 'to whom we shall return' as a return to
him after death for reckoning. However, here it is better to say: 'awakening to seek
sustenance and livelihood.'
Keeping the hand under the cheek while sleeping wards off much negligence. Prayer while
going to sleep and on awakening signifies conclusion of deeds with worship and their
commencement too with worship.
MUST DUST THE BED BEFORE SLEEPING

u;,!~pi ~1;-i JL;..$'hi~.>J11lLJ:.J ~ ili1 ~ ;iJ1 jj-!5 jli jti S~~ Jl6£j
(YrAO
,

Bukhari # 6365, Muslim# 74-2723.
Bukhari # 7394, Abu Dawud # 5049, Tirmidhi # 3477, Ibn Majah # 3880, Musnad Ahmad 5-154.
3 Muslim# 59-2711.
1
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2384. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ...1!1 ~ said,
"When one of you retires of his bed let him dust his bedding with the inner hem of
his lower garment, for he cannot say what came after him on it. Then, he must pray:

(With your name, 0 Lord, do I place my side on it and with your power I shall raise
it up. If you detain my soul, have mercy on it, and if you send it back, then protect it
with what you protect your righteous slaves.)
According to a version: then, he should lie down on his right side and then pray:
(~~)·(in Your name ... )
According to yet another version: He should dust it three times with the hem of his
garment and pray: "If you detain my soul, do forgive it."1
COMMENTARY: The inner hem of the lower garment is the towards the body so that the
outer hem will not become dusty. If he has a duster then he may use it otherwise his garment.
When a person sleeps, he is like a dead person because his soul is taken away for some time.
Then it is returned to his body and he wakes up, or it is taken away forever and he dies.
To sleep on the right side is because the heart is on the left side. This kind of sleep does not
cause a total neglect.
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2385. Sayyiduna al-Bara ibn Aazib .ut.ii!t~; narrated that when Allah's Messenger .)-P
~ J"'~iilt used to retire to his bed, he would lie on his right side and pray:
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(0 Allah, I submit my soul to you, tum my face toward you and entrust my affairs
to you, I retreat to you out of desire for, and fear of, you. There is no shelter and no
refuge from you except in you. I believe in Your Book which you have revealed and
1

Bukhari # 6320, Muslim# 64.2714, Abu Dawud # 5650, Tirmidhi # 3412, Ibn Majah # 3874, Darimi #
2684, Musnad Ahmad 2-295.
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in Your prophet whom you have sent).
Allah's Messenger ~J~"1n~ said, "If any one recites these words and dies during
that night, he shall die as an adherent of the natural religion."
According to another, version he narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ said to
a man, 'Perform ablution for salah (prayer) when you decide to go to bed and lie
down on you right side and say:
,f_'

,

,,

,_,

~JI .••.. ~~IJ.lljl

He said, 1£ you die that night of yours, you shall die on the natural religion, but if
you wake up in the morning, you will receive good."1
11
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2386. Sayyiduna Anas 4:.&-.111 ~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J ~ li!1 ~
retired to his bed, he prayed:

cs~ ..;_,:J (j'6..; &!~ uljlj u~j u~j 1-: ~ ,t!T L$_;jl

J! {~~

(All praise belongs to Allah who has fed us, given to drink satisfied us and given us
shelter. Many are there who do not have anyone to give them sufficiency or refuge.) 2
COMMENTARY: The supplication concludes with a reference to numerous people in this
large world who are beset with difficulties and need in everyday life. Allah does nof preserve
them from difficulties. They do not have even enough shelter in summer and in winter.
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2387. Sayyiduna A!i 4:.&-.111 ~.J narrated that Sayyidah Fatimah 4:.&-.111 ~.J went to the
Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .\1 ~ to complain of the blisters on her hand from
constant use of the grinding stone, having heard that he had received some slaves.
He was not there, so she complained to Sayyidah Ayshah ~lii~~.J who informed
him when he came.
Sayyiduna Ali .u"lil'~.J narrated further that he came to them when they had gone to
bed. They made as if to get up but he advised them to stay where they wore and c~e
and sat down between them. Ali ~..111~J said that he felt the coldness of his foot un his
belly. Then he said 1Shall I no_~ guide you, to what is better than what you both have
asked? When you retire to your bed, say: (~16t~) thirty three times, (~.u.;j~ thirty three
t

Bukhari # 7488, ·Muslim# 52.2710.
64.715, Abu Dawud # 5053.

2 Muslim#
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times and (.#'~') thirty four times. it is better for you than a servant."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~""'J 4r)s.lill .)-; loved immensely (his daughter)
Sayyidah Fatimah ~lii'~J and (his son-in-law) Sayyiduna Ali ~lii'~J Hence, he sat down
between them without any hesitation. It is as the saying:

-'Where three is love, ceremonies are done away with.'
As for the foregoing expressions, Jazri l»1~J has said in Sharh Masabih that takbir precedes.
Ibn Kathir l»1~J said that after the salah (prayer), subhan Allah (lil'~~) is recited first, then
al-hamdulillah (lil1 ~') and AllahuAkbar (_r.S"1lil1), but before going to sleep, Allahu Akbar
maybe recited first. The ulama (Scholars) say that the more correct thing is that sometimes
Allahu Akbar may be recited first and sometimes after words, so, that both versions may
·
be put into practice. This is preferred and better.
When the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#i»'~ said, "This is better for you than a servant." He
meant to encourage Sayyidah Fatimah ~ . 1!1 ~J to persevere against things difficult, like
illness, worldly upsets. His words also suggest that relative to a grateful affluent man, a
preserving poor is better.
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2388. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..1!1~ J narrated that Sayyidah Fatimah ~l»~~ J came

to the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#..1!1~ to ask him for a servant. He said, ''Shall I not
point out to you that which is better than a servant. Glorify Allah {with (.fa1 ~~)}
thirty three time. Praise Allah {with (i»~1)} thirty three times. Extol Allah {with (..1!1
_r.S"I)} thirty four times after every salah (prayer) and while going to sleep."2
COMMENTARY: Reciting them before retiring to bed removes hardship of the day and
sadness and grief.
~,iJ,~i

SECTION II

SUPPLICATION MORNING & EVENING
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2389. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.:a~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#..1!1~

used to pray in the morning:

1
2

Bukhari # 5361, Muslim# 80-2727, Abu Dawud # 5062, Tirmidhi # 3469,Musnad Aluha.d 1-80.
Muslim # 81-2728.
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(0 Allah, with your help do we come to the morning and with Your help do we
come to the evening. With your help do we survive and with your help do we die.
And to you is our return.)
And, he used to pray in the evening:

(0 Allah, with your help do we come to the evening and with your help do we come
to the morning. With your help do we survive and with your help do we die. And,
to you shall we be resurrected.)t
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2390. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 1»1 ~J narrated that Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~1»1 ~J

requested, "0 Messenger of Allah, command me a prayer that I should pray in the
morning and in the evening." He instructed him to say:
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{0 Allah, knower of the unseen and the seen, greater of the heavens and the earth,
Lord attd Master of everything. I bear witness that there is no God but you. I seek
refuge in you from the mischief of my soul and from the evil of the devil and his
ascribing partner (to you).}
He said to him, "Make this prayer in the morning and evening and when you go to bed."2
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2391. Sayyiduna Aban ibR Uthman
1
2

..1!1 ~;

narrated that he heard his father say that

Abu Dawud # 5068, Tirmidhi # 3402, Ibn Majah # 3868.
Abu Dawud # 5067, Tirmidhi # 3403, Musnad Ahmad 2-196.
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All~' s

Messenger ~J ~.~ ~~ ~ said, "No one will say every morning and every
evening, three times:

1,\AI~I
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{In the name of Allah by virtue of whose name nothing in the earth or heaven can
harm, He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing}
but no harm will afflict him." Aban was afflicted by a stroke of paralysis and the man
(to whom he narrated this hadith (tradition)) continue to gaze at him. So Aban asked
him why he gazed at him, for, the hadith (tradition) was as he had narrated, but he
had not made the supplication that day so that Allah imposed His decree for him.
Another version (of Abu Dawud) has: 11 He will not suffer a sudden smitting till the
morning. If anyone pray in the morning, he will not be smitten till the evening."1
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2392. Sayyiduna Abdullah ~.:to.i»I~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.i»1~
used to pray in the evening:
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{We have come to the evening as has the entire universe of Allah come to the·
evening. All praise belongs to Allah. There is no God but Allah. He is Al~ne and
has no partner. To Hi~ belongs the dominion and to Him belongs praise and He is
over all things powerful. 0 my Lord, I ask you for the good ·of this. night and the
good of that which follows it. I seek refuge in you from the mischief that is in this
might and the mis.chief of that which follow it: My Lord. I seek refuge in you from
sloth and the evil of old age, or of disbelief}
Another version has:
,,,

•

{,,

,~,

•

-:,,

,

'. , ,

,

!("'~,

,<:"'{

,

_f.ill <J~~~~..J ..;\.!.JI <J"tl~~ ~J.¥-1 ~.;~I.J.f.-~1 ~y!~
{from the evil of old age and of pride. My Lord, I seek refuge in you from
punishment in hell and punishment in the grave}
.
When it was morning, he said the same but (instead of evening) "We have coD!_!! .:o
1

Abu Dawud # 5088, Tirmidhi # 3399, Ibn Majah # 3869, Musnad Ahmad 1-62.
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the morning as has the universe of Allah." (to the end.)I

_.

J

I

_.

_. {! ,

.
(Jj!J~Ioi.J.J)-7t.:.~~~~j~~Hi'&4j
2393. One of the daughters .u~.f»,~; of the Prophet Muhammad ~J"~i»~~ reported
that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.f»1~ used to teach her, instructing her to say in
the morning:

,

.. .. ,

..

e.

.. .

~

l:4""~,,
~,,. ~~l$..\.is~l....i.Jij~~
.. ,
{Allah is without blemish. I begin with His praise. There is no power save with
Allah, what Allah wills does happen and what He does not will does not transpire.
I know that surely Allah is over all things powerful and surely Allah has embraced
everything with knowledge.}
Hence, whosoever makes this prayer in the morning shall be preserved till evening
(from affliction and sins) and whosoever makes this prayer in the evening shall be
preserved till morning.2

;~.6.-JJI.
1 \~i ~ .-:.6.. J"'li ,!~ --~ --.~ &ilil t~All J' !2.1 J"'li J'li I~~ ,•..31.·.£~ (T'ft\f.)
'-'-~'
~
.
" .. v .......,-'-'"'"·~J,..
~,
~
'-'~ • ..,.,...- ~J

2394. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas . .~2»1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"'#i»l~ said
that if anyone says in the morning- (the verses 30:17-19)
•
I

......:::.;J~~i ~j ~j~J~Ijyl_¢)1 J {;i I~j......:::.;~..:a~ ~j......:::.;j, ~~,131......:::.;1>.: 'i
then he will get that day that of which he was deprived. If he recites it in the
evening, then he will get that night that of which he was deprived.3
COMMENTARY: The Pr.tire verse is:
. ,J

I _,

.-

"' ,

J

,

_. ., Jf

,J

"' Jf

,

,J

......:::.;_P..ft~..JS'j~_;A~~j~l~j~l~~lf.~j~l~~lf.-1=
.,
,
.,
{so glorified be Allah when you enter the evening and when you enter the morning.
And His is all praise in the heavens and the earth and (glorify him) in the afternoon
(asr) and then when you enter the time of declining of the sun. He brings forth the
living from the dead, and brings forth the dead from the living, and revives the
~

1

Tirmidhi # 3401, Abu DAwud # 5071, Muslim# 74-2723.
Abc Dawud # 5075.
3 Abu Dawud # 5076.
2
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earth after her death, and thus shall you be brought forth.} (30:17-19)
(Glorifying Allah is to offer the salah (prayer). In the evening is maghrib and isha and
morning is fajr. Afternoon is asr and declining sun is zuhr. Living from dead is from sperm
and egg, and dead from the living is the sperm and the egg from the living. The dead earth
becomes fertile and so will you be resurrected from the grave.)
The hadith (tradition) means that if anyone recites this verse in the morning then whatever
he misses of his rota of petitions and pious works will be compensated. The same applies to
recital in the evening.
Nafi i»1~J reported that Ibn Arzaq .&1~J asked Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&~~J if he found the
command for the five salah (prayer) in the Quran with their specified hours. He said, "Yes"
and a cited these verses as defining the hours of the five salah (prayer)s.
"} ~..U.j ful ~!.0! "} ~~ ll! Jli 6A Jli ~j ~ful ~~I Jj-!5 ~~ ~~ r.f\6£j (YrC\o)

ili1 ~;il1 j_,.!J ~5 es(;i 3~' --.~ !l!>. jli ~~ 14 J,s. ~.\~ :J -...!.)~ ~115! ~li ....uJJ
J~ J"li l.lf~ 1.1~ .~ )lf. ~~I!.~ uT.~_,
~ \1 ful J"~..;
'· ~ ~ J"lii ~
!Jdll .'~ ~ r\..ca-::,
"'9 ~..;
--~ --.~ ,~
..
.J

:,

_,

.. VIS ..

•

..

'V_,.-..

(4l..o ~~.J .)j!Jy.l oi_J.;) -~~j$1
2395. Sayyiduna Abu Ayash ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.&~~ said
that if anyone says in the morning

~.J
~,~ ~ ~ ..r--·
~ 1~I ~lj ,! 11.!!1 ~:J. ~_,.!
"} ~..U.jriJI ~I, .01., "}
, cr'-~"
.. .,
(There is no God but Allah. He is Alone. He has no partner. To him belongs the
kingdom and to Him belongs the kingdom and to Him belongs all praise and he is
over all things powerful)
he will earn a reward equivalent to emancipating a slave from among the
descendants of Prophet Isma'il ~")\..J1~, ten good deeds will be recorded for him, ten
evil deeds will be erased from him, ten degrees will be raised for him and he will
be protected from the devil till the evening.
H anyone says these words in the evening then he will earn all that till the morning.
Hammad ibn Salamah ~.&~~J reported about a man who saw Allah' Messenger .&1~
11
~J4# in a dream and he asked him, 0 Messenger of Allah, Abu Ayyash narrates
this hadith (tradition) from you?" He said, 11 Abu Ayyash speaks the truth."t
SUPPLICATION AFTERMAGHRIB AND FAJR SALAH (PRAYER)

ll1J"lii4!51
--.~~ilil ~,
1~JJIJ,
,
,_,...,~I;JI--~
~..;.,..
.. r

1

Abu Dwud # 5077, Ibn Majah # 3867.
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(Jj!JY.Ioi.JJ)-~jl~~< :fl~1,~
2396. Sayyiduna Al-Harith ibn Muslim At Tamimi .a,,~J reported that his father
narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~ told him quietly, "When you finish the
salah (prayer) of maghrib, pray before speaking to anyone seven times:

(0 Allah, protect me from the Fire)
If after praying that you die that night of yours, deliverance from hell will be

recorded for
You. And, when you have offered the salah (prayer) of fajr, pray accordingly, for, if
you die that day of yours, deliverance from hell be recorded for you.t
THE PROPHET'S ~""J-',l,:..\1~ PRAYER MORNING & EVENING

(Jj!JY.I oi.JJ) -· ! J>i1 ~
,

2397. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ never
omitted to make this supplication in the morning and in the evening:

::,
. ~.·.A

Lt.-

v-,;;

J"'r:d
~~-

!

\1"'

~

~
l

~~
'01 ~I'
,... M 9t ,".A...
l'
,M ... !Q"'
..

~

•;.J..T

.,~

Jr . .

J>,..

.·~"'
l' ..... ~ ... ,.;\:...,·.A ... ,"'~.l:J 1' l',.
v-,.J ... ~""1"-'.J~.J"-''.J~v....J..., M~
l'...

l'...

l'

...

(0 Allah, I beseech you for security in this world and the hereafter. 0 Allah, I
beseech you for forgiveness and security in my faith, in my worldly affairs, in my
family and in my property. 0 Allah, conceal my defects • ~d keep me secure from
my apprehensions. 0 Allah, protect me from front of me and from behind me, from
my right and from my left, and from above me. And I seek refuge in your greatness
lest I receive a sudden damage from beneath me (meaning swallowing.} 2
ANOTlirlR PRAYER FOR MORNING OR EVENING

a~ 1 ~ l~~: .;I _;,1Jr fc:. ~ ~ jli &; ~j ~ ili1 ~ J,l1 jj-!5 jli jli u;JI 6&-j

1
2

Abu Dawud # 5079.
Abu Dawud # 5074, Ibn Majah # 3871.
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2398. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~i».1~ said that if
any one says in the morning:

{0 Allah, we come to the morning calling you to bear witness and we call as
witnesses the bearers of the throne. Your angels and all your creatures that you,
certainly you, are Allah, here is no God but you, You are Alone, you have no
partner, and, (to bear witness) that Muhammad is your servant and your
Messenger.}
Allah will forgive him the sins that he commits that day. If any one says it in the
evening, then Allah will forgive him the sins that he commits that night.t

'

"'"'
.. ~'~;1.\IJ_;.!.j
~,
"'"'
"'
~~
lljj~l"',
ll!J~~~~ lA~j~illl
Jli
Jli-...1...J~J'~j
(Yr~~)
,

,.,J,

,,.~

.,. '

,.

~

.,

tJ,,

J

,

-~ ~~~~~~ -...ul ;lJI ~ ~ -...1...J8' ~1 ~ ~l.!> !lJ ~~~~Y~J ~5 ;1.\ ~ ·t. :~5 lS)U
(LS-i.o_jUIJ) ~~ oiJJJ)
2399. Sayyiduna Thawban ~.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i».1~ said
that no Muslim will make this prayer three times in the evening and in the morning
without Allah being pleased with him on the day of resurrection:
I

~J~j~~~~'J~j~j,lJ~.!. :~J
{I am pleased with Allah as Lord, with Islam as religion and with Muhammad
as Prophet)2
COMMENTARY: Some versions have (Y) (Prophet) and same have (~.,...;) (Messenger).
Hence, it is mustahab (desirable) to recite both (~_;;.,jj ~ ~J) (and with Muhammad as
Prophet and Messenger).

1
1
I
"' 1
"'
<!I
"''!'I
::
"'
l"' "'c:: I
:
_s;:\..-tt\,·~~~~·"'l'l.o~rtl&\
ilj~S~·'"
,,1~\~S~~_.;!:)~\~
.~~~
.:.9 '~"I
''"~IJ"'
~~v
J~.,;h.,
·""'
• ...~
.,
JM.
~.,

Jli

2400. Sayyiduna Hudahayfah 4~ 1».1 ~ J narrated that when the Prophet Muhammad
~J~i».1~

intended to go to sleep, he put his ha11d under his head, and prayed:
'!'I

'!'I

l "'

~s~.,. ,,:;~16s~~..;,,~,~ . .:.9 'ti'l
•'
....,~
•""
~
~,~
I

.

"'

I

::

.

"'

{0 Allah, preserve me from your punishment on the day when you shall assemble
your creatures - or, resurrect your creatures.) 3
2401. Sayyiduna Al-Bara ~1»,,~ J narrated (this hadith (tradition)) too.4
COMMENTARY: According to another hadith (tradition), the Prophet Muhammad ~.&!~ 1
1

Abu Dawud # 5078.

2 Tirmidhi # 3400, Ibn Majah # 3870, Musnad Ahmad 5.367.
3
4

Tirmidhi # 3409, Ibn Majah # 3877.
Musnad Ahmad 4-281.
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~J

kept his hand under his cheek, so, it means that sometimes he kept his hand under his
cheek and sometimes under his head. Or, his hand may have been part tinder his cheek
and part under his head, The narrator reported as he saw.
f.

"'

J~l :~ ~j .19~ -...ul ~151 til~~ ~j ~--illl ~;ill Jj-!5 ~~ l ,;, (.;.j_(\t• \)
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,.

I

...... ~,
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""~ ... 1

1

1

""

,

(JJb.Jo:'l oi.J.J) -9'Y' ~~~st.:;s;.,,. ;;;:i..;~ ~~~ $ ..W.HJ~~ ~J.=...·' g.
2402. Sayyidah Hafsah I$~~~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J ~ i»1 ~
intended to go to sleep, he put his right hand under his cheek and prayed three
times:
,

"'

~

,

~ J, "

,,. ;;;:i...P~~~~~_.WJ\
{0 Allah preserve me from your punishment on the day when you shall resurrect
your creatures) 1

~I

J~

..-

1

"~ ~J

-!\1

1"'~1,,,.f

-!\1

"'

(Jj!J_jo:'loi.J.J)-~ ...~~~l>..;.!J4-I•~ ll,~ll.l~ xj~...llj~ xj~J~-?..J~

2403. Sayyiduna Ali "~,&,~.J narrated that when he retired to bed Allah's Messenger
~J~i»1~

used to pray:
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1
~I~~
e:.!~'-1..-a.i~--.
• •...J:J'-1 til.fi 'I "'~I"" ":~~I
~,.J""~~.!,jl.\t.!.J!A~\15
•
•
"""".
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.J
'.J !\j£'1--~l!~
.. .J
. /l'....rr..
~ ~
_J/1'..; -

(0 Allah, I seek refuge in Your noble countenance and in your perfect words from
the evil of that which you seize by the forelock. 0 Allah, you alone relieve (one)
from debt and sin. 0 Allah, Your army is never routed and your promise is never
broken. The riches of the affluent avail him not against you are without blemish,
and praise belongs to you}2

ili1~!:.4 ~lj~ JllS.Jl ~ jli 6A _kj ~~ alJ1 ~ ;Ll1 Jj-!5 jli jli ~~ 4fl (.;.j
"' ~

"'

""c::

~

,
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"

('\' t • t)

"' "'

"'

~~~~Ill Jl!j L)~jll :ljj -l:iJJI~~I S~Jirl ~jj S~JI fl~l)JJ S~JI

2404. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed .u~i»1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said

that if anyone prays three times when he retires to his bed:
"

"

~

',.,

'~,

~

;:l!y_¢1j.J~1&a1jl '1!il! '1l5J.llall~~l
{I seek forgiveness of Allah besides whom is no God, the ever-living, the Eternal,
and I repent to H~im}
1

2

Abu Dawud # 5054.
Abu Dawud # 5052.
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then Allah forgives him his sins even though they be like the foam of the sea, or as
numerous as the sand particles of (the desert) Aalij, or like in number to the leaves
of the trees, or equal to the number of days of this world.l
COMMENTARY: Aalij is a desert in the western area. (or a large desert near ThalabiyahMujam Baldan)
ANY SURAH OF THE QUR'AN BEFORE SLEEPING

.
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2405. Sayyiduna Shaddad ibn Aws ~~'.$PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger o~.:l~~~~
~....J

said, "If a Muslim recites a surah from Allah's Book when he retires to bed,
Allah appoints an angel to look after him. So, that nothing harmful may approach
him till he awakes.2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Anas "'~~'.$PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-:1~~~~ said,
"When you go to bed, recite surah al-Fatihah and al-Ikhlas. You will be safe (as long as you
sleep) from everything apart from death.

2406. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al-Aas ~ ~~ .$PJ narrated that Allah's

Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ said, ''Two characteristics in a Muslim man will ensure his
admittance to paradise. Indeed, both of them are easy, but those who adopt them
are few. Glorify Allah after every salah (prayer) ten times, praise Him ten times and
extol Him ten times. He observed Allah's Messenger ~J~Jil1~ count them on his
fingers and he said, 11They are one hundred and fifty on the tongue, but one
1

2

Tirmidhi # 3408, Musnad Ahmad 11074.
Tirmidhi.
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thousand five hundred in the scale. And, which of you can commit two thousand
five hundred sins in a day and a night?" He was asked, "Why can we not adopt
these characteristics regularly?" He said, ''The devil comes to one of you while he is
engaged in his salah (prayer) and asks him to remember this and remember that till
he finishes his salah (prayer) and perhaps does not do it. The devil comes to him
when he goes to bed and does not cease to induce him to sleep till he goes to sleep.
According to a version in Abu Dawud. "Two qualities or two characteristics in a
muslim ... "
And also after the words "One thousand five hundred in the scale." He said, "When
he retires to bed, he should extol Allah thirty four times, praise Him thirty three
times, and glorify Him thirty three times."l
In most text of al-Musabih, the narrator is Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~J~#.1tl~
COMMENTARY: The question ~which of you ... " is actually a denial, the who earns so
many pieties cannot commit as many sins. It is in the light of Allah's words:

fSurely good deeds will drive away the evil deeds} (11:114)
These pieties removes sins and also get ranks raised.
The devil is sworn enemy of man and makes him omit the tasbih after salah (prayer) and so
before going to sleep.
GRATITUDE FOR BLESSING DURING DAY & NIGHT

_. _. /-'!._

t.-

_.

I

_. ~

_.

!-'!

( JjiJ.J"! Io I.J->) -e:JJ..>...!. LSll .iii ~j ~ ~.i~ Jli 0-Aj~~J..>...!.
2407. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Ghannam ~ .1t1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger
~J4#.1!1~ said that if anyone says in the morning:
~~'
" , ,
,,
"
"""-:=:a
""
,,
"""'
"'
"'
''
,l~~;;,!....aH~IlA
''-HI
...r'~1~1 ..,.. .l:.al~h!..lk~UMr·~~ll...,... ~ \~...
.. i~·!....a~L
.. v-..~~
v-"''-~ ·
~
{0 Allah, the blessings upon me or upon anyone of your creatures in the morning
are from you alone. You have no partner, for you is all praise and for you is
gratitude}
then, indeed, he has given thanks for that day of his.
And, he who says the same in the evening has, indeed, expressed gratitude for the
night of his.
PRAYER WHILE GOING TO SLEEP
til

1 Tirmidhi

:.--'

# 3421, Abu Dawud # 5065, Nasa'I # 1344, Musnad Ahmad # 6927.
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2408. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~ J narrated that when the Prophet Muhammad
~J~.&t~ retired

to his bed, he would pray:

, ,,

"' tt"'-~1~,1:-~,;:!
z.
,-r" I
"'
~ "'
,1"
'
"'
•• t\"'."..3-:'1
"'n9{L~I 'tl~~,1:~ 9"'n9~l,IDI' t~~~,~
....,." ~
'.J ~.r-.J.J c.if"
U"7"" ... (F"' ~..... <..J""':"" l)"";' • \,;,.oW ..... <.:F"'
'-" <..J""':"" ..J7
~ ..... <.:F"'
(0 Allah, Lord of the heaven and Lord of the earth, Lord of everything, who splits.
the grain and the kernel, who has revealed the Torah, the Injil and the Quran, I seek
refuge in you from the evil of every source of evil whom you do seize by the
forelock. You are the first, there was noting before you. You are the last, there is
nothing after you. You are the Manifest and there is nothing above you. You are the
Hidden and there is nothing beyond you repay for me the debt and grant me riches
removing poverty}t
Muslim has it with a slight difference.
Al-Hisn al Haseen has that it must be recited while lying down for sleep.
~:.'1·"~

~

~
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I
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~I~ a~ .!A lllll!....:u~ _ol:,j ~ill I~ ;L\1 JJ-!5 ~llj.;l:J':l .;-&JI 'fl (.;.J

(Y t • ~)

(Jjb~l ol~_;)~~~
2409. Sayyiduna Abu azhar al-Anmari ~ ,&, ~ J narrated that when the Prophet

Muhammad ~""y.,u.,&,~ retired to his bed in the night, he made this supplication.
t ,{
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~ l' llj~l tJ~Ij ~l&.; ~9j ~U~:"·~Ij ~jJJ¥:-1 ~I~~ ~j,:UI~
{In the name of Allah. I put down my side for Allah. 0 Allah, forgive me my sin,
put way my devil (from me). Relieve me of my responsibility. Cause me to be in the
most high assembly.}2
COMMENTARY: Relieve me of my responsibility refer to rights of other people. Absolve
me of these rights and forgive me my lapses and deliver me from punishment.

WI jli~l ~a~.!~ lllll!-._.:u~ _;.l:.j~rl.H ~;iJ1 JJ-!5 ,J.)l_rl~lifj (Yt' ·)
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2410. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~ J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~

1
2

Tirmidhi # 3411, Abu Dawud # 5051,1bn Majah # 3873, Musnad Ahmad# 8969, Muslim# 2713.
Abu Dawud # 5054.
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retired to bed in the night, he prayed:

JJ...W1 Jj4.-ti <J~I <.SJ.JIJ ~iti ~Va <.SJ.JIJ Q~J ll~'t!TJ <JIJTJ <J~ <.S~I JJ, 1 ~~
~ "'

.;l!JI~~Jjll
",~ilJjA~j
",~~j~IJ~~~
~
~
~-~
~
~
(Praise belongs to Allah who proyided me enough, gave me shelter, fed me and
gave me to drink. He favoured me and has bestowed generously on me. He
granted me, and granted liberally. Praise belongs to Him in every condition. 0
Allah, Lord of everything and Master thereof, God of everything. I seek refuge
in you from the Fire.p
CURE OF INSOMNIA
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2411. Sayyiduna Buraydah 4.:$o.iill~J narrated that Sayyiduna Khalid ibn al-Walid ~J
4.:$oii11 complained to the Prophet Muhammad ~J4,it-.iill~, saying, "0 Messenger of
Allah, I cannot sleep in the night because of insomnia." So, the Prophet
Muhammad~"" J~.iil~~ instructed him, "When you retire to your bed, pray:
"'

J

J J

("'

<P

"'

"' '

{0 Allah, Lord of the seven heavens and that on which they cast their shadows,
Lord of the earths and that which they bear, Lord of the devils and of those whom
they mislead, be for me a nighbour against the mischief of your creatures, all of
them together lest any of them should trespass on me or oppress me. Great is your
neighbourhood and glorious is your praise. There is no God besides you. There is
no God butYou.}"2
COMMENTARY: Hisn Haseen has cited this prayer from Tabarani (awsat) and Ibn Abu
Shaybah. However, their versions are somewhat different in words and slightly brief.

1

2

Abu Dawud # 5058.
Tirmidhi # 3534.
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SECTION III
SPECIFIC PRAYERS OF MORNING & EVENING
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2412. Sayyiduna Abu Maalik A,;S.~'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said that when anyone wakes up in the morning, he must say:
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{We have come to the morning as has the dominion for Allah, the Lord of the
worlds. 0 Allah, I pray to you for the good of this day, its opening, its help, its light,
its blessing and its guidance. And I seek refuge in your from the evil that is in it
and the evil that it after it.}
When he comes to the evening, he should say like it.1
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2413. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Bakrah 1»1 ~.J narrated that he told his
father having heard him say every morning.
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{0 Allah, grant me soundness in my body. 0 Allah, grant me soundness in my
hearing. 0 Allah, grant me soundness in my sight. There is no God but you.} ·
He told him that he repeated it three times (every) morning and thrice (every)
evening. He (the father) said, '0 my sin, I Heard Allah's Messenger ~J~ii11~ pray
in these words and I love to emulate his sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet
Muhammad ~J~1»1~)."2
COMMENTARY: The true sprit behind a supplication and deeds should be to abide by the
sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~,&,~). Reward and acceptance of prayer
are not the aim.
PRAYER IN THE MORNING.

1
2

Abu Dawud # 5084.
Abu Dawud # 5090.
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2414. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa
Allah's Messenger ~ J4#.i»'~ used to pray:
~ ~

narrated that in the morning
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(We came to the morning as does Allah's certain comes to morning for Allah's sake.
All praise belongs to Allah Greatness and might belong to Allah. The creation, the
command, the night and the day and all that rests in the two - all belong to Allah. 0
Allah, cause the first part of the day righteousness, the middle part of it
achievement of need and the last part of it success, 0 the most Merciful of those
who show mercy.p
COMMENTARY: The supplication that is concluded with (~')'~ ;1~) (0 the Most Merciful
of those who show mercy) is accepted quickly.
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2415. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abza ~~iii'.$J'J narrated that Allah's Messenger
~y.#iill~ used to pray in the morning.

~_!C' t 'tl.~..o_ ~ ~~ lA..J~I ~t;.
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(We enter upon the morning as those following the natural religion (of Islam), the
expression of Allah's unity, on the religion of our Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.i»1~,
and on the creed of our father Ibrahim ~"}'--h4# who was an upright man, not one of
the polytheists.}2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~iil'~ was sent to the other people as
well as to himself as is evident in the words 'on the religion of our Prophet
Muhamn1ad ~J ~ ..lil ~ Or, he used these words in prayer to teach his ummah to
make supplication in this manner.

1

2

Mawawi in Kitab al adh kar # 1921, Ibn as Sunni # 38.
Darimi # 2688.
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CHAPTER-VI
SUPPLICATION MADE AT DIFFERENT TIMES

The dhikar, or prayers, etc., that are known to have been made by the prophet Muhammad
~J ~ .ii.. ~ at different times an circumstances, may be made at the known times. It is
musnun for every one. If they are included in anyone's regular practice thert that is very
excellent. If that is not possible then they must be made thoroughly, at least, once. Thereby,
the blessings of emulating the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.bl~ will be achieved.
SECTION I

Jj'11J.Ai11

PROTECTING CHILDREN FROM THE DEVIL

illT-J~ ..._u\ s\5\ llL;S-1&\ -...f..>\ .;J_;.L:,J ~ili1 ~JJ1 j_;2,5 Jli Jli u;:~ if. Iif (Tt '"')
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2416. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ri""'J~.a~~~ said,
''If one of you intends to have sexual intercourse with his wife, let him pray:

{In the name of Allah. 0 Allah, protect us from the devil and cause the devil to
keep away from what you give us }I
Then if a child be destined for them, the devil would never harm it."
COMMENTARY: That the devil will never harm it means 'tum it to disbelief.' Thus, if
Allah is remembered at the time of sexual intercourse, children born as a result will live as
Muslim till their death. Or, the devil cannot cause any deformity in the children.
ImamJawzi .a,,~J said that the devil cannot impair the religion of this person's children.
Some others say that the devil does not strike the newborn with his finger.
AT THE TIME OF SEVERE ANXIETY OR GRIEF

(~~)~.;Sjl
2417. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ ~ ~J narrated that when he was anxious, Allah's
Messenger~J~~~ used to pray:

~jj ylj.~ '\I ~j ful ~! al! 'i J:~·'l ~;-.11 ~j ilil ~! al! "} J-:1:11 J:~,;, ilil ~! ~! "}

1

Bukhari # 3271, Muslim# 116-1434, Abu Dawud # 2161, Tirmidhi # 1098. Ibn Majah # 1919, Darimi
# 2212.
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(There is no God but Allah, the Mighty, the clement. There is no God but Allah,
Lord of the great throne. There is no God but Allah, Lord of the heavens, Lord of
the earth, Lord of the noble throne.)l
FIGHTING OFF ANGER
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2418. Sayyiduna Sulayman ibn Surad ~ .1!1 ~; narrated that two men reviled one

another in the presence of the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .1!1 ~ while they (the
sahabah) ~.1!1~J were seated in his company. One of them abused the other angrily,
his face red with rage. The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.1il~ said, 111 certainly know
of an expression which if he says he would rid himself of his wild emotions: ( ~4~~~
~Jl' ~~~ ~) (I seek refuge in Allah from the accursed devil}" The sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~.1!1~; said to the man '1 Have you not heard what the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~J»,~ said?" He said, 111 am not insane."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) is based. on the verse:

{If a provocation from satan provokes you then seek refuge in Allah. Surely, He is
hearer, knower} (7:200)
·
This man was not familiar with religion and Shari'ah and he presumed that the ta' awudh
(~ )'u~,.:J,~i»~.)y.1) is recited only for or by the insane. In fact, when any one flies into a rage,
he too is overcome by a form of insanity. Hence, it is profitable to recite this expression at
the time of rage.'
.
Teebi .1!1~; said that perhaps tha~ man was a hypocrite or a rude and snide ignorant one.
CROWING COCKS & BRAYING DONKEY

(~~)

2419. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~J»1~; narrated that Allah's Messenffer ~J~.tll1~

. said, 1'When you people hear the crowing of the l!Ocks, pray to Alia!! for His
blessings, for, they have seen an angel. But, when you hear the braying of a donkey,
seek refuge in Allah from the devil, for, it has seen a devil."3
1

Bukhari # 6345, Muslim # 83-2730, Tirmicthi # 349b, !bn Majah # 3883.
2 Bukhari # 6115, Muslim # 109-2610, Abu Dwud # 4780, Tirmidhi # 3516, Musnad Ahmad 5-240.
3 Bukhari # 3303, Muslim# 82-2729, Abu Dawud # 5102,Tirmidhi # 3524.
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COMMEN~ARY: This hadith (tradition) is evidence that when pious people are aro\md

Allah's mercy and blessings descend. It is mustaltab (desirable) to make supplication at that
time. Moreover, since Allah's punishment, it is mustahab (desirable) to seek refuge in Allah
when one is in their surroundings lest their wickedness leave their mark on one.
PRAYER WHILE EMBARKING ON A JOURNEY
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2420. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger~ J~~~~
settled on his camel to depart on a journey, he called AllahuAkbar three times.
Then he prayed:
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(Glorified be He who has subjected (all) this to us while we ourselves were
incapable to do it. (43:13) 0 Allah, we ask you in this journey of ours piety and
righteousness, and deeds that will please you. 0 Allah, make this journey easy for
us and cut short its distance. 0 Allah, you are our companion in the journey and the
Guardian of our family.
0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from the toil of the journey and the seeing of a painful
sight and a bad return to my wealth and family}
And, when he returned, he made the some supplication with this addition:
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(We are returning, repentant, worshippers of our Lord and we prai~~ .tlim.}1
THINGS FROM WHICH THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~Y·=-''.iil'~ SOUGHT REFUGE
DURING A JOURNEY

1

Muslim# 425-1342, Abu Dawud # 2602, Musnad Ahmad 1-52, Bukhari.
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Messenger ~J~.bl~ set out on a journey, he sought refuge in Allah from the toils
of the journey, cumbersome return poverty after plenty, curse of the oppressed and
seeing his family and property in harm. t
COMMENTARY: Refuge in Allah from the curse of an oppressed in actually refuge from
being oppressive.
WHEN HALTING SOMEWHERE
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2422. Sayyidah Khawlah bint Hakim 4:~-f»,~J said that she heard Allah's Messenger .fia1~.,p
~J"'~ say that if anyone halts at a place (during a journey or otherwise) and prays:

{I seek refuge in the perfect words of Allah from the evil of what He has created,)
then ~othing will harm him till he moves ahead from his place where he had halted.2
SUPPLICATION FOR PROTECTION IN THE NIGHT
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2423. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that a man came to Allah's
Messenger ~J"'~.f»,~ and submitted, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, I am suffering from

the sting of a storpion since last night." He said, "If you had prayed in the evening:
&.... lA "' "".. ,•..a
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(translation in previous hadith (tradition)) it would not have hurt you."3
According to a hadith (tradition), if anyone makes the foregoing
supplication in the evening three times, nothing poisonous will harm him that night.
(Tirmidhi)
Another hadith (tradition) recommends this prayer in the morning.
Sayyiduna Mufassal ibn Yasar ~~~~J said that if anyone recites this expression then seventy
thousand angels pray for him to be forgiven. If he dies in that condition, then he is a martyr.
PRAYER IN MORNING DURING A JOURNEY
COMMENTAR~:
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Muslim # 426-1342, Tirmidhi # 3502, Ibn M.ajah # ::S88o, Darimi # 2672, Musnad Ahmad 5-82.
Muslim # 54.2708, Abu Dawud # 3499, Tirmidhi # 3448, Ibn Majah # 3547, Musnad Ahmad 2-290.
3 Muslim # 90.270
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2424. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..11'u-l'J narrated that during a journey the Prophet

Muhammad rl... y.~..11~~ would pray at dawn:

{The hearer heard me praise Allah and acknowledge the excellence of His blessing
on us. Our Lord, accompany us (in the journey) and show favour t~ us. We seek
refuge in Allah from hell.p
PROPHET'S ~l""J"J.:..\l~.p PRAYER ON RETURNING FROM JIHAD, HAJJ & UMRAH
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2425. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..11'u-PJ narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~

returned from a battle, hajj or umrah and came to an elevated place, he would say
AllahuAkbar three times and pray

.....u~u ~~~ ~~ ,:# J ~ J.!J 1 :J.t ~1J ,! 11!11 ~ :J ~..J. '1 ~llJ ilit ~! i)! '1
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{There is no God but Allah is Alone and who has no partner. To him belongs the
dominion and for Him is all praise and He is over all things powerful. We are
returners, repentant, worshippers, prostrating before our Lord and praising Him.
Allah made His promise true, helped His servant and He alone routed the
confederates.J2
COMMENTARY: The confederates were the combined army of the quraysh, the Jews of
Banu Qurayzah and Banu Nadir numbering ten to twelve thousand men. They decided to
invade Madinah, but were routed without fighting when Allah subjected them to heavy
minds and His angels.
.
PROPHET'S ~1..,J"J.:..\1~ PRAYER AGAINST THE IDOLATERS DURING THE BAT'i i.E
OF AHZAB (CONFEDERATES)
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2426. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa •:.:..&!~.J r...arrated that during the Battle of al.Ahzab (the confederates), Allah's Messenger~....J"~~~~ prayed against the idolaters:

1

Muslim # 68-2718.
Bukhari # 1797, Muslim# 428-1344, Tirmidhi # 952, Abu Dawud # 2770, Musnad Ahmac· # 49603
(2-5)
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{0 Allah, who has revealed the Book, and who is quick to take reckoning. 0 Allah,
defeat the confederates. 0 Allah, defeat them and unnerve them.p
THE SUNNAH(PRACTICE OF HOLY PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J~.i»>~) FOR THE
HOST & THE GUEST
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2427. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Bu~r ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
~ JVisited

his father (Busr). They offered him some food and waibah (clarified
butter, dried curd and dates mixture). He ate from that. Then, he was presented
some dates that he ate. He threw their stones with his fingers, putting together the
forefinger and the middle finger. (According to a version: he began to cast away the
stones on the upper side of his fore finger and middle finger). Then something to
drink was offered to him. He drank it. Then, Abdullah's father said to him while
holding the bridle of his beast, 11Pray for us to Allah!" He prayed:
"'

,

,,

,

~,

~Jij~lj¥-lj_;'''Jj ~~~l~.J~ ~I
{0 Allah, bestow on them blessing in what you have given them, forgive them and
have mercy on them}2

COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) teaches what is masnun for the guest and the host.
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SECTION II

ON BEHOLDING THE NEW MOON
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2428. Sayyiduna Talhah ibn Ubaydullah narrated that whenever the Prophet
Muhammad~J"#lill~

beheld the new moon, he prayed:
I

"'

I

IDI~jj~~~)/lj~~lj~~JYIJyi'i~(-:!1£~1Jll\l
{0 Allah, cause this moon to rise on us with peace, faith, safety and Islam. My Lord
and your Lord (o moon) is Allah.p
COMMENTARY: The word 'hila!' signifies the first, second and third of a lunar month.

Thereafter, the moon is called 'qamar .'
The prayer also make it clear that the moon, like the sun, is a creation of Allah.
Bukhari # 2933, Muslim# 21-1742, Abu Dawud # 2631, Ibn Majah # 2796.
:Muslim# 146-2042, Abu Dawud # 3729.
3 Tirmidhi # 3462, Musnad Ahmad # 1397, Darimi # 1687.
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ON SEEING ANYONE IN DISTRESS
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2429. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~.&~~J and Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.:".&1~J
narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .&1 ~ said that if anyone prays on seeing

someone in distress (or affliction):

~,.. ,Qi1Jli(,!4~
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',
. , ...,
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{Praise belongs io Allah who has saved me from that with which He has afflicted
you, and caused me to excel over most of those whom He created with a distinct
excellence,}
then he will be safe from that affliction whatever it be.t
2340. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J narrated this hadith (tradition).2
COMMENTARY: This prayer may be made on seeing anyone in distress physical, worldly
or religious. However, it should be made in a soft, inaudible voice on seeing anyone sick or
handicapped. If anyone is sinner or trapped in love of the world or a hypocrite, then it
maybe made in an audible voice so that he might heed. If there is fear of trouble, then it
must be made quietly so as not to be heard.
PRAYER TO BE MADE IN THE MARKET
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2431. Sayyiduna Umar ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~ said that
if anyone who goes to the market prays:
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{There is no God but All:Jt who is Alone, He has no partner, to Him belongs the
dominion and for Him is all praise, He gives life and causes death, He is the Evert
2
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Living who will never die, in His Hand is all good and He is over all things Powerful.}
then Allah will record for him a million good deeds remit from him a million evil
deeds and raise him by a million ranks.t
The words in sharh us sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad~J~.fi1~) are:
'prays in a general market where merchandise is bought and sold' instead of 'goes
to the market.'
COMMENTARY: The exceptional reward is because the market is a place where one
becomes negligent, lies deceives and fools others.
WORLDLY BLESSING IS INCOMPLETE
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2432. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Jabal ~.1!1~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~
~J~~~ heard a man pray: '0 Allah, I ask you for perfect bounty.' So, he asked him,
"what is a perfect bounty?" The man submitted, ''I made a supplication, hoping for
the best." He said, "The perfect bounty is admittance to. paradise and deliverance
from hell." The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~ ~ heard another man call ( 4~"~\i
~~)"~IJ) (0 Lord of majesty and benevolence}.
So, he instructed him, "your prayer is granted, so make your request,"
And, he also heard someone pray: '0 Allah, I ask you for patience.' So, he instructed
him, "You have asked Allah for a trial. Now ask Him for safety (and security)."2
COMMENTARY: Patience is needed when one is facing a trial. So, the Prophet Muhammad
~-J~~~~ advised the man not to ask for it because that implied asking for a trial. Rather,
one must ask for security so that he is safe from trial. If one faces a difficulty, then, of
course, He must pray for patience.
ATONEMENT FOR AN ASSEMBLY
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2433. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~

said that if any one who sit in a gathering and indulges ·in much idle talk prays
before taking his leave;

1
2
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{You are without blemish, 0 Allah, with Your praise I bear witness that there is no
God but you, and I seek Your forgiveness and I repent to you}
Then he will; be forgiven what happened in that gathering of his.I
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (~) means 'such talk as leads to sin.' It also means
'vain, meaningless chatter.' The supplication is called 'expiation of an assembly.' (~) it
atones for all dislikes conversation in the assembly, such as is not approved by Shari'ah.
PRAYER WHEN MOUNTING A RIDING BEAST
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2434. Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J was brought a beast that he might ride it When put his
foot in the stirrup, he said:

{In the name of Allah}.when he was seated on its back, he said:

Praise belongs to Allah. Then .he said:
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{Glorified be He who has subjected this to us and we ourselves were not capable to
do it. And surely to our Lord we shall return} (43"13-14)
After that, he said (ill~,)· (praise belongs to Allah) three times (.r-5"'~') (Allah is the
Greatest) three times, and:
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{Glorified are You, surely, I have wronged myself. So, forgive me. There is no one
of forgive sins. except you}
Then he laughed and he was asked, what made you laugh, 0 commander of the
faithful?" He said, "I had seen Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ do as I have done and
then laugh (as I did). I asked him about it and he said, 'Your Lord loves His slave
very much when he says:
{My Lord forgive me my sins}
1

Tinnidhi # 3444, Abu Dawud # 4859, Musnad Ahmad 3-450, Bayhaqi ad-Dawat ul Kabir.
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He says: (~.S; ... y_,;.UI.A~~JI~)
(He knows that no one forgives sins but 1.}"1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad l"1...J",.L~.ll'~"" has laughed becavse Allah was pleased
and Sayyiduna Ali 4:~.11t~; had laughed in emulating the Prophet Muhanunad ~J":l~i»tJ.p.,
PRAYER WHEN BIDDING FAREWELL

-·~I ~~,:_,~~_;j (0§:1IJ~$ 4lA~Ij Sj\5~lj &~_;5ll :ljj -~ ~ljlj~lj~ d§
2435. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..111~; narrated that when the Prophet Muhammad 41~
~J~

bade farewell to someone, he held his hand and did not let it go till the m an
himself released the hand of the Prophet Muhammad~ J~.llt~ who would pray:

{I entrust to Allah your religion, your charge and the consequences of your deeds)2
The version of Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah does n~t have 'and the consequences of
your deeds.'
COMMENTARY: The word (~t.tt) (amanah) translated 'charge' refers to wealth and
property used for transactions with the people.
Some people say that it refers to the family and children whom the traveller leaves behind
at his home.
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2436. Sayyiduna Abdullah al Khatmiy. ~ .lit ~; narrated that whenever Allah's
Messenger~J~.a,,~

intended to bid farewell to an army, he prayed:

(I entrust to Allah your religion, your charge and the consequences_ of your deeds.)3
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2437. Sayyiduna Anas ~.lit~; narrated that a man came to the Prophet Muhammad
~J~.a,,~

and said, 110 Messenger of Allah, I intend to go out on a journey. Do give
me provisions." He said, 11 May Allah give you provision of taqwa." He said, ''Give

1
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# 3453, Abu Dawud # 2600, Ibn Majah # 2826, Musnad Ahmad 2-7.
3 Abu Dawud # 2601.
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me more." He said, "May He forgive you your sins." He said, ''Give me more, my
parents be ransomed to you!" He said, "May He make goodness easy for you
wherever you are!"t
(Taqwa is righteousness.)
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2438. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:.$- ~~ ~J narrated that a man said to Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~ that he intended to embark on a journey and that he might
enjoin him something. He said, "you must observe taqwa and call Allahu Akbar on
every activity." When the man turned to go, he prayed, "0 Allah, shorten the
distance for him and make the journey easy for him."2
COMMENTARY: To observe taqwa is to fear Allah and shun polytheism, sin and doubtful
things. It also calls on one to avoid whatever is beyond the_ necessary, and to devote oneself
to worship Allah and make His dhikr (hallowing of Allah).
PRAYER IN THE NIGHT DURING JOURNEY
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2439. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~.s-P J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
travelled and night came, he prayed:
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(0 earth, my Lord and your Lord is Allah. I seek refuge in Allah from your evil (like
swallowing) and the evil of what you contain (Like water, etc) and the evil of what
has been created in you (like poisonous animals). And the evil of what moves on
you. And, I seek refuge in Allah from lions, black snakes, other snakes, scorpions
and inhabitants, of places (Say, jinns) and a parent and his offspring (the accursed
Iblis and his children.p
PROPHET'S ~....y.,l&-~1~ prayer during jihad
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2440. Sayyiduna Anas
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narrated that when he waged a battle, Allah's

Tirmidhi # 3455, Darimi # 2671.
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prayed:
1
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(0 Allah, you are my support and helper. With your power and with your might
and your help (I engage against the infidels).!
WHEN AFRAID OF THE ENEMY
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2441. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ ..1!1 ~ J narrated that when the Prophet was
apprehensive of a people, he prayed"
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(0 Allah, we put you against them (to preserve us from their mischief) and we seek
refuge in you from their plays.)2
COMMENTARY: According to Hisn Haseen, if anyone is fearful of the enemy or of anyone
else, reciting surah al-Quraysh (J..t).J~~oJJ""') gives peace and protection against all kinds of
mischief and fear.
PROPHET'S ~L..J•P~ui.P PRAYER ON EMERGING FROM HOME
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2442. Sayyiduna Umm Salamah ~

..1!1 ~ J

narrated that whenever the Prophet
Muhammad~ J~iil~~ went out of his house, he prayed:
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[In the name of Allah, I place trust in Allah. 0 Allah, we seek refuge in you from
slipping (into sin unintentionally) or straying (deliberately), or falling into
ignorance or being purshed into ignorance)3
According to another version: she said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~ never left
home without raising his sight to the sky and praying:

~~JIJ+?.\JI~iJI~\JI~i_;l~i......ui~3JLIJ!Jtll\
Abu Dawud # 2622, Musnad ~ ..hmad 3-184.
Dawud # 1573, Musnad Ahmad 4-414.
3 Tirmidhi # 3487, Musnad Ahmad 6.306, Nasa'i.
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{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you lest I stray or be misled, or I act unjustly or be
oppressed, or fall into ignorance or be pushed into ignorance.)!
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2443. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&,~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js-.&1.)J said that if

any one who emerges from his home and prays:

;L~ ~!i.;i 'iJJ;s. '};ill~,! ,g_9~1~
{In the name of Allah, I have placed trust in Allah, there being no power and no
might save with Allah,}
It is said to him, that moment, 'you are guided (in all affairs),made independent (of
others) and are preserved (from evil)." The devil goes away from him to a distance
and another devil says to him, 11what can you do to a man who is indeed guided,
made independent and protected?"2
Tirmidhi's version ends at 'the devil goes away ... to a distance.'
COMMENTARY: Imam Nawawi .&~~J has cited the hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna Umar
that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4,1&-.&1.)J said that if any one faces difficult financial

~.&~~ J

times then when he goes out of his home, he must pray"

{In the name of Allah I emerge. He is Master of my life, my prop~rty and my
religion. 0 Allah, cause me to be satisfied with your decree and bless me in what
you have allotted to me so that I do not try to hasten what you have deferred and do
not try to put back what you have advanced.}
A Hadith (tradition) in Ibn Majah quotes the Prophet Muhammad ~J4Js-.&1.)J as saying that
if any one emerges from his house to offer salah (prayer) (in the mosque) and makes the
following prayer then Allah turns to him and seventy thousand angels pray for him to be .
forgiven:
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(0 Allah, I pray to you by virtue of my walking (to salalt (prayer)}, for, I do not exit
proudly, in pretence, ostentatiously or to be seen. Rather, I seen your wrath and
seek your pleasure. I beseech you to deliver me from the fire of hell and to forgive
me my sins, for, no one besides you can forgive sins.}

1
2

Abu Dawud # 5095, Ibn Majah # 3884.
Abu Dawud # 5090, Tirmidhi # 3486, Ibn Majah # 3888.
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ON ENTERING HOME

(Jjby.l oiJ.J)

2444. Sayyiduna Abu Maalik AI Ash' ary narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~
said that when a man enters his house, let him pray:
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{0 Allah, I beg you for a good entrance and a good exit. In the name of Allah we
enter and in Allah, our Lord, do we trust)
.
Then, he must offer salaam to his family.t
COMMENTARY: In the original Abu Dawud there also is the prayer (ti:;- j- ~ ~) (in the
name of Allah we go out) after ... ' we enter.' So, perhaps it is left out in the Mishkat
inadvertently. So, it must be read too.
The ulama (Scholars) say that in abiding by the hadith (tradition), we should offer salaam
on entering our home. Even if there is no one in the house, we must offer salaam because
angels are there always. In the case, the salaam is:

{Peace be on the righteous of Allah.)
PRAYER FOR THE NEWLY WEDS
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2445. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4:$-~~~J narrated that when the Prophet Muhammad
~J4#~'J..P prayed for anyone who had just married, he said:
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{May Allah shower blessing on you, and bless both of you. May He put together
goodness between the two of you)2
THE GROOM'S PRAYER:
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t Abu Dawud # 3486.
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2446. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb .1l1 ~ J narrated from his father who from his
grandfather (Abdullah ibn Amir) .111~ J that the Prophet Muhammad ~-J•Js-.1tlj...P said

that when anyone marries a woman or buys a slave, let him pray:

{0 Allah, I pray toyou for the good in her and the good in that on which you have
created her (which is her good disposition) and I seek refuge in you from the evil in
her and the evil in that on which you have created her.}
When he buys a camel, let him hold the top of its hump and pray in like manner.
According to a version about the woman or the slave. He should take hold of their
'forelocks and pray for blessing.t
COMMENTARY: The prayer on holding the forelock is the same as mentioned in the
hadith (tradition).
Allamah Jawzi .1t~J said that though the camel is mentioned, it applies to buying all animals.
PRAYER OF THE SORROWFUL
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2447. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah .1l1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1t1~ said

that the prayers of the grieved are:2
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{0 Allah, I hope for your mercy. So, do no leave me to myself for the twinkling of
an eye, but set my affairs right. There is no God but you.}
REPAYMENT OF DEBT
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2448. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~.:S- ~~ ~ J narrated that a man submitted.

'Worried and debts have crushed me, 0 Messenger of Allah." He asked, 11May I not
teach you an expression which when you use as (your) prayer, Allah will put away
your worries and repay your debt?" He said, 11 0£ course (teach me)." He said that he
should pray in the morning and in the evening:
1
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(0 Alla h, I s eek refuge in you f rom worries and grief. I seek refu ge in you from
h elplessness and sloth. I seek ref uge in you from niggardliness and coward ice. I
seek refuge in yo u from being crushed by d ebt and wrath of men.}
Th e m en said, "I did that and Allah put away m y worries and repaid my d ebts." I
COMMENTARY: Seeking refuge from helplessness is fro m ina bility to do acts of obedience
and worshi p a nd to end ure in the face of d ifficul ty and affliction.
N igga1·d liness is to fa il to pay zakah , expiations a nd other mone tary dues, and it is to
return begga rs empty handed, and to not show hospitality to guests. It is also to neglect to
offer salaam and to respond to a greeting. It also includes refusa l to answer a question of a
religious nature in spite of knowled ge. N iggardliness also covers one who d oes no t invoke
blessings on the Pro phet Muhamm ad ~...y,.t~>kl~ on hea ring his name rl...y1,.ll>k'~
Cawardice is to refrain from participation in jihad for fear of the enem y. It is also to not
muster enough s trength to enjoin piety a nd forbid evi l and no t rely on Allah for one' s
sus tenance, etc.
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·.Q~' ...............
:!t11 (J-'
~~...!.J?.£- ri.J,g,31 8:s
{ f ~ ~::: rr..~l'l' ~ ~l5 '~~~~ &dJ ,
- -fT ~ v--;;
-.......;.....' .Y ...~'-'-'.) ~-
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L.J.J,J' __J-".J
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~ ~

- hs:.il yl_¥-.iJI J~~~:llj (s~jJI &lj j -~~_H ~· ~ ~ ~ _,;~t (i~lj . ~ 1 ~ 1_;.-;.(;. ...!JJ~
2449. Sayyiduna Ali ~isl'..s-"; w as m et by a Mukata b w ho told him that he w as unable
to fulfill his kita bah and n;quested him to help him. He said that Allah's Messenger
~...J•,1~>..11~ had ta ught him some words that would be helpful even if he had a d ebt as
large as a huge mountain. Allah w ould repay it for him. He instructed him to pray:

~~_rjo....r~ ,?~~.>
, . . l1~ ..!..l.o i ~..E.. J.£ ...!JJ\l,;,o . ·?-\ ~!t il
~
>C$::s:- .)
~ J
v~lS,:-9 ) ~
(0 Allah, let- your lawful sustenance be enoug h for m e against your unlawful
suste na nce and make me by your favour independe nt of all but you.)2
COMMENTARY: Mu katab is the slave who contracts with his master to buy his own freedom.
Kitc1bah is the mone ta ry value that the slave has agreed to pay.

J!.;jriJ I~l5. ~1,,..J
j l ~yl tilL
...;..Jbd
'-'~1 f 8. ~
,l, ~ I JI... _xl.;.~_u._;S'_i:..;;
, .. ,.
. -...;.""
~... .
.. ...
'-'~
W e shall narrate the hadith (tradition) of Jabir ~ k~~; " When you hear the barking
of the d ogs ." in the chapter on covering vessels. (Hadith (tradition) # 4302)
SECTION III
.!..)1i11j.Aili
O N ARISING FROM A G AT HERI NG
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Abu Dawud # 1555.
Ti rmid hi # 3634.
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2450. Sayyiduna Ayshah l~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA#.i»ljJ spoke
some words after sitting in an assembly or after offering salah (prayer), She asked
him about them. He said, 11lf one speaks that which is good t hen these words will
be a seal on his speech till the day of resurrection. If he speaks t hat which is bad
they will be an atonement for his speech." (the words are:)
"'

'"'

~I

, "'

"'

"' '

"'

~I

~

.~ i:'1~.P'J6Js•- ,,~,~1~!~6J~,J..iLD'~~

(You are without blemish, 0 Allah! And with your praise (I begin). There is no God
but you. I seek your forgiveness and repent to you.} 1
ON BEHOLDING THE NEW MOON

(.)j\.)~\ oi.J.J)-IJ.f~& ~ ;~4-J \J.f~6 ~;
2451. Sayyiduna Qatadah 4;&. .&1 ~ J narrated that he had learnt that when Allah's
Messenger~J~.&,~ saw the new moon, he said;
.,,.,
.,,.,
.,,.,
.J..!..)j .L;._ J~ .J..!..) ~ .L;._ J~ .J..!..)j .L;._ J~
tS
r- . . tS .J-;-- . . - r- . .
(A new moon of good and guidance A new moon of good and guidance a new moon
of good and guidance I believe in him who crated you}
(Saying it three times) Then he said:

,,

,,

,,

"'

I

IJ.f~ &~; ~4-J IJ.f~ 6~; ~j L$.}31 ~.W.I
(Praise belongs to Allah who has caused such and such -a-month to be over and
brought (another) to begin. }2
COMMENTARY: According to a hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna Ibn Umar in Darimi, the
prophet called Allahu Akbar on seeing the new moon and then prayed in these words of
the hadith (tradition).
As for the words of the hadith (tradition): 'a new moon of Good ....' These could be a prayer
for that to happen or a pious premonition that it would be so.
TO REMOVE ANXIETY

t
2

Nasa'i # 1345.
Abu Dawud # 5092.
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2452. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.iii1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~jJ said ·
the if anyone is burdened by much anxiety then he should pray:

~~Wi~~J(P
~~5:1...~~
. .Dl;i~.x::,.,~uL:o:
\w ~,_;,;~,:;: l.:.Ol~lj~.l!£~1~~h.ll ~ t~t\
~
~....,...---~
~..,~-.,
~
~til'~
J

,

•

,

•

,.

• J

•

{0 Allah, I am your slave, son of your bondman and son of your bondwoman. I am
within you grasp and my forelock is in your hand. Your command is enforced on
me. Your decree about me is just. I beseech you in each of the name that is yours
with which you have called yourself, or which you have revealed in your Book, or
which you have taught anyone of your creature, or which you inspired your slaves,
or which you have preferred to preserve in the secret places with you - that you
make the Quran the spring of my heart and the dispeller of my anxiety and grief}
No slave prays in this way but Allah removes his grief and grants him ease instead.t
TAKBIR & TASBIH ON ACCLIVITY & DECLIVITY

(lSJli...:-11 oi.JJ) -~ l!ljJ 1315 uj.S'u¥ 13! l!S' Jti~L?-~j

('\'tor)

2453. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&~~J narrated that when they climbed up a rise they called
Allahu Akbar, and when they descended, they said, "subhan Allah."2
REMOVING GRIEF

2454. Sayyi,!iuna Anas ~ .iil1 ~J narrated that when an· affair caused him anxiety,
Allah's Messenger ~J~iil1jJ prayed:
{0 The Ever-Living, 0 the eternal, I seek help in your mercyp
COMMENTARY: Haakim and Ibn Sunni have transmitted this hadith (tradition) from
sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.&s~J· Haakim and Nasai have transmitted it from Sayyiduna Ali
· ~.iii1~J i...t ~ marfu form with the words that he repeated again and again in prostration.
,.;. !\., .llj ~~
JJ.
0

y,, ~"v.i ~ .JJ1
c:r. J"

'5 b 1.3 !lil..; ~till

~

M

...

_Jio

J"li ~JJil "'+". ~ ~~ ~j
...

...

"M...

('\'too)

,

..;J..&J~..tJ~~~.llr~ftJilil 9~iJti~~JJ~rJ~U.¥~1~'r~Jti.J.t~ly..;,illl
•

I

(~loi.JJ)-~..jJ~WI
2455. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~..1s1~ J narrated that durili.g the Battle of the
Trenches, they pleaded. ''0 Messenger of Allah, ie; there a prayer we :!'~Y use, for,
our hearts are in our mouths?" He said, "Yes, pray:
1

Razin.
Bukhari # 2993, Darimi # 2674, Musnad Amad 3-339.
3 Tirmidhl3535.
2
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{0 Allah, conceal our shortcomings and grant us security from fears.}"
Then, Allah sent a wind on the faces of His enemies and He defeated them
with the wind.t
COMMENTARY: The Battle of Trenches is also known as the ·Battle of al-Ahzab (the
confederates). The winds uprooted the cooking pots of the ahzab or confederates and
dismantled their tents.
PRAYER IN THE MARKET

f-'f
'
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,
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"' t ... ,
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2456. Sayyiduna Buraydah 4:S- ,&, ~J narrated that when he entered the market, the
Prophet Muhammad ~J"~,&,~ prayed.

{In the name of Allah. 0 Allah, I ask you for the good of this market and the good
of what is in it (meaning, its people). And, I seek refuge in you from its evil and evil
in it. 0 Allah, I seek refuge in you lest I suffer a loss in a transaction.}2

CHAPTER - VIII
SEEKING REFUGE IN ALLAH

In this chapter we reproduced the ahadith (tradition) about supplications seeking refuge in
Allah from disliked, contrary to Shari'all and harmful things and from the deceit of the devil.
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether it is better to recite (~4~.;&-1) or (~4 i;,:·..l). Most of them
prefer the latter in the light of the words of the Quran:
~

.r "'

'(

t

t

,. ~

c:

-: ,(,~!'l~'"'·:.qj\~
"".JJL~lg.
, ""
~ '-"'*'
J
{And when you recite the Quran. Seek refuge in Allah ... ) (16:98)
However, the hadith (tra4ition) and the aathar establish that (4\f~ ~') s~ek refuge in Allah)
may also be recited. So, there is no harm in doing so.
SECTION I
jji1j.;aiil
.II

;.J

a

REFUGE FROM DIFFERENT THINGS

1
2

Musnad Ahmad 3-3.
Bayhaqi in ad-Da'waat ul Kabir.
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2457. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 6$..1!1~..) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#..1!1~
said. "Seek refuge in Allah from the severity of trial, depth of wretchedness, evil
destiny and malicious mockery of enemies."l
COMMENTARX: This is a comprehensive pri~yer. It embraces all aspects of religious and
worldly problems.
THAT FROM WHICH THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J~~jJ SOUGHT REFUGE
J, .. ,

!.

'

..

J,

'

'

""..
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-....;...J.}Lij~il ~ ~3_;LI ~L~I J~_;.L::,j ~ill!~ &lJI....!..JB' Jli u;JI ~j (YtOA)
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2458. Sayyiduna Anas "~..1!1~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad~....J"~~iil'~ prayed: .

"' "'.. ' .. "' "''.J ~
, .J @..
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.J ., • .J ,
.J ~
"'
:. !Y" .....
{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from anxiety, grief, inability, slackness, cowardice,
niggardliness, burden of debt and domination of men.}2
J

"'

~~ilj~SJI ~ ~3_;LI JL!~lll J~~J~IDI ~ &J.li....!..J~ ~li~~j (Yto~)
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:. ..
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2459. Sayyiduan Ayshah ~iii1~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~ii11~
used to pray:

~~lj~~~~~~4 ~ (5~1~
{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from slackness decrepitude, debt and sin. 0 Allah, I
seek refuge in you from punishment in hell, trial of the fire,· trial in the grave,
punishment in the grave, mischief of the trial of affluenC'e, mischief of thf: !Tial of
poverty, the evil of the trial of the dajjal, 0 Allah, wash off my sins with snow au~
hail water, cleanse my heart as a white garment is cleansed from filth, and remove

1

2

Bukhari # 6616, Muslim # 53-2707, Musnad Ahmad 2-246.
Bukhari # 6369, Abu Dawud # 1514, Tirmidhi # 3551, Musnad Ahmad 3-226.
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my sins far away from me as you have distanced the East from the west.p
COMMENTARY: It must be understood that only the infidels will undergo Allah's
pUnishment. The monotheists will be punished in the hereafter for their misdeeds and that
cannot be called punishment but it is called 'disciplining' or correcting.'
The trial of the Fire is that which leads to hell, The trial of the grave is the questioning of
Munkar and Nakir, the two angels and if satisfactory answers are not given punishment in
the grave follows.
'Grave' refers to the intervening period between death and resurrection. It can be within
the grave or elsewhere:
The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~.lis~ jJ made this supplication to teach the ununah. They
should seek refuge from these things.

GJ-aol_,.;) -liJy~' ,1 Vi.¥S
2460. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Arqam ~lil~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~lilljJ
used to pray:

rA ,

~'Y

l>.'
.,., -: ,l....a ... ,k:..!.1•,. .'f . ..J.tl....a . .
. !J "'t~
X ~.,r-l.,r. . _, .
X ~~.,r....,
M

{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from inability, slackness, cowardice, niggardliness;

decrepitude and punishment in the grave. 0 Allah, let my soul observe taqwa and
purify it. .You are the best purifier of it. You are its Guardian and its Master. 0
Allah, I seek refuge in you from knowledge that will not benefit, from the heart
that will not submit, from a soul that will not be satisfied and from a supplication
that will not be·granted.}2
COMMENTARY: knowledge that will not benefit is what is not put to pra.-::G.~e and not
taught to others and such an is not allowed by Shari'ah.
Knowledge that does not arouse taqwa is a gate of the gate of th;.::; world and a kind of
worldly pursuit.
I

'

I

,.,

I

I

~~3_¥.\ JL~I~J ~WI ~,llll-}~5 ~~~(~.....u~ j~.;:J.~ ,lll~lj.J (Yt \')

2461. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar
of Allah's Messenger~J~l»tjJ was:
1

2

~.lis~~ J

narrated that one of the supplications

Bukhari # 6275, Muslim# 49-589, Tirmidhi # 353560, Musnad Ahmad 2-185.
Muslim # 73-2722.
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{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from the withdrawal of blessings, a reversal of your
protection, a sudden reprisal from you and every kind of your wrath.p
...
,
.....
l ... , ,
r;
...
,l,'.:.,
"""'C:
_j-! ~ ~jjLI ~!J.Llll J~ _;.L:,j ~ illl ~;ill Jj-!5 ~B' ~.:...Hi 1!.}~ c)£j
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(_.p..\.-Aoi-'.J}-~l.;JlA~~j•! \ ,s.lA
2462 Sayyiduna Ayshah l&:'-liii~.J narrated that' Allah's Messenger ~1...JA:l'-.11';"" used to pray:

{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from the evil of what I have done and from the evil of
what I have not donep
COMM~NTARY: Apart from the obvious meaning of seeking refuge from evil doings, it
also means that one may not take credit oneself for keeping away from evil. Rather, it is
Allah's favour.
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<~~)-~.¢J!1u!JYIJtfiJ~J!f~es~l&il&li(S...1.;p
2463. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.111~..l narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#li11~ used

to pray:
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{0 Allah. To you do I submit. In you do I believe. On you do I rely. To you do I turn
in repentance. And with your help so I contend. 0 Allah, I seek refuge in your
Might, there being no God besides you, lest you send 111e astray. You are the Ever
living who never dies, but the jin and mankind die.p
SECTION II

Muslim # 96-2739, Abu Dawud # 1545.
2 Muslim# 95.2716, Abu Dawud # 1550, Musnad Ahmad 6-139.
3 Bukhari # 6317, Muslim # 67.2717, Musnad Ahmad 1-95.
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{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from four things: knowledge that does not
benefit, a heart that does not submit, a soul that is not satisfied and a
supplication that is not granted.p
2465. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr narrated it too.2

~_,.!J$-~jlj $1 &., (j~~~ J~~j~alJI ~JJ1 jy!J ~~ j~;:J.~j ('\'t\"\)
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,

2466. Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ used to
seek refuge from five things: cowardice, niggardliness, decrepitude, (evil) trial of
the heart (with bad manners and bad belief), punishment in the grave.3
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2467. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
used to pray:

_;.l.J;iJI »T-.....!..J{~ ~3JllJ ;J,;u1J ~IJ}1ll ~ ~3_;I J!J £11\
{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from poverty, destitution and disgrace. And, I seek
refuge in You lest I oppress or be oppressed. }4
I

J
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I
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I

~~lj ~li;JI ~ ~3_;.\ JL~l J~ ~~ _;l.::,j 4£ill1 j.-D;l.H jy!J -..i.Jl ~j (Yt"\A)

(~W.ll_, Jjby.l oi.JJ) -~~':JI r:_,.!j
2468. Sayyidu.na Abu Hurayrah ~"~'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~-J"-:1'-~'~
used to pray:
·

l!~':JI ~-;;~...~
'.~IJ{l;JI ~l.!ti!JI.~..A~j
.!\.~~ ....lj£1 l\
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{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from dissension. Hypocrisy and bad manners} 5
,
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2469. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#~'~
used to pray.

1

Tirmidhi # 3549, Ibn Majah # 3837, Musnad Ahmad 2-267, Nasa'i, Abu Dawud.

2 Tirmidhi, Nasa'i
3 Abu Dawud # 1540,

Ibn Majah # 3844, Musnad Ahmad 1-22.
Abu Dawud # 1544, Nasa'i 8-261, Musnad Ahmad 2-35, Ibn Majah # 3842.
5 Abu Dawud # 1546, Nasa'i 8-264.
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{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from hunger, for indeed, it is an evil companion.
And, I seek refuge in you from treachery. For, indeed, It is a concealed evil}l
COMMENTARY: Hunger makes one weak and unable to devote to worship. But, hunger
imposed on oneself to concentrate, but in a moderate manner, is good for internal cleansing
and purity of body.
.
Treachery is to disobey Allah and His Messenger ~J4#.a,.~ and to cheat people. It is to
this the Quran points:

,;r,, . J.,,,_,.,~Jf)1,,e
.. t.~..3:JP<!~It;;..
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~

{0 You who believe, betray not Allah and the Messenger nor betray your trusts.} (8:27)

lfiJ.JI

~ ~ 3_;.1 J1~'1 j_fo-~~ ~j ~ili1 ~,iJ1 j_,.!J ~ u;SI6£j (YiV•)
(~Ll.li.J .)jby.l oi.J.J) -~lii'~l E:if~J~ft.lj~l.:i~Jj

2470. Sayyiduna Anas 4:~11,$-PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1...J":l~IJ,p was wont to pray:
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{0 Allah, I seek refuge in your from leprosy, elephantiasis, lunacy and evil illnesses} 2
COMMENTARY: Some illnesses are named specifically and others are generalized.

Refuge is sought from such illnesses as hamper the sick from giving rights of Allah and
rights of fellowmen.
The ulama (Scholars) say that leprosy is not contagious there is body contact with the leper
and pus transfers to another.

~ ~j_,LI J!J,lll j_fo- ~j ~ ~lH ~~I~~ jli ~Lo ~ ~:L;i 6£J

(YiV\)

(\.5-lA_;UI ob.J) -E:Ij-&\Jij ~ld~lj ~~~~ yl;.b

2471. Sayyiduna Qutbah ibn Maalik ~ il!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad
~J4#iill~ used to pray:

E:IJ..'\JIJ ~~.:;LYIJ ~~~~ ~·' ;.5:!..:~ ~3_;.1 Jt!il'l
{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from evil morals, deeds and impulsesp
COMMENTARY: Evil morals are bad deeds of the heart. Examples are: jealousy, hatred etc.
Impulses include evil beliefs and wrong ideas.
A LOMPREHENSIVE PRAYER FOR REFUGE
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2472. Sayyiduna Shutayr ibn Shakal ibn Humayd reported about his father that he
asked the P!'ophet Muhammad ~J4#.1i1~ of Allah to teach him an expression by

Abu Dawt:-:f # Ibn Majah # 3354.
Dawud # 1554, Musnad Ahmad 3-192.
3 Tirmidhi # 3591.
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which he might seek refuge in Allah. He instructed him to pray:
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{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from the evil of my hearing, the evil of my sight, the
evil of my tongue, the evil of my heart and the evi19f my semen.}t
PROTECTION FROM SUDDEN ACCIDENTS
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2473. Sayyiduna Abu al-Yasar ~ ~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~
used to make this supplication:

I~,
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~~~..;JI.....!.JI~

{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from a house (or wall) falling on me. I seek, refuge in
you from falling from a height, from drowning, from burning and from
decrepitude. I seek refuge in you from the devil confusing me at the moment of my
death. I seek refuge in you lest I die while deserting (the army in) your path. I seek
refuge in you lest I die of a sting of a venomous bite.}2
According tu version of Nasai'i the words: 'and from sorrow" are added.
COMMENTARY: Some of these things are such that death because of them is regarded as
martyrdom yet refuge is sought from such death. The reason is that a terrible pain and
affliction result when any of these is experienced by a person. An exceptional endurance is
called for on such occasions and the devil gets an opportunity to try the victim.
Infirm old age is.likely to dent a person's senses and make him speak nonsense and falter
in worship. So, one should seek refuge in this kind .of uld age.
It is said that one who memorises the Quran is preserved from such trials.
REFUGE FROM COVETOUSNESS
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2474. Sayyiduna Mu'~Jh .ur..i»1~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~Jil1~
said, "Seek refuge from greed that leads to disgrace."
COMMENTARY: Greed includes expecting riches from the creatures of Allah. It causes a
1
2

Abu Dawud # 1551, Musnad Ahmad 3-429.
Abu Dawud # 1552, Musnad Ahmad 3-426, Nasa'i.
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defect of character because one belittles oneself before men of the world and disgraces
oneself. A man loses his self-respect in the world. He ~ecomes impure religiously too. It is
root of corruption in a person's religious life while righteousness and a god fearing attitude
can correct one's religions.
Shaykh Ali Muttaqi .1!1 ~J said that if one desires to receive wealth that one had been
promised, and is certain to get it, then it does not full under the purview of this hadith
(tradition) and it is not greed. Also, when he is very much friendly with another man who
fulfils his wishes then expecting something from him is not greed.
• DARKNESS OF THE MOON
I
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2475. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~.pl»1~J narrated that (once) Allah's Messenger ~J4#li11~
looked at the moon and said, "Seek refuge in Allah from the evil of this one, 0
Ayshah, for, it spreads darkness when it loses its light."1
COMMENTARY: The surah al-Falaq of the Quran calls for seeking refuge in the Lord of the
dawn from certain things. One of these is

·'
~'151~_,
... ~ ~
{From the evil of darkness when is overspreads) (113:3)
The hadith (tradition) refers to the moon when it is eclipses. That is a portent of Allah.
It does not follow that those trials and mischief descend that are predicted by soothsayers
and people with wrong beliefs when an eclipse (of sun or moon) occurs.
In fact, an eclipse should make one contemplate lest one face a decline in one's light of faith
and deeds.
Some exegetes, however, do not speak of the verse as referring to an eclipse. They say it
refers to darkness of the night.
REFUGE FROM INNER EVIL
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2476. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn 4~ .&1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad
~J4#.1!1~ said to his (Imran's) father, "0 Husayn, how many gods do you worship
in a day?" He said,"Seven, Six on earth and one in heaven." He asked, 11In which of
them you place your hope and have your fears?" He said, "The one who is in the
heaven." He said, 110 .Husayn, if you submit to Islam, I shall teach you two
expressions that will benefit you (in both the worlds)." When Husayn embraced
1

Tirmidhi # 3377, Musnad Ahmad 6-215.
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Islam, he said, 110 Messenger of Allah. Teach me t he two expressions you had
promised me." He instructed him to say:
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{0 Allah guide me on the right way, and protect me from the evil in my self.p
COMMENTARY: Husayn's reference to the god in heaven was only according to his perception
because he was not a believer who knows that Allah is not confined to a single place.
NIGHTMARE

(~ I~.J LS.l.o_;U I.J .)jl.)y.l o\_J.J) -~
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2477. Sayyiduna Amr ibn shu'ayb ii1 ~J narrated from his father, from his

grandfather (Abdullah) 4;S. ii1 ~J that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 ~ said that if
anyone had a nightmare then he must pray:

{I seek refuge in the perfect words of Allah from His wrath and His retribution, and
the mischief of His creatures and from the temptations of the devils and that they
come to me.J
After that they will not harm him.
So, Abdullah Ibn Amr 4;S. ii1 ~J used to teach this supplication to his grown up
children and, after writing it down on some material, he hung it on the neck of
those who had not attained puberty.2
COMMENTARY: We know from this hadith (tradition) that it is allowed to put a ta'widh
(talisman) round the neck on which verses of the Quran or Allah's names are written
down. It is forbidden to hang other kinds of amulets.
INTERCESSION OF PARADISE & ~T~LL FOR SUPPLICANTS

~ti 9'3-A ~)Jj ~I dH
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2478. Sayyiduna Anas #,;S.ii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~ii1~ said, "If

anyone prays to Allah asking Him for paradise three times, then paradise says:

{0 Allah admit him to paradiseJ
1

2

Tirmidhi # 3494.
Tirmidhi # 3539, Musnad Ahmad 2-181.
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And if any one pray to Allah, three times, seeking to be delivered from hell, then
hell says:

{0 Allah, protect him from hell.p
COMMENTARY: Prayer may be made three times in one sitting or in different assemblies.

However, it should be from the core of the heart with humility and submissiveness.
~!tihj~~l
SECTION III
PROTECTION FROM A SPELL
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2479. Sayyiduna All-Qaqa li11~J narrated that Sayyiduna Ka'b al-Ahbar ~1»1~J said,
"But for certain words that I recite, the Jews would have turned me into as ass." He
was asked, 1'What are they?" He said:

~~~':j}.. ~ .. ~t LA .. ~.r.A ,\.!I ,,~ .. ro!L l ,,==LA ~ ,a 1J.J 1II'~
..._r .. ,'L ..
'-'".J 1.).i.J~ ._rv-.. __,_., ...JIW .J~~ ~..
;,.J
{I seek refuge in the countenance of Allah, the Mighty, there being none mightier
than Him, and in the perfect words of Allah which none, pious or sinner, can
exceed, and in the beautiful names of Allah of which I know and of which I do not
know, from the evil of what He has created, originated and spread.}2
COMMENTARY: Ka'b al Ahbar was a wise man of the Jews He lived in the Prophet's times
bat remained deprived of seeing him and keeping his company. He became a Muslim in
the times of Sayyiduna Umar ~~~J· The Jews then hated him and, according to him, if he
had not made this prayer, they would have turned him into an ass, meaning a despised
and stupid one like a donkey.
The perfect words of Allah are the words of the Quran. No one can exceed them. 'This
means that no one beyond their reward, punishment, etc. All those things that Allah has
said about giving reward or punishment to anyone, or mentioned any other thing, they will
all transpire without an element of doubt. There can be no change in that.
Or, Allah's perfect words are His attributes and His knowledge. Nothing escapes them and
they have encompassed all things.
REFUGE FROM DISBELIEF

1 Tir~nidhi
2

# 2581, Ibn Majah # 4340, Nasa'i # 5531, Musnad Ahmad# 13172.
Muwatta Maalik # 51-4-12.
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2480. Sayyiduna Muslim ibn Abu Bakrah .&1~ J narrated th~t his father used to pray
after the salah (prayer):
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{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from infidelity and poverty and from the punishment
in the grave)
So, Muslim also began to pray likewise and he asked him. "0 son, from whom have
you got these?" He said, 11 From you!" He said, 11Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ used
to pray in these words after (every) salah (prayer)."1
The version in Tirmidhi does not have after salah (prayer).
Ahmad's version has only the hadith (tradition) (not his father's question and his
answer and the words 'after every salah (prayer).'
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2481. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~.&~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger .&1~
~J~pray:

{I seek refuge in Allah from infidelity and debt.)
Someone queried, ''0 Messenger of Allah, do not bracket infidelity and debt
together?" He said, "Yes!" According to another version (he prayed):

.;lll1J_;S:l1 ~ ~5JLT J!~T
{0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from infidelity and poverty.)
A man asked, 11 Are they at par?" He said, 11Yes!"2
COMMENTARY: Debt is placed with disbelief because a debtor speaks lies, cheats and
retracts on his promise. These are the worst kind of characteristics that are found in infidels
and hypocrites.
As for poverty, it makes a person impatient and causes his destiny. He utters words that
lead to disbelief.

1
2

Abu Dawud # 5090, Nasa'i # 5405, Musnad Ahmad 5-36.
Nasa'i # 5485, Musnad Ahmad 3-38.
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CHAPTER - VIII
COMPREHENSIVE SUPPLICATION
(SUCCINCT ALL-EMBRACING PRAYERS)

SECTION I

I
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2482. Sayyiduna Abu Musa al-Ash' ary 4:$-..ial~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad
~J4~..1at~ used to make this supplication:
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{0 Allah, forgive me my sin, my ignorance, my extravagance in my affairs and that
which you know better than I know. 0 Allah, forgive me sins committed
deliberately and my sins committed lightheartedly, my unintentional sins and my
intentional sins. All these sins are committed by me. 0 Allah, forgive me my earlier
sins and my previous sins, what I concealed and what I declared openly, and which
you know better than I know. You are the one who advances and you are the one
who puts back, and you are over all things powerful)l
COMMENTARY: This is how the umrnah must seek forgiveness form Allah for their
wrongs acknowledging that

(All these things are found in me}
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ spoke these words to demonstrate his submission and
humility to Allah. He was, otherwise, innocent of all sins.
GOOD OF THE TWO WORLDS

1

Bukhari # 6398, Muslim# 70.2719, Musnad Ahmad 4-417.
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2483. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-#~~~
was used to pray:
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{0 Allah, correct for me my faith which is the safe guard of my affairs correct for me
my world in which lies my livelihood. Correct for me my next world to which is my
final destination. And, cause for me life to be a means of increase in every things
that is good, and cause death a means of rest me from every evil.p
COMMENTARY: Life of this world is put right with a lawful livelihood earned through
clean mean. It promotes obedience clean means. It promotes obedience and uninterrupted
worship. The next life is put right by such work as delivers one from punishment. Death
will bring rest if life terminates with the kalimah and correct faith.
PRAYER FOR GUIDANCE
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2484. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ .&1 ~J narrated that the Prophet

Muhammad ~J~.&~~ used to pray.
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{0 Allah, I ask you for guidance, righteousness, piety and freedom from want.}2
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2485. Sayyiduna Ali ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ instructed

him to pray:

{0 Allah, guide me and set me aright,}
11

remembering that you are being guided when you ask for guidance, and
remember on arrow's ability to get the target when you ask to be set aright."3
COMMENTARY: When he made the prayer, he ought to bear in mind that he was asking
guidance that led to the right path. And, he ought to conceive that he was asking to be set
aright like a straight unwavering arrow. Allah will give perfect guidance and set aright
perfectly.
PRAYER OF A NEW MUSLIM

Muslim# 71-2721.
Muslim# 72.2721, Tirmidhi # 3500, Ibn Majah # 3832, Musnad Ahmad 1-411.
3 Muslim # 78.2725, Abu Dawud # 4225.
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2486. Sayyiduna Abu Maalik Al-Ashja'I .ikt ~ J narrated that his father said that
whenever a man embraced Islam, the prophet Muhammad ~J 4# .ikt ~ taught him
the salah (prayer) and instructed him to pray:
·
J

~ ,

,

~JJij~~j~~ljLt~ ;ljQJ#-IJ.l,UI
{0 Allah, forgive me, have mercy on me, guide me, give me security (and sound
health) and bestow on me provision.p
PRAYER COVERING ALL DEMANDS OF BOTH WORLDS
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2487. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .ikt ~J narrated that the supplication made by the Prophet

Muhammad ~J4#.ikl~ very often was;
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{0 Allah, grant me what is good in this world, and what is good in the next world,
and preserve us from punishment of hell.}2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J4,J$~t~ made this supplication very often
because it is a comprehensive prayer. Moreover, it is also revealed in the Quran.
If anyone sits alone and contemplates with a clean inside over the blessings of both worlds
and makes this prayer, he will observe that he receives perfect peace and radiance when he
makes it.
SECTION II
~\iltj..44rt
AN ALL EMBRACING SUPPLICATION
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2488. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad~J4#iilt~

used to pray in these words:

1 Muslim# 35-697.
2 Bukhari # 6389, Muslim

# 27.2690, Tirmidhi # 3498, Musnad Ahmad 3-208.
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(My Lord, help me but do not help against me. Give me victory but not give victory
over me. Scheme for me but do not do so against me. Guide me and make guidance
easy for me. Help me against those who wrong me. 0 my Lord, cause me to be
grateful to you, one who remembers you, who fears you, who obeys you, who is
humble before you, who is earnest in supplication to you and repentant. My Lord,
accept my repentance, cleanse my sins, grant my prayers and make my plea strong
and let m:y tongue be true. Guide my heart and remove envy from my bosom)l
COMMENTARY: While the words (J ~'J) mean 'and conspire for me' ...., when they are
used for Allah, however, they mean; 'send down punishment on enemies of Islam from
such places as they cannot conceive.'
The words 'envy from any bosom' are (LS;~~) and these words mean, actually, blackness
of the heart. 'Blackness' represents 'grudge, envy, anger, jealousy.'
AFTER FAITH SECURITY IS GREATEST ASSET
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2489. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ stood
on the pulpit and wept. He said, 11Pray to Allah for forgiveness and health, because,
after being given faith, none of you is given anything better than health."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~..l!1~ was aware tha.t his ummah would
fall prey to base desires, greed and indecency. He wept because of that, for, he had brought
them out of ignorance into Islam which meant guidance, self sacrifice, honesty and selfrespect. He had molded them as models of these noble characteristics. He realized that a
time would come when they would be trapped by the devil. Hence, he instructed them to
ask Allah for pardon and sound health which is aafiyah. This includes security.
BEST SUPPLICATION IS FOR SECURITY & HEALTH
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2490. Sayyiduna Anas ~...1!'~; narrated that aman came to the Prophet Muhammad
1

Tinnidhi # 2562, Abu Dawud # 1510, Ibn Majah # 3830, Musnad Ahmad 1-227, Manners in Islam #
665 (Darul Isha' at Karachi)
2 Tirmidhi # 3569, Ibn Majah # 3849, Musnad Ahmad 1/3.
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and asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, which supplicatiGn is the most
excellent?' He said, "Pray to your Lord for health and security in this world and the
next." Next day, the man came to him again and put the same question. He told him
the like of what he had said. Again, he came on the third day and got a similar reply
with the additional words, "If you arP given health and security in this world then,
indeed you have succeeded."t
PRAY FOR LOVE OF ALLAH
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2491. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Yazid al-Khatmi ;.;s. ..1l1 ~; narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~ J~o,J.s..1!1~ used to make this supplication:
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{0 Allah, grant me your love and love of him whose love will benefit me in your sight.
0 Allah, cause whatever you grant me of that which I love to be strength in what
you love.
0 Allah, cause whatever you deny me of that which I love to be a means tome to
devote myself to what you love.}2
AN EXCELLENT SUPPLICATION

2492. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.."~~ J narrated that seldom did Allah's Messenger ~oJ,.:.iJI1~
~J

1

arise from an assembly without making this supplication for his sahabah: ~iJI,~;

Tirmidhi # 3523, Ibn Majah # 3848.
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10 Allah, cause us to have as much portion of your fear as becomes a barrier
between us and disobedience to you and as much of obedience to you as may iead
us to paradise and as much of faith as removes hardships of this world from us.
And, let us benefit from our hearing, our sight and our vitality as long as you cause
us to live and cause them to survive us. And, seize revenge from those who wrong
us and help us against those who antagonize us. And do not cause our difficulties to
descend on our religion and do not make this world our chief ambition and do not
make it the limit of our knowledge. And impose not on us one who would not have
mercy on us.p
COMMENTARY: The prayer asks for faith to such an extent that the hardship of the world
and its problems seem to be very easy. If anyone is convinced that Allah is Ar-Razzaq (The
Provider) then he will not be disturbed if he faces poverty. His difficulties will become soft.
The prayer also asks for being oriented in such a way that one does not worry much over
worldly affairs, beyond the necessary.
PRAYER FOR KNOWLEDGE & DEEDS
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2493. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.fii~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.fil~~
used to pray:
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10 Allah, give me benefit from that which you have taught me, and teach me that
which will benefit me, and increase me in knowledge. Praise belongs to Allah in
every condition and I seek refuge in Allah from the condition of the dwellers of hellP
PRAYER FOR BLESSING & HONOUR
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2494. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~ i»1 ~J narrated that whenever Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 j..P received a revelation, a sound was heard near his face
resembling the humming of the bees. One day, it came to him and they waited (near
him) for a while but it went away from him. He faced the qiblah, raised his hands
1
2

Tirmidhi # 3513.
Tirmidhi # 3610, Ibn Majah # 251.
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and prayer:
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{0 Allah give us more but do not give us less. Raise us in honour but do not
humiliate us. Grant us but do not deprive us. Prefer us but do not prefer others over
us. Please us and be pleased with us}
Then he said, "Then he said, "Ten verses have been revealed to me. He who abides
by them will enter paradise," and he recited:

-...!..J~J!ll fi(il Ji
{Prosperous indeed are the believers} till he finished the ten verses. (23: 1-10)1
COMMENTARY: The revelation was brought to the Prophet Muhammad ~J~iil~~ by
Jibril r~~ ~. The sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~ ~~ ~J heard him but could not
decipher his voice and Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~~~~J described it as the humming
of the bees.
The ten verses that were revealed to the Prophet Muhammad ~J"'#~~~ and the hadith
(tradition) gives glad tiding to those who abide by them are:
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{Prosperous indeed are the believers, those who in their salalt (prayer) are humble,
and those who from (everything) vain turn away, and those who of zakah are doers,
and those who of their private parts are guards, except in regard to their spouses or
those whom their night hands possess- for then surely they are not blameworthybut whosoever seeks beyond that, so those - they are the transgressors, and those
who of their trusts and l:Cvenants are preservers, and those who of their salawat are
observant, those! They are inheritors} (23:1-10)
~'i11j..Aiil

SECTION III

PRAYER FOR EYE-SIGHT

1

Tirmidhi # 3184, Musnad Ahmad 1-34.
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2495. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Hunayf ~~~~J narrated that a blind man came to the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~,&,~ and requested him, 11 Pray to Allah that he may cure
me." He said, "If you like, I shall pray for you, but if you lik~, you may show
patience and that is better for you." The man insisted, 11pray for me." So, he
instructed him to make ablution and make it perfect and supplicate in these words:
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{0 Allah, I pray you- and I beseech your by virtue of your Prophet Muhammad
Prophet of mercy. I turn, by mean of you (0 Prophet)~J~,&,~ to my Lord to have
my need, this one, granted to me 0 Allah let him be an intercessor for me.}t
COMMENTARY: Patience was better because loss of eyesight is compensated by paradise.
Allah, the Exalted, says, "If I deprive a slave of Mine of the sight of both his eyes and he
endures it, then I give him paradise in return of that." (Bukhari # 5653, Musnad Ahmad #
700, Tirmidhi # 2408, 2409.)
PRAYER OF PROPHET DAWUD ~'}l.-lt4,lfo
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2496. Sayyiduna Abu Ad-Darda ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~
said that among the supplications of (Prophet) Dawud ~'}l..J~~ was:

{0 Allah, I pray to you for your love and love of him who loves, you, and ~'-'~J deeds
that will lead me to your love. 0 Allah, cause Your love to be dearer • J me than my

own self, my family and than cold water.}
And, whenever Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ mentioned P!'·:Jphet Dawud ~'}l..JI4#, be
spoke of him, saying. 11 He worshipped more than othf::: of mankind." 2
A COMPREHENSIVE PRAYER
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Tirmidhi # 3589, Ibn Majah # 1385, Musnad Ahmad 4-138, Nasa'i Kubra 10490
# 3501.
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2497. Sayyiduna Ata ibn as-Sa'ib .f»l~; narrated that his father related to him that
Sayyiduna Ammar ibn Yasir ~~~~J led them in salah (prayer) but made it very
brief. Some of the people said to him. "Indeed, you made it short and brief." He
said, ''The brevity should not be blamed on me because I have made many
supplications in it (in its qadayh) which I had heard from Allah's Messenger which
I had heard from Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~." when he got up to depart, one of
the men (of the congregation) pursued him. (Here Ata said tpat the man was his
father but he also alluded that he was Ata himself). He asked him about the
supplication and then returned to enlighten the people about it, thus;

{0 Allah, though your knowledge of the unseen and your power over the creation,
cause me to live as long as you know life to be better (or me and cause me to die
when you know death to be better for me. 0 Allah, I implore you to grant me fear of
your both unseen and openly. And, I pray to you for the word of truth both when
pleased and when angry. And, I pray to you for moderation both. in poverty and in
riches. And, I pray to you for a blessing that will not end. And, I pray to you for a
coolness of eye that will not be snapped. And, I pray to you for satisfaction with
what is decreed. And, I pray to you for a comfortable life after death. And, I pray to
you for the joy of seeing your face and a longing to meet you without any distress
causing hardship or a trial leading astray.
0 Allah, ;:dorn us with the ornament of faith and let us be guides who are
rightly guided.!
COMMENTARY: The prayer asks for so inuch determination as enables one to speak the
1

·
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Nasa'i # 1305, Musnad Ahmad 4-264.
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truth whether people be pleased or displeased. It also refers to one's own pleasure and
displeasure at it.
Coolness of the eye covers perfect obedience, offspring who survive the supplicant,
regularity in offering the salah (prayer) and good of both the worlds.
The prayer asks for a longing for Allah's sight but the longing should not effect the
supplicant's path along mysticism and on adab or manners and on compliance with
commands.
PRAYER FOR PROFITABLE KNOWLEDGE, APPROVED DEEDS & LAWFUL
SUSTENANCE
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2498. Sayyidah Umm Salamah .u&-.1!1~1 narrated that the Prophet Muhammad 4#.1!1~
~ J used to pray after the salah (prayer) of fajr.
{0 Allah, I beseech you for beneficial knowledge, approved deeds and Htwful
sustenance. )1
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2499. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .u&- .111 ~; said, "I have learnt a supplication from
Allah's Messenger ~ J4:}s-.lil~ that I never fail to make:
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{0 Allah, cause me to be much grateful to you, one who remembers you most and
who foJiows your counsel and obeys your commands.)2
COMMENTARY: The counsel(~;) are the rights of fellowmen and the command (~,_pJ) are
Allah's rights. Hence, "0 Allah cause me to give rights of your creatures and your own rights."
PRAYER FOR HEALTH
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2500. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr .u&-~1~1 narrated that Allah's Messenger 4:}s-.lil~
~J

used to pray:
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{0 Allah, I ask you for sound health (or body, and deeds), abstinence, integrity, a
good character and heing pleased with the decree.p

1

Ibn Majah # 924, Musnad Ahmad 6.294.
# 3617, Musnad Ahmad 2-311.
:. Bazzaz as per Kanz ul Ammal # 3690.
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PRAYER TO KEEP AWAY FROM SIN
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2501. Sayyidah Umm Ma'bad 4$.ihi~.J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger~
~1 ~.ih1pray:
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{0 Allah, cleanse my heart from hypocrisy, my deeds from pretence, my tongue
from falsehood and my eye from sneaky glances, for you know the secret looks of
the eyes and what is concealed in the breasts. )I
{"Treachery of the eyes and what the hearts conceal"} ~40:9)
PRAYER FOR BLESSING IN BOTH WORLDS
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2502. Sayyiduna Anas ~.iki~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iht~ visited a

Muslim man who had gone weak and had become like the young of a bird. Allah's
Messenger ~J~.ih'J...P asked him, J/Did you pray to Allah for something, or ask Him
for anything?" He said, J/I used to pray: 0 Allah, whatever punishment you will
give me in the hereafter, hasten it for me in this world." Allah's Messenger ~.ih1~
~J remarked, "SubhanAllah, you have not the strength nor ability to bear it. Why
do you not pray:
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{0 Allah, grant us good in this world and good in the hereafter and preserve us
from the punishment of hell?l"
Then he supplicated Allah with that and Allah cured him.2
PRAY NOT FOR THE UNENDURABLE

1
2

Bayhaq1 m Da'waat ul Kabir (both foregoing).
Muslim # 23.2688, Tirrnidhi # 3498, Musnad Ahmad 3-107.
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2503. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~li11~ said,
11
lt does not behave a believer to humiliate himself." He was asked, 11How can one
humiliate oneself?" He said, 11 He involves himself in a calamity out of which he
cannot extract himself."t
~
COMMENTARY: It is contrary to a believer's shrewdness that he should accept something
or a responsibility that is beyond his capacity and reach. If he does it, he disgraces himself.
On the face of it, this hadith (tradition) seems to be out of place in this chapter. However, if
it is read with the previous hadith (tradition), we shall see that it is deeply connected with
this chapter. It says that a man should nor even pray for what he cannot tolerate.
A BETTER INNER NATURE
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2504. Sayyiduna Umar
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(0 Allah, cause my unseen to be· better than my known conduct, and let my known

conduct to be righteous. 0 Allah, I ask you for the good of what you grant people of
family, wealth and children, neither misled nor misleading.)2

1

Tirmidhi # 2261, Ibn Majah # 4016.
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BOOK-XI

THE RITES OF THE PILGRIMAGE
ABOUT THE ACTIONS OF HAJJ(PILGRIMAGE)
The dictionary meaning of Hajj (pilgrimage) is to resolve to go to a sacred place. In the
terminology of Shari'ah, Hajj (pilgrimage) is to circumambulate the ka'bah and stand of
~afah in the specific manner taught by the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.iil1~ during the
specific period of time as prescribed by Shari'ah.
Hajj (pilgrimage) is one of the great five basic pillars of religion on which the enter edifice of
beliefs and deeds of Islam stands. The obligation of Hajj (pilgrimage) (which in the
terminology of Shari'ah is calledfard(compulsory)) is established by the Quran explicitly just
as the obligation of zakah is established.
WHEN WAS HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) MADE FARD(COMPULSORY)
The obligation of Hajj (pilgrimage) (as afard(compulsory)) was applied to the ummah of the
Prophet Muhammad~J~.iil1~. It is the distinction of this ummah though the custom of
performing Hajj (pilgrimage) continues from the times of Prophet Ibrahim ~'}L.JI~. It was not
then prescribed as a Jard(compulsory). The correct opinion is that Hajj (pilgrimage) became
Jard(compulsory) (a prescribed duty) only on the ummah of Muhammad ~J~.&l~.
Different opinion are expressed on when Hajj (pilgrimage) became Jard(compulsory). Some
say that it becamefard(compulsory) in 5 AH, some put it in 6AH, but the most correct date is
the close of 9AH with the command of Allah.
~~1~1 r;::
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{And pilgrimage to the House is- a duty of mankind towards Allah for him who is
able to make his way to it.} (3: 97)
·
The command was given towards the end of the year. So, the Prophet Muhammad ~.111~
~J was engaged in teaching the rites' of the pilgrimage and in making preparations for the
journey next year. Therefore, he did not perform Hajj (pilgrimage) that (first) year. He
appointed Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~~; as amir of the pilgrims and sent the to Makkah.
Next year, lOAH, he travelled for the pilgrimage himself. It was a coincidence that, after
Hajj (pilgrimage) was made fard(compulsory), he performed this ··his first pilgrimage and it
was also his last pilgrimage, so this Hajj (pilgrimage) is known as Hajj (pilgrimage)atul wada'
(the farewell pilgrimage). Mter this Hajj (pilgrimage), he departed from this world.
COMMAND OF HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)·
Hajj (pilgrimage) is Jard(compulsory) once in a life time when all the conditions that make it
fard(compulsory) are found.
If anyone does not perform Hajj (pilgrimage) even after all conditions are found in him
making Hajj (pilgrimage) fard(compulsory) on him, then he is a sinner. And, he who rejects
the obligation of Hajj (pilgrimage) is a disbeliever.
The correct thing is that if the conditions of Hajj (pilgrimage) are found then it is
fard(compulsory) to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) promptly. It is a sin to put it off till the
following year. Hajj (pilgrimafe) is wajib (obligatory) for one who enter the miqat without
assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe). He must assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of Hajj
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(pilgrimage) after that. Hajj (pilgrimage) is fard(compulsory) on one who has vowed to perform
Hajj (pilgrimage), too.
It is unlawful and makruh(unbecoming) tahrimah to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) with
unlawful wealth for one who performs Hajj (pilgrimage) without the permission of those
whose permission he is bound to take. It is makruh(unbecoming) tahrimah for one who
performs Hajj (pilgrimage) without making arrangements for ample provision for those
people whose provision is his responsibility as wajib (obligatory).
CONDITIONS THAT MAKE HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) AS FARD(COMPULSORY)
Hajj (pilgrimage) becomes Jard(compulsory) when these conditions are found:
(1) The pilgrim should be a Muslim.
(2) He should be a free man, for Hajj (pilgrimage) is notfard(compulsonJ) on a male or
female slave.
(3) The pilgrim should be sane. Hajj (pilgrimage) is not fard(compulsory) on a mad,
insane or unconscious person.
(4) He should be an adult. Children and who have not attained puberty are not
obliged to perform Hajj (pilgrimage).
(5) He should be of sound health. Hajj (pilgrimage) is not fard(compulsory) on a sick,
blind, lame or handicapped person.
(6) He should be capable, possessing wealth beyond his real needs and debts
payable, enough for his travelling expenses and provision during the journey. And
the excess should be enough also to provide necessities to those who are his
dependents and it is wajib (obligatory) on hitn to provide provision to them, he must
leave for them enough for their expenses till he returns.
(7) There should be peace and safety along his route. If most people make the
journey safely then it is said to be safe and Hajj (pilgrimage) becomes
Jard(compulsory) (if other conditions are met). For example, if most of the travellers
are robbed on the way, or ships sink generally or there is any other kind of fear
than Hajj (pilgrimage) is not Jard(compulsory). But, if these accidents occur only
sometime, then (this conditions is not unfulfilled and) Hajj (pilgrimage) is
fard(compulsonj)'(as for as this condition is concerned).
(8) A woman must be accompanied by her husband or a mahram if the journey
from her residence to Makkah is equal to the distance defined by Shari'ah as a
journey, meaning a three day travel. If she is not accompanied by her husband or a
mahram than it is not allowed to her to undertake the journey. Moreover, the
mahram should be a sane, adult man, not a Magian and a sinner. The woman is
responsiblP for the provision of the mahram whom she takes along with her for
Hajj (pilgrimage). Besides a woman on whom Hajj (pilgrimage) is Jard(compulsory),
may proceed to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) with a mahram even without her
husband's permission.
If a minor boy, or a slave, turns into an adult, or becomes free, after assuming the ihram
(pilgrim-robe), and he performs the Hajj (pilgrimage), then his Jard(compulsory) is not
discharged. If the boy assumes the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for Hajj (pilgrimage) afresh (all over
again on attaining adulthood) than it will be correctly performed. As for the slave, his ihram
(pilgrim-robe) will not be proper even in this condition.
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NUMBER OF FARD(COMPULSORY) IN THE HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
Five actions are fard( compulsory) for a Hajj (pilgrimage) to be correct.
(1) The ihram (pilgrim-robe). It is both a condition for Hajj (pilgrimage) and a rukn or
part essential, meaningfard(compulsory).
(2) Wuquf Arafat which is the standing at Arafat even for a minute whether during
the day or in the night.
(3) Tawafuz Ziyarah. It is also called Tawaful ifadah or tawnfur rukn.
(4) Sequence should be observe in the foregoingfard(compulsory) duties. The ilzram
(pilgrim-robe) should precede the wuquf which should precede the tawaf ziyarat.
(5) Each of these Jard(compulsory) must be discharged at its appointed place, like
wuquf (staying) at Arafat and tawaf (circumambulation) around the ka'bah. And
every fard(compulsonJ) at its appointed time as prescribed by Shari'ah, like the
wuquf on the ninth Dhull Hajj (pilgrimage)ah at the time of Zuhr till before the fajr
of the tenth Tawafis performed after that.
NUMBER OF WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) OF HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
These things are wajib (obligatory) in Hajj (pilgrimage).
(1) Wuquf Muzdilah or the standing or stopping at Muzdilah.
(2) Sa' ee between safa and Marwah.
(3) Rami Jimar or casting pebbles at the jimar.
(4} TawafQudum for non-M.akkans who are called aafaqi.
(5) Halq or taqsir which is to shave off or cut hair.
(6} Every such thing omitting which makes a dumm or sacrifice of an animal wajib

(obligatory).
Apart from these fard(compulsory) and wajib (obligatory) things, there are many things
termed as sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ .}-P) and adab of Hajj
(pilgrimage). They will be discussed at their proper places in the pages following.
SECTION I
jj~tjJaili
HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) IS FARD(COMPULSORY) ONCE IN A LIFE TIME
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2505. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:$~1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
delivered to them a sermon in which he said, "0 you people, indeed, Hajj
(pilgrimage) is made obligatory for you. So, perform Hajj (pilgrimage)." A man
asked, 11ls it every year. 0 Messenger of Allah?" He observed silence till the man
had asked it three times. Then, he said 11Were I to say, 1Yes' it would became
obligatory and you would not be able to observe it." Then, he added, "Leave me
alone as long as I have spared you, for people before you were ruined because of
their excessive questions and' their differences with their prophets when I instruct
you to do something, obey it as much as you are able to when I disallow anything,
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leave it alone."l
COMMENTARY: The sahabi who had put t he question was Sayyiduna Aqra ibn Habis
~l»'~J·

He had supposed that like salah (prayer), fasting and zakah, this worship would be
a recurring duty.
The Prophet's saying that it would have become fard(compulsory) every year if he had said,
'yes' mean~ tha~ he only said what Allah commanded him to say and he never passed on a
command of Shari'ah without Allah commanding him and. if Hajj (pilgrimage) were made
fard(compulsory) every year, it would have been impossible to perform it every year. If he
did not specify the number of times then they were to do that thing without further
questioning. If he specified how many times, then they were to do it accordingly. He said,
"I have been sent to convey the commands of Islam and I do that exactly as I am told."
He also said that they were to discharge Allah's commands as much as they were able to
do. Thus if anyone cannot stand for the salah (prayer), he may offer it sitting, and so on.
Other commands may be understood accordingly. ·
THE BEST DEED
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2506. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»'~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~
was asked, -'Which of the deeds is the most excellent?" He said, 11Belief in Allah and
His Messenger." He was then asked about the next and he said, 11}ihad in Allah's
path." Again, he was asked, "What next?" He said, 11Hajj (pilgrimage) that gains
acceptance."2
COMMENTARY: The most excellent deed is described differently in different ahadith
(tradition). Actu~lly, the answer depends on the person asking, the circumstances and the
surroundings.
HONOUR OF ONE WHO PERFORMS HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) ONLY FOR ALLAH'S
SAKE
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2507. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "H anyone performs Hajj (pilgrimage) for the sake of Allah without having
sexual intercourse with his wife (during the pilgrimage) or being immodest and
sinful, then he returns (sinless) as on the day his mother had delivered him."3
COMMENTARY: One who performs Hajj (pilgrimage) for Allah's sake does not do it to be
praised or to be seen. If anyone combines business with the pilgrimage, then he would earn
a smaller reward than one who performs it only for Allah's sake.

Muslim# 412.1337, Nasa'i # 2619.
Bukhari # 26, Muslim# 83-135, Tirmidhi # 1664, Nasa'i # 625, Musnad Ahmad 4.372.
3 Bukhari # 1521, Muslim# 438.1350, Tirmidhi # 811, Nasa'i # 2627, Darimi # 1796, Ibn Majah # 2889,
Musnad Ahmad 2-246.
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The pilgrim does not have sexual intercourse with his wife during the pilgdmage, does not
talk imm.odestly and does not talk with women in a manner that suggest indecency or
leads to it. This is what (I!JJ) (rafatha) means.
And, the other word(~) (fasaqa) implies that he does not perpetrate a grave sin during
the pilgrimage and does not commit minor sins repeatedly. It must be understood that if
one does not repent for his sins, then that is tantamount to Co~tting a major sin. This is
as Allah says:
~

. -...:uj4ID I;.k ~~--' li <. .1>l &-'j
..,
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1
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{And whosoever repents not, then those are the evil doers} (49: 11)
In short, if anyone performs Hajj (pilgrimage) only for Allah's pleasure without engaging in
immodesty or sin then he returns from the pilgrimage free from sin as he was born innocent.
REWARD FOR HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) IS PARADISE
1
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2508. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lillj...P
said, "The umrah, from one to the next, is an expiation of what is between them (of
minor sins). And, as for the Hajj (pilgrimage) that is accepted there is no reward .for
it but paradise."t
UMRAH IN RAMADAN
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2509. Sayyiduna lbn.Abbas ~l»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»1~ said,
"surely as umrah performed in Ramadan is equal to (one) Hajj (pilgrimage)."2
MINOR ALSO GETS A REWARD
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2510. Sayyiduna· Ibn Abbas ~..111~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~l»1~
. met some riders· at ar-Rawha. He asked, "who are these people?" They said,
11
Muslims!" And, they asked, 1-'Who are you?" He said, 11 Allah's Messenger. A
woman carried a boy high up to him and asked. 11May he (too) perform Hajj
(pilgrimage)?" He said, 11Yes, and you will get a reward."3
1

Bukhari # 1773, Musim # 437.1349, Tirmidhi # 810, Ibn Majah # 2688, Muwatta Maalik # 20.21-66,
Musnad Ahmad 2-246.
2 Bukhari # 1782, Muslim # 221-1256, Nasa'i # 2110, Ibn Majah # 2994, Darimi # 1851, Musnad
Ahmad 1.229.
3 Muslim# 409-1336, Ibn Majah # 2910, (Ar-Rawha is the name of several places. This one is between
Madinah and Makkah- Mu'jum ul Buldah.
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COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J"#.ll'~ said to the woman that the child

may perform Hajj (pilgrimage). Though it was not fard(compulsory) on him, it would be
treated as an optional pilgrimage and he would earn a reward. She too would get a reward
for that because of her supervision and guardianship.
The ruling is that if a minor performs Hajj (pilgrimage), the fard(compulsory). due on him is
not discharge but continues to be due if the conditions are found in him. Similarly, if a
slave performs Hajj (pilgrimage) that will not be counted as a fard(compulsory), and if he gets
freedom from slavery and the condition of Hajj (pilgrimage) found in him, then he will have
to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) again. Contrary to this if a poor man performs Hajj (pilgrimage)
then that will count as a fard(compulsory). If he becomes rich then he will not have to
perform Hajj (pilgrimage) again.
PERFORM HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) FOR SOMEONE ELSE
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2511. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.li'~J narrated that a woman of Khatha'am said. "0
Messenger o Allah, the command of Allah making Hajj (pilgrimage)
fard(compulsory) on his slaves has come when my father is a very old infirm man.
He cannot sit on a camel firmly. May I perform Hajj (pilgrimage) in his place?" He
said,"Yes." This was at the time of the Farewell Pilgrimage.t
COMMENTARY: The woman's father became rich at an old age. Hajj (pilgrimage) became
fard(compulsonJ) but he had not the strength to perform it. The Prophet Muhammad 4#.ll1~
~J permitted her to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) for her father.
The ruling is that if Hajj (pilgrimage) is fard(compulsory) on anyone and he cannot perform it
for some reason like weakness, blindness etc. and is not likely to recover during his life
time, then another person may perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on his behalf, provided the
handicapped person bears all expenses and instructs him to perform it for him.
Moreover even after a person's death another person may perform Hajj (pilgrimage) for him
if he had left instructions fort his to be done. Some ulama (Scholars) say that if children
perform Hajj (pilgrimage) for their parents then it is not necessary to have their prior
instructions and commands.
As for optional Hajj (pilgrimage), any person, handicapped or not, can get another to
perform an optional Hajj (pilgrimage) for him.
As for the woman in this hadith (tradition), it is presumed that her father had instructed
her to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) for him and had borne the expenses too.
This deduction is based on the explanation of Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi .ll1~J against the
hadith (tradition) of Abu Razin .li1~J (# 2528).
Some ulama (Scholars) maintain that children may perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on behalf of
their parents even without their instructions. In this case, this hadith (tradition) supports
their contention because the woman did not say anything about her father's instructions.

1

Bukhari # 1513, Muslim# 408.1335, Abu Dawud # 1809, Tirmidhi # 928, Nasa'i # 2641, Ibn Majah #
2907, Darimi # 1831, Muwatta Maalik # 20.30-98.
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2512. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4$- ~~ ~ J narrated that a man came to the Prophet
11
Muhammad~J4#~'~ and said, My sister had vowed to perform Hajj (pilgrimage)
but has died (before that)." The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#;,.,J..P asked, 11 If she were
in debt, would you have paid it?" He said, 11Yes," He said, 1 the:ri pay the debt
payable to Allah, for, He is the most deserving one to be repaid."
RULING: The heir is permitted to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on behalf of the legator
without his permission or legacy. He may do it himself or get it done.
However, others need to have permission, and instructions in the will to perform Hajj
(pilgrimage) on a dead person.' Behalf.t
WOMAN CANNOT TRAVEL WITHOUT HUSBAND OR MAHRAM
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2513. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.i»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~~~
said, 11 No man must be alone with a woman. And no woman must travel without
a mahram." A man submitted, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, I have been enlisted in
such and such a battle while my wife has decided to travel to perform Hajj
(pilgrimage) with her ."2
COMMENTARY: Woman and man who are not in the category of mahram should not
remain alone.
A woman cannot travel alone to a distance (of journey defined by Shari'ah, 48 miles or 78
kilometres) or more without her husband or a mahram. She is not allowed to undertake a
journey to perform Hajj (pilgrimage), too, without one of them. It is a condition that makes
Hajj (pilgrimage) fard(compulsonJ) on her.
In the terminology of Shariah, a mahram is one with whom marriage is forbidden for ever
either because or close relationship or fosterage or being in-laws. Moreover, A mahram
must be sane, adult and not a Magian or a sinner.
THE JIHAD OF WOMEN IS HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
~
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2514. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that she sought permission of the Prophet
Muhammad ~J4#~~~ to participate in jihad. He said, 11The jihad of you (woman)

1
2

Bukhari # 6699, Musnad Ahmad 1-310.
Bukahri # 3006, Muslim# 424-1314.
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is the Hajj (pilgrimage)." 1
LIMIT OF A WOMAN'S JOURNEY

(~~)-,o~J~~j
2515. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&,~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~~~~

said, 11 A woman must not set out on a journey of a day and a night without there
being with her a mahram. "2
COMMENTARY: There might be an apparent_ contradiction in hadith (tradition) and
juristic rulings.
The. Hidayah writes that it is allowed to women to travel (without their husband or
mahram) to a place that is of a distance lesser than the limit of Shari'ah (three manzils- or,
48 miles). This hadith (tradition), however disallows women to travel without husband or
mahram even to a place that is to a distance of one day anrl one night (which is one
manzil). Moreover, a hadith (tradition) in Bukhari and Muslim says, No woman should
undertake a journey of a distance undertake a journey of a distance of two days and two
nights unless accompanied by her husband or a mahram."
The ulama (Scholars) reconcile the ahadith (tradition) by saying that the distance measure
(48 miles) is the same but it is normally completed in three days and three nights with
halts. If one travels with fewer halts or ceaselessly then it may be completed in one day and
one night too. This explains the difference in days though the measure remains 48 miles.
It is also explained to depend on circumstances. It might be risky for women to travel
beyond two days and nights or sometimes even one day and one night.
The explanation of Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi is more appealing. He said that
the essence of all these ahadith (tradition) is that women must not travel alone. The aim is
not to determine the distance is measure. Hence, today when words are at the lowest ebb,
care demands that women must not travel alone at all, even short distances.
THE MAWAQIT OF HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
11

,

(~~) -~-...!.JM.
2516. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J.ys..i»1~

fixed the miqat (places at which the ihram (pilgrim-robe) must be assumed before
going further):
·
·
For: the people of Madinah: Dhull Hulayfah,
people of Syria: Al-Juhfah,
people of Najd: Qarn al-Manazil, and
1
2

Bukhari # 2875, Ibn Majah # 201, Musnad Ahmad 6-67.
Bukhari # 1088, Muslim# 413-1338, Tirmidhi # 1169, Ibn Majah # 2898.
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people of Yemen: Yalamlam.
These being for these regions and for the people of other regions who arrive there
intending to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah .
For those who reside nearer to Makkah, they should assume the ihram (pilgrimrobe) were they reside. (In this way) for the nearer and the nearer up to the residents
of Makkah itself who should assume it in Makkah.t
COMMENTARY: The meaning of ihram (pilgrim-robe) (rl~l) is 'to make unlawful.' Many
things are forbidden to a pilgrim. To demonstrate that those things stand forbidden from
that time an attire is put on consisting only of a sheet of cloth (rida) and a waist wrapper
(izar) with an intention to perform Hajj (pilgrimage). It is called the ihram (pilgrim-robe).
However, the ihram (pilgrim-robe) is said to be assumed when, after putting on the attire, the .
intention is formed to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) and talbiyah (or labayk) is recited, or any
such things is done. that resembles the talbiyah like sending forth the sacrificial animal. It
anyone merely dons the attire of the ihram (pilgrim-robe), he does not become a mu~m
(one who has assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe)). (Both pieces of attire are unstitched.)
The word muwaqit is the plural of miqat. It is the place where any one whose destination is
Makkah must assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) (if he has not already done so). No one is
allowed to proceed to Makkah beyond this point without the ihram (pilgrim-robe).
DHUL HULAYFAH: It is to the south of Madinah about ten kilometers away. It is also
called Abyar Ali. It is the miqat of the inhabitants of Madinah travelling to Makkah.
JUHFAH: It is about 188 kilometers away from Makkah and a few miles to the south of
Rabigh. The Quraysh trade caravans used to half here, but not it is a deserted place. It is the
miqat for the travellers from Shaam and Egypt.
NAJD: Actually, an elevated place is called Najd, but it is the name of region of Saudi
Arabia. It is very high from sea-level, and presently, all the central portion of the Arabian
peninsula. In the north it begins at the southern tip of the desert of Syria to the velley of AlAwasir or Ar-Rab al Khal in the south, and breadh wise from Ahsa to the Hijaz. The capital
of Saudi Arabia, Riyalih, is in najd.
QARN UL MANAZI: It is a mountainous range of Tihamah about 48 kilometers to the
south of Makkah on the highway from Yemen to Makkah. Sa' diyah is a village there. It i~
the miqat of pil~ms from yemen. The people for India and Pakistan also go from this
route, so it is their miqat too.
There also isDhat Irq, about 97 kilometers from Makkah towards the north east on the
route to Iraq. It is the miqat of travellers from Iraq.2
The words of the hadith (tradition):
~
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(for those intending to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah}
are evidence that if any non-resident of Makkah passes through the miqat wii.!-1 any other
intention then it is not necessary from him to assume the ihtam (pilgrim-robe). Tht~ .is the
contention of Imam (leader) Shafi'I ~~ ~J However, Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah' s .ii1 ~J
opinion is that it is not allowed to enter Makkah without assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
Bukhari # 1526, Muslim# 11-1181, Abu DAwud # 1732, Nasa'i # 2658, Musnad Ahmad 10332.
The original does not mention Yalamlam, the Miqat of Yemenis. It is to the south of Makkah. Here,
the mosque of Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Jabal ~.111~ J is situated.

1

2
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whether the intention is to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah or not. It means that if a
non-resident of Makkah goes into Makkah for Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah or for any other
purpose then it is wajib (obligatory) for him to assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) at the miqat.
He cannot enter without the ihram (pilgrim-robe). The hanafis cite the Prophet Muhammad's
~ J~.1!1~ saying.
'
I
lJr , ''ilutZJI..t&
· rd'i~
........ "" ..)~~

{It is not allowed to go beyond the miqat (to enter Makkah) without assuring the
ihram (pilgrim-robe).}
This hadith (tradition) is absolute without specifying the purpose of visit as Hajj
(pilgrimage) and umrah. Moreover, the ihram (pilgrim-robe) is assumed to show respect to
the sacred place Ka'bah whether one performs Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah or not. Hence,
this command applies to the pilgrim as well as to the trader, the tourist, etc. However,
those people who reside within the miqat are exempt from assuming the ihram (pilgrimrobe) when going to Makkah for their needs because they have to travel.there very often.
So, they attract the same command as the residents of Makkah who can travel out of it and
came back without the ihram (pilgrim-robe).
Those who reside within the miqat but outside the limits of the Haram may assume the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) at their homes up to the limits of the Haram. It is not necessary for them
to travel to the miqat even if they reside near to it.
The hadith (tradition) says nothing of those who reside in the main miqat itself. The ulan1a
(Scholars) say that they are bracketed with those who reside in the miqat.
This command applies also to those who reside between the limits of the Haram to the
miqat. They will assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) there (at their homes) whether they are
nearer the miqat or nearer the Haram. In this way, the residents of Makkah will assume the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) within Makkah. Those who reside outside the city of Makkah but
within the limits of Haram will assume the ilzram (pilgrim-robe) at the Haram of Makkah.
The hadith (tradition) specifies that when the residents of Makkah perform Hajj (pilgrimage),
they may assume the ilzram (pilgrim-robe) within Makkah, but when they intend to perform
umrah, they must go to Hill to assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and then go to the Haram. The
reason is that the Prophet Muhammad (t'1....y.,.Lj;-..11'~ had instructed Sayyidah Ayshah l~.&l~; to
go to Tan'im which is in hill to assume the ilzram (pilgrim-robe) for umrah.
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2517. Sayyiduna Jabir ~..111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ll~~ said, ''The
place to assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for thP. people of Madinah is Dhul
Hulayfah, and on the other road is Al-Juhfah. P~r the people of Iraq, it is Dhat Irq.
For the people of Najd, it is Qarn. And for the people of Yemen, it is Yalamlam."1
COMMENTARY: The other road from Madinah led to Makkah through Juhfah so it was
also the miqat for the Madinah. However, now there only is one route via Dhul Hulayfah
though Juhfah falls on the route. This means that there are two miqats for the people 0f
Madinah. The ulama (Scholars) say that the illmm (pilgrim-robe) should be assumed at a
1

Muslim# 18-1183, Nasa'i # 2651.
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place more distant from Makkah and that is Dhul Hulayfah, but if anyone assumes it at
Juhfah then that, too, is allowed.
NUMBER OF UMRAH & HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) PERFORMED BY THE PROPHET
MUHAMMAD ~J"·~i»~~.p
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2518. Sayyiduna Anas ~i»1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~ performed
four umrahs, all of them in (the month of) Dhul qa' dah except the one that was
performed along with his Hajj (pilgrimage). One of these was performed from
Hudaybiyah in Dhul-qa'dh, a second in the year following in Dhul qadah, another
from J'iranah where he disbursed the booty of hunayn in Dhul qa'dah, and an
umrah performed along with his Hajj (pilgrimage) .I
COMMENTARY: Hudaybiyah is a place about 26 kilometers to the north west of Makkah
towards Jiddah. The mountain Jabal ash-Shumaysi is situated here because of which it is
also called Shumaysiyah. Most of this place lies within the Haram but some of it outside its
limits, in the Hill.
A brief account of the umrah of Hudaybiyah follows. The Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»~~
departed from Madinah on Monday. ·1st Dhul qadah 6 AH with intention to perform the
umrah. He was accompanied by one thousand and four hundred, or some more,
companions. When he came to Hudaybiyah, the quraysh of Makkah disallowed him to
visit the BaytAllah. A lengthy discussion followed where after the peace Treaty of
Hudaybiyan was concluded 'The Prophet Muhammad ~ J ~ i»1 ~ and his companions
were to go back to Madinah that year, but would be allowed to perform umrah the next
year.' So, the Prophet Muhammad ~J"~i»t.}.p returned to Madinah without performing
umrah. However, he did earn reward for an umrah (as did the other) so this is regarded as
his first umrah, and the command of besiege came to be operative. The prophet
Muhammad ,.!."J~i»t~ came next year to Makkah to redeem the umrah. He stayed there
for three days during 1vhich he performed the umrah and returned from there on the
fourth day. This is counted a~ his second umrah and is called 'umrah al qada' on the
redeeming umrah and this term is applied to it in ahadith (tradition) too. The Hanafis
deduce from it that if a pilgrim has to relinquish his ihram (pilgrim-robe) out of compulsion
on being prevented or surrounded then it is wajib (obligatory) for him to redeem the
pilgrimage, but Imam (leader) Shafi'I i»>~; rules that it is not wajib (obligatory) to redeem it.
The Prophet Muhammad's ~ J~ill'~ third umrah was the one he perfornteci on coming to
Makkah from Ji'ranah. Here, he had divided the spoils of th~ Battle of Hunayn. }i!3D;th is a
place between Makkah and Ta'if. After the conquest of Makkah, the Battle of Hunayn was
fought in 8 AH and a very huge booty was collected. The Prophet Muhammad ~'""J"~il!t~
stayed at Ji'ranah for fifteen or sixteen qays :md distributed the booty among the Sahabah
1

Bukhari # 4148, Muslim # 217.1253, Abu Dawud # 1994, Tirmidhi # 815, Darimi # 1787, Musnad
Ahmad 3-134.
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(Prophet's companions) ~1»1~J· During those days, he went to Makkah one right after isha
and performed the umrah. He returned to Ji' ranah on the same night and offered the salah
(prayer) offajr.
The fourth umrah of the Prophet Muhammad ~J4:)s.~~ was the one he performed, after
Hajj (pilgrimage) was prescribed in 10 AH, alongwith flajj (pilgrimage). So this umrah was
performed in Dhul Hijjah while the others were performed in Dhul qadah. These were his
~,;umrah performed four times.
During Islam, he performed Hajj (pilgrimage) only once, after it was made fard(compulsonJ).
The qurysh used to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) during the jahiliyah and the prophet
Muhammad ~J ~ .1!1 ~ had performed Hajj (pilgrimage) during those days, too, but the
ulama (Scholars) donot know how many times he did that.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) AND UMRAH

Hajj (pilgrimage) and Umrah will be described later on. Here, we must see the difference
between Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah. Hajj (pilgrimage) comprises the wuquf at Arafat, tawaf of
Bayt Allah and the sa' I between safa and Marwah. Umrah is made up of the tawaf and the sa'I
Ihram (pilgrim-robe) is a condition for both. Neither is valid without the ihram (pilgrim-robe).·
Hajj (pilgrimage) may be a fard(compulsory), a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad .i»1~
~J~) or an optional pilgrimage. Umrah is never fard(compulsory), but only a sunnah(Practice
of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~..1!1~) or an optional performance and if any one vows to
perform an umrah then it becomes wajib (obligatory) for him to perform it.
PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J~..1a~~ UMRAH BEFORE HIS HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)

(LS.J~I oi.,.J) -r:j)JA
2519. Sayyidtina Al-Bara ibn Aazib ~..:.~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J'i~.f»,~
performed umrah two times in Dhul qa' gah before he performed Hajj (pilgrimage).t
COMMENTARY: The previous hadith (tradition) count the umrah of Hudaybiyah when
he had relinquished the ihram (pilgrim-robe) at Allah's command as an accomplished umrah
because of the reward that was given to him. This. hadith (tradition) does not count that
umrah because the acts of umrah were not performed. Hence, this hadith (tradition)
mentions two umrahs before his Hajj (pilgrimage) (and the previous hadith (traditio!'} iliree
before Hajj (pilgrimage)), but he earned reward for three umrah before Hajj (pilgri:ll!l·ge).
SECTION II
ill&,~'!
HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) IS FARD(COMPULSORY) ONl.YONCE
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2520. Sayyidu~a.Ibn Abbas ~i»~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\1~ said,
1
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0 you people, surely Allah has made Hajj (pilgrimage) fard(compulsory) for you."
On that, al-Aqra ibn Habis 4.:&-li!l~J got up and asked, "Is it every year, 0 Messenger
of Allah?" He said, 11Were I to say, 'Yes' then it would become obligatory and if it
became obligatory, you would not do it and would not be able to do it too. Hajj
(pilgrimage) is to be performed just once. If anyone performs it more than that, it is
a supererogatory performance."t
NOT PERFORMING HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) IN SPITE OF ABILITY
I
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2521. Sayyiduna Ali 4.:&- .&1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4~ .&1 ~ said, 11A
person who possesses ample provision and a riding beast to carry him the House of
Allah but does not perform Hajj (pilgrimage) may die a Jew or a Christian, it matters
not, in the light of the words of Allah, Blessed and Exalted:
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(And piigrimage to the House is a duty of mankind towards Allah for him who is
able to make his way to it.) (3: 97)2
COMMENTARY: A person has money enough to bear his expenses of the journey and to
leave enough for the upkeep of his family in his absence and also has a means of
conveyance his own or against fare. But, he does not perform Hajj (pilgrimage) is spite of
that till he dies. Then, he dies a Jew or a Christian.
If he did not perform Hajj (pilgrimage) because he rejected it as an obligation, then, as a Jew·
or Christian, he resembles a disbeliever. If he does not reject its obligation yet does not
perform it then he dies like a sinning Jew or Christian. In short, to neglect the performance
of Hajj (pilgrimage) is a very grave sin. The Prophet Muhammad ~JA#i»l~ had to make
such a serious comparison.
The remaining portion of the verse is:
1
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(As for him who disbelieves, surely Allah is Independent o" the worlds} (3: 97)
People may obey or not obey, that does not benefit or harm Allah. It is they who ·derive
benefit or suffer loss, through deliverance or punishment.
The Prophet Muhammad ri""J4~i»~~ may have recited the entire verse but the narrator cited it
upto(~~l).

1
2

Abu Dawud # 1721, Nasa'i # 2620, Ibn Majah # 2886, Darimi # 1788, Musnad Ahmad 1-255.
Tirmiclhi # 812.
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2522. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas oi$~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
11

There is no sayrm·ah in Islam."t

COMMENTARY: Sayrurah refers to one who does not perform Hajj (pilgrimage). Hence,

the hadith (tradition) means: 'one who does not perform Hajj (pilgrimage) in spite of it
being obligatory on him is not a Muslim."
This saying is as a warning or it means that such a man is not a perfect Muslim.
Some people say that sayrurah means 'abstinence from marriage' and 'neglecting to
perform Hajj (pilgrimage).' Hence the hadith (tradition) means that to refrain from marrying
and performing Hajj (pilgrimage) is un Islamic. It is the practice of monks, or it is celibacy. A
Muslim should not neglect marriage and Hajj (pilgrimage).
OBLIGATION TO PERFORM HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) MUST NOT BE DEFERRED
I
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I

J

(JJI..UI_,.)Jb~loi_,J)-~(\if.t:LI:iiJI&A ~J4~WIJ.D;lJIJJ.!5JliJliu:~~lifj(YoYr)
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2523. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas -'$~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ll1~ said,
'He who intends to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) must perform it promptly."2

If anyone is able to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) then he must not
procrastinate but seize the opportunity lest circumstances change and he become unable to
make the pilgrimage.
According to Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah .a,, 44--J when Hajj (pilgrimage) becomes
fard(compulsory) (meaning one is able to perform it), one must discharge the obligation
promptly. If he defers and, meanwhile, becomes unable to do it, then the obligation will
remain binding on him. (If he does not perform Hajj (pilgrimage), he will be regarded as a
sinner.) Imam (leader) Maalik .&l~J and Imam (leader) Ahmad ~~J too, subscribe to the
same view.
COMMENTARY:

Imam (leader) Shafi'I .&1~J holds that the obligation need not be discharge promptly it may
be deferred till the last age just as it is allowed to delay the salalz (prayer) till its last time.
Imam (leader) Muhammad .&1 ~ J agrees with this contention. However, both of them
maintain that delay is permitted only when there is no likelihood of missing the Hajj
(pilgrimage) altogether, otherwise it should not be deferred. If anyone on whom Hajj
(pilgrimage) is fard(compulsory) dies without performing it, then all the ulama (Scholars)
hold that he would die as a sinner and he would be questioned for not having performed
Hajj (pilgrimage).
The Hanafi ulama (Scholars) say that if anyone on whom Hajj (pilgrimage) was
fard(compulsory) deferred it and meanwhile, he suffers a financial set back, then he must
borrow money and perform Hajj (pilgrimage) even if he is unable to repay the debt. It is
hoped that Allah will not punish him for non-payment of debt provided he intends to
repay it as soon as he gains ability to do so.
PERFORMING HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) & UMRAH TOGETHER
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Abu Dawud # 1729, Musnad Ahmad 1-312.
Abu Dawud # 1732, Ibn :r~~ajah # 1883, Musnad Ahmad 1-274.
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Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud J..:&. .&1 ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ":1" .&1 ~
,~

2524.

Vo1.2

J~

V"i

\j',

said, 11Let Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah follow one another because they remove
poverty and sin as the. bellows remove rust form iron, gold and silver. And, there is
no removed for an accepted Hajj (pilgrimage) but paradise."t
2525. Sayyiduna Umar J..:&..i»I~J (also) narrated this hadith (tradition) (but) up to the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»1~ words, from iron."2
COMMENTARY: This calls for the qiran form of Hajj (pilgrimage) which is the most
excellent form of Hajj (pilgrimage). This will be explained later on.
This hadith (tradition) could also mean that if you have already performed umrah, now
perform Hajj (pilgrimage), and if you have already made Hajj (pilgrimage), now make utrirah.
Poverty could mean the apparent lack of wealth but also the inner feeling. Thus, Allah
would bestow wealth and property, or richness of heart to one who performs Hajj
(pilgrimage) and umrah.
'
CONDITIONS OF HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
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2526. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar J..:&..lill~J said that a man came to the Prophet Muhammad
~J ~

.&1 ~ and asked, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, what makes Hajj (pilgrimage)
obligatory?" He said, 11 Provision of journey and a means of conveyance."3
COMMENTARY: There are other conditions too, but this hadith (tradition) mentions the
two main ones. They are the basic conditions.
This hadith (tradition) also rejects Imam (leader) Maalik' s .&1 ~J contention that Hajj
(pilgrimage) is also obligatory on one who can travel on foot and also earn. his expenses
through trade or labour.
PILGRIM DESCRIBED

j.tl'_.;lii ~I •{ 'i \1 jli f.l::illA jlii ~j 4£ ili1 j..a JJ1 j_,.!J ~j s~ jli lli.j ('f O'fV)

~1j jli J:,. ~lilA JJ1 j_,.!J ~ jlii;.tt~lii ~li ~IJ jli ,~iT P-1 ~~ ;il1 j_;.!J ~ jlii
2527. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar """.&'~J narrated that a man asked Allah's Messenger ~
~J ~ .&1,

'"Who is ~ pilgrim?" He said, 11with dishevelled hair and bad-smelling
(body)" Another man got up and asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, which part of Hajj
(pilgrimage) is the most excellent?" He said, "To raise the voice while calling the

1

Tirmidhi # 810, Nasa'i # 2630.
Majah # 2887, Musnad Ahmad 1-387.
3 Tirmidhi # 813, Ibn Majah # 2896.
2 Ibn
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talbiyah and to shed blood of the sacrificial animal." Yet another arose and asked,
"0 Messenger of Allah, what is as sabil?" (A reference to hadith (tradition)# 2521,
Qur'anic verse 3: 97) He said, ''Provision and a riding beast."1
PERFORMING HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) FOR FATHER

'}(J~
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2528. Sayyiduna Abu Razin Al-Uqayli ~.11~~J came to the Prophet Muhammad ~~
~ J ~ and submitted, ''0 Messenger of Allah, my father is a very old man. He
cannot perform Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah, and he cannot sit firmly on a riding
beast." He said, "perform Hajj (pilgrimage) on behalf of your fathe:~;, and perform
umrah, too."2

REFERENCE: See hadith (tradition)# 2511 of a similar nature. Comments follow tl)ere.
OWN HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) BEFORE PERFORMING FOR ANOTHER

Jli lAJ,.! (.;.I~ 1:~ j~ ~j ~ ~j ~ ili I~ JJ, Jj.!J ~1 Jli ~~<;f. Iifj

0' 0 'f(\)

(~l.o~l~ JjiJY.I.J ~9L!JI oi.J.J) _lAJ,.!
2529. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA~.11~~ heard
a man call'Labayk for shubrumah.' He asked, ''Who is shubrumah?" He said, "My
brother," (he said) "A relative of mine." He asked, "Have you performed Hajj
(pilgrimage) for yourself?" He said, "No" He said, "Perform Hajj (pilgrimage) for
yourself, first. Then perform it for shubrumah."3
COMMENTARY: Imam (leader) Shafi'I .111~ J and Imam (leader) Ahmad .111~ J contend that

one who has not performed his own Hajj (pilgrimage) must not perform Hajj (pilgrimage) for
another. They cite this hadith (tradition). Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah .1l1 ~J and Imam
(leader) Maalik ~~~J hold that even if one has not performed his own Hajj (pilgrimage), he
may perform Hajj (pilgrimage) for another, though it is better for him to perform hiS Hajj
(pilgrimage) first. According to them the command in this hadith (tradition) is of the kind of
mustahab (desirable). It is also said that this hadith (tradition) is weak or abrogated.
MIQAT OF THOSE FROM THE EAST

(JJI.l-'='1-'LS.l.A):llo\.J.;)-J:s-'1 ~~~~~~J~ili,~JJijj..!J~j Jli~ (Yor'·)
Ibn Majah # 2896, Baghawi in Sharth us sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~) #
1847, (Ibn Majah does not mention the last portion (of the third man.
2 Tirmidhi # 931, Abu Dawud # 1810, Nasa'i # 2617, Ibn Majah # 2906, Musnad Ahmad # 16184.
3 Abu Dawud # 1811, Ibn Maj.-r. # 2903, Shafi'I lb1~ J·
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.1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# ~ ~
appointed al-Aqiq as the miqat of the people of the east. 1
COMMENTARY: Al-Atiq is a place around Dhat Irq. The people of the east are those
whose lands are to the east of Makkah outside the Haram. They are also called the Iraqis.
2530. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas
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2531. Sayyidah Ayshah lp .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J 4# .1!1 jJ fixed

Dhat Irq as the miqat of the people of Iraq.2
PREFERABLE TO ASSUME THE IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE) BEFORE THE MIQAT
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2532. Sayyidah Umm Salamah

\p .1!1 ~ J

narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger
~J~lilj.J say that if anyone assumes the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for Hajj (pilgrimage)
or umrah from Masjid Al-Aqsa to the Masjid Al-Haram then his sins, the previous
as well as the latest, are forgive, or paradise is assured to him.3

The 'or' between the words 'Hajj (pilgrimage)' and 'umrah' is to
differentiate 'one of the two, But the or between forgiven and paradise is the narrator's
uncertainty about which of the two· the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.11tj.J spoke.
Anyone who begins his journey for Hajj (pilgrimage) from Bayt ul Maqdis Oerusalam) at
Masjid al-Aqsa passes through Madinah on his way to Makkah. He is very fortunate that
he touches three sacred cities and his journey too is for a sacred cause. Hence, he entitles
himself to the great reward promised in the hadith (tradition).
Some scholars say that this hadith (tradition) suggests that the further the place where the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) is assumed, the more the reward. Therefore Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah
oi,;S-.1!1~J said that to assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) at a place ahead of the miqat, or even at
one's home, is better, Imam (leader) Shafi'I lit~J gave one verdict in agreement with this
opinion of Abu Hanifah ~ ~J, but this is on condition that one is able to respect the
conditions and prohibitions of the ihram (pilgrim-robe). If he is unable to do so then he
should assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) at the miqat itself.
The Hanafis have both allowed and classified as makruh(unbecoming) the assumption of
the ihram (pilgrim-robe) before the months of Hajj (pilgrimage) (Shawwal, Dhul qa' dah and
Dhul Hajj (pilgrimage)ah before its ten initial days) Imam (leader) Maalik .1!1~J and Imam
(leader) Ahmad 4:S- .1!1 ~J also regard it as makruh(unbecoming) (disliked). Imam (leader)
Shafi'I 4:S- ~ ~ J grave one verdict that it is not correct to assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
before the months of Hajj (pilgrimage), but his operative ruling is that if anyone assumes the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) before the months of Hajj (pilgrimage) then his ihram (pilgrim-robe) will
be regarded to be of umrah, not of Hajj (pilgrimage).
COMMENTARY:

1

Abu Dawud # 1740, Tirmidhi # 832.
Abu Dawud # 1739, Nasa'i # 2656.
3 Abu Dawud # 1741, Ibn Majah # 3001, Musnad Ahmad 6.299.
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SECTION Ill

AVOID BEGGING DURING HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
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2533. Sayyidun~ Ibn Abbas ~l»'~J said that when the people of Yemen performed
Hajj (pilgrimage), they did not bring provision but pleaded that they had trust in
Allah. When they arrived in Makkah, however, they resorted to begging from the
people. So, Allah revelled:

'

~
,
~~
~J2jl ~lj31~....!J~91j!jj.3j

(And take provision with you, (however) the best provision indeed in piety.)1(2: 197)
COMMENTARY: Those people had a misconception of tawakkal (trust in Allah). They
were told to keep provision with them and not to stop too low to begging. It is not correct

to proceed for Hajj (pilgrimage) without equipping oneself with provision of the journey if
one is not confident that he will not beg and put himself to inconvenience and not be able
to discharge the rites of Hajj (pilgrimage) perfectly, and put others to inconvenience too.
The verse and the hadith (tradition) suggest that it is not contrary to tawakkal to carry
necessary provisions. Of course, if anyone adopts only tawakkal and caries no means there
is no harm if he is resolute and persevering. That should be true tawakkal, however.
WOMEN'S JIHAD IS HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) & UMRAH
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2534. Sayyidah Ayshah lt:"i»'~J narrated that she asked, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, is
jihadfard(compulsonJ) on women?" He said, 'Yes. It is jihad in which is no fighting.
It is Hajj (pilgrimage) and u mrah."2
COMMENTARY: Islam has not prescribed jihad on woman but rather than deprive them
of its great reward has elevated Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah to its level for them. Though
there is no fighting in it, it calls for strenuous effort and a journey away from home.
WARNING TO THOSE WHO FAIL TO PERFORM HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) FOR NO
REASON

(J.;I..Uioi.JJ)-~~~l!.....!,..Jjj~~~~l!.-....:..;1•! tii~;Jj~~iu;t.;.J,j.A J\.j~~,..L>~
2535. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»1~
said, 11 If any one is not obstructed from performing Hajj (pilgrimage) by an obvious
excuse, an oppressive king or an illness that confines him yet he dies without
performing Hajj (pilgrimage), then he may die, if he wishes as a Jew, or, if he
1

2

Bukhari # 1523, Abu Dawud # 1730.
Ibn Majah # 2901.
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wishes, as a Christian."t
COMMENTARY: If anyone fears for his life and property during the journey at the hands
of a monarch or rulers who are cruel then Hajj (pilgrimage) is not fard(compulsonJ) on him
even though he may have met the other conditions of Hajj (pilgrimage). Similar, such
diseases as restrict movement absolve one from the obligation of Hajj (pilgrimage). These
include the bind, paralyzed, etc.
Hence, the hadith (tradition) means that if anyone meets all the conditions of Hajj
(pilgrimage) and nothing hinders him from proceeding yet he does not perform Hajj
(pilgrimage) then he may die a Jew or a Christian. This warning has been explained against
hadith (tradition) # 2521.
PILGRIMS ARE ALLAH'S GUESTS
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2536. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad .1l1~
~J 4# said, "The pilgrims whether performing Hajj (pilgrimage) or performing
umrah are guests of Allah. If they pray to him, he answers them and if they seek
His forgiveness, He forgives them."2
COMMENTARY: Ka'bah is Allah's House. Visitors to it are His guests. As their host, Allah
cares for all their permissible needs.
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2537. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~
~J4#.1l1 say, "The guests of Allah are of three kinds; the warrior, the pilgrim who
performs Hajj (pilgrimage) and the pilgrim who performs umrah."3
SALAAM & HANDSHAKE WITH RETURNING PILGRIMS
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2538. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#ii11~ said,
"When you meet him who has performed Hajj (pilgrimage) greet him with salaam,
shake hands with him and request him to make istighfar for you before he enters
his house because he is one who is forgiven." 4
COMMENTARY: A person who has performed Hajj (pilgrimage) has his prayers answered
from the time he enters Makkah till forty days after he returns home. In the past , people
used to receive returning pilgrims warmly. Their objective was to shake hands with them
Darimi # 1785.
Majah # 2892.
3 Ibn Majah # 2892, Nasa'i # 2626, Bayhaqi I shabul Eeman.
4 Musnad Ahmad 2-69.
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who has been forgiven and gain some of the blessings before they occupied themselves
with worldly pursuits. Today, this spirit has given way to ostentation and pretence.
This hadith (tradition) to instructs that even before a pilgrim enters his home, we must
shake hands with him before he engages in worldly tasks and mingles with his family. Till
this time, he is said to be in Allah's path and innocent of sins and hence one whose prayers
are grant~d. We are instructed to request him to make istighfar for us so that Allah will
answer his prayer and forgive us.
The ulama (Scholars) say that one who performs umrah, who wages jihad and who seeks
religious knowledge are all like the pilgrim who has performs Hajj (pilgrimage). When these
people return home, we should offer them salaam, shake hands with them and request
them to make istighfar for us before they enter their homes because they are forgiven.
A PILGRIM WHO DIES GETS FULL REWARD
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2539. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1u,.)J
said, "If anyone proceeds to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) or umrah, or as a warrior and
dies on his way, then Allah writes for him the reward of the warrior, the pilgrim
performing Hajj (pilgrimage) and the pilgrims performing umrah."t
COMMENTARY: The seeker of religious knowledge is also in the fold of these people. If
anyone goes out of his home in pursuit of religious knowledge and dies on his way then he
will get the reward of a scholar.
MAKKAH & MADINAH
Some basic information about Hajj (pilgrimage) has been given in this chapter and its
commands and rules will follow in succeeding chapter. Makkah is the central place of this
great worship and good fortune. Madinah is the heartbeat of every Muslim. It is the land of
the beloved. Every pilgrim loves to visit Madinah.
Hence, we present a brief historical and geographical account of these two places. Of
course chapters, on the merits of these two places will follow.
MAKKAH: The Bayt Allah or house of Allah is situated here. It is a city of al-Hijaz in Saudi
Arabia, in the wadi (valley) Ibrahim. It is about three hundred and fifty feet above sea level.
Its latitude is 21°N and longitude 29.5°E.lts population is four hundred thousand, or more
than that. It is situated about 78 kilometres away from the seashore.
Makkah is also known as Bakkah, Umm ul Qura and Balad ul Amin, but the most common
and well-known name is Makkah. The land where it is situated is uncultivable, a narrow
and deep valley. It was once a waterless, grassless desert, uninhabited. It extends in the
valley more than five miles from east to west and is more than two miles breadth wise. It is
also called Batha because it lies in the path of onrushing flood waters. The valley of
Makkah is surrounded by two mountain ranges extending from the west to the east, one of
them is in the north and the other in the south, and both ranges are called Akhshaban. The
Torah refers to them as Jibal Faran (Faran mountains).
About four thousand years ago, Prophet Ibrahim ~"J...J'"~ brought his wife, Sayyidah Hajrah

1

Bayhaqi # 4100.
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r")t..J14#, and young son, Sayyiduna Ismail r")t..JI~ to this desert wilderness, and settles them
here. He also rebuilt .the ka'bah at that time. Besides, he prayed to Allah to •cause some of
mankind to inhabit the land. Since then this desolate place attracted the neighbouring
people - rather, all the worlds dwellers - to it. Allah's worshippers turn toward it five
times a day for salah (prayer) and will keep facing it.
The progeny of Sayyiduna Ismail r")t..J14# settled here and even spread in the surroundings.
The Quraysh became the trustee and residents of this place. And, it was here that, among
the Quraysh, was born the supreme guide and Allah's last Messenger the chief of the two
worlds ~J~~~. He conveyed to the world, from this sacred city. Allah's last message
and religion, Islam. Here, began every effort and exertion to propagate Islam worldwide.
In the beginning the makkans dwelled in tents. Two hundred years before the hijrah, the
Prophet Muhammad's ~J~~~~ ancestor Qusay ibn Kilab came from shaam (Syria and
adjoining areas) and he initiated erection of houses. With the advent of Islam, the city
continued to prosper so that, presently, it is the biggest city of its neighbourhood and
Islam's most important and central city.
There is only one spring in the city, the only source of water, called zamzam. There is no
well. Paucity of water forbade cultivation of any sort, but not a large supply of water has
made it possible to grow some grass and plants. Earlier a river was diverted at a point near
Ta'if and it was called River Zubaydah having been commissioned by the mother of Amin
ur Rashid, Zubaydah. It was expended with time and other means of water supply were
tapped. The present government has made a solid arrangement for supply of water so that
there is no shortage of water now.
Since Makkah is sandwiched between mountains, it is a very hot place. Its winter is very
mild. It is very unbearable in summer. It rains only in winter, not more than about five
inches annually. Sunlffier begins in March and continues till October.
MADINAH: Madinah is about four hundred and thirty two kilometers to the north of
Makkah. To its western side at about one hundred kilometers lies the sea and the famous
seaport of the area, Yanbu al Bahr.
Madinah lies about the middle of the highway between Makkah and Shaam. It is situated
at 24.35° North and 39.52 East.
When the infidels of Makkah made life difficult for the Muslims and persecuted them, it
became nearly impossible to preach Islam. So, on receiving Allah's commands, the Prophet
Muhammad ~J 4# ~~ ~ instructed the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~ ~~ ~J to
emigrate to Madinah and he himself followed them to it. Thus the centre of propagation of
Islam rnoved to Madinah. From here. The light of Islam dispersed beyond the limits of
Arabia into the entire world.
Before the Prophet Muhammad's ~1 ~ ~~ ~ arrival, this city was known as yathrib. He
changed its na1ne to Madinah and it came to be called Madinatur Rasul, the city of the
Messenger. Its other names are: Tabah, Tayyibah, Ta'ibah, Ardullah, Darul hijrah, Bayt
RasulAllah Haram Rasul Allah, Mahbubah, Hasanah, and so on. These are found in
ahadith (tradition) and other texts, but Madinah is the most famous name.
In contrast to Makkah, Madinah is an evergreen, verdurous, cultivable city, Apart from its
western side, there are gardens on all its other sides producing dates, grapes and variety of
other fruits in a large quantity. Its fields are cultivated and its climate is moderate. There
are no mountain surrounding it, but gardens enclose it from different sides and it is twelve
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thousand five hundred feet above sea level. It has extreme summer and winter, and it is
said to be an invigorating, healthy city.
When the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.&1~ arrived here, its climate was very unpleasant.
Illness and epidemics were common. Both Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ .&1 ~J and Sayyiduna
Bilal ~ .&1 ~ J became seriously ill on coming here. The Prophet Muhammad ~ J4# .&1 jJJ
prayed for its climate to become aggreable and his prayer was granted.
The mountains Hurratul Waqim and Hurratul Wabrah lie on its east and west respectively.
On its south is the Mount Uhud in whose proximity the Battle of uhud was fought. There
are at this place ~aves of many sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~ .&1 ~J including of
Sayyiduna Hamzah ~.&~~J· The Mount uhud is about two and a ~-~If miles away from the
city. To its south are two mountains ayr (; J~) and two suburbs, Quba and Awaly.
Between Hurratul Waqim and Hurratul Wabrah, to the north but. somewhat isolated is the
Mount sal .(~"" ~) It was here that the Prophet Muhammad ~""J4# .&1 ~ and his sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~.&~~J has dug trenches together in 4 AH to block the path of the
infidels into Madinah. This event came to be known as Ghazwah Ahzab (Battle of the
confederates) or Ghazwah Khandaq (Battle of the Trenches).
The trenches were dug in the form of a crescent from Hurratul Waqim to Hurratul Wabrah and
dug from behind the Mount sal. The Muslim army was positioned at the base of Mount sal.
The Prophet Muhammad's ~J4#.&1~ beautiful mosque is situated in about the centre of
the city in a rectangular form. In the eastern portion of the mosque at the southern corner is
t he Prophet Muhammad's ~J 4# .&1 ~ grave In which he rests. His two honourable
companions. Abu Bakr ~.&~~J and Umar Faruq ~.&~~ J are also buried by his side.

CHAPTER- II
THE IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE) AND THE
TALBIYAH (ASSUMING THE IHRAM (PILGRIMROBE) AND CALLING HE LABAYK)
'lhram (pilgrim-robe)' means to .make unlawful. Many things become unlawful for the

pilgrim, so this word is used to denote that (as of that moment) these things are forbidden.
The clothing consists only of a sheet of cloth covering the upper body and a waist-wrapper
over the lower body waist-wrapper over the lower body waist-down, with the intention to
perform Hajj (pilgrimage) or umrah, and it is called the ihram (pilgrim-robe).
Talbiyah' is to call the labayk. It is:

1
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2540. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~J narrated that she used to apply perfume to Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ for his ihram (pilgrim-robe) before he assumed the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) and when he relinquished his ihram (pilgrim-robe) before he
circumambulated the House with a perfume of musk. She said, 11lt is as though I
still see the shine of the perfume at the parting of the hair of Allah's Messenger
while he was in the state of the ihram (pilgrim-robe)." 1
COMMENTARY: If perfume is applied on the clothing of ihram (pilgrim-robe) before it is
assumed then there is no harm iri it even if the fragrance persists after assuming the ihram
(pilgrim-robe). Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah ~~~J and Imam (leader) Ahmad ~~~J hold this
contention that perfume may be applied before assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe) but not
afterwards. Imam (leader) Malik ii11~J and Imam (leader) Shafi'I ~~~J, however, contend
that it is makruh(unbecoming) to apply a perfume before assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
it its fragrance persists even after assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe).
Before we explain the second portion of the hadith (tradition), we must remember that on
the 101h Dhul Hijjah, the pilgrims come to Mina from Muzdalifah. Tliere they perform the
rami jamrah uqbah and put off their ihram (pilgrim-robe) so that whatever (lawful) was
forbidden in the state of ihram (pilgrim-robe) becomes legal again except sexual intercourse
or suggestion of it to women. This becomes permissible only after tawaf ifadah in Makkah.
Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J said that she applied perfume to Allah's Messenger ~J~iil~~
again when he relinquished the ihram (pilgrim-robe) on coming to Mina and making the
rami jimrat uqbah though he had not yet performed the tawafifadah.
TAL BID & TALBIYAH (MATIED HAIR & LABBAYK)

(~~)-y~l
2541. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:Soii!I~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~~~
~ J call

(the talbiyah) in a loud voice while his hair was matted:
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{I am here, 0 Allah! I am here! I am here; you have no partner. I m here! Surely, all
praise and grace are Yours, and the dominion. You have no partner.}
He did not add over these words.2
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (~1) (talbid) translated as 'matted' implies applying
henna or any other sticking material to the hair on the head to keep hair together. Also, dust
and lice will be kept away. The pilgrims may do it before assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe).
The ulama (Scholars) differ on the saying of the talbiyah or labayk. Imam (leader) Abu
1

Bukhari # 1539, Muslim# 37-1189, Abu Oawud # 1745, Tirmidhi # 918, Nasa'i # 2693, Ibn Majah #
2926, Muwatta # 17, Musnad Ahmad 6.98, Oarimi # 183.
2 Bukhari # 1540, Muslim# 21-1184, Abu Oawud # 1747, Ibn Majah # 3047, Musnad Ahmad 2-131.
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Hanifah i l1 ~J regards it as a condition for the ihram (pilgrim-robe) to be correct. ln1am
(leader) Maalik says that while talbiyah is not wajib (obligaton;) but if it is neglected then
one will have to pay the dumm (which is sacrificing an animal). Imam (leader) Shafi'I iil1~ J
says that talbiyah is a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J4#..llljJ) and if it is
neglected, no expiation (dumm) is necessary.
The prophet Muhammad ~J~o#..lll~ used only these words in talbiyah generally. Other
versions give more words and the verdict is that it is makruh(unbecoming) to cut down the
words of talbiyah as given here, and to add (those) more words is not
makruh(unbecoming), but mustahab (desirable).
All the ulama (Scholars) agree that it is mustahab (desirable) to call t! ~ talbiyah in a raised voice.
WHEN TO CALL THE TALBIYAH
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2542. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar .ut-..111~ J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J4#.\i1~
put his feet in the stirrup and his she camel stoop up with him (seated on it), he
called the talbiyah in a loud voice from near the mosque of Dhul Hulayfah.1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#ii11~ prepared for his journey for the
Farewell pilgrimage and offered the salah (prayer) of zuhr in Madinah. He offered the salah
(prayer) of asr at Dhul Hulayfah which is the miqat of the people of Madinah. He spent the
night there and assumed the ilzram (pilgrim-robe) in the morning.
While this hadith (tradition) says that the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~iil1~ sat down on the
camel's back and called the labayk after the camel stood up, another hadith (tradition) says
that he offered two raka'at optional salall (prayer) for the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and called the
labayk. Another hadith (tradition) says that he reached bayda, an elevated place, and called
the labayk. Hence, there are three different versions of when the Prophet Muhammad i»>~
~J4# called the labayk.
Imam (leader) Shafi'I ii11~ J abides by the first version which is the hadith (tradition) under
discussion. According to him, the pilgrim must call the labayk after sitting on his camel or
whatever kind of conveyance be uses.
Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah ..li'~J, Imam (leader) Maalik .lt1~J and Imam (leader) Ahmad
.&1 ~J have followed the second version. According to these three Imam (leader)s, it is
mustahab (desirable) to offer two raka'at salah (prayer) (optional), form the intention to assutne
the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and while still at the prayer rug the labayk may be called, but it is
better to call it immediately after the salah (prayer).
The three versions are reconciled by assuming that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.iil~
offered this salah (prayer) and called the labayk while at the prayer rug. Again he called the
labayk after sitting on the she camel. And, once again, he called the labayk at Bayda.
This is why the ulama (Scholars) have said that labayk may be called with every change in
situation, time and place. Such a repetition is mustahab (desirable).

Bukhari # 2865, Muslim# 22-1187, Abu Dawud # 1773, Nasa'i # 2757, Ibn Majah # 2916, Darimi #
1929, Musnad Ahmad 2-18, Muwatta Maalik # 20-9-29.
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So, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~,&,~ called the labayk three times in this manner. The
narrator, in each case, thought that he had called it where he had heard the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~~~~- Therefore, each of them reported just as he had heard the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~~~~- This reconciliation is based on the hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna
Ibn Abbas 4:&- ~~ ~J that Shay kh Abdul Haq .&1 ~J has. cited in Ash' ah al lam' at on the
authority of the sharh kitab Kharqi.
ABOUT TALBIYAH & KINDS OF HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
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2543. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri 4:&-..1u~J narrated that they set out with Allah's
Messenger ~J~.&t~ with their voices very loud for the Hajj (pilgrimage) (calling
the labayk).l
COMMENTARY: Only Hajj (pilgrimage) is mentioned because Hajj (pilgrimage) is the real
pilgrimage, Besides, the narrator spoke of himself and of those who called the talbiyah only
for Hajj (pilgrimage), or this hadith (tradition) speaks of those who performed the Hajj
(pilgrimage) ifrad and assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for it.
This hadith (tradition) says nothing about The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1l1~. This will
be explained in the next hadith (tradition). Hence, this hadith (tradition) cannot be said to
contradict other ahadith (tradition).
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25.44. Sayyiduna Anas 4:&-~1~J narrated that he was a co-rider with Abu Talhah .1l1~ J
4:&-, and they (the suhabah) 4:&-.111~ J were calling out aloud for both of them, the Hajj
(pilgrimage) and the umrah.2
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) is evidence that Hajj (pilgrimage) of the form qiran
is inore excellent. Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah .&1 ~ J holds this view because the sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~~1~J were with the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1l1~ they would
never be willing to do anything different from what the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.11~~
did. He may have observed the form qiran and they emulated him. The form qiran is
explained in the next hadith (tradition).
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2545. Sayyiduan Ayshah ~,&,~J: we set out with Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ in
the year of the Farewell pilgrimage. ~orne of us assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
for umrah (alone and called aloud the talbiyah). Some of us assumed the ihram
Muslim# 211_-1247, Musnad Ahmad 3-5.
Bukhari # 1526, Muslim # 118.1211, Abu Dawud # 1779, Ibn Majah # 3000, Muwatta Maalik # :36
(Hajj).
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(pilgrim-robe) for Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah (both) and some of us assumed it for
Hajj (pilgrimage) (alone). Allah's Messenger ~J~~jJ assumed the iltram (pilgrimrobe) for Hajj (pilgrimage). Those who had assumed the ilzram (pilgrim-robe) for
umrah (alone), relinquished it while those who had assumed it for Hajj (pilgrimage)
or for both Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah together did no it relinquish it till the day
of sacrifice.t
~OMMENTARY: There are three kinds of people who perform Hajj (pilgrimage):
(i)
Mufrid.
(ii)
Qarin.
(iii)
Mutamatta.
The mufrid assumes the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of Hajj (pilgrimage) only. Hence, ifrad is to
assume the ilzram (pilgrim-robe) of only Hajj (pilgrimage) and to confine oneself to
performance of Hajj (pilgrimage).
The qarin assumes the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for both Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah. He
performs the umrah first and then t he Hajj (pilgrimage). To assume· the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
for both Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah and perform umrah and Hajj (pilgrimage) in this
sequence is called qiran.
The mutamatta is one who assumes the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for umrah at the miqat during
the months of Hajj (pilgrimage), and performs the rites of umrah. If he has brought the hadi
(animal for sacrifice) with him, then he should retain the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and if he has
not brought the hadi, then he must relinquish t he ihram (pilgrim-robe), but remain in
Makkah. When the days of Hajj (pilgrimage) arrive, he must assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
of Hajj (pilgrimage) from the Haram, and must perform Hajj (pilgrimage). To assume the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) for umrah first in the months of Hajj (pilgrimage) and after performing
umrah but before returning to one's native land and without relinquishing the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) if the animal of sacrifice is brought along - or after relinquishing the ihram
(pilgrim-robe), assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of Hajj (pilgrimage) at the Haram and
performing the Hajj (pilgrimage) is called tamattu.
Only definitions are given here in brief a detailed exposition of commands will follow later,
insha Allah.
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~.&!-~ IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE): The question
arises; what kind of ihram (pilgrim-robe) the Prophet Muhammad ~ J4s-~I,)J had assumed
during the farewell pilgrimage? Was he a mufrid, a qarin or a mutamatta? The ahadith
(tradition) differ on this subject. Some of them, like the one under discussion, saggest that
he was a mufrid. But, most ahadith (tradition) say that he was a qarin, and smne say t hat
he was mutamatta.
The differences in the ahadith (tradition) may be explained on the hearing of the nari::r~ors.
Some heard him say C*-'t ~) (labayk for Hajj (pilgrimage)), other also heard t}.e words
(4~ j ~ ~) (and umrah with Hajj (pilgrimage)), and others heard onl:· (i~ ~) (for
umrah. Or the Prophet Muhammad ~J4s-~I,)J may have said at diffF:..~nt moments each of
these: (~~)and (o~~). Thus, the sahabah (Prophet's co-r~~panions) ~lii~~J reported
according to what they heard.
Some sahabah might have used the word tamatt&A m its literal meaning which his 'to
1

Bukhari # 294, Muslmi # 1211, Tirmidhi # 820, Nasa'i # 242, Abu Dawud # 1250, Ibn Majah # 2963.
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benefit,' 'to profit.' This benefit is also derived in qiran for the pilgrim qarin benefits from
umrah, too, that he performs with Hajj (pilgrimage).
Those who has assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for u mrah relinquished it after observing
the tawaf and sa'I and having their head shaved. Later, they assumed the ihram (pilgrimrobe) for Hajj (pilgrimage). The others retained their ihram (pilgrim-robe) whether it was only
for Hajj (pilgrimage) or for Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah. Then all of them put off their ihram
(pilgrim-robe) till the day of sacrifice was over. That day they observed ram (casting
pebbles) of Jamratul aqabah, had their heads shaved and relinquished their ihram (pilgrimrobe). There after, everything that was disallowed to them because of the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
became permissible to them, except sexual intercourse with women. This was permitted to
them after the tawafrukn (also called ifadah).
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~lv~~ HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
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2S46. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ;..:&...1!1~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J"~Ji!,~ performed
the Hajj (pilgrimage) tamatta in t he farewell pilgrimage (deriving benefit with)
umrah before Hajj (pilgrimage), calling the labayk loudly for umrah first and
afterwords for Hajj (pilgrimage). (Thus, he combined Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah
and become qarin.)l
SECTION II
~l~llj.Jatll
CLOTHING OF THE IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE)
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2547. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit ;..:&. ..1!1 ~J narrated that he saw that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J"~lv~~ took off his clothing to put on his ihram (pilgrim-robe) after
having a bath.2
COMMENTARY: 'He took off his clothing and put on the ihram (pilgrim-robe);' means he
changed into the ihram (pilgrim-robe) which is a waist wrapper and an upper sheet of cloth.
Both are unstitched. In the state of the ihram (pilgrim-robe), stitched garments are not
allowed, like shirt, pajamas, cap, overalls, socks and so on.
It is Masnun to have a bath for the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and also better. If a bath is not
possible, then ablution is enough. Bath is masnun even for the women who menstruate or
experience post childbirth bleeding and for minor children.
TALBID
(JjiJy.l o \..,J) -~-:..;J ~ ~b_:t;5 ;...::,j ~

fu I Jo &;_lJ I~~ _;:;l ~I ifj (Yo tA)

;..:&. ~~ ~ J said that the Prophet Muhammad ~ J ~ ..1!1 ~
matted his hair l·vith ghisl (wJ;tich is a sticking material of various kind to keep off
dust, etc. from the hair during the ihram (pilgrim-robe). 3

2548. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar

1

Bukhari # 1691, Muslim# 174-1227, Abu Dawud # 1805, Nasa'i # 2732, Musnad Ahm"ti 2-139.
Tirmidhi # 831, Darimi # 1794.
3 Abu Dawud # 1748.
2
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RAISING THE VOICE IN THE TALBIYAH
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2549. Sayyiduna Khallad ibn as-Sa'ib 4;s;-.f»1~J reported that his father narrated that
Allah's Messenger ~j~.&~~ said, 11}ibril ~")L.Jio~,# came to me and instructed me to
command my companions that they should raise their voices when calling the ihlal
or the talbiyah."t
COMMENTARY: Raising voices is for men. They must raise voices but not to such an
extent as requires extra exertion. Women may call it softly so that only they hear it. Others
should not hear their voice.
MERIT OF ONE WHO CALLS THE LABAYK
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2550. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd 4;s;-.f»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»~~
said, 11No Muslim calls the talbiyah aloud but all on his right and left, stones, trees
and even clouds say the same, penetrating the earth hither and thither."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) highlights the excellence of the person who say
labayk and of labayk.
TWO RAKA'AT FOR THE IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE)
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2551. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»~~ used to

offer two raka'at salah (prayer) at Dhul Hulayfah. Then, as the she-camel stood up
(erect) with him near the mosque of Dhul Hulayfah, he called the talbiyah in a loud .
voice, saying:
I
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(I am here, 0 Allah! I am here! I am here, obedient to you. All good is in your hi'~tds.
I am here! Desires are directed towards you and deeds are for youp
COMMENTARY: The two raka'at for the ihram (pilgrim-robe) are ma~:,un. In these, he
1

Tirmidhi # 830, Abu Dawud # 1814, Nasa'i # 2752, Ibn Majah # i-922, Musnad Ahmad# 16569,
Muwatta Maalik # 34 (Hajj)
2 Tirmidhi # 8291, Ibn Majah # 2921.
3 Bukhari # 1549, Muslim # 19-1184, Abu Dawud # 1812, Tirmidhi # 826, Nasa'i # # 2750. I~n Majah
# 2918, Muwatta Maalik # 20.9-28, (This hadith (tradition) belongs to section I but is placed in II).
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recited the surahs al-Kafirun and al-Ikhlas. Then he formed the intention and called the
labayk. Then, he mounted the she camel near the mosque of Dhul Hulayfah and as it stood
up with him on its back, he called the labayk in the well-known words and then in the
additional form given in this hadith (tradition).
DUROOD & SUPPLICATION AFTER TALBIYAH
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2552. Sayyiduna Umarah ibn Khuzaymah ibn Thabit .1!1~J reported on the authority
of his fathert that when the prophet Muhammad ~-J 4# .1!1 t)J finished reciting his
talbiyah, he prayed to Allah for His pleasure and paradise, and sought His
(protection by) forgiveness through His mercy from hell.2
COMMENTARY: The hanafi ulama (Scholars) say that after reciting the talbiyah, it is
mustahab (desirable) for the pilgrim to invoke blessings on the prophet Muhammad 4#.1ilt)J
~J in a voice subdued relative to his voice for the talbiyah. He must pray to Allah for His
pleasure and paradise as also for deliverance from hell. Then, he may pray for his religious
and worldly prosperity and good for whatever he wishes.
It is makruh(unbecoming) to greet one who is reciting the talbiyah, but if he himself offers
salaam while reciting the talbiyah then a response may be given. ~
The hanafi ulama (Scholars) hold that it is fard(compulsory) to recite the talbiyah once. To
recite more times is sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .1!1 t)J), such a
sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~:,~.iint)J) that to neglect it is regarded as bad.
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INTENTION TO PERFORM FAREWELL PILGRIMAGE PROCLAIMED
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2553. Sayyiduna Jabir 4;S. .1!1 ~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .1!1 t)J
intended to perform Hajj (pilgrimage), he inform~ j the people fh ..·ough a
proclamation. So they gathered together. When he arrived at al-Bayda'. He assumed
the ihram (pilgrim-robe).3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.1!1t}Jhad assumed the ihram (pilgrimrobe) already at Dhui tfudayfah after offering two raka'at optional salah (prayer) for the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) At Bayda he called the labayk once again and this is what assuming the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) there implies. By calling the labayk, he demonstrated that he was a
muhrim (one who was in ihram (pilgrim-robe)).
TALBIYAH OF THE POLYTHEISTS

1 Sayyiduna

Khuzaymah 4;;..3!1~J

2 Al-..1\__....n, !.'llam (leader) Shafi .1!1~J 2-157.
3

Muslim 147-1218, (Not found in Bukhari)
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2554. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&~~J narrated that the polytheists used to call (the
talbiyah). "labayk, you have no partner ... " Allah's Messenger ~J4#1»'~ would
remark, 'woe to you! Enough said (and say not) 'except a partner you have and
whom you ·own, but he partner) owns not." They would call thus and
circumambulate the House (Ka'ba1t). 1
COMMENTARY: The polytheists also used to perform Hajj (pilgrimage), umrah tawaf and
so on. They also sanctified the ka'bah, but their talbiyah was conditional as stated in the
hadith (tradition). The prophet Muhammad ~J4#.&1~ would advice them to stop before
the additional words, but the polytheists were deficient of understanding and did not
follow guidance. They did not desist from speaking the additional words. Their stupidity
was evident when they conceded that the idols were Allah's Possessions, but also said that
they were His partners. How could something owned be a partner of its owner?

CHAPTER - III
THE NARRATIVE OF THE FAREWELL PILGRIMAGE
(HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE) AT UL WIDA')
Wida (t 1.)J) means to bid farewell. The Hajj (pilgrimage)at ul wida' is the Hajj (pilgrimage) of
the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»'~ in 10 AH after pilgrimage was prescribed. The Prophet
Muhammad ~ J ~ .&1 ._)J taught the commands of Hajj (pilgrimage) during this pilgrimage
and bade farewell to his shabah ~ 1»1 ~J· He informed them of his departure from this
world. He made them wil!lesses that he had discharged his responsibilities as messenger
and conveyed the commands of Shari'alz and imposed them.
The first hadith (tradition) of this chapter is of Sayyiduna Jabir 41$1»1~ J· It is lengthy and the
most comprehensive of the ahadith (tradition). One hundred and fifty juristic rulings are
derived from it. Rather, if anyone studies it in greater depth, he might derive more rulings.
SECTION I
jji1j..oili
A COMPLETE ACCOUNT OF THE FAREWELL PILGRIMAGE

t

Mur.lim :!t 22-118.1).
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2555. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Abdullah narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.!.ls:..iill~ had
been in Madinah for nine years (after coming here) but had not performed Hajj
(pilgrimage). Then in lOAH, he had it proclaimed that he intended to perform the
·Hajj (pilgrimage) that year. A very large number of people arrived in Madinah and
all of them accompanied him. (They departed five days before the end of the month
of Dhul .Qa'dah between zuhr apd ·asr) When they came to Dhul Hulayfah,
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Sayyidah Asma hint Umays 4.:$~~J gave birth to Muhammad ibn Abu Bakr 4.:$.&1~J'
she required from Allah's Messenger ~J~lD~~ what she ought to do (assume the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) or not)? He sent instruction that she should have a bath for the
ihram (pilgrim-robe), bandage her private parts with a piece of cloth and assume the
ihram (pilgrim-robe). Mter that, Allah's Messenger ~J ~ lD1 ~ offered the salah
(prayer) in the mosque and after he mounted (his camel) al-Qaswa and it stood erect
with him on its back at al-Bayda (When he reached it), he declared Allah's unity in a
loud voice and recited the talbiyah. 'Here am I, 0 Allah. Here. am I. Here am I. You
have no partner. Here am I. All praise and blessings are yours, and the dominion.
You have no P.artner.
Sayyiduna Jabir ~lD1~ J continued to say that their intention was merely to perform
Hajj (pilgrimage). They had not umrah in mind. When they came with him to the
. House, he touched the rank (comer, making istilam of the Black stone and kissed
it). He made seven rounds, ramal (or running) in three and walking in four. Then he
came to the station of Ibrahim and recited.

{Take the station of Ibrahim as your place of worship) (2: 25)
Then he offered the salah (prayer), two raka;at, keeping the station between him
and the house.
.
According to a version; he recit~d in the two raka'at (~Jilji) (al Ikhlas, 112) and (lft1tji
~jj4Sj•) (al-Kafiiun,-1.09). Then he returned to the rukn and made the istilam of it.
Then he went out of the gate to as-Safa. As he approached as-Safa, he recited:

;iJ1~W.~ Sj;.jlj LUll~!
{Surely.As-Safa and al-Marwa are among the landmarks of Allah) (2: 158)
. And he s.aid, "I begin from the very safa mentioned in this verse by Allah first (and
then He mentioned al-Marwa, So I too ascend the Safa first and will go up Marwah
afterwards). So he claimed as Safa till he could see the House. He faced the qiblah
and declared Allah's unity, proclaimed His greatness and said.

{None is worthy of worship besides Allah. He is one and has no partner. To Him
belongs the kingdom and for Him is all praise and He is over all things powerful.
There is no God but Allah, Alone, He has fulfilled His promise, helped His servant
and routed the confederates by Himself)
He then made supplication between that, repeating the like of it three times. Then
he descended and walked towards al-Marwa till his feet touched the bottom of the
valley, he ran. Again, as he approached the ascent, he walked till he was at alMarwa. Here, he did what he had done at as-Safa. When he was at al-Marwa for the
last time, he called out while he was on it and the people below him. He said, ''If I
had realized earlier what I realize not, I would not have brought the animals of
sacrifice from Madinah but nLade it an umrah. Thus if any of you have no sacrificial
animal, he may relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and regard it as an ummah.'
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Suraqah ibn Maalik ibn Ju'shum ~1»1~.J arose and asked, '0 Messenger of Allah ~
~J"-#i»l, does it apply to the current year only, or is it for ever?" He intertwined his
. fingers of both hands and said twice, ''The umrah is part of Hajj (pilgrimage) .. No,
but for ever and ever."
And Sayyiduna Ali ~i»~~.J came from yemen with the Prophet Muhammad's i»1~
~J"-# sacrificial animals. He asked him what intention he had formed when he has
assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) to perform Hajj (pilgrimage). He said that he had
resolved, '0 Allah, I assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) with the same intention as the
intention formed by your Messenger on assuming it.'
He said, "Indeed, I have with me the sacrificial animals, so do not relinquish the
ihram (pilgrim-robe)."
Jabir ~.&~~.J continued that the number of animals brought by Sayyiduna Ali .&1~.J
~from Yemen and those that the Prophet had brought added up to one hundred.
Then all the people relinquished the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and shaved (or clipped)
their hair, but not the Prophet Muhammad ~J ;.~ ii.l1 ~ and those who had the
sacrificial animals with them. The, when it was the day of tarwiyah (8th of Dhul
Hijjah, all people set out for Mina and (those who had put off the ihram (pilgrimrobe)) assumed the ihram (pilgrim-ro~e) for Hajj (pilgrimage). The Prophet
Muhammad ~J "~ .&1 ~ rode and offered there the salah (prayer) of zuhr, asr,
maghrib isha and fajr. Then, the Prophet Muhammad ~J"-#i»l~ waited some time
till the sun rose before giving an order for tent of hair to be pitched up for him at
Namirah (in Arafah).
Then he set out (from Mina to Arafat). The Quraysh were certain that he would half
at the holy place (Mash' ar al-Haram in Muzdalifah) as they had been doing during
the Jahiliyah (for the Hajj (pilgrimage)). But, he went ahead till he came to Arafat
He found his tent pitched for him at Namirah. He dismounted there and (stayed
there and) when the sun began to decline, he called for (his sh~ c:amel) ai-Qaswa. It
was saddled for him and (sitting on it,) he went down into the valley (Namirah)
where he delivered sermon to the people. He said:
{0 People! You lives, your properties and your honour be as sacred to each other of
you as this your sacred day as this your sacred month and as this your sacred month
and as this your sacred town. Known will that everything pertaining to the days of
ignorance is trampled under my feet. (I proclaim their end and annulment)
This day, retaliation for all murders committed then is cancelled. The foremost of
all (is the killing of a member of my own family) that I remit is the son of Rabi' ah
ibn Harith (ibn Abdul Muttalib) who was suckled among the Banu Sa'd. He was
killed by Hudhayl.
This day, all gums of interest of pre-Islamic days are written off. The first of our
interest that I waive is that of (my uncle) Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib. All of it is
written off.
0 people! Fear Allah in respect of the rights of your women, for, you have taken
them as a trust of Allah in your hands. To derive satisfaction from them has been
made legitimate for you by His command. Your claim on them is that they do not
permit into your house anyone you do not like to come, and to sit in your place and
on your bed. If they over do that, beat them but not severely. Their claim on you is
that you are responsible to provide them food and clothing in a proper way.
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I leave behind (for your guidance) something that if you abide by it and stick to it,
you shall never go astray. It is the Book of Allah- the quran
·(on the day or resurrection,) you will be asked concerning me. What will you say?}
(The valley resounded with their reply) They said, ''We testify that you have
conveyed to us the message and fulfilled (the mission). You have guided us."
On that, he raised his forefinger towards the sky and pointed it to the people and
said thrice, '0 Allah (I beseech you) be you witness to it!"
Thereafter, Sayyiduna Bilal 4;S. ~~ ~J called t he adhan and then the iqamah. The
Prophet Muhammad ~....J 4# ~~ jJ .led the salah (prayer) of zuhr. Again Sayyiduna
Bilal ~~~ J called the iqamah and the Prophet Muhammad~ J.yr.~~~ led the salah
(prayer) of asr. He offered no salah (prayer) between the two (neither
sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad~ J~~~~) nor optional).
Then, the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ jJ mounted (his camel) and came to the
mawquf (or place of standing in Arafat). He made his she camel al-Qaswa tum is
back to the rock. He had the Habl ul Mashat in front of him. He faced the qiblah
and remained standing till sunset (maghrib) till the yellowness had faded somewhat
and the sun disc was gone. He took Usamah (on the animal) behind him and
advanced rapidly till he was at Muzdalifah and, here, he offered the salah (prayer)
of maghrib and isha with a single adhan and two iqamahs. Between the two (salah
(prayer)s), he did not glorify Allah (or recite any tasbih at all). Then he rested till
dawn. He offered the salah (prayer) of fajr when the light of dawn was apparent to
him, only one adhan and iqamah was called for that.
Then, he mounted al-Qaswa (and rode) till he came to al-Mash' arul Haram, he faced
the qiblah, prayed to Allah, extolled Him, declared His unity and oneness (meaning·
(~":11411":1) and (41~_r.":lo~J~I":l1411":l)) and did not cease to stand till the morning was very
bright. Then, before sunrise, he rode quickly having taken Fadl ibn Abbas ~~~J
behind him. He came to the valley of Muhassir. He urged the camel a little and took
the middle path that leads to al-jamraf ul kubra. He came to the jamrah that is
beside the tree. He threw at it seven pebbles. Saying Allahu Akbar at the throw of
each pebble. Which was like a grain of bean. He cast them from the bottom of (the
valley) Muhassir.
Then he went to the place of sacrifice (in Mina). He sacrificed sixty three camels
with his own hands, Then, he let Sayyiduna Ali ~.ibs~ J sacrifice the rest. He shared
with him in the sacrificial animals. Then, the prophet Muhammad ~J~~~jJ had a
piece of meat from every camel that was sacrificed cooked in a cauldron and he and
Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J ate some of the meat and drank some of the broth. After that,
he preceded to the House on his camel. He offered the salah (prayer) of zuhr at
Makkah. After the salah (prayer), He went to the Banu Abd al-Muttalib who were
drawing water at zam zam (and giving it to the people to drink). He said (to them),
"Draw water, 0 Banu Abd al-Muttalib. If there was not the likelihood of people
forcibly taking away from you the right to draw water, I would have drawn water
alongwith you." They drew out a pitcher from zamzam and offered it to the Prophet
Muhammad ~J4:1'-.11ljJ who drank from it.1

1

Muslim# 147-1218.
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COMMENTARY: As to the number of people accompanying the prophet Muhammad li!tJ..P
~ J4# during the farewell pilgrimage, they are said to be between ninety thousand and one
hundred and thirty thousand, or more.
Sayyidune) Asma bint Umays ~.i»t~J was married first to Sayyiduna Ja'far ibn Abu Talib
~lilt~J· After his death, Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~lilt~J married her, and after his death,
Sayyiduna Ali ~lilt~J married her.
When the Prophet Muhammad ~""J4,ls-.i»tJ..P set out for the farewell pilgrimage, she was the
wife of Sayyiduna Abu Bakr. ~.i»t~J (Sayyiduna) Muhammad ibn Abu BAkr ~.i»t~J was
born to her.
.
The Prophet Muhammad's ~J4,ls-.i»t~ instruction to her to bathe herself is evidence that it
is masnun for a women experiencing lochia to have a bath for the ihram (pilgrim-robe). This
bath is for cleanliness and not to obtain purity. This is why a lochial woman is not asked to
make tayammum. The same ruling applies to a menstruating women. Moreover, the
Prophet Muhammad's ~J 4# lilt~ directions to her to assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe),
meaning, 'to form the intention and to call the labayk, is evidence that the assuming of
ihram (pilgrim-robe) by a woman experiencing post child birth bleeding is correct. The
ulama (Scholars) are unanimous on this ruling.
The prophet Muhammad ~J4,ls-.i»t~ offered the two raka'at for ihram (pilgrim-robe) in the
mosque of Dhul Hulayfah. If there is· a mosque in the. place of miqat, then it is better to
offer the two raka'at in the mosque though if any one offers it anywhere else then too there
is no harm, but this salah (prayer) should not be offered at a time that is
makruh(unbecoming) for salah (prayer). The ulama (Scholars) hold that the Jard(compulsory)
salah (prayer) stands for the salah (prayer) of ihram (pilgrim-robe) as it stands for the tahiyat ul
masjid, if their times coincide.
During the jahiliyah, people used to think of umrah in the months of Hajj (pilgrimage) as
sinful. So, the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#lilt~ by his action rejected their contention and
the doubts of the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~.i»t~J were also set at rest. This issue
will be discussed later.
They came to the House of Allah from the elevated site thaniyah ul ulya. There they did
not offer the tahiyatul masjid because the tahiyatul masjid of BaytAllah is the tawaf
In the tawaf, they observed ramal three times and used their normal pace in four ci:oouits.
There are seven circuits of the tawaf Each circuit begins at the black stone, and ends at it.
Each circuit or round is called(.»~) (shawt) in the terminology of Shari'ah.
In the first three rounds of tawaf, ramal is observed. The shoulders are jerked and the
swaggering gait of a wrestler is adopted, walking rapidly with feet place in short steps. The
remaining four rounds are completed in the normal manner at a regular pace.
The reason why ramal is observed is that when the prophet Muhammad ~J4#lilt~ came
to Makkah to make the redeeming umrah, the idolaters of Makkah said that the fever of
Madinah had weakened them. Thus, the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~lilt~ instructed the
Muslims to walk in this manner -ramal and display their strength and vigour. Though that
time has gone and the reason is no more valid yet the command is still operative.
This hadaith does not mention (t\Ja.Pt) (idtiba). But, it is masnun while observing the tawaf
Other ahadith (tradition) speaks of it.
·
Idtiba is to put a sheet of cloth over oneself in a way that one side of it goes from under the
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right shoulder from the right armpit round over the left shoulder. It lea\·es the right
shoulder bare. This command was of the same nature as of ramal to demonstrate strength
and alertness. It stands operative even today.
The station of Ibrahim was where Prophet Ibrahim r'}WI~ stood. It is a stone on which he
stood to build the Ka'bah. The imprint of his feet remains to date an this stone.
Some people say that maqam Ibrahim (station of Ibrahim) is
stone. When Prophet
Ibrahim r~~~ came to meet his son Prophet Isma'il r~~~ in Makkah,he alighted from
the camel on this stone. .Aitd, when he departed, he stood on it to mount the camel. The
imprint of both his feet transferred on the stone.
This stone is now preserved in a casing in front of the ka'bah. The Prophet Muhammad ~~~
~J4# completed tawafand offered two raka'at salah (prayer) behind this maqam Ibrahim. It
is better to offer the two raka'at salah (prayer) here, but it is allowed anywhere in the haram
within the sacred mosque or outside it. Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah .1lt~_, holds that it is
wajib (obligatory) after every tawaf but Imam (leader) Shafi'I .1l1 ~., contends that it is

a

sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~).
The hadith (tradition) says that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1l1~ recited (~1.111JAJi) (alIkhlas) and (I)J)\S:Jilf.!lltJi) (al-Kafirun) in the two raka'at. In its literal sense, it implies that a
succeeding surah (al-Ikhlas) was recited before a preceding surah (al-kafirun). The ulama
(Scholars) say that it is not so but the hadith (tradition) only says that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~.1l1~ recited these two surahs. Teebi .1l1~J said that {~l~iiiJAJi) declares
Allah's unity while (~J}\S:Jilf.!tltJi) condemns polytheism. So, tawheed (or Allah's unity) is a
great declaration and significant, so is mentioned first.
Moreover, some version are explicit that they mention (~J~Ilf.!lltj!) first and (~1.111JAJi) next.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ observed Sa'I between as Safa and al Marwa in the
mannr that from al-Safa to al-Marwa was one time and again to as-Safa the second time.
The seven times were counted in this manner. Sa'I began at as-Safa and ended at al-Marwa.
Sa'I is wajib (obligatory) Its origin lies in Sayyiduna Ismail ~'}I...J14# being a child and his mother
Sayyidah Hajrah ~~..J14J.~ began her search for water. When she was on the slope or declivity,
the lost sight of him, so she went from as-Safa to al-Marwa to climb them and look at him.
This saT is her sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# .1!1 ~). The Prophet
Muru:mmad ~""J 4,-l~ .1l1~,~ kept it alive. Since the declivity is now filled over the years with
sand, it cannot be distinguished but for the sign posts erected between which the pilgrims
run to keep alive the sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~""J4#.i»1~) of Sayyidah
Hajrah ?~..J14~.
When the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~~~ was in Makkah and had performed the umrah,
he instructed his sahabah (Prophet's companions) t"P ~ ~J who had not brought a
sacrificial animal with them that they should relinquish their ihram (pilgrim-robe). The ihram
(pilgrim-robe) of Hajj (pilgrimage) should be considered as the ihram. (pilgrim-robe) of umrah
and when the days of Hajj (pilgrimage) arrived, they should assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
of Hajj (pilgrimage) again and perform Hajj (pilgrimage). Those who had taken the sacrificial
animal along should not relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe) but retain it till after Hajj
(pilgrimage). The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.11~~ remained in ihram (pilgrim-robe) because
he had the sacrificial animal with him. The sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~.1n~J found
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it difficult in the sense that they had relinquished the ihram (pilgrim-robe) but the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~lu~~ had retained it so that they were not emulating him with which
situation they could not compromise. Secondly, they saw that only five days remained for
the day of Arafah. So, it was not reasonable that they should put off the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
and enjoy their women during these days and on the day of Arafah they should assume the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) promptly and go to Arafah and perform Hajj (pilgrimage). They wished
to retain the iltram (pilgrim-robe) even for those five days and follow the Prophet
Muhammad's ~J ~ .111 ~ example and refrain from their natural tendencies towards
women. They also had fresh in their minds the practice of the jihiliyah when it was
considered bad to perform umrah in the months of Hajj (pilgrimage). They did not like that
they should go through a complete from of umrah at that time. They wished that the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~iila~ should not command them to put off the ihram (pilgrimrobe). This enraged the Prophet Muhammad ~J~lu~~. He explained to them that he
could not do anything in a ·religious matter and Allah's command will have to be obeyed,
like it or not. He said, "If I had known that you would have had to abandon emulating me
against your will then I, too, would not have it have brought an animal of sacrifice. And, I
too would have come out of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and converted Hajj (pilgrimage) (ihram
(pilgrim-robe)) into umrah. I did not know that Allah would give this command."
Imam (leader) Nawawi ~~ ~ J said: the ulama (Scholars) disagree on this conversion of
ihram (pilgrim-robe) from Hajj (pilgrimage) to umrah whether it was only for those sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~ii~~J or it is a perpetual command. Imam (leader) Ahmad and
some of the ahluz-Zahir hold that this conversion was not only for those sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~ii~~J, but it is a perpetual command. Hence, if anyone assumes
the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of Hajj (pilgrimage) but does not have the hadi with him, then it is
allowed to him to convert the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of Hajj (pilgrimage) into umrah and after
performing the rites of umrah, he may relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe).
Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah lu1~J, Imam (leader) Maalik ~iill~J and Imam (leader) Shafi'I
ii1~J and most of the ulama (Scholars), predecessors and their successors, hold that this
cmnmand was valid only that year for those sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~lu~~J, for,
it was considered then that it was forbidden to perform umrah in the months of Hajj
(pilgrimage). This misconception had to be rejected (and corrected, so it was done).
Further, Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah ~~~~J and Imam (leader) Ahmad ~.au~ J derive from
this hadith (tradition) the ruling that if anyone assumes the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of umrah
and does not take along the hadi, then, after performing umrah, he may relinquish the
ihram (pilgrim-robe). If he takes the hadi along with him, then he must not put off the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) till, on the day of sacrifice, his hadi is slaughtered.
However, Imam (leader) Shafi ii1~ J and Imam (leader) Maalik ii1~J hold that it is allowed
to put off the ihram (pilgrim-robe) after performing umrah whether the pilgrim has the hadi
with him or not.
Mashar ul Haram is a mountain in Muzdalifah. In the pre-Islamic days, the Quraysh did
not observe the wuquf (standing) for Hajj (pilgrimage) in Arafat, but they stood in
Muzdalifah. They said that and mawquf hims, meaning the place of standing for the
quray~h and the dwellers for the Haram was Muzdalifah. All the other Arabs would
observe thc.. standing in the Arafat. Since the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ii1 ~ was a
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Quraysh, the Quraysh presumed that he would observe the wuquf in muzdalifah, but he
did not do so. Rather, he went straight to Arafat, and delivered the sermon in the valley of
Namirah. He delivered two sermons. In the first, he mentioned the commands of Hajj
(pilgrimage) and urged that much dhikr and supplication must dhikr and supplication must
be made at Arafat. The second was relatively smaller and was nmde up only of
supplication.
The account of the bloodshed of the son of Rabi' ah ibn Harith is that Harith was the
paternal uncle of the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~'~ and son of Abdul Muttalib. He had a
son Rabi' ah. Rabi' ah had a infant son, Iyas. According was handed over to Banu Sa' d for
suckling. Those days, there existed hostility between Banu Sa'd and the Hudhayl (tribe).
Iyas was among Banu Sa'd. During the hostilities, someone from the Hudayl struck Iyas
with a stone and he died because of it. Iyas was the grandson of the Prophet Muhammad's
~J"~iit1~ uncle, so the Prophet Muhammad ~J~iil~~ had a right to seek retaliation.
However, he forgave the bloodshed.
Sayyiduna Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib ~..1!1~> was the Prophet Muhammad's ~J"~iil1~
paternal uncle. He was engaged in the business of lending money against interest and had
a huge amount of interest receivables from the people. The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#iil'~
wrote off all the interest receivables.
The salah (prayer) of zuhr was held that day. Then at its heels, salall (prayer) of asr was
offered. These two salah (prayer)s were sort of combined. It is called jama taqdeem
(combining by advancing). Both these salah (prayer) are offered together at Arafat at the
time of zuhr. The four fard(compulsory), of zuhr are offered and then the second iqan1ah is
called by the mu' adhdhin and the salah (prayer) of asr is offered. No sunnah(Practice of Holy
Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~.)-.P) or nafl salah (prayer) etc is offered in-between the two lest
the combination becomes invalid because of a time lag between the two because it is wajib
(obligatonJ) of offer them in quick succession, one upon the other.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.iisi..,U proceeded quickly to Mazdalifah. It is between Mina
and Arafat. The Hanafis regard it as a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad 4#~1~
~J) to stop in Muzdalifah on the night of the 1Qth. The Shafi is and Hambalis consider it a

wajib (obligatory).
The hadith (tradition) says that at Muzdalifah, the prophet Muhammad ~J4#.iill~ offered
the salah (prayer) of maghrib and isha for which one adhan and two iqamahs were called in
the same way as he had combined zuhr and asr at Arafat. Imam (leader) Shafi'I ~~~;, Imam
(leader) Maalik ..1!1~; and Iman1 (leader) Ahmad.&~~; rule accordingly. But, Imam (leader)
Abu ..1!1~; Hanifah rules that both these salah (prayer)s are offered at Muzdalifah with one
adhan and one iqan1ah because U1e salah (prayer) of isha is offered at its proper time and it
only involves an excess salah (prayer). At Arafat, the salah (prayer) of asr was advanced
ahead of its time into the time of zuhr. Sahih Muslim has this version from Ibn Umar ~~~~ J
and Tirmidhi too has narrated it (Muslim # 1288, Tirmidhi # 888,Abu Dawud # 1932,)
As stated earlier, Mash'aril Haram is a mountain in Arafat. The wuquf (as standing) there
on the tenth is wajib (obligatonJ) in the view of Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah, ..1!1~; but a rukn,
or part of Hajj (pilgrimage) in the sight of Imam (leader) Shafi'I .&~~ J·
Muhassir is a valley between Muzdalifah and Mina. It is said that the ashab ul feel' {the
people of the elephant, Abraha' s men who had attacked Makkah) were pt:inished here
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when Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil'j..P came from Muzdalifah, he hastened his beast at this
place and passed through it very quickly. It was his habit that he hastened through a place
on his route where any people has been punished.
Some authorities contend that the Christians and the Arab idolaters used to observe the
standing in the valley of Muhassir during the pilgrimage. So, the prophet Muhammad ~~
~ J"'~ hastened through it to make it clear that their action had no sanction.
In any case, it is incumbent on every pilgrim to emulate the prophet Muhammad~~~~
~J and hurry through the valley of Muhassir.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J"'~.iii'J..P took a route different from the one he had taken while
going down. This return route took him to jamrat ul kubra or jamrat ul aqabah. The route
that he had taken to Arafat and Muzdalifah was called Tariq Dabb while this return route
that led to Mina for rami jamrah was called Tariq Maazmam. Dabb and Maazmam are two
mountains.
Jamrah is a pillar. There are many such in Mina. Pebbles are cast at them. Insha Allah, we
shall speak about them shortly.
The Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.iil1~ had shared his sacrificial animals with Sayyiduna Ali
~ .1!1 ~ J in the sense that he had given him some of his camels so that he might sacrifice
them on his own account. He may have given him those camels from the remainder of his
stock or he may have had him given from the other camels. The Prophet Muhammad fJI~
~J ...~ eating the meat of his sacrifice and drinking its both with Sayyiduna Ali ~.iii!~ J
establishes that it is mustahab (desirable) to consume from one's own sacrifice.
Then the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.11~~ went to the Ka'bah and made its tawaf This tawaf
is called tawafifadah or tawafrukn. It is a rukn (or part) of Hajj (pilgrimage). With this tawaf,
the last action of Hajj (pilgrimage) is done and Hajj (pilgrimage) is accomplished. While it is
better to perform this tawaf on the day of sacrifice, yet it is allowed to make it later.
He offered the salah (prayer) of zuhr in Makkah according to this hadith (tradition).
However, the hadith (tradition)(# 2652) of Ibn Umar ~.11~~J is that he offered zuhr in Mina.
Now, we might presume that he had, indeed, offered the zuhr in Makkah but Sayyiduna
Ibn Umar ~.11~~J might have supposed, on seeing him offer the optional salah (prayer) in
Mina, that he had offered the zuhr. Or, since the two tradition differ, both stand rejected
and, sins it is better to offer salah (prayer) in Makkah, we shall prefer to say that he offered
the zuhr in Makkah. (Allah knows best.)
KINDS OF HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
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2556. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ..l!1 ~J narrated that they set out with the Prophet
Muhammad ~J4#.&l.j..p at the farewell pilgrimage. Some of them called aloud the
talbiyah for an umrah and others for a Hajj (pilgrimage) (or Hajj (pilgrimage) and
umrah, and had assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) accordingly). At Makkah, Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~ instructed those who has assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
for an umrah and had not brought sacrificial animals that they relinquish the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) (after performing the umrah with its rites). Those who had assumed
the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for an umrah and had brought sacrificial animals should
calls ~loud the talbiyah for the Hajj (pilgrimage) together with the umrah (and
become a Qarin and not relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe) till they had finished
and performed both of them- or, according to a version. Not relinquish the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) till they had finished after sacrificing their animals. Those who had
assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for Hajj (pilgrimage) (whether they has brought
the animals or not and whether they had combined umrah with Hajj (pilgrimage) or
not). Were complete their Hajj (pilgrimage).
Sayyidah Ayshah ~..1!1~J said that she was menstruating, so did not make the tawaf
of the House or observe the sa'I between as Safa and al Marwah. She continued to
menstruate till the day of Arafah. Since she had assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for
umrah only, the-"Prophet Muhammad ~""'J•#.1il.j..p instructed her to undo her hair and
comb it. Then, she was to assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of Hajj (pilgrimage) and
forgo the umrah. (she was to redeem the umrah later~) She obeyed and performed the
Hajj (pilgrimage) (when that was done,) the Prophet Muhammad ~""'J•#~Ij..J' sent
Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Bakr ~...1!1~J along with her and instructed her to
perform an unaah, to redeem the one she had forgone, from at Tamim.
Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .&1 ~J said that those people who had assumed the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) for umrah, relinquished it after performing the tawaf of the H Ouse
and the sa'I between as safa and al-Marwah. On returning from Mina, they
performed the tawaf (again}, but those who has assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
for both Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah performed only one tawaf.l
COMMENTARY: At-Tamim is about three miles away from Makkah to its north west. It is outside
the limits of the Haram. The pilgrims go these to assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for u.."lll'ah.
It is necessary that the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for umrah should be assumed outside Lhc limits
of the Haram which is called the hill J~) and it is a condition too. The applies to both a
resident of Makkah and an outsider. As for the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for Hajj (pilgrimage), an
outsider must assume it at the hill, n:eaning "-'1•1 t~ide the limits of the Haram, but a resident
1

Bukhari # 319, Muslim# 111-1211, Abu Dawud # 1781, Nasa'i # 2764, Musnati Ahmad 6-177.
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of Makkah may assume it any where within the limits of the Haram.
The hadith (tradition) implies that a qarin may perform only one tawaf for both Hajj
(pilgrimage) and umrah. Imam (leader) Shafi'I ~~ ~J has ruled along these lines. Imam
(leader) Abu Hanifah .1!1~ J said that a qarin must perform two tawafs, one for umrah after
entering Makkah and the second for Hajj (pilgrimage) after the wuquf of Arafat. It is clear
from the hadith (tradition) that the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.cl!~~ was a qarin. When he
came to Makkah, he performed one tawaf and the second, tawaf ziyarah, he made after the
wuquf at Arafat.
Daraqutni has also transmitted one hadith (tradition) whose essence is also that the qarin
·should make two tawafs and two sa'is between as Safa and al-Marwah.
The same things ascribed to Sayyiduna Ali~~~~ J and Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~;
4:'-.clil. They said that the qarin must make two tawafs and two sa' is.
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2557. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar. 4JS. ..li1 ~J narrated that during the farewe]~
pilgrimage, Allah's Messenger ~J ":1'- .1!1 ,)"" took the benefit by assuming the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) for umrah first and after wards for Hajj (pilgrimage). H~ ~ove with
him the hadi from Dhull Hulayfah. Thus, he first called the talbiyalt for umrah and
then for Hajj (pilgrimage). When he arrived at Makkah, he said to the people, 11Those
of you who have brought the sacrificial animals should T!~c make lawful of anything
that is forbidden to them (because of the iltram tr-agrim-robe) and not put it off).
Those of you who have not brought the sacrificial animals should make the tawaf of
the House and (the rounds of) as Safa and al-Marwah, and clip or shave off their hair,
and relinquish the illram (pilgrim-robe). Then, they tnust assume the ihram (pilgrimrobe) of Hajj (pilgrimage) and bring the sacrificial animals (and make the sacrifice).
Those who cannot get the sacrificial animals should fast for three days during the
Hajj (pilgrimage) and seven days on returning to t heir families. (The three should lJe
observed before sacrifice, better on 71h, 8th and 9th, The seven should be observed after
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completing Hajj (pilgrimage) in makkah or on reaching home.)
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ circumambulated the ka'bah when he came to
Makah, kissed (or made istislam of) the Black stone and made ramal of three
rounds and walked the other four (at nor~al pace). On finishing his tawaf of the
bouse. He offered two raka'at salah (prayer) at the maqam (Ibrahim). Then he gave
the sanitation (of the salah (prayer) to end it) and departed till he came to as-Safa
and made the seven rounds of as-Safa and· al-Marwah. Then, he did not regard
anything that was forbidden to him (because of the ihram (pilgrim-robe)) as lawful
till he had accomplished his Hajj (pilgrimage) and sacrificed his animals on the day
of sacrifice, and made the tawaf ifadah of the House. Then everything was lawful to
him what had become unlawful to him. And everyone who had brought sacrificial
·
animals did as Allah's Messenger~J~~~~ did.I
COMMENTARY:
Though it seems from this hadith (tradition) that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ ~ performed Hajj (pilgrimage) tamatta, the correct thing is that he
performed the qiran from. We might say that the word tamatta is used here in the sense of
'to benefit.' This meaning is found in the qiran from too in that umrah is joined to it so it is
beneficial' in the sense.
UMRAH ALLOWED IN MONTHS OF HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)

2558. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"This umrah we have profited thereby. He who has no sacrificial animal with him
(may relinquish his ihram (pilgrim-robe) completely and) may treat as lawful what
the sacred state had denied him, for, indeed, the umrah may be performed in the
months of. Hajj (pilgrimage) till the Last Hour."2
COMMENTARY: In this hadith (tradition), too, Tamatta' is used in the sense of 'to benefit,'
This has been explained earlier.
This chapter does not have Section II.
SECTION III
~!lilljJatli
SAHABAH'S ~.&~~J HESITATION TO ALTER NATURE OF IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE)

~rl.H ~
t:.. ~~:~~\lq1:.IJ'~,.
.. , ~u .qJ.\ ~.~~ ~~~
J.. ~ ~ ~.!.£-crool\)
•
~ v~ ~.. 1 .. • """*....;:. •
..
,..,-'.,j

....

1
2

Bukahri # 1691, Muslim # 174, _1227, Abu Dawud # 1805, Nasa'i # 2732, Musnad Ahmad 2.139.
Muslim# 203-1241, Nasa'i # 2815, Darimi # 1856, Musnad Ahmad 1-236.
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2559. Sayyiduna Ata iil1~J narrated that he, along with some people with him, heard
Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Abdullah ~iii~~J say, "We the sahabah of Muhammad ~Jilt~
~J called aloud the talbiyah for Hajj (pilgrimage) only (having assumed the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) for only Hajj (pilgrimage))."
Ata ~i»>~J said further that Jabir ~iii~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ..111~
~J~ arrived (in Makkah) on the morning of the 4th Dhul Hijjah and commanded
them to relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe). Ata iilt~J quoted him as·saying, "Come
out of the sacred state and have sexual intercourse with your wives." Ata Jilt~ J
elaborated that he did not make it wajib (obligatory) but meant to say that it was
lawful for them to go to their women. (The command to cede the ihrc m (pilgrimrobe) made it wajib (obligator!/) but to have· intercourse was to make it clear that
after ceding the ihram (pilgrim-robe) it become permissible.)
(Ata Jilt~J remarked: ) "We wondered that only five days remained ·between us and
Arafat and he commands us to go to our wives, so we shall come to Arafat while our
perises will be dripping with prostates fluid.
And, he said that Jabir ~i»>~J gestured with his hand, moving it such that he still
saw do it. (During the jahiliyah, it was considered very abominable to have sexual
intercourse with wives on the eve of the days of Hajj (pilgrimage).)
·
Jabir ~Jill~J said that the Prophet Muhammad ~J"·# Jilt~ stood among them and
t;aid, "You know very well that I fear Allah more than you do, I am more truthful
and pious than you are. Had I not brought the sacrificial animals with me, I too
would have put off the ihram (pilgri111;-robe) as you do now. If I had known earliP."
about this state of mine what I have now know, I would not have broug~:.t the
sacrificial animals (meaning, if I had realized that putting off the ihrat~ {pilgri'!Jh,_
robe) would tax you, I would not have brought the sacrificial anim~!d with me ~ita
would have put off the ihram (pilgrim-robe) as you do)~ So (do not hesitate bUt)
remove the ihram (pilgrim-robe)." Hence, they relinquished the ihram (pilgrim-robe)
(in the spirit of) hearing and obeying (see Quran, 2: 255)
Ata iilt~.J added that Jabir ~iilt~J continued t~ narrated that Sayyiduna Ali ~iilt~J
arrived on an errand (having been sent as judge to Yemen and he came from there
on some mission). He asked him, "What kind of ihram (pilgrim-robe) have you
assumed?" He said, "The same as the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ iil1 ~ had
assumed." So, bring the sacrificial animals (and sacrifice on the day of sacrifice
because it is wajib (obligatory) on the qarin) and retain the sacred state (of the
ihram (pilgrim-robe), as I do)."
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He said further that Sayyiduna Ali 4;S. .&1 ~J brought the sacrificial animals for him
(meaning, for the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ or for himself). And, Sayyiduna
Suraqa ibn Maalik ibn Jush'um lt;S.~'~.J asked, '~0 Messenger of Allah, it is for. this
year of ours or for ever?" He said, '1 For always,"t
COMMENTARY: As for the iltram (pilgrim-robe) some people had asstimed it only for Hajj
(pilgrimage) as Sayyiduna Jabir 4:S-.1ii~J said in this hadith (traditi_on). But there were tJ:tose
too who has assumed it for only urnrah and for urnrah and Hajj (pilgrimage) combined as
we read in the hadith (tradition) of Sayyidah Ayshsh 4:S-.1il~.J previously.
PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J4:)s-.111~ DISPLEASURE AT SAHABAH'S 4;S..1!1~.J
HESITATION
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2560. Sayyi~"4~yshah lp.1il~.J narrated that (during the Farewell pilgrimage) Allah's
Messenger ~""J4:)s-.1l1~ came to her (in Makkah) on the fourth or fifth of Dhul Hijjah
in an angey mood. She asked, "Who has angered you 0 Messenger of Allah? May
Allah consign him to hell!" He said~ "Do you not know that I ·comm~ded the. people
(to suffice with umrah) but they hesitate? If I had known afore hand about my
predicament as I now learn, I would never have brought the sacrificial animals with
me. Rather, I would have relinquished the ihram (pilgrim-robe) as the. people have
done and would have bought the sacrificial animals (here)."2

CHAPTER-IV
ENTRY INTO MAKKAH &
CIRCUMAMBULATING THE KA'BAH
The literal meaning of(~) (makk) is 'to ruin,' 'to destroy.'
This blessed city is calle.-1. 'Makkah' because it ruins and destroys sins anc;i it destroys (in
this world or the next) the person who is oppressive and evil, pursuing wrong ways.
This chapter will direct those who come to Makkah how they may enter this ·sacred. city
and from which side, and how and from where they may depart from -it~ when may they
arrive and what the manners and rules of admittance are. The nature and rules of tawaf will
be mentioned together with of those things associated with it, like kissing the Hajr Aswad
or the Black Stone which is the istilam of it.

1 Mu~tim ~
2

141-1216, Nasa'i # 2805,1bn Majah # 1980, Musnad Ahmad 4-175.
Muslim# 130-1211.
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SECTION I
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ENTRY INTO & EXIT FROM MAKKAH
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2561. Sayyiduna Nafi .1!1 ~ J said that Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:S- .1!1 ~J never came to
Makkah without spending the night at Dhu Tuwa. In the morning, he would have a
bath, offer salah (prayer) and enter Makkah by day when he departed from it, he
went by the route of Dhu Tuwa where he spend the night till the morning. And, he
used to say that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4:}s-i»>~ did that.t
COMMENTARY: Dhu Tuwa is a place towards Tan'im within the limits of the Haram. The
Prophet Muhailunad ~J4:}s-.1!1~ used to rest here overnight. In the morning, he had a bath
and offered salah (prayer) before going into the sacred city. The salah (prayer) that he offered
was supererogatory salah (prayer) prior to entering Makkah.
While returning, he again stopped here to permit all companions to join him ~ith their luggage.
Ibn Maalik .1!1~J said that it is established though this hadith (tradition) that it is mustahab
(desirable) to enter Makkah during day time. The House of Allah will be seen clearly in the
day and supplication may be made.
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2562. Sayyidah Ayshah tp .1!1 ~J narrated that on coming to Makkah, the Prophet
Muhammad ~J 4:)s. .1!1..}.; entered through its heights. ~d, when he departed, he
went through its lowlands.2
COMMENTARY: Dhu Tuwa is in the elevated portion of Makkah. The famous graveyard
of Makkah al-Mala is on this side. The other side of the city is the lower portion.

Er1________LoViland_________________ ,

I

MAKKAH .

M' ala

To Madinah

I I

Height
Entry
DhuTuwa

This does not contradict the previous hadith (tradition). When he departed from the lower
portion of Makkah and came to the road leading to Madinah he touched Dhu Tuwa. He
stayed there overnight and set out for Madinah in the morning.
1

Bukhari # 1773, .Muslim # 226-1259, Abu Dawud # 1865, .Nasa'i # 2862, Darimi # 1927, Muwatta
Maalik # 20 (HajJ).
2 Bukhari # 1755, M.uslim # 224-1258, Tirmidhi # 854, Abu Dawud # 1869, Nasa'i # 2865, Ibn Majah #
2940, Musnad Ahmad 6-40.
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TAWAFONLYIN A STATE OF PURITY
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2563. Sayyiduna Urwah ibn Zubayr said that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ lk1 ~
performed Hajj (pilgrimage). Sayyidah Ayshah ~ lk1 ~.J told him that when the
Prophet Muhammad ~J '# .iil1 ~ came to Makkah, the first things he did was to
ma~e ablution. Then he circumambulated the House, but there was no umrah.
The Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~iitl~J performed Hajj (pilgrimage) and the first things he
did was to circumambulate the House, but there was no umrah.
Then Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~.J and after him Sayyiduna Uthman did like that.t
COMMENTARY: Before observing the tawaf, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~lk·~ made a
fresh ablution though he was already in a state of ablution. He has had a bath at Dhu Tuwa
as we learnt from an earlier hadith (tradition) (# 2561) which clearly included ablution.
The Tawaf can only be proper with purity. The ulama (Scholars) say that it is a condition for
making tawaf to first obtain purity. However, the hanafis say that it is not a condition but it
is wajib (obligatory) to obtain purity before making tawaf
We learn from the previous ahadith (tradition) that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~..1!1~
and the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~lk·~.J performed umrah on arriving in Makkah.
Those who had the sacrificial animals with them retained their ihram (pilgrim-robe), but
those who had it not relinquish their ihram (pilgrim-robe). Hence this hadith (tradition),
when it says 'but there was no umrah.' Means that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ did
not alter the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of Hajj (pilgrimage) into umrah, and did not relinquish the.
ihram (pilgrim-robe) but remained in the sacred state of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) because he
was a qarin. He put off the ihram (pilgrim-robe) finally on the day of sacrifice. The narrator
included these words to reject those people who presume that the Prophet Muhammad ~
~J~)k, infringed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of Hajj (pilgrimage) and performed umrah.
These words could also imply that all these people did nL i perform another umrah after
Hajj (pilgrimage) but let it suffice with the umrah that was combined with Hajj (pilgrimage).
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2564. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ,~,&,~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J'#.iill~.p
circumambulated (the Ka'bah) for Hajj (pilgrimage) or umrah (when he arrived), he
first walked rapidly (at near-running pace) in the first three rounds (which is normal).
The ne>.~ fou~ he walked (at normal pace). Then he offered two raka'at salah (prayer)
and after th~! ntade sa'I (the rounds) between as-Safa and al-Marwah.2
1 Bu~hari
2 Bukhari

# 1614, Muslim# 190-1235.
# 1616, Muslim# 231-1261, Abu Dawud # 1893, Nasa'i # 2941, Musnad Ahmad 2-12E:i.
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COMMENTARY: One rounds of the Ka'bah is called a shawt (lb9). Seven circuits make up

a tawaf. The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .&1 ~ walked rapidly in the first three rounds
without running or jumping. The remaining four h~ walked.
SA'I IS WAJIB (OBLIGATORY)- BETWEEN AS SAfA & AL-MARWAH
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2565. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ made ramal
(walked briskly) hi. the (first) three rounds from the (Black) stone to (Black) stone
and he walked at normal pace in the (remaining) four. At as-Safa and al-Marwah, he
run in the batn nasi! when (makilg the Sa'i)l
COMMENTARY: The hanafis regard Sa'I as Wajib (obligatory) while the Shaf'l'is say that it
is a rukn (part, essential).
Batn Masil (rain water passage, botto~ of the valley) is marked between as Safa and alMarwah by two green pillars. It is sunnah(Practice ofHvly Prophet Muhammad ~J4:)s..iblj-P) in
the sight of all ulama (Scholars) to run between these pillars.
KISSING THE HAJR ASWAD
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2566. Sayyid~na Jabir ~iii~~J sa:id that when Allah's Messenger ~J4:)s..iiu~ came to
Makkah, he approached the (Black) Stone, made its istilaam (kissed or touched it)
and moving to his right, made ramal in three circuits and walked normally in four.2
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2567. Sayyiduna Az-Zubayr ibn Arabi ~.&~~J narrated that a man asked Sayyiduna
Ibn Umar ~.&~~J about the istilam of the stone. He said, 111 saw Allah's Messenger
~J~.&~~ touch it and kiss it."3
ISTILAM OF RUKN YAMANI
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2568. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J said that he had seen Allah's Messenger ~.&lj-P
~"" J make istilam of only the two Yamani comers of the House (they are to the
Yamani side).4
·
COMMENTARY: Th~ Ka'bah has four comers. The Black stone is pitched in one. The other
Bukhari # 1644, Muslim # 230-1261, Tirmidhi # 856, Muwatta Maalik # 108 (Hajj) Darimi # 1841,
Musnad Ahmad 2-40.
2 Muslim# 232-1261, Tirmidhi # 857, Nasa'i # 2939, Darimi # 1840.
3 Bukhari # 1611, Tirmidhi # 862, Nasa'i # 2946.
4 Bu.khari # 1609, Muslim# 247-1269, Tirmidhi # 859, Musnad Ahmad 2-114.
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opposite to it is truly the Yamani corner. Both these are called the Yamani rukn. Of the other
two, one is Rukn Iraqi and the other Rukn Shaami. Both, however, are called Rukn Shaami.
The comer with the Blacvk stone is excellent twice over. First, it is made by prophet
Ibrahim r')l..Jt~. Secondly, it has the Black Stone. The rukn Yamani has oruy one excellence.
It is that Prophet Ibrahim r')l..J'~ had built it. In short, both these cogters are more excellent
than the two comers rukn Shaami and rukn Iraqi. lstilam is therefore, associated with only
these two comers.
. .•
Istilam means 'to touch' with the hands or a kiss, or both. When this word is used with the
Black stone, it implies kissing it. With the rukn Yamani, it stands for only touching it.
Since the rukn aswad (comer with Black stone) is better than rukn Yamani, it is kissed
either by touching it with the hands or any other thing by gestures towards it and a
symbolic kiss. The Yamini corner is only touched, not kissed. The remaining two comers
are neither kissed nor touched.
Thus, the ruling is that no stone, apart from the Hajr Aswad and_ the Yamani comer, is
kissed or touched.
CIRCUITS OF KA'BAH- RIDING A CAMEL
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2569. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ li11.$PJ narrated that during the Farewell Pilgrimage,
Allah',Messenger ~J ~ li11 ~ made the tawaf (of the House) on a camel~ He
. touched the mkn (comer) with a mihjan (crooked stick).l .
CO~MENTARY: The hanafis hold that it is wajib (obligatory) to perform the t~waf on foot.
So, they explain that the Prophet Muh~ad ~J~lii1.}-P had some reason to do it on a
camel. This tawafis exclusive with him and no one else is permitted to do it.
Teebi lilt~J that though it is better to make the tawaf on foot, the Prophet Muhammad lilt~
~J~ rode a camel to allow everyone to see him.
However, a question arises that it is confirmed through ahadith (tradition) that while
making tawaf during the farewell pilgrimage, the Prophet Muh~mmad ~J ~lilt~ had
observed ramal in the first three rounds. Clearly, he could not have done that on a camel.
The fact is that those ahadith (tradition) refer to his tawafQudoom (when he had come to
Makkah for the pilgrimage) while the tawaf made on camel back was tawaf ifadah which
was fard(compulsory) and is performed on the day of sacrifice (the tenth). It is also called
tawaf ur rukn. His aim was that the people might see him and learn the motions and rules.
Mihjan is a stick with an etched edge. The stick was pointed towards the Hajr Aswad and
given a light kiss.
METHOD OF ISTILAM OF HAJR ASWAD
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2570. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas
1

~lii•.$PJ

narrated that rounds of the House on a camel.

Bukhari # 1607, Muslim# 223-1272, Abu Dawud # 1877, Nasa'i # 2954, Ibn Majah # 2948.
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Every time he came to the comer, he pointed to it with something in his hand and
called the takbir (Allahu Akbar).t
COMMENTARY: Both hands are placed on the Black Stone and both lips are brought to it.
Because there were very many people and a crowd around the Black Stone, the Prophet
M1,1hammad ~J*'~'j..P pointed towards it and blew a kiss at it,
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2571. Sayyiduna Abu at-Tufayl ~~~~J narrated that he saw Allah's Messenger 1»lj..P
~ J~ make the tawaf of the House. He made istilam of the rukn with a mihjan that
he had and then kissed it.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~ J4Js.~'J..P sometimes kissed the Black. Stone
directly, but when there was a crowd around he touched it with something and kissed that
or he blew a kiss at the Black Stone from afar. This happened in a single tawaf in its
different rounds or from tawaf to tawaf depending on circumstances and the situation.
MENSTRUATING WOMEN NEED MAKE NO TAWAF OR SA'I
.....-- 0

<~~)-L5~~·: ::14Jfo'1-...u11),f.t:il~lA~iti~sl'~~~
2572. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~' ~J narrated that they set out with the Prophet
Muhammad ~J "# ~~ j..P mentioning nothing but Hajj (pilgrimage). (some people
interpret it to mean that their objective was to perform Hajj (pilgrimage) not umrah.
So not mentioning umrah does not necessitate that they had not formed an
intention to perform umrah alongwith it). When they were at Sari£, she began to
menstruate. The Prophet Muhammad ~J~iilj..P went to her to find her weeping.
He asked, 111t seems that you have your menses?" She said, 11Yes." He said, 11That is
what Allah has decreed for the daughters of Aadam r~...JI "#· So, do what the
pilgrims do but do not circumambulate the House (and do not make Sa'I which is
proper only after circumambulation) till you are purified of your menses and have
had a bath)."3
COMMENTARY: Sari£ is a place about six miles from Makkah, three or four miles to the
south of Tanim on the route to Shaam. By a rare coincidence, here also lies the grave of the
mother of believers, Sayyidah Maymunan ~ .1!1 ~J and, indeed, it was here that she was
married to the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~J..P and here their marriage was consummated.
The words of Sayyidah Ayshah ~ii1~J that they mentioned nothing but Hajj (pilgrimage)
seem to contradict her words in hadith (tradition) # 2556. She said there that the people
Bukhari # 1612, Tirmidhi # 866, Nasa'i # 2952, Darimi # 1845.
Muslim# 257-1275, Ibn Majah # 2949.
3 Bukhari # 294, Muslim# 120.1211, Abu Dwud # 1782, Nasa'i # 2741, Ibn Majah # 2963, Darimi #
1846, Muwatta Maalik # 224 (HajJ).
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performed the different forms of Hajj (pilgrimage); ifrad, tamatta and qiran. Hence, here she
meant to say that their true objective was to perform Hajj (pilgrimage). The three forms of
Hajj (pilgrimage) fall under the objective to perform Hajj (pilgrimage). She had opted for
tamatta but when she had her menses the Prophet Muhammad ~J~lil'~ instructed her to
give up the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for umrah and retain that of Hajj (pilgrimage) and. perform
deeds of Hajj (pilgrimage).
IDOLATERS DISALLOWED TO PERFORM TAWAF

~
\jO~l?,1c
.. ~ ... ~~alll ~'S>
t~ ~J'IA-:11
.. ~~~~-~
~jO'l jO.:: .... J.. ~s~~-:...L·r~l.l.£.-(YoVi)
.. •
f..)'"':"'
.. ~.J....
~ ~...$"' .. •
~-~ .y. ~
J:..r-"'; '-'~

(~~)-~~;L
2573. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lii'~J narrated that on the day of sacrifice during
the Hajj (pilgrimage) that preceded the Farewell pilgrimage and over which the
Prophet had made him the amir, Sayyiduna Abu Bakr 4:.$- li11 ..sJ'J sent him (Abu
Hurayrah) 4:.$-lill..sJ' J along with some others with instructions to proclaim among the
masses, 11 know! Mter this year no idolater (and polytheist) may perform Hajj
(pilgrimage) and no one may make the tawaf of the House naked."1
COMMENTARY: As stated earlier, Hajj (pilgrimage) was madefard(compulsory) towards the
close of 9AH. The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ li!1 ~ was occupied in various religious
affairs, so did not proceed himself. He sent Sayyiduna Abu Bakr 4:.$-li!l ..sJ'J as amir of the
pilgrims. This was one year before the farewell Pilgrimage.
As the amir, Abu Bakr ~lil'..sJ'J made the proclamation through Abu Hurayrah 4:.$-li!l..sJ' J and
some others. Only Muslims would benefit from this great honour. His proclamation was
made in the light of this verse of the Quran: ·
jO ....
Ill ~
jO ~.:W. ,.,... ,..r.-,d 11 · jO "I I '- ~ ~9 · :~:~
.......___.,
~ '~e-- ,. I' ..il
~ ~.JM
u-:y.,..
1.4 ..
..

:1

,.~

,~,,

{The associators are indeed filthy so let them not come near the sacred Mosque after
this year of theirs.} (9: 28)
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr 4;So . .1!1 ..sJ' J also instructed them to proclaim that no one should
make the tawaf while he is a naked form. During the jahiliyah, people used to undress
and circumambulate the House on the plea that they could not go round Allah's
House that is a mighty worship in their unseemly clothing in which they had
committed sin day and night.
Islam put an end to this obnoxious practice.
SECTION II
~ti11j.Ai\i
MY HAND BE RAISED WHEN MAKING SUPPLICATION ON SEEING THE KA'BAH

~I~ l~~ J.i Jlii~~ ~i~ ,:: ::H \S.A~J.\1 if J.t4-J;.! J~~~~~l if (YoVt)
(.)Jb~I~ 15.l..o_;U I o 1~.;) -~~;; ~'f
1

&S:J_;lj ~j ~ ili I~

Bukhari # 369, Muslim # 435-1347, Abu Dawud # 1946, (Also Bu khari # 1622, 3177, 4363, 4655,
4656, 4657.)
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2574. Sayyiduna AI-Muhajir Al-Makki i»1~.J said that Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Abdullah
~.111~.J was asked about the man who sees the House and raises his hands. He sitid,
11
·
lndeed,· we di~ perform Hajj (pilgrimage) with the Prophet Muhammad~J~~~
but we never did so."l
CQMMENTARY: When a visitor to Makkah enters the sacred mosque and his eyes fall on
the Ka'bah and he makes a supplication, his prayer is answered, Hence, he must pray to
Allah for whatever he wishes.'
The hadith (tradition) says that he must not raise his hands to make supplication. lmall)
(leader) Abu Hanifah .1!1 ~, Imam (leader) Shafi'I ~ ~.J and Imam (leader) Maalik .1!1 ~.J
have ruled in accordance with the hadith (tradition) the hands should not be raised when
m_akirig
supplication. Imam
{leader) Ahmad .1!1 ~.J, however, holds that one must raise
.
.
hands when making supplication on seeing the Ka'bah (Teebi)
Mulla Ali Qari, .1!1 -~, however, says that Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah .1!1 ~, and Imam
(leader) Shafi'I .111~, have ruled like Imam (leader) Ahmad .1!1~, that hands may be raised.
Again, the same Mulla Ali Qari .1!1 ~, has termed it, in his book 'Manasik'. To be
makruh(tinbecoming). Some ulama (Scholars) hold that it is allowed. The Hidayah and
Durr Mukhtar affirm that hands should hot be raised.
LOOKING AT THE KA'BAH DURING SA'I AND SUPPLICATING WITH HANDS
RAISED

(Jjby.l oi.JJ)

2575. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ill,~, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~
came (for the pilgrimage) and entered Makkah, he came to the (black) Stone and
kissed it. Then he made the tawaf of the House. Then, he came to as-Safa and
climbed it till he could look at the House and he raised his h ands and began to
make zikr (remembrance of Allah) as much as he wished and made supplication.2
COMMENTARY: When the pilgrim is as-Safa while observing Sa'I, and stand. Then he
must call Allahu Akbar and recite the Kalimah and invoke blessings on Allah's Messenger
~J~i»1~. Then, he must raise his hands and make supplication.
Some people raise their hands with takbir (Allahu Akbar) as in salah (prayer). They must
know that it is not sanctioned in Shari'ah. It is not legal and not masnun.
RESEMBLANCE IN SALAH (PRAYER) & TAWAF

,,Sjt~IS-\~\j
IL, .. ,,.l!J",,.
Ji"'I~'IJ"~
.. ~ ... ~~ful ~~
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tt.JsS. ':{"i ~.._/
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1 Tirmidhi
2

""...

# 856, Abu Dawud # 1870, Nasa'i # 1946.
Muslim# 84-1780, Abu Dawud # 1872.
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2576. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas~.&'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~.&~~ said, ·
11
The tawaf round the House is like salah (prayer) except that you converse while
performing it. He who converses must do so with a good word."t
COMMENTARY: Salah (prayer) and tawaf are alike in the great reward associated with them.
Speech, however, is the nullifier of salah (prayer) but not of tawaf. Whatever attracts the
command of speech like eating and drinking does not nullify tawafbut nullifies salah (prayer).
There are other differences too in salah (prayer) one faces the qiblah but not in tawaf. Salah
(prayer) is offered at appointed time, not tawaf.
Purity is a condition for both. However, salah (prayer) is more excellent then tawaf. Their
resemblance lies in their reward and singular sanctity.
ORIGIN OF THE BLACK STONE
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2577. ?ayyiduna Ibn Abbas~.&,~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said,
11
The Hajr Aswad came· down from paradise. It was whiter than milk, but the sins of
the children of Aadam ~~~~ biackened it."2
·
COMMENTARY: It is something to ponder. If man's sins can have this effect on a stone,
what could they be doing to the hearts on mankind? We seek refuge in Allah!
TESTIMONY OF THE BLACK STONE ON THE DAY OF RESURRECTION
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2578.· Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~..1u~ said

about the (Black) Stone, 11 By Allah! Surely, Allah will raise it on the day of
resurrection. It will have eyes with which it shall see and a tongue with which it shall
speak and give testimony for those who had touched it (and ldssed it) truthfully."3
COMMENTARY: The testimony will be in favour of anyone who had made the istilam of
the Black Stone sincerely.
This hadith (tradition) means what it Says. Allah will give sight and speech to all inanimate
things. He is Omnipo~ent and can do it just c;ts He gives these things to a creature of blood
and flesh.
BLACK STONE & MAQAM IBR.AliiM RUBIES OF PARADISE
_.;lijlj

1

&S'JJ1 ~! J~ ~j ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 jj.!J ,e ,, -:; j(i _;4 ~.1 if"j (YoV~)

Tirmidhi # 961, Nasa'i # 2972, Darimi # 1847, Mu.snad Ahmad 5-377.
Tirmidhi # 878, MusnadAhmaci 1-:307.
3 Tirmidhi # 963, Ibn Majah # 2944, Darimi # 1839.
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2579. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~.#~~
~J say, 11 Surely the Rukn (the Black Stone) and the Maqam (Station of Ibrahim) are
two rubies from the rubies of paradise. Allah has blotted out their light. If He had not
done so, they would have illuminated whatever is between the east and the west."1
EXCELLENCE OF ISTILAAM & OF TAWAF
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2580. Sayyiduna Ubayd ibn Umayr .11•~ .J narrated that Sayyid~.!an Ibn Umar ~lit~.J
used to precede (the people) at the two corners in a way he had not observed any of
the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~.1l1~.J of Allah's Messenger ~J~.1l1~ do.
Also, he used to say. 11If I do that, it is because I had heard Allah's Messenger .1l1~
11
~J~ say, 'Touching them is an expiation of sins." And, I had heard him say, If
anyone makes tawaf of this House (for a week or) seven times,2 mindful of it (by
observing its details), it is tantamount to setting free a slave." And, I heard him say,
'No one places a foot on the ground or raises the other but Allah removes a sin from
him because of that and records a pious deed because of that. "3
COMMENTARY: He stepped ahead to make istilam of the two corners even when
there was a crowd but without inconveniencing anyone. So, it is not but sinful if
anyone pushes people to make it to these corners. If there is a rush, he must do it by
making a gesture from afar.
There are three possible explanations for 'makes tawaf... seven times.
(i)
He makes the seven rounds of one tawaf
(ii)
He makes seven tawaf
(iii)
He makes tawaffor seven days (which is a week).
PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J"#.i»t~ SUPPLICATION BETWEEN TWO RUKN
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2581. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Sa'ib ~~~.J said that he heard Allah's Messenger ~
~J4#.i»1 pray between the two corners (Black Stone and Yamani comer):

~W191~l!!Jl-: .. ,.~~~~;-:,, l:l.iJIJ~f~5
{Our Lord, grant us what is good in this world and what is good in the hereafter and
1 Tirmidhi

# 879, Musnad Ahmad # 7017.
urdu could be translated 'a week.'
3 Tirmidhi # 961, Nasa'i # 2919, Musnad Ahmad# 5706.
2 The Arabic
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save us from the chastisement of the Fire.p (2: 201)
COMMAND TO OBSERVE SA'I
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2582. Sayyidah Safiyah bint Shaybah ~~~J said that she was informed by the

daughter of Abu Tujrah that she went to the house of Abu Husayn in the company
of some women of the Quraysh that they might observe Allah's Messenger~lil·~J
perform Sa'I between as-Safa and al-Marwah. She saw him ran and his lower
wrapper moved round because of the effort he put in it. She heard him say, ''Run
(in Sa'i) because Allah has prescribed Sa'I for you."2 .
COMMENTARY: Sa'I is to make seven rounds between as-Safa and al-Marwah, the two
mountains. It is main part of Hajj (pilgrimage). The mountains are no more. Over the years
they have shrinked and now only their position can be identified with a few symbolic steps
to lead up. The two are separate, by a distance of about one and a half furlong.
As stated earlier, Sa'I is reminiscent of the running of Sayyidah Hajrah ~')l..JI ~ and her
restlessness for her infant, Sayyiduna Ismail ~')l..J·~ for whom she searched for water. She
ran between the maintains. The Allah created zamzam.
Before Islam, the idolater Arabs had erected idols one each on the two mountains. The one
at as Safa was called Isaf and the one at al-Marwah was Na'ilah. As-Safa was next to the
Mount Abu Qays. Sa'l is initiated from there. The path between as-Safa and al-Marwah is
called Masa. It is to the cast of the Ka'bah. It used to lie outside the sacred mosque. Now it is
made part of it.
Imam (leader) Sha'fi .&•~J regards Sa'I as fard(compulsory). So, if anyone does not make SA'I
then his Hajj (pilgrimage) becomes invalid and void. But, Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah .\1~J
regards Sa'I as wajib (obligatory), so if anyone does not do it then he will have to have to
atone with durum, meaning that he will have to slaughter a ram, or something as a wajib
(obligatory). His Hajj (pilgrimage) does not become batil (invalid).
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2583. Sayyiduna Qudamah ibn Abdullah ibn Ammar ~lil·~ J narrated that he did see

Allah's Messenger ~y.#.1u~ observe the Sa'I between as Safa and al-Marwah on a
camel without there being any striking (the camel), driving people away, or
shouting 'Give way, give way.'3
1

Abu Dawud # 1892, Musnad Ahmd 3-411.
Daraqutni in Kitab Hajj# 87 in chapter Mawaqit, Baghawi Sharh Sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet
Muhammad ~J~_a.l~) # 858, Musnad Ahmad 2-114.
3 Sharh us Sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad~ J~-&1~)
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COMMENTARY: We saw in the previous ahadith (tradition) that the Prophet Muhammad
~J4Js-1Jl'~ made Sa' I on foot. This one on camel is an exception, made to teach the ummah
that it may be done if there is a reason for it. Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah iJJ,~; has ruled

that it is wajib (obligatory) to make Sa'I on foot unless there is an excuse and if anyone uses a
conveyance without an excuse then it will be wajib (obligatory) on him to atone with a
dumm (slaughtering an animal).
The Prophet Muhammad ~J 4Js. . 1!1 ~ did not do as rulers are prone to do with naughty
motives to degrade their subjects.
TAWAFWITHIDTIBA

(J.;I..UI_, ~LA~I.)JI.l~l_, <.S~j:.ll oi.J.J)

2584. Sayyiduna Ya'la ibn Umayyah ~..1!1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~o.)s-..1!1~
~J circumambulated the house observing idtiba with a green mantle.t
(Idtiba is to pass the upper wrapper of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) from below the right
arm pit and have both or one of its ends over the left shoulder).
IDTIBA IS A SUNNAH IN TAWAF
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2585. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js.~~ and
his sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~..1!1~; made an umrah from Ji'ranah (a place
between Makkah and Ta'if). In the first tiu:ee circuits,-they observed ramal. They
drew their upper wrapper from under their (left( armpits and placed the ends over
their left shoulders. 2
COMMENTARY: Idtiba is a sunnah(Practice of Holy Proplret Muhammad ~J4Js-..1!1~) in the
entire tawaf while ramal is observe in the first two or three circuits of the tawaf. Idtiba is
·mustahab (desirable) only In tawaf, not otherwise. There is no sanction for observing the
idtiba immediately on assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe). In fact, if observe while offering
salah (prayer), then it is makruh(unbecoming).
SECTION III
..!..tdllj..Q~i
SIGNIFICANCE OF ISTILAM
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2586. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..1!1~J said, 11We did not give up the istilam of these two
1 Tirmidhi

2 Abu

# 860, Abu Dawud # 1883, Ibn Majah # 2954, Musnad Ahmad 4-223.
Dawud # 1884, Musnad Ahmad # 1-306.
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corners, the yamani and the (Black) stone, neither in a rush nor in ease, ever since I
saw Allah's Messenger ~J"·~.l~i»l~ make their istilam."t
2587. Sayyiduna Nafi' i»1~J said (in another version) that he saw Ibn Umar ~i»1~J
make istilam of the stone with his hand and then he kissed his hand. And he said,
"I have not given it up ever since I saw Allah's Messenger ~J~i»lj...P do it."2
IN CASE OF EXCUSE TAWAF MAY BE MADE ON CONVEYANCE
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2588. Sayyiduna Umm Salamah ~ .1!1 ~ J said that (during the performance of Hajj
(pilgrimag~), being disabled) she complained to Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~ that
she was unwell. He instructed her to make the tawaf behind the people while she
rode a beast. She did that. Allah's Messenger was offering salah (prayer) by the
House. He recited:

(Surah at-Tur 52)3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»~~ may have recited surah at-Turin

one rakah and some other in the second, or he may have completed surah at Tur in parts in
two raka'at.
It is permitted to make the tawaf on a conveyance, if there is a handicap. But, if there is no
reason then it is wajib (obligatory) to make the tawaf on foot.
UMAR'S ~i»~~J REMARKS WHILE KISSING THE STONE
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2589. Sayyi~~tna Aabis ibn Rabi'ahj .:.,~J said that ~e saw Sayyiduna Umar ~.a.~J
kiss the stone and say.. 11 I know for sure that you are a stone. You can neither benefit
nor hurt. Had I not seen Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~~ kiss you, I would never have
kissed you."4
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umar ~.11~~J aimed to nip in the bud any misconception i~
· the minds of the neo. Muslims that the Black Stone could be worshipped. The only
advantage was t hat reward could be excepted from Allah.

Bukhari # 1606, Muslim# 245-1268, Nasa'i # 2952, Darimi #'1838.
Muslim # 246.1268, Abu Dawud # 1876.
Bukhari # 1633, Muslim# 258-1276, Abu.Qawuc! tt 1~~2, Ibn Majah # 2961, Nasa'i # 2926, Muwatta
Maalik # 123 (Hajj).
4 Bukhari # 1597, Muslim# 251-1270, Abu Pawud # 1773, Tirmidhi # 861, Nasa'i # 2937, Ibn Majah #
2943,Muwatta Maalik # 115 (Hajj) Musnad Ahmad 1-54.
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2590. Sayyiduna Abu Hurahrah ~~~~.J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad 1JJ,~
said (about the Yamani comer). 11 Seventy angels have been given charge over
it, meaning the Yamani corner. If anyone prays (here):
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{0 Allah, I pray to you for pardon and security in this world and the next, our Lord,
grant us what is good in t his world and what is good in the next and preserve us
from the punishment in hell}
then they (the angels) say, 'Aameen!"l
COMMENTARY: Given this excellence of the Yamani comer, the excellence of the hajr
aswad will be more than it. Perhaps, this excellence might be exclusive to the rukn Yamani
and that of the hajr aswad might be more. but of another kind.
There is no contradiction in this hadith (tradition) and hadith (tradition) # 2581 which says
that the Prophet Muhammad ~""J4,1,:.~'~ made this prayer between the two comers. Clearly,
he made the prayer between Rukn Yamani and hajr aswad and he could not have paused
there. It is not proper to stop walking while making the tawaf. Those people who do so to
make supplication do much wrong. (The prayer in both ahadith (tradition) is identical.)
TASBIH, TAHIL, ETC DURING TAWAF

(~lo t:xl oi.J.J) -~:'\..?-~ ~~~
2591. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~fJJ,~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad )A~
said that if anyone performs the rounds of the House sevt;n times not talking
but saying only.
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{Allah is without blemish; All praise belongs to Allah and there is no god but Allah;
And, Allah is the Greatest; There is no might and power save with Allah.}
then ten evil deeds are erased from him, ten pious deeds are recorded for him and
he is elevated by ten degrees.
If he who makes the rounds speaks while performing tawaf, then he walks in th..;
1

Ibn Majah # 2957.
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pool of mercy with his two feet like one who walks in a pool of water.t
COMMENTARY: The second portion of the hadith (tradition) is actually a repetition of the

first portion. The speech is the same tasbih takbir, tahlil, etc with the same words of
glorifying, praising, extolling, and declaring unity of, Allah. The repetition is made to
emphasise the reward of uttering these words while making tawaf These are two kinds of
rewards. The ulama (Scholars) also say that the second portion refers to other petitions,
supplication etc. as taught by mashaykhs and others.

CHAPTER-V
AL-WUQUF THE STANDING AT ARAFAH

Arafah' {U_r) is the name of a specific place. It is also used in the sense of time in that the
ninth of Dhul Hijjah is called the day of Arafah.
As for the plural form of Arafat (~\6;), it is used only for this particular place. The plural
form is inclusive of the adjoining and neighbouring territories.
Arafat is about twenty five Kilometres away from Makkah. It is a large valley or plain
surrounded on three sides by mountains. The Jabal (mountain) Ar-Rahmah is in the centre
to its northern side.
Many reasons are suggested for the name Arafat.'
(i)
It is said that Sayyiduna Aadam ~".>WI~ and Sayyidah Hawa ~".>WI~ who were
sent down to earth met one another again at this place. This recognition (~.Jw)
came to be known as Arafah; and the place got its name Arafat.
(ii)
When Sayyiduna Jibril ~".>WI~ taught, hare, Sayyiduna Ibrahim ~".>WI~ the
method of performing Hajj (pilgrimage), he asked: (~;) (have you learnt?)
.,Prophet Ibrahim ~~...J1~ answer(~;) (I know). Finally, their repetition of the
word gave this place the name (41;) (Arafah).
There are other opinions too.
The wuquf at Arafat, which is the pilgrims arrival at Arafah on the ninth Dhul Hijjah, is a
great essential part of his fulfillment of Hajj (pilgrimage). The pilgrimage is not accomplish
without it. 0f the two essentials of I!ajj (pilgrimage), the tawaf ifadah and wuquf Arafat, the
standing at Arafat is !he greatest part of Hajj (pilgrimage). If this is omitted, then the Hajj
(pilgrima~e) will be invalid.
SECTION I
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TAKBIR & TALBIYAH ON DAY OF ARAFAH
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2592. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Abu Bakx al-Thaqafi narrated that he asked
Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~..111~J while they travelled in the morning from Mina
1

ibid (Ibn Majah # 2957).
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to Arafah, "How did you people behave on this day when you were with Allah's
Messenger?" He said,· ''He of us who called the talbiyah would not be forbidden.
and he of us who called the takbir would not be forbidden." 1
COMMENTARY: Teebi .1!1~.J said that though the· pilgrims are permitted to call the takbir
on the day of Arafah, it is not sunnalt(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~JI.:)s-.1!1~) Rather,
it is sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~JI.:)s-.111~) for them to call the talbiyah on
this day till they have observed the rami of jamrah aqabah.
Also, it is wajib (obligatory) for all whether a pilgrim or not to call the takbir after every
fard(compulsory) salah (prayer) during the days of tashriq, from the morning of the day of
·
·
Arafah (9th Dhul Hljjah) to the asr of the thirteenth.
SACRIFICE IN MINA & WUQUF IN ARAFAT & MUZDALIFAH
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2593. Sayyiduna Jabir 4;$..1!1~.J narrated that Allah's. Messenger ~JI.:)s-.111~ said, ''I
have made the sacrifice at this place. And, Mina all of-it is a place of sacrifice.
.Hence, sacrifice where. you are lodged. I have made wuquf (the standing) at this
place, and Arafah, all of it, is a.place of standing. And, I have stood here. And, Jam'
(.W.) ~) (Muzdalifah), all of it, is a place of standing."
..

.

COMMENTARY: It is sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J .Js. .1!1~) to make
sacrifice anywhere in Mina and the place where· the Prophet Muhammad ~JIJs.~1~ made
the sacrifice is called place where the Prophet sacrificed.'
Similarly, the standing may be observed anywhere in Arafat, exceptthe valley.
Muzdalifalr is also called jam.' The Prophet Muhammad ~ JIJs.iJI~ observed the standing
Mash' arul Haram, but all of muzdalifah is a place of standing, except the valley of
Muhassir.
Ho~ever, it is be~er to make the sacrifice and observe the standings where the Prophet
Muhammad ~J.Js..111~ did in Mina, Arafat and Muzdalifah.

'
EXCELLENCE OF THE DAY OF ARAFAH
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2594. Sayyidah Ayshash ~ 1J1 ~ .J narrated that Alb 'h's Messenger ~J .Js. ~1 ~ said.

"There is no day on which Allah liberates more (of His) slaves from heil than on the
day of Arafah. He draws near (to them ·with His mercy and forgiveness) and takes
pride in them before the angel, asking, 11What do they want?"2

1
2

Bukhari # 1659, Muslim# 274-1285; Muwatta Maalik # 43 (Hajj), Musnad Ahmad 3-110.
Muslim# 436-1348, Nasa'i # 3003, Ibn Majah # 3014.
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MAY STA_N:D FAR FROM THE IMAM (LEADER)
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2595. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Abdullah ibn Safwan li11 ~J reported that one of his
maternal uncles Sayyiduna Yazid ibn Shayban ~lii~~J said that they were standing
at their place Arafat which Amr ·pointed out was very far off from the Imam
(leader)'s standing place. Sayyiduna ibn Mirba al Ansari ~li11~J· Came to them and
informed them that he had for them a message from Allah's Messenger, saying
"Stand at your masha'ir (place of worship) for you are following the legacy of your
father, Sayyiduna Ibrahim ~~~~~
COMMENTARY: In the pr~-Islamic days the standing of every tribe was determined and
its members stood together at that place. The place Yazid ibn shayban was very far from
where the Prophet Muhammad ~J~lil~~ stood. The hadith (tradition) referes to him as
the Imam (leader).
The word masha'ir in the hadith (tradition) refers to their ancient mawquf. At Arafat,
distance from the Imam Qeader) is of no consequence. Moreover, everyone cannot be near the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~iJII~ and the entire Arafat is equally the mawquf everywhere.
SACRIFICE ANYWHERE WITHIN LIMITYS OF HARAM
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2596. Sayyiduna Jabir 4$lill~J reported that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ said, '')be
entire Arafat is a place of standing. All o~ Mina is a place of sacrifice. The
Muzdalifah all of it is a place of standing. And all the roads of Makkah are
thoroughfares and places of sacrifice.2
COMMENTARY: The concluding words of the hadith (tradition) mean that it is proper to go
to Makkah from whichever road that heads to it and sacrifice may be made anywhere within
the Haram, Makkah being in the Haram. It is a different thing that it is a custom to make the
sacrifice in Mina because pilgrims are there on the day of sacrifice 10th Dhul Hijjah.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ li11 ~ said this to make it clear that these things are
permitted. As for the better course, it is where the Prophet Muhammad ~J~lil~~ ·made
wuquf, where he s~::rificed the animal and the road that he took to Makkah.

Abu Dawud # 1919, Tirmidhi # 884, Nasa'i # 3014, Ibn Majah # 3048, Musnad Ahmad 3-326, Da~imi
# 187~.
..
2 Abu Dawud # 1937, Ibn Majah # 3048, Darimi # 1879, Musnad Ahmad # 3-326.
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DELIVERY OF PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~ills~ SERMON
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2597. Sayyiduna Khalid ibn Hawdah ~ il11 ~ J narrated that he saw the Prophet
Muhammad ~J ~ills~ deliver the sermon to the people on the day of Arafah
standing (with his feet) in the stirrups on a ·camel.1
COMMENTARY:. The Prophet Muhammad ~J 4~ il11 jJ stood up in the stirrups of the
camel to be on a higher level to deliver the sermon.
SUPPLICATION ON THE DAY OF ARAFAH
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2598. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb ills~ J narrated that on the authority of his father

from his grandfather-that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~illljJ said, ''The best of
supplications is the supplication made on the day of Arafah. And, the best of what I
said and the Prophets before me have said is (this prayer): "
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{There is no God but Allah who is Alone. He has no partner. To Him belongs the
dominion and to Him belongs all praise and He is over all things powerful.}2
2599. Sayyiduna Talhah ibn Ubaydul~ ~ills~ J, too, narrated this hadith (tradition)
but up to t~e Prophet Muhammad's ~J~illsjJ words: 41-..S::if'i {He has no partner.p
DAY OF ARAFAH CAUSES DISGRACE TO DEVIL MORE THAN OTHER DAYS
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2600. Sayyiduna Talhah ibn Ubaydullah ibn Kariz ~ills ~J, narrated that Allah's

Messenger ~J~ills~ said,' "Never on a day is the devil found more trivial, more
strongly put away, more humiliated and more angry than on the day of Arafah, only
because of the mercy he sees descending and Allah's forgiveness of great sins,
except for that which ·.vas seen on the day of Badr." Someone asked him about what
1

Abu Dawud # 1817, Musnad Ahmad 5-30.
Tirmiclhi # 3596.
3 Muwatta Maalik # 246 ("Hajj)
2
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was seen on the day of Badr. He said, "He had seen Jibril·~'}\...J1~ arrange the angels
in battle-order."t
GREATNESS OF THE DAY OF ARAFAH

(~lr._,.!Joi.J.J) _ii..)$.
2601. Sayyiduna Jabir 4$.1.!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.1.!1~ said, "On

the day of Arafah, Allah comes to the lowest heaven and takes pride in them before
the angels, saying. 'Look at My slaves. They have come to my dishevelled, dusty
and calling out from every deep valley. I make you witnesses to (the fact) that I
have forgiven them.' The angels submit, '0 Lord, (among then,. is) he who is said to
have committed sin, and that man and that woman (too, known sinner)."'
The ·Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .1.!1 ~ said, "Allah, Mighty and Glorious, says, 'I
have forgiven them, too."
·
Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1.!1 ~ said, "There is no day on which more people are
delivered from hell than the day of Arafah."2
SECTION III
~tilljJaili
COMMAND TO OBSERVE STANDING AT ARAFAT
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2602. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.bi~J narrated that the Quraysh and those who emulated

their ways (and followed their religion) observed the standing at Muzdalifah. They
were called al-Hums. All the (other) Arabs observed the standing at Arafah. When
Islam came, Allah, the exalted command his prophet Muhammad~J~.lt'~ that he
should come to Arafa't and observe the standing there. Then he should hasten
onward from there. This is as the words of Allah, Mighty and Glorious:
1
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{Then hasten onward from the place whe:r:e from the people hasten onward}3
1

Muwatta Ma:llik # 245 (Hajj) Baghawi in Sharh us srmnah(Practice of. Holy Prophet Muhammad .bl~

~J~)#1930.
2
3

Baghawi in Sharh us Sumzah(Practice of Holy Prop/ret Muhammad ~J~.lt1~) # 1931.
Bukhari # 4520, Muslim# 1219, Tirmidhi # 885, Abu Dawud # 1910, Nasa'i # 3009.
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COMMENTARY: While Muzdalifah is within the limits of the Haram, Arafat is outside ·its

limits. The Quraysh and their henchmen demonstrated their excellence over other people
by observing the wuquf in Muzdalifah. They said that they were the 'people of Allah' and
residents of His Haram so could not observe the wuquf outside the Haram.
Those others than the Quraysh and all the residents of Arab lands stood at Arafat.
However, when Islam eliminated class distinction and tribal classification, it gave the
command that the wuquf should be observed at the Arafat by all. Thus the Quraysh too
were required to make the wuq~ there and throw out their obsession.
PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~.,1,~ PRAYER IN MUZDALIFAH GRANTED &
IBLIS DISTRESS
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2603. Sayyiduna Abbas ibn Mirdas ~..1~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..11~
~""'J made a supplication for his ummah on the evening of Arafah that they be
forgiven. He received an answer, ''I have indeed forgiven them but not the
oppressive acts. I shall seize retribution from the oppressor for the oppressed." He
prayed, '0 my Lord, if you wish, you may grant the oppressed the blessing of
paradise (as a recompense) and forgive the oppressor." But he got no answer that
evening. On the morning (following) in Muzdalifah, he repeated the supplication
and was granted what he asked.
The narrator added: Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .i»1 jJ laughed - or, he said that he
smiled. (seeing that) Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ ~ ~J and Sayyiduna Umar ~.;So .i»1 ~J
asked him. "May our parents be ransomed to you This is such a time at the like of
which you have never laughed, so what has made you laugh? May Allah please you
all your life (so that you may laugh always)!" He said "The enemy of Allah, Iblis,
when he learnt that" Allah, Mighty and Glorious, has granted my prayer and has
forgiven my mmah, he took some dust and began to pour it on his head, cursing
himself and he called destruction on himsel£."1
COMMENTARY: We mi3ht add a condition to this complete forgiveness for the ummah,
including rights of Allah and even rights of fellow men, that this forgiveness applies to
those people who had made the pilgrimage that year with the Prophet Muhammad ~.i»'jJ

1

Ibn Majah # 3013, Musnad Ahmed 4-14.
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~J, Or, it ·applies to such people whose Hajj (pilgrimage) is accepted there being no
conunission of indecency or sin during their pilgrimage.
Or, it may apply to the oppressor who may have made a sincere repentance but was unable
to give back the usurped right.
Moreover, Divine mercy embraces anyone Allah wishes to forgive. It is as He says:

{Surely Allah shall not forgive that anything be associated with Him and He shall
· forgive all besides that to whom He will} (4: 116}
Shah Waliullah Dahlawi .&1~:J said that the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~.&1~ intercession
will include every. Muslim, both the righteous and the sinner. Because of it, Allah will raise
the ranks in paradise of the righteous people and He will forgive most of the sinners and
admit them to paradise. Those that remain in hell after that, their punishment will be
softened. and the term of punishment will be softened and the term of punishment will be
decreased.
Similarly, Allah's forgiveness will ·include all Muslims, both righteous and sinners. The
ranks of the righteous will be raised in paradise beyond what they deserve. As for the
sinners, Allah will either forgive them through His mercy and favour and admit them to
paradise, or mitigate the seventy of their punishment which is also a form of forgiveness.

CHAPTER-VI
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THE RETURN FROM ARAFAH & AL-MUZDALFAH
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SECTION I

. THE PROPHET MUHAMf.\-fAD'S ~J4#f»1~ RETURN FROM ARAFAH
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2604. Sayyiduna Hisham ibn Urwah 1»1 ~; reported from his father who narrated
that Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~111~; was asked, "How did Allah's Messenger
~J ~ .&1 ~ proceed while returning on the Farewell Pilgrimage?" He said, "He
proceeded swiftly and when he found a wide path, he made his beast run."t
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2605. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~; is said to have returned along with the Prophet
Muhammad~J~.ii~~ on the day of Arafah (towards Mina).
(He said that on the way,} the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&~~ heard behind him an
Bukhari # 1666, Muslim # 283-1286, Nasa'i # 3023, Darimi # 1880, Muwatta Maalik # 176 (Hajj),
Musnad Ahmad 5-210.
·
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uproar and a beating oft he camels. He pointed his whip towards them and said, "0
you people! Observe peace and quit! Piety does not lie in making haste."t
COMMENTARY: It is not piety to just push the animals at a quick pace. Rather, piety is to
perform the deeds of Hajj (pilgrimage) and refrain from the forbidden. While hastening to
do good is commendable, it should not be carried too far into disliked deeds or to
cotnmission of Sin. This explains this hadith (tradition) and the preceding one.
TALBIYAH RECITED TILL RAMI JAMRAH ALAQABAH

(~~)

2606. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.1!1~; narrated that Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd .1!1~;

was riding behind the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.ii1~ on his camel from Arafah
to Muzdalifah. Then he took al-Fadl as his co-rider from Muzdalifah to Mina. Both
of them reported that the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.ii1~ did not cease to recite the
talbiyah till he had cast pebbles at the jamratul aqabah.2
TWO SALAH (PRAYER) TOGETHER IN AL-MUZDALIFAH
1\.S

.. , ,
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2607. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.iii~~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.ii1~
combined the salah (prayer) of maghrib and islra (in Muzdalifah, at the time of

isha). The iqamah was called for each (salah (prayer)). He did not offer any
(optional) salah (prayer) between them or at the end of each of them.3
COMMENTARY: Not offering any optional salah (prayer) between these two salah (prayer)s
does not necessitate that the sunnah(Practice of Holy Propltec "Muhammad ~ J~.ii1~) and witr
salah (prayer) not offered between them.
Previously, the hadith (tradition) of Jabir ~lill~; in the chapter on the Farewell Pilgrimage
(# 2555) has been narrated on this subject. Mulla Ali Qari .&1~; explained that after the
Prophet Muhamn1ad ~ J ~ .&1 ~ had offered both maghrib and isha, he also observed the
sunnalz(Practice o.f Holy Prophet Muhammad~ .;~.1!1~) of maghrib and isha and the witr. This
is also found in hddith (tradition) (Durr Mukhtar)
Shaykh Aabid Sindhi 1»1~ J h.as recounted the different opinions of the ulama (Scholars)
on this subject and concluded that it is correct that after· the salah (prayer) of isha. The
Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ offered the sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad
~J~lill~) and witr.

Bukhari # 1671.
Bukhari # 1686,1687, Musilm # 266-1280, Tirmidhi # 919, Nasa'i # 3081, Ibn Majah # 3040, Darimi #
1904, Musnad Ahmad 1-114.
3 Bukhari # 1682, Muslim# 292-1289, Abu Dawud # 1936.
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2608. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ ~~ ~ J asserted that he did not ever see
Allah's Messenger ~J"#~~~ offer a salah (prayer) at an ~our other than its proper
hour, except two salah (prayer)s: The salah (prayer)s of maghrib and isha together
and the salah (prayer) of fajr, one day, before its proper hour.l
COMMENTARY: The salah (prayer) of maghrib and isha only are mentioned here, the
maghrib and isha at Muzdalifah, though the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ had combined
the zuhr and asr too at Arafat, advancing the asr ahead of its hour and offering it at the
\hour of zuhr. J1-lese were offered during the day and everyone is aware that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~Jil~~ had advanced the asr ahead of its hour, so they are not mentioned
here specifically.
He has offered the salah (prayer) ofjajr that day before when light had not spread as get and
it was still dark. It does not mean that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~lil1~ had offered the
fajr even before its time had set in because the ulama (Scholars) are unanimous that the
salah (prayer) ofjajr is not permitted before its hour begins.
PERMITTED TO SEND WOMEN & CHILDREN FROM MUZDALIFAH
BEFOREHAND
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2609. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ Jil1 ~J said, 111 was among those whom the Prophet
Muhammad ~J"#~'~ had sent ahead (of others) on the night of Muzdalifah being
the weak members of his family." 2

COMMENTARY: The

~weak'

refer to the women and children. The Prophet Muhammad
~J~Jil~~ had sent them a~ead of others on the tenth Dhul Hijjah to Mina. Sayyiduna Ibn
Abbas ~J»~~ J was among them. The Prophet Muhammad ~ J~Jil~~ departed for Mina
before sunrise but after the dawn was bright on his riding beast. This is a sunnah(Practice of
Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»1~). He had sent forward his family so that they might not
feel inconvenienced because of the crowd. It is allowed to do so.
SCHEDULE OF RAMI JIMAR: According to another tradition to follow (# 2601), the
Prophet Muhammad ~J"#~~~ sent them ah~ad with instructions that they should cast
pebbles at Jamrah aqabah after sunrise. Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah ..1d ~ J abides by this
dictate. However, some traditions say that the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~Jil~~ sent them
saying only. "Go and pelt pebbles at Jamrah aqabah," there being no provision of sunrise.
So, Imam (leader) Shafi'I i»1 ~J and Imam (leader) Ahmad Jil1 ~J have preferred this
tradition and they hold that the time of rami (pelting pebbles) at jamrah aqabah begins
after midnight.

1

Bukhari #. 1682, Muslim# 292.1289. Abu Dawud # 1936.
Bukhari # 1678 Muslim# 301-1293 Abu Dawud # 1939, Tirmidhi # 894 Nasali # 3032, Musnad
Ahmad 1-344.
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COLLECTING PEBBLES AT MUZDALIFAH OR ON THE WAY
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2610. Sayyiduna Al-Fadl ibn Abbas ~.i»>~J was taken by Allah's Messenger ~lilt~
~J

to ride behind him. He said, ''On the evening of Arafah and the morning of Jam
as the pilgrims began to return, he said to them, 'observe a calm attitude.' He
cheeked his she camel till he had entered Muhassir which is a part of Mina when he
said, 'Collect small pebbles to be pelted at the jamrah.' Al-Fadl ~lilt~J added,
''Allah's Messenger ~J~~t~ did not cease to call the talbiyah till he had pelted
. pebbles at the jamrah."1
·
·
COMMENTARY: Fadl ~lilt~ J was not with the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#lilt~ when he
departed from Arafah for Muzdalifah on the evening of Arafah. However, he was with him ·
the next day, lOth Dhul Hijjah in the morning, for Mina, as his co-rider.
·
The Arabic word in the hadith (tradition) (~~) truly means small pebbles or date seeds
being thrown with both forefingers ~ter holding them by them. Here, (J.Lo-) means small
pebbles like grams.
The rule is to gather the pebbles at Muzdalifah before departure from there or on the way
while going, or from wherever one wishes, but not from near the jamrah those that have
been thrown. This is makruh(unbecoming). If any one picks up the used pebbles then
though it is permitted yet it is not preferable. Shamsi lilt~J has said the sharh niqayah that
it is bed to do so.
.
Opinion differ on how many pebbles may be picked up? Only seven for that day? Or,
seventy of which seven will be used on the first day for pelting on jamrah aqabah and sixty
three to be used on next three days for the three j amrahs.
PROPHET MUHAMMA·o ~J4#lilt~ SOUNDED HIS IMPENDiNG DEATH
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2611. Sayyiduna Jabir 4~ Jilt ~ J reported that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ ~

hastened from the jam in a dignified and peaceful manner. He instructed the people
to observe a peaceful attitude, He (urged his she camel and it) moved on swiftly in
Muhassar. He instructed the people to make rami with small pebbles. He disclosed
(to the sahabah) ~)»~~ J· 11Perhaps, I shall not see you after this my year."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith (tradition) concludes with the Prophet Muhammad's 4:)s.li!l~
1

Muslim# 268,1282, Nasa'i # 3055.
Tirmidhi # 887, Abu Dawud # 1944, Muslim# 310-1297, Nasa'i # 3021, Ibn Majah # 3023, Musnad
Ahmad# 14559.
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'

words that herald tidings; 'he was in his last year of life and would depart from this
world next year.' They were advised to learn from him. This is why this pilgrimage is
known as the Farewell pilgrimage. During it, he perfectly taught the people the essences of
religion and he bade farewell to his sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~~~~J He died next
year, 12 AH, in the month of Rabi ul Awwal.
The compiler of Mishkat points out that this hadith (tradition) has been placed in section I
of the Masabih by its compiler where ahadith (tradition) of Bukhari and Muslim are placed,
but this does not belo~g to either of them. (However, its concluding. words are found in
Muslim# 310.1297)
SECTION II
~lillj~fll
WHEN TO RETURN FROM ARAFAT & TO DEPART FROM MUZDALIFAH
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2612. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Qays ibn Makhramah ~~~J narrated that Allah's

Messenger ~J ~ ..1!1 ~ delivered a sermon. He said, "The people of the jahiliyah
used to depart from Arafah when the sun seemed before it set to shine in the faces
of people as though it was men's turban. They departed from Muzdalifah after the
sun rose and seemed to shine in their faces as though it was men's turban. And, we
do not return from Arafah till the sun sets, and we return from Muzdalifah before
the sun rises. Because our ways are opposed to the ways of the idol-worshippers
and the associators."t
·
COMMENTARY: When the sun has not set fully as yet and half of it is visible it looks like a
turban. The idolaters departed from Arafat at such a time. They went away from
Muzdalifah when the sun was in a similar position at the time of its rising.
RAMI NOT ALLOWED AT NIGHT
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2613. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~li1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iial~ sent

them, the small boys of the Banu Abdul Muttalib, ahead (of others) on asses, from
Muzdalifah in the night. He patted their things and said, 11 My little children, (when
you are there) do not cast pebbles at the jamrah till the sun rises."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith (tradition) is evidence that rami is not permitted in the night.
1

Haakim in Mustadrak 2.777 Bayhaqi in Shu'ab u eeman the like of it.
Dawud # 1940, Nasa'i # 3064, Ibn Majah # 3025, Musnad Ahmad.
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Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah ~.&t~ J and most other scholars abide by this hadith (tradition),
but Imam (leader) Shafi'I lilt~J permits rami after midnight.
Moreover, though all the ulama (Scholars) hold that rami is allowed after dawn even before
sunrise. Yet Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah .&t~J says that it is permitted with a dislike. He
holds that only after sunrise it is mustahab (desirable).
HADITH IN SUPPORT OF IMAM SHAFI'I .&t~J EXPLAINED

(Jjb.Y-1 oi.JJ)

2614. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .&t ~J narrated that the prophet Muhammad ~J ~lilt~
sent Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.&~~Jon the night preceding !he nahr (sacrifice on
tQth Dhul Hijjah. She cast the pebbles at the jamrah before dawn. Then she
hastened and performed the tawaf (ifadah at Makkah, this beingfard(compulsory)).
That was the day when Allah's Messenger ~J4~.&t~ was with her \that being her
tum with him).t
COMMENTARY: The last portion of the hadith (tradition) indicates why the prophet
Muhammad ~J~.&t~ sent sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.&t~J to Mina that night, why she
observed the rami in the night and why she performed the tawaf ifadah during the day
while the other wives of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&t~ performed the tawaf ifadah in
the next night.

This hadith (tradition) is cited by Imam (leader) Shafi'I .&t4~J in support of his contention that
rami may be made before dawn. Other scholars say that this concession was allowed only to
Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~lilt~J, but the hadith (tradition) (# 2613) of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas
~.:~ .&1 ~J does not allow rami before Jajr to others. It is possible also that fajr refers to salah
(prayer) of fajr (not dawn but the salah (prayer) of morning and Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~~J
~may have performed rami before the salah (prayer) of farj and after rise of dawn.
WHEN TO STOP TALBIYAH IN UMRAH

... ,

til

t.

-~~~l~l9j!J.'
2615. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.&t~J said that the residents of Makkah and those who
perform umrah should call the talbiyah till they make istilam of the hajr aswad.2
COMMENTARY: 'The resident' refers to one who stays in Makkah and performs the
umrah while 'those who perform umrah' refers to non-residents performing umrah.

1

2

Abu Dawud # 1942.
Abu Dawud # 1817.
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SECTION III

THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J4#.&1~ USED A RISING BEAST FROM ARAFAT
TO MUZDALIFAH
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2616. Sayyiduna Ya'qub ibn Aasim ibn Urwah .&1~J said that he heard Sayyiduna
Sharid ~~~~J say. ''I hastened with Allah's Messenger ~J4#~'~ ('~vhile returning

from Arafat). His feet did not touch the ground (to walk) till he arrived at Jami'
(Muzdalifah)."t
COMMENTARY: This does not mean that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~~ never
alighted from his best during the ride between Arafat and Muzdalifah. It is stated in Sahih
al-Bukhari that he had got down (from the beast) and went into a mountain pass to pass
water. Then, he made ablution. On seeing that Sayyiduna Usamah 4.:&-.i»l~J submitted, "Is it
the time for salah (prayer), 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, "Salah (prayer) will be offered
ahead." (He meant that it would be offered at Muzdalifah.)
TWO SALAH (PRAYER)S COMBINED AT ARAFAT
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2617. Sayyiduna Ibn Shihab ~~~J reported that he was informed by Saalim ~~~J

that Hajj (pilgrimage)aj ibn Yusuf asked Sayyiduna Abdullah, during the year of
(Hajj (pilgrimage)aj) had slain Sayyiduan Ibn Zubayr ~ ~' ~J· "How may we
conduct ourselves at the wuquf at Arafah?" Saalim 4.:&- ~' ~J said, "If you wish to
abide by the sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad~J4#~1~), then offer the
(combined zuhr and asr) salah (prayer) early on the day of Arafah." Sayyiduna
Abdullah ibn Umar ~~~~J said, ''He speaks the truth. They (the sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~.i»'~J were used to combine the salalt (prayer) of zuhr and asr in
keeping with the sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad~ J4,}s.~l~)."
Ibn Shihab ~~~J asked Saalim, "Did Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&'~ do that?" Saalim
quipped, "Do they seek any thing but his sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet
Muhammad~J4#~1~) when they do that?"2
COMMENTARY: Anyone who is acquainted with the history of Islam in the least knows well
that Hajj (pilgrimage)aj ibn Yusuf is a compendium of tyranny and barbarism. Part of his
name of Synonymous with 'an oppressor.' He is said to have had one hundred and twenty
1

Musnad Ahmad 4.389.
# 1662.

2 Bukhari
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thousand men bound before being killed. He had attacked Makkah at the command of Abdul
Maalik ibn Marwan and had hanged the glorious sahabi, Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~~~J·
After that, Abdul Maalik ibn Marwan appointed him as amir of the pilgrims with
instructions to emulate Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~lilt~ J in all deeds and saying
about Hajj (pilgrimage). He was to ask him about the rules of Hajj (pilgrimage) and was not
to oppose or contradict him in any affair.
'
This is why he had asked Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~~~~J the ruling about the
combined salah (prayer)s in Arafat.

CHAPTER.- VII
:1

~MI

..!l:o.~JI~j~l~

AL-JIMAR (CASTING PEBBLES AT THE PILLAR)

Jimar (plural of jamrah) are small pebbles. Jimar Hajj (pilgrimage) are those small pebbles that
are pelted by the pilgrims at the pillars, These pillars are called jamraf· ~relation to jimar.
There are three jamrat or pillar on which pebbles are pelted.
(i)
Jamrah as-oola (the first).
·
(ii)
Jamrah al-Wusta (the middle).
(iii)
Jamrah al-aqabah (the last).
They are situated in Mina. On the edul adha or 10th Dhul Hijjah, pebbles are thrown only at
Jamrah al-aqabah.
Then, on the 11th, 12th and 13th, it is wajib (obligatory) to pelt pebbles on all three jamrat (At a
time seven pebbles are thrown at them.)
JJi•~

SECTION I

RAMI OF JAMRAH AQABAH WHILE RIDING BEAST
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2618. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~ J narrated that he saw the Prophet Muhammad ~1»1~
~J cast pebbles on the day of sacrifice, seated on his riding beast. And, he said,
11
Learn your rites (of Hajj (pilgrimage) from me), for, I cannot say that I shall
perform Hajj (pilgrimage) after this Hajj (pilgrimage) of mine."l
COMMENTARY: Imam (leader) Shafi'I .&14~J said that if anyone comes to Mina on foot, then
he should cast pebbles at jimrah aqabah while on foot. Then, on the 11th and 12th he· should
cast pebbles on all three jamrat. On the 13th, he should cast pebbles riding on a beast.
It is stated in the Hidayah the well known book of the Hanafi fiqh that if a rami is followed
by another rami like jamrah al-oola and jamrah al-Wusta, then it is better to make this rami
on foot, because after this rami there is some standing and invocating blessing on the
Prophet Muhammad rl""J4:)J;-..1!1~ and making supplication, etc: Hence, when one is on foot
he can be more humble and submissive.
As for the practice of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~' the gist of whatever is taught in
the ahadith (tradition) is that he made the rami of jamrah aqabah on the day of sacrifice
1

Muslim# 31'0-1297, Abu Dawud # 1970.
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seated on a riding beast. He made the rami of the other days on foot.
NUMBER OF PEBBLES & HOW TO THROW THEM

~oiJ.;)-~.1il~~s.;.:4.1~5~J~ilil~;iJij_;..!J~Jjli~J0'1'C\)
2619. Sayyiduna Jabir ~...1!1~J narrated that he saw Allah's Messenger ~J4.#.fi!t~

throw small pebble at the jamrah like al-Khadhaf .(taking pebble in thumb and
finger and throwing it).t
COMMENTARY: There are many ways suggested for casting pebbles at the pillars. One is to
hold them with the forefinger and thumb and sling. This is the more correct and easy manner.
TIME OF MAKING RAMI JIMAR
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2620. Sayyiduna Jabir ~..lit ~J reported that Allah's Messenger ~J 4.# ..lit~ cast
pebbles at this jamrah on the day of sacrifice at the time of duha (which is
forenoon). As for after that, (he cast them) when the sun had passed the meridian.2
COMMENTARY: Duha is the portion of the day from sunrise to before the declination of
the sun. The words 'after that' refer to the days of tashriq which are the 11th 12th and 13th.
On these days the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4.# ..lit ~ made rami after zawal (or the
declination of the sun).
Ibn Hammam ..lit~J said that- on the 11th and 12th, rami is made after zawal as per this
hadith (tradition) .. If anyone decides after thsat to go to Makkah, then he may go before
dawn of the 13th. But, if he wishes to go after dawn then he will have to make rami of that
day, as a wajib (obligatory). He cannot proceed to Makkah without doing rami jimar though
doing it before zawal of 13th is allowed to him.
If anyone does not tfuow the pebbles on the pillars but simply drops them on them, then
that suffices though it is not a like thing to do. As against this if any one merely places the
·
pebbles on the pillars, then that is not enough.
TAKBIR AT THE TIME OF RAMI JIMAR
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2621. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~..lit~ J is known to have come to al-

Jamrah al-Kubra (which is al-jamrah al-aqabah). He stood with the house to his
left and Mina to his right and he threw seven pebbles, calling Allahu Akbar (the
takbir) at each throw. Then, he said, 11This is how he threw to whC~m surah alBaqarah was revealed."3
Muslim# 343-1299.
Bukhari, Muslim 314-1299, Abu Dawuu # 197i, T~tmidhi # 895, Nasa'i # 2063, Ibn Majah # 3053,
Darimi # 1896, Musnad Ahmad 3-319.
3 Bukhati # 1749, Muslim# 1305-1296, Abu Dawud # 1974, Tirmidhi # 902, Nasa'i # 3072, Ibn Majah
# 3030, Musnad Ahmad 1-458.
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COMMENTARY: While Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.&'~J stood at jamrah aqabah with the

Ka'balz to his left and Mina to his right, it is mustahab (desirable) to stand at other jamarat
with one's face towards the qiblah.
Seven pebbles are cast at each of the jamarat and at each the takbir is called. According to a
version in Bayhaqi, the prophet Muhammad ~J 4# .&' ~ called the takbir at the threw of
each pebble in this manner:
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Of course, the entire Quran was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.&'~ but here
he is remembered with surah al-Baqarah. This is because this surah mentions the
commands and rules of Hajj (pilgrimage).
WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) TO CAST SEVEN PEBBLES AT THE JAMRAT

$. ~ljj3 .JL41lj5jjl J~: ~)fl~j~ful.~;ul jj-!5 jli jli~4-U.J ('\'"\'\'")
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2622. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ ~~ ~J 11arrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .&1 ~ said,
'' Abstersion (or istinja or cleaning oneself after relieving oneself) is with an odd
number (of lumps of clay, three). Throwing pebbles at the jamrat is with an odd
number (seven). The Sa'I or running between as..;Safa apd al-Marwah is with an odd
number (seven) the tawaf or circumambulation (of the House) is with an odd
number (seven). And when one of you wishes, he may fumigate himself with aloes
wood an odd number of times (three, five or seven)." (This last is translated by A H
Sidiqi in Sahib Muslim as Whenever any one of you is required to use stones (to
clean the private parts) he should use odd number of stones (three, five or seven).t
COMMENTARY: It is wajib (obligatory) to throw seven pebbles at each of the jamarat
(pillars). To make seven rounds of Sa'I is also wajib (obligatory) And, most of the ulama
(Scholars) say that seven rounds of the Ka'bah for one tawaf are Jard(compulsory), but the
Hanafis hold that four rounds are Jard(compulsory) and the remaining are wajib (obligatory).

SECTION II

~'~t,j.;aa\1

RAMI JIMAR ON A RIDING B_EAST

(J.;I..UL,~lo~l_,c}LlJI_,LS.l.o.):li_,~9L!Jioi.J.))-~l·:; ~l~~j~_;.b'i_~.~~~~(:~~~li
2623. Sayyiduna Qudamah ibn Abdullah ibn Ammar ~ .&1 ~ J narrated that he saw
the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# .&, ~ throw pebblP~ at the jamrah on the day of
sacrifice riding a redish she camel. There w~.;· no striking, no pushing, and no
shouting, 1 Aside aside!'2
COMMENTARY: Sahba is a white she camel with a reddish tinge. Its hair are red at the
trims but white at the roots.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.&'~ was not like a ruler preceded by escorts and guarr.
1 Muslim# 315-1300.
2 Tirmidhi # 904, Nasa'i

# 3062, Ibn Majah # 3035, Darimi # 1901, Musnad A.hmad 3-4.~L; 413.
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clearing the way as the ruler have. (see hadith (tradition) # 25583)
SA'I & RAMI JIMAR ARE FORMS OF DHIKR
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2624. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.ib1,._rpJ narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~ib1~
said. "The throwing of pebbles at the jamarat and the rounds between as-Safa and
al-Marwah are prescribed only to establish remembrance of Allah."t
COMMENTARY: On their faces, these things do not give. an impression of worship of
Allah. Hence, the hadith (tradition) makes it clear that they are imposed that Allah may be
remembered. It is a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~ib1~) to call the takbir
at each throw and to make supplication during Sa'I as stated previously.
NO ONE HAS A PLACE RESERVED FOR HIM IN MINA

{,J.JI...UI_, 4lA (.HI.J LS.l.ofill
2625. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ib1~J narrated that they asked, "0 Messenger of Allah,
shall.we not build for you a shade in Mina?" He said. 11No, Mina is a resting place
for the camels of those who arrive (here first." 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~-J"~~~~ made it amply clear that distinction in
Mina depends on arriving here before others. There is no question of building a resting place or
setting aside a site. ~oever arrives here and occupies a place, he deserves that place.
SECTION ITI
~!t~1jJai11

~~; "1Jilil~~r li_;ijy5:1JYI ~AI.:i!s::· !s:!~~ ?~1 ~!Jli ~~u~ (Y'\T'\)
~

"

I

(~lAo I.,.J) -~ :~ H~ .1!; · !91 ~j iLH _;.~j~ ~..j
2626. Sayyiduna Nafi ~~J narrated that Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:So.ib1~J used to stand
for a long time near the first two jamrat. He would extol Allah, glorify Him and
praise Him. And, he would (raise hands to) make supplication to Allah. But, he did
not stand at Jamrah aqabah.3
COMMENTARY: The first two jamrat are jamrah oola and jamrah wusta. Ibn Ul.llar ~iil1,._rpJ
would cast pebbles at each of them and engage himself in prayer and dhikr. It is masnun to
do ,so. The ulama (Scholars) say that one must stand at these for so long as takes to recite
surah al-Baqarah. Some men of Allah are known to have stood here so long that they had
swelling on their feet.
He did not stand at Jamrah aqabah on the day of sacrifice to 1nake supplication att~1 l:Ca!;ting
pebbles at it, nor on other days. But, it does not necessitate giving up supplication altogether.
Later on, in the chapter XI we shall find the ha~ith (tradition) (# 2661) in which Ibn Umar
1

Abu Dawud # 1888, Tirmidhi # 903, Musnad Ahmad 6-139, Darimi # 1853.
2 Abu Dawud # 2019, Ibn Majah # 3007, Darimi # 1937, Musnad Ahmad.
3 Muwatta Maalik # 212 (Hajj)
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~.JJ,~J affirms that he observed Allah's Messenger ~J~.JJ,~ do it.

CHAPTER - VIII
AL-HADYI (OR AL-HADI)THE SACRIFICIAL ANIMAL
The word is (IS~} (hadyi). (It is generally spelt hadi). It is the word for the animals that are
slaughtered in the Haram to seek reward. They may be sheep, goat, ram, lamb, cow, ox, ·
buffalo or camel.
As for age and other conditions, the same apply as are prescribed for animals of sacrifice.
While sheep and small animals of it kind are eligible for sacrifice at all times, yet they are not
allowed when atoning and offering a penalty for observing tawaf Ziyarah in a sexually
defiled state or while menstruating, or for having a sexual intercourse after wuquf of Arafat
but before shaving head. In such cases, a badah which is a camel or cow must be sacrificed.
There are two kinds of hadyi.
(i)
Wajib (obligatory)
(ii)
Optional
There are many kinds of hadyi wajib (obligatory); hadyi qiran, hadyi tammatu hady jinayat,
hadyi nadhar (vow) and hadyi ihsar.
The reason why it is called hadyi is that a person presents the sacrificial animal as a hadyah (gift)
to Allah. He hopes to gain nearness to Allah because of it Hence, this animal is called hdyi.

jji1j.Arli

SECTION I

MARKING & GARLANDING

'

.. ,
"" "" , "" .
0J.-Aoi.J..>) -P-~J-&1 ~~~~ ~
2627. Sayyidun~' Ibn Abbas ~lis,~_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
offered the salah (prayer) of zuhr at Dhul Hulayfah. Then he called for his female
camel (that was to be sacrificed) and branded (or marked) it on the right side of !t~
hump and wiped off the blood from it. Then, he garlanded it with two s:u1.dals.
After that, he mounted his riding beast and when it stood with him ~t Bayda he
called aloud the talbiyah for Hajj (pilgrimage).t
COMMENTARY: Let us first see what (J~') (branding, marking) and (~) (garlanding) are?
The animal that a pilgrim takes along is hadyi. A wound is inflicted on its side. This is
called(_,~,) or ashar. A garland of shoe or bones etc.!.:; put in its neck and it is called(~)
taqlid. Both these things are done to distinguish the animal as hadyi.
When the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .&1 ~ set out from. Madinah to perform the Hajj
(pilgrimage), he offered salah (prayer) at Dhul Hulayfah, the miqat for Madinah. Then he
took his she-camel chosen as sacrifice. He marked it and wiped off the blood oozing
1

Muslim# 205-1243, Abu Dawud # 1252, Tirmidhi # 907, Nasa'i # 2774, Darimi # 1912, Musnad
Ahmad 1-216.
·
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because of it and put two shoes in its neck for its garland to distinguish it as a hadyi.
People would treat the animal as hadyi and robbers would not touch it. If this animal
wondered away, people would bring it to its destination. During the jahiliyah, people were
used to snatch (host) animals that were not hadyi but did not touch animals with the
distinguishing mark. Hence, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~1~ also (marked his animal
as hadyi and) retained that custom as allowed to attain the objective.
RULING AN ASH'AR: We n<_>w come to the juristic ruling. The Imam (leader)s are
unanimous that it is a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»1jJ) to mark the
animals in this way, but not the (~)1
meaning sheep, goat, lamb and the like because they are weak animals should be
garlanded only:
However, Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah 1»1 ~J holds that while (taqlid ~·garlanding is
mustahb (Jl.A.!I1 ashar) branding or marking is makruh(unbecoming), absolutely whatever the
animal. The ulama (Scholars) interpret that Abu Hanifah 1»1~J did not rule that ash' ar was
makruh(unbecoming) outright, but he only had in mind his own times when people
wounded the animal severely to brand it as hadyi, and the. wound was likely to suppurate
or to main the animal.
The hadith (tradition) (of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas) ~i»l~J says that the Prophet Muhammad
~J ~ .i»1 ~ offered the salah (prayer) of zuhr in dhul Hulayfah in t he mosque there.
However, in the chapter XLII on salah (prayer). while travelling hadith (tradition) (# 1323),
Sayyiduna Anas ~1»1~J narrated that the prophet Muhammad ~J"~~1jJ had offered the
salah (prayer) of zuhr in Madinah and he offered the asr in Dhul Hulayfah on reaching there.
This is the hadith (tradition) of Bukhari and Muslim. So, perhaps of Bukhari and Muslim.
So, perhaps Ibn Abbas ~i»1~J who had not offered the zuhr in Madinah with the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~i»1~ presumed on seeing him offer salah (prayer) in dhul Hulayfah that
·
he was offering the zuhr. So, he said as he did.
.The calling of talbiyah for Hajj (pilgrimage) does not mean that he excluded umrah. The
hadith (tradition) of Anas ~.111~J in both Bukhari and Muslim makes it very clear that the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~jJ called labayk for both Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah. Here,
the narrator may not have mentioned umrah because· the real objective was Hajj
(pilgrimage) so he sufficed with mentioning Hajj (pilgrimage). Or, though the .Prophet
Muhammad ~J~iil1jJ called the talbiyah for both, the narrator may have ~eard only Hajj
(pilgrimage) and did not hear him mention umrah.
(ri "'
f! _.
'
"" ~
'
'
"'
"' C: C: (".,"A)
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2628. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad
sent sheep as hady! ~o the House o·nce and he garlanded them.2

~J"~i»1·~

COMMENTARY: All the ulama (Scholars) agree that it is not permitted to mark the sheep.

But, they may be garlanded. Imam (leader) Maalik however, disagrees.
1 (~)
2

Oithm) dinging to earth, sitting down, inclined to be motionless
Muslim# 367.1321, Ibn Majah # 3096, Musnad Ahmad 6-42.
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MAKING SACRIFICE FOR ANOTHER
~
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2629. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .f»1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .1!1 jJ

slaughtered a cow on the day of sacrifice on behalf of Sayyidah Ayshah 1 ~-f»~~ J

0J-ooi_,.J)-~:~ os~~~~ ~J~ilil~&,lJI;sfjli~J (T\t•)
2630. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .f»1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .1!1 jJ

sacrificed a cow on behalf of his wives during his (farewell) pilgrimage.2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that, in both the foregoing cases the prophet
Muhammad ~""J"':l.:..1iljJ must have previously obtained permission of his wives to make the
sacrifice. A sacrifice on behalf of another may only be made with that person's permission.
The well-know ruling of the Imam (leader)s is that one cow suffices sacrifice of seven
people. However, Imam (leader) Maalik .1!1 ~J has ruled that one cow or one sheep is
enough for the sacrifice of all members of a family. So, this hadith (tradition) may serve as
evidence for Imam (leader) Maalik' s .f»1~J ruling provided the prophet Muhammad ~.&ljJ
~J may have made the sacrifice for more than seven people.
The other Imam (leader)s maintain that this hadith (tradition) means to say that the
Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.1lljJ made the sacrifice of one cow for only seven people.
SENDING HADYI WITHOUT PROCEEDING FOR HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
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2631. Sayyidah Ayshah lf-"'.1ii~J said that she herself twisted the garlands for the

Prophet Muhammad's ~J~.f»ljJ sacrificial camels and then garlanded them. She
then branded them (at their humps) and sent them as hadyi (to the ka'bah in 9 AH
when Hajj (pilgrimage) was madefard(compulsonJ) and Abu Bakr ~.~.11~~J was sent
as amir and these camels of the Prophet Muhammad ~J "'# .1!1 .}-; were sent with
him). Nothing that was lawful for the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.&ljJ (before that)
became unlawful (because of this).3
COMMENTARY: The concluding sentence of the hadith (tradition) means that by sending
the animals as hadyi, the stipulations of the i11ram (pilgrim-robe) did not apply to the
Prophet Muhammad ~ J~kljJ. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.11~~ J said this because she had heard
that Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..11~~J said that if anyone ~ho does not proceed to perform Hajj
(pilgrimage) but sends his hadyi to Makkah then everything that becomes unlawful because
of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) will become unlawful to him till this hadyi arrives at the Haram
and is slaughtered. She thus corrected Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~l»~~J·

Muslim# 356-1319.
Muslim# 357-1319.
3 Bukhari # 1696, Muslim# 369-l~Zl, Nasa'i # 2793, Muwatta Maalik #51 (HajJ).
1
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2632. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1n~J said that she made the garlands of the animals from

dyed wool that she possessed. Then, (putting them on the necks of his camels) he
sent them at the hands of her father (Abu Bakr ~.&~~J to the Ka'bah). 1
RIDING THE HADYI
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2633. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~
saw a man drive a camel. So, he said, 11 Ride on it!" The man submitted. "It is a

badanah (or a hadyi)." He insisted, 11Ride on it," but the man again pleaded that it
was a hadyi. The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .&1 ~ repeated, 11Ride on it, how·
regretful of you. (you continue to forward excuses.)" He said that in his second or
third command.2
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2634. Sayyiduna Abu Az-Zubayr i»1~J reported that he heard Sayyiduna Jabir ibn

Abdullah ~.&1~J being asked about riding the hadyi. He said that he had heard the
Prophet Muhammad ~J ":#- .&1 ,)J say. "Ride on them carefully (so as not to hurt
them) if you have nothing other than that till you find something to ride on."3
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) differ on the question whether one may ride on the
hadyi or the sacrificial animals or not. Some of them say that if the animals are not likely to
be hurt, then it is allowed to ride on them. The Hanafis, however, maintain that if it is
necessary and there is no choice then one may ride on them, otherwise not. They permit
riding on the hadyi are based on this proviso.
WHEN HADYI IS ON POINT OF DEATH
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2635. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~Ja,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"#i»'~ sent

sixteen sacrificial animals (hadyis) with a man (called Najiyah Aslami) ~ .1!1 ~J
putting him incharge of them (during the journey and responsible to slaughter
them in the Haram). He asked, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, what may I do with any that
might not be able to wa!L: (out of fatigue, or any that might be near death)?" He
said, 11 Slaughter them and dye their shoes (of garland) in their blood and place
Bukhari # 1700, Musilm # 369-1321.
Bukhri # 1689, Muslim# 371-1322, Abu Dawud # 1760, Tirmidhi # 912, Nasa'i # 2799, Muwatta
Maalik # 139 (HajJ), Musnad Ahmad 2-505.
3 Muslim# 374.1324, Abu Dawud # 1761, Nasa'i # 2802.
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them on the sides of their humps. Do not eat their meat yourself and do not feed
any of your companions."
COMMENTARY: Their shoes were to be dyed and marked on their humps to distinguish
them as hadyi. Passerby may know that and only the pour and deserving eat them. The
rich may abstain, their meat being unlawful to then1.
The Prophet Muhamma~ ~J4#..li1~ forbade them (the guardians) to eat their meat so that
they might not be tempted to slaughter a not so fatigued animal.
The people living nearby or passing caravans would consume the meat. So, it would
not be wasted.
To sum up, if any animal is necessarily slaughtered on the way then those people in the
same caravan are barred from eating it. The juristic ruing on it s found in Multhaqi al
Abhur ad Dhur Mukhtar is:
(1) If the hadyi is wajib (obligatory) and is on the point of death on the way or becomes
defective in such a way that it is not valid to offer as hadyi then it is not permitted to
sacrifice it. A replacement hadyi must be sent. The first animal may be slaughtered and
eaten by the owner himself or fed to others, or he may act as he likes.
(2) If the hadyi is optional, then, when it is on the point of death and is slaughtered, the
shoes may be dyed with its blood and placed on its neck. Neither the owner nor the rich
may consume its meat.
(3) If a hadyi arrives at its destination where it is slaughtered then it is stated in the
commentary of the last hadith (tradition) of this section (# 2639) that it is mustabab
, (desirable) for the owner to consume the meat of a sacrifice and hadyi of n optional tamatta
and qiran, but not proper for him to eat meat of hadyi of other kinds.
Here, we might sound a note of caution that some scholars have erred in commenting on
this hadith (tradition) when they state that the meat of such animals is disallowed in this
hadith (tradition) as one has made wajib (obligatory) on oneself, like against a vow but they
assert that meat is allowed if the hadyi is optional. They have made the conclusion on the
basis of the hadyi of the road that is slaughtered at the destination when it reaches there.
But, this is not what the hadith (tradition) means and it is absolutely against it.
SHARES IN HADYI

0J-o o I.JJ) -~;;;: "(.;.
2636. Sayyiduna Jabir 4$..111~.) said that in the year of al-Hudaybiyah, they alon~ith
Allah's Messenger ~J4#..lit~ sacrificed a camel in which seven people shared and a
cow in which seven people shared.t
COMMENTARY: Seven people shared in a camel and so in a cow. Imam (leader) Abu
Hurayrah ..lit~J and many other scholars abide by this hadith (tradition). They stipulate
that all seven must have a genuine ambition to earn reward. Their ambition may be of one
kind, like hadyi, or may be diverse, like some may intend hadyi and some sacrifice. Imam
(leader) Shafi'I .iil1~ J said that their participation is allowed even if some from intention of
Muslim# 350-1318, Abu Dawud # 2809, Tirmidhi # 905, Ibn Majah # 3132, Muwatta Maalik # 9
(Dihiyah- Sacrificial Animal~}, Musnad Ahmad 3-293.
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hadyi or sacrifice and some of only collecting meat.
Imam (leader) Maalik ~~~ J holds that sharing in simply not proper in any kind of animal if
the sacrifice or hadyi is wajib (obligatory).
As for sheep and goat, all the alama agree that sharing is not allowed in them.
METHOD OF SLAUGHTERING CAMELS
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2637. Sayyiduna Ibn Urn~~~~~ J came upon a man who had made his camel kneel
and was trying to sacrific~ it. He said to him, "Let it stand up lettered (at its left leg
and sacrifice it), following the sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muham~ad ~.fi,~
~J) of Muhammad ~lil~~ J·"t
COMMENTARY: To strike a spear at a camel's chest is called (~) (nahr) and to slit the
throat of the cow, etc. is called(~~) (dhabh). It is better to sacrifice the camel in the manner
of nahr and the cow, sheep, goat etc. in the manner of dhabh.
The camel is made to stand and its left leg is tied. Then a spear is struck at its chest so that
blood pours .out and it falls down.
Ibn Hammam .1d~J said that it is better to sacrifice the camel by making it to stand. If that
is not possible, then making it sit. is better then making it lie down. Those animals that are
slaughtered (in the manner of dhabh) must be made to lie down on their left side.
It is known even from the Quran that a camel should be sacrificed in the manner of nahr.

{So pray to your Lord and sacrifice} (108: 2)
This verse is explained that the camel is sacrificed by nahr.
About dhabh, the Quran says:
~

"'

~

,

.' g_;..a;; I~ ..._ul
{(Allah command you) to sacrifice a cow.} (2: 67)
ABOUTHADYI

2638. Sayyiduna Ali ~ li!1 ~J Said that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ iil1 ~ made him
supervise his sacrificial camels. He instructed him to give their meat, skins and
saddle-cloths in charity, but to give nothing to the butcher (in lieu of wages),
saying. 'We shall pay him ourselves."2
COMMENTARY: The ca~els were those that the Prophet Muhammad ~J"~~~~ had
taken as hadyi to Makkah during the Farewell pilgrimage. They had numbered one
hundred. This has been discussed earlier.
1

2

Bukhari # 1713, Muslim# 358-1320, Abu Dawud # 1767.
Bukhari # 1716, Muslim# 348-1317, Abu Dawud # 1769, Ibn Majah # 3099.
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The butcher should not be given anything of the hadyi in remuneration. However, if
anything is given out of kindness or courtesy then there is no harm.
The hide may be given in charity to anyone. Or, it may be sold and the sale proceeds could
be given as charity.
The animal should not be milked but cold water should be sprinkled on its udders so that
.its milk stops coming down. However, if the animal is restless because of full udders then it
should be milked and t he milk may be disbursed as charity.
OWNER MAY EAT FLESH OF HADYI
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2639. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J said, "We did not use to eat the flesh oft he sacrificial
animals for more than three days. Then, Allah's Messenger ~...J 4# ~~ ~ gave us
permission. He said, 1 Eat and preserve it (even beyond three days).' So, we ate it and
preserved it."t
COMMENTARY: In early Islam, there were many people who could not make a sacrifice
and meat was required in large quantities. Hence, the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~'~ gave
instruction that people who made a sacrifice must not preserve it beyond three/ days but
give away the excess to the poor and deserving in charity. Later on when all people were
able to make a sacrifice, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ gave permission to preserve it
beyond three days and consume it.
Shammi ..li1~J said that the owner is permitted to consume the flesh of his optionl hadyi
and sacrifice of tamatta and qiran. But, it is not proper to eat the flesh of other kinds of
hadyi because they are against expiation and penalty (for serious offences).
SECTION II
~tiujJaiii
MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) TO GRIEVE ENEMIES OF ISLAM
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2640. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J reported that in the year of ai-Hudaybiyah, the

Prophet Muhammad ~J .ys. ~ ~ took alongwith his sacrificial animals a camel
(previously) belonging to Abu Jahl that had a silver nose ring - according to a
version a gold nose-ring. He did that to enrage the idolaters.2
COMMENTARY: In 6AH, the Prophet Muhammad ~...J"-.#~~~ departed from Madinah to
perform umrah. However, the idolaters did not allow him and his sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~..1!1~J to proceed beyond Hudaybiyah. They did not allow them to come to
Makkah. This is a well-known historical happening. Among the camels the Prophet
Bukhari # 1719, Muslim # 30-1972, Musnad Ahmad 3-388.
2 Abu Dawud # 1749, Ibn Majah # 3100, Musnad Ahmad 1-234.
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Muhammad ~J4#.iil1~ had taken along as hadyi to slaughter w:as one that had belonged
to Abu Jahl. It was seized in the Battle of Badr as part of the spoils. He took it along to
distress the idolaters on seeing it in the hands of the Muslim and on being slaughtered.
Thus, it is mustahab (desirable) to cause grief and distress to the enemies of Allah.
THE HADYI THAT IS DYING
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2641. Sayyiduna Najiyah Al-Khuza'I ~~~~J said that he asked Allah's Messenger
~J 4#~1 j.J how he should deal with the animals of hadyi that are on the point of
death. He said, 11 Slaughter t hem and dye their shoes with their blood. Then leave
them for the people to eat."t
2642. Najiyah al-Aslami ~~1~J narrated the (same) hadith (tradition).2
COMMENTARY: The people who will eat are those excluding the companions in the
caravan whether rich or poor. Other poor people passers by might eat from it. Previously
this had been explained.
There was only one sahabi by the nan1e of Najiyah. Some ascribed him to the Khuza'I tribe
and some to the Aslami tribe.
VIRTUE OF THE DAY OF SACRIFICE
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2643. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Qurt ~ ~1 ~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad
~J4#.ii1~ said, "The greatest day in the sight of Allah is the day of sacrifice (with
Dhul Hijjah). Then, is the day of al-qarr (11th Dhul Hijjah)." Sayyiduna Thawr .&1~J
~ said, ''That is the next day."
Abdullah ~.&~~J added that five or six camels were brought to Allah's Messenger
~J4#.i»1~ and they began to draw nearer to him (vying with each other to covet the
blessing) to see which of them he would sacrifice first.
He added: when they fell down on their sides (meaning, when they were
slaughtered), he (the Prophet Muhammad ~J"#iillj.J said something so softly that he
(Abdullah) ~.&1~J could not understand. So, he asked (one who was ne~ to him),
"What did he say?" (He said that) he said, "whose wishes may cut off a piece."3
1

Tirmidhi # 911, Ibn Majah # 3106, Muwatta Maalik # 148 (Hajj), Musnad Ahmad 4-334.
Dawud # 1762, Darimi # 1909.
3 Abu Dawud # 1765.
2 Abu
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COMMENTARY: Teebi i»1~.J explained that the greatest day in the sight of Allah is the day

of sacrifice means that it is one of the greatest days because other ahadith (tradition) name
the ten days of (Dhul Hijjah) better then other days. Those ten days being excellent, the 10th
of Dhul Hijjah, which is one of them, is also excellent.
The aha4ith (tradition) also say that the last ten days of Ramadan are the most excellent.
We may explain that the last ten days of Dhul Hijjah are the most excellent days of the
months of Haram while the last ten days of Ramadan are the most excellent of all days
(in all respect).
We may also explain that excellence is measured in terms of nature of the days. Fasting is
observed in Ramadan. Reward is multiplied in this month and I'tikaf is observed during its
last ten d~ys. So, these ten days are excellent in this regard.
As for Dhul Hijjah, Hajj (pilgrimage) is performed in this month and sacrifice is made. In
this regard, it is excellent.
The day of al-qarr is the 11th Dhul Hijjah. It is so called .because the pilgrims get some rest
· on this day after they have discharge their duties and worked hard. ·
If anyone argues that the day of Arafah has been termed as excellent in sahih hadith
(tradition). We may say again that al-qarr is one of the days that are excellent.
That the camels tried to outdo each other in coming nearer to the Prophet Muhammad .i1~
~J4#· was truly a miracle of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~'.J...P. Animals too have a
sentiment and a longing to gain blessings that, actually, is idiosyncrasy ofmankind.
The hadith (tradition) of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~'.r') and of Sayyiduna Jabir have been
mentioned in the chapter {~'l') (no sacrifices),- respectively# 1469 and 1461.
~l\~1j.Alll

SECTION III
FLESH OF THE SACRIFICE
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2644. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn Al-Akwa ~~.r'.J narrated that Allah's Messenger i»1~
~ J~ said, 'He among you has made a sacrifice should not begin the morning after
three day while he has anything of the (flesh of the animal) in his house." When the
next year arrived, they (the sahabah) A.:&-~1~ J asked, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, shall we
do as we had done last year (and give out all the meat in three days)?" He said. 11Eat,
feed others and keep in store some. Last year, the people (had to work hard and toil
and) were helpless. So, I intended that you should help them."1
COMMENTARY: There was a severe drought in the region around Madinah. Therefore,
many of those people came to Madinah crowding it. This is why the Prophet Muhammad
~J~i»'J.-P forbade people to store meat beyond three days. The year following conditio115
had improved and the Prophet Muhammad ~ y.t)s.i»lj-P permitted them to hold back some
of the flesh.
1

Bukhari # 5569, Muslim# 34-1974, (see also Bukhari # 5570).
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2645. Sayyiduna Nubayshah lp.1ii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.lil~
said, 11We used to forbid you to eat their meat meaning, of sacrificial animals)
beyond three days so· that you may find abundance (and the poor may derive
benefit from the meat). Now, Allah has provided plenty. So, eat and hold back
and seek reward (by giving in the charity). Know! These (four) days (in Mina) ·
are days of eating, drinking (so it is disallowed to fast these days) and (days) to
remember Allah."l
COMMENTARY: The concluding words reflect the words of Allah:

{When you have performed you devotional rites, remember Allah, like your
remembrance of your forefathers, or even with a stronger remembrance} (2: 200)

CHAPTER-IX
(AL-HALQ) SHAVING

On the 10th of Dhul Hljjah, pebbles are thrown at al Jamrah Aqabah. Then the hadyi is
slaughtered there, in Mina. Then, the head is shaved, or hair are clipped and the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) is relinquished. Everything except sexual intercourse, that had been forbidden
in the state of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) becomes lawful again.
This chapter is about shaving the head and clipping the hair, both topics. The compiler of
the Mishkat has mentioned only shavmg in the heading because it is better to shave the
head than to merely clip the hair to which will follow at the proper time, insha Allah.
It must be known that the Prophet Muhammad ~""J 4# .&1 jJ never shaved his head apart
from (the performance of the rites of Hajj (pilgrimage) and umrah).
Jj~tjJ&iii
SECTION I
BETTER TO SHAVE HEAD
9
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2646. Sayyiduan Ibn Umar ~.11~~J reported that Allah's Messenger ~J;.#l»tjJ had
his head shaved during the Farewell pilgrimage as did a number of his sahabah,
but some of them had their hair clipped.2
COMMENTARY: Those who had their heads shaved emulated the Prophet Muhammad

1

2

Abu Dawud # 2813, Ibn Majah (brief)# 3160, Darimi # 1958.
Bukhari # 4411, Muslim# 316-1301, Abu Dawud # 1980, Musnad Ahmad 2-128.
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aiming at the blessings. Those who had their hair clipped seized the permission
to do so. It is stated in a hadith (tradition) in Bukhari, Muslim and other books of hadith
(tradition) that during the redeeming unll'ah (umrah al-Qada), the Prophet Muhammad ,).J
~-J4:l~~' had his hair clipped instead of shaving his head. So, both things are known from
the Prophet Muhamn1ad .,.t.- JJ.:1'-iJl'..}-' though it is better to shave the head.
PROPHET MUHAMMAD .,..l""J":1~iJl1 .}-P HAD HIS HAIR CLIPPED

;J;.~k:u~.~Q~~iH.
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2647. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~'.sJJJ narrated that Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ~.as~~J said
to him that he had clipped some hair of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.Iiat,J.J at
Marwah with a mishqas (a arrowhead or a pair of large scissors).t
COMMENTARY: The word mishqas is either a large or broad arrowhead, or large scissors.
The latter seetns more appropriate.
Since it is established through ahadith (tradition) that the Prophet Muhamn1ad ~J~.as~~
had never had his hair on the head clipped after performing Hajj (pilgrimage) but had them
shaved so this statement of Mu' awiyah ~~~~ J concerns umrah. This is corroborated by his
words that he did it at Marwah. If he had cut them after Hajj (pilgrimage), then he would
have said, at Mina.'
PROPHET'S PRAYER FOR THOSE WHO SHAVE HEAD
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2648. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ J~~~ narrated that during the Farewell pilgrimage,
Allah's Messenger~J~.liat,J.J said:
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(O Allah, have mercy on those who have had their heads shaved.}
They (the sahabah) ~.as~~J submitted And those who have had their hair clipped,
0 Messenger ~ J4Js.fr.t~ of Allah! but, he prayed again as before:
11

and they submitted again, 'those who had their hair clipped, too, 0 Messenger of
Allah! So, he agreed:

{and they who have clipped their hair.p
1

2

Bukhari # 1330, Muslim# 209-1246, Abu Dawud # 1802, Nasa'i # 2987, Musnad Ahmad 4.96.
Bukhari # 1727, Muslim# 317-1301.
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COMMENTARY: The excellence of those who shave their head (during Hajj (pilgrimage)) is
·
clear from this hadith (tradition) over those who merely clip their hair.
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2649. Sayyiduna Yahya ibn ai-Husayn lb1 ~J reported from his grandmother that
during the farewell pilgrimage, she heard the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ pray
for those who had had their heads shaved three times, but for those who had their
hair clipped (only) once.t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ prayed for those who shaved their

hair thrice - or according to another hadith (tradition) four times - and once for those who
merely clipped their hair. This last may have been included with the prayer for those who
shaved or may have been made separately.
The Prophet Muhammad ~ J"-#~~~ may have made these prayers at different times and in
different gatherings. This explains the varying numbers of supplications- three and four.
Or, the different narrators may have narrated whatever they had heard.
SUNNAH(PRACTICE OF HOLY PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J~~~~) TO BEGIN

SHAVING AT THE RIGHT SIDE
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2650. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad~J"-#lbl~ came
to Mina. Then he went to jamrah (aqabah) and threw pebbles at it. Then he went to
his dwelling place in Mina and sacrificed his animal. Then he called the barber
(who was Ma'mar ibn Abdullah) ~ ~~ ~J and turned his right side (of his head)
towards him and he shaved it. Then he called Abu Talhah al-Ansari ~~~~J and
gave him the hair that had been shaved off. Then, he turned his left side and asked
the barber to shave it and he shaved it and he gave the hair to Abu Talhah, ~~~'""'J
saying, "Distribute it among the people."2
•
The head is shaved from the right side as a sunnah(Practice of Holy
Prophet Muhammad ~J~lb,~).It is shaved from the right side of the person being shaved.
Some authorities maintain that it is the right side of the person who shaves.
USING PERFUME
COMMENTARY:
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Muslim# 321-1303.
2 Mns!im # 326.1305, Abu Dawud # 1981, Tirmidhi # 913, Musnad Ahmad 2-137.
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2651. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ li11 ~ J said that she used to apply perfume to Allah's
Messenger ~J~li11~ before he assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and on the day of
sacrifice before he circumambulated the House, the perfume containing musk.1
The ulama (Scholars) say that at the times mentioned by Sayyiduna
Ayshah \~lii'~J it is better to apply perfume with musk or rose because they are purely
fragrant without any colour.
On the lQth Dhul Hijah after (the sacrifice and having the head shaved, the pilgrim comes
out of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and that which was disallowed to him because of the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) becomes lawful again but not sexual intercourse with his wife. After he
finishes making the tawaf ziyarat, even that becomes lawful to hin1.
COMMENTARY:

THE SALAH (PRAYER) OF ZUHR OF THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD~ J~lilljJ ON
THE DAY OF SACRIFICE

0J-.o

0 ,..,.) )

-~

2652. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .1!1 ~ J narrated that on the day of sacrifice, Allcdt's
Messenger ~J ~ li11 ~ hastened to Makkah (and performed the fard(compulsory)
circumambulation in the forenoon) and returned (in time) to offer the salah (prayer)
of zuhr in Mina.2
COMMENTARY: It has been explained against hadith (tradition) # 2555 (chapter on the

farewell pilgrimage) that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~lil~~ offered the zuhr in Makkah
but offered the optional in Mina which Ibn Umar ~~~) mistook for zuhr.
SECTION II
WOMEN NOT ALLOWED TO SHAVE HEAD
(lS.i.a):31 ol.,.))
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and Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ..111.$"J narrated that Allah's
Messenger~J~l»'jJ forbade the women from shaving their heads.3
2653. Sayyiduna Ali

4:$

.1!1 ~ J

COMMENTARY: When a woman puts off her ihram (pilgrim-robe) she should not shave her
head (as men do). It also applies even otherwise. It is forbidden to women to shave their
heads as to men to shave their beards.
ONLY CLIP HAIR

1

Bukhari # 1539, Muslim# 46.1191, Abu Dawud # 1745, Tirmidhi # 918, Nasa'i # 2685, Majah #
2926, Muwatta Maalik # 17 (Hajj), Musnad Ahmad 6-186.
2 Musllin # 335-1308
3 Tirmidhi # 915
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2654. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said
woman are not required to shave their head. They need only clip their hair."t
COMMENTARY: It is not wajib (obligatory) on a woman to shave her hair on relinquishing
the ihram (pilgrim-robe) but it wajib (obligatory) on her to clip her hair on relinquishing the
ihram (pilgrim-robe).
However, it is wajib (obligatory) on men do one of these things: either shave hair or clip
some of it though shaving is better.
THE LIMIT: According to the Hanafis, if the head is shaved, it is wajib (obligatory) to share
only one fourth of it though better to shave all of it. If hair is only clipped then it is wajib
(obligatory) to clip only one fourth of all hair on head to the limit of the one division or
portion of a finger, but mustahab (desirable) to clip all hair on the head. Ibn Hamman ,&,~;,
however, agrees with Imam (leader) Maalik ~~~; that it is wajib (obligatory) to either shave
all hair or clip all hair on the head, saying only that is correct.
This chapter has no Section III.

CHAPTER-X
6lJ
. .

ABOUT WHAT IS PERMITTED (DIFFERENT DEEDS)
jj~1j.Jajji

SECTION I

OUT OF SEQUENCE DEEDS OF HAJJ (PILGRIMAGE)
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2655. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Al-Aas ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's
Messenger~""J~~~~ stopped at Mina during the Farewell Pilgrimage to enable the
people to ask him what they wish~d to know. One man came and submitted, 'I did
not know and I shaved before I sacrificed." He said, 11 Sacrifice now, it does not
matter." Another man came and submitted that he was not aware and made the
sacrifice tefore casting the pebbles, so he set him at rest, saying, 11Cast them, now It
does not matter." The Prophet was not asked about anything being done out of
sequence ~.vjthout his pacifying them, "Do it (now). It does not matter."
According to a.~!'ther version: A man came and submitted, 111 shaved before
throwing the pebbles." He convinced him that he could throw them (again), for, it
did not matter. Another came with the problem that he had hastened to the house
before throwing the pebbles and was told that he could throw them then and that
did not matter.2
Abu Dawud # 1985, Darimi # 1906, Daraqutni # 165 (Hajj)
Bukhari # 1736, Muslim# 327-1306, Tirmidhi # 917, Abu Dawud # 2014, Ibn Majah # 3051, Muwatta
Maalik # 242 (Hajj) Musnad ahmad 2159.

1
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COMMENTARY: On the day of sacrifice, four things are done. The sequence is:
(1)
On coming to Mina, seven pebbles are thrown at jamrah aqabah which is a
pillar.
(2)
The animals are sacrificed. The details have been mentioned previously.
(3)
Next, the head is shaved or hair are clliped.
(4)
Then the pilgrim goes to Makkah and perform the tawaf.
. Most ulama (Scholars) say that in the light of the foregoing hadith (tradition), these deeds are
performed in this sequence as a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~..,JoY~·~'~). Imam
(leader) Shafi'I ~~ ~J and Imam (leader) Ahmad ~~ ~J are among them. If the sequence is
disturbed them no atonement is called for. However, some ulama (Scholars), including Imam
(leader) Abu Hanifah ~~J and Imam (leader) Maalik ~~~;,assert that it is wajib (obligatory)
to observe this sequence. They say ·that the Prophet Muhammad's ~ J4:Js.~'~ words merely
mean that there is no sin if the sequence is upset because of lack of knowledge, but it is wajib
(obligatory) to slaughter an animal as dumm which is a goat or the like of it.
Teebi iil1•~; pointes out that Sayyiduna ibn Abbas ~iii'IS""J has narrated that a similar hadith
(tradition) and he himself has made dumm wajib (obligatory) because of the actions being
performed out of sequence. So, the contention of Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah i l1 ~J and
others is proved as correct.
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2656. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .iil1 ~ J said that on the day of sacrifice, the Prophet
Muhammad ~ J~~~~ was being asked (about advancing an act or putting it back).
He would say. "It does not matter." A man asked him, 111 cast pebbles after it was
evening." He said, ''It does not matter."t
COMMENTARY: The others Imams (leaders) (apart from Abu Hanifah) ..\:1~; hold that if
any one delays the casting of pebbles beyond sunset then dumm becon1es wajib (obligatory) on
him. So, they interpret the hadith (tradition) to mean' after asr' when it say 'after evening.'
The Hanafis say that on the tenth Dhul Hijjah it is allowed to throw the pebbles after dawn
(and before sunrise) but with a dislike. After sunrise to zawal, it is masnun. After zawal to
sunset it is allowed witho~t dislike but the hours of masnun are missed. After sunset, which
is night time, though allowed there is a dislike for it.
It must be understood, however, that there is a dislike if anyone delays it without a reason till
after sunrise and casts pebbles in the night. Thus, if shepherds and people like them can only
cast pebbles in the night because they are disabled before that then there is no dislike for them.
The Prophet Muhammad's ~J•#.lll~ words in the hadith (tradition), 'It does not matter'
suggest that the person asking was a shepherd who could not cast pebbles during the day.
Ibn Hammam iii!~ J said that if anyone delays casting of pebbles to such an p· .~ent that it is
morning then he should cast pebbles but he will have to atone and sla11.6hter an animal. It
is wajib (obligatory) to do so. This is the opinion of Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah .111~; but his
two companions differ with him. On the two days after the ci.:ay of sacrifice, the 11th and 12th
of Dhul Hijjah, the masnun time of casting pebbles is from after zawal to sunset. After that
1
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till dawn is makruh(unbecoming) time. Thus according to Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah

~J

.1!1 the time of doing it is over after da'wn his two companions, Imam (leader) Abu Yusuf
.1!1~ J and Imam (leader) Muhammad .11144.>-J contend that the time of doing it remains even

after dawn. In other words, even after dawn, there is time to cast pebbles according to
consensus though Imam (leader) Abu Hanifah ...\1 ~J says that valid time is over and it is
redeeming time but the otherssay that it is valid time.
On the fourth day, 13th Dhul Hijjah, according to all of them the time, both valid and the
redeeming, expires with sunset. So, not even a delayed rami is allowed.
SECTION II
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2657. Sayyiduna ~~~J Ali said that a man came and submitted, "0 Messenger of
Allah, I (went to Makkah and) performed the tawaf 'ifadalz before shaving my
head." He said, 11 Shave or clip hair (now). It does not matter, And another come and
said, "I sacrificed before throwing pebbles." He said, "Throw pebbles (now). There
is no harm."t
SECTION III
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2658. Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Sharik ~.11~~J narrated that he went out with Allah's
Messenger ~ J 4# .1!1 ~ to perform Hajj (pilgrimage). (He reported that) people
thronged to him (with their enquiries). Someone asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, I
performed the Sa'I (or Sa'i) before I made the tawaf." Or, I did something after its
due time." Or I did something before its due time." He would say, "It does not
matter. Only (it matters) to one who defames a Muslim, One who is a wrongdoer.
He is the sinful and he will perish."2
COMMENTARY: If Sa'I is done before assuming the iltram (pilgrim-robe) or before
performing the tawaf qudum or optional tawaf then that would not be proper. There is no
h~-m in performing Sa'I before tawaf ifadah. But, it is imperative that Sa'I should be
observed after assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and performing the tawaf, even if it is an
optional tawaf
For an outsider the questioner's making Sa'I before tawaf would imply tawaf ifadah, but
tawaf qudum. For a Makkan, ii would be after an optional tawaf.
The hadith (tradition) concludes with a note of warning to one who wrong or defames
anyone. However, if such a thing is done for the sake of religion, then there is no harm, and
the doer is not sinful.

.&

Tirmidhi # 917 (narrated by Abdullah ibn Amir) 4.:t-~'~ J, Bukhari # 83 Muslim# 1306, A[,,t Dawud
# 2014, Ibn Majah # 3051, Musnad Ahmad# 6499.
2 Abu Dawud # 2015.
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CHAPTER-XI
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THE SERMON ON THE DAY OF SACRIFICE
CASTING PEBBLES ON THE DAY OF
TASHRIQAND BIDDING FAREWELL
SECTION I
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SERMON ON THE DAY OF SACRIFICE
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2659. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad 4#1il1~
~J delivered to 'them a sermon on the day of sacrifice. He said, "(0 people!) Time
(meaning the year) has covered its cycle according to the nature on which it was
when Allah had created the heavens and the earth. The year is made up of twelve
months, four of which are sacred three of them consecutive, namely Dhul qadah,
Dhul hijjah and Muharrram, and (the fourth) Rajab of Mudar which lies between
Jumada (ath-thani) and Sha'bait."
Then, he asked, 'what month is this?" They said, "Allah and His Messenger know
best." He observed silence so that they presumed that he would give it a new name,
but he asked, "Is it not Dhul Hijjah?". They confirmed, "of course!" He asked,
"What town is it?" They submitted, 11 Allah and His Messenger know best." 5o, he
observed silence till they presumed that he would give it a new name, i'•!i he asked,
"Is it not al-Baldah?" they affirmed, "Of course!"
He asked, "What day is it?" They submitted that Allah and Hia Messenger .,u..1l1~
~ _, know best. He remained silent till they presumed that he would give it a new
name when he asked, "Is it not the day of sacrifice'?'' They confirmed, ''Of course!"
He said, "Your blood, your properties and your honour are as sacred to you as the
sacredness of this day of yours, in this town of yours, in this month of yours. You

J
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shall meet your Lord and He shall ask you about your deeds,_ Beware! Do not revert
after my death to misguidance. Do not cut off necks of each other."
11
Know! Have I conveyed (the message, commands of Allah"?" They affirmed,
11
Yes!" He said, 11 0 Allah, be witnessf So, those who are present here must convey to
those who are not present here, for, many a one to whom it is conveyed remembers
more than him who hecu;s."t
COMMENTARY: The Shafi'is content that it is mustahab (desirable) to deliver a sermon on
the first day of sacrifice, 10th Dhul Hijjah. But, the Hanafis say that it is mustahab (desirable)
on the second day.' 11th Dhul Hijjah. Thus, according to the Hanafis, three sermons are
delivered in Dhul Hijjah: on the 7th, 9th and 11th. The rules of hajj are mentioned in these
sermons. Other ahadith speak of the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~.a,,~ sermon on the 11th.
It is said about this hadith that the Prophet Muhammad r1-J ~ .&1 ~ may have delivered
this sermon by way of a reminder and an admonition while he may have delivered the
principal sermon on the very next day.
The year being of twelve months is mentioned in the Quran:

~':II ,JPJ'liJ y J ~ '" JU...;~ ,1J1 ~~d 1;+:.~ l!i1 ,ll1 ~ .;~ 1s.fs ~!
'

'

&

(Surely, the number of the months, with Allah, is twelve month in the Book of
Allah since the day when He created the heavens and the earth ... } (9:36)
This saying of the Prophet Muhammad r1-J",u..a,,~ rejects the Arabs who had made changes
to the month of the year. They had a year of twelve months followed by another of thirteen
months. In this way, they put off the performance of hajj by one month after every two years.
Other months also changed and the sacred months were no exception. They lost their sanctity
and other became sacred. For instance, they forbade fighting in months when it was not
forbidden and fought during the sacred month when it was forbidden. Thus, Muharram,
Safar and other months also changed their places in the calendar. Allah says about it:

_;S:J I JSS~.J te);lll ~~1
(The shifting of sacred month is only an addition into dis-belief.} (9:37)
Allah declared their calculation as false and brought back each month at its proper place.
The month of Dhul Hijjah was at its original place when the prophet Muhammad ",U..i»1~
~J performed the farewell pilgrimage. This is what the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.a,,~
stressed when he began the address. And, he forbade that months be changed. .
Baydawi .i»t ~J said that when the Arabs of the jahiliyah had ..o fight in a sacred month,
they called it lawful and replaced some other month as a sacred month. They changed the
peculiarities of every month, but retained ~mly the numbers.
The sentence: 'The year is made up of twelve months' stands by itself, elaborating the
preceding sentence. Fol!! uf these months are sacred. There can be no killing, fighting,
warfare are wrangling in these months. Allah says:

{.•..So wrong not yourselves during them} (9:36)
Most ulama (Scholars), however, assertt hat the command not to fight in the sacred months

1 Bukhari

# 1741, Muslim# 31-1679, Ibn Majah # 233, Darimi # 1916, Musnad Ahmad 5-40.
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and not to engage in warfare has been abrogated. They interpret the word (Wii1) - (~) 'wrongdoing'- 'wrong'- to mean 'perpetrating evil.' In this case, the verse would mean:
'Doiiot cause yourselves to suffer by perpetrating sin during these months ~ecause just as
it is ·very bad to commit sin in the the state of ihram (pilgrim-robe), so too it is very bad to
comrhi t sin in these months.
Mudar was a tribe of the Arabs. They gave too much respect to the month of Rajah and
sanctified it. This is why the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4,1&- .1!1 ~ ascribed the month to this
tribe;-"Rajab Mudar.'
The· prophet Muhammad ~J.y;.~'~ asked the people the names of the month, day and
towri to get them to realize their sanctity. They may know the importan~e of what he said
and resolve to abide by what he said next.
Their ans\ver that only Allah and His Messenger ~J~~~~ know best was not only out of
)respect but also to know what the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~ meant. ·
Some \'ersions have instead of 'do not revert to misguidance(~~) after my death' the word
(',;l'$"') disbelief. The sentence would then mean: 'do not resemble the infidels in your deeds
after my death lest like them you slay each other.
SCHEDULE OF RAMI ON ELEVENTH & TWELFrH

lf~, ~~.uti ~Jli .:.: }HA!J515! Jti 5t41 ~JT JA? ~rJ....fL Jti s~J ~J <Y-r\·)
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2660. Sayyiduna Wabarah ~~J said that he asked Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~iii'~J
"When may I cast pebbles at the jamarat (on the 11th and 12th Dhul Hijjah)?" He
said, "Cast them when your imam casts them." (He meant that he should follow one
who knows these things better.) But, he repeated his query to him. He said, "we
used to wait for the right time to do it and when the sun declined, we cast the
pebbles."t
·
SEQUENCE OF RAMI JAMARAT
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2661. Sayyiduna Saalim ..1!1 ~J said that Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ ..1!1 ~ J used to cast
seven pebbles at the nearest of the jamarat (which is jamarah oola) calling 'Allahu
Akbar,at each casting. Then he went forward will he came to a smooth land where
he stood facing the qiblah for a long time during which he made supplication with
his hands raised (till the time it takes one to recite surah al-Baqarah). Then he cast
1
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seven pebbles at Jamrah wusta calling the takbir at each throw. Then, he moved to
the left side and went till he came to smooth land, stood facing the qiblah and made
supplication with raised hands, standing there for a long time till he finally .cast
seven pebbles at jamrah aqabah from the depth of the valley calling the takbir at
each pebble he threw but did not stand near this jamrah. Then, he departed £,om
there, saying ~'This is how I saw the Prophet Muhammad~J~.&~~ do it."t
1
COMMENTARY: Though the foregoing sequence is sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet
Muhammad ~J"':ls.lill~) according to the Hanafis, yet it is better not to upset it because this
sequence is wajib (obligatory) in the sight of Imam Shafi'I .&1 ~J and others. It ts also
sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad~J~.&1~) to make the rami at all the jamrat one
after the other, but Imam Maalik li11~.J regards it as wajib (obligatory).
The rami at jamrah aqabah is made from the depths of the valley and it is a sunnah(Practice
of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J"':ls-.&1~). Hidayah has it that they may also be cast from the
heigJ::tt but that would be against the sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad~J~~~~).
No reason is given why stap.ding and making supplication near the jamrah aqabali.is not
established. Some ulama (Scholars) have, however, suggested some reasons for that.
IS IT WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) OR S.liNNAH(PRACTICE OF HOLY PROPHET
MUHAMMAD ~J"':ls.lill~) TO STOP OVERNIGHT IN MINA ·
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2662. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~li11~J said that Sayyiduna Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib
~.&1~.J sought permission of Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ to remain in Makkah ori

the nights that are spent in Mina because of his assignment of supplying water (of
zamzam). So, he gave him permission.2
COMMENTARY:· It is mustahab (desirable) to drink the water of zamzam after tawafifadah.
There used to be several ponds near the well of zamzam for the convenience of the
pilgrims. The supervision of this arrangement was in the hands of the Prophet
Muhammad's ~J ~ .&1 J...P uncle, Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib ·~ .1!1 ~J· He had a team of
assistants to discharge this assignment.
Many ulama (Scholars) maintain that it is wajib (obligatory) to stay in Mina,on these nights.
Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J says that it is sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad . .,1s..1!1~
~J) and one verdict of Imam.Shafi'l .&1~.J and Imam Ahmad .1!1~ J agrees with him.
It must be understood that staying overnight means staying most of the night which is
more than half of it. The same ruling applies to nights during which it is mustahab (desirable)
to keep vigil in the night fvr worship, like the iaylat ul qadr etc. To stay awake on these
nights is to keep awake for most part of the night.
Imam Abu Hanifah .&1 ~.J and others point out that if it was wajib (obligatory) to stay
overnight in Mma, then ~e prophet Muhammad ~""J ...# .&1 J...P would not have permitted
Sayyiduna Abbas ~.&~~.J to go to Makkah on these nights so it is sunnah(Practice of Holy
1 Bukhari
2 Bukhari

# 1752.
# 1745, Muslim# 346. 1315, Abu Dawud # 3065, Darimi # 1943, Musnad Ahmad 2-19.
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Prophet Muhammad~ J~~~~) to stay here.
Some hanafi ulama (Scholars) say that if anyone has a valid, strong reason to go out of
Mina, then he may give up stay in Mina on the nights when one stays here. In others
words, they means that it is not proper to give up the suunalz(Practice of Holy Prophet
Muhammad~J~~~~) without reason.
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD~ J~.11~~ AT THE PLACE OF DISTRIBUTION OF
ZAMZAM
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2663. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.11·~ came
to the source of drinking water and sought some of it. Sayyiduna Al-Abbas ~~~~J
instructed Fadl to go to his mother and bring for Allah's Messenger some drink
from her (out of the water of zamzam that she had). But, he again asked for water
(from that pool). Sayyiduna Abbas ~.11~~J said, 11 0 Messenger of AUah, people put
their hands into it." But, he said "Give nie to drink (from here. It does not matter if
they put their hands into it)." He drank some of it.
Then he went to the (well of) zamzam where they strived hard to supply water. He
urged them, Saying, 1 Carry on, for you are doing a good task!" Then he said, "were
it not that the people would presurise you, I would go down and put the rope on
this." Pointing to his shoulder (He meant that the people would then vie with each
other to emulate him).t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abbas ~~~~J said that most of the people had dirty hands
and they immersed their hands in the pool. He had fresh, pure zamzam at home and had
instructed Fadl, his son, to bring for the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~~~~ from that. But, the
Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1!1~ did not accept that offer. He said that there was no harm
in that and preferred to have water from the common pool. The people loved to drink
water that remained after the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ ~ had drunk as a means of
blessing. Also, Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J narrated in a marfu form: "It is part of humbleness
that a man drink what is left-over by his brother." However, what is generally quoted by
people: (~w.~j.J,J,...) (there is healing in the left-over of the believers), the ulama (Scholars)
write that this hadith is unknown. There is no proof of its being sound.
According to this hadith under discussion, the Prophet Muhammad ~J "~ ~~ ~ did not
come down from his camel to draw water from the well. But, according to the tradition of
Sayyiduna Ata ~~~~J, after he had performed the tawtififadah, he drew water from the
well of zamzam in a buC'kP.t without anyone's help and dropped back into the well
1
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whatever remained in the bucket.
The fact is that the first time he did not alight from the she camel because of a heavy crowd.
This is as the hadith of Ibn Abbas ~.iii~~J· Then he came again and, finding an opportunity,
he pulled a bucketful of water. This is the hadith of Ata. ~.&'~J·
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~.iilt~ FAREWELL TAWAF
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2664. Sayyiduna Anas ~.iii'~J said that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~,&,~ offered

the salah (prayer) of zuhr, asr, maghrib and isha in al-Muhassab. Then he rode to
the House and performed the tawaf.1
COMMENTARY: Muhassab is a land where too many pebbles are found, but this one AlMuhassab is the proper name of a place between Makkah and Madinah. It is called Abtah.
Batha and Khayf Banu Kinanah. Hence, another version says that the Prophet Muhanunad
~J~,&,~ offered the salah (prayer) at abtah.
PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~.&t~ SALAH (PRAYER) ON THE DAYS OF ATT ARWIYAH & AN-NAFR
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2665. Sayyiduna Abdul Aziz ibn rufay .&1~J said that he asked Sayyiduna Anas ibn

Maalik to inform him what he knew about Allah's Messenger ~J"#..llt~, '"Where
did he offer the salah (prayer) of zuhr on the day of at-tarwiyah (which is 8th Dhul
Hijjah)?" He said, "At Mina." Then he asked, "Where did he offer the salah (prayer)
of asr on the d~y of ~n-nafr (Which is 13th of Dhul Hijjah)?" He said, "At al-Abtah"
Then Anas ~.1!1~J advised him to do as his leaders do.2
COMMENTARY: He advised Abdul Aziz .lit~J to do as the amir did because if he did
otherwise he might suffer wrath of the amir. Moreover, it is not necessary in this case to
offer salah (prayer) of zuhr and asr on the day of at-tarwiyah and,an nafr at the same place
where the Prophet Muhammad ~J~..ll'~ offered these salah (prayer).
The preceding tradition mentions the salah (prayer) of zuhr in muhassab on the day of annafr. In the second hadith, Anas ~.\i'~J was not asked about it, so he said nothing.
IS IT SUNNAHTO STAY IN ABTAH?
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Bukhari # 1756, Darimi # 1873.
2 Bukhari # 1763, Muslim# 336-1309, Abu Dawud # 1912, Tirmidhi # 964, Nasa'i # 2997.
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2666. Sayyidah Ayshah .ut-..111~J said that it is not a sunnali(Practice of Holy Prophet
. Muhammad ~J 4Js. . 1!1 ~) to stop at Al~Abtah. Allah's Messenger ~...J ".# . 1!1 ..).P had
stopped there only that it might be easier for him to depart (from Makkah) when he
had returned from there. 1
COMMENTARY: On the 13th Dhul Hijjah, when the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ . 1!1 ~
returned, from mina, he stopped at abtah or Muhassab only to leave his luggage there and
proceed to Makkah. After performing tawaf al-wada (farewell circumambulation) and
when he decided to return to Madinah, he would travel lightly.
Some people, however, insist that it is a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~.&1~
~J) to stop at Muhassab and it is a part of the deeds of hajj. This is the view of Sayyiduna
Ibn Umar ~,;; . 1!1 ~ J· His evidence is that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ . 1!1 ~ had said in
Mina. Tomorrow, insha Allah, we shall be at Khayf Banu Kinanah (which is Muhassab)
and stay there. The background of this was that it was here in khayf Banu Kinanah that the
idolaters had covenanted a pact while the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»I,.).Pwas in Makkah
to interdict Banu Hashim and Banu Abdul Muttalib completely - socially and
commercially - till they handed over the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ . 1!1 ~ to them. Thus
when Islam became dominant, the Prophet MUhammad ~J 4# .. 1!1 ~ wished to make
manifest the symbols of Islam in a place where till recently idolatry had dominated and
had conspired against Islam. In this way, he expressed gratitude for Allah's blessings when
He gave Islam power and dominance.
Tabarani .i»>~J has quoted Sayyiduna Umar ~,;;.i»I~J in Awsat that it is a sunnah(Practice of
Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ . 1!1 ,.).P) to stay overnight at Abtah on the day of an-nafr.
Moreover, Umar ~,;;)»I~J used to command people to stay here on this night.
It is stated in the Hidayah, the most famous book of Hanafi fiqh, "The more correct fact is
that the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~i»1,.).P stayed in abtah for the night to demonstrate to the
idolaters the power of Allah. The place where they had sat together to proscribe the
Muslims and show their might came under Muslim dominance by the mercy of Allah. so it
is sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~ J~i»1~) to spend the night here.
However, some authorities assert that it is not a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad
~J~i»,~) to spend the night in Muh~sab because the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»~~
stay was by a coincidence the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»I,.).P freedman Abu Rafi ~,;;l»I~J
who was incharge of the Prophet Muhammad's ~ J~i»I..).P luggage stopped there. He had
no prior command of the Prophet Muhammad ~ J4:)s.i»l~. Among those who say that the
stay at Muhassab is not a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J "~ .1!1 ~) are
Sayyiduna ibn Abbas ~,;;.&I~J and Sayyidah Ayshah lpi»I~J as may be deduced from the
hadith under discussion(# 2666).
In short, the correc~ thing is that the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .1!1 ,.).P had stayed in
Muhassab even by a coincidence so, it is better that one should stay here as other sahabah
(Prophet's companions) ~i»~~J and the righteous caliphs .ut-.i»I~J did. But, if any one does
not stop here, then there is no harm in it.
11

1

Bukhari # 1765, Muslim# 339-1311, Abu Dawud # 2008, Tirmidhi # 923, Ibn Majah # 3067, Musnad
Ahmad 6-230.
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2667. Sayyidah Ayshah ~..lii~J narrated that she assumed the ihram (pilgrim-roiJe)
for umrah at Tanim. She then came in and performed her umrah. Allah's Messenger
~J~li11~ waited for her at Abtah till she had finished. Then he asked the People
to set out and he to get out. As he come by the House, he performed the tawaf
before the salah (prayer) of fajr. Then he went out towards Madinah. {This hadith
was not found by the compiler in Bukhari and Muslim but in Abu Dawud with
some difference)l
FAREWELL TAWAFIS WAJIB (OBLIGATORY)
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2668. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J said that the people dispersed in every direction.
So, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 11 None of you must depart without fulfilling
his last duty at the HQuse, except that it is waived for the menstruating woman."2
COMMENTARY: The last thing a pilgrim does atter doing all the rites of the pilgrimage is
to perform a. tawaf before he departs. It is called tawaf wada and also tawaf sadr and it is
wajib (obligatory) on the aafaqi (a foreigner) though he may continue to stay in Makkah after
that for as many more days as he likes, but it is better to perform it just before going from.
Makkah. In fact, Imam Abu Hanifah li11 ~J said that if anyone performs the tawaf wada
(farewell) during the day but stays on till after isha, then it is better for him to make
another tatoaf wada (farewell) before departing from Makkah.
This tawaf is wajib (obligatory) neither on the Makkans nor on those who reside within the
miqat. It is also not wajib (obligatory) on anyone who has settled in Makkah. And. intends to
depart from there.
This tawaf is also not wajib (obligatory) on one who has missed his hajj. It is not wajib
(obligatory) on one who performs the umrah.
Moreover, there is neither rami in this tawafnor sa'I thereafter.
TAWAFWADA WAIVED IF THERE I~ AN EXCUSE
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2669. Sayyiduna Ayshah ·.~ .a,, ~J said that Sayyidah Safiyah experienced
menstruation on the right preceding (or following see commentary) yawm un nafr
1

2

Abu Dawud # 2006, but Masabih has it in Section I.
Bukhari # 1755, Muslim# 379.1327, Abu Dawud, Ibn Majah, Ahmad.
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· arid lamented, 'I think I shall hold you back." The Prophet Muhammad ~J~ill1~
expressed words of astonishment and regret, and asked, 'Had she performed the
tawaf (of ziyarah) on the day of sacrifice?" He was told,"Yes" So, he said, "Go (no
need to stay back)."t
.. COMMENTARY: The words (~'~J!U:l) the night preceding the day of sacrifice is the one on
which the Prophet Muhammad ~"L, J~~ill'~ stayed in Muhassab, the night of 13th Dhul Hijjah.
It must be borne in mind that in the references to hajj, the night is related to the day that has
passed (as spoken in English) not to the day that will follow (as spoken in Arabic and Urdu,
for instance Thursday night precedes Thursday and comes at sunset on Wednesday. In the
light of this explanation, the translation of the hadith will have to be amended) the right of
Yawm us nafr (13th Dhul Hijjah) is, therefore, the one that follows the day of 13th.
Sayyidah Safiyah ~ill'~ J presumed that tawaf wada could not be omitted even if there is a
reason for that just as tawaf ziyarah could not be omitted. So, she said that she ill be the
cause of detention of everyone till her menses ended and she had a both and performed the
tawaf. The Prophet Muhammad ~J~ill'~ had presumed that she had not made the tawaf
ziyarah. On learning that she had, indeed, performed it, he said· that she could return to
Madinah without tawaf wada' because if there is a reason its wajib (obligatory) nature is
waived. If, however, the tawaf ziyarah was pending, then she would have had to wait.
The words(~~..#) literally mean 'perish and to be wounded' and though it is a curse, the
Arabs are accustomed to use such sentences out of love without meaning to curse.
SECTION II
t¢t~t~ili
PROPHET'S ADVICE ON THEDAY OF SACRIFICE
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2670. Sayyiduna Amir ibn al Ahwas ;.;.s, il 1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J~i111~ ask the people on the day of the Farewell pilgrimage, 'what
day is it today?" They said, So, indeed, your blood, your properties and your
honour are sacred to each other of you as he sanctity of this your day in this your
town. Know! A saw only wrong himself. Know! A wrongdoer must not wrong his
child nor a child must wrong its parent. Indeed, the devil has despaired of ever
being worshipped in this your town, yet obedience will be shown to him in what
you consider minor deeds of no significance and you perform them He will be
pleased with that."2
COMMENTARY: The great hajj, or hajj akbar, means the hajj itself, Allah says:
1
2

Bukhari # 1731, Muslim# 387.1211, Ibn Majah # 3072, Musnad Ahmad 6-85.
Tirmidhi # 2166, Ibn Majah # 3055
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{And (this is) a proclamation from Allah and His Messenger to (all) the people on
the day of the Greater pilgrimage that Allah is free from obligation to the
associators, and so is His Messenger.) (9:3)
The qualifying word akbar (great) is used with hajj because umrah is called hajj asghar
(n1inor lmjj). The well known exegete Baydawi .b1~; said that eed ul adha, which is lQth
Dhul Hijjjah, is called the day of hajj akbar because not only is hajj perfected this day but
also all great deeds of hajj are performed this day. According to a tradition, during the
farewell pilgrimage, the prophet Muhammad ~ J~~~~ stood near the jamrat on the day
of sacrifice (eed ul adha) and said, "This is the day of hajj akbar (the great hajj)."
No wrongdoer wrongs his son ... It means that wrongdoing of father or of son is not
blamed on son or father respectively. The wrongdoer is himself blamed and seized. This is
like the verse of the Quran;
, ,
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{No burdened soul will bear the burden of another) (17:15)
Of course, this is not limited to father and son but it is a universal concept. No one is
blatned for another's faults, be they related or not.
Smne exponents drop the word (~') and hold that the sentence is negative to mean: 'no
wrongdoer must wrong himself.' If anyone wrongs another then he actually wrongs
himself, for, by doing so, he becmnes liable to be punished.
The devil is despaired for ever that he would be worshipped in Makkah or would be
obeyed by having anyone else worshipped. It means that no non Muslim would enter this
town. It is a different thing that anyone comes disguised and worships someone other than
Allah secretly.
However, deeds would be performed in obedience to the devil. They will be sins like
slaying someone, robbing people and so on, and giving no thought to minor sins. Actually,
one who does not worry about minor sins obeys the devil who is pleased with this attitude.
Those deeds then lead him to more and a greater mischief.
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2671. Sayyiduna Rafi ibn Amr al Muzani ~ ~'.$PJ narrated that he saw Allah's
Messenger ~""J"·#.iill~ in Mina on the day of sacrifice in the forenoon sitting on a
mule who had hair reddish on top but grey at the roots. He addressed the people
Sayyiduna Ali~~~~_, relayed whatever he said (for the convenience of those who
were afar). The people were either seated or standing.l
SCHEDULE OF TAWAF ZIYARAH

1

Abu Dawud # 1956.
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2672 Sayyiduana Ayshah \e:'"ill'...s-"J and Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~o:~iii~~J narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~"l"")".:1'-k'J.; deferred the tawaf ziyarah on the day of sacrifice till night.l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~iil1~ gave permission to women and
others to put off the tawaf ziyarah on the day of sacrifice till nightfall. It does not say that he

postponed his own tawaf ziyarah, for, he is known to have made it at the time of the
sacrifice and then offered the salalt (prayer) of zuhr in Makkah or Mina.
Teebi ~~~J said that Imam Shafi'I ~~~J hold its time cormnences after midnight of eed ul
adha. Other imams say that it begins after dawn of that day and there is no closing time.
Imam Abu Hanifah ..1!1~ J holds that it is wajib (obligatory) in the days of sacrifice. After that
dumn1 will be due and it will be wajib (obligatory) to slaughter an animal as penalty.
NO RAML IN TAWAF ZIYARAH

-~!~lit 1..5_;j1 ~::\I JJ.o~;J _;.Lj ~rlJ1 ~~I ..J_,\ ~~~I if j

(Y"\Yr)

(~l.ou-!1-' .ljb~l ol,j.J)

2673. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:$~l..r' J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad~ J"#~'~

did not make ramal in the tawaf ziyarah.2
COMMENTARY: Ramal has been explained previously as walking rapidly while jerking
shoulder and pulling out the chest.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ . 1!1 ~ did not observe ramal in tawaf ziyarah which is
fard(compulsory) because he had observed that in tawafqudum.
The ruling is based on this. If anyone has made there is no ramal in tawaf ziyarah and no
sa'I thereafter. If anyone has not done both these things in tawaf qudum then he must do
both of them with tawaf ziyarah.
WHEN DOES ONE IS SACRED STATE FIND THE PROHIBITED BECOME LA\-\TFUL
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2674. Sayyidah Ayshah ~iili~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~iilt~

said, "when one of you casts pebbles at jamrat ul aqabah everything becomes
lawful to him but not women."3
2675. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~iill..r' J narrated that he said, "when he casts pebbles at
the jamrah, everything becomes lawful to him but not women (after shaving or
clipping hair)."4
·
1

Abu Dawud # 2000, Tirmidhi # 921, Ibn Majah # 5059, Musnad Ahmad 1-309
Abu Dawud # 2001, Ibn Majah # 3060.
3 Abu Dawud # 1978, Daraqutni # 179, (Muwaqat) Musnad Ahmad 6-143, Sharh us sunnah(Practice of
2

Holy Prophet Muhammad~J~ii11~).
4

Nasa'i # 3084, Musnad Ahmad
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2676. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~;reported that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ observed
that fard(compulsory) tawaf towards t he end of his day when he offered the salah
(prayer) of zuhr. Then, he returned to Mina and stayed there through the nights of
the days of tashriq (11th, 12th, 13th Dhul Hijjah). He threw pebbles at the jamrah after
the declination of the sun, casting seven at each and calling the takbir
simultaneously with each pebble. He stood long at the first and the second making
supplication humbly. And he cast pebbles at the third but did not stand next to it.l
COMMENTARY: This hadith says explicitly that the Prophet Muhammad ~J "'~ ~~ ~
offered the salah (prayer) of zuhr on the 10th Dhul Hijjah in Makkah, not in Mina.
He did not stand next to jamrah aqabah, but it does not imply that he simply did not stand.
Rather, he did not stand long for supplication, but made supplication while he was in
motion from there.
SEQUENCE OF RAMI ON DAYS OF TASHRIQ

<9
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2677. Sayyiduna Abu I Badah ibn Aasim ibn Adi ~~ ~; reported on he authority of
his father that Allah's Messenger~J~..lsl~ gave permission to the hardsmen of the
camels to skip the night of Mina and to cast pebbles on the day of sacrifice.
Thereafter, they ::old make the casting (of pebbles of two days together after the day
of sacrifice and cast on any of these days. 2
COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~~; said that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~iJl1~ had permitted
the shepherds not to stay the nights in Mina during the days of tashriq to be able to tend to
their animals.
They were to cast pebbles on the jamrah aqabah on the tenth, skip the eleventh and cast
pebbles on twelfth for two days together.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the casting of the eleventh cannot be advanced and of the
twelfth cannot be made on the eleventh. But, it can be put off twelfth.
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Abu Dawud # 1973, Daraqutni # 179 (Muwaqit) Musnad Ahmad 6-90.
Abu Dawud # 1975, Tirmidhi # 956, Nasa'i # 3069, Ibn Majah # 3037, Muwatta Maalik # 218 (Hajj)
· Musnad Ahmad 5-450.
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CHAPTER - XII
THAT FROM WHICH ONE WHO IS IN
IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE) MUST REFRAIN
We have stated earlier that with the assumption of the ihram (pilgrim-robe), certain things
become unlawful to the mulzrim. It is necessary for him to abstain from them. Some of them
are such that if perpetrated dumm which is to slaughter an animal, does not become wajib
(obligatonj) on him. In this chapter those things are mentioned from which a muhrim must
keep away. Additionally. Such things are also stated as are permissible to him.
Some of these prohibited things when perpetrated make sadaqah (charity) wajib (obligatory)
to the extent of half a sa (which is one kilogram and 633 grams) of wheat, or one sa' (which
is three kilograms and 266 grams) of barley.
Some make a lesser amount of sadaqah (charity) wajib (obligatory).
Some call for any unspecified thing in a little quantity as wajib (obligatonJ) (A muhrim is one
who has assumed the ilzram (pilgrim-robe).)
SECTION I
jj~lj..Aili
THAT WHICH HE IS DISALLOWED TO WEAR
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2678. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~ .i»1 ~.J narrated that a man asked Allah's
Messenger ~J~,&,~, '~at may a muhrim wear of the clothing?" He said, 'Do not
wear the shirt turbans, trousers, hooded cloaks, or socks but if any of you does not
have sandals then he may wear socks cutting them below the ankles. And do not
wear clothing on which saffron or wurs is applied."
According to a version of Bukhari, he also said, "A woman muhrim sho1:1ld not put a
veil over her face and not wear hand gloves."1
COMMENTARY: The shirt, trousers, etc. may not be worn in the normal manner, but may
be thrown over, or wrapped round, the body to cover the nakedness. This will not amount
to wearing them .
.The same applies to the cap, turban or head coverings like humus. If anything
unconventional is carried on the head then it is not wearing it. A pitcher or any vessel may
be carried on the head.
As for the socks, Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~; means the bone at the back of the foot and Imam
Shafi'I .i»1~.J means the ankles as generally understood and which are washed in ablution.

1

Bukhari # 1542, Muslim# 1-1177, Tirmidhi # 834, Abu Dawud # 1823, Nasa'i # 2667, Ibn Majah #
2929, Darimi # 1798, Muwatta Maalik # 8 (Hajj), Musnad Ahmad 2-32.
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They must be bared.
The scholars differ on whether one who does not have sandals and puts on socks, will he
have to pay the fidyah (ransom) as wajib (obligatory)? Imam Maalik ~~.J and Imam Shafi'I
i»>~.J say that nothing is wajib (obligatory) on him, but Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~.J says that it
is wajib (obligatory) on him to pay the fidyah just as one who is in a state of ihram (pilgrimrobe) is compelled to shave his hair for some reason then he may do so and pay the fidyah.
Wurs is a kind of grass yellowish in colour. It is used for dying. Clothes dyed in saffron
wars are disallowed because these things have fragrance.
Women may not veil their faces but they may conceal their faces in such a way that the
covering does not touch their faces. The Hanafis also forbid men from covering their faces
while they are in a state of ihram (pilgrim-robe). Imam Maalik i»>~.J and Imam Ahmad .&•~.J
also hold the same opinion according to one version. However, Imam Shafi'I .&1~.J holds a
differ~nt opinion.
It is disallowed to sit in a howdah if the head touches it, otherwise it is not disallowed. It is
also not allowed to stand underneath the covering of the ka'bah and a tent if the head
touches it, otherwise it is not disallowed.
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2679. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas """".&'~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~.&1~
~J say while he delivered a sermon, "When the muhrim does not find shoes, he may
put on socks. And when he does not find the waist wrapper, he may wear trousers."1
COMMENTARY: When a waist wrapper is not available, the pilgrim may wear trousers.
According to Imam Shafi'I .&1 ~ J no fidyah will be wajib (obligatonJ) on him. Imam Abu
Hanifah .&1~J said that he should tear the trousers and wrap them around, but if he wears
them in the conventional fashion then he will be liable to pay dumm which means that it is
wajib (obligatory) on him to slaughter an animal.
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2680. Sayyiduna Ya'lc& ibn Umayyah 4:So .&1 ~ J narrated: We were with the prophet
Muhammad ~J 4# .&1 ~ in ji'ranah when a villager came to him wear.ing an
overflowing long coat heavily perfumed with khuluq (prepared with saffron and of
Yellowish red colour). He submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, I assumed the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) of umrah while I had this coat on me." He said, "Wash off the
perfume that is on you three times and as for the shirt, take it off. Then perform
your umrah as you would perform your hajj." 2
t Bukhari # 1841, Muslim# 4-1178, Abu Dawud # 1829, Nasa'i # 2671, Ibn Majah # 2931, Darimi #
1799, Musnad Ahmad 1-215.
2 Bukhari # 1536, Muslim# 6-1180, Abu Daw!•d # 181')
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COMMENTARY: Men are forbidden to use saffron; and Khuluq is prepared chiefly
with saffron. So the prophet Muhammad ~J~..bl~ asked him to wash it off. He said
that it should be done three times only to get rid of it absolutely, otherwise the purpose
was to remove it.
The concluding sentence means that whatever is forbidden to one who has assumed the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) of hajj is also forbidden to the pilgrim who performs umrah.
RULING: It is allowed to a muhrim to apply collyrium that is not perfumed provided it is
not done to beautify oneself. If anyone applies scented collyrium, it is makruh
·
(unbecoming) even if that be not for adornment.
Whatever is forbidden because of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) will make fidyah essential if
perpetrated willfully according to the unanimous verdict of the ulama (Scholars). But, if
anyone does that unintentionally then fidyah will not be wajib (obligatory) according to In1am
Shafi'I .iil1 ~J, Thawri .&1 ~J, Ahmad .iil1 ·~pnd Ishaq i 11 ~ J· On the other hands. Imam Abu
Hanifah .&1~J and Imam Maalik ,&,.~ J hold that, even in this case, fidyah is wajib (obTigatory).

CONTRACTING MARRIAGE WHILE IN A STATE OF IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE)
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2681. Sayyiduna Uthman 4:$-.iiii~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~ said, 11The
muhrim should not marry and should not give someone on marriage (as a guardian

or attorney). He also should not undertake to marry."1
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I ~~ ·~ J and most of the scholars hold that it is

makruh(unbecoming) tahrimi (disliked to the point of being unlawful) to tnarry oneself or
get someone else married. To make a betrothal is makruh(unbecoming) tanzihi
(approaching lawful but disliked). Imam Abu Hanifah .&1 ~J holds that all these three
thlflgs are forbidden as makruh(unbecoming) tanzihi, citing the prophet Muhammad's jJ
~J~.&, marriage to Sayyidah Maytnunah. 4:$-~~~ J

(~~)-J__fJjljil~of.Jjl~j~alJI~&lJI,i,)~~~lif"j('r\Ar)
2682. Stayyiduna Ibn Abbas .u~.&~~ J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad tt-1..., J~1ll~~
married Sayyidah Maymunah 4:$-.&1~ J while he was a mull rim (having assumed the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) for the redeeming umrah).~
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2683. Sayyiduna Yazid ibn al-Asamm .iil1~_, the nephew of Sayyidah Maymunah, ~J
1

Muslim # .42-2409, Abu Dawud # 1841, Tirmidhi # 841, Nasa'i # 2844, Ibn Majah # 1966, Darimi #
2198, Muwatta Maalik # 70 (HajJ) Musnad Ahmad 1-67.
2 Bukhari # 1837, Muslim# 46-1410, Abu Dawud # 1844, TirmiJhi # 843, Nasa'i # 2840, Ibn Majah #
1965, Darimi # 1822, Musnad Ahmad 1-266.
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~ .&1 said on the authority of Sayyidah Maymunah "~ .&1 ~.J that when Allah's
Messenger~ J"~.&~~ married her, he was not multrim.t

Shaykh Imam Muhyi us-sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&1~)
asserted that most ulama (Scholars) (apart from Abu Hanifah) ~.&~~;believe that
he married her when he was not a muhrim, but he disclosed the fact of his marriage
with her while he was a muhrim. Later, he consummated his marriage with her
while he was out of the sacred state (of the iltram (pilgrim-robe)) at Sarif which lies
on the route to Makkah.
COMMENTARY: As stated earlier (harith # 2532) Sari£ is a place about six miles frorr
Makkah and about three miles to the north of Tan'im. We stated the strange coincidence a1
Sari£ where Sayyidah Mymunah ~.&~~.J was married, her marriage was consummated anc
she died too. All three things transpired here.
The two consecutive hadith here contradict one another. The Hanafis go by the hadith oJ
Ibn Abbas ~ .&1 ~.J who was more knowledgeable and had more retentive memory thar
Yazid .&1~.J· Also he was more sagacious. Besides, Ibn Abbas ~.&'~.J hadith is carried b)
both Bukhari and Muslim, but Yazid' s by only Muslim.
As for the hadith (# 2681) of Sayyiduna Uthman ~.&'~.J that a muhrim should not marry
the Hanafis say that it does not prescribe marriage outright. It only means to point out thai
it is not reasonable to marry while one is engaged in a form of worship. As we stated then
against it is makruh(unbecoming) tanzihi.
The Shafi'is explain that the prophet Muhammad ~J~.1!t~ declared his marriage to he1
when he was a muhrim and that ibn Abbas ~lilt~; had not known of it till then, so hE
presumed that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&~~ had married while he was a muhrim
This explanation by the Shafi'is is at best a mere formality.
HAIR MAY BE WASHED
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2684. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub ~l»1~.J said that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&t~
used to wash his head while he was a muhrim.2
COMMENTARY: While it is allowed to wash the head, the mulzrim must be careful not tc
br~ak any hair. If he uses marshmallows then according to Imam Abu Hanifah .&t~J anc
Imam Maalik .&1 ~.J dumm would be wajib (obligatory) on him and he would have tc
slaughter an anirnal. The reason is Khatmi (or marsh mellows) is scented and it also kill~
lice. However, soap that is not perfumed to lotus leaves or such other things may be used
for washing head and they do not make anything wajib (obligatory) as compensation.
ALLOWED TO CUP ONESELF
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2685. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~l»t~J said that the Prophet Muhammad ~J~l»t~ had

Muslim# 48-1411, Abu Dawud # 1843, Tirmidhi # 846, Ibn Majah # 1964, Musnad Ahmad 6-335.
Bukhari # 1840, Muslim# 91-12q5, Abu Dawud # 1840, Nasa'i # 2665, Ibn Majah # 2934, Musnac
Ahmad 5-418.
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himself cupped whle he was a mullrim.1

·

COMMENTARY: Most scholars say that in a state of illram (pilgrim-robe), cupping is
permitted provided on hair breaks.

ABOUT COLLYRIUM

GJ-.ooi.J.J) -~~ ~' \: i,
2686. Sayyiduna Uthman ~~~~J narrated a hadith of Allah's Messenger ~""'J"#~'~
about a multrim who has a complaint in his eye.s- or his eyesight becomes weakthen he may bandage aloes to his eyes.2
COMMENTARY: While this translation of bandage for(~) is from Taj ul Masadir, some
ulama (Scholars) say that it means to apply inside the eyes so like collyrium, aloes is applied
inside. Teebi ~~~J said that it is to bandage a wound. It is also to apply medicine to a wound.
As stated earlier, collyrium may be applied if it is not scented and if it is not used to adorn
oneself otherwise it is makruh(unbecoming).
If collyrium is lightly scanted then only sadaqah (charity) (charity) will be wajib (obligat01y). If it
is heavily scented then dumm will become wajib (obligato1y) and an animal should be sacrificed.
If a muJlrim bandages any of his limbs apart from his head and face then though nothing is wajib
(obligat01y) on him, yet it is makruh(unbecoming). If he covers his head or face to the extend of
one fourth or more with cloth or any thing then dumm will be due from him. If he covers less
then one-fourth of it. Then only sadaqah (charity) (charity) will be wajib (obligatory).

PUTTING SHADE OVER HEAD
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2687. Sayyidah Umm al-Husayn narrated that she saw Sayyiduna Usamah o~..:t- .ib1 ~ J
and Sayyiduna Bilal ~~~~J• One of them held the helter of the she-camel of Allah's
Messenger ~J~lil'~ and the other covered him with his garment raised high from
the heat, till he had cast pebbles at the jamrah al-aqabah.3
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Usamah ~i»>~ J had raised the cloth fairly high so that it did
not touch the prophet Muhammad's ~J~~~~~ head.
Most ulama (Scholars) abide by this hadith and say that as long as the cloth does not touch
the muhrim' s head, he is allowed to shelter hims~lf with it. But Imam Maalik ~~ ~: and
Imam Ahmad say that it is makruh(unbecoming) to do so.
MAKING UP FOR SHAVING HEAD

1 Bukhari # 1835, Muslim# 87-1202, Abu Dawud # 1835, Tirmidhi # 840, Nasa'i # 2845, Ibn Majah #
3081, Darimi # 1819, Musnad Ahmad 1-215.
. .
2 Muslim# 840, Nasa'i # 2845, Ibn Majah # 3081, Darimi # 1819, Musnad Ahmad 1-215.
3 Muslim# 312-1298, Abu Dawud # 1834, Nasa'i # 3060.
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2688. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Ujrah ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~~~
~J~ passed by him at Hudaybiyah while he was a Multrim before he could enter
Makkah. Ka'b was kindling a fire under a vessel. Lice dropped on his face
profusely. The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~' ~ asked him, ''Do your insects irk ..
you?" He submitted, "Yes!" So, he said, "Shave your head and feed a faraq to six
needy people. A faraq is three sa's Or, fast three days, or sacrifice an animal that is
eligible to slaughter."t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Ujrah ~~~~J was a glorious ansar sahabi. He was
present at Hudaybiyah when the peace treaty was worked out. The story of his Islam is
very interesting and lesson. Bearing.
He had an idol that he worshiped. Ubadah ibn Samit ~~~~J was his friend. One day he
came to Ka'b who had worshipped the idol and departed from his house. Ubadah ~~~~J
took the opportunity, went in and smashed the idol. When Ka'b returned home, he saw his
idol in pieces and learnt that Ubadah ~..ln~J, but checked himself and wondered why the
idol had not defended itself. It had no power to do it. That brought a change in him and the
darkness of idolatry gave way to light of faith in his heart and mind. He embraced Islam.
Truly, when Allah guides anyone, He enables him to receive guidance.
This hadith allows anyone afflicted to shave his head and make an atonement. It is a
commentary of the verse:

{If any of you is ill or has an ailment of the head, he shall effect a redemption by
fasting, or by giving alms, or by any other act of worship} (2:196)
~lihj.;afsl

SECTION II

WHAT IS FORBIDDEN TO WOMEN WHO ARE IN IHRAM (P~LGRIM-ROBE)
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2689. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger 4f~'~J~.
forbid women to wear hand gloves, veils (that touch their faces) or any garment to
which wars or saffron is applied when they are in the sacred state (having as.sum~d·
the ihram (pilgrim-rob~)). Mter that, they may wear whatever garments they like
dyed yellow, silk jwellery, trousers, shirts or socks.2
·
·
COMMENTARY: The words in the hadith (~~ ~) (after that) are interpreted by shaykh
Bukhari # 1814, Muslim# 83-1201, Tirmidhi # 954, Muwatta Maalik # 238 (HajJ), Musnad Ahmad 1241.
2 Abu Dawud 1827.
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Abdul Hag Mt1haddith Dahlawi .a.,~J to mean 'after relinquishing the iltram (pilgrim-robe).
But, Mulla Ali Qari .i»144?J had interpreted t}:lem to mean 'after these named things.' It is
'apart from those things that are forbidden in the hadith' and she may wear whatever other
kind of clothing.
Mulla Ali Qari ..b'44?J also wrote that (after interpreting(~~~) in this manner) the hadith
apparently says that while it is disallowed t o wear garment dyed in saffron when the
pilgrim is in the state of ihram (pilgrim-robe), yet it is not disallowed to wear clothing dyed
with sunflower, However, the Hanafis hold that dyed garments are disallowed to a pilgrim
when he h~s assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe). It is stated in books of high that if a muhrim
wears clothing dyed in saffron or sunflower for one day then dumm will become wajib
(obligatory) on him, for less than one day then sadaqah (charity) will become due.
Hence it is better to interpret(~~~) as Shaykh Abdul Haq .fi,~J has interpreted. Or, we
may say that the hadith speaks of clothing dyed with the sunflower that has been washed
and its fragrance is gone.
Teebi ~'44?J said that jewellery is mentioned symbolically.
HOW TO DRAW THE VEIL IN IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE)

.kJ ~ riJ, ~ ;lJI ~_;..!j M l.foJ l!t ~JJ!J....LJL:S'!JI ~~ ~li i!.[~ ~j (Y\4\•)
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2690. Sayyidah Ayshah l~.ii.'~J said that they were with Allah's Messenger 4~..31·~
~J

in a state of ihram (pilgrim-robe) (so their faces were uncovered). Riders would
pass t hem. When they came near to them each of them would drop her covering
sheet from her head over her face (such that it did not touch the face). When they
were gone, they uncovered their faces.l
PERFUMED OIL DISALLOWED IN IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE)
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2691. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .&1 ~ J

I
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(L>.l.ojU I oI.J.J) -· .. :~!.\I jj,.~~
narrated that even as a muhrim the prophet

Muhammad ~""J•:}.&-..11'~ used to apply to himself olive oil that was not perfumed.2
COMMENTARY: The word (~) (muqattat) is oil that is cooked after sweet-smelling
flowers are immersed in it. Or a scanted oil is mixed with this oil.
It is makruh(unbecoming) to use scanted oil when. one is in a state of the ihram (pilgrimrobe). If a mahrin:t applied perfumed oil of any kind on c:~llot one of his limbs, or on many or
all of his limbs, then, according to the Hanafis, he will have to alone with a dumm,
meaning that it is wajib (obligatory) to slaughter an animal. In fact, Imam Abu Hanifah .i»1~J
"-"" holds that if olive oil or sesame oil is applied in large quantity then, even if there is no
1
2

Abu Dawud # 1833, Ibn Majah # 2935, Musnad Ahmad 6-30, (Ibn Maja.h is similar)
Tirmidhi # 964, Ibn Majah # 3083, Musnad Ahmad 2-145.
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perfume, dumm will be wajib (obligatory) but his two companions Imam Abu Yusuf ~~~J
and Imam Muhammad li!1~J hold that sadaqah (charity) is wajib (obligatory). However, this
difference of opinion is only when both oils are un perfumed and not cooked with frequent
flowers. If that is so (and they are perfumed) then the unanimous ruling is that dumm is
wajib (obligatory) and there is no differing opinion. Besides, the foregoing difference of
opinion is when the oil is applied in large quantity. If a small quantity is applied then they
all agree that only sadaqah (charity) is wajib (obligatory)
Moreover, dumm or sadaqah (charity) will be wajib (obligatory) on using these oils if they
are used only for fragrance. But, if ·they are used as medicine then the unanimous decision
is that nothing will be wtijib (obligatory).
The question of musk and other perfume is different from this issue. If they are used
then dumm will be wajib (obligatory) in any case whether used as perfume for fragrance
or as medicine.
SECTION III
THAWING STITCHED GARMENTS OVER A MUHRIM
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2692. Sayyiduna Nafi' li!1 ~J narrated that (when he was in a state of ihram
(pilgrim-robe)) Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J felt cold that and said, 11 Throw over
me a garment, 0 Nafi." He threw over him a hooded cloak, but he protested, "Do
you throw this over me when All~h' s Messenger ~J ~ iil1 ~ has forbidden the
muhrim to wear this?"t
COMMENTARY: The Hanafis say that it is disallowed to wear stitched garments when one
is in the state of ihram (pilgrim-robe), but he may throw them over himself in an
unconventional manner for instance as a blanket is thrown. This has been explained earlier.
Perhaps Ibn Umar ~.1li~J abstained from using stitched garments in any manner or Nafi
may have covered his head too.
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J~~~~ HAD HIMSELF CUPPED
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2693. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Maalik (End) Ibn Buhaynal ~.1li~J said that Allah's
Messenger~_.~~~~ had himself cupped at lahy Jamal (a place) on the road to
Makkah in the middle of his head. At that time, he was a muhrim.2
COMMENTARY: Abdullah's father was Maalik and mother was Buhaynah. He was known
as Ibn Maalik as well as ion Buhaynah.
There must have been a reason for the Prophet Muhammad ~ J ~ iil1 ~ to have had
himself cupped in the middle of his head where because of that some hair would have
1
2

Abu Dawud # 1828. ·
Bukhari # 1836, Musilm # 88-1203, Nasa'i # 2850, Darimi # 1820, Muwatta Maalik # 47 (Hajj).
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broken definitely. If a mullrim has himself cupped where there is no hair then no fidyap
is wajib (obligatory).
RULING: If a mull rim shaves less than one-fourth of his head, or less than one fourth break
when he undergoes cupping then sadaqah (charity) will be wajib (obligatonj) on him. This
means that by way of atonement, he should either feed a hungry needy person to a full
stomach, or give him half sa' of wheat.
If a mullrim shaves hair on head, more than one-fourth of it, without a reason, or has
himself cupped without reason and more than one fourth hair of his head break then
dumm is wajib (obligatory). He will have to sacrifice a goat or something like it. But, if he
does one of these things for a reason, then he may do one of three things:
(i)
Slaughter a goat,
(ii)
Give to six needy people three sa' wheat at the rate on half sa' each.
(iii)
Fast three days on consecutive days or of different days with break.
If a muhrim decides to have himself cupped (in the head) and for that reason, shaves hair
from that place then according to Imam Abu Hanifah li!1 44?-J, dumm will became waj~b
(obligatory) on him. But his two companions rule that sadaqah (charity) will be wajib.
The place of cupping implies he two sides of the neck and nape of tht! neck. If he shaves the
entire neck then the unanimous verdict is that dumm will be wajib (obligatory) on him. If he
shaves lesser than the full neck then sadaqah (charity) will be wajib (obligatory).
If hair break by themselves then nothing is wajib (obligatory). '
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2694. Sayyiduna Anas ~lil~~ J said that Allah's Messenger ~ y.~l»'~ was a muhrim
when he had himself cupped on the back of his foot because of a pain he had.t
COMMENTARY: There are no hair on the surface of the foot so there was no question of
hair breaking. Besides, he had a reason for it - pain.
PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~l..,J":lc.iil\}~ MARRIAGE WITII SAYYIDAH MAYMUNAH \f•c..ib'I.S~J
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2695. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi ~~~~J narrated, ''Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~~ married
Sayyidah Maymunah ;.;c. .iil1 ~ J when he was not a muhrim. And when he
consummated the marriage, he was not a muhrim. 2
I was the envoy between them.
COMMENTARY: This hadith also contradicts the hadith # 2682 of Ibn Abbas .u~.ib~~.J· We
have spoken on this subject against hadith # 2683.
The hadith of Ibn Abbas ~ li!1 ~J is preferred because both Bukhari and Muslim nave
transmitted it while none of them carries this hadith.

1

2

Abu Dawud # 1837, Nasa'i # 2839.
Tirmidhi # 842, Darimi # 1~'>5, Musnad Ahmad 6-333.
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CHAPTER - XIII
THAT MUHRIM MUST ABSTAIN FROM HUNTING
The ulama (Scholars) agree unanimously that hunting as well as assisting a hunter are both
forbidden to a muhrim. Therefore, if a mull rim kills or assists in killing a hunted animal then
jaza or an atonement or recompense will become binding on hin1.
THE JAZA OR EXPIATION FOR HUNTING: The expiation that becmnes binding on the
muhrim for hunting is the value of the aniplal hunted that two just and experienced men
would determine. This value will be relative to the place where the anin1al was killed but if
no value is known at that place then the value should be relative to the nearest place
because value of anything differs from place to place. Besides, the value will be determined
on the basis of rates prevailing at the time of hunting, because values differ at different
times. Then the muhrim will have the option to either buy an animal of that value and
sacrifice it in Haram (unlawful), or he may buy provision of that value and feed the poor if he buys wheat then he will give half sa' to each poor, but if he buys barley or dates then
one sa' to each poor. He must not give any poor person less than this quantity.
Alternatively, he may fast for the number of days equal to the amount of sadaqah (charity)
(half sa' wheat or one sa' barley) for each poor man, and if any portion of sadaqah (charity)
remains in this method then he may give it away as charity, or in lieu of that, too, he may fast.
It may be understood that expiation against hunting is wajib (obligat01y) on the muhrim
whether he hunts deliberately or by mistake.
If a muhrim wounds an animal and it does not die, or he pulls out its hair, or breaks it liinb,
then he will have to pay that amount to which extent the animal's value has decreased.
If a muhrim maims an animal or pulls out the wings of a bird because of which they cannot
defend themselves then he will have to pay the full price of the animal. If he milks it then
he will have to pay the price of the milk as wajib (obligatory). If he breaks its egg, he must
pay its price.
EATING THE GAME: Whether the mulzrim may eat the hunted animal or not is a complex
question. If he has hunted it himself or another muihrim has hunted it, then the muhrim is
forbidden to eat the game. This is an unanimous verdict of all ulama (Scholars).
If one who is not a muhrim hunts an animal for himself or for the muhrim with his
permission of without his permission, then the scholars differ on the issue; may he eat or
not? Some of the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~.iii~~.J including Sayyiduna Ali ~.iii~~.J
and same of the tabi'un .iii1~.J said that a muhrim is forbidden absolutely to eat the game.
They cite of hadith of Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Jaththamah ~.iii~~.J (# 2696). Imam Shafi'I .iii1~.J
and Imam Ahmad .1!1~ .J say that if the mull rim hunts himself or anyone else does it for him
with or without his permission •hen it is forbidden to him to eat from it. But, if one who is
not a muhrim hunts for himself and gives some meat from it to him as a gift, then it is
lawful for him to eat from it.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~.11~~ .J anl· ' s followers say that a mull rim is permitted to eat the game
even if it is hunted for him, provided:
• he has not hunted the animal,
• he has not instructed anyone to hunt it,
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• he has not guided anyone to the animal,
• he has not diverted anyone's attention to it (hunting) and
• he or any other muhrim has not helped anyone to hunt it.
· The Hanafis cite the hadith of Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah 4.:&-..111~J (# 2697)
THE GAME DEFINED: The animal that a muhrim is forbidden to hunt is to kill a wild
animal. The wild animals are those that are born and bred in dry lands or in deserts or
wilderness, though they may reside in water, like wild ducks, etc. Also, a game is a wild
animal by birth or nature though it may have been domesticated, like deer which becomes
familiar with anyone who domesticates it but is by nature wild. So it is called a game.
wherever it lives, in the wild or with human beings. If it is hunted an expiation becomes
wajib (obligatory).
If an animal is not wild then it is allowed to kill it even if one is in a state of ihram (pilgrimrobe). Thus a muhrim is allowed to slaughter a goat, sheep, ram, cow, camel and
domesticated duck.
The jurists have classified the pigeon as a wild bird by nature, so an expiation will become
wajib (obligatory) if it is hunted.
As for sea animals, both the muhrim and non-muhrim are allowed to hunt them in the light
of the verse:

(al-Mai' dah 5:96)
These animal may be those that are eaten and those that are not consumed.
The wild animals that are eaten may not be hunted. It is forbidden hunt them and there is
unanimity on this issue. As for those that are not eaten, the author of Bidai has classified
them into two classes:
(1) Those that are ferocious and cause damages and often do that unprovoked and take the
initiative in hurting, like the lion, cheetah, half etc. So, the muhrim is permitted to kill them.
No penalty or expiation will be wajib (obligatory) on him.
(2) Those that do not take the initiative in hurting anyone, like hawk or falcon, etc. If they
begin to attack the muhrim, then he may kill them and no expiation will be wajib (obligatory)
on him. But, if they do not attack then it is not permitted to the muhrim to kill them
unprovoked. It he takes the initiative then an expiation will be wajib (obligatory) on him.
SECTION I
jj~ljJarti
PROPHET MUHAMMAD ~J~.iil1~ ABSTAINED FROM HUNTING WHEN HE WAS
AMUHRIM
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2696. Sayyiduna As-Sab ibn Jaththamah narrated that he presented to Allah's
Messenger ~J~.iil~~ wild ass when he was at al-Abwa or Waddan (which are
between Makkah and Madinah). But, he returned it to him. When he observed the
reaction on his face, he said, 1'We have not returned it to you but only because we
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have- assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe)."t
COMMENTARY: On the face of it, this hadith is evidence for those people who contend
that a muhrim is forbidden to eat the flesh of game outright, However, the contention of the
hanafis is based on the opinion of Sayyiduna(s) Umar ~ 2»1 ~J, Abu Hurayrah ~.a,,~ J,
Talhah ibn Ubauydullah ~.a,,~J and Sayyidah Ayshsh ~.a,,~J· Hence, they interpret this
hadith that since a live game of wild ass was present ed to the Prophet M-qhammad 4Js.~~
~J and it is not proper for a muhrim to accept a game, so the Prophet Muhammad 4Js.lm~
~J turned down the offer. However, there is another doubt created; it is stated explicitly in
one version that meat of wil<iass was presented. Another version says that the leg piece of
the wild ass was presented, yet another version says that a piece of the animal was sent.
These versions make clear that a live wild ass was not presented. So, perhaps this hadith,
too, under discussion, says that some meat of the wild ass was presented? The plausible
explanation is that first live wild ass may have been presented which he did not accept.
Then some piece of meat of another wild· ass was presented and this has described in
another version as piece of leg.
A stronger evidence of the Hanafis is that the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4Js. .a,, ~ was
presented the wild ass then he was at Arj k.;) having assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe). So,
he instructed Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~.a,,~J to distribute it among the companions.
The Shafi'is say about the hadith under discussion that the prophet Muhammad l"l""J•:l.:.i»'~""
may have returned the wild ass because he presumed that it was hunted for him specifically.
HADITH ON WHICH THE HANAFIS RELY
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2697. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~1m ~J narrated that he set out with Allah's
Messenger ~J~.a,,~ but he lagged behind with some of his companions who had
assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for umrah but he had not. They saw a wild ~ss (on
their way at some place)but he did not see it. They saw it but left it alone (and did
not bother about it). Finally, Abu Qatadah ~.a,,~J also saw it. He mounted a horse
of his and asked them to let him have his whip, but they declined (lest they be
deemed to have aided him in the hunt). He (alighted and) took it himself, chased
the wild ass and killed i•. :'hen he (prepared its meat and) they ate it, but they
repent ed (presuming that a muhrim was disallowed to eat it).
1

Bukhari # 1825, Muslim# 50-1193, Tirmidhi # 850, Nasa'i # 2819, Ibn Majah # 3090, Darimi # 1830,
Muwatta Maalik # 83 (Hajj), Musnad Ahmad 4-37.
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So, when they joined Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~, they asked him about it, He
required, 11 Do you have anything of that with you?" They said, 11We have with us its
leg." The Prophet Muhammad~ J~iJJ,~ took it, (had it prepared) and ate it.
According to another version: When they joined Allah's Messenger ~y.#.1:'~ (and
put their question to him), he asked them, "Did any of you instruct him to hunt it or
point it out to him?" They said "No!" He said, 'Eat what remains of it."l
COMMENTARY: Accordingly to another tradition, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ did
not eat from the game. Perhaps, he may have presumed that a muhrim had a part in the
hunting and may have abetted in some way, like suggesting, pointing out or helping. So, he
did not eat, when he learnt that no mulzrim was involved in the hunting, he ate some of it.
A muhrim is disallowed to point out the animal verbally or in gestures or signs both within
the Haram and outside it. A non Muhrim is disallowed within the Haram, not outside.
A muhrim is permitted to consume flesh of a game provided he is not involved in hunting
in anyway whatsoever- by actual hunting, commanding or suggesting to hunt, indicating
verbally, allegorically or in gestures, or helping.
This hadith upholds the contention of the Hanafis. It rejects the opinion of those who hold
that a muhrim may not eat anything of the game.
ANIMALS THAT MAY BE KILLED BY THE MUHRIM & IN THE HARAM
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2698. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4~ ..1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4).:- lJJt.}.;
said, ''No sin is attached to killing five creatures in the Haram and in the state of ihram
(pilgrim-robe). They are: the rat, the crow, the kite, the scorpion and the biting dog."2
COMMENTARY: The crow is (~~~ "':"'~') or the one that subsists on carrion and impurity.
This is elucidated in the next hadith. It is not allowed to kill the crow that eats from the
fields. It is jet black but its beak and claws are red.
The biting dog includes all animals t hat attack.
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2699. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~..l!'IS""J said that the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.i»t~ said,
11

Five creatures there are that may be killed in the hill (outside the sacred area) and
the Haram (within the sacred area): the snake, the pied crow(~~'"':"'~'), the rat, the
biting dog and the kite."
COMMENTARY: It is forbidden to kill the dog that may be beneficial and also that causes
no damage even though it is not beneficial.
The creatures that may be killed are not the only ones mentioned in these two hadith.
1

Bukhari # 1824, Muslim# 56-1196, Abu Dawud # 1852, Tirmidhi # 848, Nasa'i # 2816, Ibn Majah #
3092,Muwatta Maalik # 76 (Hajj).
2 Bukhari # 3315, Muslim# 72-1199, Abu Dawud # 1846, Nasa'i # 2828, Ibn Majah # 3088, Muwatta
Maalik # 89 (HajJ), Musnad Ahmad 2-8.
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Rather, all the creatures that harm are included in this comntand, like the rats, fleas, ticks
bed bugs, etc. If lice are killed then it is wajib (obligatory) to give sadaqah (charity) according
to one's ability.
~Slliltj.A~l

SECTION II

HADITH ON WHICH IMAM MAALIK ..l!t~J & IMAM SHAFI'I ..l!t~J RELY
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2700. Sayyiduna Jabir "'""..l!'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"-:1'-..1!'~ said, 11The
meat of game is lawful for you when you are in the state of iltram (pilgrim-robe) as
iong as you have not hunted it or it had not been hunted for you."
COMMENTARY: The hadith says that if you are a muhrim and hunt an animal or anyone
also hunts it for you even if he is not muhrim then it is not proper for you to eat from it.
Imam Maalik ~~.:and Imam Shafi'I ~~J cite this hadith in support of their contention
that a Mulrrim is forbidden to eat from the game that is hunted even by a non-mulzrim.
However, the Hanafis interpret this hadith to mean that if you are a muhrim and a live
game is sent to you as a gift then it is forbidden to you to eat its meat. But, if its meat is sent
to you as a gift then it is not forbidden to you to consume. If the animal was hunted at your
behest then it is not proper for you to eat its flesh.
Hence, the flesh of a game is not forbidden to a mullrim if a non-muhrim has slaughtered it
provided the muhrim has no hand in the hunting, like asking for it to be hunted, helping in
doing so, pointing it out or guiding to it.
HUNTING LOCUSTS
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2701. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah "'""..l!'~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ..1!1~
11
~ J"-# said, Locusts are like the game of the sea." 1
COMMENTARY: The hanafis say that the hadith compares locusts to game of the sea
because like fish that is eaten without being slaughtered, locusts may be eaten without
being slaughtered. A mullrim is not allowed to kill locusts. If he kills any, he will have to
pay sadaqah (charity) (as much as he can). lt is stated in 'Hidayah' that locust attracts the
same command as the game of the desert. Ibn Hammam also said that most of the ulama
(Scholars) subscribe to this view.
Smne ulama (Scholars) say that according to this hadith a muhrim is permitted to hunt
locusts because it is like a game of the sea. They cite the verse of the Quran:
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KILL THE BEAST THAT ATTACKS
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Abu Dawud # 1853, Tirrnidhi # 851, Ibn Majah # 322, Musnad Ahmad 2-306.
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2702. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .1!1~
~ J"# said,

"The mullrim may kill a beast that attacks."1

COMMENTARY: It is like a lion, etc. that rushes at man on seeing him to kill a main him.
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2703. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Ammar .1!1 ......,..J said that he asked

Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Abdullah ~.11~~J whether the hyena may be hunted. He said,
11
Yes!" So, he asked 1 May it be eaten?" He said, 11Yes!" Then he asked, 11 Did you
hear it from Allah's Messenger ~JI.#.lll~?" He said, 11Yes!"2
COMMENTARY: Leaving aside the muhrim there is a basic difference of opinion whether
hyena is lawful food or not. Imam Shafi'I .ll1 . .~J goes by this hadith and says that the hyena is
lawful food, but Imam Maalik .1!1~J and Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~J say that the hyena is not
lawful to eat. They rely on the hadith (# 2705) of Sayyiduna Khuzaymah ibn Jazyi ol,$.1!1~J·
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2704. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.11~~J narrated that he asked Allah's Messenger 1"1,..,J"#.1il~
about the hyena. He said, 11lt is game. If a mullrim perpetrates it then he must atone

by given a sheep."3
COMMENTARY: If a muhrim hunts it or buys it then he must atone with a sheep or ram as

a wajib (obligatory).
HYENNA IS NOT LAWFUL
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1.$ .1!1 ~J narrated that he asked Allah's
Messenger ~J1.#.1!1~ about eating a hyena. He asked. 11 Does anyone eat hyena?"
He then asked him about eating wolf and he put the question, 11 Does anyone with
any good in him eat wol£.?"4

2705. Sayyiduan Khuzaymah ibn Jazyi

1

Abu Dawud # 1848, Tirmidhi # 839, Ibn Majah # 3089, Musnad Ahmad 3-3.
Tirmidhi # 1789, Nasa'i # 4323, Daraqutni # 45 (Muwaqit), Musnad Ahmad 3-318, (Abu Dawud #
3801 similar)
3 Abu Dawud # 3801, Ibn Majah # 3236, Darimi # 1941, Daraqutni # 48 (Mawaqit).
4 Tirmidhi # 1799, Ibn Majah # 3237.
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SECTION Ill
A MUHRIM MAY EAT MEAT OF GAME
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2706. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Uthman at Taymi 4•~-iil'~; narrated that they were
with Talhah ibn Ubaydullah 4:s..i»l~; and they were all in the state of iltram (pilgrimrobe) (mulrrims). A bird (meaning its cooked flesh) was presented to him and he was
asleep. Some of them ate from it but others abstained. When Talhah 4:s..i»l..s-P; woke up
he agreed with those who had eaten it. He said, We had eaten it along with Allah's
Messenger ~ J"~.i»'~ (meaning, as mullrims we ate flesh of a hunted creature)."l
COMMENTARY: This is to which Imatn Abu Hanifah "~-iil'..s-P; abides. Ii t he muhrim has no
part in the hunting then he n1ay eat the meat.
As for a bird, the Arabic (r-1') could be a collective noun, implying (flesh of) several birds, or
(of) a bird sufficiently large to satiate all the people.
11

CHAPTER - XIV
BEING DETAINED AND MISSING HAJJ
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IHSAR: The word ihsar n1eans 'to be detained.' 'to be prevented.' In the terminology of the
jurists, it n1eans 'to be prevented fron1 performing ltajj or umrah after having assumed the
iltram (pilgrim-robe).'

The person who had assun1ed the illram (pilgrim-robe) for hajj or umrah and it prevented
from performing it Is called a muhsir.
KINDS OF IHSAR (DETENTION): According to the Hanafi school, the are many forms of
ihsar whereby the pilgrimage is detained and not permitted to perform hajj or umrah, for
whichever he had assumed the ihrnm (pilgrim-robe), whether practically or in terms of
Shari' ah (legally). These forins are explained in the lines following:
(1) Fear of an enemy. It is a wide meaning word and 'enemy' could refer to a human being
or a beast. For example, an enemy could be in wait for the pilgrims on their route and
pesters the pi1g1ims, or robs them, or beats them, preventing their progress. Or, a lion etc. is
present on the pilgrim's path.
(2) Illness. A pilgrin1 may fall seriously ill after assuming the illram (pilgrim-robe) so that he
cannot proceed further, or if he attempts then his illness may become dangerously severe.
(3) A woman loses her mahram. After she assumes the ihram (pilgrim-robe), her mahram or
husband tnay die, or disappear, or refuse to accompany her any further.
(4) Lack of resources. For instance, after the ihram (pilgrim-robe) is assumed, the pilgrim is
deprived of money or property by thieves or robbers, or his resources are exhausted during
the pilgrimage and he cannot meet his expenses any more for the remaining journey.
1

Muslim# 65-1197, Nasa'i # 2817, Darimi # 1829, Musnad Ahmad l-161.
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(5) A woman might have to observe her iddah (waiting period) when, after she assumes
the illram (pilgrim-robe), her husband dies or divorces her. Her iddah will prevent her,
meaning be her ihsar. However, if she is a muqim (resident) and her residence is not as far
away from Makkah as qualifies as a journey then it is not ihsar.
(6) The pilgrim gets lost on the way and there is no one to guide him.
(7) A woman's husband disallows her fron1 going ahead provided she had assumed the
ihrmn (pilgrim-robe) for hajj without his permission. However, the husband has no authority
to prevent his wife from perfonning the fard(compulsory) hajj, and from the optional hajj
after he had given permission for it (the optional hajj).
(8) A slave, male or female, is disallowed by their master.
All these forms of ihsar are according to Hanafi School of thought. All the three other
imams hold that there is only one kind of ihsar which is fear of the enemy. They maintain
that ihsar is not found in the other forms, so the ihram (pilgrim-robe) remains intact.
RULING ON IHSAR: When a mulzrim encounters one of the foregoing forms of ihsar, and
if he is a mufrid or a qarin then, respectively he must acquire one animal of hadyi (say a
goat) or two animals of hadyi and send the hadyi to the Haram with someone with
instructions to sacrifice it there on his behalf. Or, he may send its price to buy there and
sacrifice. He must also specify the day and time when the sacrifice may be done. When the
specified time passes, he may relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe). It is not necessary to shave
the head or have the hair clipped, Then, he must redeem the pilgrimage in the following
year. If he had put off the ilzram (pilgrim-robe) of hajj, then he will perform one hajj and one
umrah. If he had put off the ilzram (pilgrim-robe) of qiran, then he will redeem it with one
hajj and two umrahs. If he had removed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) of umrah then he will
perform only one umrah.
If, after he sends the animal of hadyi, the ihsar is lifted and it is possible for him to reach
here before the hadyi is sacrificed and be able to participate in the hajj, then it is lDajih
(obligatonJ) that he should proceed there promptly. If that is not possible, then it is not wajib
(obligatory) that he depart promptly. However, if he proceeds to perforn1 hajj and when he
arrives there finds that the had yi was sacrificed and the time of hajj is over then he must
perform umrah and relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe).
MEANING & RULING OF MISSING THE HAJJ: If someone departs for hajj having
assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) but for some unforeseen reason he could not make the
wuquf at Arafat between zawal (declination of the sun) on the day of Arafah and the
morning of eed ul adha for even one minute, then he has missed his hajj. (The wuquf at
Arafat begins on the day of Arafah as the sun passes its meridian and ends as down rises
on eed ul adha and the wuquf may be observed even for one minute during this period.)
One who misses his hajj is called (~t..:.Ju) (fa' it ul hajj).
The person who misses the hajj must perform the umrah which is to circumambulate the
Ka'bah, make sa'I between as-Safa and al-Marwah and relinquish the illram (pilgrim-robe). If
he is a mufrid then he must perform one umrah and if he is a qarin then two umrahs. Then
he must have or clip his hair and next year he must redeem the hajj.
A VERY COMPLEX QUESTION: If a pilgrim is likely to miss hajj, he faces a very difficult
choice. Suppose, he arrives there in the very best portion of the night (following the day of
Arafah and) preceding eed ul Adha while he still has to offer the salah (prayer) of isha and is
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also apprehensive that he might miss it altogether if he goes to Arafat, and if he offers it
them wuquf of Arafat would be lost. So, what should he do? Some people say that he must
offer the isha even if he misses the wuquf of Arafat. Others say that he must defer the salah
(prayer) of isha and proceed to Arafat. This is what Hanafi fiqh book Durr Mukhtar says.
SECTION I
JJ~tj..GMI
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J4#i»>~ DETENTION
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4.r. ~' ~; narrated that (in the year of al-Hudaybiyah)
Allah's Messenger ~1.... J "~ ~' ~ was detained (and prevented from performing
umrah). So, he had his head shaved and (after relinquishing the ihram (pilgrimrobe)) had intercourse with his wives, and slaughtered his (animal of) hadyi. Then,
next year he performed the umrah.1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~ J 4# ~~ ~ had assumed that ihram (pilgrimrobe) for umrah and set out for Makkah but the idolaters of Makkah stopped him at
Hudaybiyah along with his companions and disallowed them to proceed for umrah. So, he
put off his ihram (pilgrim-robe) there.
The hadith next mentions that he had sexual intercourse with his wives. The sequence is
not followed in the report, for, shaving head, etc precedes that. Actually, he slaughtered the
animal, relinquished the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and then he was out of the sacred state (on
shaving his head) and could go to his wives.
According to another hadith in Bukhari and Muslim: The Prophet Muhammad ~ J4#~~~
and his companions .\$ ~~ ~; relinquished their ihram (pilgrim-robe) when the idolaters of
:tvlakkah barred their way ahead. The Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# ~~ ~ had assumed the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) for umrah. He sacrificed the animals of hadyi, shaved his head and
ipstructed his companions 4.r. ~' ~; to get up, make the sacrifice and shave their heads.
Hidayah writes after that; 'then they relinquished the iham.'
Ibn Hammam ~~"~;said that these words of Hidayah make it clear that the muhsir cannot
put off the ihram (pilgrim-robe) before slaughtering the animal. Hence, if a muhsir sends the
hadyi to the Haram with specific instructions to slaughter it on a certain day and hour and at
that hour he comes 011t of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and acts as a non-muhrim only to learn that
hi:- i.Ttstruction could not be carried out at the specified hour or at the Haram then, for
everytlh..:s: that he has done that a muhrim should not do, he will have to make an atonement
or a recompeits:.· {iaza)

2707. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas

WHERE TO SLAUG.t~'!'F.R HADYI OF IHSAR: The Hanafis and the Shafi'is are
unanimous all hadyi apart fron1 ~nat of ihsar should be slaughtered only in the Haram, no
where else. But, they differ on the hadyi of ihsar of hajj and umrah. Imam Shafi'i ~~44.?-; hold
that it should be slaughtered where the ihsar was imposed. Imam Abu Hanifah ~' ~;
contends that it should be sent to the Haram and slaughtered there and no where else
because to slaughter it on specified days and at specified place is a worshi!J. So if it is not
t
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slaughtered at its specified place then that is not worship and if that is so then how is it
proper to relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe) on that basis.
Imam Shafi'I .i»1~J stands by the hadith under discussion. The prophet Muhmru11ad ":.-1"~'~
~J and the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~~~~J slaughtered the hadyi in Hudaybiyah
which is hill meaning outside the limits of the Hara111. The Hanafis explain that it was not
possible at that time to send the animals of hadyi to the Haram. So out of compulsion they
slaughtered the animals at Hudaybiyah. Besides, some.ulatna (Scholars) tnaintain that part
of Hudaybiyah I shill alright but some of it is in the Haram. Hence, the Prophet Muhnmn1ad
~J~~~~ and his sahabah (Prophet's companions) I'T"~'~J may have slaughtered their
animals of hadyi in the portion that is within the Haram.
IT IS WAJIB (OBLIGATORY) ON THE MUHSIR TO REDEEM: We read in his hadith
that since the Prophet Muhamtnad ~ J~~~ could not complete the umrah because of the
ihsar, he redeemed it the next year in 7AH. This redeemed umrah is called mnrat ul qada.
This means that if anyone is detained and is prevented from performing llajj or utnrah then
he must redeem it. The Hanafis say that it is wajib (obligatory) to redeem it but ln1am. Shafi'l
.i»1~ J says· that it is not wajib (obligatory) to redeem it.
The Prophet Muhammad's ~J"#~'~ umrah in 7AH is called umrat ttl gada and this itself
is evidence for the Hanafi point of view.
THE QUESTION OF SHAVING OR CLIPPING FOR THE MUHSIR
I.
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2708. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar "~"~'~J narrated that they set out with Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ .iill.j.J' (for umrah) but the disbelievers of the Quraysh intercepted
them before (they could reach) the House (at Hudaybiyah). So, the Prophet
Muhammad tt"L...J"#~'..}J' slaughtered the animals of his hadyi (there) and shaved his
head and his sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~~'.rJ shaved or dipped their heads. 1
COMMENT~RY: The Hidayah says that Imam Abu Hanifah .i»1~J and Imam Ahmad ..3:,~)
say that a muhsir is not bond to shave or clip his hair because it is not part of the deeds of
hajj. Since lzajj is not performed at all, this cannot be counted as worship.
As for the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ and the sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~'..;.;;.J
~ they shaved or clipped their hair to make it obvious that they were determ.ined to
return and that there was Iio possibility of performing umrah. Imatn Yusuf, ~~ J however,
said that a mushir must shave or clip his hair, but if he does not, then too he shall havP
come out of the ihram (pilgrim-robe), nothing will be wajib (obligatory) as atonement.
jA\j ~~~ J;i~ ~j ~ful

~;ill j_;2.5 ..J....>ijlS io~ ~ ..;j.' o\1 ~j (YV·~)

(lS..Jl>-)i ol.;u) -~~A;!l>...bl
2709. Sayyiduna Al-Miswar ibn Makhramah ~ k1 .rJ narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~~ sacrificed before having h!~ head shaved and instructed his
t
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to do like that.l

IHSAR AND MISSING THE HAJJ

(I.SJ~I oi.,J) -~J..&~;J
2710. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4$- .11'-S"J asked, 11 Does the smmah(Practice of Holy Prophet
Muhammad ~"1....J4:-t~.1a'J..P) of Allah's Messenger ~"1""'J":l"~'J.P not suffice you? H any of you is
precluded from performing hajj (and prevented from observing the wuquf at Arafat),
then he should make the tawaf of the house and t he Sa'I between as Safa and alMarwah. Then he should come out of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and make the hajj next
year, and slaughter the hadyi or fast if he cannot find a hadyi (to slaughter)."2
COMMENTARY: Ibn Umar 4$~~~J warned some people who might have contravened the
sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~""'J 4~ ~~ ~) in cases of detention or ihsar. If
anyone is prevented from performing hajj then he must complete the umrah and put off the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) and redeem the hajj in the following year.
We must know that there is a slight difference in the ruling for a muhsir and fa'itul hajj
(who has missed the hajj). As for the letter if he is a mufrid (who has assumed the ihram
(pilgrim-robe) only for hajj) then he will make the tawaf and Sa'I and relinquish his ihram
(pilgrim-robe). Only the redeeming hajj next year will be wajib (obligatory) on him. Umrah
and hadyi will not be wajib (obligatory) on him.
As for the muhsir, if he is a mufrid and is prevented from proceeding even before he can
make it to the Haram, then he must send the hadyi to the Haram. When that reaches there
and is slaughtered he must relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe) and redeem the hajj next year
and perform an umrah too with it.
However, Imam shafi ~~~J said that it is wajib (obligatory) on him to perform only hajj next
year. It is notnecessary to perform umrah because he was restrained from hajj oniy and he
had sent the hadyi and put off the ihram (pilgrim-robe), so only hajj is due from him.
If the muhsir is a qarin (meaning one who had assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for hajj
and umrah, both), he must send the animal of hadyi to the Haram and after .it is
slaughtered there, he may relinquish his ihram (pilgrim-robe). It will be wajib (obligatory)
on him to redeem this hajj and to perform two umrahs in the year following, the hajj
and one umrah to replace what he missed and the additional umrah as a recompense
Gaza) of what h~ missed.
If ihsar does not occur before arrival at the Haram, but on arrival there and the pilgrim is
unable to observe the wuquf at Arafat though he can make the tawaf and sa'l, then he must
make the tawaf and Sa'l, meaning acts of umrah, and relinquish the ihram (pilgrim-robe).
Next year, he should redeem the hajj and slaughter the animal of hadyi. If he cannot
slaughter the hadyi hen he must fast. The hadith under discussion describes this very
possibility.
- - - - - - - - - - - -

1
2
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If the fa' it ul hajj (one who has missed the hajj) is a qarin, then he will first make tawaf and
Sa'I for umrah and then make (another) tawaf and Sa'I in place of the hajj that he rnissed.
Then he must shave or cut hair and relinquish the i11ram (pilgrim-robe). He will be absolved
of making the sacrifice of qiran.
If he is a mutamatta, then his tamatta is void and he will be absolved of the sacrifice of tamtta
and if he has brought an animal to sacrifice then he may do with it whatever he likes.
Just as when a mufrid misses the lrajj, it becomes wajib (obligatory) on him to redeem only hajj
next year, so too the qiran and tamatta, make only hajj wajib (obligatory) on the pilgrim next year.

UMRAH IS NEVER MISSED: Umrah is never missed because it may be performed any
time during the year, except on the day of Arafah, the day of eed ul Adha and the days of
tashriq. On the other hand, hajj may be performed on the specified time and day as
determined day Shari' ah.

·: 11.:1 ~ jlai _k)l.:. ~ 1 !&.l.;J c? _;l.:,j ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 Jj-!5 Jl:i ~ li i!.Jl' 0£j (rv'')

..
<~~>-Lt~,::..·: :>~~lu.;iJ&piJ~~jlii~JVlQ~ILA;iltJ~I~~JI
"

2711. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~..s-PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.ii11~ visited
(his paternal cousin) Sayyidah Duba'ah bint Zubayr "~ ..111 ..s-PJ (when he was

proceeding for hajj). He asked her, 'Perhaps you intend to perform hajj (with us)?"
She submitted. By Allah, I suffer from pain." He comforted her, "Do perform hajj
but (when you assume the iltram (pilgrim-robe)) make the condition:

{0 Allah, the place where I relinquish the iltram (pilgrim-robe) is where you resh·ain
me (because my illness.p
COMMENTARY: The prophet Muhammad ~ J4#..ls1~ advised her to include in her resolve
the words that she would put off the ilzram (pilgrim-robe) where her illness intensified and
she found it impossible to proceed further.
The imams ..ls1~ J who contend that there is only one forn1 of ihsar, fear of the enemy, cite
this hadith. If it was permitted to put off the ihram (pilgrim-robe) because of illness then
there was no point in making the stipulation, they argue.
Imam Abu Hanifah ..lsi~J says that one of the forms of ihsar is illness. He cites the hadith of
Sayyiduna Hajjaj ibn Amr Ansari ~~..s-PJ (# 2713). He also points out that Sayyiduna lhn
Umar ~J•#iil~ denied that any conditional clause can be included in the resolvP. : Ie used
to say to those who made a stipulation, "Does not the Prophet Muhatnmad's ~J~"J~~
sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~...J •# ..1st~) suffice you?" As for th<? Prophet
advised to Sayyidah Duba' ah ~iii~~ J (in this hadith), the Hanafis say that it was to pemrit her
to release herself from the restrictions of the ihmm (pilgrim-robe) quickly. V¥~ithout the
stipulation, she would have had to wait for the hadyi; to reach the Haram :-:.d be slau::~~~ered
there before putting off her iltrmn (pilgrim-robe). Hence, Imam Abu T-fanifah ..lsl•.v; abides by
this procedure that unless the animal is slaughtered the il-:;am (pilgrim-robe) cannot be
relinquished, but if he condition in included in the intentbtl then the ihram (]1ilgrim-robe) may
1
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be discarded simply on encountering the ihsar without the animal being scarified.
SECTION II
~lillj.;afli
HADYI OF MUHSIR SLAUGHTERED ONLY IN THE HARAM
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2712. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:.$- .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 j..P
commanded his sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~.&~~J that, at the umrat ul qada
(the redeeming umrah), they should sacrifice animals in place of the animals of
hadyi that they had slaughtered in the year of al-Hudaybiyah.l
COMMENTARY: At the Umrat ul qada, the sahabah were to sacrifice animals at the Haram
so that the hadyi may. be slaughtered in the Haram. The animal of hadyi against ihsar is
slaughtered in the Haram. Imam Abu Hanifah .&1~J abides by this ruling. This meaning will
apply if it is confirmed that during the year of Hudaybiyah the animals of h adyi were
slaughtered outside the Haram. But, if it is said that they were slaughtered in the Haram
because most of Hudaybiyah is within the Haram (see commentary to hadith # 2707, but
there it is said that some - not most- of it is part of Haram) then this command would be of
a precautionary nature and to earn more excellence. The command would be said to be of
the kind of mustalzab (desirable).
Some copies of the mishkat do not have the name of the transmitter. Some do have 'Abu
Dawud.' Yet another has the word {(4-AiAJJ)- It has a story.}
[The story is: Maymun ibn Mahran .&1 ~J was stopped by the people of Syria from
proceeding ahead when they hi;ld besieged Sayyiduna Ibn Zubayr 4:.$-.&I~J at Makkah. He
sacrificed the animals at that spot and put off his ihram (pilgrim-robe) and returned. Next
year he redeemed his umrah and sought advice of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .&! ~J who
advised him to get another animal and narrated to him the hadith.]
ILLNESS AMOUNTS TO IHSAR
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2713. Sayyiduna al-Hajjaj ibn Amr al-Ansari 4:,$-.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger
~J4.)r...1ilj..P said, "If anyone breaks a limb or becomes lame then he comes out of the
ihram (pilgrim-rob~j. It is wajib (obligatory) on him to perform hajj next year."2
According to another version of Abu Dawud, he also said, 110r falls ill."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith confirms that there can be other hindrances to the path of hajj

t Abu Dawud # 1864.

Tirmidhi # 941, Abu Dawud # 1862, Nasa'i # 3861, Ibn Majah # 3077, Daraqutni # 19 (Muwaqit),
Musnad Ahmad 3-450.
3AbuDawud.
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or umrah besides the enemy, like illness. In such cases, the pilgrim may relinquish the
ihram (pilgrim-robe). This hadith is rated hasan by Tirmidhi, so if Bagawi calls it da'if it does
not matter. Tirmidhi's rating is preferred.
STANDING AT ARAFAT IS MAIN PART OF HAJJ

2714. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Ya'mar ad Dilyi ~~~~J narrated that he heard
the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ ~~ ~ say, "Hajj is (standing at) ARafah. If anyone
gets to Arafat o~ the night of Muzdalifah (10th Dhul Hijjah) before dawn (of 10th)
then he has made hajj. The days of Mina are three (11th to 13th):
·

{Whosoever hastens out after his stay of two days (at Mina) there is no sin in him
and whosoever delays there is no sin on hill))l (2:203)
COMMENTARY: If anyone casts pebbles on the three pillars on the twelfth after zuhr and
returns to Makkah then he earns no sin and he will not have to stay at Mina on the night
preceding the 13th and to cast. pebbles on the 13th.
Similarly, if anyone delays and stays beyond the 12th into the 13th and casts pebbles on the
night, there is no sin on him too. Both these ways are allowed but it is better to delay
because there is more chance of worship in it.
During the jahiliyah some people said that it was sin to hasten and others called delay a
sin. So, this command corrects the nation.
This chapter does not have Section III

CHAPTER-XV
THE HARAM (OR THE SACRED TERRITORY) OF
MAKKAH- MAY ALLAH, THE EXALTED,
PRESERVE ITS SANCTITY!

Haram is that piece of land that is around the Ka'bah. Allah has made this territory .sacred
because of the sacredness of the Ka'bah. This land is called Haram because of whose
sanctity and greatness Allah has made many things haraam, forbidden, within its limits·
which are not forbidden elsewhere. For instance, it is not proper to hunt, chop trees, pester
animals, etc within its limits.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that this piece of (land became Haram (sacred) when Allah sent
down Sayyiduna Aadam r~'~· He was afraid of the devils lest they ruin him. So, Allah
Abu Oawud # 1949, Tirmidhi # 890, Ibn Majah # 3015, Oarimi # 1887, Nasa'i # 3044, Musnad
Ahamad 4. 335.
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sent the angels to him and they surrounded Makkah from all the sides. The area that they
surrounded became the limits of the Haram and the territory between the Ka'bah and the
positions of the angels became the Haram.
Some authorities say that when Sayyiduna Aadam r">W' ~ placed the Hajr Aswad (Black
Stone) at its position while building the Ka'bah, a large tract of land around was
illuminated. The entire illuminated surrounding was made the Haram.
The limits of the Haram are;
• towards Madinahi.three miles (up to Tan'im),
• towards yemen, Ta'if,]a'ranah and Jeddah; sevP.n miles.
Some books write that towards Jeddah, it is ten miles and towards Ja'rannah nine miles.
On all sides- where the land of the Haram ends, boundary marks are erected to show the
limit. However, they are not' erected on the side towards Jeddah and Ja'ranah.
SECTION I
Jjitj..A~l
MEIDTOFTHE~OFMAKKAH
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2715. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..1il~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»1~ said
on the day of the conquest of Makkah, "There is now no hijrah (from Makkah to
Madinah as farad). Rather, there is jihad and (in deeds, the sincerity of) intention.
So, when you are called to (join in) jihad, go forward (and participate)." And, he
also said on the day of the conquest of Makkah, "Surely, this town, Allah made it
sacred on the day He created the heavens and the earth. Hence, it is sacred by the
sacredness conferred on it by Allah till the day of resurrection. (So, it is forbidden
to mankind to violate its sancitity.) Without doubt, neither t...., anyone before me nor
to me was (killing and) fighting permitted in it, and it was made lawful to me only
during an hour on one day (of the conquest of Makkah). So, it is sacred by the
sacredness conferred on it by Allah till the day of resurrection (till the first trumpet
is blown on that day). :as thorns should not be cut. Its game should not be hurt, all
that is dropped should not be picked up except by one who makes a public
announcement about it, and its fresh herbage should not be plucked."
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~-1s~~ J submitted. "But idhkar (a kind of grass), 0 Messenger
of Allah, for it is useful to their blacksmiths (ironsmiths and goldsmiths) and to
their houses (for their roofs)." So, he agree, "Except idhkar."t

1
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2716. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah A;.$- .iil1 ~J narrated it with these words, Its treeS'
should not be chopped and what is dropped may be picked up by none save one
who makes an announcement for it."1
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»~~ emigrated to Madinah from
Makkah, hijrah (or emigration) was fard(compulsory) on every person who was able to do
so. When Makkah was liberated, this hijrah came to an end because Makkah was no more
Darul-Harb, land of battle or enemy territory. However, jihad and good intention to do
deeds will continue to earth reward forever. So, too the hijrah that one undertakes for
Islam, and its commands and symbols, remains and will also fetch reward.
Since it is disallowed to cut thorny trees, the chopping down of trees without thorns is more
wrong. According to the Hidayah, if anyone plucks grass or cuts trees that do not belong to
anyone then it is wajib (obligatory) on him to reimburse its price, but it will not be wajib
(obligatory) if dry grass is cut off though even that is wrong. It is also disallowed to graze on
its grass, but adhkar may be cut and grazed on, and like it truffle is also exempted. Imam
Shafi'I .1l1;.~J however, said that is allowed to graze animals on the land of the Haram.
'Luqtah' is anything unclaimed on the ground. Its owner is not known and is untraced.
Elsewhere, apurt from the Haram, if anyone finds such a thing, he must continue to
announce the fin~ but if the owner is not traced and he himself is poor he may take it
otherwise give it away as charity. If after that, the owner comes up he must pay him its
price. As for such property found in the Haram, the finder will have to make announcement
till the owner is traced. He can neither use it himself no give it away as charity. Imam
Shafi'I .i»1~ J abides by this. But, most ulama (Scholars) and the Hanafis .maintain that the
same command applies to luqtah in the Haram as elsewhere. They cite the hadith that
speaks of luqtah generally and will be narrated in the chapter of luqtah.
The ulama (Scholars) interpret the hadith to mean that the finder of luqtah of Haram must .
announce it for one year in Makkah as is done elsew~ere. He must not do it only in the
days of hajj. No one should misunderstand that the luqtah of Haram should be announced
only in the days of hajj.
NOT PROPER TO CARRY WEAPONS IN MAKKAH UNNECESSARILY
11

0J-a o\_j.J) -f~l
2717. Sayyiduna Jabir 1.;.$-.i»I~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»~~
say, 11lt is not permitted to any of you to carry weapon is Makkah."2
COMMENTARY: Most ulama (Scholars) hold that it is not proper to carry weapons in Makkah
unnecessarily. However, Imam Hasan """i»'~J said that it is not proper even when necessary.
QUESTION OF RETALIATION & PRESCRIBED PUNISHMENT IN MAKKAH

1
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2718. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 1»1 ,_rpJ narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J "~ 1»1 ~
entered Makkah on the day of the conquest (of Makkah). He had a helmet on his
head. As he removed it, a man (Sayyiduna Fadl ibn Ubayd) ~lil~~.J came to him and
said that Ibn Khatal (a renegade) was hanging on to the curtain of the Ka'bah. He
instructed him to kill him.t
COMMENTARY: Teebi ~~~.J said that Imam Shafi'I ~~~.J cites the Prophet Muhammad's
~J ~lilt~ example of coming to Makkah with a helmet to prove that one who has no
intention of performing hajj or umrah may enter Makkah without assuming the ihram
(pilgrim-robe). The Hanafis, however, maintain that no outsider can enter Makkah without
assuming the ihram (pilgrim-robe) at the miqat whether he comes for the pilgrimage or for
any other purpose. They rely on the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~li11~ instructions to this
effect. Moreover, the ihram (pilgrim-robe) is assumed to respect the sanctity of Makkah
whatever the purpose of arrival.
On the day of conquest of Makkah, on the particular hour of confrontation, the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~~~~ was permitted to enter without the ilzram (pilgrim-robe). He said in
an earlier hadith (2715) that it was made lawful for him during that hour.
Allamah Teebi li!1~J said about Ibn Khatal that he was a Muslim but had turned apostate
and he had killed a Muslim. Who was his servant. He had also hired a singing girl who
composed satirical poem about the prophet Muhammad ~-J"~li!l~, his sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~~1,_rp J and Islam.
Imam Maalik li!1 ~ J and Imam Shafi'I .1!1 ~ J deduce from this hadith that it is allowed to
seek retaliation and to impose the limits in Makkah. Imam Abu Hanifah .1!1~ J said that it is
not allowed and the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.ii!s~ had imposed the punishment on Ibn
Khatal during the hour that was made lawful to him.
ENTERING MAKKAH WITHOUT IHRAM (PILGRIM-ROBE)

0J-A

0 ,_,.))
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2719. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.1!1~J narrated that, on the day of the conquest of Makkah,
Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii!1~ entered (Makkah) wearing a black turban but he had
not assumed the ihram (pilgrim-robe). 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ had a helmet on him and a turban
over it. See commentary on hadith # 2718. This hadith is evidence that a black turban may
be worn, being mustahab (desirable).
FOR WARNING ABOUT MISCHIEF AT THE KA'BAH
1
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Bukhari # 1836, Muslim # 450. 1357, Tirmidhi 1693, Nasa'i # 2867, Muwatta Maalik 247 (Hajj)
Musnad Ahmad 3-164.
2 Muslim# 451-1358, Nasa'i # 2869, Darimi # 2869.
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2720. Sayyidah Ayshah ~AI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~AI~ said,

"An army will advance to attack the Ka'bah but the first of them and the last of
them will be swallowed up in a wide desert." She asked him, 110 Messenger of
Allah, how will the first and the last of them be swallowed up when there would be
among the~ their merchants and those not belonging to them?" He repeated, ''The
first of them and the last of them will be swallowed up. However, later they would
be resurrected in keeping with their intentions."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J·~AI;.p gave this advance warning of the
times when the world would be towards its closing days. After the coming of Imam Mahdi,
an army of the rulers of Egypt, Sufyani, will set out towards Makkah to desecrate the Ka'bah.
However, they will not achieve their vile ambition. The earth will swallow them up.
At the time of resurrection, those who were not part of the army but were compulsorily
taken along to swell numbers will be judged according to their intentions.
HE WHO WOULD DEFILE THE KA'BAH

(~~) -~ ~::4.1
2721. Sayyiduna Abu hurayrah ~lil'.rP.J narrated that Al'ah's Messenger ~J~.iil1~

said, "Dhu as suwaqatayn (the one possessing short and thin legs) from Ethiopia
will desecrate the Ka'bah."2
COMMENTARY: It is destined that the venerated Ka'bah will be destroyed by a lowly
man. After that, the last Hour would follow and this earth wouid be eliminated. The
creatures in this earth are closely linked with the Ka'bah.
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2722. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~lil'.rP.J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J•~lil~~
said, ''It is as though I see the black deformed toed man demolishing it (the Ka'bah)

stone by stone."3
COMMENTARY: (~~ is one with overlapping toes and heels are separated from shins.

(He is proud and walks with toes turned inwards and heels outward. -Arabic English
Disctionary - wortabet. )4
SECTION II
~li11j..A~i
HOARDING IN THE HARAM TO MAKE MONEY

1

Bukhari # 2118, Muslim # 8-2884 (with words differing).
Bukhari # 1591, Muslim# 57-2909, Nasa'i # 2904, Musnad Ahmad 2-310.
3 Bukhari # 1595.
4 See before & After the last hear Ibn Kathir (English tr) Darul lsha' at Karachi.
2
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2723. Sayyiduna Ya'la ibn Umayyah l$.rlii~J said that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.rll1~
said, ~~Hoarding food in the sacred territory (of the Haram) to be able to sell at
exorbitant prices is irreverence to it."t
COMMENTARY: This kind of a thing is a social injustice as well as sin in the eyes of
Shari' ah. It is forbidden everywhere, but in the Haram it is severely detested and it to turn
away from the truth to falsehood. Allah says about such waywardness in the Haram:
"'
~,
l.t , ,
,
. t,
,,k._.~I.J£~~..u
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,
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{And whose intends Profanity therein wrongfully, we shall make him taste of a
painful chastisement} (22:25)
It is makruh(unbecoming) to hoard provision of man and animals in a city whose dwellers
feel the pinch of it.
EXCELLENCE OF MAKKAH

_\Sl!.:.!~_f
2724. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.rll1~ said

to Makkah, '~at an excellent town you are! How dear to me you are! Had not my
people driven me away from you, I would not live anywhere besides you."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith is evidence that Makkah is more excellent then Madinah.
This is what most ulama (Scholars) say but Imam Maalik .&~~J maintained that Madinahy
is rriore excellent then Makkah.
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2725. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Adil ibn Hamra ~~~~J narrated that he saw Allah's

Messenger ~J~li:I.)J stand at Hazwarah and say, ''By Allah, the best portion of
Allah's earth and the dearest of it to Him are you. Here I not driven away from you,
I would not have gone."3
COMMENTARY: Hazwarah is a place in Makkah.
A believer must regard his residence in Makkah as a great honour. He must not surrender
this privilege unless he is compelled by a religious or worldly need to emigrate. To enter
Makkah is a honour and to gout of it is ill-luck.
It is stated in Durr Mukhtar that if anyone is certain that he will not commit sin then he
must take up residence in these two cities (Makkah and Madinah). But, if anyone is not
sure, then he must not take ur residence in these places.
Abu Dawud # 2020.
# 3952.
3 Tirmidhi # 3951, Ibn Majah # 3108, Musnad Ahmad 4-305, Darimi # 2510.
1

2 Tirmidhi
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2726. Sayyiduna Abu Shurayh al-Adawi ~ ..1!1 ~; narrated that he said to Amr ibn
Sa'eed when he was dispatching an army to Makkah, "Permit me, 0 amir, to narrate
to you what Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said standing on the morning after the
conquest (of Makkah). My two ears heard it and my heat remember it, and my both
eyes observed it while he spoke. He praised Allah and glorified Him. He said:
''Allah has made Makkah sacred and men have not made it sacred. It is not allowed
to a man who believes in Allah and the Last Day to shed blood here or to cut down
its trees. So, if anyone regards fighting allowed because of the fighting of Allah's
Messenger here, then tell them that Allah had permitted His Messenger and has not
permitted him. And permission was granted to me only for some time during the
day and the sanctity is restored hereafter today as its sanctity was last evening. So,
let those who are present convey it to those who are not present here."
. Sayyiduna Abu Shurayh ~.a~~; was asked, 11What did amr say to you?" He said that
he boasted, "I know that better than you, 0 Abu Shurayh. Surely the Haram does
not give sanctuary to the disobedient and the fugitives who shed blood and the
fugitives who commit crime."t
Bukhari's version has "who commit fault." 2
COMMENTARY: Amr ibn Sa' eed was governor of Madinah for the caliph Abdul Maalik

ibn Marwan. When be decided to send an army to Makkah to annihilate Sayyiduna
Abdullah ibn zubayr ~.~»'~;, Sayyiduna Abu Shurayh ~.a'~;, a sahabi, expressed disgust
at this move. He conveyed to him the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1d~ message that even
one deserving to be killed should not be killed in Makkah, what then to say of a glorious
sahabi to kill whom he was dispatching an army. Amr argued that Makkah did not give
refuge to one who disobeyed the caliph. In other words, Amr thought that Abdul Malik
was a genuine caliph and Abdullah ibn Zubayr """'..11'~J a rebel. The Marwan was not a
1
2

Bukhari # 1832, Muslim# 446-1354, Tirmidhi # 809, Nasa'i # 1873, Musnad Ahmad 6-385.
Bukhari # 104.
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genuine caliph so anyone who rejected him could not be lt~gally called a rebel. Moreover,
Amr ibn Sa'eed accused Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~~~~-'of shedding blood and
robbery and held him liable to be punished.
Indeed, they did martyr him in the Haram.
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2727. Sayyiduna Ayyash ibn Abu Rabi' ah al-Makhzumi ~)»,~.> narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~ J ~ ~~ ,)J said, "This ummah will not cease to follow good (and
prosper) as long as they give respect to this sacredness (of Makkah and the Haram
of Makkah) the way it deserves respect. When they abandon the respect due to it,
they will perish.

CHAPTER - XVI
THE HARAM OF l\1ADINAH- MAY ALLAH THE
EXALTED PRESERVE ITS SANCTITY

There are ahadith on the sacredness of Madinah and its surrounding land, But, the ulama
(Scholars) have different opinion about it. The Hanafi ulama (Scholars) say that their
sacredness means that the city and land on all its four sides must be sanctified and
respected, but it is not the same command with as much severity as for Makkah and its
surroundmgs. Thus, according to the Hanafi School it is not forbidden to cut trees etc and
to hunt in Madinah and its surrounding lands.
However, the other three imams contend that the gravity of the sacredness of the Haram of
Makkah and of the Haram of Madinah are at par. Hence, their contention is that the same
things are forbidden in Madinah and its surroundings as are forbidden in Makkah and its
surroundings However, they do concede that if these things are perpetrated in the Haram
of Madinah, jaza or recompense will not be wajib (obligatory).
SECTION I
Jjilj.iaili
THE LIMIT OF THE HARAM OF MADINAH
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2728. Sayyiduna Ali ~.11~~ J narrated, 'We did not write anything on the authority of
Allah's Messenger ~J~l»l,}J but the Quran and that which is in this sahifah." He
also narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1ii,_}J said, "Madinah is sacred between
ayr and Thawr. Hence, if anyone innovates here a bid'ah, or gives protection to an
innovator then on him is the curse of Allah, the angels and the people all together
and no (deed) obligatory and supererogatory are accepted from him. The protection
extended by the Muslims is the same for which the humblest of them may
endeavour. Hence, if anyone breaks a covenant made by a Muslim, the curse of
Allah, the angels and the people all together is on him. No obligation and
supererogatory (deeds) are accepted from him. H anyone contracts alliance with a
people without permission of his own compatriots, then the curse of Allah, the
angels and the people all together is on him. No obligatory and supererogatory
(deeds) are accepted from him."
Another version of Bukhari and Muslim also has: 111£ anyone ascribes his parentage
to other than his father or his service to other than his master, then the curse of
Allah, the angels and all the people together is on him and no obligatory and
supererogatory (deeds) are accepted from him."1
COMMENTARY: Perhaps some people may have had a misconception that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J ~ 1»1 ,}J had given Sayyiduna Ali 4:S- .111 ~.J something apart from the
Quran of which no one else knew anything. Sayyiduna Ali 4:S-.111~J denied that he had
anything, saying that he had written only the Quran as he dictated it to him, or some
ahadith about the commands that he had jotted down in a sahifah (document). 'this
sahifah' means sheets of paper with written material about commands of blood wit and
of some other subjects. He kept it in the sheath of his sword. Of the other material was
the command about Madinah that Sayyiduna Ali 41$1»1~ J mentioned in the hadith under
discussion. Its territory is defined and such things are forbidden therein as do not behave
·
its high standing and sanctity.
However, Imam Shafi'I 1»1 ~J considers (r'.r or mean (r r-) ·meaning, "Madinah is like the
Haram (rr-) of Makkah. Whatever is haraam (r'r-)- forbidden) in Haram Makkah are also
forbidden in Haram Madinah. He defines the limits of Haram .Madinah between t~e two
mountains Ayr and Thawr to either side of Madinah.
'Fard(compulsory) (obligatory) and supererogatory will not be accepted from him.' The
word (...;.r') stands for both. The sentence could also mean 'repentance and intercession
will not be accepted from him.' Similarly, the word (J~) stands for both 'supererogatory' .
and Jard(compulsory) or obligatory.' And, as some say (J~) could also mean intercession
and 'repentance.'
The next command that Sayyiduna Ali 4.:t-.1il~ J read from the sahifah concerned protection
extended by a Muslim to someone. It must be honoured by all other Muslims.
The next concerned forming an alliance with some people without permission of the parent
body. This refers to the word {'lJ). This word also refers to a freedman. If a master sets his slave
1

Bukhari # 1870, Muslim# 467-1370, Tirmiclhi # 2134, Abu Dawud # 2034, Darimi # 2529, Musnad
Ahmad 1-81.
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free, and the slave has no posterity as heir then the rights of inheritance belong to hi~ master.
SAYINGS OF SHI'AH REJECTED: The Shi' ah claim that the Prophet Muha~ad ~~~
had his will written down by Sayyiduna Ali .u~ .iil1 ~J· 'He had dictated many things
therein. Among these things was the nomination of Sayyiduna Ali 4:&-.iill~ J as his Caliphate,
succeeding him immediately on his death. Only a few of the ahlul bayt had knowledge of this
will (Among them Sayyiduna Ali 4$-.iill~ J, Sayyidah Fatimah ~1»1~ J and so on.) No one else
know of that.' This saying of the Shi' ahs is simply falsehood because the hadith under
discussion rejects it, and Sayyiduna Ali ~.iii'~J himself said it explicitly that he did not write
anything for the Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~~ but the Quran and those sheets of paper.
This hadith tells us that it is mustahab (desirable) to write down what is knowledge. It is a
great service and earns much reward.
RESIDENCE IN MADINAH SPELLS PROSPERITY IN BOTH WORLDS
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2729. Sayyiduna Sa'd 4:&- ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~' ~ said, ''1
declare ~acred the land between the bases of the two mountains of Madinah. Thus
its thorny trees must not be chopped nor its game be killed."
He said also, ''Madinah is best for them (who reside here) only if they realize it. No
one goes away from it out of dislike of it, but Allah brings in it someone better than
he (who goes away) to replace him. No one remains here enduring hardship and
anxiety but I will intercede for him pn the day of resurrection" -or, he said- 11 be
witness in his favour."t
COMMENTARY: This hadith gives glad tidings to those who reside in Madinah
permanently. It is necessary for a believer to be grateful to Allah for making him a citizen
of the two noble Harams (Makkah and Madinah) for it is a mighty blessing. He must
endure difficulties and must not ignore these places and be attracted by the outward glory
of other cities. Real blessing and comfort are of the next world:
J . . ,tl
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{0 Allah, there is no comfort but the comfort of the hereafter.}
(Hadith of Bukhari # 2835, Muslim# 130-1805, Musnad Ahmad 3-172)
ONE WHO ENDURES DIFFICULTY & ANXIETY IN MADINAH
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2730. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4$-l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, 11 None of my ummalt endures the hardship of Madinah and its severity, but I

1

Muslim# 459-1363, Musnad Ahmad 1-181.
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shall be an intercessor for him on the day of resurrection."1
PROPHET'S PRAYER FOR MADINAH
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2731. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J narrated that when the people saw the first

fruit (it was their practice that) they brought the fruit to the Prnphet Muhammad ~
~J~.1l1. When he took it, he prayed:

(0 Allah, bless us in our fruits and bless us in our city. And bless us in our Sa' and
bless us in our mudd.
0 Allah, surely Ibrahim was Your slave and your friend and your prophet. And,
indeed, I am your slave and your prophet. He had prayed to you for Makkah and I
pray to you for Madinah the like of what he had prayed for Makkah, and as much
.
of it again]
After that, he invited the youngest child to him and he gave him that fruit.2
COMMENTARY: The words 'bless us' mean 'to increase for us.' Hence, give us more fruit,
make our city more expansive and accommodating; As a result of his prayer, the area of the
city and its population increased and its culture and civic life prospered and became
exemplary. The Masjid Nabawi (Prophet's mosque) too was expanded. People came and
settled here. Blessing in Sa' and mudd means 'more provision.'
Sayyiduna Ibrhim ~')WI~ is Allah's Khalil (friend) and the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1l1~
is His habib (dear one). The rank of the habib is higher than a Khalil's, but the Prophet
Muhammad ~ J~.11t~ only mentioned Prophet Ibrahim's ~'}I...JI~ epithet in his prayer and
omitted his own out of humility. He sufficed to call himself Allah's slave and Prophet.
SACREDNESS OF MADINAH
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Musilm # 484-1378, Muwatta Maalik # 3 (Madinah) Musnad Ahmad 2-288.
Muslim # 473-1373, Tirmidhi # 3465, Ibn Majah # 3329, Darimi # 2072, Muwatta Maalik # 2
Madinah Musnad Ahmad 2-330.
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2732. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~.&t~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~.i»t~
~J

said, 111brahim ~"j..,.Jt ~ made Makkah sacred and made it (the) Haram (sacred
area) and I have made Madinah respectable and made it a Haram, all the land
between its two mountains. It demands that blood should not be shed in it,
weapons should not be carried in it to fight and the leaves (of its trees) should not
be beaten off in it save for fodder.t
COMMENTARY: Allamah Toorpushti lilt~J said that (~.Wt~.r..;tJ) does not mean: I have
made Madinah sacred, but I have made it respectable and it does not refer to the
commands that concern the Haram (that forbid hunting, etc) This is clear from the Prophet
Muhammad's ~J"-#i»t~ words: 'Its leaves should not be beaten off but for fodder, because
it is never proper in Makkah at all. As for hunting, though some sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~.f»t~J have called it unlawful (in Madinah), yet many sahabah (Prophet's
companions) ~i»t~.> did not forbid hunting birds in Madinah. Moreover we have never
heard of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»t~ forbidden it (in any hadith).
This was the gist of what Toorpushti .&t~J said, Mulla Ali Qari has discussed it in great
detail. Scholars may see his sharh.
SA'D'S SPOILS
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2733. Sayyiduna Aamir ibn Sa' d .i»t ~.: reported that Sayyiduna Sa' d (ibn Abu
Waqqas) ~lilt~J rode to his castle in al-Aqiq (near Madinah). He found (on his way)
slave cutting down tree or beating of their leaves. So (punish him), he took away his
garments. When Sa'd ~list~J returned (to Madinah), the slave's masters came to him
and requested him to return to their slave, or to them, what he had taken from their
slave. But, he· said, ''l seek refuge in Allah, lest I returned anything that Allah's
I\-lessenger ~J~.i»t~ has let me get as spoils." He refused to return it to them.2

COMMENTARY: Sa' d's ~l!!t..r'.> saying that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»t~ let him get those
things as spoils means that he gave permission that if anyone was caught hunting or
cutting trees in Madinah then his clothes must be confiscated. So, perhaps this hadith is
abrogated or the Prophet Muhammad~J~.i»t~ permission was only by way of warning.
Teebi list~J said that Imam Maalik .&t~J and Imam Shafi'I lilt~J contend that hunting and
chopping trees in Madinah do not make an expiation Wajib (obligatory). These things are
forbidden in Madinah without calling for an atonement or recompense. Some other ulama
(Scholars) maintain, however, that just as recompense becomes wajib (obligatory) in Makkah
so too it becomes wajib (obligatory) in Madinah when these things are perpetrated. On the
other hai-td, Imam Abu Hanifah .&t~J said that these things are not forbidd~n in Madinah
bu.t merely makruh(unbecoming).
t Muslim# 475-1374.
2

Muslim# 461-1364, Musnad Ahmad 1-168.
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PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~~~~ PRAYER FOR MADINAH'S CLIMATE
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2734. Sayyduna Ayshah t~~~~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
came to Madinah, Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~iii'~; and Sayyiduna Bilal ~~~J fell ill
and had fever. So, he informed Allah's Messenger ~""J~~~~ about it. Then, heprayed:

1 A'~ Li
. .u.;.,iL
•:,~
II'

{0 Allah, make Madinah dear to us as you had made Makkah dear to us, or more
than that. And make it (more) healthy. And bless us in its sa' and its mudd. And,
transfer its fever putting it al-Jufah.p
COMMENTARY: It is said that when Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~;paid visit to see her ailing

father, Sayyiduna Abu Bakr .u~ .1!1 ~ ;, he made mention of Makkah and its emigrating
atmosphere. She mentioned this to the Prophet Muhan1rnad ~ J ~ .1!1 ~ who made the
foregoing prayer.
Al-Juhfah is a place between Makkah and Madinah. The Jews lives there. This hadith is
evidence that Muslims may pray for the disbelievers to be overcome by destructive
illnesses and for their cities to be destroyed. Indeed, there is another tradition too ·
mentioning illnesses and diseases in Madinah before the Prophet Muhammad's ~...J"~~~~
emigration to Madinah. So the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#~'~ had those diseases sent to
the territories of the infidels (though prayers to Allah).
PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~~~~ DREAM INTERPRETED

(lS.J~I o\_J.))

2735. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~~~~;narrated that concerning,..... ~ dream of
the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#ii11~ about Madinah. (He, the Prr~net Muhammad
~J~iil1~, said) "I saw a black woman with dishevelled hair go out of Madinah
and into Mahya' ah. So ·I interpreted it to mean that tP!; pestilence of Madinah had
transferred to Mahya'ah which is al-Juhfah."2

1

2

Bukhari # 1889, Muslim# 480. 1376, Muwatta Maalik # 14 (Jami) Musnad Ahmad 6-56.
Bukhari # 7039, Tirmidhi # 2290, Ibn Majah # 3924, Darimi # 2161, Musnad Ahmad 2-107.
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SOME PEOPLE OF MADINAH
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2736. Sayyiduna Sufyan ibn Abu Zuhayr ~ .iiu ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J4~~~~ say, 11Yemen will be conquered and a people will come (to it)
who will be very slow (meaning, such people will rise in Madinah who will shirk
away from hard work and seek the world's pleasures). They will go away (from
Madinah) with their folk and those who obey them, though Madinah would be
better for them, if they but knew. Syria (Shaam) lvill be conquered and people will
come (to it) who will be very slow (meaning, such people will rise who will shirk
away from hard work and seek world's pleasures). They will go away with their
folk and who obey them, though madinah would be better for them, if they but
knew Iraq will be conquered and people will come (to it) who will be very slow.
(they will shirk labour and look for pleasures of the world). They will go away with
their folk and those who obey them, though Madinah would be better for them, if
they but knew."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J4~~~~ fore warned about some people of
Madinah. They should emigrate from Madinah in search of worldly pleasures and an easy
life. If they had an eye on the hereafter and good fortune in the world then they would not
go away from Madinah.
MADINAH CASTS OUT THE EVIL
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2737. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~)»,~
said, "I have been commanded to emigrate to a town that will overshadow all .
towns. They call it Yathrib and it is Madinah. It expels the (evil) people as the
bellows castJ out impurity from iron."2
COMMENTARY: Those people who reside in Madinah overpower other people and
conquer cities. This is borne Out by history. Examples are the Amaliqah conquered many
cities, then the Jews and then the Christians followed finally by the Prophet Muhammad
~J"#.&'~ under whom Islam spread far and wide.
This city was called yathrib and Athrab. When the prophet Muhammad ~J~.as~~ came
here, he gave it the name Madinah in keeping with its development into a city and large
population. He gave instructions that it should not again called yathrib becau~t: it was a pre
Bukhari # 1875, Musim # 497-1388, Muwatta Maalik # 7 (Jami), Musnad Ahmad 2-384.
2 Bukhari # 1871, Muslim# 488-1382, Tirmidhi # 3920, Muwatta Maalik # 5 (Jami), Musnad Ahmad 2-

1
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Islamic name smacking of the jahiliyah. Besides, it had a very inappropriate meaning, for
yathrib means 'to reproach' or 'to destroy'. It is also suggested that it was an idol or name
of a very cruel oppressive person.
According to Bukhari ,&,~,in his Tarikh, there is a tradition that if anyone says 'Yathrib'
once, then he must say 'Madinah' ten times so that he atones for taking a name of the
sacred city that he should not have taken. According to another tradition, 'If anyone says
yathrib, he must seek forgiveness."
The (evil) people thrown out of Madinah are the disbelieving, polytheistic people. The
gates of this city are closed on them forever.
NAME GIVEN TO MADINAH BY ALLAH

0J-o
2738. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah

J.:S.

0

\_J.)) -~~

.&1 ~J narrated that he heard Allah's

Messenger~J~.ii~~

say, 11Indeed, Allah has named Madinah (~~) (Tabbah).l
COMMENTARY: Allah caused the tongue of His habib (dear one) prophet Muhammad .jJ
~J~,&, to call Madinah Tabah. According to another version it is Tabah, meaning 'pure
and happy.' The city is pure of the filth of disbelief and idolatry. Its climate suits sound
natures and its people are happy.
PECULIARITY OF MADINAH

ff1~ '11 y~Li~J ~ful ~,lJ1 Jj.-!5 ~4 ~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~.r-4-~J (rvr~)
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J.:S. .1!1 ~J narrated that a villager pledged
allegiance to Allah's Messenger ~J4#.ii1~. Later, when he suffered from fever in
Madinah, he came to the Prophet Muhammad ~J~i»'~ and said, 11 0 Muhammad
do withdraw my pledge of allegiance," but Allah's Messenger ~ J~/»~ declined.
He came again and made the same demand, but he declined. Again, he came (a third
time) with the same demand and again he declined. Then, the villager departed
(without the Prophet Muhammad's ~J ~ .1!1 ~ permission from Madinah. So, .
Allah's Messenger ~J "~ 1»1 ~ said, ''Indeed, Madinah is like bellows that drives
away its filth and purifies the good."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ 1»1 .}-P declines to annul thf' pledge of
allegiance because it is not allowed to annul the pledge both of Islam and of staying with

2739. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn AbduJlah

1

Muslim# 491-1385, Musnad Ahmad 5-108.
Bukhari # 1883, Muslim # 489. 1383, Nasa'i # 4185, Muwatta Maalik # 4 Oami), Musnad Ahmad 2306.
2
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the Prophet Muhammad ~J~lil'~·
The ulama (Scholars) say that the characteristic of Madinah to throw out the evil people
and to purify the good people was either only during the Prophet Muhammad's ~y.#lil'~
times or it will be apparent during the last period near the day of resurrection. When the
dajjal will make his appearance, Madinah will be shaken three times and all the evil people
(disbelievers and hypocrites) will go away from there to the dajjal.
It is also possible that this characteristic is demonstrated in all periods, throughout time.
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2740. Sayyiduna Abu H;urayrah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~

said, The last Hour will not be established till Madinah expels its evil people as the
bellows eradicates the impurity of iron.t
.
PLAGUE & THE DAJJAL WILL NOT ENTER MADINAH
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2741. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lils~

said, 11 Angels are deputed on the roads or gates of Madinah (as watchers). _Neither
plague nor the dajjal will enter it."2
COMMENTARY: The word (uyl.b) ta'un translated 'plague' has been said by Shaykh Abdul
Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi li!1~J to mean (s-tu) pestilence. He said it will not enter Madinah
either when the dajjal will appear or at all times.
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2742. Sayyiduna Anas 4:S-li!l ~ J narrated that Allah's Messe· 'ger ~J ~ li!1 ~ said,

"There is no town, apart from Makkah and Madinah, that the dajjal will not fla~en.
None of their mountain road is without angels arranged in rows to guard it. When
the ~ajjal will appear at shawr (outside Madinah, a marshy land), Madinah will
quake three times with i~.; inhabitants driving every disbeliever and hypocrite out
of it to the dajjal."3
PUNISHMENT TO ONE WHO CHEATS THE MADINAHS

t

2

Muslim# 487-1;,z)J
Bukhari # 1880, Musli1n # 486-1379, Tirmidhi # 2242, Muwatta Maalik # 16 Oami), Musnad Ahmad

3-393.

Bukhari # 1~81, Muslim # 123-2943, Musnad Ahmad 3-191, See also before or After the last hour,
Ibn kathir (English translation) Darul lsha'at Karachi, esp pp 736.
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2743. Sayyiduna Sa'd "~".&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J4:L".lll~., said, 1£ anyone
deceives the people of Madinah, then he will be dissolved as salt dissolves in water.''1
COMMENTARY: This is what happened to the notorious man in the history of Islam,
Yazid. He died of tuberculosis consumed to death.
P~OPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J"#.lll~ LOVE FOR MADINAH
11
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2744. Sayyiduna Anas 4.:&-~~J narrated that when the Prophet Muhammad ~.&1~
~J returned from a journey and observed the walls of Madinah (meaning, its
buildings). He made his camel run and if he was on a horse or mule, he urged it to
hurry. This was out of love for Madinah.2
MERIT OF MOUNT UHUD
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2745. Sayyiduna Anas 4.:&-iiii~J narrated that when the Prophet Muhammad~~~
11
~J looked at Uhud, he said, lt is a mountain that loves us and we love it. 0 Allah,.
Ibrahim ~")W~~ regarded Makkah as sacred and I regard the tract of land between.
the two lava plains of Madinah as sacred."3
COMMENTARY: Allah has placed sentiments and sense in the inanimate objects too (like
stones, etc.) according to their condition. He has created in them love for the Prophet ~
~")WI. awliya (men of Allah) and particularly the chief of the Prophets, Muhammad ~..11~~
~ J. Moreover, when Allah takes anyone as a friend, everything befriends him because all
are His creatures and obedient to him. This statement is corroborated by the weeping of the
trunk of a palm tree.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~..l!~~ stated that the tract of land between two lava plains of
Madinah is sacred. It means it is worthy of respect and madinah is included in that. It does
not imply that it is as sacred and holy as Makkah is where it is forbidden to cut trees and
hunt game.

(lSJ~I oi.JJ) -~J 1-::~~_kj~j~ful ~jj-!5 jli jli Ji: . .,~~~j

('\'Vt "\)

2746. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa'd narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~-&1~ said,
11
Vhud is a mountain that loves us and we love it." 4

Bukhari # 1877, Muslim# 494-1378, Ibn Majah # 3114.
Bukhari # 1886, Tirmidhi # 3441, Musnad Ahmad 3-159.
3 Bukhari # 7333, Muslim# 464-1365, Ibn Majah # 3115, Muwatta Maalik # 10 Gami), Musnad Ahmad
3-149.
4 Bukhari # 1482, Muslim# 504-1393.
1
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SECTION II

THE HARAM OF MAD.INAH
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2747~ Sayyiduna Sulayman ibn Abu Abdullah .&1~.J narrated that he saw Sayyiduna

Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~ .&1 ~.J seize a man who had hunted in the Haram of
Madinah which Allah's Messenger ~J~.&t~ had proclaimed was sacred. So, he
took away his garments. His masters came and spoke to him concerning it. He said,
11
1ndeed, Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ has asserted that this Haram was sacred (or
forbidden territory). He had said that if a person apprehends someone hunting in it,
then he should take away from him what he possesses. So, I shall not return to you
that which Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~ let me have as provision. But, if you like, I
shall pay to you its value (as a favour and kindness)."1
Q~\S~~--:
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2748. Sayyiduna Salih .&1~.J the freedman of Sayyiduna Sa'd ~.&~~.J narrated that
Sayyiduna Sa'd saw some slaves of Madinah cut down some of the trees of
Madinah. He took away their belongings. He said to their masters that he has "heard
Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ prohibit cutting down of the trees of Madinah and
say, 111f anyone chops any of them then whatever is seized from them belongs to
one ·who nabs them."2
COMMENTARY: While the narration gives the impression that salih .&1~.J the freedman of
Sa'd ~.&~~.J narrated the hadith, the fact is that Salih .&1~J narrated from the freedman of
Sa' d ~.&t~.J salih .&1~.J was not the freedman of Sa' d ~.&~~ J but of Tawamah (or tawamah).
PROHIBITION EXTENDS TO WAJJ
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2749. Sayyiduna Zubayr ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said,
11
The ga11~.: and the thorny trees of wajj are ltaram (sacred), made sacred by Allah (or

1

2

Abu D;1wud # 2037, Musnd Ahmad 1-170.
Abu Dawud # 2038.
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forbidden because of Allah's dear slaves, m-eaning the Ghazis."1
(Muhyi us su1mah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad r1- J~~~~) saifl that wajj is
said to be in the neighbourhood of Ta'if)
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the prohibition to hunt, etc. in wajj might
have been by way of (~) . . , a forbidden (enclosure of) grazing place where another's
animals are barred. At wajj grass was preserved for the horses of the warriors.
The hadith does not say that the prohibition was because of the Haram. If we presume that
the forbidding was in the sense of Haram then it was only during a particular period of
time and was later rescinded.
Imam Shafi'I li11~J contends that at wajj, game should not be hunted and trees. Etc should
not be cut down. But he says nothing about jaza or expiation being wajib (obligatory).
PRIVILEGE OF DYING IN MADINAH
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2750. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4ot-li!I~J said that Allah's Messenger ~j~li11~ said, "He
who can die in Madinah, let him die in Madinah, for I shall intercede for him who
dies in it."2
COMMENTARY: It means that if anyone can stay in Madinah till he dies then he must stay
there. The Prophet Muhammad r1-J4:).$.~'~ will get his sins forgiven if he was a sinner, but
ranks elevated if he was a pious man.
In this case; intercession will be of an exclusive nature for only the residents of Madinah
but not to anyone else. However, the Prophet Muhammad r1-J4:).s.~~~ general intercession
will be available to every Muslim. Hence one should try to spend his last days in Madinah.
In this respect, the Prayer of Sayyiduna Urnar 4ot-~1~J is worth emulating:
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{0 Allah cause me to die a martyr in your path and give me death in the city of your
Messenger.}
May Allah grant us the same thing! Aameen!
MADINAH IS LAST PLACE TO BE DESOLATE
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2751. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4ot-li!1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger rl-J4:).s.lill~

said, ''The last city of the cities of Islam to be destroyed will be Madinah."3
COMMENTARY: Before the last Hour all the cities will be ruined and uninhabited

Madinah will be the last of them to lose its inhabitants. This distinction is available to
Madinah because of the Proph~t Muhammad r1-J4:).s.lill~.
1

Abu Dawud # 2032, Musnad Ahmad 1-165.
Tirmidhi # 3943, Ibn Majah # 3112, Musnad Ahmad 2-74.
3 Tirmidhi # 3945.
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MADINAH CHOSEN FOR PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~y.#.&l~ EMIGRATION
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2752. Sayyiduna Jarir ibn Abdullah 4:$-.&l~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad
~J4#..1!1~ said, "Indeed, Allah revealed to me (asked) that in whichever of these
three places I took up residence that will be the city of my emigration: Madinah,
Bahrayn or Qinnasrin."t
.
COMMENTARY: Bahrayn is the collective name of a cluster of island in the western gulf to
its south west tip. The largest of these islands is Manamah also called Bahrayri which gives
this name to the entire country too. This is as the current maps depict it, but the hadith and
books of history apply bahrayn to the area to the eastern coast of the Arabian peninsula,
spreading from Gulf of Busra to Qatar and Oman, and to the west of the present Bahrayn.
Now it is called Ahsa (or Hasa). This hadith refers to what is Hasa nowadays.
Qinnasrin is a city in Syria.
This hadith mentions three cities from which the Prophet Muhammad ~J4#.i»1~ had to
choose his place of emigration. But the tarikh Madinah says that finally Madinah was
named, so the Prophet Muhammad~J4#.&1~ came to Madinah.
~!tYtj..Aili

SECTION III

MADINAH PROTECTED FROM THE DAJJAL
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2753. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah 4:S-..11t~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad 4#..1llj..,p
~J said, ''The fear of al-Masih ad-Dajjal will never infiltrate madinah. That day, it
will have seven gates (meaning, seven paths on the. day he will appear). At each
gate (path will be two angels (charged with guarding Madinah).2
PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~""J;J$...111~ PRAYER FOR BLESSING OVER MADINAH

(~~)-;S'JPI
2754. Sayyiduna Anas
prayed (for Madinah):
""'-
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. 1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet Muhammad ~J 4# . 1!1 ~
'
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~j.ll~i~·' \;;?-lA,:ji..~~~~~IJ,il.\1
{0 Allah, let Madinah have twice as much blessing as you have made Makkah have.p
COMMENTARY: The prayer for blessing means: '0 Allah, cause Madinah to have twice as

Tirmidhi # 3949.
(1): Bukhari 1879, Musnad Ahmad 5-47.
3 Bukhari # 1885, Muslim# 466-1369.
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much glory and honour as Makkah has. This prayer does not contradict Makkah' s
excellence over Madinah because the good things in Makkah in abundance are themselves
great evidence of its being more excellent.
RESIDENCE IN THE TWO HARAM IS AN HONOUR
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2755. A man of the family of al-Khattab reported that the prophet Muhammad iJ!1.)-P
~J"'~ said, "He who visits me deliberately will receive my protection on the day of
resurrection. He who resides in Madinah patiently bearing its difficulties will have
me as a witness and intercessor on the day of resurrection. He who dies in either of
the two Harams, Allah will raise him on the day of resurrection with those who are
safe."1
COMMENTARY: Visiting deliberately is that the visitor is not motivated by business,
ostentation or a worldly aim. He only hopes for reward.
VISITING THE RAWDAH
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2756. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ iJ!1 ~ J narrated that in a marfu form (that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~iil1_;.., said), "If anyone performs the hajj and visits my grave after
my death then he is as one who visited me during my lifetime."2
COMMENTARY: The visitor after the Prophet's death is as one wltv visits him in his life
time because he is alive. This hadith is also evidence that a pilgrim must visit his grave
after performing hajj.
According to ahadith, the Prophet Muhammad ~J~iJ!1_;.., also said, "If anyone visits my
grave then my intercession is assured for him." And, he said, "He who performs hajj but
does not visit my grave, has been unjust to me." He also said, "If anyone set out for
Makkah (meaning aimed to perform hajj) and decided to visit me and my mosque then (in
his record of deeds) two approved hajj are written down for him."
PROPHET'S LOVE FOR MADINAH
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2757. Sayyiduna Yahya ibn Sa'eed ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.i»1~
~J was sitting while a grave was being dug in Madinah. A man glanced into the
grave and remarked, 11How awful a bed for the believer!" So, Allah's Messenger ~
~J"-~.i»1 reproached him, ''What a bad thought you have expressed! 11 The man said,
''I did not mean to say so. I only intended to refer to being killed in Allah's path as
very good/' Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .i»1 ~ said, 11 being killed in Allah's path is
incomparable. But, there is no place in the world where I would like my grave to be
but here." ·He said it three times.t
·
COMMENTARY: The Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ .i»1 ~ corrected the man saying that a
believer's grave was not awful, but is a garden of the gardens of paradise. When that man
explained that he was speaking relative to martyrdom, the Prophet Muhammad ~J4Js..i»1~
agreed that to be killed in Allah's path is an incomparable death.
The Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»1~ then highlighted the excellence of death in Madinah
whether as a martyr or otherwise.
SALAH (PRAYER) IN WADI AL-AQIQ

(lS.;~I ol.,.;) -~Js;.:!JiJ
2758. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.i»1~ J reported that Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab .i»1~ J
~ narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~ .i»1 ~ J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J 4Js. .i»1 ~ say while he was in the wadi of al-Aqiq (a desert in
Madinah). ''Last night a visitor from my Lord visited me (meaning an angel came to
me) and said, 'Offer salah (prayer) in this blessed wadi and say umrah with Hajjaj."
According to another version, the visitor instructed to say umrah and hajjah.2
COMMENTARY: According to the rules of Arabic grammar (J}) may be used for a verb
too. Hence, the concluding sentence of the hadith would· mean; 'and regard this salah
(prayer) as that umrah which is performed with hajj.' In other words, the merit of the salah
(prayer) offered in the wadi al-Aqiq is mentioned. Its reward is like the umrah that is
performed with hajj.
As for the other version (~Jo~JiJ), it means that the salah (prayer) in wadi al-Aqiq is like
an umrah and hajj.
MORE MERITS OF MADINAH
PANACEA: The ulama (Scholars) say that Allah has put healing powers in the dust and
fruit of Madinah. The ahadith affirm, "In the dust of Madinah is cure for every kind of
ailment." Some ahadith assert, "In the dust of Madinah lies cure for leprosy." The Prophet
Muhammad ~J~~~ had instructed his sahabah (Prophet's companions) ~.i»>~J to use its
1

2
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·dust to cure fever. Hence, not only did the Madinahs use it, but also there are aathar about
its dust being taken out of Madinah by visitors. Some ulama (Scholars) like Shaykh
Majduddin Firozabadi .1a.~ J confirm having tried it.
Shaykh Abdul Haq ./»1 ~1 also recounted his experience in curing his foot ailment when
doctors had given up the case.
Similar properties are attached to the dates of Madinah. The ahadith say that seven ajwah
dates every morning on an empty stomach are an antidote for poison and sorcery.
GIVE RESPECT: It is because of the greatness and glory of this city that the Prophet
Muhammad ~J~.i»I,)J had instructed his ummah to respect his neighbours, meaning the
people of Madinah always. They should give them their rights and overlook their faults
and they must forgive them their lapses as long as they do not commit grave sins. He said
that he would stand as witness and intercessor for those who give them respect always.
And, if anyone does not do so then he will be given puss from (J~' ~) to drink. (It is a
pond in hell where puss and blood of the dwellers of hell is accumulated.)
One day the prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»'.)J raised his hands and prayed, 0 Allah, if
anyone decides to hurt me and my fellow citizens then destroy him." He said, !£ anyone
scares the people ·of Madinah, he scares me." According to a hadith in Nasa'i. !£ anyone
terrises the people of Madinah with his cruelty, Allah will put in him fear, and curse will
fall on him of Allah, of his angels and of all mankind." And, Deeds, obligatory or
supererogatory, of such people will never be accepted by Allah."
SOME RULINGS OF HAJJ & METHOD OF PERFORMING IT
It is appropriate to conclude the Book of hajj (Pilgrimage) by summing up the rulings and
method of its performance.
Four things are fard(compulsory) (absolute obligatory) in hajj: (1) ihram (pilgrim-robe), (2)
standing on the day of Arafah or wuquf Arafat, (3) tawaf ziyarat and (4) observing these
fard(compulsory) in this sequence.
The wajib (obligaton;) (obligatory duties secondary to fard(compulsory)) in hajj are: wuquf
(standing) at Muzdalifah, sa'I between as-Safa and al-Marwah casting pebbles at the jimar,
for the outsider tawaf qudum, shaving head or cutting hair assuming the ihram (pilgrimrobe) at the miqat, wuquf at Arafat till sunset, to begin the tawaf at hajr aswad (but some
ulama (Scholars) say it is a sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&,.)J)) to begin
the tawaf at the right side,
to make tawaf on foot unless there is an ecuse,
to make tawafin a purified state,
to onceal the satr during tawaf,
to begin sa'I at as-Safa,
to make sa'I on foot unless there is an excuse,
the Qarin and the Mutamatta must sacrifice a sheep or a similar animal,
to offer two raka' t salah (prayer) after every tawaf,
to observe sequence in rami sacrifice, shaving hair and tawaf ziyarat in this order,
to make tawafziyarat during the days of sacrifice,
to enclose the hatim within the tawaf, to make sa'I after tawaf,
to shave in the Haram during days of sacrifice,
to refrain from the things forbidden during the state of ihran: (pilgrim-robe) after wuquf of
11
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Arafat, and,
these things are also wajib (obligatory) of hajj that call for dumm if neglect~d.
Apart from these, all other are mustahab (desirable) and aadab (Meyers) of hajj.
OPTIONAL: The hajj of the rich is bejter then the poor man's, while the fqrd(compulsory)
hajj is better than obedience to parents, the supererogatory hajj is not better. Rather
obedience to parents is batter than optional hajj. To build inns (or serai) is better than
optional hajj. As for sadaqah (charity) (or charity) the ulama (Scholars) differ on whether it
is better or hajj is better.
SINS: The hajj in which wuquf of Arafah falls on Friday is more excellent than seventy hajj (s).
Everyone is forgiven in that hajj directly. But, the ulama (Scholars) differ on whether major sins
are 'forgiven or not. Some ulama (Scholars) say that rights of followmen are not forgiven.
Qadi Iyad ~.&~~J said that the ulama (Scholars) of ahl us sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet
Muhammad ~J~Ji!1~) agree that major or grave sins are forgiven only on making tawbah
or repentance. Also, they agree that debt is not waived because of hajj, even if the debt is
due to Allah, like salah (prayer), zakah etc. but the sin of delaying debt repayment or salah
(prayer) is forgiven.
COVER OF KA'BAH: It is mustahab (desirable) to enter the Ka'bah provided no one, not
even one who enters, is put to inconvenience. It is not allowed to purchase its covering
from the Banu Shaybah but allowed to take it from the imam or his deputy. It is allowed to
use the covering (ghilaf) of the Ka'bah for one's clothing even by a sexually defiled person
or a menstruating woman.
QISAS: If a murderer has taken shelter in the Haram then as long as he is there, retaliation
cannot be taken from him but if he had committed murder within the Haram then he may
be killed there in retaliation. In no case, however, may he be killed in the Ka'bah even if he
has perpetrated the murder inside it.
ZAMZAM: It is makruh(unbecoming) to make istinja (abstersion) with water of zamzam,
but not makruh(unbecoming) to have a bath with it.
PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~iidj..P GRAVE MOST EXCELLENT: Makkah is more
excellent than Madinah. Bitt, the piece of land where the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.i»>~ is
resting is absolutely excellent more than the Ka'bah, the Throne and the chair. To visit the
Prophet Muhammad's ~J ~lilt~ grave is mustahab (desirable). Rather, same ulama
(Scholars) maintain that it is wajib (obligatory) for the person who has enough time. When
anyone performs hajj Jard(compulsonj), he must perform hajj before ]:te visits the prophet
Muhammad's ~J~lil~~ grave. If he performs an optional hajj then he may use his own
discretion and do whichever he likes first. When visiting the prophet Muhammad's ~lilt~
~J grave, he must decide to visit Masjid Nabawi too at the same time because the Prophet
Muhammad ~J ~ .&t ~ has said, "One salah (prayer) offered in (my mosque) Masjid
Nabawi is better than one thousand salah (prayer) offered in any other mosque but not the
Masjid Haram (of Makkah). (One salah (pray~r) offered in Masjid Haram fetches reward
equal to the reward of one million salah (prayer) elsewhere.")
METHOD OF PERFORMING HAJJ: When anyone decides to perform hajj, he must first
make a sincere intention only to please Allah and have no worldly profit in mind. He must

'
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be motivated to only discharge the fard(compulsory), otherwise the entire exercise shall be
futile. Then he must take leave of his parents and bid farewell to his relatives, and seek
forgives from everyone. He should arrange to reach Makkah before the seventh dhul Hijjah
to be able to listen to the sermon of this date. He must assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) at the
miqat (which is yalamlam for Indians and Pakistanis). If he is a mufrid then he must
assume the ihram (pilgrim-robe) for only hajj, if a qarin then for both hajj and umrah and if a
mutamatta then for only umrah. It is mustahab (desirable) before assuming the ihram (pilgrimrobe) to clip nails and remove unwanted hair, have a haircut and comb his hair or shave his
head if that is his habit. He may have sexual intercourse with his wife if she is alongwith
him. He must make ablution or have bath, but to have bath is better. Then he must put on
the apparel of the ihram (pilgrim-robe). It is a waist wrapper and a sheet of cloth for the
upper torso leaving his head bare. If these two pieces are new then that is better, otherwise
clean, washed would do. If anyone does not have two pieces then even a single piece that
cover his satr would do. Then he must form his intention for qiran, tamatta or ifrad, and he
must call the labayk and he will become a muhrim instantly. ~he words of intention and
talbiyah are mentioned previously. He must repeat the talbiyah in an audible voice often
with every change of situation. He should refrain from everything that is disallowed in the
sacred state of the ihram (pilgrim-robe), like stitched garments, etc. using perfume, covering
head and face, killing, etc. fighting, hunting wild desert animals or pointing them out, e.tc,
but it is allowed to hunt sea animals. The muhrim may not clip nails, cut hair or pluck them
anywhere on the body. He can have a bath, sit under the shade of his house or litter for the
camel, carry a purse on his waist and fight a defensive battle with his enemy. Certain
animals may be killed by the muhrim. They are mentioned previously.
Enter Makkah after having a bath. This is mustahab (desirable). Use the gate al-Mu'alla. After
depositing your luggage, go first to the Masjid Haram, calling the labayk, from laib us
Salaam in a very humble manner. As the sight falls on the Ka'bah, pray to Allah for
whatever you wish, Recite the takbir, tahlil.Praise Allah, invoke blessings on the Prophet
Muhammad ~ J•.}s-fJJ1~ and come before the Black stone and kiss it raising both hands as in
takbir of the salah (prayer). If there is a heavy rush, simply touch it and kiss your hand and
if even that is not possible, then touch the Black Stone with a stick and kiss it. Again, if that
too cannot be done, then simply point both palms towards the Black Stone and kjss the
palms. This is istilaam. Then, begin the tawaf qudum from your right as you are against the
Black Stone, making seven circuits up to it and repeating and istilaam. Make the idtiba and
make ramal in the first three rounds. lstilaam should also be made of rukn Yamani without
kissing. At the end of the tawaf, offer two raka' at salah (prayer) at maqam Ibrahim, or, it
there is no place there, then anywhere in the mosque. Then go to the well of zamzam and
drink the water to a full stomach. Come to the multazim, make istilaam of the Black Stone
and reciting the takbir, tahlil and praise of Allah and invocation of blessings on the Prophet
Muhammad ~Jl..)s.fJJ1~ go to as-Safa and make the rounds between it and al-Marwah. The
method is mentioned previously (in this book of hajJ). But, tawaf precedes Sa'l otherwise
sa'l will have to be repeated after tawaf It is not necessary to be in a purified state- though
it is better - for this sa'l, wuquf Arafat, wuquf Muzdalifah and rami jamrah. But,
purification is a condition for a tawaf It is makruh(unbecoming) to converse during tawaf
and Sa'l. After sa'l go to the Masjid Haram and offer two raka'at salah (prayer) but it is not
wajib (obligatonJ). Then stay in Makkah and continue to perform optional tawaf in which is
no ramal and after which no tawaf Then, on the 7th Dhul Hijjah, listen to the sermon in the
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Masjid Haram.lt is delivered after the salah (prayer) of zuhr.
Then, if you have relinquished the ihram (pilgrim-robe) previously, assume it again '.on the
eighth for the hajj, and go towards Mina after sunrise. There is no harm even if you reach
there after the salah (prayer) of zuhr. Spend the night in Mina and on the ninth offer the
salah (prayer) of fajr at its first time in darkness and. go to Arafat after sunrise. If anyone
does not go to Mina on the eight but goes straight to Arafat on the ninth then that too is
allowed though it is contrary to the sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&1~).
You may alight anywhere in Arafat apart from Batn Amah and it is best to alight near the
Mount Arafat. Have a bath after zawal (it being a sun nah) and make the wuquf in Arafat.
(It is fard(compulsory) and without it, hajj is not accomplished.) Then listen to the sermon of
the imam and offer the salah (prayer) of zuhr and asr at one time with him subject to the
ihram (pilgrim-robe) being assumed. Stand near the Jabl (mount) Rahmah and engage
·
humbly in devotional exercises.
At Muzdalifah, offer maghrib and Isha with the imam at one time together. It is wajib
(obligatory) to stay there overnight, making supplication and worship. In the morning (of
the tenth), offer the salah (prayer) of fajr at the earliest time and make wuquf which may be
observed anywhere in Muzdalifah but not at Batn Muhassir. Just before sunrise, end the
wuquf and reach Mina before sunrise. Cast seven pebbles at jamrah al aqabah and with the
very first pebble stop calling the talbiyah. Then make the sacrifice, shave head or cut hair.
Everything that was forbidden because for the ihram (pilgrim-robe) becomes lawful again
except sexual intercourse with the spouse. Offer the salah (prayer) of eed in Mina and go to
Makkah and make tawaf ziyarah but Sa' I is not made. However if Sa' I was not made earlier,
then you may make Sa'l. Now, even sexual intercourse becomes allowed. Return to Mina
and stay overnight.
.
On the eleventh, cast pebbles at all three jamarat beginning with the one nearest Masjid
Khayf, jamarh al-oola, then to the one next to it, called jamrah al-wusta. Then ride or walk up
to jamrah aqabah and cast seven pebbles, calling the takbir at each throw. Do the samething
on the twelfth. If you continue to stay in Mina on the thirteenth, do the same thing again
because it is wajib (obligatonJ). If you depart from Mina on the twelfth then nothing is wajib
(obligatonJ) on the thirteenth. On the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth, the time for rami is after
zawal but on the thirteenth is allowed after dawn and before zawal though only after zawal it
is masnun. On the eleventh and twelfth, it is not allowed before zawal.
On the last day, after rami, you must go to Makkah breaking journey for a while at
Muhassab. When you about to depart from Makkah to your native land, make the tawaf
wada (farewell tawaf) without after the tawaf and drink plenty of water of zamzam. Look at
the Ka'bah again and again with a tremendous longing wipe this blessed water on the face,
head and body. Come to the ka'bah and if possible go in otherwise kiss its sacred doorsill,
put your chest and face on the multazim and hold its curtain and pray. And making
istighfar and supplication depart in reverse stops without turning you back to the Ka'bah.
Come out of the masjid Haram in this way. The rites of hajj are over.
COMMANDS OF UMRAH: Umrah is not wajib (obligatory). Oilce in a life-time, it is
sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J~.&1~) muwakkadah to perform umrah. No
particular time is stipulated for it. Rather, one may perform umrah many times in one year.
However, for one who is not a qarin, it is makruh(unbecoming) to perform umrah in the days
of hajj. The days of hajj are; the day of Arafah, the day of sacrifice and the days of tashriq.
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The rukn of part of umrah is the tawaf and two things are wajib (obligatory) in it: the Sa'I
between as-safa and al-Marwah and shaving head or clipping the hair.
The sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~""'_,.:1~..111~) and aaddab are the same as for hajj.
JINAYAT RUINGS FOR: These are crimes or offences. In the subject of hajj, jinayah is the
forbidden deed that is forbidden because of the ihram (pilgrim-robe) or the Haram, and on
whose perpetrated jaza or expiation is wajib (obligatory). This differs according to the nature
of wrong done from sacrifice of one animal to two, merely sadaqah (charity) of wheat,
feeding the poor or fasting. Details have been given in the relative have been given in the
relative chapter. The offences may have been committed deliberately or otherwise, with
desire and demand, and so on, expiation is due nevertheless.
RULINGS & CONDUCT AT PROPHET MUHAMMAD'S ~J~.&l~ GRAVE: Anyone
who goes to perform hajj must visit the grave If it is the Jard(compulsory), hajj then he must
perform it first and then visit the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~f».IJ.P grave. If it is optional
then he may go before or after the hajj, unless Madinah falis on his way to Makkah. He
must from an intention before he goes for the visit; 'I undertake the journey to visit the
Prophet Muhammad's ~1 ~.&!~ grave and his mosque.' Every mosque he comes to on
the way, he must visit and offer salah (prayer) in it. Throughout the journey he must invoke
blessing on the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ f»., j..P. As he approaches Madinah he must
esteem it more in his heart and when it is before him, he must alight from his conveyance
and, if possible, go up to the mosque on foot. If possible, he must first have a bath
otherwise make ablution, wear nice, white garments and apply perfume. He must go first
to the Masjid Nabawi and off tahiyat ul masjid and salah (prayer) at gratitude. Then with
due respect and humility, he must visit the grave overcome with love and awe and stand
there with hand folded as in salah (prayer) facing the Chief of mankind ~ J~..lilj..P with his
back to the qiblah being convinced that the Prophet Muhammad ~1 ~1».1~ known that he
is there and responds to his salaam and says 'aameen' to his supplication. Then in a
moderately audible voice, he must present the salaam and salah (prayer) (greetings and
invocation of blessings and make his submissions. After that he must convey the salaam of
those of his relatives and friends who had asked him to convey their salaam.
Then, he must stand before the graves of Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~1».1~.J and Sayyiduna Umar
.u~f».1~ .J, one after the other, on the side of their head and present salaam to them. Again, he
must stand at the grave of the Prophet Muhammad ~J~.1!1~ in line with his head, as he
stood earlier, and present to him his salaam and make supplication to Allah for all his
needs by virtue of the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~f».,j...P.
Moving from there, he must offer optional salah (prayer), as much as he can, at the pillar of
Sayyiduna Abu Lubabah ~..1!1~ .J make repentance to Allah and seek His forgiveness.
Then, with the guidance of the mu' allims, he must go and observe the relics of the Prophet
Muhammad ~ J "-# .1!1 j..P. He must go to jannat ul baqi 'and to the graves of the sahabah
(Prophet's companions) I"P.1.~, and the ahlul bayt ~.1!1~.J and to the graves of the martyrs
~..1!1~ .J of uhud, particularly the chief of the martyrs Sayyiduna Amir Hamzah ~..1!1~.J· He
msut offer al-Fatihah at all these graves.
On Saturday, or any other day, he must go to Masjid Quba and offer two raka'at salah
(prayer) as tahiyatul masjid.

I
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For as long as one stays in Madinah, he must seize the opportunity and remain most of the
time in the mosque, observing I' tikaf and worship in kindred ways. He must keep looking
of the Prophet Muhammad's ~J~.a~~~ hujrah and, when he goes out, at the dome.
He must try to spend, if not more at least one night in the mosque. The best thing to do on
that night is to recite durood (invocation blessings on the Prophet Muhammad ~J4~..1!~~).
He must ward off all evil speech and thoubhts and everything that is less than the
preferable. If it is necessary, he must speak to someone very briefly and then revert to
concentration on the Prophet Muhammad ~ J~.&~~- He must be mindful of the manners
to be observed in the mosque. He must not have his place reserved in the mosque but go
there early to get the place between the Prophet Muhammad ~J ~ . 1!1 ~ grave and the
pulpit. He must recite the entire Quran at east once at the place where the Quran was
revealed and Jibril ~">\...J~~ come. He must read books on the life of the Prophet Muhammad
~ J 4~ ..111 ~- Every time he passes by the grave, he must observe proper manners and
respectfully offer salaam and durood. He must give respect to the people of Madinah and
the attendants of masjid Nabawi even if he find them contravening Shri' ah and
sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet Muhammad ~J4~.&~~) because their greatest excellence is
that they are neighbours of the Prophet Muhammad ~J4Js-..1!1~. No sin or innovation will
deprive them of this neighbourhood and of the honour of a good death and forgiveness.

THE HOMEWARD JOURNEY: When it is time for a person to depart from Madinah, he
must offer salah (prayer) at the Prophet Muhammad's ~ J 4~ .a,,~ musalla (prayer rug) or
nearest to it and make supplication. He must come out of the Masjid Nabawi but not before
visiting the graves of the Prophet Muhammad ~t...J4:1~..1!lJ.""· Sayyiduna Abu Bakr 4:~..11~~J and
Sayyidua Umar ~.a,,~ J· He must pray to Allah for himself and for his relatives and associated
people for the honour of the two worlds and for the acceptance of all his worship in the
sacred lands. He must pray for a safe return to his family and make this prayer:

-: ,, 1•-:, i~ U"~
·u 'l.:. llilJI
u.Ss.).J
""
"
..

~ ~--

The symbol of acceptance of prayer and achievement of the desire is that eyes shed tears
suddenly by themselves uninvited and the heart grieves at the separ~tion. That he makes
supplication all the time humbly is a sign of getting increased provision and of hope for mercy.
If he is not overcome by a condition of grief and weeping then he must bring that upon
himself forcibly. He must take leave and depart but not walk backwards because that is done
only at the Ka'bah. He must give sadaqah (charity) as much as possible and observe the
manners prescribed while returning from a journey. When he is near his city he mu~t pray:

And on reaching it:

\
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He must give advance information to his people of his arrival on a certain date. He must
not reach there suddenly uninformed. The best time to arrive there is in the forenoon or
evening, but not at night Before entering his house, he must go to the mosque and offer two
raka'ah salah (prayer) if that is not a time makruh(unbecoming) for salah (prayer). He must
make supplication there and show gratitude to Allah for his safe return, saying:

Here the Urdu original has the words of praise for Allah and date (8th Dhul Hijjah 1386
corresponding to 20th March 1967) on which the second volume was completed with the
help of Allah. (It was a Monday and the time was 11:15 PM.) "May Allah accept service
from me."
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GLOSSARY
Aalim: a scholar.
AAQILAH: relatives descended from one common father and they pay diyat.
Aariyah: a loan or a gift and this loan is of such a thing as cannot be turned into a debt, like a horse.

Aathar: hadith traced to the sahabah (companions) <U&..Jll~;
Adhan: call to (congregational) salah, annctiilced of time of salah.
AHL ULARD: cultivators of land against kharaj.

Ahl us Suffah: the Salzabah (companions) <U&.cd!l~; who restricted themselves to a platform in
the masjid Nabawi to learn religion and be close to the Prophet ...oJ,.....,~cd!IJ-.a
Ahlus sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~~) wa al-Jama'ah: the sunnis who
follow the Quran and the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~~).
Allahu Akbar: Allah is the Greatest.
Amma ba'd: to proceed, 'and after that.' Those words one spoken after praise of Allah on
beginning on address or a sermon.
An bijaniyah: a woolen garment without markings. It is a product of the city Anbijan and is of a
dark black colour, (And comes under ~); one of the meanest hind of course garments.)
Aqiqah: the ceremony of shaving the head of a new born usually on the seventh day of its
birth and sacrificing a sheep or two on the occasion.
ARAQA: palm trees loaned for a year.
ASABAT: relative (male) whose shares of inheritance are not determined.

ashab us Suffah see ahl us Suffah.
ASHRAH MUBASHSHIRAH: ten who were given glad tidings of paradise (during their life time).

Ashrah: ten days
Ashwah mubash sharun: the ten who are given the glad tidings of admittance to paradise:
Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthman, Ali, Talhah Zubayr, Abdur Rahman ibn Awf, Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas,
Sa'eed ibn Zayd and Abu Ubaydah ibn Jarralz.
ATHARI: that which stumbles on water by the accident like trees on banks of rivers and man need
not water th.em.

Atirah: a pre Islamic practice or offering made to idols in Rayab' s first ten days.
Atood (.),=): a one year old lamb that is fat and well built, but according to some above six months.
AWLIYA (PL OF WALl): Friends of Allah, saintly men.

Awliya (pl of wali}: saints, friends of Allah.
Awrat awrah: the portion of the body that must be kept coverd.
Azm: (a kind of ikhtiyari temptation)
Barzakh: the intervening period between this world and the next.
BARZAKH: intermediary period between life and resurrection.

Basmalah: The bismillah ur Rahman ir Rahim (..o-::>)'~)t.wl~)
Bayt Allah: House of Allah
Bid'ah: innovation
Bid'ati: innovator.
BINT LABUN: She camel
BINT MAKHAD: She camel in 2nd year

Bukhariyah: a sect in Islam. It has three group within it.
DA'A MIS (1..1'1:-t~~> PL OF DA'MUS: roamers of paradise who will not be debarred from any dwelling.

Dar ul Islam: territory of Islam
Dar ul-harb: enemy territory.

\
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Dar ul-Kufr: land of disbelievers.
Daruri: (kind of evil promptings)
De'eef: weak
Dhabihah: slaughter of animal according the prescribed pattern.
DHAW UL ARHAM: relatives other than dhaw ul furud and asabat.
DHAW UL FURUD: heirs whose shares and predetermined by the Quran and swmah or
general consensus.

Dhikr: remembrance of Allah
Dhimmi: non Muslim under protection of the Islamic state.
DHIMMI: a non Muslim living under protection of the Islamic state against a regular tribute.

Dubba,al: a gourd (to prepare and store intoxicants like wine and nabidh).
Eed: the festival on 1st Shawal after completing a month of fasting in Ramadan, and on 10th
Dhul Hijjah when certain animals are slaughtered.
Eeman: faith
Fadlaat: superfluous like long nails, hair, etc.
Faqih: jurist, jurisprudent, a learned man.
Fara: an offering of the first born of an animal to the idols in pre-Islam.
Fara'id: law of in hesitance, ordinance of Allah, (also pi of fard (obligatory)).
Fard (obligatory) ayn: an obligation on each individual separately.
Fard (obligatory) Kifayah: Collective duty on all Muslims together which if discharged by
one, the rest of the group are absolved.
Fard (obligatory) Kifayah: collective obligation which if discharged by some then all are
absolved of it.
Fard (obligatory): absolutely obligatory duty.
Fard (obligatory)'ayn: individual duty on each Muslim.
Farruj: an auter garment with a slit on the back.
Fitnah: trial, persecution, strife, mischief.
Fitrah: innate nature, true disposition, Islam, constitution.
Ghayr muwakkadah sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.iil,~): what is not stressed
by the Prophet .o-~-,~~1~.
·Ghazi: warrior, one who raids into enetny territory.
Ghurr muhajjalun: Muslims will be so called on the day of resurrection because their limb
covered by ablution will shine. (see hadith 290 explanation, Muzahir ul Haq)
Hadath akbar: greater impurities
Hadath: impurities contracted by voiding ordure.
Hadd: prescribed punishment.
Hadith: saying, deed or tracit approval of the Prophet .o.J,...,,~~~~Hafiz of hadith: one who has committed to memory very many ahddith.
Hafiz: one who has committed to memory the Qur'an (or the hadith).
Hafiz: one who has committed the Quran to memory.\
Hajis: (kind of donuri temptation)
Hajj: pilgrimage (to Makkah) at Arafah prescribed to those who are able to make it once in
their lifetime.
Halal: lawful,
Hama oost (~_,1 ~): pantheism, identifying God with the universe, or regarding tJ- ~
universe as a manifest action of God.

I
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Hamm: (kind of ikhtiyari temptatim)
1-lantam: greenish glazed pitcher forn ·erly used to prepare and store wine.
Haram: sacred mosque of Makkah or •. f Madinah.
Haram: forbidden, unlawful.
HARBI: hostile, bellico&e

Harisah: cooked meat and wheat. a sweet pastry made of flour, melted butter and sugar, a
kind of hash.
Haya: modesty.
Hij ab: veil.
Hijrah: emigration, to give up something for Allah's sake.
HIQQAH: She camel in 4th ye.1r

Huffaz: (pi of hafiz).
Huffaz: (plural of hafiz)
I'tikaf: to confine ones~lf in the mosque to worship Allah for even a little while or for the
ten days at the conclus~on of Ramadan. Women observe it at home.
lblis: the devil who vVas a jinn who refused to prostrate to Aadam and Allah cast him out.
IBN MAKHAD: (malP) camel in 2nd year.

Iddirari: (kind of t.:vil promptings)
IDHKAR: sweet sn.elling plant excluded for plants forbidden to be cut in the Haram.

Iftirash: spreading feet sideways (to the right) in the first qa'dall (to sit).
Ihsan: kindness, favour.
ljtihad: independent judgement or reasoning where the 'Qur' an and Sunnah (practice of
Holy Prophet~ J4#..1J,~) are silent.
Ikhtiyhari: (kind of evil promptings)
Ilham: inspiration, a pious thought.
Illiyun (illiyin): record book with those angels who write down pious deeds.
IMSAK: fasting, ·keep way from pleasures, stop, cease.

Insha Allah: if Allah will
Iqamah: call to the congregational salah when it is about to begin.
Ishtimal: a single garment whose ends are put over both shoulders and drawn under
opposite armpits and tied together at the chest.
Ism a' azam (~1~1): the great name o'f. Allah.
lsra: the night journey of the Prophet _.o.L..,_,~~~~ from Makkah to Jerusalem
ISTARJA: to say 'we belong to Allah and to him we shall return (u.J'I":"),.,IIVIJ411U1)

Istikharah: The Prophet ..o-~-,~41~ taught his ummah to seek Allah's guidance to come
to a decision in their affairs, particularly difficult and complex affair. Tw(' raka' at of salah
·
are Gffered and a supplication made in a suggested form.
Istinja: to cleanse oneself after passing stool or urine
)ABAH: forehead

·

Jabariyyah: those who d~ny freewill, predetermines, and hold that the creature is helpless.
JABHAH.AL: horses, mules, slaves.
Jadh'ah (~): a sheep or ram less than one year but more than six months.
JADH:A' AH: She camel in 5th year
Jahiliyah: Pre-Islamic days of ignorance.
Jalsah istirahat: sitting before qiyam (standing) in the .first and third raka'ah after the
second prostration.
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Jalsah: the sitting between two prostrations in the salah.
Jihad: fighting for the sake of Allah and his religion, struggling for the cause of Allah.
jizyah: a tribute payable by the dhimmis to the Islamic state.
Kaba'ir al: major sins
Kahin: soothsayer
Kalimah Shahadah: an expression of testimony.
Kalimah tauheed see kalimah.
Kalimah tayyibah see kalimah.
Kalimah: an expression; the declaration of unity of Allah and the messengership of
Prophet Muhammad ..o-L-,"-:k~l~.
Khabath: dress, excrement, ordure, Ka'th.
KHALIFAH: Pregnant camel. Caliph
~hamisah: a sheet of cloth of silk cum wool or wool, of black dour and with stripes on it
Or, a square garment with marking (unstiched).
Khanqah: recluse, hospice, sufi gathering place,
Kharaj: a tax or tribute. Originally, a land tribute received from non Muslims.

KHARAJ: a tribute on land from non Muslims.
KHARQ AADAT: contrary to custom, exception to cause and effect process.
Khasr (p): to place hands on waist (ribs, Aips) in salah.

Khatab: one who delivers the Khutbah (sermon)
Khatir (kind of evil pampting)
Khawarij: 'the revolters.' A rebel sect of the Muslims, neither sunni nor shi' a. The Ibadis,
today are their remnants.
Khinzalb: the devil who disturbs in the salah interrupting it and the recitation, confusing
the worshipper.
KHIYAR ITQ: option to free

Khusuf (J,->): eclipse, lunar eclipse
Khut bah: sermon.
Kusuf (J,..t): eclipse, solar eclipse
Lahiq (~J>')J): one who has missed some or all raka'at behind an imam.
Luqtah: troves, lost property whose finder must trace the owner and hand it over to him.
Madhi: prostratic fluid, urethral discharge.
Madrasah: religious school.
Maharim: pi of mahram. Mu'tazillah 'the separatists,' a seet of the Muslims. They held that
the Quran was created not eternal. It is subdivided into twenty sects.
Mahram: a relative with whom marriage is disallowed like a parent, brother, sister, son,
daughter,etc.
Makrah tahrimi: disliked to the point of being unlawful.
Makruh (unbecoming) tanzihi: undesirable, nearer lawful than unlawful
Makruh (unbecoming): disliked, disapproved, undesirable.
Mani: semen discharge during sexual excitement.
Mansun: legalized, based on the Prophet's ~,~Qjjl~ practice.
\1asah: wipe (in ablution, the head), or socks.
.
Masbuq: one who joins the congregation late and has missed one r.aka' ah or mon.. whiCh
he redeems after the imam has completed his salah and offered salutation.
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Miraj: the Prophet's .,o..L.,~41J-D ascension to seven heavens on 27th Rajab.
Miswak: tooth stick, cleaning stick for teeth.
Mithl: like, equal.
Mu' ahid: a disbeliever who enters into a covenant with Muslims; anyone who covenant
with another.
Mu'akkadah: emphasized.
Mu'awwidhatan: the last two surahs of the Qur'an; al falaq and an-Naas (113, 114).
Mu'tazillah: Wasil ibn' Ata had separated from Hasan Busri and founded the sect by this name.
Mudd: a measure of weight nearly two thirds of a kilogram.
Mufassal: tiwal mufassal are the surah £rom Qaaf to of Bury. Awsat, mufassal from alburuj to lam yakun. Qisar mufassal from l~m yakun to an-Naas (in a of the Quran)
Muhajir: emigrant, one who abandons that which is dis-allowed.
Muhkamat: perspicuous, of established meaning (verses of the Quran) (3:7)
Mujahid: one who strives, a warrior.
Mulhim: angel who inspires, it is deputed over every person.
Murji'ah: a sect who believe that men are not doers or what they do just as inanimate
objects are not perpetrators of their actions, so they cannot abstain from whatever they do
It has three groups.
Musalla ~1): place of salah (of eed, etc)
Mushabbihah: one of the sects in Islam, the Assimilators.
Musinnah: a camel in its sixth year, a cow, buffalo or ox in their third year, and a sheep or
ram in its second year.
Mustahab mu'akkad: emphasized desirability.
Mustahab: recommended, desirable.
Mutashabihat: allegorical verses of the Quran (3:7)
Mutawatir: a continuously transmitted hadith by very main chain of narrators and it is
never doubted.
Muwakkadah, sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#.i»1~): emphatically enjoined by
the Prophet ,..oJ....,~41~.
Muwakkal: consort, familiar spirit.
Muzaffat al: a receptacle for wine smeared with pitch or tar.
Nafl: a supererogatory deed, that which is not fard (obligatory).
Nafs antmarah: the soul that incites.
Nahi tanzihi: a restraining interdict.
Najasah imkmiyah: legal ceremonial impurity najasah haqiqah: real, material
substantial impurities.
Najasah mughallazah: greater impurities.
Najasah mukhaffafah: smaller impurities.
Najasah: impurity.
Najiyah: a sect in Islam, the ahl us sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#ii11~) wa aljama'ah, the one destined for paradise, the 'saved.'
Naqqr'an: a hollowed stump of a palm tree in which wine and nabidh were stored.
Nawruz: the Persian new year.
Nisab: the minimum wealth that makes its owner liable to pay the zakah.
Nisf un nahar: midday.
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Niyah: intention.
OOQIYA: 40 dirhams 127 grams (measure of weight)

Qa' dah: the sitting in the salah at the end of the second and the last raka' ah.
Qadariyah: .a group of people who reject predestination and assert that man chooses
whatever he does, Delivers in freewill.
Qari: reciter of the Qur~n.
Qasr: shortening of salah by a traveller.
Qawmah: standing erect after ruku (or bowing) before going into sajdah (prostration).
Qawwal: singer of qawwali.
Qawwali: mystical songs sung in chorus.
Qiblah: direction of BaytAllah which a worshipper faces when he offers the salah.
Qira'at: recital of the Quran.
QIRAT (J,'}): measure of weight% of a dirham. Figuratively, beyond mei.tsure.

Qiyamah: the day of resurrection, the Last Hour, standing.
Qiyas: verdict or judgement of the scholars.
Raka' ah: unit of salah.
Raka'at (pi or raka'ah)
Rawafid: the Shi' ah
Risalah: prophethood.
Ruku: bowing.
RUQIYAH: recitation over a patient of Quranic verses

Sa': a measure of weight about three kilograms (four mudd). Used to measure corn.
SA': a measure of capadty, about three kilograms according to Hanafis 326. 15 grams and others 2172 grams
SADAQATUR FITR: charity prescribed on eed ul fitr after fasting one month in Ramadan.

Sadl: to place a sheet of cloth on one's head or shoulders and let ;ts ends hang down. On to
put it on oneself and leave the hands inside even while bowing 01· prostrating in the salah.
Sagha'ir: (plural of saghirah).
Saghirah: minor sin.
Sahabah (companions): (pi of Sahabi)
Sahabi: a companion of the Prophet .oJ_,_,~-till~ a companion.
Sahib nisab: possessor of nisab (q.v.)
Sahib nisab: an owner of the minimum amount of wealth that mak£•s him liable to pay the zakah.
Sahib: authentic, sound.
Sajdah: Prostration.
Salaam: greeting; peace.
Salah: regular prayer prescribed or optional; invocating blessings on the Prophet ..o.J-,~1~.
Sarna (t ~): mystical songs, musical r~ndering vocal or with instruments.
Satr: hijjab, the portion of the body that has to be covered from another, for a man waist
down to knee. For a woman from neck to feet.
SATR: the portion of the body me must conceal from others, for men, it is from the waist (naval) to
knees. For women, her entire body.
SAWM: fasting

Shab bara'ah: fifteenth of Sha'ban.
Shari'ah (divine law): code of religious law.
Shaykh: a learned man, an old man.
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Shi'ah: they hold that Sayyiduna Ali ~.till u"'.J was the first Khalifah and that the three
before him had usurped the khalifah and deprived him of his right..
Siwak: (see miswak)
SlY AM: fasting

Subh Ka' dhib: reddish blackness, false down.
Subh sadiq: down, daybreak.
Subhan Allah: Allah is without blemish, glorified is Allah.
Suffah: see ahlu[; Suffah.
Sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~-J4#-~'~) muwakkadah see under muwakkadah and
ghayr muwakkadah.
Sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~ JA#~'~): whatever is said and done by the Prophet
..oJ,....,~.tillJ-"; path or way or custom.
Sunni: who follow the Qur'an and the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4s-i»1~),
'one of the path.' ·
Sutrah: is that which is placed in front of one who offers the salah to allowed passers by go
beyond it without committing the wrong of moving about before him.
Ta'ala: the exalted (Allah).
Tabi'i: an epigone, successor of the sahabah (companions).
Tabi'un: the generation succeeding the sahabah (companions).
Taharah: purity, cleanness.
Taharra (J~): to seek that which is more deserving of two thing a<.cording to opm10n
predominating in one's mind (like when confused in salah about how much of it is offered).
Tahiyatul wudu: the salah offered after performing ablution is so called. This means,
'greetings of ablution.'
Tahlil: to recite the kalimah (.till)l14..l1'))) three is no god but Allah.
TAHLIL: to declare Allah's unit; the kalimah 'there is no God but Allah;
T AHMID: to praise Allah.

Takbir: to declare Allah u Akbar, also iqamah.
Taqdir: predestination.
Taqrir: when something was done or said before the Prophet ..oJ-,~.tiliJ-" and he did not
say anything then it implies his acceptance of that.
Tartil: a science of recital of the Qur'an with proper diction and pauses.
Tasawwuf: is to gain an intimate awareness of Allah and is a term of the sufis, Sufism, mysticism.
Tasbih: rosary, pronouncing subhan Allah.
TASBIH: glorifying Allah; rosary.

Taslim: to offer salaam (the greeting), the salah is concluded with it.
Tawatar: handed down through successive generations of narrators none of who could be
accused of lying.
Tawbah: repentance
Tawhid: unity of Allah.
Tawrak: sitting posture in the second qa' dah of salah.
Tayammum: dry ablution which is done when (normal) ablution cannot be done.
Tayammum: dry ablution with sand or earth when water cannot be had or cannot be us,d.
Thaniy ~1): a goat in its second year, an ox or crow in its third year a camel in its sixth year.
TIKBIR: to extol Allah; Allahu Akbar.
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Tuhur: purity, purifier.
Ulama (Scholars) (pi of aalim): scholars.
Umm walad: a female slave who bears a child for her master and earns her freedom on his death.
Ummi: One who does not known how to write and to decipher what is written, has never
been to a school or madrasah, nor acquired knowledge from anyone. The word ummi is
ascribed to 'umm' which means mother, so the meaning would be that such a person is like
a child born to a mother and no one has ever taught him to write and to read. Some people
say that ummi is ascribed to umm ul Qura which is the epithet of Makkah, the essence of
the whole earth.
Umrah: the lesser pilgrimage, optional.
Uq batish shaytan: devils manner of sitting on the heels.
UsJ?.ri (land): are lands whose owners become Muslim or those which the state disburses
among its army. A tenth or a tithe is paid to the Muslim state.
Wadi: secretion of the prostrate.
Wajib (expedient): obligatory, lesser than fard (obligatory).
Wali: saint, friend of Allah.
WASQ: camel load equal sixty Sa'.

Waswas: the devil departed over every person and tempts him
Waswasah: temptation or an evil thought to commit sin or disbelief.
WIQS: animal below nisab
WISAL: continuous fasting for two or more days.

Zakah: prescribed charity payable per annum by those who own the nisab at 2.5% to the
poor and needy.
Zihar: to compare one's wife to one's back, meaning to a mahram relative like a mother,
and this causes a separation husband and wife until an expiation is paid.

-----*****-----
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INDEX OF NAMES IN AHADITH
Hadith Numbers follow Names

A
Aabis ibn Rabi'ah: 2589
Aadam (Prophet): 1758, 1923, 2275, 2336, 2572
Abd ai-Malik ibn Umayr: 2170
Abd Muttalib ibn Rabi'ah: 1823
Abdullah ibn Abbas: 1529, 1535, 1553, 1554, 1576,
1577, 1589, 1592, 1594, 1637. 1638, 1643, 1658,
1673, 1683, 1694, 1701, 1705, 1706, 1735, 1742,
1748, 1765, 1772, 1817, 1818, 1920, 1941, 1966,
1978,1981,202,2023,2040,2067,2071,2085,2098,
2108, 2124, 2135, 2154, 2156f, 2222, 2260, 2281,
2308, 2338, 2339, 2355, 2374, 2394, 2416, 2463,
2488, 2509, 2510, 2511, 2512, 2513, 2516, 2520,
2522, 2523, 2529, 2530, 2533, 2554, 2558, 2569,
2570, 2576, 2577, 2578, 2585, 2605, 2609, 2613.
2615, 2627, 2535, 2640, 2647, 2654, 2656, 2663,
2668, 2673, 2675, 2679, 2685, 2707, 2715, 2722,
2724,2758
Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa: 1777, 2414, 2426
Abdullah ibn Abu Mulaykah: 1718, 1742,2204
Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Aas: 1556, 1559, 1593, 1830,
1908, 1963, 2054, 2134, 2183, 2201, 2247, 2307,
2314,2406
Abdullah ibn Amr: 1556, 1559, 1593
Abdullah ibn Busr: 2063, 2270, 2279, 2356, 2427
Abdullah ibn Ghannami: 2407
Abdullah ibn Ja'far: 1626, 1739
Abdullah ibn Khubayb: 2163
Abdullah ibn Mas'ud: 1538, 1586, 1608, 1669, 1725,
1755, 1769, 1792, 1847, 1852, 1921, 1926, 2058,
2088, 2137, 2179, 2188, 2195, 2212, 2219, 2237,
2315, 2358, 2363, 2368, 2381' 2392, 2452, 2484,
2524,2608,2621
Abdullah ibn Qurt: 2643
Abdullah ibn Sa'ib: 2581
Abdullah tbn Salaam: 1907
Abdullah tbn Sarjis: 2421
Abdullah ibn Sh~qtq: 2037
Abdullah ibn Shikhkhir: 1569
Abdullah tbn Umar: 1604. 1678, 1707, 1717, 172·.1,
1741. 1751, 1787. 179-, 1807, 1815, 1839, 1843.
1903, 1943, )Q67. 196Q, 1971, 1979, 1993, 2034,
2084, 2093, 2101. 2101, 2i 13, 2168, 2184, 2189,
2197, 2234, 223lJ, 2257. 2276, 2286, 2322, 2343.
2352, 237R. 2397. 2410. 2420, 2425, 2542, 2546,
2548, 2551, 2557, 2561, 2564, 2565, 2568, 2579,
2586, 2607, 2617, 2637, 2648, 2652, 2661, 2662.
2678, 2689. 2691, 2692, 2699, 2708, 2710, 2735.
2750,2756
Abdullah ibn lJnays: 2094
Abdullah tbn Yazid: 2436, ~491
Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Ammar: 2703
Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Bakrah: 2413
Abdur Rahman ibn Abu Lay1a; ·1652, 1680
Abdur Rahman ibn Abzah: 2415

Abdur Rahman ibn Awf: 2028,2133
Abdur Rahman ibn Ka 'b ibn Maalik: 1631, 1632
Abdur Rahman ibn Uthman: 2706
Abdur Rahman ibn Ya'mur: 2714
Abdur Rahman ibn Zayd: 2015
Abidah ai-Mu1aykah: 2210
Abu Atika: 2010
Abu Atiyah: 1996
Abu Awana: 2299
Abu Ayyash Zuraqi: 2395
Abu Ayyub Ansari: 2047,2684
Abu az-Zubayr Numayri: 2634
Abu Bakr ibn Ayyash: 1921
Abu Bakr Siddiq: 1873, 2340, 2390, 2489
Abu Bakrah Thaqati: 1972, 2092, 2413, 2447, 2659,
2753
Abu Barzah As1ami: 1738, 1750, 1906
Abu Burdah ibn Abu Musa: 1726
Abu Darda: 1555, 1761, 1871, 2008, 2126, 2127. 2146,
2228,2269,2376,2496
Abu Dharr Ghifari: 1775, 1858, 1868, 1882, 1894, 1898,
1911, 1922, 1924, 1937, 2057, 2065, 2300, 2326,
2337,2350,2361
Abu Hayyaj: 1696
Abu Humayd: 1779
Abu Hurayrah: 1524, 1525, 1528, 1536, 1537, 1542,
1546, 1567, 1575, 1583, 1584, 1595, 1598, 1599,
1607, 1616, 1627, 1628, 1629, 1646, 1651, 1652,
1659, 1670, 1674, 1675, 1688, 1699, 1720, 1729,
1730, 1731, 1747, 1752, 1760, 1763, 1770, 1773,
1774, 1778, 1790, 1791, 1795, 1798, 1822, 1824,
1827, 1828, 1838, 1859, 1860, 1862, 1864, 1867,
1869, 1874, 1826, 1877. 1878, 1885, 1886, 1888,
1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1896, 1899, 1902, 1904,
1905, 1927, 1929, 1931, 1938, 1940, 1948, 1956.
1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962, 1968, 1970, 1973,
1974, 1975, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1995, 1998, 1999,
2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2013, 2014, 2031, 2039.
2051, 2052, 2056, 2062, 2072, 2073. 2074, 2078,
2099, 2111, 2119, 2122, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2148,
2149, 2150, 2153, 2160, 2165, 2192, 2193, 2194,
2223, 2224, 2225, 2226, 2227, 2232, 2238, 2240,
2241, 2249, 2250, 2261, 2262, 2264, 2266, 2267,
2272, 2273, 2274, 2285, 2287, 2288, 2295, 2296,
2297, 2298, 2302, 2310, 2314, 2320, 2321, 2323,
2328, 2331, 2333, 2342, 2347, 2354, 2364, 2365,
2366, 2367, 2369, 2371, 2384, 2388, 2389, 2390,
2408, 2419, 2423, 2424, 2433, 2438, 2445, 2457,
2464, 2467, 2468, 2469, 2483, 2493, 2499, 2505,
2506, 2507, 2508, 2515, 2536, 2537, 2573. 2590,
2591, 2633, 2701, 2716, 2730, 2731, 2737, 2740,
2741,2751
Abu Ibrahim Ashali: 1676
Abu Ma~lik Ash'ari: Ka'b: 1727, 2412, 2444
.\bu Marthad Ghanawi: 1698
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Abu Mas'ud Ansari: 1692, 1930, 2125
Abu Musa Asha'ry: 1523, 1544,5558, 1685, 1736, 1746,

1895, 1949,2114,2187, 2263,2303,2329, 2441,2482
Abu Qatadah: 1603, 2044, 2697
Abu Rafi: 1719, 1829,2695
Abu Razin Uqayli: 2528
Abu Sa' eed Mu'alla: 2118
Abu Sa'eed Khudri: 1534, 1537, 1572, ·1616, 1640, 1647,

1(:\48, 1732, 1753, 1794, 1802, 1816, 1834, 1844,
1870, 1872, 1913, 1927, 2015, 2020, 2048, 2049,
2053, 2086, 2i 16, 2129, 2136, 2175, 2198, 2259,
2278, 2280, 2309, 2327, 2344, 2373, 2404, 2448,
2454,2481,2543,2702,2732
Abu Salamah ibn Abdur Rahman: 1656
Abu Shurayh: 2726
Abu Tufayl Ghanawi: 2571
Abu Umamah Bahili: 1614, 1642, 1758, 1863, 1928,
1951,2064,2120,2535
Abu Yasar: 2473
Abu! Azhar Anmari: 2409
Abu! Baddah: 2677
Abu! Baktari: 1981
Atul Mutawwis: 2013
Adt ibn Aamiri: 1780
Aghar Muzani: 2324
Ala' ibn Ziyad: 1337
Ali ihn Abu Talib: 1550, 1576, 1639, 1650, 1682, 1696,
1757, 1788, 1799, 1813, 1855, IS87, 2138, 2359,
2387,. 2403, 2434, 2449, 2485, 2521, 2638, 2653,
2657,2728
Ali ibn Zayd: 1557
Alqamah ibn Qays: 2219
Amirar Roam: 1571,2377
Amir ibn ar-Roam: 1571
Amir ibn Mas'ud: 2065
Amir ibn Rabi'ah: 2009
Amir ibn Sa'd: 2693, 2733
Ammar ibn Varin: 1977, 2497
Arnr ibn Abdullah: 2595
Amr ibn Ahwas: 2670
Arnr ibn Dinar: 2430
Amr ibn Shuayb: 1786, 1809,2312,2477,2598
Amr ibn ul-Aas: 1716, 1983
Anas ibn Maalik Ka'bi: 2025
Anas ibn Maalik: 1545, l549, 1552, 1560, 1565, 1566,
1574, 1585, 1587, 1590, 1600, 1662, 1686, 1722,
1728, 1734, 1796, 1821, 1851, 1900, 1909, 1923,
1945, 1964, 1982, 2010, 2022, 2096, 2102, 2130,
2147, 2158, 2159, 2221, 2251, 2271, 2290, 2318,
2341, 2351, 2386, 2437, 2440, 2443, 2454, 2470,
2502,2518,2544,2592,2694,2744,2745
Asma hint Abu Bakr: 1861
Asma hint Yazid: 2291,2348
Ata ibn Abu Rabah: 1577, 20 18, 2559
Ata ibn Sa'ib: 2497
Ata ibn Yasar: 1833, 1849
Attab ibn Usayd: 1804
Ayfa: 2169
Ayshah (wife of the Prophet o): 1530, 1531, 1532,
1539, 1540, 1547, 1563, 1564, 1714, 1742, 1743,
176", 1793, 1806, 1825, 1826, 1875, 1884, 1897,
1919, 1936, 1947, 1950, 1980, 1996, 2000, 2001,
2005, 2005, 2019, 2030, 2033, 2036, 2043, 2055,

2059, 2076, 2080, 2083, 2089,
2100, 2104, 2105. 2106. 2112,
2246, 2330, 2357, 2450, 2459,
2534, 2545, 2556, 2560, 2562.
2614. 2624, 2625, 2628, 2631'
266'7, 2669, 2673, 2674, 2676,
2720, 273-J
Ayyash ibn Abu Rabirah: 2727

2090,
2129,
2462,
2572.
2632.
2690,

2091,
2132.
2475,
2594,
2651'
2699,

2097,
2166,
2514,
2602.
2666,
2711.
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Bara ibn Aazib: 1526, 1630, 1713, 1917, 2117, 2199,

2208,2383,2385,2401,2519
Bac;hir ibn Khasasiyah: 1785
Bilal ibn Yasar: 2353
Buhaysah: 1915
Buray~ah ibn Hasib Aslami: 1610, 1762, 1955, 2082,

2217,2289,2293,2411,2456
Busayrah: 2316

D
Dawud (Prophet): 2496

E
Eesa (Prophet): 1761
Eesa ibn Yunus: 20Cl7

F
Fad! ibn Abbas: 2610
Farwah ibn Nawaial: 2161
Fatimah bint Qay~: 1914

H
Hafs ibn Sulayman: 2141
Hafsah (Prophet's ~wife): 1987, 2070,2402
Haijaj ibn Amr: 2713
Hakam ibn Zuhc:yr: 2411
Hakim ibn Hizam: 1842, 1929
Hammad: 1628
Hamza ibn Amr: 2029
Hanzalah ibn Rabi': 2268
Harith ibn Mu!'lim: 2396
Harith ibn Suwayd: 2358
Harithah ibn Mudarrab: 1615
Harithah ibn Wahb: 1866
Hasan Busri: 2186
Hasan: 1535, 1682
Hila! ibn Abdullah: 2521
Hisham ibn Aamir: 1703
Hisham ibn Urwa: 2604
Hubshi ibn Jandaoa: 1850
Hudhayfah ibn Yaman: !893, 2207,2382. 2400,2503
Husayn ibn Wahwah: 1625
Husayn: 1535, 1759

I
Ibn as Sunni: 2414
Ibn Firasi: 1853
Ibn Jurayj: 2205
Ibn Lab'ea: 1809
Ibn Miba': 2595
Ibn Sa'idi: 1854
Ibn Sirin: 1683
Ibn Uyaynah: 1987
Ibrahim (Prophet): 2315, 2415, 2555, 2731
Ibrahim ibn lsma'il: 1554
lkrimah (freedman of Ibn Abbas): 2256
Imran ibn Husayn: 1750, 2038, 2216, 2476
lrbad ibn Sariyah: 1596, 1997,2951
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lsh;'•1 (Prophetr i535
lsh,tq Sahi'i: 2093
lsma'l' (Prophet}: ! 535, )39~

J
Jabir ibn Abdullah: 1543:1570, 1581, 1597, •.605,
1636, 1645, 166~. 1691, 1697, 1704, 1709,
1910, 1916, 1944, 2021, 2027, 2206, 2229,
2304, 2472, 2453, 2517, 2553, 2555, 2559,
2593,2596,2611,2618,:629,2639,2700,
2719,2739
J ·bir ihn Atik: 1561, 1782
Jab1r ibn Samurah: 1666,2069, 2'/38
'·bir ibn Sulaym: 1918
Jafar Sadiq: 1684, 1708
Jarir Bajali: 1702, 1776. 1783, 2752
Jibril: I534, 2215
Jubayr ibtl Nutayr: 2173
Jundub ibn Abdullah BaJali: 2190, 2334
Juwayriyah: 2301
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1893,
22;6.
2566,
27•7,

Nafi Abu Gha!ib: 1679
1'-!afi': 2034,2561,2587, 2626,2692
Nahrani: 2363
Najiyah Aslami: 2642
Najiyah Khuza'ri: 2641
Nawwa ibn Sum'ar: 2121
Nubaysh Kha!r Hudal: 2050, 2645
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Qa'qah: 2479
Qabish ibn Mvkharij: 1837
Qasim Ibn Muhammad: 1712
Qatadah ibn Di'amah Sausi: 2191,2451
Qays ibn Sa'd: 1680
Q11d'amah: 2583,2623
Qurrah Muzani: I 756
Qutbah ibu Maalik: 2471

R

K

Rabi'ah ibn Abdur Rahman: 1812
P.afi' ibn Khadij: 1785
Raft' ibn Amr Muzani: 2671

L

Sa'd ibn Ibrahim: 1644
..iaalim: 1668,2617,2661
Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas: 1562, 1693, 1733, 1952, 2292,
2729,1743
Sa'd ibn Ubac!ah: 1912,2200
Sa'eed ibn Musayyib: 1591, 1689,2185
Safiyah hint Shaybah: 2582
Safwan ibn Assai: 2345
Sahl ibn Abu Hatamah: 1805
Sahl ibn Hanzaliyah: 1848
Sahl ibn Hunayf: 1680
Sahl ibn Sa'd: 1957, 1984, 2254, 2550, 2746
Sa'ib ibn Vazid: 1255
Salamah ibn Akwa': 2644
Salamah ibn Muhabbiq: 2026
Salamah ibn Qays: 2075

Ka'b ibn Maalik: 1541
Ka 'b ibn Ujrah: 2688
Ka'b Akbar: 2 I 74
Khalid ibn Hawdha: 2597
Khallad ibn Sa'ib: 2549
Kharijah ibn Zayd: 2221
Khattab ibn Hratt: I 615
Khawla bint Hakim: 2422
Khuzaymah ibn Jazi: 2705
Kurayb: 1660

s

Laith ibn Sa'd: 2204

M
Maalik ibn Anas: 2282
Maalik ibn Hubayrdh: 1687
Maalik ibn Yasar: 2242
Ma'dan: 2008
Makhul: 2319
Ma'mar ibn Abdullah: 1987
Ma'qil ibn Vasar: 1622, 21 57
Marthad: 1925
Maymunah hint Harith: I 935, 2683

Mika'il: 2215
Miswar: 2709
Mu'adh Aclwiyah: 2032, 2046
Mu'adh ibn Anas: 2139
Mu'adh ibn Jabal: 1606, 1621, 1754. 1800, 2235, 22S4,
2432,2474
.
Mu'adh ibn Zuhra: 1994
Mu'awiyah ibn Abu Sufyan: 1840,2647
Mughirah ibn Shu'bah: 1667, 1740
Mughirah ibn Ziyad: 16,;""
Muhajir ibn Makki: 257-+
Muhammad ibn Abu Bakr Thaqafi: 2592
Muhammad ibn Khalid Su1ami: 1568
Muhammad ibn Nu'man: 1768
Muhammad ibn Qays: 2612
Muhammad ibn Suqa:.l73 7
Musa ibn Talhah: 1803
Muslim ibn Abu Bakrah: 2480
Muslim Qurashi: 2061
Muttalil: ibn Abu Wada'ah: 1711

Salih:274~

Salman Aamir: 1939
Salman Farsi: 1965,2233,2366
Salman ibn Aamir: 1990
SamurahibnJundub: 1657,1811,1846,2294
Shaddad ibn Aws Sunabihi: 1579,2012,2335,2405
Shaqiq: 1586
. Sharid: 2616
Shu'ayb ibn Sinan: 2203
Shutayr ibn Shakal: 2472
Sufyan ibn abu Zuhayr: 2736
Sufyan Tammar: 2695
Sufyan Thawri: 2093
Sulayman Aamir: 1939
Su1ayman Abu Abdullah: 2747
Sulavman ibn Surad: 1573, 2418

T
falhah ibn Ubaydullah: 2428, 2600, 2706
Tawus: 1314, 2209
'!habit ibn Aslam Buuani: 2016,2252
Tha'labah; 1820
Thawban: 1527, 1582. 1672, 1857, 2277, 2360, 2379,
2399
Thawr ibn Zay Daylani: 2643
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Ubadah ibn Samit: 1601, 1641, 1681, 2095
Ubayd ibn Umayr: 1580
Ubaydah ibn Samit: 1601
Ubaydullah ibn Adi: 1832
Ubaydullah ibn Kha1id: 1611
Ubayy ibn Ka'b: 2088.2103, 2122,2213,2215,2258
Umar ibn Khatt'am: 2149
Umar ibn Khattab: 1588, 1663, 1742, 1845, 1854, 1856,
1954, 2211, 2245, 2370, 2429, 2466, 2494, 2504,
2525,2589
Umarah ibn Khuzaymah: 2552
Umayr freedman of Abu1 Lahm: 1953
Umayyah: 1557
Umm Atiyah Ansariyah: 1634
Umm Bujayd: 1879, 1942
Umm Darda: 1761
Umm Fadl: 2042
Umm Habiba: 2275
Umm Hani: 2079
Umm Husayn: 2087
Umm Ma'bad: 2501
Umm Sa'ib: I 543
Umm Salamah (Prophet's n wife): 1617, 1744, 1810,
1933, 1976,2060,2068,2205,2442,2498,253~2588
Umm Umarab: 2081
Uqbah ibn Aamir: 2110, 2131,2140, 2202,2162, 2375
Uqbah ibn Harith: 1883
Urwah ibn Zubayr: 1700, 2080, 2563
Usamah ibn Gharik: 1658
Usamah ibn Zayd: 1578
Usamah ibn Zayd: 1723,2380,2606
Uthman ibn Abdullah.Thaqafi: 2167

Uthman ibn Abul Aas: 1533
Uthman ibn Affan: 2109,2171,2222, 2681,2686
Uthman ibn Hunayf: 2495

w

Wabarah ibn Abdur Rahman: 2060
Waki' ibn Jarrah: 2397
Wathila ibn Aqsa: 1677

y

Yahya ibn Husayn: 2649
Yahya ibn Sa'eed Ansari: 1578
Yahya ibn Sa'eed Qattar: 2299
Yahya ibn sa·eed: 1578
Ya'la ibn Mamlak: 2204
Ya'la ibn Umayya: 2584, 2080, 2723
Ya'qub ibn Aasim: 2616
Yazid ibn Asamm: 2683
Yazid ibn Shayban: 2595
Yunus Ayli: 1987

z

Zayd ibn Arqam: 1551, 1653,2460
Zayd ibn Aslam: 1836
Zayd ibn Khalid Juhani: 1992
Zayd ibn Thabit: 2220, 2547
Zaynab (wife Ibn Mas'ud): 1808. 1934
Zirr Hubaysh: 2088
Ziyad ibn Harith: 1835
Zubaydi: 1987
Zubayr Arabi: 2567
Zubayr ibn Awwam: 1841, 2305
Zuhayr ibn Mu'awiyah: 1799
Zunayl: 2080

INDEX OF LOCATIONS IN AHADITH
Hadith Numbers follow Entry

A
Abyssinia: 1619, 1744
Alij: 2404
Anbar:1718
Aqaba: 2606, 2661
Aqiq (wadi): 2110
AJatah:2606,2714
Arj: 2011
Armenia: 2221
Ayr:2728
Azeroaijao; 2221

F
Fur: 1812

H
Harra (lava): 2004

B
Badr: 2599
Bahrain: 2752
Baqi: 2012
Bayda: 2555, 2553
Bayraha: 1945
Buthan (wadi): 2110

Hazwara: 2725
Hims: 2219
Hubshi: 1718
Hudaybia: 2Sl8, 2636, 2712
Hunayn: 2518

I
lr.aq:2517,2736

J
Jam';2593
Jir:anah:2518,2680
JUhfab; 25 16. 2517

D
Damascus: 2008
Dhat lrq: 2517

Dhu Tuwa: 2561
Dhul Hulayfah: 2516,2551,2627

K
Khayf:
Kw:a Ghamin: 2027
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Rawha: 2510

Lahy Jamal: 2693

M
~adinah:2752,2004,2517,2729,2739

Safa:25~5,2583,2710

~ahyaera:

Sahul: 1635
Syria: 2516

2735

~akkah:2683,2516,2662

s
T

~anNah:2555,2583,2710

~ina:

2606, 2714
~uhassir: 2555, 261 0
~u'ta: 1743
~uzdalifah: 2606, 2596

Ta'if: 2749
Tayba (Madinah) or Taba: 2738
Thaur: 2728
Tur: 2588

0

u

N
Najd: 2516,2517
Naida: 1981

Uhud: 1665, 1704
Usfan: 1660

Q
Qabaliyah: 1812
Qadisiyah: 1680
Qam ~anazil: 25 16
Qam: 2517
Qars: 1526
Qinnasrin: 2752
Qudayd: 1660

Wajj: 2749
Yalamlam: 2516
Yathrib (Madinah): 2727
Yemen: 2516,2517

w
y

z

Zawra: 1504

INDEX OF CLANS IN AHADITH
Hadith Numbers follow Entry

J

A

Jews: 1681,1683,1684, 1685, 1686,2521

Abd Muttalib: 2555
Abyssinia: 2721
Ahl ul-kitab: 1983, 2207
Ansar: 1630, 1713, 1844
Azd: 1779

K
Khatha'm: 2511

M
Makhzum: 1829

D

Mudar: 1952, 2659
Muhajirs: 2198 °

Dhimnis: 1680

H

N

Hawaz in: 2519
Hudhayl: 2555

Nasara (Christians): 1685,2521

Q

I

Quraysh: 1679,2220,2221,2708

·os

lsra'i1, Banu: 1878,2327,2347
0

Sa'd: 2555
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MANIFESTATIONS OF TRUTH
Translation & Detailed Explanation of MISHKAAT AL-MASAABII-1
The recording, arrangement and compiling of had ith that was initiated
in the time o f the Prophet ~ was accomplished gradually and perfec ted
in the era of the tabi ' un and tab' tabi ' un. Books of hadith began to be
compiled. The scholars ofhadith spared no effort and left no stone untumed
to compile books of hadith. Today they serve us as lights of knowledge
and learning, diffusing profound knowledge to the seekers and students.
One such book is Mishkaat Al-Masaabih. It is a complete and compact
form of Masaabih-us-Sunnah. It is a selection of the ahadith of the six
authentic Books of hadith and other reliable collections. It has 6294
ahadith from these sources. Since the time it was compiled, this basic
book ofhadith continues to fom1 part of the syllabus of religious institutions.
Students of hadith derive be ne fi c ia l kn ow ledge fro m it.
Manifestations of Truth is an authentic, reliable and approved sharh
(exposition) of the Mishkaat Al-Masaabih in Urdu by Sheikh Nawab
Qutubuddin Khan Dehlavi and edited by Abdullah Javed Ghazipuri. It is
the most reliable and authentic Sharh (exposition, commentry) of the
Mishkaat Al-Masaabi h in Urdu language. The commentary and explanation
of each hadith is given in the light of the issues and problems pertaining
to current times. The most authentic books on the subject ha ve been
consulted. The authorities whose works are cited include Mullah Al i Qari
y.JJ,._, (Mirqat), Teebi, Toorpushti, Khattabi, to name a few. The ahadith
are numbered in sequence and appropriate headings and sub-headings are
given.
It has been a reference and guide since last 30 years, it was first
published for the scholars, students and layman. Now, its English translation
is presented to you and we can say without any reservation that there is
no other matching English renderring of Mishkaat Al-Masaabih and its
explanation. It is an unparralleled book on lessons of hadith fi lled wi th
precious pearls of the Prophet's ~sayings.

We at Darul-lshaat, Karachi have done our utmost to meet the needs
of our valued patrons and present to them a book unequalled in getup,
printing, paper and binding.
May Allah accept our effort through His Mercy and Favour. And may
He make it a mea ns of deliverance and an asset in the hereafter for us.
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